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ADVERTISEMENT.

The scientific publications of the National Museum consists of two
series—Proceedings and Bulletins.

The Proceedings, the first volume of which was issued in 1878, are

intended primarily as a medium for the publication of original papers

based on the collections of the National Museum, setting forth newly
acquired facts in biology, anthropology, and geology derived there-

from, or containing descriptions of new forms and revisions of limited

groups. A volume is issued annually or oftener for distribution to

libraries and scientific establishments, and, in view of the importance

of the more prompt dissemination of new facts, a limited edition of

each paper is printed in pamphlet form in advance. The dates at

which these separate papers are published are recorded in the table

of contents of the volume.

The present volume is the thirty-fifth of this series.

The Bulletin, publication of which was begun in 1875, is a series of

more elaborate papers, issued separately, and, like the Proceedings,

based chiefly on the collections of the National Museum.
A quarto form of the Bulletin, known as the "Special Bulletin," has

been adopted in a few instances in which a larger page was deemed
indispensable.

Since 1902 the volumes of the series known as "Contributions from

the National Ilerbariuni," and containing papers relating to the

botanical collections of the Museum, have been published as Bulletins.

Richard Ratiibun,

Assistant Secretary, Smithsonian Institution,

In charge of the United States National Museum.
February 20, 1909.
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VOCABULARY OF MALAYSIAN BASKETWORK: A

STUDY IX THE W. L. ABBOTT COLLECTIONS.

By Otis T. Mason,

Ih'dd Curator, Department of Anthropology, U. 8. National Museum.

INTRODUCTION.

This vocabulary is the result of studies in large collections of bas-

ketwork from the Andamans and Nicobars, the Peninsula of

Malacca, Sumatra and the islands thereabout, and Borneo south <>f

Sarawak, with the view of having a lucid nomenclature in describing

the Abbott specimens more at length in a larger work. The collec-

tions were personally gathered and presented to the United States

National Museum by Dr. William L. Abbott, of Philadelphia.

The Abbott collections are of greatest scientific value as types.

because after studying the wants of the Museum he labeled each

specimen carefully according to the latest requirements, and they

come in the most opportune time to compare with the vast material

now being sent from the Philippines. The Abbott collections also

ally themselves with the textile handicrafts of Japan, China, the

southeastern Asiatic states, and the islands of the Pacific.

The terms " basketry " and basketwork " are here taken to em-

brace all handicrafts used in the manufacture of Malaysian baskets

proper and in other industries as well, in which the same technical

processes occur. Later will be shown the varied and wide applica-

tion of the terms.

The word Malaysia is preferred to Malaya, since the latter, as com-

monly used, is more restricted. The term also leaves room for the

racial diversities known to exist from the Philippines to the Sunda
Islands.

Plate I shows how different in form, structure, and technic the

Malaysian basketwork is. The figures on the plate, beginning at the

left, are first, a carrying basket (Cat. No. 232633, U.S.N.M.). in close

oblique checker weaving, of pandanus. At the border the elements

are turned down over a hoop and inwoven. The carrying zone is

bound by two small stems run through the texture, forming a band

Proceedings U. S. National Museum. Vol. XXXV— No. 1 631
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an inch and one-half wide. Two loops of twined work furnish the

hold for the carrying band of bast. The specimen is from Banka

Island.

The second figure represents a covered, jar-shape basket (Cat. No.

237103, U.S.N.M.), from the island of Engano. It is in what is

called single lacing. (See Lacing.) The foot of the basket is a

braided ring of rattan split, and the bottom is set in.

The third specimen is a rough basket, or ambong, of bark (Cat.

No. 232652, U.S.N.M.), from Klabat Bay, Banka Island, for carrying

various articles, from live animals to yams. It is made of five coarse

strips, U-shape, woven in open checkerwork at the bottom, bent up

and held in place by coarse twined weaving of vine. On the front of

the picture will be seen the rude handle. (See Barkwork.)

The fourth figure, lying on its side (Cat. No. 229406, U.S.N.M.).

from Singapore, is a rice steamer. The cylindrical body is made of a

strip of hard, tough bark, the ends sewed together. The borders are

of hoopwork, sewed on with Malay knots. The movable bottom is an

elaborate grating of bamboo strips. The handles are bails of rattan.

The top is of pandanus leaf. The rice is placed in a steamer, which

is set over boiling water, and the steam does the cooking.

The fifth specimen (Cat, No. 221516, U.S.N.M.), from Labuan

Jawa, South Pagi Island, is of wickerwork in rattan stems, showing

the bod}' and the method of turning down, inweaving, and fastening

off. For the beginning of the work at the bottom, see fig. 8.

The figure on the extreme right (Cat. No. 221538, U.S.N.M.), from

Simalur Island, is a small hand basket of fine rattan splits, in what is

called wrapped weaving.* The border is of false braidwork. It is

interesting to find on this side of the world a technic identical with

that among the Makah Indians of Vancouver Island. (See fig. 10.)

In my work entitled Aboriginal American Basketry h it was found

convenient, after consulting with many fellow-students, to adopt a

uniform set of names for the materials, forms, structural parts, tech-

nical processes, and appliances involved. As in the former work, so

here, words in common use are adopted with their conventional mean-

ings. Native names for all specimens have been carefully gathered by
Doctor Abbott, and they are priceless; but they must be employed
sparingly in a glossary, since there are almost as many different dia-

lects spoken in the Malaysian area as were found in the United States

by the firsi settlers.

In no other part of the world are such accommodating plants to be

found for our art. The varied forms of basketry grow out of the

demands of a tropical climate and the industries occasioned thereby.

Sec Aboriginal American Basketry, fig. -2. p. 236.

6 Report, U. S. National Museum, 1902, pp. 193-197.
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The structural parts—bottom, body, framework, border, cover, car-

rying and other added .portions, have relation lo peoples who by rea-

son of climate wear little clothing and to whom the saving of an

ounce in load is an advantage.

The principal claim to attention and interest, however, is the in-

finite variety of technical processes and their combinations, including

rootwork, stemwork, and Leafwork; barkwork, bast work, skinwork,

and spathework; loomless weaving under many names; coiling in

great varieties; besides winding, lacing, plaiting, braiding, netting,

knotwork, and joinerwork, in bewildering technic. These for the

purposes of proper classification should be examined carefully and

described in unmistakable terms, which may be employed in a com-

parative study of the Abbott specimens with others from neighboring

peoples and from the world at large. While many of the processes

have a general resemblance in the two hemispheres, the special prob-

lems are quite different. The American woman in each piece of

work follows one general plan throughout. To borrow a word from

natural history, her work is not so highly organized, although the

manipulation is quite as skilful.

In the American examples, bottoms and borders are indeed some-

what varied. The Porno woman does know several ways of starting

her work, and she gets at it sooner and more gracefully. The Tlinkil

weaver is a genius in borders, and yet her materials restrict her in

her motifs." The Abbott baskets, made of rattan, bamboo, and other

woody substances, have the foot, if present, made in all sorts of

ways—a part of the bottom and separate from it. The bottom in

such a basket is conspicuously distinct from the body, has not the

same outline, and is definitely bounded. The outline of the body is

round, or at least curved. When the active textile elements of the

bottom pass up to the warp, or passive part of the body, the technic

changes and also the name. With the softer elements, the same

holds true. The Malaysian has greater variety. The checkers, twills,

rhomboid, hexagon, and octagon work greatly excel the American in

their development and elaboration.

Among the special peoples visited by Doctor Abbott in making the

collections here described are the following:

Andamanese. (See Mincopi.)

Battaks: Natives of Sumatra.

Chowpal: Negritos of Trong, Lower Siam.

Dyaks: Various Malay tribes of Borneo.

Enganese: Of Engano Island, west of Sumatra.

Jakuns: Of Rumpin River, Pahang, Malay Peninsula.

"See G. T. Emmons, The Basketry of the Tlinkit. .Mem. Amer. Mus. Nat.

Hist., .New York. U>03, III, Pt. 2.
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Malays: General brown people, in many subdivisions, ethnic and
cultural.

Mincopi : Aborigines of Andaman Islands.

Niasese: Of Nias Island, west of Sumatra.

Nicobarese. (See Shompeng.)

Sakais: On the Malay Peninsula.

Sellungs : In Mergui Archipelago, west of Malay Peninsula.

Semangs: An aboriginal people of Malacca Peninsula.

Shompeng: Aborigines of the Nicobar Islands.

VOCABULARY.

Abbreviations.—If they are to be used, the following rules are

suggested : In bibliography, those adopted for the International

Catalogue would be the best. For special basketry expedients the

letter x may stand for an indefinite number, as in the sentence, " At

the upsett, about the carrying band, and on the borders of burden

baskets, x rows of close work are added for additional strength."

There would be no obscurit}- in putting ver., hor., dex., and sin.

for vertical, horizontal, dextral, and sinistral, in describing the in-

tricate technic of certain classes of basketwork. Also, in describing

twilled work, the fractional formula may be employed, for example.

"• under-two-over-one," could be ^ ; or hor. = ——
' would mean "the

1

'

sin.

horizontal splits all pass under the dextral and over the sinistral

splits." Care should be taken to explain what is meant by an ab-

breviation and to have it signify always the same idea.

Dr. J. Lehmann reduces the whole nomenclature of loomless textiles

(Gefiechtsarten) to formulas, in which Roman and Arabic numerals,

capitals, and lower-case type, and Greek letters are employed to show

at a glance the most intricate textures.

Added parts.—Include all attachments for adapting baskets to

their specialties. The betel basket will have pockets for the different

-i 1 1 (stances; at the bottom of the bolo basket will be a block of spongy

wood to receive the point; the bird cage, the fish basket, the protector

for hot food, will all be fitted for their several functions.

. I m bong.—General Malay name for a carrying or burden basket.

. I//-/. —The Malaysian basket-makers practice something like sew-

ing and make hundreds of fine holes for the rattan filaments that do

(he work of thread. The holes are made with piercers (see Pierced

work), but as the effect is produced by a thrust, with revolutions, the

instruments will be described and illustrated under Drill. (See

Plate IV.)

Bach-pad.—A smooth piece of spathe or bark sewed on the side of

a burden basket that is worn against the naked back of the carrier.

Though this type of basket has rounded body, the squared foot and
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framework and the fixed backpad make it proper to --peak of sides.

(See Plate III.)

Bajus.—In Nias, jackets made of bark cloth, which see.

Bamboo skin.—The outer skin of young bamboo stems, when
peeled off and properly cured, is used like spathe and bast for making
hats and for other smooth textures.

Bamboo work.—To the natives of Malaysia, bamboo stems serve

the double use of receptacles and as the basis and material for much
basketry technic. Bamboo is (he common name for the large tree-like

grasses belonging to the genus Bambusa, of which more than thirty

species are known. Some send up canes from their rhizomes 50 to 60

feet high in a single season. In others, one of the hollow internodes

may reach a foot in diameter and more than 3 feet in length. The
bamboo canes are employed for no end of uses in Malaysia, both

whole and split. Masts, sails, mats, roofs, walls, floors, furniture, and

the finest baskets are made from stems, leaves, and finely-shredded

outer skin.

Ba/'k cloth.—The bast, or inner bark, of Ficus bicuspis and other

exogens is beaten into tapa, narrow strips of which form the harness

for attaching the burden basket to the body of the carrier.

Bar],- work.—The various uses of bark in the basket-making art

—

outer bark and inner bark of exogens, both natural and textilized.

The large bracts of leaves and spathes of flowers and the green skin

of bamboo stems do most excellent service in the making and fitting

of receptacles. (See Tapa.) These substances are rounded with the

grain as they grew on the plant or across the grain and wrapped
about a mold. They are cut into large pieces, to be made into hats or

into strips to be woven. (See Plate I.)

Basketwork.—The basket, in Malaysia as elsewhere, is a receptacle

and a vehicle. The myriad utensils there performing these functions

go by the general name of basketry. The numberless varieties of

loomless handicrafts in flexile materials to be found in and on bas-

kets may be grouped under the word "basketwork." These same

processes in other associations may bear different names. In mate-

rials. Malaysian peoples would have barkwork, canework. leafwork'.

rootwork, spathework, and stem work. Or, if necessary, one could

speak of bamboo work, " ejoo " work (meaning the long, black, tough

hairs on the wine palm), palm-leaf work, pandanus work, rattan

work, and as many more kinds as there might be substances fur-

nishing the chief material.

In all these operations there is the attempt to produce a utensil or

to imitate its processes on or in something else. Looked at from the

naturalist's point of view, all the things here in mind have structures

and functions, and may be studied as specimens for scientific investi-

gation. In structure, the objects are made of flexile, or flexible mate-
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rials, into this, that, or the other: but one characteristic remains—the

material is pliant and pliable and is used by bending it into place.

Another step in the structural history of textiles before reaching

the functional stage, may be called the " technic," under which the

material becomes a knot, a braid, a chain, a twine, a weft, a coil, a

lacing—all done by hand, without loom or other substitute for hand-

work, and all assembled as contributors in that intricate composition

called basketwork.

Under function, two things come to pass: The true basketwork

multiplies its offices and becomes walls, floor, matting, and roof for

the house: hat, shoe, garment, and adornment for the body; covering

and offering for the dead; the minister of industries and decorative

an-, where it is no longer receptacle nor vehicle. (See Uses.)

It is in this broad acceptation that the word basketwork is here

used. Whatever processes have been absorbed by the basket-maker

will be taken into consideration, no matter if they be employed else-

where. Indeed, some of the prettiest examples of basketwork are to

be found on shields, shafts of spears, hilts of edged weapons, and in

personal ornaments. They also furnish motives for the carver and

painter.

The term "Malaysian basketwork" will be made comprehensive

enough to cover all textile work that is loomless. As one example

among many, the bamboo stem is not basketwork, but (1) its joints

are made into receptacles and vehicles: (2) basketwork will be put

on them before they can be useful; and (3) the tough and flexible

and beautiful outer surface renders a wide range of textile services.

The same may be said of the pandanus and other leaves, which lend

themselves to basketry, so everything made of them may be studied

in basketwork.

Marsden (p. 55) says that baskets, " bronong baccole," are a con-

siderable part of the furniture of a Sumatran house and the number is

the token of the owner's wealth. In them his harvests of rice or

pepper are gathered and brought home. They are made of slices of

bamboo connected by means of split rattans, and are carried chiefly

by the women, on the back, supported by a string or band across the

forehead.

Bastwork.— (See Barkwork.

)

Beading.—Ribbon-like strips of pretty material run into open

basketwork, for decoration.

Bejueo.—Also Behuco. (See Calami/*.)

J!, laying.—The process thus named by sailors is used by the Abbott

peoples a- an ornamental knotwork on the borders of baskets, which

seems to be the original meaning of overlaying. The Dyak basket-

makers tuck the moving part under the passive parts in passing and
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make a kind of false braid or knotwork. (See also Figure-of-8

work.) Captain Tozier calls it
•

' overhand-knoi in single strand."

Betel basket.—One of the forms of basketry on which the Malay-

sian craftswoman expends her utmost skill. Betel is chewed uni-

versally after the manner of tobacco. The quid is made up of betel

nut, pepper leaf, and dry slaked lime. Marsden says (p. 71) thai

the "penang," or betel-nut tree, i-, in growth and appearance nol

unlike the cocoa nut. The betel is the astringent seed of this palm
(Arcca catechu), about as large as a nutmeg. Large plantations are

made of the " siri " (Piper betel), a creeping plant, whose leaf, of a

strong aromatic flavor, they wrap about the nut. dip in powdered

lime, and put into the mouth. The basket for holding all these and
the utensils that belong with them is quite an exquisite a Hair, hung
to the belt. (See figs. 31, 32.)

Bird Cage.—See Technic.

Body.—The part of a basket above the bottom, for which all other

parts exist and to which they are attached. The materials, shapes.

structural parts and their relations, technics, attachments, and decora-

tions demand the closest study, inasmuch as they furnish the best

means for classification. Okey speaks of the body as "sides." This

is quite proper in Malaysia, since a large proportion of the baskets

are attached to the person and have back and front and sides differ-

entiated. Especial notice should be taken of the relations which

added parts bear to the body. In some examples I hey are worked in

when the body is forming; in others they are added afterwards. (Sec

Currying basket, Cover, Framework, Ornamentation. Him, TecJtnie,

Upsett, Warp, Weaving, Weft.)

Cat. No. 221534, U.S.N.M., Plate II. is a burden basket from Siaba

Bay, Xias Island, west of Sumatra, illustrating in an excellent man-

ner the diversified technic that may be connected with it.

1. The body is a cylinder of rattan in three forms and woven in

three directions. The horizontal elements are thin hoops; the right

obliques are slender splits latticed on the hoops half an inch apart

and slightly inclined ; the left obliques are the active uniting elements,

being also slender splits, going inside the hoops and outside the right

obliques, lying (hit against the former and making a twist or curl

around the latter each time one is passed. The lower portion of the

body is in quite open work, but above the strengthening hoop the

technic is as close as possible.

2. The attachments and accessory technics to the body of this speci-

men are many. (</) The foot is a hoop, whose overlapping ends are

joined by wrapping and which is held on by a sewing in long stitches.

(b) The framework consists of uprights of rattan splits doubled

over the hoop of the carrying zone, lashed t<> the body and to the

bottom by a series of Malay knotwork.
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3. Carrying parts are the stout hoop on the body a few inches

from the top, answering to a hoop on the inside, for backing, and all

held to the body technic by a series of knots. On the two uprights

that limit the back of the body are knotted loops, or grommets, for

the carrying band of soft bark cloth.

-1. Borderwork will always be a chief point of interest. In this

example it consists of two half hoops of rattan fitted against the

upper rim of the body, a thin piece of rattan laid over the joint, and

all neatly bound with two sets of knots close together, their connect-

ing splits prettily interwoven. In other examples three or more sets

of knots produce broad bands of ornamental work by their inter-

weaving.

Pig. 1. -CLOSE, OBLIQUE CHECKERWORK WITH INWOVEN BORDER, SHOWING FINISHED BASKET
AND DETAIL OP BORDER.

Borderwork.—If the upper margin of the body technic in a basket

be called "rim," borderwork will apply to that great variety of treat-

ment bestowed by Malaysian basket-makers upon the margin, or

rim. Some of the American Indian women were not far behind them.a

It is the part receiving the most scrupulous care on account of strain

and stress, but it offered to decorative motives their best oppor-

tunities. Here will be found braidwork, coiledwork, hoopwork,

knot work, and twinedwork. All at once the basket-maker is thinking

how best to fasten off body technic at the rim; what technic shall

the distinctive borderwork receive. Here terminates also the frame-

work, here rests the cover, and how shall they all be harmonized.

Practically, borders are checker, double-hoop, two-hoop, thin hoop,

sloping shoulder, wrapped, moused, interlocking helical, and inwoven.

'•' Sec Emmons, Mem. Ann']'. Mus. Nat. Hist., New York, 1903, III, Pt. 2.
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Cat. Xo. 232072, U.S.N.M. (fig. 1.), is an example of oblique

checkerwork in pandanus leaf, and the accompanying drawings
show the detail of bending downward and tuck-in at the border.

The basket-maker has achieved two

good results : she has given a

neat and safe finish and. by turn-

ornamental feature of variety.

There is no end of the ways in

which the Malaysian basket-makers

do their tucked borders. (See also

Plates I, XVII. and figs. 2-6.

Cat. Xo. 244280, U.S.N.M. (fig.

2), shows an example of figure-

of-8 borderwork on plain checker

or in wicker. The borderwork

movement of each split is seen in

the upper drawing (a). The result

of using two splits of different colors is given in front
(
h) and

back {() view in the drawing-.

Cat. No. 221538, U.S.N.M. (fig. 3), illustrates borderwork in which

are combined a pretty braided effect on the upper margin with loops

-FlGDRB-OF-8 BORDERWORK.

Fig. 3.

—

Looped and braidei RDERWORK.

deep enough to take in several rows of body technic. This is often

necessary not only for strength, but to cover up stiff', unsightly ends

ever obtruding themselves in the bamboo and rattan country.
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Fig. 4. -BORDERWORK CONCEALING KODGH ENDS WITH HOOPS

AND KNOTWORK.

Cat. No. 232630, U.S.N.M. (fig. 4), is borderwork in which a row

of stiff warps are turned down between two half hoops of rattan,

the whole bound together by two series of Malay knotwork and the

ugly gap between

the hoops covered

by three rows

of wrapped weft

done in the tops

of the turns in

the Malay knots.

The upper draw-

ing (a) shows

side view of the

warps, hoops,
knot series, and

the covering of

the space between hoops. The lower (b) gives a top view of the

three wrapped wefts so interlaced as to produce a three-strand braid

effect on the upper

turns of the knots.

Cat. Nos. 221510,

221523, and 221513,

U. 8. X. M., are

brought together

( fig. 5 ) to show the

procedure from a

simple turn in bor-

der to more com-

plex forms without

recourse to knot-

work of any kind.

It is wickerwork on

warps in pairs. The

borderwork in the

upper d r a wing
shows the bending

down of one of

each pair to the

right, the other to

the left, skipping

t h e neighboring

pair in each case and thrusting the ends into the wickerwork two

warps away.

In the middle drawing this border serves as the basis of twined

work among the bends of the warps, the separate elements of the

twine being stems in pairs.

Ends of warps turned down for borderwork.
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In the lower drawing it is braidwork among the bends and the

stems are in twos and fours.

Cat. No. 221516, U.S.N.M., gives a border in braidwork without

knotwork (fig. 6), in which three stems of rattan braid together in

pairs. <//>, (/c, he. over the bends of warps. Such combinations are

found on ornamental baskets in wiekerwork.

Bottomwork.—Malaysian basketry, though it varies greatly, finds

its prime motive in the bottomwork. especially the burden baskets,

c m$m

b-'<Z

Fig. 6. Rattan stems bhaided i\ pairs over bent-down warps.

with their square footing and framework for cylindrical and conical

bodies. A deal of bottomwork is simplest checker or twilled work

in what will be the stakes, the warp, the active elements in forming

the body. Added to these will be the stiffening parts, the footing,

the knotting, the sewing, and the staying parts, or accessories. The

following varieties are easily distinguished:

1. Bottom and body in one indistinguishable.

2. Bottom in similar technic, much plainer.

3. Bottom elements all warps of sides.
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4. Bottom bounded by upsett in different technic.

5. Bottom with foot.

6. Bottom separate and set in.

7. Bottom entirely movable.

Cat. No. 232636, U.S.N.M., is a type of bottom seen in a great num-

ber of Malaysian baskets (fig. 7). It consists of two series of thin

splits latticed at right angles in their middles. They are held securely

in place by a double row of boustrophic twinedwork forming the

upsett, and also braced by single rows of twining crossed diagonally.

The splits are then all bent up at right angles to become the warps

of the body, which

is built up by vari-

ous technics over a

mold. (See Mold-

ing. )

Fig. 8 (Cat. No.

221513. U.S.N.M.)

shows the bottom

of a globular wick-

er basket. Fifteen

rattan stems in

groups of fives laid

side by side are

bent and laid on

and under one an-

other so that each

stem will cross

one from another

group, all in place

resembling curved

spokes of an iron

wheel. In this po-

sition they are held

together in pairs by two rows of wrapping about alternate crossings.

Adjacent stems are then brought together in pairs and fastened with

another double row of wrapping. Just outside of this 'the regular

wickerwork begins, forming the upsett. The pairs of stems continue

as warp up to the rim.

Bovst/'ophic.—Applied to twined or other technic that does not

pass round and round spirally, but back and forth dextrally and

sinist rally.

Braidwoi'k.—Narrow fabric, in which three or more elements are

interwoven, but there is no distinction between passive and active

parts; all are pliant and active. The Malaysian women are wonder-

fully adept in making and applying it. Braidwork may be flat, like

sennit, or round, or square. Braiding may be a part of general

Fig. 7.

—

Lattice bottom, with twined upsett in boustropii.
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technic, as in borders, or ready-made sennit or other braid may be

an element in different kinds of weaving. (See figs. 9, 10, 11. L2.)

Brooms.—Made from fiber of coco palm by basket-making pro-

cesses.

Bumban batu ("bemban," Skeat).—A large tough reed of dark

color, growing on the hills of West Borneo. Used much in basket-

making.

Burden basket.—A car-

rying basket for heavy

loads. Usually support-

ed on the body by means

of a bark cloth band over

the shoulders, like a knap

s a c k . Sometimes the

band goes across the

breast and occasionally

across the forehead. The

burden baskets are the

acme of the maker's art.

Calamus.—A genus of

palms having over 80

species, in Asia, some in

Australia and A f r i c a.

Slender, solid stems,

sometimes 1 to 2 inches

in diameter, growing to

great lengths, clambering

among the branches of

trees by means of the

hooked prickles on the

stalks of their pinnate

leaves. C. rotdng, C. ru-

dentum, C. verus, C. vim-

inalis,aiid probably other

Indian and Malaysian

species ure the source of

the largely imported rat-

tan canes used for the

M'nts of chairs, and in

their native countries for cables and ;i variety of other purposes.

C. montanus is twisted into suspension bridges over the river Sikkim.

C. scipiomim is the thicker Malacca cane, imported from Singapore for

walking sticks, and C. avstralis is the Loya cane, from Australia.

In the Abbott collections its versatility seems to have no limit. A
basket with no rattan in its make-up is a rarity. Iloopwork, footing,

Fig. 8. Bottom of globular wickbb basket.
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Fig. 9.

—

Braidwork in carrying zone of

burden basket.

framework, borders, knotwork, and body technic are dependent on it.

Its tough, glossy surface is split into delicate filaments to serve as

thread for sewing borders, into active elements in weaving, like the

" cane " for chair seats, and the carrying parts of baskets. From

the study of Malaysian textiles, rattan will never be absent.

( 'arrying baskt t.—A name borne

by a multitude of basket forms in

Malaysia. Owing to the hot cli-

mate little clothing is worn, so

special provision must be made

for everything that is borne

about—from the siri quid to the

heaviest burden—including food

and drink, clothing, implements,

weapons, and articles of commerce. I^or these, the burden basket

must have capacity, strength, carrying parts, comfort, and resting

parts. Maxima and minima—the greatest strength and room with

the least weight

—

seem to have been

worked out by

these primitive en-

gineers. The abun-

dant use of the tri-

angle, the placing

of a support where

it is immediately

needed, and pro

t e c t i o n of the
naked body could not be better looked after. Besides all the technic

of ordinary baskets, there must be shoulder, head, and breast bands,

backpads, framework, footing, strengthening parts, and stays. In

weaving the body

of the burden bas-

ket the woman
has this fact of

carrying in mind.

A few inches be-

low the border she

makes the technic stronger on both sides of the space where the car-

rying band and strengthening parts go around. A wale of stouter

material is inserted, the courses are forced closer together, more

strands are added in the technic, and half hoops with proper backing

are knotted on. In this glossary the space thus guarded and strength-

ened is spoken of as the ' ; carrying zone " and the structural parts

added, with the burden function in mind as the " cariying parts."

Fig. 10.

—

Braidwork loops for carrying band.

l'n;. 11. Four-strand braid in carrying zone.
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Fig. 12.

—

Braids in two colors in carrying zone.

Fig. 11, from Cat. No. 2442G7, U.S.N.M., shows the common open-

work of a rattan basket and the insertion in the carrying zone of four

rows of twined weaving in twilled, boustrophic technic.

Fig. 13, from Cat. No. 232630, U.S.N.M., illustrates the strength-

ening of the carrying zone by hoops fastened on with cross-wrapping

single knots. Above and below the hoops two rows of half hitches

over alternate warps are intertwined.

Figs. 9-12 (Cat. Nos. 244284, 244207. 244286, U.S.N.M.), illus-

trate the ingenious

ways in which the pi~.<-*,.

strengthening tech-

nic in the carry-

ing zone may, when
new duties demand,

be braided away

from the texture to form handles or to become loops about the carry-

ing bands. In fig. 10 there are two rows of 3-strand braid which form

the loops. In fig. 11 is a compact single 4-strand braid. In fig. 12

there are two rows of 4-strand braid. All of these are designed to

function in the same way.

Plate III represents a six-sided carrying basket (Cat. No. 221504,

U.S.N.M.) from Pagi Islands, Mentawi Group, west of Sumatra. It

shows the smooth pad of bast for the carrier's naked back; the head-

band of soft bark for supporting the load; the zone of strong, double

hoopwork, to strengthen the basket at its point of greatest strain. In

other baskets there

is a great diversity

of expedients to ac-

complish this end.

In this specimen

no sling of split

passes from the

carrying loops to

be knotted under

the bottom, that strain being relieved by the six uprights bounding

the sides and brought together to form the foot. This is a tine speci-

men of hexagon weave and of a hoopwork border.

Carrying parts, carrying zone— (See Carrying bask< l.)

Chain work.—A technic in a single element, resembling chain

stitching in needlework. It finds its nearest relative with wrapped
weaving.

Check.—Where two elements cross each other. (See also Decussa-

tion.)

Fig. 13.

—

Carrying zone strengthened by hoopwork.
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Checkerwork.—Basketwork in which the crossing elements are

equally flexible and the checks are rectangular. It may be open or

close, vertical, or oblique. (See figs. 1, 7, 14, 16.)

Fig. 14, from Rumpin River, Pahang (Cat. No. 219966, U.S.N.M.),

and Plate I make plain what is meant by the term " close checker-

work." both in upright and oblique technic. The only difference

between them and open checkerwork is in spacing and not in method.

In the Malaysian area the basket-makers produce all sorts of fanciful

shapes in checker by folding back the strips.

Chevron.—V-shape technic in which two or more colored lines meet

at an angle. (Compare Herringbone and Zigzag.)

Chinking.—Soft materials between hard stems and soft technic.

Seen in the bottoms and upsetting of many Abbott baskets, to protect

delicate work.

a b
Fig 14.

—

Upright («) and oblique (b) checkerwouk.

Classification.— (See Structural part* and Technic.) The parts of

basketwork in Malaysia arc so numerous and varied, their technical

processes so diversified and associated, and the uses of the products

are so multiplied, that classification is difficult for the whole fabric.

A division by materials, function, bottom, body, framework, carry-

ing parts, decoration, or technical processes must end there. A bark

gutta tub will be a regular museum of added knotwork and a paddy

basket a wonderful study in braiding.

<'<>il<<l basketry.—Basketwork in which a foundation of hard or

soft material, arranged in a flat, cylindrical, or conic spiral, is held

together by means of over-and-over sewing or wrapping. In the

Abbott collections, owing to the abundance and fitness of rattan, the

single-rod foundation is far the most common kind, and beautiful

examples are seen. The fineness of close coiling depends on the

number of turns to the inch.
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Fig. 15 (Cat. Xo. 216270, U.S.N.M.) illustrates the most popular

method of coiled work in Malaysian basketry. The rattan and its

allies are so abundant and so well adapted that there is no need

of the many kinds of coiled work seen in America. The upper draw-

ing (a) shows a portion of a coiled basket near the rim; the middle

drawing (b) is a diagram of the technic; the lower figure (c) ex-

plains the beginning at the bottom. It is the single-rod coil through-

out and the border is finished off with a single split wound on the

rim between the turns of the active part.

Color.—Malaysian basketry does not abound in bright colors.

Living on the shady side of the forests, the women's textile work is

not brilliant. Beautiful effects come from different woods, from
aging, from native dyes, and from trade colors. It may be also that

the motives for color are lacking. (See Jernung.)

Fig. 15.—Coir, ion basket, single-rod foundation, spiral bottom.

Cover.—That part of the basket which closes the receptacle. What
might be termed (-overwork is here in mind, and the crude, primitive

ways of building up a shoulder and fitting the cap are interesting.

(See Plates I, V, VI, XII, XIV.)
Crossed warp.—Two sets of passive parts cross each other at an

angle, as in hexagonal technic. They may be latticed or intertwined.

Examples will show.

Curl work.—Especially in pandanus leafwork, the overlying strips

are curled, to produce relief effects. (See fig. 10, and Plate II.)

Cycloidwork.—One or more stems bent round and round by cy-

cloidal movement. The separate turns may be free or interlocked.

Used in decorative foots, borders, covers, etc. (See fig. 33, and Plate

XIV.)
Decoration.— (See Ornamentation.)

Proc. X. M. vol. xxxv—08 2
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Decussation.—Crossing of warps at an acute angle. (See Check.)

Design.—Figure or pattern in the ornamentation of basketry.

Not to be confounded with symbol.

Dextral.—Applied to the elements of basketwork that lean toward

the right. (See Horizontal, Sinistral, and Vertical.) Common in

Malaysian basketry.

Diagonalwork.—Passing the active elements over two or more

warps, but not the same in adjoining rows. (See Twilledwork.)

Diaper.—A surface decoration produced by the technic showing a

pattern by the crossing of the elements. The refinement of twilled-

work.

Drill.—For the delicate sewing which is seen most abundantly on

the borders of carrying baskets, the very fine holes are made through

bamboo, rattan, and other

hard materials with long

pointed drills made from

old files. The point of the

drill is drawn out almost

needle-like, while the an-

gular form of body is pre-

served. Plate IV shows a

few varieties and also

blunt prickers in monkey
bone and in iron. (See

Pricker.)

On the toj) row of

Plate IV are basket-

makers' drills, or awls

(Cat. Nos. 249051-249054,

U.S.N.M.), "simbal," of

the Dyaks of Bayu and
In sewing the borders, footings.

Fm. 16.

—

Curled work ix pandanus leak.

Gray, Sempang River, "West Borneo

and other parts of baskets with finely split rattan, holes must be drilled

through hoops and other woodwork. The '"simbal" is just the tool,

not a needle nor an awl precisely, but a very fine drill, the blade made
of an old file usually, and quadrilateral to the very tip.

On the lower part of Plate IV are the so-called prickers (Cat. Nos.

249049, 249050, U.S.N.M.), " pemudat," of the Dyaks of Bayu,
Sempang River, West Borneo. The first specimen is made of iron;

the latter of orang bone. This implement is used to pass between

the elements of a finished texture, in order to open the way for weav-

ing backward or overlaying as in the "mad weave."

Plate V shows an elegant old piece of twilled basketwork (Cat. No.

249413, U.S.N.M.) from Dyaks of Gray, West Borneo, introduced

here to illustrate the use of the fine drills, but possessing many note-

worthy characters. Among them especial attention is called to the
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arabesque ornament in red diaper twill all over the body and the

cover; the " hook-and-eye " work, the broad shoulder, the fine sewing,

and the neat hoopwork at the border; and the same processes in the

margin of the cover.

Ejoo.—A fiber compassing the stems of the kabun palm in Sumatra

and seemingly bound on by thicker fiber or twigs, of which the Ma-

lays make pens for writing. It resembles coarse black horsehair and

is used, among other purposes, for making ropes and mixing with

mortar. (Marsden, p. 77.)

Embroidery.—Textile ornament added to the surface after the

basket technic is finished. Usually it is false embroidery, which ap-

pears to have been added, but is really done with the weaving.

Ends.—On the rim of a basket the fastening of the ends of technic

elements receives a vast deal of attention. They are cut off flush,

merely turned back and inwoven, or, to give finish, change the

technic altogether- It is a part that must never be overlooked. (See

also Borderwork and Rim.)

Fagoting.—Same as hemstitching, or the gathering two or more

warp threads into a bundle by wrapping.

False braid.—An appearance of braidwork very common in basket-

work, made with a single strand or split, in what is called ball stitch,

or racking seizing. (See Seizing.)

False embroidery.—An appearance given in basket-making by

wrapping the strands that show on the outside of the structure with

colored material.

Fiber.—Any flexible substance composed of filaments. Malaysia

abounds in such material of the best quality.

Figure-of-8.—One of the technic movements in Malaysian basket-

work by which the active element, either as principal or as bond,

resembles at each bout the figure 8. In uniting coiledwork it may
be clear, hitched above, hitched below, or twisted.

Filament.—Any delicate fiber used in basketwork. The sewing on

the borders of Dyak burden baskets is done with filaments of rattan.

Fire fan.—The Nicobarese produce fans for fire-making from the

sheathing petioles of palm trees. (Kloss, Andamans and Nicobars,

p. 48.)

Flat spiral.—The form of coiled work seen in basket covers, wherein

the result is a flat surface.

Folding.—In pandanus and other soft leafwork the Malaysian

basket-makers produce ornamental effects on the surface by folding

back the strips or by curling the edges, making the checks stand up.

Fig. 16 (Cat. No. "219975, U.S.N.M.) is a good example of what,

for a better term, is here called "•folding."' and sometimes "curling"

or "twisting." In pandanus leafwork it is often desirable to have

the inside and the outside of a basket both smooth; then the strips
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are doubled, just as they are in the basketwork of our southern

Indians. In such baskets, for pretty effects, the Malaysian women,

at the proper intervals fold back the active pandanus strips like a

coat collar. In some examples of the mad weave (Plate XII) the pat-

terns are quite intricate. (See Giirlworh and Twistwork.)

Foot.—The part of a basket for resting on the ground. The foot

may be, as in the baskets of commerce, a part of the body technic or

something quite different. In the latter case it is usually hoopwork,

angular or rounded. It is really interesting to note how the makers

have struggled with this problem of footings. They are in rattan,

bamboo, or hardwood. The rattan stem is soft inside and tough as

leather on the out-

side. You have

merely to cut out a

miter and bend the

stem at the proper

place and the thing-

is done. ( See Plates

I, II.)

Form.—This has

reference to the

outer shape of the

finished basket or

other product of

basketwork. The
clear and ready

comprehension of

the reader is the

safest guide for

giving names to

forms in basketry.

The Malaysian

women excel in

both the practical and ornamental forms of their baskets. Economy
has been worked out especially in the shapes of the burden baskets.

Framework.—Malaysian baskets are often made of such thin ma-
terials that additional support has to be given by framework. This

consists of foot, uprights, and borderwork. which will be separately

described. An interesting fact in the study of the division of labor

is that the soft, textile parts of the basket are said to be made by
Avomen; the framework falls to the men.

Plate VI shows a basket from the Dyaks, West Borneo, which may
be called a perfect specimen (Cat. Xo. 249407, U.S.X.M.) of Malay-
sian basket, on account of the framework and its relations with other

parts. If it were removed it is doubtful whether the basket would

Fig. 17.

—

Methods of forming handles.
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stand alone. Its capacity is almost that of half a flour barrel. Every-

where proportion and beauty are united with strength and utility.

Frap.—To bind parts of a basket together, in order to strengthen

the structure.

Furcated.—Said of the elements of basketry that arc intentionally

and symmetrically split a part of their length. The rattan lends it-

self willingly to such treatment.

Fyke.—An ever-set, detaining trap; a cage-pound for fish. (See

Hugh M. Smith on The Fyke Nets, etc.)

Grommet.—A ring of stem or split made by crossing it mid then

laying or twisting the long end round the ring three times and neatly

tucking in the end.

Handle.—Part of basket employed in

carrying it in the hands. This is not

common. In going through the jungle

the hands are needed for other pur-

poses. The basket is supported from

the belt, the breast, the shoulders, or

from the front of the head. Modern

influences are creeping in and putting

bails of rattan on some specimens.

(See Carrying parts.)

Fig. 17 (Cat. No. 221534, U.S.N.M.)

shows the ease with which a long thin

split may become a grommet, a loop,

a handle. Drawing a would be the

coarsest form of loop for suspending a

basket or guiding a carrying strap, the

split being wrapped a few times back

and forth and bound by half hitches.

It might be on a border or on an up-

right, vertical, or horizontal. Drawings

b and c are similar, but more neatly finished. Drawing <1 is in imita-

tion of borderwork of the coiled type, the split at the same time form-

ing chainstitchwork for a handle.

Helical coil.—That form of coil that would result from wrapping

a wire about a cylinder. This is the method of coiled basket building

in America, but it is greatly modified in Malaysia, as will appear in

description.

Hemstitch.—Drawing warps together in groups of two or more and

holding them by twined weaving.

Hens' nests.—Baskets, bag-shape and wide-meshed, for the hens to

lav in. hang from the piles under Nicobarese houses. (Kins*-. Anda-

mans and Nicobars, p. 18.)

18.

—

Plain hexagonal tech-
nic and border.
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Herringbone.—Basketry technic in which chevron patterns are in

parallel series.

Hexagonal work.—Basketwork in which dextral, sinistral, and

horizontal splits or strips of equal width and flexibility are so inter-

twined as to produce hexagons in the checks. (See Plates III, VII,

figs. 18, 19, 20, and Lehmann, figs. 48, 53, 54, 55.)

Cat. No. 221524, U.S.N.M., is an excellent specimen of hexagonal

work. (Plate VII.) The plate shows a burden crate reminding one

impressively of the California Indian cradles. Noteworthy are (a)

the light, strong framework and border of rattan half stems bound

together over the rim of the weaving all around and having the gap

on the margin covered with a thin split; (b) the rhomb and triangle

work in the footing,

produced by differ-

ent technic of the

three elements; (c)

the broad backing

of bark; (d) the

strengthening o f

the carrying parts

with additional half

stems, and (e) the

head strap of tough

bast. The multiply-

ing of structural

parts in Malaysian

basketry and the di-

versity of technical

process as compared

with American bas-

kets are well illustrated in this specimen. If the horizontal splits

be removed the other elements are latticed, the dextrals being out-

side The horizontals bind all by passing outside of dextrals and

inside of sinistrals. The obliques on the footing are not latticed, but

closely woven, the horizontals crossing the intersections in pairs.

Cat. No. 237121, U.S.N.M., explains the crossing of parts in hexa-

gon weaving (fig. 19). In this example the textile elements are in

pairs. The introduction of a hoop for a horizontal split and doubling

the number of uprights produces oblong pentagons.

Fig. 20, Cat. Xo. 221563, U.S.N.M., from an Abbott basket of Siaba

Bay, Nias Island, illustrates another type of the hexagonal work,

differing from Cat. No. 221524, Plate VII, in having the horizontals

wide and thin hoops, while the obliques are slender splits.

Hitched work.—Technic in which the process called hitching is

used. The brown race are the masters of it. The Malay knot, which

Fig. 19.

—

Hexagonal elements in pairs.
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takes the place of nails, screws, pegs, etc., in holding the parts to-

gether, plays the whole gamut of uniting and decoration. (See Knot.)

Hook-and-eyework.—An ingenious method of uniting joints and

fastening off ends in rattan, specially useful in making hoops and in

fixing heavy borders. The rattan is whittled away, like the point of

a quill pen, often many inches long, giving also a convenient shoulder.

The thin point is drawn through a hole or about a border and caught

down on the other side in the textile work. (See Plates II, III. Y.

VI, VII.)

Hoopwork.—The part played by hoops of wood in Malaysian bas-

ketwork is of great importance to the student of technology. In

America it played a minor part with the Indians, but, on the other

side of the Pacific, it entered into the bottom, body, stayings and

strengthenings, footing, framework, carrying parts, and covers of

baskets. Strictly speaking, a hoop is round, but, in this area, pre-

cisely the same technic is so often employed on angular forms that

one may be pardoned for speaking of triangular, quadrangular,

hexagonal, and octagonal hoops,

or of their incurved sides and
pinched corners.

Hoops in the Abbott basket-

work are in the whole stems,

sliped stems, half stems, splits,

strips of different thickness, in

rattan or other tough elastic wood,

as the exigencies demand. The
joinings of the ends may be splic-

ing of most kinds known to rae-
, . iii ii t FlG - -0-

—

Hexagonal technic with wide
cnanics, though the hooked splice horizontals.

of common barrels does not ap-

pear. But there are others quite to the manner born, such as hook-and-

eye splice, knotted, sewed, and pegged splices. The figures and plates

will show how ingenious these practical basket-makers have been in

putting their hoops at the right places to strengthen the basket with-

out greatly increasing the weight ; in combining angular bottoms with

rounded bodies; in providing stable attachments for the loops, knot-

work, strengthenings, and headbands of the carrying parts.

Plate VIII shows several structural and technical characters (Cat.

No. 221546, U.S.N.M.) of hoopwork and reveals a diversity in other

forms of handiwork worth noticing, such as the square bottom be-

coming the rounded body, the mixture of twined and wicker weaving.

the strengthening of the texture at the carrying zone, the multiplica-

tion of hoops about the border, the shaping, splicing, adjusting, drill-

ing and attaching of hoops, the loops and adjustments of the carry-

ing band. (See Joinerwork.)

Horizontal.—Term applied to the level elements in hexagonal and
other technic lying in three or more directions.
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Hurdle.—A very coarse form of basketwork in brush and cane

fences, on land or in water, for hunting or fishing.

Impacted.—Driven close together. Not common in Abbott baskets.

Inset.—A structural part made separately and set into the struc-

ture. The funnels of fish traps and the ends of cylindrical baskets are

so treated.

Interlacing.—The crossing and twining of parts.

Interrupted, coil.—Work in which the active split is wrapped about

the passive part for a space and then caught under the foundation

below. Decorative figures are made in this manner. (See fig. 26.)

Interstices.—Open spaces left in basketwork.

Inweave.—To weave a pattern into the texture of a basket, to inter-

weave, intertwine. Ends are bent down and inwoven.

Jernung.—Red stain resembling lacquer, applied to Dyak baskets,

sword-sheaths, blowgun-dart cases, etc., in West Borneo. It is made
by boiling the fruit of a small species of rattan and smearing the

jelly on the surface, where it dries with a smooth finish.

Joinerwork.—That portion of basketwork which deals with solid

wood and is done with tools. Usually wrought by men. It includes

making hoops, uprights, solid rims, covers, staying, and bracing.

Miters, kerfs, carving, and whittling demand the joiner's skill. The
American craftswoman gives strength and rigidity to her texture in

the weaving ; but here lightness is most desirable and strength comes

through wise joinerwork. In making joints with his somewhat in-

tractable materials and most primitive tools the artisan is not able

to conceal his work and leaves ugly gaps. To remedy this is the

motive of much ingenious knotwork and braidwork. (See Plates I.

II, III, V, VI, VII, VIII, XIV.)
Kdbun palm.—The wine palm of the coast. The black, hairlike

fiber, " ejoo," is used for string on Banka Islands.

Kain.—Cloth passed around the loins and between the legs. Worn
by Indonesians of Malaysia and Malays.

Kajang.—Pandanus roof-mat. Every Malay boat and every Chi-

nese sampan uses them. One of the most widely spread and useful

things in Malaysia.

Kawin.—Rotan kawin. A small, very flexible rattan, growing in

the hills of West Borneo, of which one of the weaves in the trident

spear heads, serapang, is done.

Kerf.—A notch cut out of rattan or other stem so as to permit
it to bend at an angle. In footing on burden baskets, the corners,

made of rattan stem, have kerfed miters. The material is then bent

to form triangles, rectangles, or polygons.

Keyed lattice.—Latticework in which the crossed passive parts

are held in place by bending in and out between them stiff strips.

(See Lehmann, figs. 65-68.)
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Knives.— (See Tools.)

Knot work.—The structure, successions, and series of knots are of

immense account to the student of Malaysian basketwork. In speak-

ing of them the illustrations and names given under the word "* knot "

in the Standard Dictionary should be used. In some cases the native

Fig. 21.

—

Overhand knot in single strand.

name would be desirable.'7 The knots found on basketwork by Leh-

mann are: Overhand, simple knot, in several variations; weaver's

knot, several positions; single bow knot,' double bow knot; aarrich

bend; square knot; slip knot. Flemish haul; flgure-of-8 knot; and

clove hitch. The two-round turn and two-half-hitch knot, extremely

common in Malaysia, and here

called Malay knot, or hitch, must

be added.

Knots may be named after their

technic and after their functions.

There are single knots of any kind

or series of knots or knots in a

single series: they may be in the

texture or superadded : for use or

for ornamentation; in the middle

of a strand, at the ends of a

strand, the tying together of the

two ends, or the joining of an end

to a bend or middle: there are

binding knots, sewing knots, slip

knots, nooses, snares, trap knots,

net knots, and covering knots to

hide ugly splices, corners, rims,

and joints. Of the covering variety, the overhand knot in single

strand, hiding the tops of the little posts at the margin of carrying

baskets, deserves special notice. (See fig. 21.)

Fig. 22 shows a species of knotwork, in single splits, seen on shields

as well as baskets, to hold parts together and be ornamental. Four

^*c

z>d
-Ornamental

shields.

KNOTWl IRK

a See Stokes, in Mem. Bernice l'aualii Bishop .Museum. II. pp. 1iC>-l<;-_!.
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holes are bored in the cover of the shield beside the frame, and the

binding material is passed back and forth through them, crossing

the frame piece diagonally on the outside, so as to form plain weav-

Fig. 23.

—

Single knots in Malaysian basketwoek.

ing (a and b). On the back, the binding passes horizontally (c

and d).

Fig. 23, a (Cat. Xo. 221563, U.S.X.M.), illustrates how the single

bowkn6t is often used in attaching the ends of the bark headband to

the carrying parts of a burden basket; while b, c, and <1 illustrate

the appearance of the dou-

ble half hitch on borders.

In drawing e (Cat. No.

221504, U.S.X.M.) the

loops in (1 are finished

off by a single wrapping
of the whole border with

splits.

Fig. 24, a (Cat. No.

221524, U.S.X.M.), is

made up of two round
turns and two half hitches, as the knot appears in joining the parts

of a wooden cradle, the active part working toward the right. In b

the knot is dissected.

Fig. 25, a, b, c, <! (Cat. Xo. 221504, U.S.X.M.), illustrates the

tying of far the most common knot in all Malaysia. Inasmuch as

a

Fig. 24.—Roond TURNS AND HALF HITCHES IX

WOODEN CRADLE.
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industrial products there are usually made up and are scarcely ever

in the whole piece, and, moreover, since nails, screws, and rivets and

the like are not suitable to bamboo and rattan, the importance of this

particular knot will be realized. Only the free end is needed in tying

it. Usually it is found in sets or series, and in some cases four or

five sets are woven into intricate and decorative effects. The first

Fig. 25.—Malay knots—The most common in hasketry of Malaysia.

drawing- (a) is the knot in the process of forming; in h the parts are

drawn together; in c all is made fast, and in d a vertical example is

shown, the active end of the split working downward.

Fig. 26, a and d (Cat. Xo. 237089, U.S.N.M.) and b and c (Cat. No.

237078, U.S.N.M.), illustrates a knotwork very common in the Abbott

Fig. 26. Mousing knots on borders.

Malaysian baskets, especially on borders. It is in the nature of what

the sailors call " mousing," and reminds one of the script lower case

" /." The process is susceptible of several varieties in the upright as

well as in the horizontal portion of the knot. Lehmann's figs. 38, 39,

and 44, Plate I, present three of these. In the drawings here shown

the knots belong in a series of border wrappings, every seventh one
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becoming a single mousing. In the drawings of fig. 26, a is the mous-

ing knot in forming; b is another form; c shows the knot drawn
tight, and d a section of the finished border of a basket in double

lacing. (See Borclerwork, Lacing, and Mousing.)

Fig. 27 (Cat. No. 237063, U.S.N.M.), a and b give two varieties of

quite similar knotwork uniting two parts of a shield and to give orna-

ment. It is scarcely

knotwork, since, if

the passive parts

were slipped out,

the active part

would no longer be

tied. In the draw-

ing a the active

split passes (1) be-

hind the upper

frame piece and
forward, (2) down-
ward in front of

both, (3) around

behind the lower

frame piece left-

ward of (2), move-

ment (4) is across

(2) rightwarcl and

backward to the starting point. In drawing b the movements of (1)

and (2) are the same, but in (3) the active part is moved rightward

and then leftward around to starting point.

Fig. 27.

—

Knotwork ox Malaysian shields.

Fig. 28.

—

Knotwoek and braidwork dnitbd.

Fig. 28, <?, b, c are processes also on the shield (Cat. No. 237063,

U.S.N.M.). The knotwork combines two movements, both half

hitches, making pretty braid between. Drawing a should be com-

pared with the same letter in fig. 27. The moving split makes a half

hitch over the upper, then beneath the under warp, and moves up-
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ward to repeat the process. Drawing h is the same over parallel

warpg and c is the same process over closely approaching warps.

Fig. 21 is the overhand knot in single strand, seen in wrapping

kite strings on their sticks and the belaying of ropes on vessels. The

simple form here shown will be seen in the slings that attach small

bowlders to nets as weights. More complicated and ornate examples

will be seen on the borders of burden baskets at the tops of the up-

rights which are a part of the framework.

Lacework.—The technic of both point and bobbin lace occurs in

Eastern basketry. With a single element there may be two or more

splits or stems moving side by side and these may at any moment

become braidwork. The single-element type is found in cycloid

work.

b

Fig. 29.

—

Single lacing in Engano basketwork.

Lacing.—Coiled basketwork on the island of Engano imitates the

technic often seen in the lining of hats throughout Malaysia. It is

here called lacing, and may be single, as with one end of a shoe string,

or double, as with both ends. In both cases the active part passes by

a iigure-of-S movement. Fig. 29, <i, h. <, ,1 (Cat. Nos. -j.'iTO?.* and

•_':'»71 ()•".. U.S.N.M.), show the single lacing. Drawing a gives the va-

riety in which the zigzag movements of the active splits in adjoining-

rows are parallel; drawing l> is the same finished : drawing c adds the

wrapped border. In drawing '/ another variety of technic appears—
the active split passes through the angles of the lacing below, the

lacings from row to row interlocking at right angle-.

Fig. 30, a, 6, c, d (Cat. Nos. 237084, 2371 L2, and 237081, U.S.X.M.),

shows the double lacing. Drawing a gives the process, b is close

double lacing, c is openwork with wrapped border, and <l a closer

example of the same. All of them give hexagonal effects in the

meshes, the active parts going through the angles underneath.
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Lattice.—Basketry technic in which the parts cross, but do not

interlace. They are held in place by further treatment. The dextral

and sinistral elements in hexagonal weaving may be latticed or inter-

laced. (See fig. 7.) Latticework may also be named from the ways of

fastening it together, as twined lattice, wrapped lattice, etc.

Lay.—To cover by wrapping or winding. The sailor lays a rope

with yarn. The Malay basket-maker often lays a grommet loop,

handle, or border neatly with fine splits.

Leafworh.—Includes products made from the whole leaf or the

spathe and those from pandanus and other long, textile leaves cut

into strips. The former serve as handy improvised vessels; the lat-

ter are wrought into endless varieties of form and technic.

Fig. 30.

—

Double lacing in Engano basketwork.

Plate XI (upper figure) is a basket (Cat. Xo. 211801, U.S.X.M.) of

the Shompen tribe, Pulo Kunyi, west coast of Great Xicobar Island.

It is 8 inches square and C> inches high.

A single long palm leaf is wrapped on itself three-fold, to form
square sides. Two small vines are run in and out through the leaf

to hold the parts together and to form handles. The ends, which are

joined underneath, support a large deciduous leaf which serves for

(lie bottom of the basket. This is a rude and most primitive form of

receptacle.

The lower figure on Plate XI is a boat-bailer (Cat. No. 170038,

U.S.N.M.), from Trong, Lower Siam, made from a spathe, or leaf

sheath, by folding the ends together, as in wrapping a bundle, and
rolling up another part of the leaf to form a handle. The parts are

joined together, as seen in the example, by sewing with a split of rat-

tan. Height, i) inches. See also Plates IX, X, and XIV.
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Left oblique.—Applied to textiles leaning toward the left hand

from below upward. Seen in checker, twill, hexagon, octagon, an I

rhomb technic. Also called Sinistral.

Lengkar banon buoy.—Native name in Simalur of a basket for

suspending a water vessel. (Cat. No. 216307, U.S.N.M.)

Loomless.—Name adopted for textile processes not carried on in

looms. It includes awlwork, bark- and bastwork, basketwork, braid-

work, featherwork, hoopwork, knitting, knotwork, lacework, leaf-

work, matwork, needlework, network, osierwork, quillwork, rattan-

work, ropework, spathewoi'k, splitwork, stringwork, and threadwork.

The primitive hand, or loomless, textiles are at the foundation of

artwork in several varieties, for example : Fingerwork, producing

basketry and matting; stilettowork, producing embroidery; knot-

work, producing netting; bobbinwork, producing pillow lace; crochet-

work, producing hook fabrics; needlework, producing sewing, em-

broidery, and point lace; needles in sets, producing knitting; shut-

tlework leads to weaving on the loomwork series.

Luting.—The Malaysians lute their carved wooden buckets with

gutta when they become cracked. The Jakuns employ also the wax
from the honey of the wild bee.

Mad weave (Anyam gila).—A technic in strips of pandanus leaf

worked in pairs, in three directions, so as to present the appearance

of rhomb, cubes, and six-pointed stars in different lights. The work
begins at the center of the bottom, proceeds outward to the border

and upward to the rim, where the strips are turned back and worked

under to the place of starting by means of a dull bodkin, called a

pricker. Plate XII shows the bottom and the top of the mad weave

—

the rhomb decussations, the six-pointed stars, the cubic forms, the

turning back at the borders for the double weave and figures made by

curling are all shown. Some of the Sempang Malay mats appear to

be thus woven; the prepared leaf strips are doubled over lengthwise

and alternately inclose and go between the corresponding opposite

double strip in the weave, instead of going first to one side and then

the other—that is, in and out over the opposite strands.

Manila hemp.— (See Poolay.)

Mat.—A convenient name for basketwork not made into receptacles.

From pandanus and like materials the Malaysian peoples make all

sorts of things for household use. A mat acquires a multitude of

names from its uses. (Kloss, Andamans and Xicobars, p. Is.
|

Materials—This term includes all the substances that enter into

Malaysian basketwork in its most liberal acceptation—mineral, vege-

tal, and animal; raw and prepared; native and commercial; root,

stem, and leaves; filaments, strips, splits, half stems; "cane pith,"'

spathes, and joints.
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Miter.—To give angular forms to rattan hoops, they are kerfed at

the proper places. More than that, though the people in their prim-

itive state know not the use of the saw, still they manage to produce

angular parts, even from hard woods, and cover ugly joints with

knotwork. (See Kerf.)

Molding.—In the unfinished baskets sent by Doctor Abbott for

study the body is being molded over a form. In the cylindrical pieces

this may be a

coil of bark or a

round stick of

wood to the out-

side of w h i c h

four sharp strips

of bamboo are

lashed for shap-

ing the bottom

and starting the

round body. For
two conical spec-

imens from West
Borneo the
molds are old

baskets with a

number of bam-

boo sticks lashed

about them.

Fig. 31. (Cat.

No. 244347, U.S.

N.M.) shows the

method of set-

ting up the mold
a n d beginning

the work on a

small, pretty siii

basket from
Lower Sakaiam
River, Borneo.

The interior
mold is a cylin-

drical block of

wood, not necessarily perfect in form, since outer wrappings will

remedy defects. At what are to be the angles of the bottom, strips of

bamboo are set, the pointed ends being downward, and leaf or bast is

tied about the outside. Before the mold is applied, the bottom is

woven in checker or twill, from fine strips, all of which turn up for

warps. The upsett is the connection between the square base and the

Fig. 31. Process of making a basket over a wooden mold
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cylindrical mold. The body may be then completed in any style of

technic.

Fig. 32. (Cat. No. 244354, U.S.N.M.) is a nearly completed siri

basket in which the mold is based on a roll of very tough and rigid

bark and the corners of the bottom are established on four strips of

bamboo, the glossy sides outward. The elements of the bottom are

turned up for warps and, in this specimen, the cylinder was but partly

achieved, the corners only being rounded. The upsett is distinctly

patterned and the proc-

ess of figuring the

body is shown. The

plain weaving might

be replaced" by endless

varieties of technic.

Mousing.—In coiled

jbasketwork, a double

Wrapping of the active

part, resembling the

sailor acceptation of

the term. In its sim-

plest forms it looks

like the script letter /.

(See fig. 26 and Leh-

mann, figs. 38, 39, 44.)

Movements.—The ac-

tive parts of a tech-

nical process of the

Malaysians move in

general from left to-

ward the right, while

the civilized woman
works toward the left.

In this general proc-

ess toward the right

the Malaysian woman
makes subsidiary movements for each check or unit in the work.

These may be spoken of as up or down, in or out (toward the worker

or on the side away from the worker), inside or outside (referring to

a receptacle), right side or wrong side (referring to the fabric) ;

right or left, if horizontal, and right oblique or left oblique, if

inclined ; under, over, around, or through, to suit each case.

Needle.—The needle with an eye is not known in Malaysian basket-

work, but needlework, or something resembling it. is very common
and quite ornamental on basket borders. Holes are drilled through

u. Process of making a basket ovee a mold of

STIFF BARK.

Proc. N. M. vol. xxxv—OS-
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the hoops and the sewing is done with fine filaments of rattan. (See

Drill.)

Nibong.—A palm whose leaf sewed with rattan serves for a boat

bailer. (Cat. No. 232680, U.S.N.M.)

Nipa.—A palm Nypa fruticans whose leaves are made by the

Malays into coarse, strong " bikars," or sleeping mats.

Oblique technic.—A process that begins at one corner of a mat or

other- structure. In twills, hexagons, octagons, the elements that lean

to the right are dextral, or right oblique; to the left, are sinistral, or

left oblique.

Openwork.—Technics in which the parts are not close together.

The results are slits, triangles, rectangles, rhombs, pentagons, octa-

gons, and irregular open spaces.

Ornamentation.—Artistic effects in basketwork. It includes the

choice and association of a great variety of materials; the adoption

of correct shapes and colors in the things made and their parts; in

the refinement of technical processes—checker, twine, coil: diamond

and scroll patterns in twill and color; in knotwork and braiding; in

carving, overlaying, and embroidery. The body is the foundation

and background of ornamentation.

O oerhand.—The knotwork at the tops of uprights on basket borders

covering the rim stays are in sailor language called overhand weaving

in single strand. The strand may be stem, split, strip, string, or fila-

ment.

Overlaying.—In American basketry the term is applied to the

process of laying a pretty straw on a tough fiber; but the Eastern

women hide unattractive features with a charming variety in knot-

work, braidwork, and sewings. Overlaying in Malaysia occurs rarely

in the American sense.

Packing, or padding.—The insertion of soft material between hard

joinerwork and delicate textile, to equalize the strain.

Pandanus.—Of many uses in Malaysian basketry. (See Haeckel,

India and Ceylon, N. Y., 1883, p. 99.)

The pandanus {Pandanus odoratissimus) belongs to the most singular char-

acter of plants of the Tropics. It is closely allied to the palms, and is also

called screw-palm, or, more improperly, screw-pine. The low cylindrical stem,

which grows from 20 to 40 feet high, is twisted, and branched like a candela-

brum ; at the extremity of every branch grows a thick tuft of large sword-

shape leaves similar t<> those of the dracsena and the yucca. Some of the leaves

are a light green, others a much darker hue: they are gracefully twisted, and

their spiral arrangement around the stem gives it the appearance of a perfectly

regular screw. From the base of every tuft hangs a cluster of white, deli-

riously fragrant flowers, or a large red fruit like the anona. But the plant's

most remarkable feature is the slender adventitious roots, which give it the

appearance of walking on stilts. A clump of pandanus trees offers a fantastic

sight as the stems rise on their stilts above the lower shrubbery or stalk about

over the rocks along the shore.
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Parts of baskets.—Malaysian baskets are much more broken up into

parts than American. In both areas there will be, in the plainest

structures, such as mats, wallets, and checkerwork basket-, wrong

side and right side, outside and inside, top, bottom, and sides. But

the full-fledged carrying basket is a bewildering association of parts.

A technic part or unit is the full movement of the active parts once.

The result is one check, decussation, twill, stitch, twist, curl, bend,

bight, hitch, coil, or knot. (See also under Structural parts.)

Pierced work.—Applied to all uses of the awl, or piercer, in basket-

work. The abundant employment of wood brings sewing into this

art, which is not done with the needle, but after the shoemaker's

fashion, with a sharpened filament of rattan through holes pierced

with metal tools. (See Drill.)

Pina.—Delicate texture from pineapple leaf, Ananas ananas.

Pinned work.—The joining of palm, pandanus, and other leaves by

pinning them with splinters of rigid material run in and out through

them. (See Plates IX, X, XL)
Plaiting.—Folding leaves like the plaiting in garments. To be

distinguished from braiding.

Plants.—The plants used in the Malaysian basketwork have not all

been studied for native or scientific names. The best known are the

bamboos, rattans, palms, and climbing ferns. (For Borneo, see Bec-

cari, pp. 507-636; for the Philippines, E. D. Merrill.)

Ply.—To be used in speaking of flat surfaces, as 2-ply, 3-ply, and

so on. Work in pandanus leaf, palm leaf, bamboo skin, spathe, or

bast may be thus made. Not to be confounded with Strand.

Poolay.—Filament of the pesang {Musa textilis). (Marsden's

Sumatra, p. 146.) A tall perennial herb of the same genus as the

banana. Manila hemp. When dressed it is of two qualities, finer

for shawls, coarser for rope.

Pricker.—A tapering bone or piece of metal used in mad weave and

other basketwork for inserting ends into the existing texture. (See

Plate IV.)

Processes.—There are certain processes in basketwork that may be

described, whose procedures are quite independent of the result.

Among them are braiding, coiling, knotting, looming, matting, net-

ting, omitting, sewing, spinning, twilling, and wrapping. These com-

bine in all possible ways to their results.

Products.—The products of basketwork will be found under Uses

of basketwork.

Rattan.— ( See Calamus.

)

Rhomboidal work.—Basketwork in pandanus leaf and other thin

material in which the surface is made up of a series of rhombs or dia-

monds. Called also " Mad weave? which see.
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Right oblique.—Same as dextral. Applied to the textile elements

that lean to the right looking upward. Seen in twills, hexagonal,

octagonal, and rhomb weaves.

Rim.—As distinguished from the added border, the rim of a basket

is the upper edge of the special technic which constitutes the body.

The ways in which the body elements are cut off, turned down and
plicated, wrapped and fastened off give names to rims, their nature

resulting from the work on the body—checker, twill, twine, etc.

Fig. 18 (Cat. No. 221521, U.S.N-.M.) gives an idea of the way in

which the long ends of oblique stems in hexagonal work are turned

back and inwoven to give variety to the texture.

Rotan sega.—The toughest of all rattans for basketwork—borders,

carrying parts, sewing, strengthening, supporting. Planted exten-

sively by Dyaks.

Sago palm.—Midribs are stripped and bolted together for shields

in Mas. (Cat. No. 237214.)

Pig. ."'.:;.

—

Active elements in sets.

Sand paper.—Applied to various species of plants whose leaves

have a siliceous surface and are used in polishing.

Sarong.—In Malaysia, a piece of woven stuff enveloping the body.

Worn by both sexes.

Seizing.—The process or result of lashing the parts of basketwork

together by turns of flexible material. To the sailor terms " round

seizing," " throat seizing," and " racking seizing " the Abbott baskets

add many other puzzling ways of joining the textile parts.

Sennit.—A convenient name to retain for flat braidwork, which

may be used apart or worked into other technic. (See Braidwork.)

Serapang.—Trident fish spear. West Borneo. There are four sorts

of '" anyi " (weaving or braiding) on each serapang properly made
and three kinds of rattan.

Sets.—The cycloidal curling of a single element is very common
in Malaysia ; but this element may be two, three, or more stems,

splits, etc., that lie parallel in the work. They should be spoken of

as single, double, triple, quadruple. In knotwork double or triple
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sets of elements may all be functioned alike, or the knotworks may
be in sets, as about the border of a sii-i basket. (See fig. 33.)

Sewing.—A convenient name for technic in basketry in which holes

arc pierced and slender filaments of rattan are used singly or in series

for joining and for ornament. Seen on shields as well as baskets.

On the latter it serves to hold the foot, the uprights, the border hoops

together and in place. Many examples in the Abbott collection, es-

pecially from Borneo.

Fig. 34 (Cat. No. 221625, T.S.X.M.) illustrates the double sewing

associated with imitation of twined weaving done on Malaysian

shields. In the drawing the dark split

or stem is doubled in the middle and

passed through the first hole in the

shield. The two ends are then laced

through the other holes, making a

twine at each stitch. At the same time

each end is twined a few times with

another split that does not go through

the holes in the shield excepting the

first one.

Fig. 35 (Cat. No. 237061, H.S.N.M.)

is of the same type, but two outside

splits are twisted in, making a three-

strand twine.

Shoulder.—The rim of a basket fitted

to receive a close cover. (See Cover.)

Sides.—The English and American

makers call the body of a basket

" sides." The sides of a Malaysian bas-

ket may be quite distinct or all alike.

The latter may be three-sided, four-

sided, or many-sided, depending on

the shape of the framework.

Single.—Term applied to that vari-

ety of technic in which there is no pas-

sive part or foundation, and one active,

moving element or set of element-.

Examples of such basketwork are to

lie -ecu in America, but they are not

classed apart. (See figs. 4:2 and 100 of Aboriginal American

Basketry.) In Malaysia the long, rigid, and elastic steins render it

possible to make wider excursions of technic. The word "single**

does not necessarily mean one stem, for there may be several side by

side, as shown in the illustrations; but they are all doing active service

and all performing the -elf-same motions, curving and interlocking.

(See Plato XIII.)

FjG. 34.— I In! I'.l.i: SEW] SG ON SI! [ELD.
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Plate XIY (Cat. No. 221525, U.S.X.M.) is a good example of the

interlocking cycloid, with three stems cooperating, the dropping

out of a stem and another taking the place while the motive goes on.

This plate shows the technic in position. It is a carrying basket from

Sikakap Strait, Pagi Islands, west of Sumatra. The body is a sin-

gle piece of spathe or inner bark rolled into the form of an inverted

cone. On the top the technic shown in the drawing is in place. It

was made independently of the basket and sewed on afterwards with

a split of the same

material. The bottom

is of wood, set in.

The hoops at the top

and bottom are in

pairs and are held in

place by single rows

of the Malay knot-

work. The running

of splits in and out

and the knots tied on

the edges of the bark

are to be noted.

Cat. Xo. 247749,

F.S.X.M., Plate XIII,

may be called a bur-

den crate, with bowed
framework, back of

bast and sides of rat-

tan in single technic

element, one-stem and

two-stem, forming in-

terlocking cycloids.

The shape should be

compared with that

of California cradles.

S i it ! .v / r a I.—See

( Left oblique.)

Skewer.—A strip of bamboo or hardwood sharpened at both ends

and thrust into a texture to stiffen it.

Slath.—In English basketwork, two rods or splits used to hold

together and in place the bottom sticks at the beginning of a round

basket (Okey). Malaysian baskets start differently. (See Bottom-

work.)

Spathework.— (See Leafwork.)

Spiral.—This term may be used in describing much Malaysian tex-

tile work, for ornamentation as well as for use. There may be flat,

conical, or cylindrical spiral.

Fig. 35.

—

Sewing forming 3-steand twine
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Spliceworh.—Methods employed in Malaysian basketwork for unit-

ing the ends of two pieces of wood or the two ends of a hoop. Where
applicable the usual names of splices given by mechanics may serve,

as halving, lap splice, dovetail, scarfed joint, fished joint, ship lap.

The hook splice of the barrel hoop does not appear; but. owing to

the wonderful qualities of rattan, some new forms occur, as the hook-

and-eye splice, loop splice, -cued splice, pinned splice.

Split.—One of the parts into which a rattan or other stem is divided

for textile work after it has been gauged and shaved. Preferred to

splint. Splitwork will be any kind of technic in which split- are

the materials.

Stay.—In Malaysian basketwork, something on the inside of a

basket, as a strip or split of rattan, to keep knotwork from pulling

through the delicate textile, as bottom stay, upright stay, border or

rim staj'.

Stitches.—On fine borders, footing, and elsewhere, small hole- arc

bored and delicate fibers of rattan and other plants are passed through

and around, as in sewing. No needle is used, but in this way parts

are " whipped " together. The separate rounds may be called stitches.

(See also Drill.)

Strand.—One of the elements of thread, twine, rope, or braid.

These are spoken of as 1-strand, 2-strand, etc., and may themselves

become the elements of textile fabrics.

Strengthening parts.—Term applied to the framework and other

parts of basketwork put in the right place to effect the purpose and

add little to the weight. These natives are past masters in economic

use of such structures. They are worked in or added on. Hoops.

single or in pairs; additional wales in the weaving; splits wrapped
about a structure; woodwork, braces, stays—all give strength, with

the minimum of material.

Strip.—A ribbon-like section cut from a leaf or other thin sub-

stance and used in checker or other flat technic.

Structural parts.—The complete Malaysian burden basket (Plates

II, III, V, VI, VII, VIII, XIII) has many structural parts, while

the American Indian makes hers almost in one piece. There will be

a little special treatment at the start, more about the border, but

practically her work is a unit. The possible parts of a Malaysian

basket are bottom, braces and stays, foot, upsett, body, border, cover,

framework, carrying parts, ornaments, and accessories. Of these

it is possible to note the presence or absence; the materials in their

variety, preparation, and combinations; shape, technic, and quality

of each part. In some Malaysian baskets the structural pa its are

all merged, as in the American. In others these parts have differenl

methods of expression and degrees of independence. The many pos-

sible ways of effecting these combinations give unlimited scope to
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the imagination of the artist. The term structural part as applied

to materials includes stems, half stems, splits, strips, fibers, filaments,

leaves, roots, and whatever other parts of a plant enters in. Cat. No.

•JlM:»04, U.S.N.M., Plate III, is a graceful burden basket in hex-

agonal technic. six-sided, pointed at the bottom, with abundance of

hoopwork at the carrying zone and on the border.

Symbolism.—Upon this word American and Malaysian basketwork

part company. In America the spirit world lives and has its being

on basketry and pottery; but Malaysian textiles of every sort, even

the most adorned, are as mute on religion " as though that soul were

dead." Of a pictorial epoch or stage there

are no survivals in the fictile or textile art.

If one ever existed, hundreds of years under

Buddhistic and then Mohammedan power

have obliterated every trace.

Topa.—Original clothing of the Sumatrans,

still used among the Rejangs for their work-

ing dress. Jt is the inner bark of the " cala-

wee,r a bastard breadfruit, beat out to the

fineness required. (Marsden, p. 43.) It is

sometimes dyed yellow, but usually remains

the natural light brown color. Occurs prac-

tically all over the islands.

Technic (technique)..—All the textile proc-

esses employed in basketwork and other handi-

crafts. It embraces the preparation of mate-

rials and all the methods of putting them

together, as well as the results of those proc-

esses. Baskets and basketwork may be classi-

fied by the technic. This was done for the

American ware (Aboriginal American Bas-

ketry, Report IT. S. National Museum, 1902,

p. 190), and is here attempted for the Malay-

sian. Many of the American processes will appear in Malaysia and

will receive the same names; other processes and variants will require

additional terms.

In the Abbott collections from his areas in Malacca, Sumatra, Bor-

neo, and vicinity, one is struck with the numberless variations in each

class of technic and with their combinations.

1. For example, from the single-element technic, which consists

of the bending, winding, and interlocking of the most simply curved,

sinuous, spiral figure-of-8 movement of a single rattan stem or other

long element, the weaver multiplies her stems and proceeds to work
with two or more laid side by side to create new artistic patterns.

Fig. 36. — Beginning or
SINGLE-STEM BASKET.
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Figs. 36-38 (Cat. Xo. 216305, U.S.N.M.) show a single-stem basket

from Simalur Island, northwest of Sumatra. Tt is a wonder how a

savage woman ever thought of so intricate a thing. The handle is a

rod or stem of rattan doubled in the middle. After being clasped

together with a ring of braidwork, each end is split into four parts,

making eight warp stems, which are knotted at the bottom and from

that point become wrapped weft. See drawings a. I>. <. fig. 36, show-

ing the doubled and split stem, the attachment of braidwork, the

knotting of the warps at

the bottom, and the com-

mencement of the wrapped

weaving. Each split makes

a turn or half hitch

around a warp, passes the

next one, and continues to

make a half hitch around

every alternate warp until

exhausted. About half

way up, the ends of these

are tied to additional

splits of rattan, continu-

ing the process of half

hitches: but, the spaces

between the warps being

wider, the wefts form

plaits. See drawings <L e,

/. g, figs. 37, 38, for the

finishing processes. At
the rim the ends are fas-

tened off by simply pass-

ing into the old knots.

2. Checkerwork, both

close and open, erect and

oblique, abounds in the

Abbott Malaysian collec-

tions. If made in strips of

soft material, like pan-

danus leaf, this technic lends itself ever for both useful and decorative

work—for matting, baskets, wallets, reticules, and soon. In more deli-

cate fibers it leads up to the finest loomwork, while in rigid materials

it gives itself most readily to the fabric of bottoms, the elements be-

coming spokes or warps of the body of the basket. ( Figs. 1. 11.)

3. Twillwork, in which all elements are active and pass under and

over different numbers of strands, two or more, or not the same

strands from one course to another, is at home all over Malaysia,

Fig Processes on single-stem basket.
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owing to the abundance of materials everywhere for such technic. It

may be divided into erect and oblique, plain and diagonal, and great

differences are possible through varying thickness, width, color, and

number in crossing. These in many examples produce artistic effects

of great beauty. (See Plates V, VI, and fig. 1.)

4. Wicker is basket technic, in which rigid passive elements, or

stakes, are crossed regularly, over and under, by active elements that

are flexible. Rattan and like plants are specially adapted to wicker-

work, which in its coarest forms, such as game fences and fish weirs,

must have furnished the earliest types of basketwork. Wicker, in its

finest specimens, may be made ornate; it runs easily into twillwork

and twinework. (See Plates I, XVI, and figs. 5, 8.)

5. Wrapped work includes all hand textiles in which the passive

parts are held together by a flexible active part which at regular

places is wrapped about them. I have elsewhere called this "bird-

cage " technic, re-

ferring to the wire

cages wherein the

stiff wires cross at

right angles and

the intersections

are wrapped about

with fine w i r e.

Many varieties of

the wrappedwork
exist in Malaysia,

and they will be

illustrated under

special examples.

The passive parts are not always weft, but latticed foundations are

encircled by the active running up and down, in and out, like clinging

vines. (See figs. 40, 41.)

6. Twinedwork includes those hand textiles in which the passive

parts, called " stakes " by English basket-makers, are held together

and in place by twine of two or more strands. The technic is called

2-strand, 3-strand, and so on, according to the number of strands in

the active part. Associated with twined work is braidwork, in which

the active elements are braided in and out among the passive, but

the appearance is quite the same.

Twinedwork may be wicker or twilled, open or close, fine or coarse,

and by making one of its elements rigid it may be merged into

wrappedwork. On a basket the twinedwork may be continuous in one

direction from round to round, or the consecutive rounds may be

boustrophic. An openwork effect is secured by including alternate

pairs of stakes in going around.

Fig. 38.

—

Finishing rnocEssEs on single-stem basket.
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7. Coiled technic in Malaysia covers a multitude of variations.

The long, tough staples are favorable to its development. In all the

so-called coiling processes the actives do not cross the passives, hut go

around them and around with them. There is no distinction of warp

and weft. Coiled ware has been classified by the number and treat-

ment of passive parts in the foundation and by the methods of work-

ing the active parts about them, singly or in pairs, as wrapping,

half-hitching, twisting, mousing, and figure-of-8 work. The com-

bining of two or more varieties of coiled work gives the basket-maker

all the chance she asks for her versatility. (See Aboriginal Ameri-

can Basketry, p. 247.) In Malaysian coiled basketry the nine Ameri-

can varieties are not copied, but there are both similarities and differ-

ences. For example, in the Eastern ware the active split often

pierces the foundation stem beneath, a tiling not frequent in America.

8. Three or more series of textile elements moving in separate direc-

tions give rise to

triangular, rhom-

boidal, hexagon-

al, and octagonal

::<Uv^-

Flfl. ?.o.—Three-directions technic with varying elements.

patterns of tech-

nic. The ver-

tical, horizontal,

right oblique,

and left oblique

elements may be

all alike and ac-

tive, or certain of

them may differ

from the rest in

width, thickness, color, and pliability. The technic may be openwork

or close and the varied methods of superposition create differences

in the result. All over the Orient the polygonal styles of basket-

work have had a wonderful development. The Japanese reach ex-

traordinary results in their practice. (See Plates III, VII, XII, and

figs. 18-20.)

U. For basketwork, chainwork, sennit, knotwork. hoopwork, and

other joinerwork, the separate words must be consulted. The com-

bining and mixing of all the varieties mentioned constitutes the ever-

present surprise in Malaysian basketwork. In describing a number of

specimens it makes classification difficult, for each structural part

seems to follow7 categories of its own.

Cat. No. 221534, U.S.N.M. (see Plate II and fig. 39), is a good ex-

ample of the three-direction technic, the elements differing in width,

rigidity, and treatment. The wide horizontal and the narrow ver-

tical are latticed so as to make openwork below and closework near
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the border. The left obliques are not merely laced among the others,

but curl in passing so as to have the soft inside of the split against

the other elements.

Lehmann " has brought together the hand textiles of the world

under the term Geflechtsarten, as distinguished from Gewerbe, which

would include the machine textiles, or loomwork. There are 3 plates

and 195 illustrations, and some of them cover two or more technics.

His analysis of the Geflechtsarten is as follows:

(1) Elements run in two directions, both active. Includes open

and close checker, upright and oblique twills, and ornamental work

under the same definition. (Plate I, figs. 2-6.)

(2) Active parts unite a definite number of passive parts. In-

cludes wicker-, twined-, wrapped-, and coiledwork of every kind.

(Figs. 1, 7-10, 12-25, 27-31, 34-46.) This is by far the largest 'of

Doctor Lehmann's groups.

(3) Passive parts running parallel are united with flexible parts

running in two directions. Two oblique flexible sets are united by

rigid horizontal elements. (Figs. 47-52.)

(4) Active textile elements in three or four directions, making A
hexagonal weave. B octagonal or chair-bottom weave. (Figs. 53-58.)

(5) Technic in a single moving part or element, though it may con-

sist of two or more stems side by side. There are three ground forms,

the continuous coil (A) ; the sinuous movement (B) ; and the figure-

of-8 (C). (Figs. 59-63.)

(6) Technic of two sets of passive elements lying parallel, the sets

generally latticed at right angles and fastened together by means of

elements interlaced in like particular direction. (Figs. 65-83.) It is

latticework, fastened together by interlacing or wrapping. The bird-

cage technic of the American ware. (Figs. 65-84.)

(7) Technic from two or more active elements bending in two or

more directions. A, made by varying other technics (figs. 15, 32, 33,

23, 24) ; B (fig. 84), interlocking bights at right angles; C (fig. 90),

interlocking sinuosities; D (fig. 85), interlocking half hitches. The

courses of the single actives are given in figs. 154, 155, 157. 158, 159.

(8) False braiding, chain stitching, etc., of elements so far as not

included in other methods.

(9) Technics not truly textile. Half textiles, A (fig. 91), strips

bent hood-shape; B, horizontal seized close to the vertical, horizontals

pierce the vertical; C, strips sewed or thatched together, as in hats,

etc.; D, two sinuous elements bound together at their contacts

(fig. 64).

T/uitchwork.—On Nicobarese houses
;
generally of k

'lallallg
,,

grass;

sometimes of palm leaf, fastened to vertical rafters of the midribs of

°Abh. Antlirop.-Etmiog. Museums, l>resden. XI. 1007.
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the coco palm, joined crossways by battens of areca wood, of which

the grated floor is made. (Kloss, Andaman* and Nicobars, p. 49.)

Throat seising.—Lashing the crossed ends of basket elements.

Used in loops for suspension and in carrying parts.

Tikars.—Sleeping mats. Malays make them from nipa palm.

Tingayl (" Kinggale ").—A sort of bamboo, West Borneo, for

baskets. Called also Tingehl, Tinggayl.

Tools.—The words " joinerwork " and "tools'" must not awaken

pictures of the great chests of our carpenters and cabinetmakers. The
utensils employed on Malaysian basketwork are of very primitive

kinds. The ever present parang, including a woman's variety (two

top specimens, Plate XV); curved knives with their long, slender

handles; awls with needle points; drills quite as delicate: prickers for

inserting wefts; an old file or two; and siliceous leaves for sandpaper,

are all. The chief reliance is on the cunning hands and trained eyes

of the basket -maker. (See Plates IV, XV.)
On Plate XV are shown basket-makers' knives, k

* sinar " (Cat. Xos.

249038, 240043, U.S.X.M.), used as all-round tools in making baskets

and mats by the Dyak women on Sempang River, West Borneo. They
all belong to the same t}^pe, curved alike in blade and handle from

end to end. the cutting parts quite similar, handles of wood or antler.

The implement fits the hand perfectly and rests on the arm, enabling

the woman to guide the finest motions and regulate the pressure. At

the bottom of the plate the bast rolled up serves as a scabbard for the

blade when not in use.

Cat. Xos. 240045 and 24004G, U.S.N.M. (top of Plate XV), are

woman's parangs, "parang bodong," from the Dyaks of Sempang
River, West Borneo. Length 12 inches and 14 inches respectively. It

is interesting to note on these small objects the razor-shape blade bent

back at an angle with the long tang, the hook on the lower side where

blade and tang come together for removing thorns from leaves and

stems, and the grip of wood, perfectly plain. In the men's parangs

the grips preserve a semblance of ancient symbolism; there is none

here—just a simple survival of useful shapes.

Toung dp.—Native name for triangular pyramid in checkered

basketry.

Trap.—A species of Artoearpits, used by Dyaks and Sakais in mak-
ing bark cloth. Other species are also used. The Dyaks also make

cord of it and of other kinds of bark.

TtriUcdirork.—Fabric in basketwork in which the textile parts of

one set of elements pass over and under more than one element of the

other set. A great variety of patterns are produced in the Abbott

baskets by different materials, surfaces, thickness, width, color, direc

tion. and technic in the parts. (See Plates V, VI.)

n Marsden, p. 144, says that the Sumatrans were ignorant of the use of

the saw.
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Twine.—" Calooee " is a species of nettle, of which excellent twine

is made. It grows to the height of about 4 feet, without branches,

the stem being imperfectly ligneous. It is cut down and beaten, after

which the rind is stripped off and twisted as we do hemp. Twine is

also made of the bark of a shrub called " Endeeloo." A twine is

made in the Lampoon district of the bark of the " bagoo " tree, beaten

out like hemp, for the construction of large fishing nets. On the island

of Nias they make a twine of the
k
' baroo " tree, which they after-

wards weave into coarse cloth for bags. A kind of thread for sewing

is procured by stripping filaments from the midribs of the leaves and

from the trunk of the " pesang " or plantain. (Marsden, pp. 75-76.)

Twinedwork.—A refined and varied technic, based on wattling, in

which the active part consists of two or more strands that in passing

make a part of a turn about one or more passive parts leaving one

strand inside. The method of doing this gives rise to several varie-

ties—plain, twilled, wrapped, latticed (or tee), three-strand, etc.

The process is used very extensively, especially in openwork, and dif-

fers from the American in not ascending by a perfectly uniform

spiral. (See Plates I, VIII, and figs. 7, 34, 35.) (See Wrap.)

Twist (>/ twistworh.—A number of filaments in a single strand

twisted together. The rattan is a bundle of long fibers and can be

readily changed from its hard, glossy appearance into a yarnlike

texture, as in the turning down of warp ends.

Uprights.—The vertical elements in the framework of a basket.

Upsett (Upsetted, Upsetting).—A modern basket-maker's name for

changing the bottom technic of a basket to the body technic. May be

useful in describing Malaysian ware, though it must be remembered

that a great deal of work on the latter is done afterwards about the

foot.

Uses.—Armor, in fabric and ornament ; bags of every sort; baskets;

beaters for rice harvest; bird baskets, cages, and traps; canoe parts

and furnishings; carrying devices of infinite variety in size, parts,

functions, and qualities; chairs; clothing in every part, both useful

and ornamental (belts, bindings, caps, fans, fringes, hats and other

head coverings, pockets, sandals, shirts, shoes, stockings) ; coffins;

cooking utensils, covers, cradles, crates, drinking vessels; drums;

eating utensils; fences of many kinds; fishing gear; flask covers,

holders, and servers ; floors ; furniture
;
grain vessels and utensils

;

handles; hangings; harvesting ware; houses and their parts, for

use and decoration; knotwork for endless uses; lacing and lace-

work; lashings; lines; masks; matting and mats; milling; nets for

land and water capture and network in general ; nooses ; ornaments

for the body and for every useful thing; palisades; panels in uphol-

stery; playthings; quivers; receptacles besides baskets; reels; sacks;

scabbards ; seats ; sennit ; sieves ; slings ; string in general ; tableware

;
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thatch; thongs; tiles; tools, with cases; toys; traps (air, land, and

water); wallets; walls; water-crafts; weapons (lacings and lash-

ings) ; weirs; whips; winnowing apparatus.

Vertical.—Applied to elements in an upright position.

Vessels.—Of giant bamboo joints. Andamanese. (Kloss, Anda-
mans and Nicobars, p. 33.) Mentioned here because they have basket

functions, associate with them, and basketry technic abounds on them.

Warp.—The elements on which woven baskets are built up. In

Malaysian ware the bottom splits become warps of the body. Warps
may be parallel, spreading, decussated, latticed, radiated, zigzag.

Water bottles.—Cocoanut shells joined in pairs by a short rattan

handle, used by the Nicobarese to hold drinking water. (Kloss, Anda-
mans and Nicobars, p. 49.) Water is carried from the spring in bam-

boos, cut 5 to 6 feet in length, and borne over the shoulder, or in a

number of single joints that are put together in a basket. It is drunk

Fig. 40.

—

Wkaitkd twinhdwobk.

out of a fruit called " laboo," resembling the calabash, a hole being

made in the side of the neck, and another at the top, for vent. In

drinking, they hold the vessel at a distance above their mouths and

catch the stream as it descends. (Marsden, Sumatra, p. 55.)

Wattling.—Coarse fence or fish weir in wicker or twined work.

Used in many ways both for traps and accessories.

Weaving.—A term that should be saved for loomwork and used

here only for basketwork in which the passive and active elements

form distinct warp and weft. The active, or weft element, has

many varieties both in form and in process. Even fabrics, like flat

sennit, may be woven into baskets. In passing warps, the weft may
be checker, wicker, twill, wrapping, half hitched, knot, belaying,

figure-of-8, etc.

Weft.—The active parts of basketwork founded on warps or

" stakes."
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Whipped, whipping.—Joined with an overcast movement, as in

coiled basketry.

Wicker.—Basketwork in which the passive parts are rigid and the

active are flexible, passing in and out among the former. (See Plates

.1, XVI.)
Wid( ning.—A great deal of Malaysian basketry is wider at the top.

In openwork this is accomplished by simply increasing the distances

betAveen the warps in ascending. Another way is to insert new
warps above the corners of

the footing.

Wind (ir<m n<I).—To pass

spirally around a fixed core

or axis. A useful word for

the very common technic of

passing a thin split spirally

about a stem or a number of

splits, to make them one. In

American basketry a bunch

of splits are wound and at

the same time caught to the

coil below : but the Malays do

more of this winding, because

they have much longer and

more uniform material.

Woodwork.— ( See Joiner-

work.)

W o i' /»•.—-The termination
" work " may be applied in

describing basketry, to the

materials, the processes, or

the products of the industr

There may be spathew*

barkwork. bastwork, ood-

work, leafwork, stemwork,

and rootwork, either in the

rough or prepared. There

will be knotwork, braidwork, checkerwork, twillwork, twinework,

coilwork, wrapwork, and combinations of these. Each of these

processes may also be employed elsewhere, giving rise to roofwork.

wallwork, fioorwork, matwork, hoopwork, and joinerwork. The
plant world will for a long time be in the way throughout Malaysia,

offering superabundance of material to the textile art.

Wrap.—To pass around, as where a flexible e1
I

about one or more rigid ones. There is a wrapp' .^, found in

Southern California, in the mounds of the Mk_ -ppi Valley, and

I'll.. 41. SlNCLE-WKAITED WEFT.
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among the Andamanese, in which a weft makes one turn about each

war]) in passing ; another form in Oregon and the Andainans, in

which one strand of a twine goes straight and the other wraps about

it. Wrapped lattice is another name for it. (See Plate XVII and

iigs. 40, 41.)

There are specimens of this single-wrapped weft in the Abbott

collections. Fig. 41 and Plate XVII show the general appearance of

the wrapped weft on whole rattan stems united with alternate finer

vertical warps on which the wrappings are also upright and sug-

gest the American Makah, or bird-cage technic. The half hitch-

ing and the overhand wrapping with the cutaway warps at the rim

must not be overlooked. The ten warp stems are bent V-shape and

cross on the bottoms.

Cat. No. 2:21538, U.S.N.M., shown in fig. 40, is a genuine surprise,

an example of wrapped twinedwork from Simalur Island. The

three elements are present, as in the Makah work of the Vancouver

Island baskets, only the wrapping is done with stiller material. (See

Aboriginal American Basketry, pp. 235, 230.)

Yarn.—Fibers loosely twisted together in 2-strand twine.

Zigzag.—A broken line of equal angular portions, applied to struc-

ture or decoration. Dr. Edgar A. Mearns gave a carrying basket

from Mindanao having an open checker bottom. About the outer

row of checkers, in order to hold the parts firm for the upsett, is a

zigzag wrap in rattan, a turn and a half about each square. The
lacing doubles alternately on the back and on the front.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF SOME NEW MOSQUITOES FROM
TROPICAL AMERICA.

By Harrison (r. Dyab and Frederick Knab,

Of the U. S. Department of igriculture.

The following new species have been recognized among the material

collected for study in the preparation of the forthcoming monograph

of Culicidae by Dr. L. (). Howard and the present authors.

ANOPHELES CRUZII, new name.

We propose this name to replace Myzomyia lutzii Theobald, which

is preoccupied by Myzorhynchella lutzii Cruz, since we do not recog-

nize either Myzomyia or Myzorhynchella as distinct from Anopheles.

We note further the existence of Manguinhosia hit-,} Peryassu, which

will also require a new name, if.it prove, as we now suppose, that the

new genus Manguinhosia is not separable from .1 n<>ph< les. h

It gives us much pleasure to dedicate this interesting species to

Dr. Oswaldo Cruz, the well-known hygienist and bacteriologist of

Rio de Janeiro.

The larva has been discovered by Mr. A. IT. Jennings in the

Panama Canal Zone, living in the water between the leaves of

bromeliaceoiis plants, which appears to he its only habitat.

AEDES EPACTIUS, new species.

Female.— Proboscis long and slender, black; palpi entirely black-

scaled; vertex of the head anteriorly with broad whitish scales, pos-

teriorly with darker scales: thorax deep brown-scaled, with slight

bronzy luster and with whitish markings: these marking- consist of

two very broad outcurved bands on the anterior half of the meso-

notum. which become approximated and narrowed at the middle, and

run parallel with each other to the scutellum; the sides of the meso-

°Os Culicideos do Brazil, Trabalho do Instituto tie Manguinhos, 1908, p. 112.

B We would suggesl the name Anopheles peryassui as a substitute, in honor

of the author of the paper here cited.

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV—No. 1632.
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notum and the hind margin of the sciitellum are whitish-sealed;

pleura with patches of white scales ; abdomen black-scaled above, with

rather narrow white basal bands, black and white-banded beneath;

the wing-veins are clothed with long and narrow dusky scales; legs

black, the knees white, involving both ends of the joints; the front

legs with base and apex of the first tarsal joint and the base of the

second white-ringed; middle legs with the base and apex of the first

tarsal joint narrowly white-ringed, base and apex of the second joint

still more narrowly so, the base of the third joint narrowly ringed;

hind legs with the last tarsal joint entirely white, the remaining

ones broadly white-ringed at base and apex; front and middle tarsal

claws toothed, the hind ones simple. Length, 4 mm.
In the male the palpi are long, but do not attain the apex of the

proboscis by about one-fourth its length, sparsely hairy, black-scaled

without annulations; the head is densely whitish-scaled; the meso-

thoracic markings are similar to those of the female, but the white

scaling is heavier; the antescutellar bare space is surrounded by

white scales, which are poorly indicated in the female ; abdomen black-

scaled above, with basal white bands, black and white-banded beneath.

Length, 4 mm.
Ten specimens from Cordoba, Mexico, and Almolova, in the State

of Oaxaca, Mexico, bred from larva' in holes or hollows in bowlders

in stream beds. (F. Knab.)

Type.—Cat, No. 11963, U.S.N.M. .

This species is closely related to Aedes atropalpus Coquillett, but

differs in the coloration of the thoracic markings.

AEDES CUNEATUS, new species.

Female.—Proboscis rather long, black-scaled; palpi entirely black-

scaled; occiput pale yellowish-scaled, with a brown spot at each side;

mesonotum deep brown-scaled, with slight luster, and with two nar-

row pale yellowish subdorsal stripes; these stripes are thickened

along the median portion and become much narrowed on the poste-

rior third, reaching the scutellum outwardly of the antescutellar bare

space; they have a more or less distinct brassy luster; there are a few

of these yellowish scales along the sides of the antescutellar bare

space and the mid-lobe of the scutellum is clothed with similar scales;

abdomen black-scaled above, without bronzy luster, with cream-white

lateral basal segmental triangular patches; beneath cream-white

scaled, with apical black segmental bands; wings with dark narrow

scales along the veins; legs black-scaled, with bronzy luster; femora

ventrally and basally white; tibiae of all the legs whitish-scaled on

the inner side; tarsi not ringed; claws all toothed, Length, 4.5 mm.
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In the male (he palpi somewhat exceed the proboscis, black-scaled,

with bluish luster, the terminal segments clothed with numerous

long hairs; head densely yellowish scaled on the occiput, with a

silvery luster; the yellowish thoracic stripes are much more diffuse

behind the middle than in the female: the stripes become greatly ex-

panded on the sides and they also coalesce more or less with the yel-

lowish scaling around the antescutellar bare space; the abdomen is

black-scaled above, the second segment with pale basal band, the suc-

ceeding segments with lateral basal triangular segmental white

patches; the under surface white-scaled, with narrow apical black

bands on the segments. Length. 5.5 mm.
Thirty-five specimens from Cordoba, Mexico, bred from larva- in

temporary puddles. (F. Knab.)

Type.—Cat. No. 11964, U.S.N.M.

AEDES ARGENTESCENS. new species.

Female.—Proboscis long and slender, black-scaled; palpi black-

scaled ; head with the occiput clothed with silvery scales, a large and

dark spot on each side; mesonotum clothed with deep brown scales

and with two subdorsal lines of silvery scales; these lines are much
broadened along their middle third, becoming much attenuated poste-

riorly, reaching the scutellum well to the sides of the antescutellar

bare space; bare space bordered with silvery scales; scutellum silver-

scaled; abdomen deep black, with coppery luster above, and with

lateral basal segmental triangular silvery white spots; beneath

creamy white, with large triangular black apical segmental lateral

spots, which do not unite to form bands; wings with dark long and

narrow scales along the veins; legs dark-scaled, with pronounced

bronzy luster; the femora pale at base and beneath, tibia? narrowly

pale-scaled on the under side; tarsi not ringed; claws toothed on all

the feet. Length, 2.5 mm.
In the male the palpi exceed the proboscis, black-scaled, the ter-

minal portion densely clothed with long black hairs; head with the

vertex clothed with dull silvery scales; the markings of the nieso-

notum similar to those of the female, but the submedian stripes greatly

expanded on the middle portion; abdomen black-scaled above, with

slight coppery luster, the basal segmental lateral spots becoming
united into bands on segments 3, 4, G, and 7, eighth segment mostly

whitish scaled. Length, 3.5 mm.
Six specimens from Cordoba, Mexico, and Almoloya, State of

Oaxaca, Mexico, bred from larvae in temporary puddles. (F. Knab.)

Type—Cat. No. 11965, U.S.N.M.

The light markings show a silvery metallic luster, with a grayish

cast, which varies in intensity in different specimens.
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AEDES HARUSPICUS, new species.

Female.—Proboscis rather short, slender, brown-scaled, with a

sprinkling of lighter ones, a light ring near the middle; palpi dark-

scaled; occiput clothed mostly with whitish scales and with four

quadrate patches of darker scales; mesonotum bright brown-scaled,

mottled with patches of white scales, these white scales densest in

the region before the scutelluni ; scutellum clothed with shining whit-

ish scales; scales of the pleura white; abdomen black-scaled above,

with broad apical soiled white bands on all but the last segment;

beneath mottled, with dull whitish and light brown scales, the seg-

ments becoming lighter apically, but without defined bands; femora

and tibiae black-scaled, with a sprinkling of lighter scales, a whitish

ring on each femur toward the apex; tarsi black, with white basal

rings, becoming successively narrower on each joint ; wings broad,

the scales on the veins black and white, giving a mottled effect ; claws

simple. Length, 3.5 mm.
Male.-—The abdominal bands are clearer white and narrower than

in the female; othenvise the coloration is similar.

Twenty-one specimens. Port Antonio, Jamaica, bred from larva?

in seaside pools, November 1."), 1906. (M. Grabham.)

Type.—Cat. No. 11995, U.S.N.M.

We expected that Doctor Grabham would himself describe this

species, but after the destruction of his collection by the earthquake

he has requested us to describe it from the specimens he had pre-

viously sent us.

AEDES HORRIDUS, new species.

Proboscis and palpi clothed with violet-black scales; occiput whit-

ish-scaled, with a violet-black spot at the side; mesonotum broadly

yellowish white-scaled at the sides, a band of deep brown scales occu-

pying about one-third of the width of the disk and extending back

to the antescutellar space, the lateral yellowish white scales surround-

ing the antescutellar space behind; scutellum yellowish white-scaled;

postscutellum densely yellowish white-scaled; abdomen above violet

blue with lateral apical yellowish spots on all but the last segment,

beneath yellowish-scaled, the seventh segment with basal violet scales,

eighth segment entirely violet -scaled. Legs deep violet-scaled, the

basal two-thirds of the femora yellowish, the knees silvery white, the

hind legs with the scales on the tibia 1 and tarsi roughened, suberect,

the last two joints white. Length, 4.5 mm.
Fifty-six specimens: Victoria, Texas, May 31 (W. E. Hinds);

Cypress Bayou, Texas, August 23, 1903 (J. D. Mitchell); Green-

ville, Texas. June 30, 1904 (II. 8. Barber) ; Dallas, Texas, June 28

(II. S. Barber); Dennison, Texas, June 21 (H. S. Barber); West-

point, Mississippi, August 11, 1904 (H. S. Barber) ; Corinth, Missis-
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sippi, August 14 (IT. S. Barber) ; Jackson, Mississippi. August 8, L904

(H. S. Barber) : Vanburen, Arkansas. July 6, L904 (II. S. Barber) :

Fort Smith, Arkansas. July 8 ( II. S. Barber) ;
Little Rock, Arkansas,

July 11, 1904 (II. S. Barber); Danville. Arkansas, July 10 (TI. S.

Barber) : Helena. Arkansas, July 30 (H. S. Barber) ; Chattanooga,

Tennesse. August 20, 1904 (II. S. Barber); Rives, Tennessee. July

21 (II. S. Barber); Wister, Oklahoma. July 2 (II. S. Barber);

Woodstock, Virginia, August 4, I'M)! (F. C. Pratt): Plummer's

Island. Maryland, July 18, L904 (R. P. Currie).

Type.—Cat. No. L1999, U.S.X.M.

This species has been identified heretofore as Janthinosoma lutzii

Theobald and Janthinosoma albipes Theobald, but differs obviously

from these more southern forms.

AEDES ALDR1CHI, new species.

Similar to .1. hirsuteron Theobald and .1. aestivalis Dyar, but the

vestiture of the occiput and the sides of the disk of the mesonotum

are frosted white with a very slight yellowish cast ; the anterior

angles of the mesonotum are not brown-scaled; the abdomen has a

distinct bronzy luster: the stems of the forked cells are longer: the

species is smaller; otherwise the three species are very similar.

Length. 3.5 mm.
Six specimens, all females. Market Lake. Idaho (J. M. Aldrich).

Type.—Cat. No. 12010, U.S.N.M.

The specimens were sent us by Professor Aldrich mixed with

.1. idahoensis Theobald. Aldrich's remarks, quoted by Theobald."

obviously refer to this small species and not to idahoensis, which is

larger. Wo take pleasure in naming this species for Prof. J. M.

Aldrich.

CULEX CHRYSONOTUM. new species.

Female.—Proboscis black-scaled, rather long, gradually enlarged

toward the apex; palpi black-scaled, with a few metallic scales at the

apices; occiput clothed with golden scales, becoming brownish at the

sides, margins of the eyes whitish-scaled; mesonotum clothed with

narrow golden scales, the posterior portion dark brown-scaled, two

golden lines extending from the golden area backward to the seutel-

lum on each side of I he antescutellar bare space; scutellum golden-

scaled; pleura with whitish scales; abdomen depressed, blunt at the

apex, dark-scaled, with strong coppery luster and dark blue reflections

in some lights, no dorsal segmental bands: segments 5, 6, and T with

silvery basal lateral spots; beneath the segments have broad silvery

white bands at the bases, the apices dark-scaled, with coppery luster;

wings with narrow dusky scales along the veins: legs dark-scaled,

".Mon. Culicid., Ill, 1003, p. 'J.'".
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with strong bronzy luster, the ventral surface of the femora silvery-

scaled, the inner side of the tibiae obscurely silver-scaled, the knees

touched with silver scales; tarsi not ringed; claws simple. Length,

3 mm.
Male.—Proboscis long and slender, enlarged at the apex

;
palpi con-

siderably longer than the proboscis, black-scaled, without annulations,

the apical portion clothed with long black hairs; head and thoracic

markings as in the female ; abdomen dark-scaled above, with coppery

luster; segments 4 to 8 with basal lateral silvery spots; the under sur-

face with silvery basal segmental bands. Length, 3 mm.
Nine specimens, Ancon, Canal Zone, Panama ; Cartagenita, Paraiso

District, and Miraflores in the Canal Zone, bred from larvae in a ditch,

from a small patch of alga1 beside railroad track, and from a swamp.

(A. H. Jennings.)

Type.—Cat No. 11966, U.S.N.M.

Similar to G. spissipes Theobald and C. fur Dyar and Knab, but

easily distinguished by the narrow wing-scales and the more extensive

golden area of the mesonotum.

CULEX DAUMASTOCAMPA, new species.

Female.—Proboscis long and slender, swollen at the apex; palpi

black-scaled ; occiput golden-scaled, with black scales sparsely inter-

mixed, a large dark spot on each side ; thorax deep brown scaled, the

front and lateral margins on the anterior half very broadly bright

golden-scaled ; scutellum dark-scaled ; abdomen dark-scaled above,

with bronzy luster, slightly lighter colored beneath, but without dis-

tinct banding; scales along the wing veins long and narrow, darkly

colored ; legs dark-scaled, with bronzy luster ; hind legs with the

under surface of the femora silvery white-scaled, the apices of the

tibiae and a rather broad ring at the base of the first tarsal joint sil-

very white-scaled ; second and third tarsal joints very narrowly sil-

ver-white-ringed at the bases, the rings obsolete on the fourth and

fifth joints; front and middle legs without rings; tarsal claws sim-

ple. Length, 2 mm.
Male.—Palpi long and slender, nearly as long as the proboscis,

black-scaled, without annulations; head and thoracic markings as

in the female; abdomen dark-scaled above, with strong coppery

luster; beneath the scaling is more brassy, but there are no segmental

bands; knees of the hind legs silvery scaled; tibial and tarsal mark-

ings as in the female. Length 2 mm.
Three specimens, Porto Bello, Fort San Felipe, Panama, bred

from larvae in water between the leaves of bromeliaceous plants.

(A. H. Jennings.)

Type.—Cat. No. 11967, U.S.N.M.
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CULEX PINAROCAMPA, new species.

Female.—Proboscis moderately long and slender, not distinctly

swollen at the tip ; black-scaled above and beneath
;

palpi black-

scaled; occiput clothed with recumbent whitish and bronzy brown

scales and with upright dark forked ones: the whitish scales form

a margin to the eyes, a median line and large lateral patches; meso-

notum bronzy brown-scaled, with several spots of light scales—

a

pair of median subdorsal spots, a pair farther forward at the lateral

margin, another pair above the roots of the wings: the front margin

is light-scaled, as also the margin of the antescutellar bare space;

scutellum light-scaled, with a brassy luster; abdomen above black-

scaled, with bluish luster, the segments with narrow basal bands,

which are broadened mesially on all but the last two segments; on

the last three segments the bands are expanded toward the lateral

margins; ventrally the abdomen is pale-scaled, the apices of the

segments obscurely dark-banded; femora dark-scaled above, light-

scaled beneath nearly to the apices, knees yellowish white-scaled;

tibia1 yellowish white-scaled at bases and apices, tarsi of all the legs

with the first, second, third, and fourth joints yellowish white-ringed

at bases and apices; mid and hind legs with the fifth tarsal joint

entirely yellowish white-scaled; last tarsal joint of the forelegs in

part obscurely bronzy-scaled; wings with the scales along the veins

dusky, long, and very narrow: claws simple. Length, 5.5 mm.
Male.—Proboscis stouter than in the female, black-scaled, with a

white mark on the ventral surface before the middle
;
palpi long and

slender, dark-scaled, longer than the proboscis, with narrow yellowish

white annulations, more than half of the apical portion clothed with

long hairs; head and thoracic markings as in the female; abdomen
long and slender, black-scaled above, with clear white basal segmental

bands, broader than in the female, the eighth segment nearly entirely

white-scaled; venter light-scaled, with apical dark bands, lateral

margins of the abdomen with numerous long pale cilia ; tarsi marked

as in the female. Length, 5 mm.
One hundred and seventeen specimens, Cordoba, Mexico, bred

from larvae in puddles along the Rio San Antonio. (F. Knab.)

Type.—Cat. Xo. 11968, U.S.N.M.

CULEX CONSTERNATOR, new species.

Female.—Proboscis long and slender, not distinctly swollen at the

apex, entirely dark-scaled, with bronzy luster; palpi nearly one-

fourth the length of the proboscis, slender, dark-scaled, with bronzy

luster; occiput dark-scaled, the margins of the eyes distinctly and

rather broadly silver-white-scaled; mesonotum dark brown scaled,

with slight luster
;
pleura green, with patches of white scales ; abdo-
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men depressed, truncate at tip, clothed above with dark scales, with

distinct coppery luster, the bases of the segments with lateral trian-

gular silvery white spots; venter dull whitish-scaled, unhanded;

wings with the scales along the veins dusky, long and very narrow

;

legs dark-scaled, with bronzy luster, the underside of the femora pale-

scaled ; tarsi not ringed; claws simple. Length, 4 mm.
Male.—Palpi long and slender, very slightly longer than the pro-

boscis, dark-scaled, with bronzy luster and without annulations; head

and mesothorax colored as in the female; abdomen long and slender,

dark-scaled above, with coppery luster, the segments with basal sil-

very white lateral spots ; venter pale-scaled. Length, 3 mm.
Thirty-nine specimens, Cordoba, Mexico, bred from larvae in water

in a hollow tree. (F. Knab.)

Type.—Cat. No. 11969, U.S.N.M.

CULEX STENOLEPIS, new species.

Female.—Proboscis rather long and slender, black-scaled, labellae

pale-scaled; palpi entirely black-scaled; occiput clothed with pale

brownish scales, with brassy bister, the margin of the eyes narrowly

white-scaled, broadened into a patch at the sides, numerous erect

forked scales particularly basally; mesonotum deep brown-scaled,

with bronzy luster and mottled with patches of brassy scales; these

scales are most conspicuous along the margins and form two oblique

subdorsal bars; anteriorly they form a dorsal patch and are also

abundant around the antescutellar bare space and the bases of the

wings; scutellum covered with brassy scales; abdomen depressed,

truncate at the tip, dull black-scaled above, with narrow white basal

segmental bands; beneath the basal bands occupy about half of each

segment ; wings with the veins clothed with brownish long and very

narrow scales; legs black; femora white-scaled beneath except the

apical portion; knees white-scaled; tibiae with their apices pale-scaled,

a line of pale scales along their inner surfaces; tarsi of all the legs

white-ringed at base and apex of each joint, the front legs very nar-

rowly so, on the hind legs very broadly; last tarsal joint of the hind

legs entirely white-sealed; claws simple. Length, 3.5 mm.
Male.—Proboscis long, rather slender, black-scaled, with a white

ring around the middle, the labellae pale-scaled
;
palpi long, exceeding

the proboscis, slender, clothed with black scales, narrowly annulated

with white, the apical half covered with long black hairs; head and

thorax marked as in the female; abdomen deep black-scaled above,

without luster, the basal segmental white bands much broader than

in the female; legs marked as in the female. Length, 4 mm.
Forty-seven specimens, Cordoba, Mexico, bred from larvae in water

between the leaves of bromeliaceous plants. (F. Knab.)

Type.—Cat. No. 11970, U.S.N.M.
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CULEX AIKENII, new species.

Female.—Unknown.
Male.—Proboscis long and slender, the apical portion somewhat

stouter, clothed with brownish and grayish scales, giving a mottled

effect, without light ring; palpi very long and slender, slightly thick-

ened in their apical halves, clothed with brownish scales and mottled

with grayish ones; the second segment with a broad white ring before

the middle; apical half of the palpi clothed with long hairs; occiput

clothed with gray and pale brown scales, the margin of the eyes

white-scaled, the usual upright dark forked scales present : meso-

notum clothed with light yellow-brown and grayish scales, without

distinct lines or pattern; abdomen dusky-scaled above, the segments

broadly banded with white basally; on the sixth and seventh seg-

ments the bands extend along the lateral margins to the apices of

the segments; eighth segment mostly black-scaled above; beneath the

abdomen is light-scaled without bands, ciliation of the abdominal

margins pale, long, and abundant; veins of the wings clothed with

pale brownish long and narrow scales, those along the costa black;

legs blackish-scaled, with lighter mottling on the femora and tibi'v;

the tarsi show a faint bronzy luster and are not ringed; under sur-

faces of the femora pale-scaled ; tibiae paler scaled on the inner side.

Length, 3 mm.
Three specimens, New Amsterdam, Dutch Guiana, February IT,

1908. (J. Aiken.)

Type—Cat. No. 11977, U.S.N.M.

We realize the undesirability of describing species of Culex from

the male sex alone, on account of the difficulty of ever associating

the proper female; but in this case Doctor Aiken has communicated

to us the larva, which makes future identification of the female easy.

The larva is almost the exact counterpart of our Culex regulator, de-

scribed from Santo Domingo, but the male adult differs strikingly

from the male of regulator, so that there is no question but that the

two forms are distinct species. It is proper to state that the larva

sent us by Doctor Aiken is a whole larva, not the skin from a bred

specimen, and therefore the authority for the association rests with

him.

Named for Dr. J. Aiken, who collected the specimens and has

kindly sent us a series of species from Dutch Guiana.

CULEX EUMIMETES, new species.

Female.—Proboscis moderately long and slender, not swollen at

the tip, black-scaled, a rather broad white ring at the middle; palpi

slender, black-scaled, the apices white-scaled; occiput clothed with

brownish scales with brassy luster; eyes narrowly margined with sil-
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very white, much broadened at the sides; mesonotum bright brown-

scaled, with brilliant bronzy luster and with traces of pale shining

scales along the margins and around the antescutellar bare space;

mesially there are two subdorsal spots of pale scales; scutellum pale-

scaled; abdomen depressed, dull black-scaled, the segments with

rather narrow basal white bands; venter pale-scaled, with obscure

apical dark bands; wings with the scales along the veins dark, long

and very narrow ; legs black-; femora with the under surface white-

scaled; knees narrowly white-scaled; apices of the tibise white-scaled,

the inner side of the tibia? and tarsi with a line of pale scales; tarsi

of all the legs white-ringed at both ends of the joints, the rings very

broad on the hind legs, the last tarsal joint of the hind legs white

with a small black ring; claws simple. Length, 3.5 mm.
Male.—Proboscis rather long, not swollen at apex, white-ringed

at the middle; palpi slender, considerably longer than the proboscis,

black-scaled, with white annulations, the apical two-thirds clothed

with long hairs ; head and thoracic markings as in the female ; ab-

domen long and slender, dull black-scaled above, the segments with

very broad basal white bands, expanded laterally on the sixth,

seventh, and eighth segments; venter pale-scaled, with an indication

of subapical dark banding; legs marked as in the female. Length,

3.5 mm.
Ten specimens, Orizaba. Mexico, bred from larvae found in a pud-

dle of drainage water in the suburbs of the city. (F. Knab.)

Type.—Cat. No. 11971, U.S.X.M.

The adult so closely resembles that of C. stigmatosoma Dyar that

it is almost impossible to distinguish them : but the larva- are very

dissimilar.
SABETHES TARSOPUS, new species.

Female.—Proboscis moderately long, slender, swollen at the apex,

clothed with black scales, with a metallic blue luster; palpi black-

scaled, with blue luster; prothoracic lobes brilliantly blue-scaled:

mesonotum similar, becoming paler in color with a greenish silvery

tinge on the scutellum; pleura and coxa? silver-scaled; metanotum

with a group of bristles near the apex, its surface clothed with Hal

silver scales; postscutellum brilliantly light blue-scaled; abdomen

with metallic blue scales above and at the sides, beneath silvery white-

scaled, the colors separated in a straight line; tip of the abdomen

with coarse black bristles; legs mostly metallic blue-scaled, with

purple luster ; the front and mid legs ciliate, hind pair simple ; the

front legs are ciliate on the apical half of the tibia? and the base of

the first tarsal joint, the ciliation following the upper and lower sur-

faces; the apical portion of the second and all of the following joints

silvery white marked beneath; mid-legs with the ciliation on the

apical half of the tibise and the first and second tarsal joints, very
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long along the dorsal margin of the tibia and first tarsal joint; sec-

ond tarsal joint, including its ciliation, silvery white; third tarsal

joint and most of the fourth silver-white, the apex of the fourth

above and all of the fifth black-scaled; there is an elongate white

spot on the ventral surface of the tibia just above the ciliation ; hind

legs without ciliation and with the fourth and fifth tarsal joints

silver white on the inner side. Length, 4.5 mm.
Three specimens, Bocas del Toro, Panama, September 28, 1903 (P.

Osterhout) ; Paraiso, Canal Zone. Panama, November 1, 1907 (A. H.

Jennings) ; Cordoba, Mexico, March 10, 1908 ( F. Knab).

Type.—Cat No. 11972, U.S.N.M.

This and the following species are close to the one identified as

Sahethes lone/ipex Fabricius by Theobald, but wrongly, as Fabricius's

description obviously implies another insect.

SABETHES SCHAUSI, new species.

Female.—Proboscis very slender, swollen at the tip, rather short,

dark-scaled, with blue luster; palpi dark-scaled; occiput clothed

with light metallic blue scales; prothoracic lobes clothed with pale

iridescent scales; mesonotum with bright greenish and iridescent

scales, becoming blue upon the scutellum
;

pleura and coxa3 silver-

white-scaled ; metanotum covered with silver scales, a group of bris-

tles near the apex ; abdomen above and at the sides dark-scaled, with

deep blue and purple iridescence; venter silvery white scaled; tip

of the abdomen with coarse black bristles; sixth segment black-

scaled beneath along median line ; legs mostly dark metallic blue-

scaled with purple reflection, all three pairs ciliate, the cilia form-

ing broad paddles on the middle pair; front legs ciliate along nearly

the entire upper surface of the tibiae and two-thirds of the lower sur-

face; first tarsal joint ciliate along upper surface; second tarsal

joint white-marked on the apical half of the inner surface; mid-legs

with the apical half of the tibia1

, all of the first tarsal joint broadly

ciliate along front and hind margin; second tarsal joint ciliate along

hind margin ; the tibia 1 have a long white dash on the inner side above

the paddle; the second joint with its ciliation and the third joint are

snow white, fourth and fifth black-scaled; hind legs with the apical

third of the tibia^ ciliate, the ciliation rather short; fourth and fifth

joints white-scaled on the inner side; some dark scales at their apices.

Length, 7 mm.
One specimen, Omai, British Guiana. (W. Schaus.)

Type.—Cat. No. 11973, U.S.N.M.

. It gives us pleasure to dedicate to our good friend, Mr. William

Schaus, the only specimen of mosquito that he has sent us from

tropical America.
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LESTICOCAMPA SCHEDOCYCLIA, new species.

Female.—Proboscis long, moderately slender, not swollen at the

apex, clothed with black scales with bluish iridescent reflection; palpi

slender, about two-fifths the length of the proboscis, clothed with

black scales, with blue and iridescent luster ; occiput clothed with flat

iridescent scales, blue and green predominating, and quite dark in

appearance in some lights, in other lights entirely silvery; there is a

large silver patch on the vertex; prothoracic lobes well separated,

the upper portion clothed with dark blue and violet iridescent scales,

the lower portion with silvery white scales; mesonotum brown-scaled,

with bronzy luster; scutellum clothed with flat, light greenish, and

iridescent scales; metanotum with a group of setse near the apex,

without scales; postscutellum clothed with blue and green iridescent

scales; abdomen long and slender, subcylindrical, blunt at the end,

clothed above and at the sides with dark scales, which show blue,

green, and bronzy reflections; beneath white-scaled, the lateral

margins shallowly indented on each segment; tip of the abdomen

with numerous coarse bristles; veins of the wings clothed with bronzy

brown broad scales: legs mostly dark-scaled, with blue, bronzy, and

iridescent reflections; femora pale-scaled beneath; front and mid

legs without white markings; hind legs with a white spot at the apex

of the femora beneath, a white spot on the under sides of the tibiae

beyond the middle, the tarsi with basal white dashes on the under

side, becoming progressively longer on each segment and reaching

nearly to the apex of the fifth joint; legs without ciliation. Length,

1 mm.
Two specimens, interior of Nicaragua, without precise locality.

(Dr. F. W. Thornton.)

Type.—Cat. No. 11074, f.S.X.M.

PROSOPOLEPIS JOCOSA, new species.

Female.—Proboscis moderately long and slender, the apical portion

swollen, black-scaled
;
palpi short, slender, black-scaled ; clypeus black-

ish, clothed with silvery gray scales; eyes contiguous; occiput dark-

scaled, with faint metallic reflection, the margin of the eyes nar-

rowly silver-gray-scaled; prothoracic lobes well separated, prominent,

clothed with blackish scales, with faint luster; mesonotum dark-

scaled, with faint metallic luster and with grayish reflections over the

roots of the wings and on the scutellum; metanotum with a group of

setse near the apex and without scales; postscutellum with numerous

long pale hairs and with dark scales like those of the abdomen; ab-

domen clothed above with blue-black scales, with very faint metallic

luster; beneath silver-white-scaled, the lateral margins straight; tip

of the abdomen with numerous coarse bristles; scales of the wing-
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veins brown, broad, those along the costa blue-black; legs dark-

scaled, with blue and bronzy luster and without white markings;

femora whitish beneath. Length, 4 mm.
One specimen, Caldera, Canal Zone, Panama. (A. II. Jennings.)

Type.—Qui. No. 11975, U.S.N.M.

The genus Prosopolepis Lutz was founded on the presence of scales

on the chrpeus, which is not a fundamental character. However, the

species before us is separable from Lesticocampa by the slender pro-

boscis of the latter, not enlarged at the tip, and we therefore recog-

nize tin' generic name.

PHONIOMYIA SIMMSI, new species.

Female.—Proboscis long and slender, black-scaled; palpi short,

slender, black-scaled; occiput dark-scaled, with bronzy and blue re-

flections; eyes margined with whitish scales, which are more con-

spicuous on the vertex ; wedge between the eyes white-scaled
;
protho-

racic lobes dark-scaled, with blue reflection ; mesonotum dark-brown-

scaled, with bluish reflection; metanotum with a group of setae near

the apex, without scales; postscutellum clothed with scales like those

of the abdomen; abdomen dark-scaled above, with coppery and blue

reflections; beneath silvery white-scaled, the lateral margins straight;

tip of abdomen blunt, bristly; w7ing-veins clothed with brown, rather

broad scales; legs dark-scaled, with blue and bronze reflections; under

side of the femora and tibia) Avhitish-scalecl; on the hind legs the tarsi

are light-scaled beneath, becoming clear silvery white upon the last

tarsal joint. Length, 3.5 mm.
One specimen, Porto Bello, San Felipe, Panama, bred from a larva

in water in the leaves of bromeliaceous plants. (A. II. Jennings.)

Type.—Cat. No. 11976, U.S.N.M.

Named, at the suggestion of Mr. A. H. Jennings, in honor of Mr.
II. Simms, a most efficient sanitary inspector at Empire, in the Canal
Zone, Panama.

WYEOMYIA ABASCANTA, new species.

Female.—Proboscis moderately long and slender, somewhat swollen

at the apex, black-scaled; occiput dark-scaled, with blue and green

metallic reflection, the margin of the eyes dull white-scaled; protho-

racic lobes dark-scaled, with blue, purple, and bronzy reflections, a

patch of silvery white scales at the apex, basal portion silvery white

sealed; mesonotum bronzy brown scaled, with dark bluish reflection;

pleura silvery white scaled; abdomen dark-scaled above, beneath

coarsely white-scaled, the colors separated on the sides in a straight

line; legs dark, with bronzy and blue reflections, the mid legs with

tin- apex of the second tarsal joint, all of the third and fourth joints

Proc. X. M. vol. xxxv—08——
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and part of the fifth silvery white-scaled on the under side. Length,

3.5 mm.
Male.—The markings are as in the female.

Two specimens, Trinidad, British West Indies, June. (A. Busck.)

Type.—Cat. No. 11983, U.S.N.M.

WYEOMYIA GYN-ffiCOPUS, new species.

Female.—Proboscis moderately long, slender, much dilated toward

the apex, black-scaled; palpi black-scaled, with bronzy luster, the

tips silvery white; occiput dark-scaled, with green and blue irides-

cence, the margin of the eyes narrowly silvery white scaled; pro-

thoracic lobes dark-scaled, with bluish iridescence, the apices nar-

rowly silvery tipped, the basal portion mostly white-scaled; meso-

notum bronzy brown-scaled, with obscure bluish reflection; abdomen

deep bronzy brown above, with blue reflection, beneath coarsely white-

scaled, the colors sepa rated on the sides in a straight line; legs dark,

with bronzy and bluish reflections, the hind legs with the under side

of the fourth and fifth tarsal joints white-marked ; on the fourth joint

the white extends from the base nearly to the apex, the fifth white

at the base. Length, 3.5 mm.
One specimen, Esparta, Costa Rica, September 18, 1905. (F. Knab.)

Type.—Cat, No. 11984, U.S.N.M.

WYEOMYIA ABLECHRA, new species.

Female.—Proboscis long and slender, dilated at the apex, black-

scaled; palpi slender, black-scaled; occiput dark-scaled, with blue and

green reflections, the margin of the eyes dull whitish scaled, inter-

rupted on each side below the vertex; prothoracic lobes metallic

violaceous, a large patch of silvery scales at the apex, basal portion

silvery-scaled; mesonotum dark-scaled, with faint bronzy and blue

reflections; abdomen dark-scaled above, with slight blue reflection,

beneath white-scaled, the colors separated on the sides in a straight

line; legs dark-scaled, with bronzy reflection; on the mid-legs the

apical portion of the second tarsal joint and all of the third, fourth,

and fifth silvery white beneath ; hind legs with a dash of silvery

white at the bases of all the tarsal joints beneath. Length, 3.5 mm.
Eighteen specimens, Sonsonate, Salvador, August 16, 1905. (F.

Knab.)

Type.—Cat. No. 11985, U.S.N.M.

WYEOMYIA ABLABES, new species.

Female.—Proboscis long and slender, somewhat enlarged towards

the apex, black-scaled; palpi black-scaled; occiput dark-scaled, with

blue and green reflections, the margin of the eyes narrowly whitish

scaled and forming a distinct silver spot on the vertex; prothoracic

lobes dark-scaled, with violaceous luster, the tips silvery-scaled

;
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mesonotum dark-scaled, with faint bronzy and blue reflections; pleura

silvery white-scaled; abdomen black-scaled, above, with slight blue

and bronzy reflections, beneath white-scaled, the colors separated on

the sides in a straight Line; legs dark-scaled, with bronzy and blue

luster; on the middle legs the extreme apex of the second tarsal joint

and all of the third and fourth white beneath; on the hind legs the

fourth and fifth tarsal joints are white beneath except at their

extreme apices. Length. 3.5 mm.
Male.—Resembles the female in coloration.

Eighteen specimens, selected from a series. Cordoba, Mexico, bred

from larvse in water between the leaves of bromeliaceous plants.

(F. Knab.)

Type.—Cat. No. 11986, U.S.N.M.

WYEOMYIA ABEBELA, new species.

Female.—Proboscis rather long and slender, enlarged toward the

apex, black-scaled: palpi black-scaled; occiput dark-scaled, the

margin of the eyes clear white scaled, forming a patch on the vertex;

prothoracic lobes pearly violaceous in the middle, the tip and base

silvery white; mesonotum dull brown-scaled, with obscure bronzy

and blue reflection; pleura silvery white-scaled; abdomen dark-scaled

above, with faint bronzy and blue luster, beneath coarsely white-

scaled, the colors separated on the sides in a straight line; legs en-

tirely dark-scaled, with bronzy and blue reflection, the femora and

hind tibiae light-scaled beneath; tarsi without white markings.

Length, 3 mm.
Male.—Coloration as in the female.

Six specimens. Cordoba, Mexico, bred from larvae in water between

the leaves of bromeliaceous plants. (F. Knab.)

Type.—Cat. No. 11987, U.S.N.M.

WYEOMYIA ABIA, new species.

Female.—Proboscis slender, moderately long, much swollen at the

apex; palpi dark-scaled; occiput dark-scaled, with obscure blue and

green luster, the eyes narrowly margined with dull white scales, the

margin interrupted toward the vertex; prothoracic lobes clothed with

pearly iridescent scales, the apices without white tips; mesonotum
bronzy-scaled, with obscure bluish reflection; abdomen bronzy-scaled

above, with bluish reflection, beneath coarsely white-scaled, the colors

separated on the sides in a straight line; legs dark-scaled, with bronzy

and blue reflections; mid-tarsi with the apical half of the second and
all of the third and fourth joints silvery white-scaled on one side:

front and hind tarsi unmarked. Length. 3 mm.
Male.—Coloration as in the female.

Two specimens, Dominica. West Indies. (F. E. Campbell.)

Type.—Cat. No. 11988. U.S.N.M.
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WYEOMYIA ANDROPUS, new species.

Female.—Proboscis rather short and stout, swollen toward the

apex, black-scaled; palpi black-scaled; occiput dark-scaled, with

greenish and brownish reflections, the eyes not distinctly white-

margined above, the marginal scales being of a grayish cast
;
pro-

thoracic lobes dark-scaled, with greenish and bronzy luster and with-

out pale scales on the apices; mesonotum dull brown-scaled, with

obscure bronzy and bluish luster; abdomen dark-scaled above, nearly

black, beneath 3
rellowish white-scaled, the colors separated on the

sides in a straight line; legs dark-scaled, with bronzy and bluish

reflections, without white markings on the tarsi. Length, 3 mm.
Male.—The proboscis somewhat longer and more slender than in

the female, abdomen expanded toward the tip, the claspers widely

separated and conspicuous; fore tibia1 and tarsi silvery yellowish-

scaled beneath, the color whitest and most conspicuous on the second,

third, and fourth joints; mid-legs, with the tibia, the basal half of

the first tarsal joint silvery white marked beneath, the apical half of

the second joint and all of the succeeding joints silvery white marked

above and beneath; hind legs entirely dark.

Twenty-six specimens, Porto Bello, Fort San Felipe, and Caldera

Island, Porto Bello Bay, Panama, bred from larva in water between

the leaves of bromeliaceous plants. (A. H. Jennings.)

Type.—Qzt. No. 11080. U.S.N.M.

WYEOMYIA CLASOLEUCA, new species.

Ft male.—Proboscis moderately long and slender, the apical third

much swollen, black-scaled; palpi black-scaled; occiput dark-scaled,

without light margin to the eyes; prothoracic lobes dark metallic

blue-scaled with purple reflection, the apices without lighter scales;

mesonotum dark dull brown-scaled, nearly black; abdomen dark-

scaled above, with obscure bronzy and bluish reflections, beneath

silvery while-scaled, the colors separated on the sides in a straight

line; legs dark-scaled, with bronzy and blue reflection; on the hind

legs the fourth tarsal joint is silvery white-marked beneath from the

base nearly to the apex, the fifth tarsal joint silvery white-marked

beneath throughout; fore and mid tarsi entirely dark. Length,
.">.."") mm.
Two specimens, Caldera Island, Porto Bello Bay, Panama. (A. H.

Jennings.

)

Type.—Cat. No. L1990, U.S.N.M.

WYEOMYIA DYMODORA, new species.

Female.—Proboscis very long and slender, as in Phonionn/ia. but

slightly swollen at the tip. black-scaled; palpi black-scaled; occiput

dark-scaled, with blue and green iridescence, margin of the eyes not
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distinctly light-scaled; and without white spol on the vertex; pro-

thoracic lobes dark-scaled, with obscure bluish luster, without light

scales at the apices; mesonotum obscurely brown-scaled; abdomen

dark-scaled above, with bluish reflection, white-scaled beneath, the

colors separated on the sides in a straight line; wings with the scales

on the veins elongate, rather narrow; legs dark-scaled, with bronzy

and blue reflection, fore and mid tarsi without white beneath; hind

tarsi with the fourth and fifth joints silvery white-marked beneath,

the fourth joint black at the apex, the white on the fifth joint con-

tinuous. Length, ;'>.."> nun.

Two specimens, Caldera Island, Porto Bello Bay, and Fort San

Felipe, Porto Bello, Panama, bred from larvae in water between the

leaves of bromeliaceous plants. (A. II. Jennings.)

Type.—Cat. Xo. L1991, U.S.N.M.

The species resembles W. clasoleuca Dyar and Knab in coloration,

but the long proboscis, almost like that of a Phoniomyia, and the

narrow wing scales will easily separate it.

WYEOMYIA BARIA, new species.

Female.—Proboscis moderately long- and slondor, much swollen

apically, dark-scaled; palpi dark-scaled; occiput dark-scaled, with

obscure bronzy luster; at the sides the eyes very narrowly white-

margined; on the vertex a minute white spot ; prothoracic lobes dark-

scaled, the apices silvery scaled, the basal portion also silver-scaled;

mesonotum dark brownish-scaled, with bronzy and bluish luster;

abdomen dark-scaled above, with brownish and bluish luster, beneath

white-scaled, the colors separated on the sides in a straight line; legs

dark-scaled, with bronzy and blue reflections; front and mid tarsi

unmarked; hind tarsi with the fourth joint silvery white scaled to

the apex beneath; the fifth joint silvery white-marked beneath on its

basal two-thirds. Length, 3 mm.
One specimen, Sonsonate, Salvador, August 30, L905. (F. Knab.)

Type.—Cat. No. L1992, U.S.N.M.

WYEOMYIA MEGALODORA, new species.

Female.—Proboscis long and rather slender, swollen at the apex;

occiput dark-scaled, obscurely iridescent, margin of the eyes nar-

rowly dull white-scaled; prothoracic lobes pale violaceous, iridescent.

without light scales at the apices: mesonotum dark' brownish-scaled,

with obscure bronzy and bluish luster: abdomen above blackish-

scaled, with faint bronzy and bluish luster, beneath coarsely white-

scaled, the colors separated on the sides in a straight line; legs dark-

scaled, with bronzy and bluish reflections; the tarsi of the front and

hind legs unmarked; the middle legs, with the apical half of the
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second and all of the succeeding joints, silvery white-marked beneath.

Length, 3.5 mm.
Two specimens, Sonsonate, Salvador, August 30, 1905. (F. Knab.)

Type.—Cat. No. 11993, U.S.N.M.

The prothoracic lobes in certain lights have a shining appearance

at their apices, but do not seem to be clothed with differently colored

scales from those of the general surfaces of the lobes.

WYEOMYIA MATffiA, new species.

Female.—Proboscis long and slender, swollen at the apex, dark-

scaled, with a line of whitish scales on the under surface; palpi dark-

scaled; occiput dark-scaled, with faint bluish and bronzy reflections.

the margin of the eyes dull white-scaled, interrupted on each side of

the vertex; prothoracic lobes dark blue and violaceous, with strong

iridescence; mesonotum dark bronzy brown-scaled; abdomen above

blackish brown-scaled, with obscure bronzy and blue reflections, be-

neath coarsely white-scaled, the colors separated on the sides in a

straight. line;Tegs dark-scaled, with bronzy and blue reflection, the

under surfaces of the femora and tibia' pale brassy-scaled; mid-legs

with the apical half of the second joint and all of the third, fourth,

and fifth silvery white-marked on one side: front and hind tarsi

unmarked. Length, 3.5 mm.
Two specimens, Sonsonate. Salvador, August 19, 1005, and Santa

Lucrecia, State of Vera Cruz, Mexico, dune 21, 1905. (F. Knab.)

Type.—Cat. No. 11994, U-.S.N.M.

WYEOMYIA ARGYRURA, new species.

Female.—Proboscis moderate, swollen at the tip, black-scaled;

occiput dark-scaled with iridescent reflections, a diffuse silvery spot

at the vertex, sides of the head white-scales, running up part way
along the ocular margin; prothoracic lobes entirely silvery-scaled;

mesonotum dark bronzy brown-scaled: abdomen black-scaled above

with bluish reflection, the tip silver-scaled; beneath silvery-scaled,

the colors separated on the sides in a straight line. Legs deep brown-

scaled with bluish and bronzy reflections, femora and tibia1 white

beneath as also the front tarsi, the white broader and more distinct

on the third joint; on the hind legs all the tarsal joints have silvery

white basal marks beneath, which extend well towards the apex:

mid tarsi with the apex of the second, and all of the succeeding joints

silver white-scaled above and beneath. Length. '2.5 mm.
One specimen, San Antonio de los Bahos. Cuba (J. H. Pazos).

Type.—Cat. No. 12009, U.S.N.M.

Nearest to W. sororcula Dyar and Knab, but distinguished by the

silvery tip of the abdomen.



SOME NEW ISOPODA OF THE SUPEKEAM1EY ASEE-
LOIDEA FROM THE ATLANTIC (OAST OF NORTH
AMERICA.

By Harriet Richardson,

Collaborator, Division of Marine Invertebrates, U. 8. National Museum.

In the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries collection recently received by the

U. S. National Museum from Prof. A. E. Yen-ill, Yale University

Museum, are a number of new and interesting forms belonging t<>

the superfamily Aselloidea. Several new genera belong to the fami-

lies. Janiridse and Desmosomidse, and also a new species of Eurycope^

are herein described.

Family JANIRIM).

Genus IOLELLA Richardson, 1905.

IOLELLA GLABRA, new species.

Body oblong-ovate, about twice as Long as wide; surface of body

without spines or tubercles.

Head much wider than long with the front produced in the middle

in a long rostrum, which is about as long as the length of the head;

the antero-lateral angles are also produced in acute, triangular pro-

cesses, which are about half as long as the rostrum. The eyes are

small, round, composite, and are placed halfway between the lateral

margin and the median longitudinal line and halfway between the

anterior and posterior margins of the head. The first pair of an-

tennae have the first two articles of the peduncle about equal in

length; the third article is about half as long as the second; the

flagellum, which consists of twenty-four articles, extends a little

beyond the fifth article of the peduncle of the second pair of an-

tenna1

. The second pair of antennae have the first two articles of

the peduncle very short; the third article is equal in length to the

first two taken together, and is furnished on the exterior margin
with an antenna! scale; the fourth article is also short; the fifth and

sixth articles are elongate and are about equal in length; the flagellum

is long and is composed of nearly one hundred articles.

Proceedings U.S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV—No. 1633.
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The first segment of the thorax has the lateral margins produced

in one triangular process on either side, directed anteriorly; the

second, third, and fourth segments are each produced on either side

in two triangular processes, one anterior and

the other posterior; the last three segments

have the lateral margins produced on either

side in one long process directed posteriorly,

with a rudimentary posterior process indicated

on the posterior margin.

The abdomen has the post-lateral angles

produced in one long acute triangular process

on either side of a small median rounded lobe.

The uropods have the basal article about equal

in length to the post-lateral angles of the ab-

domen; the inner branch is almost as long as

the basal article; the outer branch is a little

shorter.

The first pair of legs are prehensile ; all the

others are ambulatory and furnished with bi-

unguiculate dactyli.

The single specimen is a male, and comes

from Station 211G, off Cape Hatteras. It was
fig. i.-iolella glabra.

collected at a depth of 888 fathoms in blue mud
and fine sand by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries' steamer Albatross.

The type is in the U. S. National Museum. Cat. No. 389G3.

This species is very similar to Iolella spinosa (Harger), and differs

chiefly from that species in lacking spines on the dorsal surface of

the body.

Genus RHACURA, new.

Head without rostrum, but with a triangular median frontal proc-

ess. Lateral margins of head with two triangular processes; eyes

small, but distinct. First pair of antennae with a peduncle of three

articles and a multi-articulate flagellum; second pair of antenna1

with the third article of the peduncle furnished with an antennal

scale.

First and fourth thoracic segments with one lateral process on

either side; second, third, fifth, and sixth segments with two lateral

processes; seventh thoracic segment with three lateral processes.

Abdomen furnished with four lateral triangular processes on either

side.

Legs as in the genus Iolella.

This genus differs from Acanthaspidia Stebbing," the type of

which is Acanthaspidia typhlops (Sars),'' in the presence of eyes,

Acanthaspidia Stebbing=Acanthoniscus Sars, Hist. Crust., 1893, p. 378.

& Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition, XIV, Zoology, Crust., I, 1885, pp.

119-121, pi. x, figs. 27-30.
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in having the first pair of legs prehensile, and not .similar to the

following pairs as in that genus, in having the logs furnished with

bi-unguiculate dactyli; in not having a bifurcate rostrum, in having

the fourth thoracic segment produced laterally in one process and
not two, in having the fifth and sixth thoracic segments produced

laterally in two processes and not three, in having the lateral margins
of the abdomen produced in four large processes and not eight as in

that genus.

It differs from lolanthe Beddard" in (he presence of eyes, in having
the first pair of legs prehensile, and not similar to the succeeding pairs

as in that genus, in having the fourth thoracic segment produced lat-

erally in one process and not two. as in both species of lolcmthe, I.

acanthonotus Beddard, and /. decorata Hansen,'' in having the fifth

and sixth segments produced in two processes laterally and the sev-

enth segment in three, and not as in the two species mentioned in

which the lateral margins of the fifth, sixth, and seventh segments

are produced in one long spine. In the genus Rhacura the lateral

margins of the abdomen are produced in four processes, while in

/. acanthonotus there are three long processes and in /. decorata there

are eight short ones.

This genus differs from Ianthopsis Beddard ° in having the first

pair of legs prehensile and not similar to the succeeding pairs as in

that genus, in having the first and fourth thoracic segments produced
laterally in one process and not two, in having the fifth and sixth seg-

ments produced in two processes, the seventh in three, and not as in

lanthopsis oovallii (Studer),'* which has the last three thoracic seg-

ments produced laterally in one long process, and in having four long

processes on the lateral margins of the abdomen and not rudimentary
ones as in that genus.

This genus seems closer to Iolella Richardson than to any of the

genera referred to above. It differs, however, in having the rostrum

reduced to a triangular expansion, in having two lateral processes to

the head instead of one, in having one lateral process to the fourth

1 thoracic segment instead of two, in having two lateral processes to the

fifth and sixth segments and three to the seventh segment, while in

Iolella there is one process to each of these segments, and in having
four triangular processes to the lateral margin of the abdomen in-

stead of one post-lateral process as in Iolella.

"Challenger Report, Zool., XVII, Pt. 48, Reporl on the Isopoda, Pt. li. 1886,

pp. 15-18, pi. iv, figs. 9-14; pi. v, figs. 1-4.

6 Plankton Expedition, II, 1805, pp. 6-7, pi. 1, figs. 1-le.
c Challenger Report, Zool., XVII, Pt. 4S, Report on the Isopoda, Pt 2, 1886,

p. 15, pi. v, fig. 5.

d Abb. k. Akail. Wiss. Berlin, 1883, pp. 10-12, pi. 1. fig. 2.

c Bnll. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 54, 1905, p. tr.T (footnote).
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The differences between Rhacura and Iolella are greater than those

between Iolanthe and Acanthaspidia and seem to warrant keeping

them apart.

Type of the genus.—Rhacura pulehra, new species.

RHACURA PULCHRA, new species.

Body oblong-ovate, about twice as long as

wide. Dorsal surface covered with granulations.

Head much wider than long, with the front

produced in the middle in an obtuse triangular

process, which does not extend as far as the

antero-lateral processes; the lateral margins

are drawn out on either side in two acute tri-

angular processes, both directed anteriorly; the

posterior one is slightly narrower than the an-

terior process. The eyes are minute and are

situated closer to the posterior margin than to

the anterior margin. The first pair of antenna?

have the first article of the peduncle largest;

the second and third are subequal and are a

little shorter than the first; the flagellum is

composed of eighteen articles. The second pair

of antenna are broken at the fourth article of

the peduncle in the only specimen; the third
Fig. -Rhacura pul-

chra.

article is furnished with an antennal scale. The maxillipeds have the

first three articles of the palp expanded and dilated.

The first segment of the thorax has the lateral

margins drawn out on either side in one triangu-

lar expansion, acute at the extremity and di-

rectly anteriorly; the second and third segments

have the lateral margins drawn out on either

side in two triangular expensions, about equal in

width, one anterior and the other posterior; the

fourth segment has one triangular expansion to

the lateral margin on either side; the fifth and

sixth segments have the lateral margins drawn

out on either side in two triangular expansions

of about equal size; the seventh and last segment

of the thorax has the lateral margins drawn out

in three triangular processes on either side, all

of equal size.

The abdomen has the lateral margins drawn

out on either side in four triangular expansions, the last expansion

corresponding to the post-lateral expansion in the species of the genus

Fig. -Rhacuea pul-

Maxillited.
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lolella; between the post -lateral expansions is a small rounded lobe.

The uropoda are lost in the only specimen.

The first pair of legs are prehensile, the other six ambulatory in

character and furnished with bi-unguiculate dactyli. The margins

of the entire body are armed with minute acute spinules.

The only specimen, a female, was found at Station 2572, steamer

Albatross, southeast of Georges Bank, at a depth of 1,700 fathoms.

The type is in the U. S. National Museum, Cat. No. 38964.

Genus HAPLONISCUS, new.

Head without rostrum. First pair of antenna^ with the peduncle

composed of only two articles; nagellum composed of several articles:

second antennae with the peduncle com-

posed of six articles, the third article fur-

nished with an antennal scale. Eyes ab-

sent.

Terminal segment of body with posterior

median Lobe, on either side of which is a

small triangular process; uropoda small.

consisting of a single article.

The legs are all ambulatory, similar,

with dactylus uni-unguiculate. They are

alike in both sexes.

This genus differs from Nannoniscus

Sars, its closest ally, in lacking the large

median lobe of the head, in not having an

olfactory papilla to the first antenna, in

the differently shaped abdomen, and in

having the uropoda composed of a single

article and not double-branched as in that

genus.

The type of the genus is Nannoniscus

bicuspis Sars." In 1899, Sars admitted

that this species was not congeneric with the type species of the genus

Nannoniscus, but allowed it to remain there.

The following species also belongs to this genus and is very similar

to Sars's species.

HAPLONISCUS EXCISUS, new species.

Body oblong-ovate, a little less than twice as long as wide. Color

in alcohol whitish. Surface smooth.

FlG. 4.—HAPLONISCUS EX-

CISUS.

B Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition, XIV, Zoology, Crustacea, I. 1885, pp
122-123.
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Fig. 5.

—

Haploniscus retrospi-

nis. Abdomen of female.
(Dorsal view.)

Head wider than long, with the anterior margin slightly excavate

between the antero-lateral angles; the head is wider posteriorly than

anteriorly. There are no eyes. The

first pair of antenna) have the first arti-

cle of the peduncle short. The second

article is much longer; the flagellum is

composed of five articles and extends to

the end of the peduncle of the second

antennae. The first four articles of the

second antenna? are short; the last two

are longer and suhequal ; the third arti-

cle of the peduncle is furnished with an

antennal scale; the flagelhim is composed

of eight articles.

The first three segments of the thorax

are about equal in length ; the fourth

segment is the longest and especially long in the middle region; the

fifth and sixth segments arc about equal

in length, and are shorter than the

fourth; the last segment is shorter than

either of the two preceding segments;

the lateral margins of all the segments

are straight, the epimera occupying the

entire lateral part of the segment.

The abdomen consists of a single seg-

ment, the lateral margins of which con-

verge gradually to the posterior extrem-

ity, which has a large rounded median lobe, on either side of which

is an acute triangular process. The uro-

poda consist of a single small article, not

extending beyond the post-lateral tooth, and

placed between that and the median lobe.

All the legs are ambulatory in charac-

ter, similar and with dactylus uni-ungui-

culate. They are alike in both sexes.

Three specimens, two males and one fe-

male, come from Station 2572, U. S. Bu-

reau of Fisheries' steamer A Ibatross, south-

east of Georges Bank, taken at a depth of

1,700 fathoms.

The type is in the U. S. National

Museum," Cat, No. 38965.

Fig. 6.

—

Haploniscus retrosti-

nis. (Second antenna.)

Fig. 7.

—

Haploniscus retro-

spinis. Abdomen of male.
(Ventral view.)

a Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition, XIV, Zoology, Crustacea, I, 1885, pp.

122-125.
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This species differs from the species described by Sars, Haplonis-

cus bicuspis, in having the front of the head excavate, in having the

flagellum of the second antenna1 composed of eight articles instead of

thirteen, and in the broader abdomen in proportion to its length with

the larger and differently shaped median lobe.

HAPLONISCUS RETROSPINIS, new species.

This species is more similar to Haploniscus bicuspis (Sars) in the

shape of the head, which does not have the front excavated as in the

preceding species. It differs, however, from Sars's species in having
the flagellum of the antennae composed of ten articles instead of

thirteen and in having the post -lateral teeth of the abdomen longer;

the teeth are twice as long as the uropoda in the female and about

four times as long in the male, while in Sars's species they do not

exceed the length of the uropoda.

About seventeen specimens, two males and fifteen females, were

collected at Station 2547, south of Marthas Vineyard: they were
taken at a depth of 390 fathoms.

The type is in the U. 8. National Museum. Cat. No. 38966.

Genus JANIRELLA Bonnier, 1896.

Head with a prominent rostrum : lateral margins of head and of
all the segments of the body produced in prominent processes. Eyes
absent. First pair of antenna1 with the peduncle composed of three

articles; flagellum composed of several articles. Second pair of

antennae with the third article of the peduncle furnished with an an-

tennal scale.

Terminal segment of body triangularly produced at the apex; uro-

poda biarticulate, consisting of two small articles.

Legs all ambulatory.

The second antennae of this and the preceding genus, as in the

genus Nannoniscus Sars, resemble the Janh'Uhv in having the pedun-

cle composed of six articles, the third furnished with an antennal

scale; they also with Nannoniscus, in the total absence of eyes, and in

the character of the uropods (which are biarticulate and composed of

two subequal articles in the present genus, but unarticulate in the

preceding genus) resemble the Desmosomidae ; but, as Sars says of

Nannoniscus, in the general form of the body, in the structure of the

legs and antennae they resemble the Janiridae.

This genus differs from Nannoniscus in lacking the olfactory

papilla to the first antenna, in having the peduncle of the first antenna
composed of three articles, in having all the lateral margins of the

body produced in processes, in the shape of the terminal segment of

the body, and in having the uropoda composed of two articles,

biarticulate and not double-branched as in that genus.

The type of the genus is Janirella nuns, ni Bonnier.

a Ann. Univ. Lyon, 1S9G, pp. 587-593.
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JANIRELLA LOBATA, new species.

Body oblong-ovate, about twice as long as wide. Color, in alcohol,

whitish.

Head wider than long, with the front produced in a long, prominent

rostrum, which is bifid at the extremity and has a rounded tooth or

lobe on either side of the bifid extremity a little posterior to it ; the

lateral margins of the head, just back of the antero-lateral angles,

are also produced in large lobes, one on either side, directed anteriorly

and having broad extremities; on the dorsal surface of the head, on

either side of the median line, is a small

tubercle near the posterior margin.

The eyes are entirely absent. The first

pair of antenna^ have the first article of the

peduncle large ; the two following articles are

subequal in length and are each about half

as long and half as wide as the basal article;

the flagellum is composed of six articles.

The second pair of antenna^ have the first

four articles of the peduncle short, the third

furnished with an antennal scale. In all the

specimens (ten in number) the antenna? are

broken at the fourth article.

The first segment of the thorax has the

lateral margins produced on either side in a

large lobe, broad at the extremity, similar in

shape to the lateral lobes of the head, and

also directed anteriorly ; the second, third,

and fourth segments have the lateral mar-

gins produced on either side in three lobes,
,

. Fig. 8.—Janibella lobata.
the posterior lobe being the largest and very

broad at the extremity, the median lobe the smallest, and the anterior

lobe rounded; in the third and fourth segments the middle lobe is

inclined to be double; the fifth and sixth segments have the lateral

margins produced in a large rounded anterior

lobe and a smaller posterior lobe, the posterior

lobe in the fifth segment being subdivided into

three small lobes; the seventh segment has

the lateral margins produced in one large broad

lobe on either side; the segments are about

equal in length, and each is furnished with two
Fig. 9.

—

Janibella lo- ...
bata. first leg of tubercles, one on either side of the median line.

FEMALE - In the four anterior segments the tubercles are

placed on the anterior margin; in the three posterior segments they

are placed in the middle transverse line of the segment.

The abdomen is composed of a single segment, which is broad at the

base and converges to a narrow extremity. The lateral margins are
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Fig. 10.—Janirel-
la lobata. Sev-

enth LEG OF
FEMALE.

produced in five rounded lobes, which occupy the anterior two-thirds

of the length of the segment ; below the last lobe the

lateral margins are straight and converge to an acute

triangular extremity, the apex of which is rounded
;

this triangular extremity occupies one-third of the

length of the segment; on the dorsal surface of the

abdomen, about one-third the distance from the an-

terior margin are two prominent tubercles, one on

either side of the median longitudinal line. The
uropoda are placed below the last lateral lobe, and

are bi-articulate, consisting of two small subequal

articles. The legs are alike in both sexes. The first

pair are stouter than the following which are all am-

bulatory and furnished with uni-unguiculate dactyli.

Ten specimens of this species, three males and

seven females, are from southeast of Georges Bank.

Three specimens come from Station 2571, steamer Albatross, taken

at a depth of 1,356 fathoms, one from Station

2572. taken at a depth of 1,7G9 fathoms, and

six from Station 2573, taken at a depth of 1,742

fathoms.

The type, from Station 2571, is in the U. S.

National Museum, Cat, No. 38967.

In some of the smaller and younger speci-

mens the smaller lobes are not distinct, and

seem to be fused, but in general character they

resemble the type as described.

This species differs from Janirella n<ms< ni

Bonnier in having the lateral processes wider

and more rounded like lobes than spine-like as

in that species, in having the base of the ros-

trum not dilated as in that species, in having two spines on all the

thoracic segments and not one on the first and three on the second,

third, and fourth as in that species.

Fig. 11.

—

Janirella loba-

ta. First pleopod of
MALE. <l. AS FOUND IN

ONE SPECIMEN. 6. As
FOUND IN TWO SPECI-

MENS.

Family MUNNIMC.
Genus MUNNA Kr0yer, 1839.

MUNNA TRUNCATA, new species."

Body oblong-ovate, about twice as long as wide. Surface smooth.

Color, in alcohol, whitish.

° I have placed this species with Munna, although I am inclined to think that

it should be made the type of a new genus. If there is a consensus of opinion
in favor of this, I would suggest the name Ccecimunna for this form, and for

the species described from the Pacific coast of North America, which I called

Munna vara, I would suggest the name Haplomunna. (See Bull. U. S. Nat.
Mus., Xo. 54, 1905, pp. 483-4S5.)
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Head large, with the front produced in the middle in a large, broad

median lobe, truncate at the extremity; on either side of the median

lobe is a prominent triangular process ; on either side of the triangular

process the lateral margin is produced in a long acute spine-like

process, which is about twice as long as the

triangular process; these projections prob-

ably represent the ocular processes, but the

eyes are entirely absent. The first pair of

antennae are short ; the two peduncular arti-

cles are subequal in length, but the second

is more slender than the first; the flagelluin

is composed of six articles. The second

pair of antenna? are broken in all the speci-

mens.

The first four segments of the thorax are

the largest, the first being somewhat shorter

than the three following; the fifth is the

shortest, being less than one-third as long

as the preceding segment ; the sixth and

seventh segments are subequal in length

and are also short, but are about one and a

half times as long as the fifth ; the lateral

margins of all the segments are rounded.

The first segment of the abdomen is

short, not quite as long as the last thoracic

segment; the terminal segment is large, with the lateral margins

somewhat rounded, and the extremity truncate. On the ventral

side of this segment at the extremity between the median line

and the uropod are five sharp teeth as in Munna fdbricii Kr0yer.

The uropoda are minute, simple, consisting of a

single article, and are situated on either side of

the truncate extremity. The first pair of pleopoda

in the male are narrow, elongate, with lateral

margins straight and not expanded; the extrem-

ity is truncate.

The first pair of legs are shorter than those fol-

lowing and are prehensile. The others are long

and ambulatory.

About eight specimens of this species come FlG 13_MUNNA TKUN .

from Station 2547, steamer Albatross, south of tat a. first pleo-

Marthas Vineyard, and were taken at a depth of

'VM) fathoms. Three other specimens were found at Station 2507, be-

tween Middle Ground and Halifax from a depth of 80 fathoms.

The typo from Marthas Vineyard is in the U. S. National Museum,

Fig. 12.

—

Munna tuuxcata.

Cat, No. 38968.
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This species differs from the other species of the genus, found on

the Atlantic coast, M. fabricii Kr0yer and Manna Jcrflyeri Goodsir,

in the absence of eyes, in having, instead of peduncle-like projections

of the head, spine-like processes, and in the truncate character of the

terminal segment of the body.

Family DESMOSOMID.E.
ISCHNOMESUS, new name.

The above name is suggested for the genus Ischnosoma Sars, which

is preoccupied, having been used for a genus of fishes in 1829, and

also in 1832 for Coleoptera. Sars used the name for Crustacea in

18GG, the type of the genus being Ischnosoma bisphiosum. In the

typical form the uropoda consist of two articles, and are bi-articulate.

Later Sars describes another species which he also refers to the genus

Ischnosoma, I. quadrispinosum. In this form the uropoda consist

of a single article. I would suggest for this form the generic name
Ilaplomcsus. The two forms described by Beddard as Ischnosoma

barillas and Ischnosoma bacilloides have the uropoda bi-articulate as

in the type-species, but the abdomen is composed of two segments in-

stead of one as in that species. For these two forms I would suggest

the generic name Rhdbdomesus. For the forms described by Beddard

as Ischnosoma thomsoni and Ischnosoma spinosum and the form

described by Tattersall as Ischnosoma greeni, all of which agree in

having tin 1 uropoda formed of a single article and the abdomen com-

posed of two segments, I would suggest the generic name Heteromesus.

The following key gives the generic characters in a concise form:"

a. Uropoda consisting of two articles; third article of peduncle of second

antenna1 not elongate.

b. Abdomen consisting of a single segment; fourth and fifth segments of

thorax elongate, not produced in spines-Ischnomesus, /. bispinosus (Sars).

b'. Abdomen consisting of two segments; fourth and fifth segments of thorax

exceedingly narrow and elongate, and produced laterally in spines,

Ik. bacillus (Beddard i.

1b. bacilloides (Beddard).

a'. Uropoda consisting of :i single article; third article of peduncle of second

antennae elongate.

b. Abdomen composed of a single segment; peduncle of first antennae com-

posed of three articles___ Haplomesus, h. quadrispinosus (Sars).

b'. Abdomen consisting of two segments; peduncle of first antennae composed

of two articles,

ii. thomsoni I Beddard |.

ii. spinosus ( Beddard).

h. grccni (Tattersall).

ii. spincsroix, new species.

h. granulatus, new species.

"A similar arrangement has been suggested by Tattersall. Fisheries; Ireland,

Sei. Invest., 1904, II [1905], p. 121*.

6 The antenna? in these two species were lost, but I have placed them in this

section because of the character of the uropoda.

Proc. N. M. vol. xxxv—08 6

Heteromesus
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HETEROMESUS GRANULATUS, new species.

Body of female about three and a half times longer than wide;

surface closely covered with low granules. The

head and all the segments of the thorax, with the

exception of the anterior and middle portion of

the fifth segment, closely covered with irregular

wavy markings or impressions. The first seg-

ment of the abdomen is also similarly marked;

the first three articles of the peduncle of the

second antenna^ are spinulose.

The frontal margin of the head is straight.

The eyes are absent. The first pair of antennae

are composed of two articles, the basal article

large and inflated, the second narrow and elon-

o-ate; there is a rudimentary flagellum consist-

ing of a single article, minute and almost im-

perceptible. The second pair

of antennae have the first two

articles of the peduncle short;

the third article is narrow and

elongate; the fourth is short;

the fifth and sixth are narrow

and elongate, the sixth being

about one and a half times

longer than the fifth, and the fifth about twice as

long as the fourth, the sixth a article is about equal

in length to the third, but is about half as wide:

the flagellum is composed of fourteen articles, the first three being

elongate. In the male the. flagellum is composed of sixteen articles,

and only the first article is elongate.

The head is immersed in the first thoracic segment, which sur-

rounds the posterior half; the lateral margins of the first seg-

ment are drawn out on either side in one prom-

inent spine. The first three segments are about

equal in width and length; the fourth seg-

ment is longer, becoming narrower toward the

posterior extremity and constricted; the fifth

segment is narrow, elongate, about three times

the length of the preceding segment. In the male

this segment is narrower than in the female.

The sixth and seventh segments are short and

subequal in length. The seventh is a little nar-

FlG. 14. HETEROMESUS
GRANULATUS. FEMALE.

Fig. 15.

—

Heterome-
s u s granulatus.

Second antenna
of female.

Fig. 16. — Hetero-
mesus granula-

TUS. First leg
OF FEMALE.

rower than the sixth.

"The peduncle of the second antennae is six-jointed and not five-jointed as

other authors have described it for other species.
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Pig. it. Bbteromb-
s u s grami. ati's.

Middle part <>f

BODY OF MALE.

The first segment of the abdomen is short; the terminal segment

is longer than wide and has the posterior margin produced in a

prominent rounded lobe. In the female the uro-

poda are shorter than in the male, and scarcely ex-

tend much beyond the median lobe of the abdomen.

In the male they are a little more than twice the

length of the median lobe of the abdomen. They

consist in both sexes of one long, pointed, spine-

like article.

About fifty-seven specimens were collected by

the steamer Albatross in the following localities:

Forty-one females and four males at Station 2547,

south of Marthas Vineyard, taken at a depth of

390 fathoms; two males and one female at Station

2572, southeast of Georges Bank, taken at a depth of 1,769 fathoms;

one male at Station 2571, southeast of Georges Bank, taken at a depth

of 1,356 fathoms; one male and six females at Sta-

tion 2208, south of Block Island, taken at a depth of

1,178 fathoms, and one female at

Station 2078, off Georges Bank,

taken at a depth of 499 fathoms.

The type from Marthas Vine-

yard is in the U. S. National Mu-
seum, Cat. Xo. 38969.

This species is perhaps closer to

meteroT/n sus gn eni ( Tattersall) than to any others

of the genus; it differs, however, from that species

in the character of the surface of the body which is

covered with low granulations, and not with '"spine-

like tubercles; " in having a rudimentary flagellum

to the first antenna 1 ;'' in the shorter uropoda of

the female (Tattersall figures only the female) ;

in the fewer articles in the flagellum of the second

antenna1 which also has the three elongate first

articles; and in the peculiar markings on the body.

Fi.;. is. BETERO-
mesos Granula-
ns. Abdomen of
MALE.

HETEROMESUS SPINESCENS, new species. Pig. 19.

—

Hetbro-
M E s I s SPINES-
CENS. Male.

This species is Aery close to the preceding, but dif-

fers in having a two-jointed flagellum to the first antenna1

; in the

"Fisheries, Ireland, Sci. Invest.. 1004, II [10051. pp. 20-22, pi. iv. figs: 1 6.

6 In all fifty-seven specimens the flagellum is rudimentary. I examined each

one carefully, because at first I supposed the flagellum was broken, but a

minnte article was finally discovered, which is almost imperceptible.
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more elongate second article of the first antenna? ; in having a prom-

inent spine at the distal extremity on the inner side of the third arti-

cle of the peduncle of the second antenna?; in having the lateral

margin of the first thoracic segment provided with two spines on

either side, the anterior one long and prominent; in having the first

four segments of the body furnished on the dorsal surface with spine-

like tubercles definitely arranged, and the head furnished with two

tubercles.

This species differs from Ileteromcsus greeni (Tattersall) in the

definite arrangement of the spine-like tubercles on the head and first

four segments of the bod}7
, which are lacking elsewhere; in the prom-

inent spine at the distal extremity of the inner side of the third

article of the peduncle of the second antenna?, and in lacking the

" two-jointed " spine at the proximal end of this same article; in hav-

ing a two-jointed flagellum to the first antenna? instead of a three-

jointed one; and in the fewer number of articles to the flagellum of

the second antenna1
, there being fourteen, instead of eighteen or

twenty.

About ten specimens were collected at the following localities by
the steamer Albatross: One male at Station 2105, oft' Virginia, taken

at a depth of 1,395 fathoms; two females at Station 271-4, south of

Marthas Vineyard, taken at a depth of 1,825 fathoms; one male at

Station 2208, south of Block Island, taken at a depth of 1,178 fathoms;

one female at Station 2081, off Georges Bank, taken at a depth of

1.2D0 fathoms; and five females from Station 2571, southeast of

Georges Bank, taken at a depth of 1,356 fathoms.

The type from off Virginia is in the T
T

. S. National Museum, Cat.

No. 38970.

Family MUNNOPSIDJE.

Genus EURYCOPE Sars, 1863.

EURYCOPE TRUNCATA Richardson.

Eurycope truncata Richardson, Proc. I'. S. Nat. Mus., XXXIV. 1908, pp.

<;7-<;i>.

Localities.—Marthas Vineyard; southeast of Georges Bank.

Since the description of the above species has been published two

more specimens have been found in the material from New Haven.

These specimens, a male and a female, are from Station 2572, southeast

of Georges Bank, and are from a depth of 1,769 fathoms. This is the

first male found, all the other specimens being females. It agrees

in every respect with the type.

EURYCOPE MAGNISPINIS, new species.

Body oblong-ovate, about twice as long as wide.

I lend with the front produced in the middle in a rostrum with

the extremity truncate and the sides incurved; on either side of the
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Pig. -2tK—Euet-
COP K TRUNCATA
X14*.

rostrum the frontal margin lias a double excavation : the antero-lateral

angles air acute. The eyes are absent. The iirst pair of antennae have

the basal article large and armed with one long

spine; the two following articles are subequal in

length and are small; the flagellum Is lost in the

only specimen. The iirst article of the peduncle

of the second antennae is short, and is furnished

on the outer margin with a single spine; the sec-

ond article is a little longer than the first and is

unarmed; the third article is a little Longer than

the second and is armed with two spines, one on the

outer and one on the inner margin; the antenna' are

broken at the end of the fourth article.

The first segment of the thorax has the antero-

lateral angles produced in one long spine on either

side, directed anteriorly; the second segment has the

lateral margin produced in one long anterior spine

directed anteriorly and one small posterior one on

either side: the third and fourth segments have the

lateral margin produced on either side in three spines, two small ones

on either side of one long one directed ante-

riorly; the last three segments have the lateral

margins produced on either side in a single long

spine, directed anteriorly in the fifth and sixth

segments and a little posteriorly in the seventh

segment.

The abdomen has the lateral margin pro-

duced on either side at the base in one long

spine directed a little posteriorly; below these

spines, the lateral margins are nearly parallel

to about the middle of the segment, where there

is an abrupt incision; below this incision is a

single long spine, directed posteriorly: below

these spines the lateral margins of the segment

converge slightly to a truncate extremity. The

uropoda have the basal article short ; the inner

branch is about twice as long as the basal

article; the outer branch is a little more than

half the length of the inner branch.

The first four segments of the thorax are

each armed on the dorsal surface in the median

longitudinal line with a single spine on the

anterior margin, the spine on the fourth segment being the longest

and very prominent; on the three following segments there are two

Fig. 21.

—

Ecrycofe mag-
xi spin is.
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long- spines, one on each side of the median longitudinal line on each

segment, those on the sixth and seventh segments being nearer the

middle transverse line of the segment. The abdomen has one long

median spine near the base, and two rudimentary spines or tubercles

on the dorsal surface, just opposite the incisions in the lateral

margins.

Only one specimen, a male, from Station 2043, steamer Albatross,

off Nantucket Shoals. It was taken at a depth of 1,467 fathoms.

The type is in the U. S. National Museum, Cat. No. 38971.

This species differs chiefly from Eurycope trim cata, to which it

is closely related, in the presence of spines on the dorsal surface of

the body.



THE AXIAL CANALS OF THE RECENT PENTACRINI-
TIDvE.

By Austin Hobart Clark,

Of the United States Bureau of Fisheries.

The discovery of infrabasals in Metacrinus by Prof. Ludwig Dod-

erlein," which was made simultaneously by the present writer '; in two

other species of that genus and in Isocrinus decorus, has raised an

interesting question in regard to the axial canals, through which runs

the antiambulaeral nervous system.

First of all, it may be mentioned that fifteen specimens of Isocrinus

decor us have been examined to determine the presence or absence of in-

frabasals, which were found in every

case; there is no trace whatever of

any resorption, and the infrabasals

appear to be constantly present in

this species throughout life. Also,

in six specimens of Metacfhius (five

rotundus and one superbus) infra-

basals were found as described and
figured. Unfortunately, only three

specimens of Endoxocrinus parrce

( Pi ntacrinus mulleri of authors) were

available for dissection; but all were

similar, and in all infrabasals were

absent; moreover, the inner ends

of the basals had been somewhat resorbed. Tt is possible, therefore,

that Endoxocrinus may constantly differ from Metacrinus and Iso-

crinus in the absence of infrabasals.

Reichenspergeiv in \\\> paper on the anatomy of Isocrinus decorus^

gives an account of the axial canals supposedly in that species; un-

fortunately, however, the figure he gives represents a specimen of

"Die Gestielten Crinoiden der Siboga-Expedition, p. 20.

>> Proc. T'. S. Nat. Mus.. XXXIII, p. 671.

c Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., XLVI. No. 10. p. 172 (fig. i». 173).

Fig. 1.

—

Diagram showing t ii e

codes! of the axial canals in

Isocrinus decori s and Metacri-

nus rotundus.

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV—No. 1634.

S7
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Endoxocrinus parrw, in which the conditions are quite different from

those in Isocrinus decomis; the two II Br series represented, as well

as the mode of origin of the cords, make the identification certain.

Fig. 2.

—

Diagram showing the course of the axial canals

in Isocrinus decorus in their natural tosition.

'?: :
>..

M:

mfh

H

f i g. 3. portion
of stem of very
young Isocrinus
decorus, before
the develop-

ment of the pe-

taloid sectors.

4^®^

Fig. 4.

—

Joint faces in a very young stem of Isocrinus decorus, but somewhat older

than the stem shown in the preceding figure.

The axial canals in Isocrinus decorus and MetacHnus rotund us

(figs. 1 and 2) appear to be similar, so much so that I can not find any

differences between them; also, the canals in an individual of the
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former, only 40 mm. in total length, with (ten) arms 25 mm. long, arc

indistinguishable from those in fully mature specimens. The infra-

8
Fig. 5.

—

La ieral
view of an- iso-

lated infrabasal
of isocrinds deco-

RUS OR METACRI N s

ROTUNDUS, SHOW-
ING THE FURROW.
WHICH FORMS HALF
OF THE CANAL CON-
TAINING THE PRI-

MARY AXIAL CORD.

Fig. 6.

—

The infrabasals
of [socrinus dbcoros ob

metacrinus h t 1 n d d s

spread outward, show-
ing the course of the
furrow's along their
apposed sides.

FiQ. 7.— The CIRCLET
OF INFRABRASALS OF
ISOCRINUS DECORUS
OR METACRINUS BO-

T U N I) I s. SHOWING
T II E APERTURES BY

WHICH THE P R I -

MARY AXIAL CANALS
LEAVE THE CIRC1 E i

OF INFRABASALS TO
ENTER THE P.ASAI.S.

basals in the very small specimen just mentioned (the stem of which

distally still retains its larval Antedon-like character ) arc in shape

Fig. 8.—A basal of Iso-

CRINUS D E C B U S OR

METACRINUS ROTUNDUS
VIEWED FROM THE INNER
END, SHOWING THE SIN-

GLE APERTURE BY WHICH
THE PRIMARY AXIAL CORD
ENTERS FROM THE CIR-

CLET OF INFRABASALS
AND THE TWO APERTURES
BY WHICH THE TWO
BRANCHES LEAVE T II E

BASAL AND ENTER THE
RADIALS.

Fig. 0.

—

The same basal,

ground down to the
plane passing through
the center of x ii e

three apertures to
show the course of
the canals and the
transverse c n n e c-

tive within the ba-

SAL.

ig. 10.

—

The same BA-

SAL, V I E w i: D VEN-

T B A I. I. V I DISTALLY),

SHOWING THE CWO
APERTURES BY WHICH
THE TWO BRANCHES OF
THE PRIMARY AXIAL
CANAL LEAVE THE BA-

SAL AND ENTER TWO
ADJACENT RADIALS.

and proportions like those of the adult, though the basals are very

short, and the radials much elongated.

The chambered organ in Isocrinus decorus and in Metacrinus

rotundus lies within the dorsal part of the ring of infrabasals; the

a Dr. P. II. Carpenter says (Challenger Reports, XI, Zoology, p. 291, 1884) of

the stems of young specimens of Pentacrinitidse, "the petaloid markings arc

evident from the first, as might be expected; " but in the youngesl specimen of

Isocrinus decorus he figures (pi. xxxv, fig. 1), the distal part of the stem lias

the appearance of the stem of Rhizocrinus, except for the cirriferous nodal

joints. This figure aroused my curiosity, and, on examining the original, I

found that my suspicions were well founded. I have since been able to dissect

part of a stem rather younger than that figured by Carpenter, and find (figs.

3 and 4) the articulations to consist of a pair of ligament pits separated by a

longitudinal central ridge.
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primary cords pass diagonally upward, through canals formed by

corresponding grooves on the apposed sides of the infrabasals (figs.

5 and 6) (thus passing between the infrabasals), emerging exteriorly

near the ventral surface of the ring of infrabasals (fig. 7), and im-

mediately passing into the basals, through a single opening (fig. 8) ;

Fig. 11.

—

Dorsal (proxi-

mal) VIEW OF A RADIAL,

SHOWING THE TWO APER-

TURES BY WHICH THE
CANALS ENTER FROM TWO
ADJACENT BASALS, AND
THE TWO APERTURES BY
WHICH THE CIRCULAR
COMMISSURE LEAVES
THE RADIAL.

Fig. 12.

—

The same ra-

dial GROUND DOWN TO A

PLANE PASSING THROUGH
ALL THE APERTURES,
SHOWING THE COURSE
OF THE CANALS WITHIN
THE RADIAL.

w
FlG. 13. A DIRECT (NOT
FORESHORTENED ) VIEW
OF THE GROUND SUR-

FACE OF THE SAME
RADIAL.

within the basals the cords immediately fork (fig. 9) , the two divisions

diverging, and appearing on the ventral (distal) surface of the

basals on each side of the median line, equidistant between the median

line and the outer edge (fig. 10) ; a transverse connective (fig. 9) con-

nects the two divisions of the primary cord just before they emerge

on the ventral (distal) surface; entering the radials through two holes

in the dorsal (proximal) surface (fig. 11) (which receive cords from

Fig. 14.—A basal of En-
DOXOCRINUS PARR.E

VIEWED FROM THE INTE-

RIOR OF THE CALYX, SHOW-
ING THE TWO APERTURES
BY WHICH THE BRANCHES
OF THE PRIMARY CORD EN-

TER THE BASAL, AND THE
TWO APERTURES BY WHICH
THEY LEAVE THE BASAL
AND ENTER TWO ADJACENT
RADIALS ; THE COURSE OF
THE CANALS WITHIN THE
BASAL IS INDICATED BY
DOTTED LINES.

Fig. 15.

—

Diagram showing the
course of the canal in exdoxo-
crinus parr.e.

two adjacent basals) the cords run almost parallel (figs. 12 and 13),

then converge, coming together just within the distal surface of the

radial; from the point where the two cords join a cord is given off on
either side which passes through into the adjacent radials, forming a
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circular commissure (figs. 1 and 2) which connects the points of union

of the cords received from the basals, around the entire circle of

radials. Leaving the radials through a single opening in the distal

face, the canal continues undivided through the I Bi^ (figs. 1 and 2)

forming a chiasma in the I Br. (axillary), as described by Reichen-

sperger.

In Endoxocrinus parrce (and in E. wyville-thomsoni and E. alter

-

nicirrus, so far as I can judge from the figures in the Challenger Re-

port), infrabasals are absent, and the primary cords pass into the

basals by two holes (fig. 14), situated side by side, instead of by one;

the course of the canals through the

basals, radials, and arms is as de-

scribed for Isocrinus decorus and

Metacrinus rotundus (fig. 15). The
double instead of single entry of the

cords into the basals ofEndoxocrinus

parrce at first sight seems to be a dif-

ference of considerable importance;

but in reality it has no significance

whatever; the infrabasals, present

at all stages in Isocrinus decorus and

Metacrinus rotundus, are in Endoxo-

crinus parrce resorbed at an early

age, and, with them, the inner end

of the basals; now, as in Isocrinus

and Metacrinus the cords fork im-

mediately on entering the basals, it

is evident that a very small resorp-

tion of the end of the basals will

result in transforming the single

hole into a pair, more particularly

since the course of the cords is diag-

onally upward, at a comparatively slight angle to the inner surface of

the basal (fig. 16).

A very small specimen of Endoxocrinus parrm with arms only

26 mm. long has the infrabasals and interior ends of the basals

already resorbed fully as much as in the adult, and has precisely

the same arrangement of the axial canals, although the radials, as

usual in the young of Isocrinus, Endoxocrinus, and Metacrinus,

are much elongated, and the basals (which, as is the case in this

species, form a compact closed circle) are very short.

Fig. 16.

—

Diagram illustrating the
difference in the arrangement of
the axial canals between isocri-

nus decorus and metacrinus ro-

tundus and endoxocrinus parr.e
;

the diagram, with the omission of
the dotted line, represents the
condition in Isocrinus decorus and
Metacrinus rotundus; in Endoxo-
crinus PARR.E THE INFRABASALS ARE
ENTIRELY resorbed, and the basals
ARE RESORBED AS FAR AS THE DOTTED
LINE, WITH A CORRESPONDING IN-

CREASE OF THE SMALL CENTRAL AREA.





DESCRIPTIONS OF EIGHTEEN NEW SPECIES AND TYY<

)

NEW GENERA OF FISHES FROM JAPAN AND THE
RIU KIU ISLANDS.

By John Otterbein Snyder,

of Stanford University.

A study of the shore fishes of Japan, collected during the recent

explorations of the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries steamer Albatross in

the north Pacific Ocean and along the shores of Japan, was assigned

to the writer by Dr. Charles II. Gilbert, naturalist in charge. Pend-

ing the preparation of a complete report, it is thought best to publish

the following preliminary* descriptions of new species and genera.

Family LEPTOCEPHALIDJv

LEPTOCEPHALUS FLAVIROSTRIS, new species.

Head l.T in trunk; 3.2 in tail; 5.9 in length: head and trunk \:1

in tail; eye 4.7 in head: snout 4.7; depth of body 2.3.

Snout rather pointed, the upper jaw projecting somewhat beyond

the lower: nostril tube very short; posterior nostril farther from

angle of mouth than tip of snout. Branchial cleft wide. 5.7 in head,

its upper edge at base of third ray of pectoral, counting from above.

Mouth small, the cleft extending to a point below middle of pupil;

upper lips thin, the lower somewhat thicker and pendent ; tongue

acutely pointed, the tip and edges free. Teeth of jaws small, slender,

in bands; the bands broad anteriorly, growing narrow posteriorly

where they lie in a single row: median teeth of upper jaw in a band

of 4 or 5 rows, short and rather blunt.

Lateral line pores distinct, without color, 43 anterior to a point

above anal opening. Dorsal inserted anterior to base of pectoral a

distance equal to width of branchial cleft; membranes of dorsal and

anal thin, the rays plainly showing; height of dorsal equal to length

of snout, anal about equal to width of branchial cleft ; caudal very

short ; pectorals obtuse, the upper rays longest. 3.2 in head.

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV—No. 1635.
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Color in spirits dark brown or blackish brown; tip of snout light

;

posterior half of lips light; an indefinite light area midway between

eye and branchial cleft ; anterior edge of branchial cleft light
;
pec-

toral dusky at base, light elsewhere; dorsal and anal broadly edged

with blackish, the dorsal with oblique, very indistinct dark stripes.

The type, Cat. No. 62230, U.S.N.M., is a specimen 370 mm. long

from Misaki. Another example, slightly longer, does not differ from
the above. Both were said to have come from near shore. Cotype,

Cat. No. 21100: Stanford University collection.

Family M IK.ENID^E.

GYMNOTHORAX ODIOSUS, new species.

Head G.5 in length, 2.3 in trunk, 3.2 in tail ; head and trunk equal

in length to tail ; depth 1.6 in head ; snout 5,5 ; eye 10.5.

Body rather short and heavy, the tail pointed. Mouth large, the

eye located midway between tip of snout and angle of mouth. Teeth

in a single series, rather short ; 2 depressible canines in median series

of upper jaw. Gill opening about equal in diameter to eye. Dorsal

inserted midway between gill opening and eye, its height contained

3.6 in head. Height of anal 1.5 in snout.

Color in spirits, brown with very indistinct, dark spots which are

most evident on the tail ; the ground color broken up by a fine, indis-

tinct reticulation of dull gray; snout, lips, and lower jaw lighter;

fins colored like the body, the borders somewhat darker posteriorly,

where they are narrowly edged with white.

Type.—Cat. No. 62231, U.S.N.M., a specimen 600 mm. long, from

Kagoshima. A rather characterless species, with a heavy body, a

short tail and high dorsal.

GYMNOTHORAX CHLAMYDATUS, new species.

Head 10.1 in length; 3.5 in trunk; 5.6 in tail; depth 2.6 in head;

snout 6 ; cleft of mouth 2.8 ; eye 2 in snout.

Body very long and slender, the tail pointed ; jaws equal; eye about

midway between tip of snout and angle of mouth. Teeth, canines

of moderate size, in a single series and rather widely spaced, 8 or 9

in each side of upper jaw; 11 or 12 in the lower; 2 or 3 short, median

teeth far back in upper jaw, partly concealed by the huge lateral

folds of muscle in the roof of mouth ; branchial cleft slightly wider

than diameter of eye. Dorsal inserted midway between branchial

cleft and anterior border of eye ; its height on anterior portion equal

to length of snout, growing gradually lower posteriorly, its height

near end of tail about equal to diameter of orbit. Anal very low,

about equal in height to diameter of orbit.

Color in life: Body with 13 complete light brown rings, darker

on the dorsal fin and on the tail, Avhere the last one is almost black;
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rings somewhat over half as wide as interspaces; head and inter-

spaces spotted with same color as the rings; throat with a large,

brown blotch; rings narrowly bordered with dead white, the borders

gradually growing broader and becoming pearly toward the tail:

areas between white borders with a pink ground color, which has an

indistinct, light orange border, (he latter growing deeper in tint and

spreading inward on the posterior parts; under surface white, tinged

with orange on the throat, bluish on the belly; tip of snout bright

pink; dorsal finely spotted between the bands; anal immaculate,

except posteriorly where the body rings encroach on the fin. In

spirits the body is gray, the spots and rings brown.

A remarkably beautiful eel from the market at Naha. The type,

Cat. Xo. 62232, U.S.N.M., is a specimen 030 mm. long. Another,

slightly smaller though otherwise similar, was obtained at the same

time. It is in the Stanford University collection. Cotype, Cat. Xo.

21101.

Family LABRIM).

LEPIDAPLOIS LOXOZONUS, new species.

Three specimens of a Lepidaplois obtained in the Xaha market are

like that figured by Giinther as L. macrurus. They differ markedly

from the L. macrurus of Lacepede,'' and likewise from Crenildbrus

chdbrolii of Lesson, which no doubt is synonymous with the species

of Lacepede. They have the ventrals black, and instead of a broad

black band extending across the body from near the middle of the soft

dorsal to the posterior third of the anal and covering half the caudal

peduncle, as in C. macrurus, they have a conspicuous mark like a

reversed comma, the large basal part of which covers the proximal

half of the soft dorsal and reaches downward to the lateral line, while

the tail extends downward and backward across the caudal peduncle

to base of caudal fin and then outward along the edge of the inferior

lobe to its tip, passing entirely free of the anal fin. A specimen simi-

lar in all points to the Xaha examples is recorded from Manila by

Jordan and Sealed

The form represented by the Xaha specimens and figured by Giin-

ther is here described as a new species, Lepidaplois loxozonus.

Head 3 in length to base of caudal; depth 2.8; depth caudal

peduncle 0.0; snout 2.7 in head; eye 5; interorbital width 3.8;

D. XII. 10; A. Ill, 12: scales in lateral line 33; between lateral line

and origin of dorsal 5; between lateral line and origin of anal 11.

a Sudsee, pi. cxxixa.
6 Hist, d.'s Poiss., III. ]>. 438, pi. ix. fig. 3.

c Voy. Coq. Zool., Poiss., p. 133, pi. xxxviii.

*Bull. U. S. Bur. Fish., XXVI, p. 29,
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The head is pointed, the dorsal and ventral contours curved equally

and evenly between dorsal, ventral and snout. The maxillary, en-

tirely concealed beneath the suborbital, extends to a vertical through

anterior edge of orbit; interorbital space convex; lips very thin, the

lower with a pendent flap ; upper lip with a series of very thin parallel

longitudinal ridges which are broken up anteriorly, forming bunches

of minute papillae. Gillrakers short and flat, 8 on lower arch. Base

of dorsal with two to three rows of scales; fin low, the rays longer

than the spines; longest (posterior) spine twice the length of the

first, 2-J in head; longest ray 2 in head. Base of anal with scales;

spines graduated in length from first to third, the latter contained

3.2 in head ; both dorsal and caudal reaching a vertical through end

of last vertebra when depressed. Caudal truncate except for the tips

of the upper and lower rays, which project about an eye's diameter

beyond the posterior edge of fin; middle rays 1.6 in head. Upper
rays of pectoral longest, l.G in head. Ventrals rather falcate, 1.3

in head, almost reaching origin of anal.

Color in spirits, 7 or 8 dusky lines extending along upper half of

body from snout to a dark posterior band, the lines more or less

broken up into spots on the scales; posterior part of body with a

huge band shaped like a reversed comma, the basal part of which

covers the lower half of soft dorsal and extends to the lateral line, the

tail continuing downward and backward across caudal peduncle and

along lower edge of caudal fin to the tip of the inferior lobe; dorsal

with a round black spot somewhat smaller than eye between second

and third spines ; tips of spines and rays narrowly edged with dusky

;

anterior half of anal black, the dark color extending along edge of

posterior half of fin; ventrals jet black throughout.

Type.—Cat. No. G2233, U.S.X.M.. a specimen 205 mm. long, from

the market at Naha, Okinawa. Cotype, Cat. No. 21102, Stanford

University Museum.
A dissection of the specimens in hand seems to show the presence

of both sexes, though not without doubt, as the viscera are poorly

preserved.

LEPIDAPLOIS MIRABILIS, new species.

Head 3.2 in length ; depth 2.4; depth caudal peduncle 0.2; snout 2.5

in head; eye 1.5; interorbital space 3.6; D. XII-8; A. 111-10; scales

in lateral line 28; between origin of dorsal and lateral line 3; between

origin of anal and lateral line !>.

Anterior profile rather steep, curving evenly from the blunt snout

to origin of dorsal ; interorbital space slightly convex. Maxillary ex-

tending to a vertical through anterior edge of orbit; upper lip with

longitudinal frills within, the frills replaced anteriorly by bunches

of papillae which hang down between the teeth; lower lip very thin,

with pendent flaps on the sides. Gillrakers very short, 6 or 7 on lower
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arch. Teeth united into a single cutting edge which is broadened

and flattened anteriorly; a posterior canine on each side of upper jaw ;

anterior part of upper jaw with 6 canines, the innermost pair minute.

the outer ones considerably larger, the others equal in length to diam-

eter of pupil; lower jaw with 1 canines, the outer ones equal in size

to the largest upper ones, curving outward and backward; the inner

pair somewhat smaller. Lateral line continuous, irs curve following

the dorsal contour of body. Snout, interorbital space and lower jaw

naked; preopercle with about 5 rows of small scales, its posterior and

lower borders naked, the edge smooth; opercle and the bases of dorsal

and anal with scales.

Spines of dorsal low, the longest 2.7 in head, each with a thickened

membrane projecting beyond its tip; membrane deeply serrated in

the spinous portion, with an even edge in the rayed part. Anal with

3 strong spines, the longest (third) 2.-1 in head; membrane notched

between the spines, and with a thickened projection attached to each;

caudal slightly concave, the length 1.3 in head. Pectoral 1.2 in head;

ventrals 1.6, rather pointed.

Color in spirits pale greenish yellow, the head and body with 7

conspicuous dark bands; the first extending over interorbital space

and downward across the chin, and sending 2 transverse branches

across the snout ; the second passing over occiput and down across

preopercle; the third crossing posterior edge of opercle; the fourth,

fifth, and sixth encircling the body behind the pectoral; the seventh,

equal in width to 2 of the others, crossing the posterior region be-

tween the rayed portions of the dorsal and anal and also covering the

greater portion of the caudal peduncle; the first spine of the dorsal

and its membrane jet black, the other spines tipped with black; the

soft dorsal with a narrow black edge, the basal part dusky: caudal

narrowly edged and tipped with black; anal blackish, bordered by a

stripe of jet black; ventrals with an anterior black border; pectorals

immaculate, teeth and the spines of fin green.

In life the anterior of the vertical bands are yellowish olive, the

posterior ones becoming darker, the last purplish black; interspaces

bright orange red, each bordered by a narrow band of pearly blue

which fades out ventrally: posterior part of caudal peduncle green-

ish white: the bright colors of the body fade out ventrally. the under

surface being mostly white with a bluish tinge; dorsal orange red.

the spines and rays tipped with pearly blue, a stripe of the same

color extending along fin just above the basal scales; anal deep red.

the central portion darker, the edge pearly blue, a short, curved stripe

of same color near middle of tin. below which is a faint yellow cloud :

caudal tinged with yellow beyond the basal scales, then red ; pectoral

reddish orange at base, fading to bright yellow distally; ventral spine

deep blue, the larger part of the fin dark red, bordered by pearly

Proc. X. M. vol. xxxv—OS 7
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white; teeth vitriol green. In life this species is more brilliantly

colored than any other known to the writer.

Two specimens, the type, Cat. No. 62234, U.S.N.M., measuring

190 mm. in length, and the cotype No. 20957, Stanford University

collection.

CHOEROPS JORDANI, new species.

Head 3 in length to base of caudal; depth 3.5; depth caudal

peduncle 8.6 ; lenth snout 2.8 in head ; diameter eye 4.5 ; width interor-

bital space 3.2 ; D. XIII, 7 ; A. Ill, 10 ; scales in lateral line 27 ; be-

tween lateral line and base of dorsal 2 ; between lateral line and

origin of anal, counting upward and forward 9.

Anterior contour strongly arched; lower jaw projecting slightly

beyond the upper; interorbital region convex, a little less so than

the occiput ; mouth rather large, the concealed maxillary extending

to a vertical through anterior edge of pupil. Inner teeth coalesced,

the cutting edge rather narrow laterally but becoming broadened

anteriorly, the plates of upper jaw having a pair of small teeth at

the symphysis; 4 widely spaced canine teeth in each jaw, the outer,

lower ones largest, curved backward ; each of the median upper

pair with a small canine at its base; posterior canines large. Gill-

rakers very short, slender, and pointed ; 7 or 8 on lower limb of first

arch. Preopercle very finely serrated. Scales of cheek in 5 rows,

small and nonimbricate ; occiput and border of preopercle naked;

6 scales in a line between first dorsal spine and the occiput. Lateral

line following contour of body to a point below beginning of soft

dorsal, where it bends downward and then passes along middle of

caudal peduncle. Dorsal spines highest posteriorly, the longest con-

tained 3.2 in head; longest ray 2.8; dorsal and anal projecting an

equal distance posteriorly, not reaching base of caudal. Caudal trun-

cate, the tips of upper rays projecting; length 1.5 in head. Ven-

trals 1.5 in head, their tips just reaching anal opening. Pectoral 1.3

in head.

Color in alcohol pale brownish above, lighter below; a dark stripe

originating just above axil of pectoral and extending to base of

caudal, the lower edge coinciding with the median line of body, the

stripe broadening gradually posteriorly, the dorsal edge passing

upward to base of last dorsal spine and intruding somewhat on base

of soft dorsal; broad posterior part of stripe including an oblong

yellowish spot which passes saddle-like over the caudal peduncle;

upper edge of caudal dusky.

Four specimens from the market at Naha.

Tyj)e.—Cat, No. 62235, U.S.N.M., 135 mm. long. Cotype, Cat.

No. 21103, Stanford University collection.

Named for President David Starr Jordan of Stanford University.
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Family SCARID^E.

CALLYODON LUNULA, new species.

This species closely resembles Callyodon bataviensis Bleeker" and

also C. elere Jordan and Seale.6 It differs from the former in the

absence of lateral canines, in not having a median dark stripe on the

dorsal, and in having 2 green bands across the interorbital area and a

row of scales on the lower edge of the preopercle. From G. elere it

may be known by the white teeth without lateral canines, the long lips

which cover the teeth, the very small scales on the lower limb of

preopercle, and the more arched interorbital space with its 2 green

bands, C. elere having the largely exposed teeth deep green in color,

with prominent white lateral canines, 4 large scales on lower edge of

preopercle, the interorbital space lower and of one color.

Head 3 in length; depth 2.7; depth caudal peduncle 0.2; eye 6.5

in head; snout 2.7; interorbital space 2.7; scales in lateral series 21;

between origin of anal and base of dorsal, counting upward and for-

ward 9; D. IX, 10; A. II, 9.

Anterior profile rather abrupt, the interorbital area with an evi-

dent hump, making the position of the eye appear somewhat low.

Lips full, almost covering the teeth. Teeth white; no lateral canines

present ; 3 rows of scales below eye, a row of 2 or 3 small scales on

lower limb of preopercle, 1 scales anterior to origin of dorsal, 5 rows

on caudal peduncle. Posterior dorsal spines slightly longer than

anterior ones, height 3 in head ; rays somewhat higher than spines.

Anal equal in height to spinous dorsal. Lobes of caudal projecting

beyond the otherwise truncate edge. Pectoral 1.5 in head; ven-

tral 1.5.

Color in spirits brownish tinged with green, each scale with a

lighter edge; middle of chin and throat deep green; a green stripe

passing from chin to lower edge of orbit; a similar stripe passing

obliquely downward and backward across upper lip and uniting with

another which fringes the lower lip, extends upward and backward

through lower half of eye; upper lip edged entirely with green: 2

green bands passing over the interorbital area; dorsals and anal with

a broad basal stripe of green and a narrow edging of the same color;

caudal bordered with green above and below: a green crescent on pos-

terior pari of fin, the cornua of which reach the tips of the lobes;

upper edge of pectoral green, the basal portion suffused with same

color.

Type.—Cat. No. 62236, U.S.X.M.. measuring 403 mm. in length.

from the market at Xaha, Okinawa, lint 1 specimen obtained.

" Java, IV, p. 342.
6 Bull. U. S. Bur. Fish., XXVI, p. 31, tig. 11.
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Family GOBIID.E.

HETERELEOTRIS ARENARIUS, new species.

Head 3.5 in the length ; depth 6.5 ; depth caudal peduncle 9.2 ; snout

4 in head; eye 7.2; interorbital space 4; D. VI, 12; A. 10; scales in

lateral series 35; transverse 12.

Head rather long, broad and flat; eyes located high up, their rims

projecting above contour of head, directed upward more than side-

wise ; interorbital space flat ; cleft of mouth broad, oblique, falling

far short of a vertical through anterior edge of orbit; lower jaw

slightly projecting. Jaws with simple teeth in bands: no canines; no

teeth on vomer and palatines ; tongue truncate. Gill opening restricted

to the sides, extending downward somewhat below base of pectoral.

Nostrils tubular, the anterior one near tip of snout. Head and nape

naked ; 5 large mucous pores behind eyes ; snout with several fringed

dermal flaps ; side of head with 4 beaded dermal ridges, the lower-

most of which bears a few elongate barbels and extends from chin

backward, curving upward in region of edge of opercle ; throat with

barbels. Body with large cycloid scales, somewhat ctenoid pos-

teriorly; about 35 in a lateral series, 12 or 13 in a transverse series;

abdomen with scales; scales of sides and ventral surface partly or

entirely concealed in fresh specimens; no lateral line.

Dorsals separate, the anterior with 6 slender spines, the posterior

with 12 rays; anal of 12 rays inserted below base of third dorsal

ray; no membranes connecting posterior rays of dorsal or anal with

body ; both fins extending an equal distance posteriorly when de-

pressed. Caudal obtusely pointed, 4.5 in the length. Pectoral simi-

lar in shape, 4.8 in the length. Ventrals united, free from the

abdomen, the rays slender, the longest contained about 5.5 times in

the length; membranes of fin thin and frail.

Color in spirits pale yellowish; dorsal region of head brown; back

crossed by 4 brown bands, the first above bases of pectorals, the

second through base of spinous dorsal, the third and fourth through

base of soft dorsal ; side of body with a broad brown stripe which

unites with the dorsal crossbands and sends 4 or 5 projections down-

ward on the sides, and extending on base of caudal fin abruptly

widens to form a narrow vertical band.

Type.—Cat. No. G2237, U.S.N.M., an example 270 mm. long, from

Naha, Okinawa. Cotype, Cat. No. 21104, Stanford University collec-

tion, from Tanegashima.

The species, represented by 2 specimens from Okinawa and 3 from

Tanegashima, was found in sandy pools, and appears to be rare.

It is referred with some doubt to the genus Hetereleotrisf and is

°Bleeker, Arch. Xeerl. Gobioides, p. 30G.
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apparently related to II. clara Jordan and Seale." That species,

however, is not naked, but has the body covered with scales, accord-

ing to Mr. B. A. Bean, who has kindly reexamined the type.

GNATHOLEPIS SINDONIS, new species.

Head 3.4 in length to base of caudal : depth 3.5 ; depth caudal

peduncle 6.2; eye 4 in head; snout 2.8; width interorbital space 2

in eye; D. VI-12; A. 10; scales in lateral series 24; in series between

insertion of anal and dorsal, counting upward and forward, 10.

Body rather deep and short, the head large; jaws equal : eve nearer

tip of snout than origin of dorsal by a distance about equal to its

diameter. Mouth oblique, the maxillary extending to a vertical

through anterior edge of orbit. Teeth simple, in narrow bands on

the jaws; none on palatines and vomer; tongue truncate; gillrakers

short, rather slender and pointed.

No barbels or conspicuous mucous pores. Body with large, ctenoid

scales; those on occiput, nape, and throat cycloid and not greatly

reduced in size ; scales on base of pectoral small ; snout naked ; cheeks

with large, cycloid scales which are divided into three distinct patches

by lines of minute pores; opercles with large, ctenoid scales. Dorsal

fins separate, the spines very high and slender, the longest (second)

contained 3 times in the length; membrane scalloped between the

spines; soft dorsal high, the longest rays 4^ in the length, the de-

pressed fin just reaching base of caudal- anal when depressed not

reaching base of caudal ; neither dorsal nor anal connected with

caudal peduncle by membrane; pectoral obtusely pointed, 3.3 in the

length ; ventrals completely united, 4.5 in the length.

Color in spirits very pale brownish, the posterior scales with

scarcely perceptible light centers; anterior part of body with an

indefinite dusky mantle which extends backwards about to tip of

pectoral, the included scales having dark spots; spinous dorsal with

elongate dusky spots arranged in about oblique rows; soft dorsal

and upper two-thirds of caudal with small dusky spots; ventrals

with inner parts dusky.

One specimen, the type. Cat. No. G2238. U.S.N.M.. from the Naha

market, Okinawa, measures 110 mm. in length.

Named for Mr. Michitaro Sindo.

AMBLYGOBIUS NARAHARAE, new species.

Head 3.5 in length to base of caudal: depth 3.7: depth of caudal

peduncle 2.1 in head: eye 3.2; snout 4.7: D. VI-12; A. 10; P. 18;

scales in lateral series 30: in transvere series above anal 11.

a Fishes Samoa, p. 302.
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Body notably thick-set, deep, and compressed; head wide, snout

blunt ; eyes high in head, the dorsal rims projecting high above

contour of head; interorbital space very narrow, its width equal to

about one-half the diameter of pupil. Mouth oblique, the lower

jaw projecting slightly beyond the upper; jaws with narrow bands

of minute teeth bordered on the outer and inner edges by a row
of larger teeth, one of which is developed as a canine on each side

of lower jaw; tongue large, truncate anteriorly; gillrakers slender

and pointed. Both nostrils tubular. Mucous pores of head papil-

lose, arranged in rows.

Body, including nape, throat, abdomen, and bases of pectorals,

covered with weakly ctenoid scales; cheeks naked; upper edge of

opercles with a few large scales.

Dorsal fins separate, the spines slender, about equal in height to

rays, 1.7 in head; posterior rays when depressed just reaching base

of caudal. Anal equal in height to soft dorsal, the rays when de-

pressed not reaching caudal. Pectoral large, obtusely pointed; the

length of longest rays equal in length to head. Ventrals pointed,

the membranes delicate and easily parted; length, 1.4 in head.

Color in spirits dusky, each scale with a dark edge ; head and body

with 12 light, vertical bands, the anterior two passing through eye,

the third touching posterior edge of orbit, fourth crossing opercle,

fifth on base of pectoral, seventh passing between dorsals, sixth,

eighth, and ninth extending upward on dorsals, tenth, eleventh, and

twelfth on caudal peduncle; dorsals and caudal with minute dark

spots; other fins immaculate.

Type. -Cat. Xo. 02239, U.S.N.M., a specimen 50 mm. long, from a

tide pool at Naha, Okinawa.

Three smaller examples are somewhat brighter in color than the

type, but appear to differ in no other particular.

One example was taken at Tanegashima.

Cotype, Cat. No. 21105, Stanford University collection.

Named for Baron Shigeru Narahara, governor of Okinawa.

Genus DORYPTENA, new.

Body elongate, nearly cylindrical, the head broad and rather flat,

cheeks bulging: head with beaded dermal Maps and ridges; tongue

small and truncate; teeth simple, in narrow bands on both jaws,

those of outer row slightly enlarged ; vomer and palatines without

teeth; isthmus broad; gillrakers long and pointed; head and breast

naked, body with small cycloid scales: dorsals separate, spines 6,

rays 12 to 15; caudal and pectorals long and pointed, the latter

without detached rays; ventrals completely united.

Two known species living along the shores of southern Japan

and the Kin Kiu Islands.

Type of the genus.—Doryptena okinawae, new species.
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DORYPTENA OKINAWAE, new species.

Head 4.2 in length to base of caudal fin; depth 6.2 ; deptli of caudal

peduncle 2.3 in head; eye 4.5; snout 4; D. VI-12; A. 9; P. 15; scales

in lateral series about 50; in transverse series above origin of anal 1G.

Body elongate, subcylindrical, the caudal peduncle compressed.

Head broad, depressed, the cheeks bulging out beyond eyes which

are directed obliquely upward, their rims extending somewhat above

dorsal contour of head. Mouth terminal, broad, the maxillary not

extending posteriorly halfway from snout to eye. Head with many

conspicuous beaded dermal flaps and ridges; mucous pores of head

with pronounced rims or tubes; nostrils with large tubes. Tongue

small, narrow, truncate anteriorly. Teeth on both jaws simple, in

narrow bands, those of the outer row slightly enlarged; vomer and

palatines without teeth. Isthmus broad, the gill clefts extending

downward to a level with lower edge of base of pectoral. Gillrakers

long and pointed, 8 on lower side of arch.

Head and breast naked; body except base of pectoral and breast

anterior to ventrals with imbricate, cycloid scales, a little larger pos-

teriorly where there are several greatly enlarged ones near middle

and posterior part of caudal peduncle; smaller anteriorly, minute and

crowded above base of pectoral.

Dorsals separated by a distinct space; spines slender, the third or

fourth longest, l.G in head; tip of soft dorsal overlapping base of

caudal, the next to last ray longest, 1.2 in head; tip of depressed

anal not reaching base of caudal, the rays about equal in length to

those of dorsal. Caudal pointed. 2.7 in the length : 3 rays near middle

of fin conspicuously beaded by small tubercles. Pectorals pointed,

none of their rays detached, 3.5 in the length. Ventrals united, the

tips of rays free, giving edge of fin a frayed appearance; 4.7 in

length.

Color in spirits brownish, with a faintly outlined dark saddle over

back near middle of spinous dorsal ; a similar though scarcely notice-

able mark below base of soft dorsal: a faint, narrow, dark band

extending backward from snout through eye to upper edge of gill

opening. Spinous dorsal clouded with dusky; other fins lightly

spotted on the rays; spots of dorsal and anal arranged in oblique

lines; those af caudal in somewhat broken vertical rows.

Described from type Cat. No. (52240, U.S.N.M. ; length, 64 mm.
Locality, Xaha, Okinawa, where the species is rather common in the

tide pools. Cotype, Cat. No. 21100, Stanford University collection.

Small examples are more brightly colored than the larger ones.

The background is lighter and the dark parts are more prominent

and well defined. A distinct dark band extends downward from eye,

and another appears on base of caudal.
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Color in life, body dark brown, each scale with a lighter area;

stripes of head brownish gray, the cheeks with vertical, whitish lines;

throat tinged with orange; spinous dorsal, pectorals, and ventrals

suffused with yellow; soft dorsal and anal dark brown, the rays of

the former tipped with yellow.

DORYPTENA TANEGASIM-ffi, new species.

Head 5 in length to base of caudal fin; depth 7; depth of caudal

peduncle 2.5 in head; eye 4; snout 3.8; D. VI-15; A. 13; P. 15; scales

in lateral series about 57 ; in transverse series above anal about 18.

Body markedly elongate, subcylindrical, the caudal peduncle com-
pressed

; head broad, depressed; cheeks bulging far out beyond eyes,

which are directed obliquely upward. Head with conspicuous beaded

dermal flaps and ridges which are definite and intricate in their ar-

rangement
; mucous pores of head with pronounced rims or tubes,

prominent among which are 2 minute black tubes on occiput; nostrils

with large tubes. Mouth terminal, broad, but with a very narrow

cleft, the maxillary not reaching over halfway to eye; tongue small.

narrow, truncate anteriorly; teeth simple, in narrow bands on both

jaws, those of outer row slightly enlarged, vomer and palatines with-

out teeth. Isthmus broad, the gill clefts extending downward to

a level with lower edge of base of pectoral. Gillrakers long and

pointed, 8 on lower side of arch.

Sides of body with a series of 18 or 20 small, vertical, beaded ridges,

the longest about equal in length to cleft of mouth. Head entirely

naked; breast, base of pectoral and axil naked; scales of body very

thin, minute, cycloid, far apart, and deeply embedded in the epi-

dermis.

Dorsal fins barely separate, their bases nearly connected by mem-
brane; spines slender and very flexible, the longest (third) contained

1.8 in head ; rays higher than spines, the next to last longest, about

equal in length to head. Anal lower than dorsal, not extending so

far posteriorly, although the tips of both overlap bases of upper and
lower caudal rays. Caudal sharply pointed and extremely long, 2.2

in the length. Pectorals with a strong muscular base somewhat like

that of Periophthalmus, the upper rays not separate, the middle ones

much the longest, about 4 in the length, the fin pointed like the

caudal. Ventrals completely united, the length about equal to that

of head.

Color in spirits light brown, a minute white spot on each scale;

a conspicuous narrow dark brown saddle over back at middle of

spinous dorsal, posterior to which are 3 others, the third being the

most prominent, the fourth narrow, on end of caudal peduncle; head
with a faint dark bar extending from tip of snout through eye to

occiput, narrow anteriorly, broader posteriorly where it almost meets
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bar on opposite side; sides of head with round light spots; (ins

checkered with brown spots. In young examples (he general color is

brownish gray, the bars standing out boldly, except the second on

body, which is often indistinct or even absent.

The species is here described from the type Cat. No. 62241, U.S.N.M.,
a specimen 96 mm. long from Tanegashima, where it is rather com-
mon in the tide pools. Examples were also taken nt Akune in Sat-

suma. Cotype is Cat. Xo. 21107, Stanford University collection.

Genus XENISTHMUS, new.

Body elongate, head pointed, lower jaw projecting. Tongue free,

rounded. Teeth simple, in a single row on jaws. Gill-membranes
extending forward below and uniting, their edges free from the

isthmus. Edge of shoulder girdle with a tooth. Head naked, body
with small cycloid scales. Dorsals separate; soft dorsal and anal

free from the caudal; ventrals separate, divided at the base.

One species known, from Naha, Okinawa.

Type of the genus.—Xenisthmus proriger, new species.

XENISTHMUS PRORIGER, new species.

I lend, measured from tip of upper jaw, 4.3 in length to base of

caudal; depth 6.5; depth of caudal peduncle 2.1 in head; eye 5;

snout 5; D. VI-14; A. 13; P. 15; scales in lateral series about 56; in

transverse series above anal 20.

Body deeper than wide; head long and pointed; lower jaw pro-

jecting considerably beyond upper; maxillary extending to posterior

part of pupil. Tongue large, free, rounded at tip. Teeth simple, in

a single row on jaws,, none on vomer and palatines. Gill-membranes
extending forward below and uniting, their edges free from the

isthmus. Inner edge of shoulder girdle with a tooth covered by a

small dermal protuberance. Gill-rakers on first arch 3-!). long,

slender, and pointed. Anterior nostrils tubular; the posterior ones

with a large dermal flap.

Head entirely naked: a row of minute dermal tubercles extending

backward from tip of maxillary along lower edge of cheek : a con-

spicuous mucous pore behind eye; 5 similar ones on top of head

arranged thus (:• ;). Body, including throat, breast, nape, and

bases of pectoral fins*, with slightly ctenoid scales of medium size,

which are largest on caudal peduncle.

Dorsals separate, the first with slender spines about equal in length

to the rays, the longest (third and fourth) contained 2.5 in head.

Anal slightly higher than first dorsal, the longest (middle) rays 2.1

in head; first ray inserted below base of second dorsal ray; base of

fin not extending quite so far posteriorly as that of dorsal, the tips

of neither anal nor dorsal touching base of caudal when depressed.
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Caudal evenly rounded, slightly shorter than head. Pectorals

rounded, 1.3 in head. Ventrals separate, divided at base, 1.5 in head.

Anal papilla about equal in length to diameter of eye.

Color in spirits; dorsal part of head and body, chin, throat, and

abdomen creamy white; sides covered with minute dots, closely

grouped so as to form a tolerably definite brown stripe extending

from point of lower jaw and snout through eye, across cheek, base of

pectoral, and along lower part of body to near end of caudal ; the

color stripe more intense on the head and caudal fin, where it is more

or less broken up into spots: dorsals with a few minute, indistinct

spots extending in a line along middle of fins; anal, pectorals, and

ventrals immaculate.

Described from the type Cat. No. 62242, U.S.N.M., a specimen

33 mm. long, from a tide pool at Xaha, Okinawa. Cotype, Cat. No.

21108, Stanford University collection.

Two smaller specimens do not appear to differ from the type.

Family BLENNIID^E.

ALTICUS MARGARITARIUS, new species.

? Salarias biseriatus Kner, Novara Iteise. Fisclie, p. 197, pi. viii, fig. 5.

—

Jordan and Seale, Fishes Samoa, Bull. U. S. Bur. Fish., XXV.
1905, p. 427. Not of Cuvier and Valenciennes, Hist. Nat. Poiss., XI,

p. 316, nor of Gunther, Fische der Siidsee, p. 208.

Head 4.8 in length to base of caudal; depth 5; depth caudal pe-

duncle 10.3 ; eye 4 in head ; interorbital space 6 ; D. XII, 19 ; A. 22

;

P. 15.

Anterior profile of head vertical, the outline convex; head nar-

rowed above, broadened below, the cheeks prominent. Eyes located

in anterior upper part of head, their rims projecting slightly above

the dorsal contour, directed somewhat forward and upward. Mouth
inferior, very broad, the lips full and pendulous at the corners ; both

jaws with a single row of long, slender, close-set teeth, loosely em-

bedded, and arranged in groups of seven, the median ones of which

are higher than the others, thus giving the cutting edge of the jaw a

scalloped appearance; 2 large canines in lower jaw, each fitting a pit

in the roof of mouth. Large pseudobranchise present
;
gillrakers very

short, pointed, 11 or 12 on first arch. Head with a crest about equal

in height to diameter of eye; the anterior and posterior edges vertical.

Upper border of eye with a long cirrus, the edge of which is fringed

;

posterior nostril with a pointed cirrus.

Lateral line of widely spaced, elongate tubes, decurved above pec-

toral, disappearing at a point beneath tip of fin.

Dorsal fins with a dividing cleft, but connected at bases by mem-
brane; longest spine 1.8 in head ; ray, 1.2. Origin of anal below base
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of tenth dorsal spine; both dorsal and anal free from caudal, the

depressed rays extending a short distance beyond base of tin; mem-
brane of anal deeply scalloped between the rays; posterior ray not

connected with caudal peduncle by membrane; longest ray 2 in head.

Caudal of peculiar shape, the lower median ray- somewhat longer

than those above, the ventral rays growing successively shorter, liv-

ing the lower portion of the fin, when not expanded, the appearance

of being clipped. Pectoral rather acutely rounded, the length being

equal to that of head. Ventrals 2 in head.

Color in spirits dusky, with two rows of pearly ocelli along the

side of body and numerous smaller ones along the back; the cheeks

with numerous and distinct black specks; sides of body with 6 indis-

tinct, dark bands, each being- divided and more apparent on the back,

and also extending upward on bases or dorsals; first dorsal with an

indistinct, dark spot between first and second spines, and a brownish

edging which grows broader posteriorly; second dorsal broadly edged

with browTnish: both fins with numerous pearly spots, those of second

dorsal elongate and narrow, especially so. near base of fin. Anal and

caudal with very indistinct light spots. Pectoral with minute black

specks. Ventrals dusky.

The shape of the head shows some variation, the anterior outline

being often straight instead of convex: usually vertical but in some
cases sloping backward. The crest is occasionally very low. In

some examples the dark lateral bands are each completely divided;

in others the pearly spots are not distinctly ocellate. the margins
being scarcely dusky. In ten examples the dorsal spines are 12 in

number, the rays 18 or 19, the anal rays ID to 22.

Type.—-Cat. No. 02243, U.S.N.M., a specimen 72 mm. long, from
the pools at Tanegashima. Cotype, Cat. Xo. 21109, Stanford Univer-
sity collection.

This is certainly not the S. biseriatus of Cuvier and Valenciennes

nor of (Jiinther, as those authors distinctly say that there are no

canines. Canines are present, however, and their great size precludes

any possibility of their being overlooked. Tt may possibly be the

species described and figured by Kner, although he is equally positive

about the absence of canines.

ALTICUS NOVEMMACULOSUS. new species.

Head 5 in length to base of caudal; depth 5.4; depth caudal

peduncle 10.3; eye 3.8 in head; width interorbital space 11; D. XII,
21 ; A. 23 ; P. 14.

Anterior contour of head concave, the line in front of eyes bulging

outward; eyes very close together, their vertical diameter longest,

the anterior edge of orbit almost directly above cd\zv of upper lip.

A low crest on head, the anterior edge of which slopes gradually
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backward; a simple tentacle above eye; a branched one on anterior

nostril. Mouth broad, inferior, the lips pendalous at angles. Teeth

slender, simple, loosely attached ; in a single row, the cutting edge

even; strong, curved canines on inner side of lower jaw. Pseudo-

branchiae large
;
gillrakers on first arch 12, very short, their tips

widened and digitate. Lateral line arched over pectoral, ending just

above tip of depressed fin.

Dorsal inserted directly above upper edge of gill opening; con-

nected with base of caudal by membrane; a deep notch between

spinous and rayed portion; spines much lower than rays, 1.5 in

head; longest (middle) rays about equal in length to head. Origin

of anal below bases of eleventh or twelfth dorsal spines, not con-

nected with caudal, the posterior ray having no membrane back of

it; membrane of anal deeply scalloped between the tips of rays;

longest ray 1.3 in head. Caudal rounded, the lower rays somewhat
more stiff than the upper ones and close together, the fin having a

worn appearance on the inferior edge ; middle rays 4.5 in the length.

Pectoral obtusely pointed, its length 1.2 in head, the base muscular.

Ventra Is 1.8 in head.

Sides with 9 conspicuous brownish spots, the anterior ones large and

connected by upward extensions which intrude on bases of dorsals,

the posterior 2 very small ; indistinct, narrow, dark lines extending

along sides; a sharply outlined, blue-black spot on upper edge of

opercle; a narrow, slightly curved, vertical band behind eye, and a

similar though less distinct one extending downward from eye.

Spinous dorsal very dark above and with numerous narrow, elongate,

black spots; soft dorsal with small, closely apposed, brownish spots

on the upper portion, the lower part with oblique, sharply defined,

black lines, interrupted on the rays and growing less distinct pos-

teriorly. Anal Avith a broad, dark margin. Caudal with many small

pearly spots; the lower border dusky, the posterior white. Pectorals

with a few minute, black specks.

This description is of a brilliantly colored male specimen. Other

male examples of the species are duller in appearance, the bands of

the sides being indistinct and dark lines appearing on the body. In

some cases the anterior spots have ventral projections.

The females are so different that they might be mistaken for

another species. The occipital crest is very low, sometimes scarcely

evident ; the dorsals, caudal, and anal are checkered, and the lateral

bauds send downward projections on the ventral parts of the sides.

Keference to a number of specimens gives the following fin for-

mula : D. XII or XIII, 20 or 21 ; A. 22 or 23. The species appears

to be abundant at Naha, fairly swarming in some of the pools.

Type.—-Cat. No. G2244, U.S.N.M., a specimen 99 mm. long from

Naha, Okinawa. Cotype, Cat. No. 21110, Stanford University

Museum.
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SALARIAS MUSCARUS, new species.

Head 4.5 in length to base of caudal; depth 5.2; depth of caudal

peduncle 2.2 in head; eye 3, interorbital space 8; D. XII, 20; A. 21;

P. 14.

Eyes placed far forward and elevated, the rims projecting above

dorsal contour of head. Forehead not projecting beyond mouth.

Mouth inferior, the jaws each with a band of minute, bristle-like,

loosely attached teeth; no canines. No crest on head; a minute cirrus

on each side of occiput, a long, slender one on upper part of eye, and
a branched tentacle on nostril. Lateral line curved above pectoral;

not extending beyond tip of depressed fin.

Dorsals separated by a deep notch, the membrane extending over
basal third of first ray; origin of spinous dorsal directly above gill

opening, its height less than that of articulated portion, 2 in head;

longest ray 1.5. Origin of anal below eleventh dorsal spine, the long-

est ray 1.6 in head; both dorsal and anal free from caudal. Caudal
truncate, 1.1 in head. Pectoral acutely rounded, equal in length to

head.

Color in spirits light brownish gray, the sides with 7 dark cross

bands which are divided above and below, the upper branches extend-

ing on bases of dorsals, the lower tapering and disappearing on ven-

tral region; head, bases of pectorals and region above them with

minute white specks ; body, posterior to pectorals, with many irregu-

larly placed, sharply outlined, black specks; spinous dorsal with

numerous small brown spots; anal with a broad dusky margin, the

rays tipped with lighter: caudal with 2 dusky spots at base; pectoral

immaculate.

One specimen, the type. Cat. No. 62245, U.S.N.M., from Naha,
Okinawa, 50 mm. long.

SALARIAS SINUOSUS, new species.

Head 4.4 in length to base of caudal: depth 4.2; depth of caudal

peduncle 2 in head; eye 2.8; interorbital space 5; D. XI, 18; A. 20;

P. 14.

Eyes large, far forward, their edges projecting beyond anterior

profile. Mouth inferior; lips with deeply scalloped edges; teeth

minute, loosely embedded, no canines: large pseudobranchiae pres-

ent; gill rakers short, pointed, IT on first arch. Xo crest: a pair of

minute tentacles on nape, a slender filament on upper part of eye, and

a branched tentacle on nostril. Lateral line extending above pectoral

and ending shortly beyond tip of depressed fin. Dorsal inserted

directly above gill opening, the spinous and articulated parts sepa-

rated by a notch, the membrane extending upward beyond middle of
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first ray ; edge of membrane more deeply incised between spines than

between rays; highest spine 1.6 in head; ray 1.3. Origin of anal

below eleventh dorsal spine; third, fourth, and fifth rays elongate;

neither anal nor dorsal attached to caudal by membrane. Caudal

truncate, the length equal to that of head. Pectoral rather pointed,

nearly equal in length to head.

Color in spirits pale brownish gray, the black peritoneum showing

through the abdominal walls; a dark spot on upper part of opercle;

edge of preopercle dusky; chin and upper lip mottled; body with an

irregular series of small, round, sharply defined, black spots along

upper side, below and above which are numerous dark specks, some

of which are closely clustered, forming vermiculations on sides of

abdomen. Dorsal dusky; a series of indistinct, elongate, narrow bars

extending obliquely upward and backward from base to near middle

of fin; caudal speckled on median portion; an indistinct, dusky spot

on posterior part below center of fin; anal dusky, with an indistinct,

white border and a light basal area.

Described from the type, Cat. No. 62246, U.S.N.M., an example 43

mm. long, from Naha, Okinawa. Cotype, Cat. No. 21111, Stanford

University collection.

The filamentous anal is a character peculiar to the male sex. The

female differs from the male in this particular only, the anterior anal

rays being somewhat shorter than the others. The females appear to

be slightly larger than the males. In 6 specimens there are 18 to 20

anal rays.

The species resembles S. undecimalis ° from the Philippines. It

differs from S. undecimalis in having a branched nostril tentacle,

scalloped upper lip, a less projecting forehead, and in color.

ENCHELYURUS HEPBURNI, new species.

Head 4.5 in length to base of caudal; depth 4.4; depth of caudal

peduncle 2.5 in head; eye 3.5; interorbital space 4; D. XII, 17;

A. 22 ; P. 13.

Body deep; the head large. No crest or filaments; a small flap

on nostril. Each jaw with a row of strong, flat, closely apposed

teeth bordered on either side by a very strong, curved canine. No
pseudobranchise

;
gillrakers very short and blunt. Gill opening re-

stricted to a small slit somewhat less in width than diameter of eye,

and entirely above the base of pectorals. Dorsals without notch, the

origin directly above gill opening, the posterior part connected

with caudal by membrane; articulated rays IS, none of which are

branched; longest rays near posterior part of fin, their length con-

tained 1.5 in head. Anal originating below tenth dorsal spine, con-

nected with base of caudal by membrane; the longest (posterior)

"Jordan and Seale, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXVIII, p. S00.
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rays, 1.8 in head. Caudal rounded; more than half of fin free from
dorsal and anal; length 1.2 in head. Pectoral rounded, 1..") in head.
Ventrals 1.4 in head; the rays cleft almost to bases. Lateral line

complete, represented by scattered pores curving above the pectoral.

Color in spirits bine black without variation of any sort, except a

very narrow, white border on anal, including only the tips of the rays

and the edge of the scalloped membrane, and also an indistinct lighl

border on the caudal.

Type.—Cat. Xo. (52247, U.S.N.M., Naha. Okinawa, measuring 42
mm. long. Cotype, Cat. No. 21112, Stanford University collection.

Five cotypes -how a variation of 29 to •*'>() rays in the dorsal tin.

The species is easily distinguished from K. ater" in the more p<>>-

terior insertion of the dorsal, the rounded caudal, which is more
free from dorsal and anal, and also in having a more restricted gill

opening, the latter, in examples of E.ater from Pago Pago, extending
downward to near middle of base of pectoral. From E. flavipes*

this species differs in having 21) or 30 dorsal rays instead of .'>•'). and
the plain color. The description of K. flu ripe*, without illustration,

is entirely too brief for use in identification, and this form may pos-

sibly prove to be identical with it.

Named for Lieut. A. J. Hepburn, U. S. Navy, executive officer of

the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries steamer Albatross.

a Giinther, Fische tier Siidsee, ]>. 199, pi. cxv, fig. c.

6 Peters, Monatsb. k. preuss. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 1868, p. 268.





THE HOMOLOGIES OF THE ARM JOINTS AND ARM DIVI-
SIONS IN THE RECENT CRINOIDS OF THE FAMILIES
OF THE COMATULIDA AND THE PENTACRINITID.E.

By Austin Hobart Clark,

of the United Slates Bureau of Fisheries.

Hitherto, most writers on the recent crinoids have considered the

arms as beginning with the tirst joints beyond the ("primary")

radials; but so far no one has pointed out the exact relations between

the arms and arm joints of the different genera and families.

Dr. P. H. Carpenter, in his most admirable essay on the genus

"Actinometra " a (i. e.. Comaster and Comatula), pointed out that in

the Comatulida the first two joints beyond each axillary are always

articulated in the same way as the two first post-radial joints, no

matter how many axillaries may intervene between the radials and

the free, undivided arms. He does not here mention the genus Eu-

diocrinus, as understood by him, but in his monograph of the recent

stalked crinoids h he says:

In the five-armed Eudiocrinus indivisus the next joints beyond the radials are

syzygial, with pinnules on the epizygals, which clearly shows that they imisl

be considered as arm joints and not as belonging to the calyx, although they

undoubtedly represent the so-called second and third radials of a ten-armed

erinoid. The other species of Eudiocrimis have these two primitively separate

joints not united by syzygy but articulated, just as in Thaumatocrinus. The
second one bears a pinnule both in Thaumatocrinus and in Eudiocrinus varians;

but in Eudiocrinus semperi and Eudiocrinus japonicus the first pinnule is on

the fourth joint after the radial. This would correspond to the second

brachial of a ten-armed erinoid, hut it is really the fourth brachial in Eudio-

crinus. Lastly, in Perrier's Eudiocrinus atlanticus c the tirst pinnule is on the

fifth brachial, which corresponds to the third brachial of an Antedon.

° On the genus Actinometra, Mull., with a morphological account of a new-

species (A.) polymorpha from the Philippine Islands, Trans. Linn. Soc. (Zool.),

[2], II, pp. 1-122, pis. r-vni, (1879).
6 Report upon the Crinoidea collected during the voyage of H. M. S. Challenger

during the years 1S73-187G : PL 1, the Stalked Crinoids, Challenger Reports,

vol. XI of Zoology, p. 47 (Lss4).

c In reality the first pinnule in semperi. japonicus, and atlanticus is on exactly

the same joint; but Perrier considered syzygial pairs as two joints, Carpenter

as a single joint "with a syzygy; " hence the confusion.
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While correct so far as Eudiocrinus indivisus goes, this construction

is quite wrong for semperi, japonic as, and atlanticus, as will be shown
later.

In regard to Metacrinus, Doctor Carpenter says that the first post-

radial joint "is actually a syzygial joint with a pinnule on the epi-

zygal, just as in the simpler Eudiocrinus indivisus, but an axillary

appears a few joints farther on and the rays begin to divide." Now,
although no definite statement is made, the inference is that he con-

siders the two first post-radial joints in Metacrinus to be, as in the

case of Eudiocrinus indivisus, homologous with the first two post-

radial joints of a ten-armed crinoid. This is erroneous; but had he

compared Metacrinus to "Eudiocrinus " vavians, semperi, japonicus,

or atlanticus it would have been correct, as will appear later.

Of the remaining recent genera (as then known) he says:

In the other Pentacrinidse, however, in Bathycrinus, Holopus, and in most

Comatulse, as well as in the fossil Encrinus and Apiocrinidce, the second joints

above the primary radials are axillaries, and it is not till the second (or rarely

the first ) joints beyond these that the pinnules appear. In all these types,

the axillary and the joint immediately below it are of the same width as the

primary radials in the calyx. But in Marsupites and in many Palseocrinoids

(Platycrinus, Gyathocrinus, etc.) they are very much smaller than the primary

radials, just as the homologous joints are in Hyocrinus.

The first thing in discussing brachial homologies in the crinoids is

to determine upon some method by which we may, with a fair degree

of certainty, fix upon single joints, or a pair of joints, as being homo-

logous in all the genera and species considered, no matter where we
may find them ; when this point is once decided it will be easy enough

to work backward and forward from it, and to arrive at the homo-

logies of the adjacent parts. Fortunately the determination of such

a joint is comparatively simple, when we have a clear understanding

of the types of articulation occurring among the recent crinoids of

the families under consideration. These fall at once into two groups,

muscular articulations, and nonmuscular articulation*, differing, as

their name implies, in the presence and absence of muscle bundles.

The differences between them may be shortly summarized as follows:

MtrsctTLAB Articulations (divided Nonmtjsctxlab Articulations (di-

Lnto ("i straight, and (6) oblique). vided into (a) synarthries or bifascial

articulation* and (.&) syzygies).

Muscl,- bundles present. Muscle bundles absent.
May bear pinnules, or may be Never hear pinnules, and are never

doubled, thus forming an axillary with doubled,
an additional arm.

Whether pinnulate or nol always af- Have no effect on pinnulation : the
fects the position of the aext follow- SUCCeeding pinnule occupies exactly
ing pinnule, throwing it to the oppo- the same position as it would were the
site side of the arm from the immedi- nonmuscular articulation not there,
ately preceding pinnule. Dut the two joints connected by it

merely a single joint.

a See beyond, under Comastcr and Isocrinus, and also Metacrinus.
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Fig. 1.

—

Articu-
lar PACE <>F A

" S T R A I I! II T

m u s c r i, a r"

ARTICULATION.

It is evident that there is a very radical difference between these
two types of articulation morphologically in their effect upon the
arm structure as well as in their composition.

Muscular articulations fall naturally into two types, which, so Ear

as I have seen, are always perfectly distinct, and are

not interchangeable in position :
a

(a) Straight muscular articulations (fig. 1), which
have the transverse ridge separating the large dorsal

ligament fossa from the interarticular ligament fossa-

perpendicular to the dorso-ventral axis of the joint

face, and the two interarticular and muscular fossa 1

similar and equal in size. 6 This is the type of articu-

lation by which the radial articulates with the next

following joint, and it is never found beyond the distal

faces of the last axillary in any arm, and sometimes does not occur

even so far out as that. (See below under Metacrinus, Isocrinus, and

Comaster.)

In an external dorsal view of an arm a straight muscular articula-

tion may be distinguished by having the two points of

contact of the two joints lateral and equidistant from

the median dorsal line (figs. 10 and 11).

(b) Oblique muscular articulations (fig. 2), which

have the transverse ridge separating the large dorsal

ligament fossa from the interarticular ligament fossa'

strongly oblique (either to left or right) to the dorso-

ventral axis of the joint face, accompanied by a corre-

sponding distortion of the interarticular and muscular

fossa?. This type of articulation is first found at the

second articulation beyond the last straight muscular articulation,

and immediately succeeding the last synarthry (see below), and con-

tinues thence throughout the arm, except for the occasional inter-

polation of syzygies.

Oblique muscular articulations are at once recog-

nizable in an external dorsal view of an arm (figs. L0

and 11) by having the two points of contact, represent-

ing the ends of the transverse ridge, one dorso-lateral

the other ventro-lateral ; when occurring on the distal

faces of axillaries (figs. 6 and 8) they may be distin-

guished from straight muscular articulations (figs. 3

and 4) by having the dorsal points of contact on either

side of the anterior angle of the dorsal surface of the joint, instead

of exactly at the anterior angle as is the case with straight muscular

articulations.

Fig. 2.

—

Articu-
lar face of
an " oblique
m d scul ar "

articulation.

Fig. :;.

—

An ax-

illary w 1 T II

"STEAIGH T

M D S C IL A R
"

DISTAL PACES.

a See footnote on p. 118.
6 In the ease of straight muscular articulations on the distal faces of axil-

laries, the outer elements of the joint faces are somewhat cut away.
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Nonmusculav articulations fall also into two types; but, contrary to

what we found to be the case in muscular articulations, the second

type may partially or wholly replace the first

in a given arm, though the reverse is not true

:

(a) Synarthries or bifascial articulations

(fig. 5) : these are distinguished by having

the joint faces with a pair of large shallow

pits, separated by a ridge which traverses the

joint face along its dorso-ventral axis; this is

the type of articulation which is always found

on the distal end of a joint the proximal end of

which is united to the preceding by a straight

muscular articulation, and occurs nowhere else,'

any, or all, synarthries in an arm may be re-

FlG. 4. DORSAL VIEW OF
AN AXILLARY UNITED TO-

THE PRECEDING JOINT
BY " SYNARTHRY," AND
TO THE TWO SUCCEED-

ING BY " STRAIGHT MUS-
CULAR" ARTICULATIONS ;

THE TWO POST-AXILLARY
JOINTS ARE UNITED BY
SYNARTHRY.

Fig. 5.

—

Artic-
ular face i >F

A " S Y N A R-

THRY."

placed by syzygies. The most distal synarthry

in an arm is always immediately followed by an oblique muscular

articulation, as stated above.

Synarthries are readily distinguishable in*i dorsal ex-

ternal view of an arm by having the points of contact

exactly in the median dorsal line (figs. 4, 10, and 11).

(b) Syzygies (fig, 7) ; the joint faces are unmarked,
or are marked with striations radiating outward from
the central canal, the articulation being extremely close,

effected by numerous short ligament fibers which are not segregated

into bundles. Syzygie* may replace any or all syn-

arthries, and occur at intervals throughout the arm.

Syzygies are at once recognizable dorsally by the

extreme closeness of the articulation, which appears

as a very fine or dotted line. In drawings syzygies

are always represented by dotted lines (figs. 10 and 11).

From the above discussion it is evident that there

are two joints in each arm which, by their mode of

articulation with each other and their neighbors, are

sharply differentiated from all the other joints; I refer to the joints

on either side of the last synarthry; these joints

have articulating faces as follows: a straight mus-

cular articulation, binding the first to the preceding

joint, a synarthry, by which the joints are bound

together, and an oblique muscular articulation,

which binds the more distal of the two to the suc-

ceeding joint. Of course, as has been mentioned, the

synarthry may be replaced by a syzygy; but there is

no difficulty in distinguishing the pair even in that

case, for it is the only syzygial pair united to the preceding

Fig. 6.

—

An axil-
l a r y W I T n
" OBLIQUE MUS-
CULAR " DISTAL
FACES.

Fig. 7.

—

Articu-
lar face OF A
" S T Z T G Y "

(ADAPTED FROM
CHADWICK).
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Fig. 8.—D o u s a i. view
OF AN AXILLARY, ALL

THREE OP WHOSE FACES

ARE "OBLIQUE MUSCU-
LAR ;

" THE ARTICULA-

TION BETWEEN THE TWO
TOST-AXILLARY .HUNTS
IS ALSO " OBLIQUE MUS-
CULAR."

joint by a straight muscular, and to the succeeding by an oblique

muscular articulation. Having now discovered a

pair of joints, which we may for convenience

call Zj and Z2 , which are, no matter where they

may be, always readily identifiable, we are now
ready to enter into a detailed discussion of the

brachial homologies.

Note.—In the illustra-

tions Z
x

is in all cases dot-

ted, and Z
2

is solid black.

Pentametrocrinidce (figs.

9, 10, 12, and 13).—I re-

cently" separated under the

name of Pentametrocrinus (figs. 9 and 10) the

species allanticus, japonicus, semperi, tubercu-

latus, and varians, which had previously been

confused, because of their undivided arms,

under the generic name of Eudiocmnus, with

Eudiocrinus indivisus and granulatus, on ac-

crinus (adapted from coimt f fl^ simplicity of their arm structure,
P. H. Carpenter.) .

,

J

which agrees with that ot the species Decame-

trocrinus (fig. 13) and with Thaumatocrinus

(fig. 12) which also have undivided arms, with

which I united them under the family name of

Pentametrocrinidse.

In this family, Pentametrocrinidse, we find

the following sequence

of articulations : straight

muscular between the ra-

dials and the following

joints; synarthrial be-

tween the first and sec-

ond post-radial joints;

oblique muscular between

the second and third

Fig. 9.

—

Pentametko-
crinid.e ;Pentametro-

Fig. 10.—Proximal paetof
arm (if Pentametrocri-
nus t uberc u la t r s

,

showing the external
appearance of the ar-

ticulations.

post-radial joints; we at
Fig. 11.

—

Proximal tartof i J

arms of thaumatome- once recognize, therefore, the joints Z t
and Z2 ,

» SSSiTS: f'"' all the succeeding articulations, as isalways

ante of thearticula- the ease after the first oblique muscular articu-

lation, are also dblique muscular, or more
rarely, syzygies. Thus the family Pentametrocrinidse exhibits the

Now Genera of Unstalked Criuoids, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, XXI, pp.

125-136 (April 11, 190S).
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Fig. 12.

—

Pentametrocri-
nidje; Thaumatocri
nus (adapted from p
II. Carpenter).

simplest type of arm structure possible, Z
x
and Z 2 , followed by

brachials of the type common to the distal

part of the arm in all the other types.

Eudiocrinus (restricted) (fig. 14).—In this

genus, in which the five arms are undivided,

the sequence of articulations is as follows:

straight muscular between the radials and

next following joints; syzygy between the first

two post-radial joints (therefore occupying

the position of a synarthry) ; straight muscu-

lar again, a pinnule being developed on the

proximally adjacent joints; synarthry (with,

of course, no pinnule) ; oblique muscular* a

pinnule being developed on the proximally ad-

jacent joint on the opposite side to the first

pinnule, as pinnules always alternate in posi-

tion at succeeding articulations, unless the

articulation is a primarily nonpinnulate syn-

arthry or syzygy, which has no effect on pin-

nulation. In the third and fourth post-radial

joints we can again immediately recognize

our Z
x
and Z2 ; therefore, the first two post-

radial joints in the Pentametroerinida? are homo-

logous with the third and fourth post-radial joints

in Eudiocrinus. But what are the two joints be-

tween the radials and Z
t
? It is evident that the

first post-radial joint agrees with Z
1
in the manner

of its proximal and distal articulations, except that

the normally present synarthry is replaced by a

syzygy, which, as it is morphologically the same

thing, is a point of interest, but not of importance;

Z
2

agrees with the second post-radial joint in

having proximally a synarthrial articulation, dis-

tally a muscular (but straight instead of oblique

muscular) ; thus we find that the arms of Eudio-

crinus resemble those of the Pentametrocrinida\

except that X
1
and Z

2
are repeated, the addi-

tional pair being interpolated between Z
t
and the

Fig. 13.

—

Pextametrocri-
N I d je : Decametrocri-
NUS (ADAPTED FROM P.

H. Carpenter).

Fig. 14. — Zygomet
ridje ; Eudiocrinus

Fig. 15.

—

Zygomet-
rid.e ; Zygometiia.

/(/dials."

In oases like this where Zi and Z 2 are repeated, the primarily oblique mus-

cular articulation on the distal face of Z2 is, on the interpolated repeti-

tions, transformed into a straight muscular articulation. This articulation

would normally be oblique muscular when considered as the distal articula-

tion of a Zj ; but, considered as the proximal articulation of the following

Zi, it is, of course, straight muscular; whenever an articulation is morpho-

logically both straight and oblique muscular, the former, being dominant over

the latter, is always found.
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Fig. 16.

—

Ztgomet-
uid.e ; Catopto-
METBA.

Atelecrinidce (fig. 18) and Antedonidm" (fig. 17).—In these fam-
ilies the arms, instead of remaining single throughout, fork at the
second post-radial joint; this is a matter of no real importance so

far as the arm structure goes, for it must be remembered that any
muscular articulation, whether straight or oblique, occurring at the

distal end of a joint may divide and form hvo,

from which two similar arms arise; the important

thing is not the forking of the arms, but the de-

termination to what type of muscular articulation

belong the articular faces on the distal end of the

axillary.

Bearing this in mind it will be found that the

sequence of articulations of these two families is as

follows: straight muscular between the radials and first post-radial

joints; synarthrial between the first two post-radial joints; .straight

muscular between the second post-radial (axillary) and third post-

radial (first post-axillary) joints ; synarthrial between

the third post-radial (first post-axillary) and fourth

(second post-axillary) joints, and oblique muscular

between the fourth and fifth post-radial (second and

third post-axillary) joints. The first and second

post-axillary, or third and fourth post -radial joints.

therefore, are our Z
a
and Z

2 , while the first and second

post-radial joints (the second an axillary) corre-

spond to the first and second post-radial joints in

Eudiocrinus (in which the second is not an axillary, bearing merely

a pinnule instead of an additional arm), and are really an inter-

polated reduplication of the first and second post-axillary joints inter-

polated between them and the radials. Now in the

Atolecrinida? and Antedonidse, and in ten-armed

species belonging to genera in other families (which

are constructed upqn the same plan as the universally

ten-armed genera and species of Atelecrinidse, and the

primarily such of Antedonidse) we are so fortunate

as to find additional proof of the correctness of this

analysis of the proximal arm structure. In certain

species, such as Perometra diomedece, enormous tuber-

cles are developed at the synarthry between Z
t
and Z 2 ;

these are always repeated on the synarthry between the first and sec-

Adelometra angustiradia and occasionally specimens of Antedon bifida

have more than ten arms, their structure being then similar to that of the

Himerometridse, and multibrachiate comatulids in general, except Comaster

(see below) : Antedon ( restricted) . considered by Doctor Carpenter as a primi-

tive type, is in reality one of the most specialized genera in the family, ap-

proaching the Ilimerometridit' in many ways.

Antedo-
Helio-

P I g. 18.—A i i:i.i:-

ckinid.e ; Ate-

lecrinus.
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tj
Fig. 19.

—

Thalassomet-
rim:; Charitometra.

ond (axillary) post-radial joints, but nowhere else; in Tropiometra

Z2 and Z, are disproportionately large and broad, and we find the

first and second (axillary) post-radial joints

similarly enlarged ; any ornamentation or cari-

nation of
rL

x
and Z

2
is always duplicated on the

two preceding joints.

Passing now to the Comatulida with more
than ten arms (excepting Comaster marice, G.

fimbriata, C. coppingeri, ('. borneensis, 0.

multiradiata, G. iowensis, G. sentosa, G. lineata,

and G. discoidea) (figs. 15, 16, 19, 20, 22. and

23) ; these multibrachiate forms are always ten

armed until of considerable size, when, by a

process of autotomy, the arm is cast off at the

synarthry (or syzygy) between the third and
fourth post-radial (first and second post-axillary) joints, or at the

syzygy between the fifth and sixth post-radial (third and fourth post-

axillary) joints, and from the

stump an axillary grows replacing

the cast-off arm by two or more.

This process of arm reduplication

by autotomy was described by

Minckert in 1905, but was in-

dependently discovered by the

present author through observa-

tions made on quite different

material before Minckert's paper

was consulted. In the Coma-
tulida, as is well known, the

various " division series " of the

arm or ray between the first

post-radial axillary (second post-

radial joint) and the free un-

divided arm are composed of either two or four joints. If of two,

they are united either by synarthry or syzygy; if of four, the third and

fourth are always united by syzygy, while the

first and second are almost always united by syn-

arthry, but occasionally are united -by syzygy;

the two pairs, the first and the second, and the

third and the fourth, are united by a straight

muscular articulation between the second and

third. No matter how many axillaries may
intervene between the radials and the free un-

divided arm, we are always able to recognize Z
x
and Z 2

as the first and

second joints beyond the last axillary; and when the division series

Pig. 20.

—

Himerometrid.e ; Himerometra;
also, comasteridje ; phanogenia.

FIG. 21.—COMASTERIDiE
COMATULA.
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are all of two joints, joined by synarthry (or, more rarely, syzygy),

the distal faces of the axillary are always straight muscular articula-

tions. Thus we see that, whereas in the Antedoimhe and ten-armed

genera and species of other families (except the Pentametrocrinidse

and Uintacrmidae) the first post-radial joint and the axillary are

merely repetitions of Z
1
and Z

2
interpolated between Z

x
and the ra-

dials, so we find that all the division series, no matter how many
there are, are all additional repetitions of Z

t
and

Z,. interposed between the true Z, and Z
2
and tO^^^JC^

the first post-radial reduplication of those joints. NIFFw
When the division series consist of four instead \^~/
of two joints, it is merely a case of a doubling of ^—

'

the more common primary two, so that, instead fig.22.—comasteridjh;
- . .... . - . . ,. ,. . . COMATULA.

ot single division series 01 two joints the division

series are double, the two component pairs being united by a straight

muscular articulation like that on the distal face or faces of the second

joint of a division series of two joints only. It is interesting to note

that in Thalassometra gigantea, in which species Z 2 bears a very sharp

median keel, quite lacking on all the other joints of the free undi-

vided arm, this keel is repeated on the second post-radial joint (first

axillary), the second and fourth (the latter an axillary) joints of

Fig. 2.'>.

—

Comasterid.e ; Comatola.

division series of four joints (the remaining first and third joints

being quite without it), and the second joint of division series con-

sisting of two joints.

In the young ten-armed stage of all comatulids, so far as I have

been able to find out, Z
x

is always the first post-axillary (third post-
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radial) joint, and Z
2
the next following; succeeding Z„ are two joints

united by syzygy ; now Z 2
always has distally an oblique muscular

articulation; but a 4 (3+4) or 4 (1+2; 3+4) second post-radial

division series always has the two component parts separated by a

straight muscular articulation; the explanation appears to be that

when an oblique muscular articulation on the distal face of Z2 ,

through autotomy taking place beyond it, comes to occupy the posi-

tion of a straight muscular articulation, the dominance of the latter

asserts itself, and the oblique muscular articulation of the young

gradually transforms into the straight muscular articulation of the

adult.

Now, since the second (and following) post-radial division series

of the comatulid arm are frequently doubled, appearing as 4 (3+4)

Fig. 24.

—

Comastkrid.e ; Com aster.

(figs. 15, 16, 19, and 20) or 4 (1+2; 3+4) (fig. 23) instead of 2

(fig. 22), we should expect that the first post-radial division series

would occasionally be doubled, since it is morphologically comparable

to the more distal division series, and we find that such, though

rarely, is the case; for Carpenter records that in one "Antedon"

that passed through his hands " one of the rays consists of five joints,

the axillary being a syzygy."

° Challenger Reports, XI, Zoology, p. 51.
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In Comaster marice, 0. flmbriata, 0. coppingeri, C. borneensis, 0.

multiradiata, C. iowensis, C. sentosa, C. lineata, and G. discoidea (fig.

24), and in a number of undescribed species from the West Indies,

we find a somewhat anomalous condition; the second post-radial divi-

sion consists of four joints, 4 (8+4) ; but the next joint succeeding

the second post-radial axillary bears a pinnule, whether it be the first

joint of another division series or the first joint of an undivided arm;
in other words, all the joints following the second post-radial axillary

are pinnnlate. except of course, the axillaries. It is at once evident,

then, that the first joint in the free undivided arm can not be Z15
for it

bears a {oblique) muscular articulation instead of a von muscular

articulation distally. Where, then, is Z
x
? The articulations subse-

quent to the first post-radial axillary are, straight muscular articula-

tion, by which the first post-radial axillary articulates with the next

succeeding joint, synarihry connecting that joint with the next;

oblique muscular articulation, syzygy, and, on the distal faces of the

axillary, oblique muscular articulations. By the application of our

definition, we find that Z
t
and Z

2
are the first and second joints fol-

lowing the first post-radial axillary, instead of the first and second

joints of the free undivided arm, as we found in all cases heretofore.

The axillaries and division series subsequent to the first post-radial

axillary are, therefore, not morphologically homologous with the first

division series, and the division series in all the other forms which we
have considered, although, of course, they are physiologically analo-

gous. We may designate the division series formed by the presence

of repetitions of Z
1
and Z

2
interposed between the primitive Z x

and Z
2

and the radials as interpolated division series, while division series

formed by a splitting of the arm at a certain joint, which therefore

becomes an axillary, may be called extraneous" division series.

It seems to me that such a radical departure from the ordinary

comatulid type of interpolated arm division occurring in a group of

species entitles them to recognition as a valid genus, more especially

as Metacrinus has been separated from Isocrinus along exactly sim-

ilar lines; and, since a generic name has been based on a species in

each group of the genus Comaster, I propose to reinstate Loven's

name Phanogenia, and to consider the family Comasterida? to be

naturally divisible as follows:

a1
. Synarthries all replaced by syzysies Comatula ( ti.^s. 21, 22. and i!."'.)

a2
. Synarthries present between the first two post-radial joints.

b\ interpolated arm divisions throughout Phanogenia < fig. 20)

If. first arm division interpolated, all following extraneous Comasteb ( lii.'. 24)

° From extraneus, external (in reference to Zi and Za ) as opposed to inter-

polated (between tbe radials and Zi).
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The described species would therefore arrange themselves as fol-

lows:

COMATULA Lamarck, 1816.

Genotype.—Comatula Solaris Lamarck, 1816.

Comatula distincta (P. H. Carpenter). Comatula paucicirra (Roll).

Comatula multibracMata (P. II. Car- Comatula pectinata (Linnaeus).

penter). Comatula Solaris Lamarck.

Comatula notata (P. II. Carpenter).

PHANOGENIA Loven, 1866.

Genotiji>c—Phanogenia typica Loven, 1866.

Phanogenia alata (Pourtales). Phanogenia

Phanogenia alternans (I'. H. Carpen- Phanogenia

ter). Phanogenia

Phanogenia belli (P. II. Carpenter). Phanogenia

Phanogenia bennetti (J. Miiller). Phanogenia

Phanogenia briareus (Bell). Phanogenia

Phanogenia carpenteri (A. H. Clark). ter).

Phanogenia divaricata (P. H. Carpen- Phanogenia

ter). Phanogenia

Phanogenia duplex (P. H. Carpenter). penter).

Phanogenia eih inoptera (J. Miiller). Phanogenia

Phanogenia clongata (P. II. Carpen- Phanogenia

ter). Phanogenia

Phanogenia gracilis (Hartlaub). ter).

Phanogenia grandicalyx (P. H. Carpen- Phanogenia

tor). Phanogenia

Phanogenia japonica (J. Miiller). Phanogenia

Phanogenia meridionalis (Agassiz and ter).

Agassiz). Phanogenia

Phanogenia littoralis ( 1'. II. Carpen- Phanogenia

ter). Phanogenia

Phanogenia macroorachius { Hartlaub). Phanogenia

Phanogenia maculata (P. II. Carpen-

ter).

Phanogenia magnified (V. II. Carpen-

ter).

COMASTER L. Agassiz, 1836.

Genotype.—Comatula multiradiata Lamarck. 1816=Asterias mul-

tiradiata Linnseus, 1758.

nobilis (P. H. Carpenter).

noru -guini it ( J. Miiller).

oriental is (A. H. Clark).

parvicirra, (J. Miiller).

peronii (P. H. Car] tenter).

quadrata (P. H. Carpen-

regalis (P. II. Carpenter).

robustipinna (P. H. Car-

rotalaria (Lamarck).

rubiginosa (Pourtales )

.

schlegelii (P. II. Carpen-

serrata (A. H. Clark).

solaster (A. II. Clark).

stelligera (P. H. Carpen-

trichoptera (J. Miiller).

typica Loven.

valida (P. H. Carpenter).

variabilis (Bell).

Comaster borneensis (Grube).

Comaster coppingeri (Bell).

Comaster discoidea (P. II. Carpenter),

Comaster flmbriata ( Lamarck )

.

Comaster iowensis (Springer).

I Caving discussed all the types of arm division commonly found in

the Comatulida, 1 now pass on to the stalked crinoids, after calling

Comaster maria' (A. H. Clark).

Comaster multiradiata (Linnaeus).

Comaster sentosa (P. H. Carpenter).

Comaster lineata (P. H. Carpenter).
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attention to two points of interest. In Uintacrinus (fig. 25), which

is most nearly related to the Comasteridse, the peculiarities of the

pinnulation" are at once explained if we consider Z
x
and Z

2 to be

the third and fourth joints after the axillary, instead of the first and

second, as would be expected; moreover, the size and the shape of

the joints and the examination of the external lines of contact of the

articulations lead us to the same conclusion, while I have already

shown h that the abnormalities re-

corded by Mr. Springer in his mono-

graph of the genus again favor this

interpretation. The arms of Uinta-

crinus, therefore, after the costal

axillary, resemble those of Eudiocrinus

in having a repeated Z x
and Z.

series of which the second is not an

axillary. I have already c called

attention to a similar state of affairs

occurring abnormally in a specimen
#

& J
#

L Fig. 25.

—

Uintacrinid.e ; UintacrI;
of Heliometra tanner/. It was stated nus (adapted from Springer) ;

that muscular articulations were oc- XHB " ^ierradial " and inter-

BRACHIAL PLATES ARE OMITTED SO

casionally divided, so that an axil- As to more clearly bring out

lary was formed giving rise to a the arms am. pinnules.

pair of arms instead of to a single arm. The thought naturally

arises, does the straight muscular articulation on the distal face of

the radial ever divide; and do the oblique muscular articulations of

the distal part of the arm ever divide? In answer to the first ques-

£ ,
————- —

a In Uintacrinus the first pinnule is on the second post-axillary joint, the next

on the fourth, and on the opposite side of the arm. Now. these pinnules are

separated by two articulations. Wore they both muscular, they would, so far

as the position of the pinnule is concerned, counteract each other, and the

second pinnule would be on the same side as the first; were they both non-

muscular neither would have any effect on the pinnulation. and the second pin-

nule would again be on the same side as the first : but it is on the opposite side;

therefore, one of the articulations must be muscular, and the other nonmuscular.

A pinnule can not be developed at a nonmuscular articulation; therefore, the

articulation at the distal end of the second post-axillary joint is muscular;

hence the articulation between the third and fourth post-axillary joints must

be nonmuscular, either a synarthry or a syzygy. In the comatulids, the pin-

nule on Z2 is almost universally different from that on all succeeding brachials,

but resembles those on all the interpolated repetitions of Z». In Uintacrinus

the second pinnule resembles the first, and not those following (in size) : hence,

the conclusion is reached that the joint which bears the second pinnule is

homologous with that which bears the first, and that the first and second post-

axillary joints in Uintacrinus are an interpolated Zi Z2 series, of which the

second is not, as is usually the case, an axillary.

b Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXXIV, p. 269.

c Idem., XXXIV, p. 2G7.
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Fig. 26.

—

Pentacrinitid2t:

Endoxocrinus.

tion, Carpenter" mentions a specimen of Phanogeniaalata ("Actino-

metra pulchella'
1

'') in which one of the radials is an axillary," sup-

porting two post-radial series, and I have recently recorded a speci-

men of Heliometra maxima which presents the same condition ; more-

over it is probable that Promachocrinus and

Decametrocrinus originally came into ex-

istence through a division of the muscular

articulation on the distal end of the radial,

which later became more and more firmly

fixed, finally resulting in a division of the

radials themselves, so that the two genera now
have ten radials instead of the original five.

If this were true Ave should expect reversions

to occur, and Promachocrinus to sometimes be

found with one or more radials single instead

of double, and bearing a post-radial series

comparable to those in Heliometra, the most closely allied genus ; and

Decametrocrinus to occasionally occur with fewer than ten rays, thus

approximating the most nearly related genus, Pentametrocrinus

;

and it is somewhat remarkable that, considering the small number
of specimens representing species

of these two genera which has

been discovered, one, the type of

Decametrocrinus rugosus, should

be only nine armed, through the

persistence of one entire radial

(the right posterior), and the

division of the remaining four.

Isocrinus (fig. 27).—In Iso-

crinus naresianus we find a con-

dition exactly similar to that de-

scribed for the Atelecrinida? and

Antedonida? ; Z
x
and Z, are the

third and fourth post-radial

joints, or the first two joints fol-

lowing the axillary. In Isocrinus

ivyville-thomsoni, I. parrce (
=

Pentacrinus mulleri -\- P. mac-

learanus), I. alternicirrus, and /.

sib ogee (fig. 26) Z
x
and Z 2

are the

first and second joints of the free undivided arm. The arm structure

is therefore similar to that described for the comatulids with more

than ten arms, excepting those in the genus Comastcr; in these species

Fig. 27.

—

I'entaciiixitid.e ; Isocrinus.

a Challenger Reports, XXVI, Zoology, p. 27.
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of Isocrinus all the synarthries are replaced by syzygies, and all the

divisions are interpolated, consisting of two joints. Isocrinus decorus

and /. blakei, in the ten-armed immature state, are exactly similar in

arm structure to Isocrinus naresianus and the ten-armed comatulids,

excepting- Uintacrinus and Decametrocrinus. In the adult multi-

brachiate condition, however, instead of adding interpolated joint

pairs as in the comatulids and in the species of Isocrinus just con-

sidered (parrce, wyville-thomsoni, alternicirrus, and sibogce) , the

arm branching, as in /. listeria (fig. 27), is of the extraneous type, as

in Comaster (as restricted), Z x and Z
2

remaining always the first and second

joints after the first axillary, or the third

and fourth after the radial, as was

found to be the case in Comaster; and, as

in Comaster* the syzygy between the two

joints following Z2 is morphologically the

syzygv between the third and fourth joints

of the undivided arm in the ten-armed

young, and comparable to the similarly

situated syzygy in all ten-armed comatu-

lids, while in Phanogenia and other forms

in which the second division series is of

four joints, the two outer united by syzygy,

the syzygy is morphologically homologous

with the synarthry between the first two

joints in the free undivided arm, and all

other syzygies and synarthries proximal to

it. In other words, the syzygy between the

third and fourth joints after the first

axillary in Comaster, Isocrinus blakei, I.

decorus, and /. asteria, is homologous with

the first syzygy in the free undivided arm
in all other forms (except in cases where

the first syzygy replaces a synarthry) and
with no other, no matter how many syzy-

gies may intervene between that syzygy

and the radials.

An extraneous division, arising as it does from a division of the arm
at an oblique muscular articulation, might reasonably be supposed to

be of somewhat uncertain nature in the position of the succeeding

axillaries, because of the fact that all the arm joints after Z
2 , except

occasional syzygies, are thus articulated, and, of course, every such

articulation is a potential axillary; and, as a matter of fact, this is

the case; while in the type of Comaster considered the division was

regular in the number of joints between successive axillaries, in

Fig. 28.

—

Pentacri.\itid.£ ;

Metacrinus.
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Comaster marice and in a species mentioned, but not named, by Car-

penter (of which I have been able to examine specimens), it is very

irregular, and in Isocrinus blakei, decorus, and asteria it is usually

more or less, and sometimes very, irregular, especially in the last

named. In all the species in which extraneous division occurs, the

irregularity increases with each successive arm division, so that, in

Metacrinus and in Isocrinus asteria, with their numerous division

series, the later division series are of very numerous joints, and

much more variable than the division series of /. blakei and /. de-

corus, whose most distal series correspond to one of the more proximal

series of /. asteria and Metacrinus.

Metacrinus (fig. 28).—The species of Metacrinus are remarkable

in possessing a type of arm structure different from any we have

considered. There are no synarthries in the Metacrinus arm; the

first two post-radial joints are always united by syzygy (the second

bearing a pinnule), the second and third by an oblique muscular

articulation; all the subsequent articulations are oblique muscular,

with the exception of occasional syzygies. Therefore Z
x
and Z 2 are

recognized as the first two post-radial joints, occupying the same

position in which we found them in Pentametrocrinus, Decametro-

crinus, and the peculiar Thaumatocrinus / but while in these genera

the arms are undivided, in Metacrinus, extraneous division always

occurs, often as many as five times. All the axillaries in Metacrinus,

therefore, always have the proximal and both distal faces oblique

muscular, while in Isocrinus blakei, decorus, and asteria, the first

post-radial axillary has straight muscular faces, distally, synarthrial

proximally, the remainder all oblique muscular; and in /. wyville-

thomsoni, I. parrce, I. alternicirrus, and /. sibogce all the axillaries

have distal faces with straight muscular articulations and proximal

with syzygial. Now, in the young stages of most of the comatulids

and in the genus Isocrinus where the adults are multibrachiate, the

young have only ten arms, Z
t
being separated from the radials by a

single interpolated series, representing an additional Z
x
and Z

L>
; in

adult life, Z
2

is, in most multibrachiate comatulids, and in Iso-

crinus wy ville-thomsoni, I. parrce, I. altcrnicirrus, and /. sibogce,

separated from the radials by a number of interpolated division se-

ries; in Comaster (as restricted) and in Isocrinus blakei, decorus,

and asteria, Z
:
remains in its primitive position, while extraneous

division occurs beyond it ; but in Metacrinus Z
x

is always the first

post-radial joint, and is never separated from the radial by an inter-

polated series. This is interesting; for the ten-armed young stage

of multibrachiate forms depends on the presence of a single inter-

polated series, and, as this series (which invariably persists in after

life) is absent in Metacrinus, the natural inference is that Meta-

a Challenger Reports, XXVI, Zoology, p. 328.
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erinus, in its young stage corresponding to the ten-armed condition

of Isocrinus, has but five (inns; consequently we await with more

than usual interest the discovery of the very young of Metacrinus.

This result of the analysis of the arms in Isocrinus and Metacrinus

raises the question, are they really so different as is commonly sup

posed? Is the separation of Isocrinus and Metacrinus as at present

understood natural? Both these questions must be answered in the

negative. Metacrinus was separated from Isocrinus because of its

more numerous " radials," the homologies of the joints not being con-

sidered. Thus it appears that Isocrinus blakei, I. decorus, and /.

asteria (to which must be added /. riaresianus) are intermediate in

structure between Isocrinus wyville-thomsoni, I. parrce, 7. alterni-

cirrus, and /. sibogce, and the numerous species of the genus M < fa-

n-in us. The /. asteria group has
rL

x
and Z

L
. united by synarthry, and

separated from the radials by a single interpolated series; extrane-

ous division occurs distal to Vj, ; the /. parrce group always have the

synarthries replaced by syzygies, and Z
3
and Z., always in the free

undivided arm, separated from the radials by a series of interpolated

divisions/ extraneous divisions never occur. Metacrinus has Z
x
the

first post-radial joint, no interpolated series, but all the arm divisions

extraneous/ the single possible synarthry is replaced by a s}rzygy.

The interrelations of Metacrinus, the Isocrinus asteria, and the /.

parrce groups, may be summarized as follows:

Metacrinus (fig. 28). /. asteria (fig. 27). /. parrm (fig. 26).

No synarthries. Synarthries present. No synarthries.

Z, first post-radial joint. Z t third post-radial joint. Z, separated from the ra-

dials by numerous inter-

polated series.

Extraneous division only. One interpolated series only ; All interpolated divisions.

distal divisions extrane-

ous.

It is plain that the Isocrinus parrce and /. asteria groups are as dif-

ferent from each other as Metacrinus is from the latter: and if Metct

crinus is to be recognized as a valid genus, the Isocrinus parrce and

/. asteria groups should also be kept separate. Treating these three

divisions as of equal value generically, it is interesting to find that

they fall into definite faunal areas, and occupy characteristic bathy-

metric altitudes. The three divisions, with the species in each as

now7 understood, are as follows:

a\ Zi and Z. the first lw<> post-radial joints, not repeated; all arm division

extraneous; second post-radial joint not an axillary, but bearing a pinnule;

basals very broad, forming, when viewed dorsally, a rounded pentagonal

figure; infrabasals large and prominent Metacrinus (fig. 28)

as
. Zi and Z 2 repeated at least once; the second post-radial joint an axillary.

b\ r
Lx and Z,. the third and fourth post-radial joints: infrabasals present?

c
x
. One interpolated series only; basals broad, forming, when viewed dor-

sally, a rounded pentagonal figure; infrabasals?

IIVI'AI.OC KIMS (<•;'. figs. II and 17 >

"Infrabasals have been found in M. serratus by Doderlein, and in .1/. superbux,

and in several specimens (all dissected) of .1/. rotundus by Clarli,

Proc. N. M. vol. xxxv—OS 9
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c
2
. One interpolated series, followed by one or more extraneous series;

basals narrow, forming, in dorsal view, a rounded stellate figure;

infrabasals large and prominent a Isocrinus (fig. 27)

d\ First two post-radial joints united by syzygy; lower pinnules serrate;

reentrant angles of stellate figure formed by basals shallow.

[subgenus Cenocrin us]

d2
. First two post-radial joints united by synartliry; lower pinnules

smooth; reentrant angles of stellate figure formed by basals deep.

[subgenus Isocrinus]

'. Tax and Z2 the first and second joints of the free undivided arm, separated

from the radial s by two or more interpolated series; infrabasals

always (?) absent 6 Endoxocrinus (lig. 26)

Genus METACR1NUS P. H. Carpenter, 1882.

Genotype.—Metacrinus wyvillii P. H. Carpenter, 1884.

Geographical distribution.—Northern Australia and East Indies

northward to Japan.

Depth.—m to 630 fathoms:

Included species:

Metacrinus ucutus Doderlein.

Metacrinus angulatus P. II. Carpenter.

Metacrinus cingulatus P. H. Carpenter.

Metacrinus costatus P. H. Carpenter.

Metacrinus mosleyi P. II. Carpenter.

Metacrinus murrayi P. H. Carpenter.

M. murrayi. var. nobilis P. H. Carpen-

ter.

.1/. murrayi, var. timorensis Doderlein.

Metacrinus nodosa s P. H. Carpenter.

Metacrinus rotundas P. H. Carpenter.

.1/. rotundas, var. interrupt us P. II.

( 'arpenter.

Metacrinus serratus Doderlein.

Metacrinus stewarti P. H. Carpenter.

Metacrinus suluensis Doderlein.

Metacrinus superbus P. H. Carpenter.

M. superbus, var. borealis c A. H. Clark.

M. superbus, var. tuberculatus d A. H.

Clark.

Metacrinus tuberosus P. H. Carpenter.

Metacrinus rarians P. H. Carpenter.

Metacrinus wyvillii P. H. Carpenter.

Genus HYPALOCRINUS, new.

Genotype.—Pentacrinus naresianus V. II. Carpenter, 1S82.

Geographical distribution.—Kermadec Islands, Meangis Islands.

Fiji. Celebes, and Philippines.

)>< pth.—500 to 1,350 fathoms.

" In fifteen specimens of /. decorus, including a very small ten-armed specimen

with arms 25 mm. long the infrabasals are large and prominent, showing no

trace of resorption; material of other species was not available.
6 Infrabasals are absent in all specimens dissected, including one with arms

only 25 mm. long.

c This variety differs from the typical form mainly in having the division

series and arm bases smooth instead of very rough.
d This form has the division series with strong tubercles, but otherwise resem-

bles the preceding.
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Included species :

Hypalocrinus naresianus (P. II. Carpenter).

Genus ISOCRINUS, L. Agassiz, 1836.

Genotype.—Isocrinus pendulus von Meyer, 1837.

Subgenus CENOCRINUS Wyville Thomson, 1864.

Genotype.—Encrinus caput-medusce Lamarck, 181C (=/,ns asteria

Linnaeus, 1766).

Geographical distribution.—Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico.

Depth.—SO (?) to 320 fathoms.

Included species

:

Isocrinus (Cenocrinus) asteria (Linnaeus).

Subgenus ISOCRINUS L. Agassiz.

Geographical distribution.—Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico.

Depth.—07 to 667 fathoms.

Included species:

Isocrinus (Isocrinus) blakei (P. H. Carpenter).

Isocrinus (Isocrinus) decorus (Wyville Thomson

)

.
n

Genus ENDOXOCRINUS, new genus.

Genotype.—Encrinus parrce Gervais, is:').") (=Pentacrinus mulleri

("hsted, 185G).

Geographical distribution.—West Indies and Gulf of Mexico, At-

lantic coasts of southern Europe and northwest Africa (including

the outlying islands), and East Indies to Timor, the Philippines, the

Kermadec, and the Meangis Islands.

Depth.—-20 to 1,095 fathoms.

Included species:

^Endoxocrinus alternicirrus (P. H. Endoxocrinus sibogw (DMerlein).
Carpenter). Endoxocrinus wyville-thomsoni (Wy-

Endoxocrinus parrw ((iervais).'' ville-Thomson).

a Also many fossil species.

b Pentacrinus mulleri 5rsted is a synonym of this species: /'. maclearanus

Wyville Thomson is merely a rather strongly marked variety.





THE FORMATION OF GEODES WITH REMARKS ON THE
SILICIFICATION OF FOSSILS.

By Ray S. Bassler,

Curator, Division of Invertebrate Paleontology, U. s. x<iii<>ii<tl Museum.

Spherical, or irregular spheroidal, concretion-like masses, hollow

and lined with crystals pointing inwardly, are known to geologists

as geodes. Externally the similarity of these objects to concretions

is so great that breaking is often required to determine their true

nature. In matter of origin, there is little, if any. relation between

the two. Geodic cavities are common in all kinds of rocks. Amyg-
daloidal cavities in igneous rocks are sometimes lined with crystals,

thus giving rise to rounded masses coming within the above defini-

tion. Openings in veins of ore likewise may be lined with crystalline

matter, and the term geode is sometimes applied even though the

resulting object is far from spherical in shape. More often, however,

these structures are found in sedimentary rocks, limestones and shales

being particularly favored, but the general method of formation

ascribed to them, namely that of the deposition of crystals from some

mineral solution upon the walls of a cavity, is the same in all in-

stances. Several limestone and shale formations have been so pro-

lific of geodes that they are well known in geologic literature under

such names as geodiferous limestone or the geode beds. Thus the

geodes in the Niagara (Lockport) limestone, particularly at Lock-

port and Rochester, Xew York, early gave the name geodiferous

limestone to the formation. These geodes are simply crystal-lined

cavities, often of considerable size and number, scattered through

the rock. The cavities owe their existence in many cases to the re-

moval by solution of fossils; again they are simply fractures in the

strata which become enlarged by the expanding force of crystalliza-

tion. The material in these particular geodes is usually dolomite or

gypsum, and the individual crystals are often large enough to make
handsome mineralogical specimens. Some of the more striking-

materials found in these Niagara geodes are masses of silvery selenite,

crystalline anhydrite, and crystals of amber-colored calcite and of

pinkish dolomite. Similar occurrences of geodes in other limestones

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV—No. 1637.
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are well known and the specimen figured on Plate XVIII may be

taken as an illustration of this particular phase of the subject.

In the first instance mentioned, the original cavity in the rock

may have been left by the removal of a fossil by solution, but just as

frequently the fossil itself furnishes the cavity. Figs. 3 to 8 on Plate

XIX are from photographs of some common Upper Ordovician fos-

sils well illustrating this occurrence. The large brachiopod, Platy-

strophia lynx (figs. 3 and 5), was evidently buried without being filled

with mud or other materials. Its hollow interior then afforded an

excellent place for the deposition of crystalline material. Only a

portion of the interior of the smaller brachiopod, Rhynchotrema
capax, figured on the same plate (figs. 6-8), was left unfilled with

clay, and a correspondingly small geode resulted. What may be

called a compound or, better, multiplex geode, results from the de-

position of crystals in the hollow chambers of cephalopods. The
Orthoceras, figured on Plate XIX, is an example of this on a small

scale, but larger specimens are not infrequent. In this group of

animals the shell, when intact, is less likely to become filled with

clay, since the only means of ingress to the interior of the camerated

portion is through the breakage of the walls of the camerae or of the

siphuncle. No resistance is offered to the passage of water through

the empty shell, and, as a result, almost every cephalopod in certain

strata can be rated also as a geode. In all of this second group of

geodes the crystalline material is calcite, usually in the form of dog-

tooth spar. The most striking and best-known geodes, however, are

siliceous, and it is to this class that the writer wishes to call special

attention. The examples referred to previously, as well as those that

follow, are of such common occurrence that the facts here presented

must have been noted by many observers. It was therefore with some

hesitancy that the present paper was undertaken. A search of the

literature, however, revealed little published information upon the

subject. Doubtless references to geodes and geodization exist, but

they are, apparently, as in the case of Professor Shaler's work re-

ferred to below, hidden under other titles.

Among the many problems of silicification the one of most interest

to the paleontologist is unquestionably that bearing upon the re-

placement of fossils. Shells and other fossil forms entirely replaced

by silica are of common occurrence in the cherty or siliceous debris re-

sulting from the waste of limestones. These siliceous pseudomorphs,

as they are called, often preserve the original shape and markings

of the fossil form so perfectly that the peculiar interest of such a

process to the paleontologist is obvious. Indeed, some very interest-

ing faunas of geological time would be practically unknown if it

had been necessary to work out the individual species from the hard,

refractory limestone containing them. As an example of this, the
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many fine cystids and crinoids of the Curdsville formation in the

central Kentucky Ordovician would never be known were it not for

this replacement of these fossils by silica, nor would the hundreds of

species of exquisitely preserved bryozoa, ostracods, corals, and other

fossils from the Devonian strata at the celebrated Falls of the Ohio

locality be available for study and comparison with specimens from

less favorable localities. This phase of silieification has been ex-

plained by most writers as due to a replacement of the original cal-

careous material of the fossil by silica at the time of deposition.

Under this view, the fossil shell, for example, is replaced by silica

either on the ocean bottom at the time of deposition or shortly there-

after. In the case of a limestone then, the fossil would be simply a

siliceous shell embedded in a calcareous groundmass. When in the

course of weathering the limestone is dissolved away, the insoluble

siliceous shells would then be left behind.

A few observers have noted that the limestone yielding such

siliceous pseudomorphs upon weathering contains, in the unweathered

state, only calcareous fossils. They have also observed that, as the

weathering of the fossiliferous limestone proceeds, the fossils are re-

placed by silica and consequently are not carried away in solution as

in the case of the matrix itself. In support of this view, the surface

of a fossiliferous limestone layer is often seen sprinkled with fossils

of which the portion still embedded in the limestone is calcareous and

the exposed parts are siliceous. With this view the time of the siliei-

fication is necessarily assumed as very recent, in fact, as going on at

the present time. The writer has had many opportunities to study

and collect in areas where such silieification has occurred, and all of

the facts observed have been in support of the latter idea. The object

of this paper is not, however, to discuss this particular form of siliei-

fication, and the preceding remarks upon this recent replacement by

silica are introduced only on account of their bearing upon the prob-

lem of the formation of siliceous geodes.

The best known siliceous geodes come from the Keokuk geode bed,

which consists of blue shale and thin limestone 30 to 35 feet thick,

particularly well shown at Keokuk, Iowa, and Warsaw. Illinois. The
name of Amos II. Worthen will always be associated with these

geodes. since years ago he distributed many barrels full of good speci-

mens to the leading scientific men and institutions of this country and

Europe. Mr. Worthen's localities are, therefore, best known to the

scientific world, and the Keokuk geode bed is even better known than

the geodiferous Niagara limestone of New York. The Keokuk geodes

vary in size from that of a pea. or even less, up to rounded masses 2

feet in diameter. Quartz is the predominating crystalline material.

but agate and crystals of calcite and dolomite are often accessory con-

stituents. Such metallic minerals as millerite, in the form of hair-

like needles or tufts of needles, sphalerite, and pyrite, are likewise
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found lining the cavities. Dana, in his Manual of Geology, says these

geodes have been supposed to occupy the center of fossil sponges that

were at some time hollowed out by siliceous solutions and then lined

with crystals by deposition from the same or some other mineral solu-

tion. The writer has been unable to secure a full set of geodes from

the Keokuk bed to illustrate their method of formation, but the speci-

mens figured on the plates here presented are from shales and thin

limestones of a horizon in Kentucky not strictly equivalent but similar

in geological conditions.

These geodiferous shales and thin limestones belong to the Knob-

stone division of the lower Carboniferous or Mississippian period.

Their strata cap the rounded hills of Indiana and Kentucky, encir-

cling that portion of these two States immediately underlaid by

Devonian and Silurian rocks. Southern Indiana, in the vicinity of

New Albany, and the " Knob " region of Kentucky, extending south

Sketch showing Occurrence of Geodes in Knobstone Shales.

and then southeast of Louisville, give many exposures of the Knob-

stone group. Button Mold Knob, several miles south of Louisville

and just opposite St. Jacobs Park of that city, is a celebrated locality

for Knobstone fossils, and here the writer made most of his collections

and observations. The geodes described in this paper from Button

Mold Knob occurred in the lowest division of the Knobstone, a series

of blue shale termed the New Providence shale. These strata are so

compact that water can not readily pass through them. A few thin,

ferruginous limestone layers are interbedded with the shale, but they

are so infrequent as to have little effect upon the porosity of the

strata. The rainfall upon these shales is, therefore, carried away

almost entirely by surface drainage, and in the case of level areas

underlaid by the shale, a damp, unproductive clay soil is the result

of this imperviousness to water. Still, these shales are often crowded

with geodes, objects which require the presence of water for their

formation. This apparent association of many geodes and no water
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led to a study of the local conditions, with the result that the geodes

were found to occur only in zones or areas reached by surface waters.

Usually the geodes were lying on the surface itself, free or partially

covered by the soil, and digging in the compact shale immediately

beneath them would reveal no trace of other specimens. Tn other

cases they were apparently buried in the shale, but, in every instance

of this kind, closer examination showed these examples to lie on the

edge or very close to joint planes or rifts in the strata through which
water had easy access. The beds of streams heading in the Knobs are

often crowded with geodes washed down from the higher strata. A
sketch of these conditions of occurrence would, therefore, be some-

thing like that shown on the preceding page.

Having noted the occurrence of geodes, at least in these particular

strata, it is next in order to inquire into their method of formation.

To determine this point, the many specimens from the Knobstone

group are here employed, although examples from other geode-

bearing horizons, snch as the Upper Niagaran shales of West Tennes-

see, could be used. At this point it seems best for the present discus-

sion to insert some observations by the late Prof. N. S. Shaler. These

are incorporated in an article entitled Formation of Dikes and

Veins," from which title one would never suppose that a discussion

of geodes was included. The writer is indebted to Prof. J. C. Bran-

ner for calling attention to this article.

Some light on the foregoing question [the formation of dikes and veins! ap-

pears to be afforded by observations which may be readily made on the formation

of geodes. As is well known, these bodies in their typical form are spheroidal

masses, usually of quartz, which are formed essentially in the manner of veins.

They may, indeed, lie termed globular deposits in this class; in fact, by extend-

ing the inquiry over a large Held I have been able to trace a tolerably complete

series of forms from spherical geodes to ordinary fissure veins, a series suffi-

ciently without breaks to warrant the assumption that all these bodies belong

in one category. A study of these geodes as they occur in Kentucky and else-

where, especially in the shales of the sub-Carboniferous rock, has afforded me
some interesting and instructive suggestions concerning the process of vein-

making which I will now briefly set forth.

Normal geodes are hollow spheroids and are generally found in shales.

They clearly represent in most cases a segregation of silica, which has evidently

taken place under conditions of no very great heat, brought about by deep burial

beneath sediments or other sources of temperature. It is difficult in all cases to

observe the circumstances of their origin, but in certain instructive instances

this can he traced. It is there as follows: Where in a bed in which the con-

ditions have permitted the formation of geodes the calyx of a crinoid occurs,

the planes of junction of the several plates of which it is composed may become
the seat of vein-building. As the process advances these plates are pushed
apart and in course of time enwrapped by the silica until the original sphere
may attain many times its original diameter and all trace of its origin lost

to view, though it may he more or less clearly revealed by breaking the mass.

a Bull. Geol. Soc. Ainer., X, 1899, pp. 253-2G2.
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In the process of enlargement which the geodes undergo they evidently pro-

vide the space for their storage by compressing the rock in which they are

formed. In the rare instances where I have been able clearly to observe them
in their original position they were evidently cramped against the country rock,

the layers of which they had condensed and more or less deformed. Although

when found upon the talus slopes or the soil these spheres usually contain no

water in their central cavities, these spaces are rilled with the fluid while they

are forming and so long as they are deeply buried. There can be no doubt that

this water is under a considerable though variable pressure.

The conditions of formation of spheroidal veins or geodes clearly indicate

that an apparently solid mass of crystalline structure may be in effect easily

permeated by vein-building waters, and this when the temperatures and pres-

sures could not have been great. It is readily seen that the walls of these hollow

spheres grow interstitially while at the same time the crystals projecting from

the inner side of the shell grow toward the center. We therefore have to

recognize the fact that the silex-bearing water penetrated through the dense

wall. In many of these spherical veins we may note that the process of

growth in the interior of the spheres has been from time to time interrupted and

again resumed. These changes may be due to the variations in pressure to

which the water in the cavities is necessarily subjected as the conditions of its

passage through the geode-bearing zone are altered.

The most important information we obtain from the study of spherical veins

or geodes is that no distinct Assures or rifts are required for the passage of

vein-building waters through existing masses of lodes. It is true that the

distances they traverse in these spherical lodes is limited to, at most, a few

inches; but there is in these cases no other impulse than diffusive action to bring

about the movement, while in an ordinary tabulate vein we may generally

assume, in addition to the influence operating in bringing the dissolved materials

into the geode, a pressure which impels the fluid upward. Thus, while it is not

to be denied that many veins are prepared for by the formation of somewhat

gaping Assures, and that these rents, after being more or less completely closed,

are reopened by faulting on the plane of the deposit, such original or secondary

spaces are not required for the development of a vein. The other point is that

the pressure of the growing vein, which in the case of the geode is able so to

condense the rock matter about it as to win room for the deposit, is likely to

be even more effective in the group of tabulate deposits in forcing the walls

asunder.

While the purpose of Professor Shaler's remarks is primarily to

show the relationship of geodes to veins, he has also pointed out some

factors in the formation of the former. The writer must object to

the following of his conclusions : First, that geodes are formed when
deeply buried; second, that the water of formation is under a con-

siderable though variable pressure; third, that the geodes are appar-

ently solid masses of crystalline material, which may in effect be easily

permeated by vein-building waters; fourth, that the silex bearing

water necessarily penetrated through the dense wall; and fifth, that

no distinct fissures or rifts are required for the passage of vein-build-

ing waters in the formation. Professor Shaler's statements upon the

formation of these objects were based upon a study of specimens from

the same horizon as those used by the writer, so that both sets of speci-

mens must have had a common origin. The geodes in these Subcar-

boniferous. or Knobstone strata, are invariably siliceous and appar-
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ently always have a fossil as their basis of formation. Under the (lis

cussion of mineral veins, Professor Branner, in his Syllabus of Ele-

mentary Geology (p. 226), cites geodes as examples of enlargements

of fractures by the expansion due to the crystallization of minerals

in the incipient crevice. On page 228 of the same work he figures

crinoid stems broken asunder, describing the figures as "Geodes
formed in the stem of a crinoid. The deposition of quartz began in

the hollow stem which was finally broken asunder." As may be

observed from later remarks, the observations of the writer agree

with Professor Branner's explanation save in the place of deposition

of the silica. The subject of the force of growing crystals has been

discussed by Merrill in 1895 " and by Becker and Day in 1905.6

The majority of geodes in the Knobstone group may be traced

directly or indirectly to a crinoidal origin for the simple reason that

these strata are often crowded with fragments of this class of organ-

isms. Probably next, in order as a geode maker is the common
brachiopod Athyris lamellosa, but no class of fossil is exempt from

replacement by silica when the proper conditions obtain. Fragments
of crinoid columns particularly are so abundant that series showing
the complete development of geodes are readily obtained. These

crinoidal columns are made up of a series of segments or " buttons "

pierced centrally by a rounded or five-sided hole or canal. Professor

Branner believed that the deposition of silica started in this canal

and continued until the column was fractured by the expansive

force of crystallization. This is a very reasonable assumption, but

none of the many unfractured crinoid columns before the writer

shows a trace of silica in the central canal. These crinoidal columns

are particularly subject to fracturing in the shale because of* this cen-

tral canal. The shape of the canal, as well as the five-sided symmetry
prevailing in the class, usually causes five longitudinal fractures

to form when the crushing is direct (see Plate XX. figs. 2 and 3).

If pressure is exerted obliquely upon the column, a slipping of the

segments upon each other is likely to occur (Plate XX, fig. 4).

although fracturing may also accompany this slipping (Plate XX,
fig. 5). All of the geodes originating in crinoid columns can be

traced back to such fractured stems, and, also, only such fractured

specimens occupying a position of ready access to water shown in the

sketch on page 130 were geodized. Numerous fragments similar to

the originals of figs. 1-6 on Plate XX, can be dug up from the im-

pervious shales and no signs of silicification observed, but in the

water horizons almost all the fractured specimens show some trace

of silica. It therefore seems apparent that the deposition of silica is

a On the formation of stalactites and gypsum incrustations in caves, Proc.

T
T

. S. Nat. Mas.. XVII, pp. 77-sl. pis. n-v.
6 The linear force of growing crystals, Proc. Washington Acad. Sci., VII, pp.

283-288.
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not in regular cavities where the water can circulate freely, but along

fracture lines in which capillary attraction is responsible for the

penetration of the mineral bearing solutions. Complete series, in

which these fractures are occupied by only a thread-like trace of

silica up to the normal geode, showing no trace of crinoidal matter,

have been seen, but the specimens illustrated on Plates XX and XXT
were deemed sufficient for the purpose. Filling of a longitudinal

and transverse fracture is shown in fig. 7 of Plate XX; fig. 8 illus-

trates three of the five silica-filled fractures of another column. In

fig. i) the mineral deposit in the five main fractures has exerted such

a pressure that the intermediate crinoidal material has been broken

into small fragments. Each of these minor fractures would have

developed stringers of silica had the deposition continued. Such
minute breaks are illustrated in figs. G and 13, the latter showing the

siliceous deposition in a specimen fractured like the original of fig. 6.

In fig. 10 the regular arrangement of the silica along five prominent

lines is obscured by replacement of side " veins," the original speci-

men being, apparently, similar to that shown in fig. 3. Figs. 11 and

12 illustrate specimens showing deposition along oblique as well as

longitudinal fracture lines. In fig. 14 the mineral matter has been

deposited most abundantly at the intersections of two sets of frac-

tures, thus producing a botryoidal appearance in the resulting geodes.

This botryoidal effect is more pronounced in figs. 3, 8, 9, 10, and 11

on Plate XXI, but the same origin is evident from the adhering cri-

noidal remains. Such specimens are usually hollow and lined with

drusy quartz (figs. 5 and 7). The crust is often so thin that the

geode itself may be crushed (fig. 12). In the final stage all trace

of the crinoidal material is lost, although the original five fractures

often determine the shape and indicate the origin of the geode. Occa-

sionally the fragments of crinoidal matter between the ridges of

silica are removed by solution and leave fluted masses of silica as in

fig. 6. That the geodes of this particular geological horizon are not

always confined to fossils for their growth, is evidenced by the frag-

ment of crinoidal limestone figured on Plate XXI, fig. 11. Evidently

two parallel fractures and a third at right angles have penetrated

this specimen and the deposition of silica has followed. Except the

last, all of the foregoing illustrations have been based on crinoid col-

umns. In the case of the calyx of a crinoid, little or no fracturing

is necessary to give rise to the deposition of silica, since the plate

sutures furnish an excellent place for crystalline growth. This par-

ticular phase is sufficiently illustrated on Plates XIX and XXIV to re-

quire no further mention. Nor does it seem necessary to describe the

various stages in geode growth starting from a brachiopod as Plates

XXII and XXIII are deemed explanatory enough. As the arrange-

ment of the fractures in crushed brachiopods is usually indefinite, the

geodes resulting from this class are traced with more difficulty. It is,
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therefore, only when fragments of the original shell are retained, as

in figs. 9 and 10 of Plate XXII, that no doubt as to the origin can

exist. In these brachiopods it will be noted that the main fracture line

is at right angles to and passes through the beak. From this line

other fractures often radiate, so that in case of removal of the inter-

vening calcareous shell matter a septarian like effect is produced
(Plate XXIII, fig. 11).

In all of the specimens just described the deposition of silica in the

fracture has been preceded by a complete silicification of the fossil

itself, in the manner described on page 135. Sometimes this com-
plete replacement of calcite by silica leaves a perfect representation

of the fossil, but again silicification may destroy all the details of

structure (Plate XXIV, fig. 5). Should the fossil when silicified pre-

sent no fracture, no deposition of crystals preliminary to the forma-

tion of a geode occurs, but fractured silicified specimens are subject to

geodization. The column figured on Plate XXIV (fig. 6) is com-
pletely silicified and small stringers of quartz occupy the fracture.

Less frequently these two processes of silicification seem to occur

simultaneously.

Returning to the suggestion in Dana's Manual of Geology that the

Keokuk geodes are hollowed out sponges lined with crystals, it seems

more reasonable, in view of the absence of such sponges in that forma-

tion and the presence of numerous specimens indicating the origin

described above, that the latter is nearer the truth. Professor Shaler\s

idea that this class of geodes is formed when deeply buried is not in

accord with the facts, at least as observed by the writer, nor does

there appear to be any necessity for the water of formation to be

under a considerable though variable pressure. Ordinary surface

waters charged with silica seem to be sufficient. The other objections

to Professor Shaler's views regarding the method employed by the

silex-bearing waters to reach the interior of the geode are explained

in tracing their origin to fractured fossils. The deposition of crystals

on opposite sides of a fracture will always leave a space free to the

passage of water, so that no necessity exists for this water of forma-

tion to penetrate the solid mass.

In conclusion, the best known geodes are free, rounded, siliceous,

hollow masses lined internally with crystals, and occurring usually

in shaly, fossiliferous strata. Fossils lying in the path of surface

waters are subject to a complete replacement of their substance by
silica ; when crushed or fractured, fossils may have the breaks lined

with a siliceous deposit. In the latter case, continued deposition and

the expansive force of the crystals will result in a hollow, rounded

mass, or geode, lined with inwardly pointing crystals and on the out-

side covered with remnants of the fossil. The chemical side of this

subject is a problem which is not in the province of the present paper.



Explanation of Plate XVIII.

Fig. 1. A fragment of an ordinary siliceous geode from the Keokuk geode bed

at Keokuk, Iowa.

2. Portion of a geodic cavity from North Park, Colorado. In this case a

cavity in limestone is lined with crystals of calcite.
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(1 l A Siliceous Geode and (2) a Geodic Cavity,

For explanation of plate see page 142.







Explanation of Plate XIX.

All of the figures on this plate, except 3, <>, and It, are slightly enlarged.

Fig. 1. A fragment of the cephalopod shell Orthoceras du&eri broken through the

middle and showing the chambers lined with dog tooth spar.

2. The wall of one of the crystal lined chambers viewed from above.

3, 4, and 5. Natural size view of the brachiopod PlatystropMa Jijn.r and en-

larged views of its halves, showing the geode nature of the shell.

6, 7, and 8. The brachiopod Rhynchotrema capaw, natural size, and enlarge-

ments of its halves. In this case the geode occupies only a part of the

shell, the remaining portion being filled with indurated clay.

The originals of figures 1 to 8 are from the Ordovician rocks of south-

western Ohio.

9. Basal view of a crinoid calyx, natural size, in which the deposition of

silica in the plate sutures has not progressed far.

10. View of the cross-section of the original of fig. 7, Plate XX. The interior

of this specimen is almost completely filled with quartz crystals. In

this as well as in figs. 11 and 12, the dark colored material is of un-

changed crinoidal calcite.

11 and 12. Transverse views of the original of fig. 8, Plate XX, and of

another specimen when fractured. The five silica-filled fractures and

the hollow central area are characteristic.
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Invertebrate Fossils Illustrating Formation of Geodes.

For explanation of plate see PA3E 144.
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Explanation of Plate XX.

All of the figures on this plate are X 1.5 with the exception of 7-9. and 11,

which are natural size. The specimens are from the Lower Knobstone shales

at Button Mold Knob, Kentucky.

Fig. 1. View of two segments of a crinoid column illustrating the five .sided cen-

tral canal.

2 and 3. Views of opposite sides of a crushed crinoid column. The princi-

pal longitudinal fractures correspond in number and arrangement with

the pentagonal central canal shown in fig. 1.

4. Portion of a crinoid column in which the individual segments have been

slightly pushed apart.

5. Another fragment illustrating slipping of the segments and longitudinal

fracturing.

6. A crushed crinoid column with many small fractures as well a,s the prin-

cipal longitudinal breaks.

7. A crinoid column with the principal longitudinal fracture, and the ends
tain a smaller amount of silica.

8. Another crinoid column with the five main fractures and the ends filled

with silica. In this specimen the individual segments of the column
were not found apart previous to silicification and hence no transverse

bands of silica have been deposited. Transverse views showing the

interior of figs. 7 and 8 are given on Tlate XIX.
9. A crinoid column in which a great amount of longitudinal fracturing has

occurred. Only the five principal fractures corresponding to the pen-

tameral symmetry of the organism are filled with distinct bands of

silica, although the small breaks contain thread-like masses of this

material.

10. A crinoid column with irregular fractures filled with silica.

11 and 12. Two fragments of crinoid columns which have suffered longitu-

dinal fracturing as well as transverse slipping of the segments previ-

ous to the deposition of silica.

13. A crinoid column fractured in the manner of the original in fig. 6 and
the spaces then filled with silica.

14. An obliquely crushed crinoidal column with the deposits of silica segre-

gated at the junction of fracture so as to assume a botryoidal struc-

ture.

The originals of figs. 1 to 6, inclusive, are calcareous specimens from the com-

pact shales in which no silicification occurs. The remaining specimens, figs. 7

to 14, were found either on the surface or in a zone of silicification.
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Crinoidal Remains Illustrating Formation of Geodes.

For explanation of plate see page 146.







Explanation of Plate XXI.

Figs. 1-3, and 8-11, are X 11, while the resl are natural size. All of the

specimens were collected in the Lower Knobstone shales at Button Mold Knob,

Kentucky.

Figs. 1 and 2. A geode with a crinoid column as a basis.

3. A small geode with small fragments of the crinoid column still show-

ing on its surface.

4. A larger example retaining little trace of crinoidal matter.

5. The interior of a specimen similar to fig. 3, lined with drusy quartz.

6. A geode similar to fig. 2, with the crinoidal calcite removed.

7. Another geode derived from a much fractured crinoid column.

8 to 11. Four small geodes showing their derivation by deposition of

silica in crinoid columns.

12 and 13. Top and side views of two small geodes whose formation from

crinoid columns is apparent from their five-sided outlines.

14. A mass of crinoidal fragments showing silica replacing the larger

fractures.
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Crinoidal Remains Illustrating Formation of Geodes.
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Explanation of Plate XXII.

The views on this plate are natural size and are taken from brachiopods
belonging to a species of Productus occurring commonly in the Lower Knob-
stone shales of Kentucky.

Figs. 1 and 2. Dorsal and ventral views of a rather large specimen which
has been only slightly fractured. The two valves of this species

are less than one-eighth of an inch in thickness.

3 and 4. Opposite views of another shale specimen, which, however, has
suffered crushing as well as fracturing of the shell.

5 and G. Dorsal and ventral sides of an example from a water zone. The
interior and the main fracture lines at more or less right angles to

the beak have been filled with silica so that the thickness of the

shell is almost equal to the length.

7 and 8. Two examples still further enlarged by silica.

9 and 10. A geode with a Productus as its basis. In tig. 9 the dorsal

valve of the shell is seen while the view in fig. 10 shows the edge
of both valves.
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Explanation of Plate XXIII.

All the views on this plate are natural size and are <>f the brachiopod Athyris

lamellosa L'Eveille, from the Lower Knobstone shales of Kentucky.

Fig. 1. A normal example (after Hall and Clarke).

2. A flattened example, showing the main fracture line at right angles to

the beak.

3 to 5. Three specimens (foreshortened) with the hinge area lengthened

by crushing.

6 and 7. Two specimens distorted by oblique pressure. The main fracture

lines coincide with the oblique dissection of the shell.

8. An example with the hinge length greatly shortened.

The above specimens were collected in the impervious shales and conse-

quently the fractures are not filled with silica.

Fig. 0. An example from a water channel in the shale. This shell is so swollen

by silica that the length and thickness are about equal.

10. A specimen still further enlarged by the deposition of silica.

11 and 12. Two siliceous geodes showing their derivation from the Athyris

by deposition of silica in the original shell. In this case the cal-

careous shell fragments between the siliceous ridges have been worn

away.
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Brachiopods Showing Stages in Formation of Geodes.
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Explanation of Plate XXIV.

All the figures on this plate are two-thirds natural siz<\

Figs. 1 and 2. Views of a coral, a species of Ampleseus from the Knobstone

shales of Kentucky, in which the deposition of silica has occurred

along fracture lines following the septa.

3 and 4. Hinge views of two specimens of a brachiopod {Schuchertella

sp.) from the Knobstone shales of Kentucky, the first fractured but

unreplaced,- the second swollen with silica.

5. A siliceous pseudomorph after a crinoid In which the details of the

fossil have been destroyed. The specimen is Troost's type of Asterias

tennessea, from the Tullahoma formation. Cannon County. Tennessee.

6. Fragment of silicified crinoid column from the Keokuk formation of

Kentucky. All the original crinoidal material has been replaced by

silica and the deposition of quartz crystals in the fractures has com-

menced.

7. A brachiopod from the Lower Knobstone shales of Kentucky, showing

the usual fractures radiating from the beak but having transverse

breaks tilled with silica.

S. A crinoid. the type of Troost's Actinocrinites humboldti, with the

silica following the suture lines and occasionally traversing a plate.

Tullahoma formation. White Creek Springs, Tennessee.

9 and 10. Two views of a silicified crinoid calyx with geodization starting

in the sutures. Keokuk formation, Barren County, Kentucky.

11. A specimen of Caryocrinus from the Upper Niagaran shales of West

Tennessee. The entire specimen is silicified and a second deposit

of silica follows the suture lines or traverses the plates.

ir.t
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Invertebrate Fossils Illustrating Formation of Geodes.

For explanation of plate see page 154.





CHGERODON IN PLACE OF CHCEROPS FOR A LABROID
GENUS OF FISHES.

By Theodore Gill,

Associate in Zoology, I . S. National Museum.

President Jordan, of Stanford University, having asked me lo as-

certain the relative claims of Cossyphodes and Chcerops to priority, I

devoted some time to the inquiry. My surprise was great to find that

a name unrecorded by late ichthyologists had been the first proposed.

The earliest reference to the name Cossyphodes that I have been able

to find is by Bleeker himself, who mentions it as a synonym of

Chcerops; in his "Conspectus generum Labroideorum Analyticus"

he merely records "Chmrops Riipp.=Hypsigenys Giinth.— Cossij-

phodes Blkr." No reference is made to Cossyphodes by Giinther in

the following year 6 nor by Bleeker in his Atlas Echthyologiqile more

specific than the " Syn. Choirodon c et Cossyphodes Blkr. olim,"

further than a mention of "Choerodon sp." in the synonymy of
liChoerops macrodon." Nevertheless, in is IT'' Bleeker published his

Overzigt der te Batavia voorkomende gladschubbige Labro'ieden in

the Verhandelingen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en

Wetenschappen (deel XXII). The first two species are "Cossyphus

macrodon Blkr." (=Labrus macrodontus Lacepede) and "Cossy-

phus mesothorax Cuv. Valenc, XIII. p. 93." ( The former has been

universally named Chcerops macrodon or macrodontus since 1861.

This has been on the assumption that the name Ghmrops was the

earliest generic designation for the type. Bleeker, however, in the

" Proe. Zool. Sue, 1861, p. 4 in.

6 Cat. Fishes, IV. 1863, p. !>:;.

'' Choirodon was ;i new form in 1861, the more correel form Choerodon having

been used in 1845 .Mini 1847.

'' L847 is the date indicated ai the bottom of the page; the monograph is not

noticed in the Aivhiv l'iir Naturgeschichte tor any year ( L847 L850).

'Het li.jdt dns wel geeh' twljfel, da1 deze soorl moel gerangschikl worden
onder het geslaeht Cossyphus. Vroeger, toen mij het 13de deel van de

Histoire naturelle des Poissons nog ontbrak, had ik van deze soorl ecu oieuw
geslachl gevormd en hetzelve Choerodon genoemd, naar de groote aaar buiten

uitstekende kromme buitenste slagtanden van de onderkaak. Dil genus behoort

echter buiten gebruik te blijven. Bleeker, p. 10, 11.

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV-No. 1638.
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memoir cited (p. 10) records that before receiving the thirteenth

volume of Cuvier and Valenciennes he had formed for the species a

new genus which he called Choerodon, and distinguished it on ac-

count of the large and much curved front teeth of the lower jaw.

This genus, however, he thought should not be retained."

Notwithstanding Bleeker's suppression of his own genus, accord-

ing to modern views the generic name should be revived. Bleeker

gave an appropriate name, indicated certain generic characters, and

specified a type. The fact that he ignored the name later is imma-
terial.

The status of the several names proposed is indicated in the fol-

lowing synonymy.

A comparison of species of Chmrodon and Ilarpe in the U. S.

National Museum has convinced the writer of the close relationship

of the two, notwithstanding their reference to distinct subfamilies

by Doctor Giinther.

CHCERODON.'-

SYNONYMY.

Chocrodon Bleeker, Ov. gladschub. Labroid., 1847, p. 10. (Type, C. macro-

don Lacepede.)

Choerops Ruppell Verz. Mas. Senckenberg. X. (J. Saninil., IV, ]S.r>2, p. 20.

(Type, ('. meleagris.)

Hypsigenys (Iunther, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., (3) VIII, 1861, p. 383.

(Type, 77. macrodon Lacepede.)

Cossyphudes Bleeker, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1861, p. 41G. (Named as

syn. of Choerops.)

a So far as the definition goes, that by Riippell for Choerops has no advantage

over Churodon. There is no character in his diagnosis which is not equally

applicable to Bodianus or Ilarpe (=CQSsypJm8) and several other genera.

The only reference to a type is "Choerops (now gen.) meleagris Riipp. Sic. Mare

Javanicum." No definition then or later was attached to the name. Bleeker,

in 1859, in his Knnineratio speciernni Piscium hucusque in Archipelago Indico

ohservatornin, enumerates the genns Choerops (p. xviii) and the species Choe-

rops meleagris (94) but did not recoginze the identity of the latter with the

species lie then called Cossyphns macrodon (93). In his Atlas Ichthyologiqne

he remarked: " C'est a M. Riippell qn'est dn 1'etablisseinent de ce genre, mais

ne le detinissant pas sntlisannnent et n'en decrivant pas l'espece typiqne qu'il

nomma Choerops meleagrides \\. e., meleagris], il iaissa, quant a son type, des

dontes. qui ne sont dissipes qn'apres que j'ai pu me convaincre, lors de mon
sejonr a Francfort snr le Main, en l'an 1861, que le Cheorops meleagrides

\m<lcaijris\ n'est autre que le Labrus macrodontus Lac."
h Reference is made by Bleeker, in his Atlas Ichthyologiqne des Indes Orient-

:.les neerlandaises. 1, 1862, p. 162, to " Bijdr. (ieneesk. Topogr. Batavia, p. r»l.">."

A search reveals that the publication referred to is in the Natuur-en-Geneesknn-

dig Archief voor Neerland*s-Indie, tweede .Taargang, 1845; at p. 513 is a list of

the " Labroieden," and of them is mentioned "1 [soort] van Choerodon (nov.

g.).*' This is the only indication, and the name is therefore a pure nomen
nudum.



DESCRIPTION OF NEW FOSSIL LIVERWORT FROM THE
FORT UNION BEDS OF MONTANA.

By Frank Hall Knowlton,

Custodian of Mesozoic Plants, U. S. National Museum.

The Liverworts or Hepaticse in a fossil state are of such extremely

rare occurrence that each additional authentic instance becomes a

matter of exceptional interest, and it is therefore with great pleasure

I am able to record the presence, in the Fort Union (Eocene) beds,

of what seems an indisputable member of this group for which I

propose the name:

MARCHANTIA PEALEI, new species.

Thallus of large size, at least 8 cm. long and 1.25 cm. wide, dis-

tinctly forking and with the margins erose or erose-undulate; " mid-

rib " broad and diffused with the bundles of closely appressed rhi-

zoids radiating obliquely from it in such a manner as to simulate

veins; fruit not preserved.

Type-locality.—Hedges coal mine, north side of Yellowstone River,

opposite Miles City, Custer County, Montana.

Horizon.—Lower portion of Fort Union (Eocene).

Type-specimen.—Cut. No. 33028, U.S.N.M.

The splendid specimen, so well shown in the figure, was collected

by Dr. A. C. Peale and Mr. A. J. Collier in August, 1007. from ma-

terial excavated at a point about 8 feet above the principal coal vein

of the vicinity and was the only specimen of the species secured. It

is preserved in a soft, fine-grained grayish white clay, and as much of

the carbonaceous matter is still present, it exhibits the characters very

distinctly. It has been very little distorted and still has much the

appearance of one of the living species growing over the surface of

the ground ; in fact, it is rather difficult in the absence of fruit to find

characters by which to definitely separate it from the living Mar-

chantia polymorpka Linnteus, of such wide geographical distribu-

tion. As may be seen from the figure, it is very distinctly forked, one

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV—No. 1639.
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of the largest thalli showing three such branches. The carbonaceous

matter has come off over the " midrib," showing it to be broad and
diffuse, this being a well-known character of the living Marchant hi.

The obliquely disposed bundles of rhizoids, which, as already stated,

somewhat simulate veins, are exactly paralleled in many well pre-

served specimens of M. polymorpha in the herbarium of the U. S.

National Museum. One thing which may militate against its refer-

ence to Marchantia is the absence of the fine areolations which are so

conspicuous in the thallus of the living species. Otherwise it is so

close to the living M . polymorpha as to preclude the propriety of re-

ferring it to other than the living genus. It is entirely possible that

subsequent exploration in the beds whence it came may disclose the

presence of fruit, but until such is discovered its relation may remain

as above set forth.

So far as T know only two species of Hepaticae have previously been

reported in a fossil state in this country, though specimens of the liv-

ing Marchantia polymorpha have been found in calcareous tuff, evi-

dently of recent age. The oldest of these is a doubtful specimen from

the Jurassic beds of Douglas County, Oregon, referred by Fontaine a

to Marchantites erectus (Bean) Seward, but it is very unlike the

present species, and it is doubtful if it is properly referred to the

Hepatica3
.

The other form is Preissites wardii Knowlton,6 found in beds of

the same age as the form under discussion, and coming from Burns's

Ranch on the lower Yellowstone, 30 miles below Glendive, Montana.

Preissites wardii is a much smaller species than M. pealci, the ex-

tremes of size as observed being a length of from 8 to 15 mm. and a

width <>f about G mm. It strongly suggested the living Marchantia

polymorpha, but on account of the presence of prominent vein-like

lines nearly at right angles to the midrib it was thought to be prob-

ably most closely related to the living genus Preissia. In this genus

the under side of the thallus is provided with scales which it was

thought might appear as lines if fossilized. The vein-like lines are

present in M. pealei, but they are clearly due, as already explained,

to bundles of rhizoids and not to ventral scales. It is possible,

however, that with further material of both forms the supposed

generic lines might break down, but specifically they would differ in

the smaller size and different mode of branching in P. wardii.

A form that is very much closer to M. pcalei is Marchantia sezan-

nensis Brongniart, which was found by Saporta c so well preserved

" Fontaine in Ward, U. S. Geol. Surv., Mon. 4s, 1905, p. 52. pi. vn, figs, 1, 2.

* Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, XXI, 1S94, p. 45S, pi. ccxix.

'Mem. Soc. Geol. d. France, 2 ser., VII, 1S68, p. 30S, pi. xxn, figs. 1-8.
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and in fruit in the travertines (Eocene) of Sezanne. This species.

which Saporta also compares with M. polymorph^ is similar to M.

pealei, though it is considerably smaller, and differs slightly in the

character of the margin, while the areolation of the thallus appears

to have been very well preserved. As this feature was not preserved

in the Miles City specimen, it would be necessary to keep them dis-

tinct for the present if for no other reason. It is not necessary to

speak of the fruit of M. sezannensis, since the fruit has not been

found in M. pealei.

In concluding it may be pointed out that it seems a rather singu-

lar fact that the two authentic examples of fossil Hepaticse thus far

found in this country should both have come from the same part of

the Fort Union beds of Montana.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF FIVE SPECIES OF NORTH AMERICAN
FOSSIL TURTLES. FOUR OF WHICH ARE NEW.

By Oliver P. Hay,

Of Washington, District of Columbia.

Through the liberality of the authorities of the United State-

National Museum the writer has been permitted to study and describe

a number of specimens of fossil North American turtles. The results

of his investigations are here presented.

GLYPTOPS PLICATULUS (Cope).

In the collection of the U. S. National Museum are various speci-

mens of this species, most of them fragmentary. One of these is

of special interest, inasmuch as it displays distinctly the sulci bound-

ing the areas of the der-

mal scutes of the cara-

pace. This specimen is

Cat. No. 5458. and it was

collected by a member of

one of Prof. O. C Marsh's

parties at Como. Wyo-
ming, in 1884. Only

about the hinder half of

the carapace and a frag-

ment of one mesoplastron

are preserved. The parts

of the carapace are shown

in fig. 1. The neurals be-

gin with the third. On i

the right side the periph-

erals begin with the seventh: on the left, with the eighth.

The peripherals of the hinder border curve slightly upward

toward the subacute free border. Those of the bridge region have

the free border uprolled somewhat, thus presenting a sort of gutter

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV-No. 1640.
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Dimensions of peripherals

over the bridge. The dimensions of the peripherals are given in

the table. The pygal is 33 mm. from side to side and only 16 mm.
fore and aft. The neural bones have the usual forms and proportions.

This specimen shows distinctly that there were two large supra-

pygals, instead of one. as hitherto supposed by the writer. Plate

VI and fig. 17 of the writer's forthcoming Fossil Turtles of North
America show what was supposed to be a single suprapygal. The
figure on the plate referred to is, however, crossed by a white line,

which perhaps represents a suture, but which was taken to be a frac-

ture. The figure here presented shows the forms of the two bones.

The anterior measures 15 mm. on the midline; the posterior, 19 mm.
The greatest width of each is 50 mm. Baur a stated that there were

two suprapygals, but he did not describe them. From a figure pre-

pared for Baur and awaiting publication by the writer h it was sup-

posed that Baur had regarded the small bone succeeding the eighth

neural as a suprapygal. Marsh represents

only a single suprapygal in the specimen

figured by him.

On the inferior surface of the carapace

here described are seen the well-developed

heads of the ribs. The buttress of the

hypoplastron was strongly developed and

fitted into an excavation in the contig-

uous borders of the fifth and sixth costal bones. The buttress rose

about 18 mm. above the lower ends of these costals and was about

15 mm. thick fore and aft. Another specimen in the U. S. National

Museum. Cat. No. 5733, shows that there were similar axillary

buttresses/7

The sulci between the A
Tarious dermal scutes are extremely narrow

and threadlike, but all are traced with little difficulty. That between

the second and the third vertebral scutes crosses, as usual in turtles,

on the third neural bone. The length of the third vertebral scute is

52 mm. ; of the fourth, 61 mm. ; of the fifth, 46 mm. The fourth has

a width of 72 mm. ; the fifth, a width of 60 mm. The marginal scutes

are mostly confined to the peripheral bones, rising to near the costo-

peripheral sutures. The eleventh pair, however, overlaps slightly

on the eighth costal and the twelfth on the hinder suprapygal. The
fifth vertebral extends backward to within 7 mm. of the hinder border

of the bygal.

It is estimated that the carapace of this individual had a length

of 255 mm.

Peripheral.
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HOPLOCHELYS CiELATA, new species.

Plate XXVII, figs. 1-3.

The present species is based on rather meager remains, but it is

believed that they indicate clearly the position of the animal and will

enable one to identify other individuals furnishing the same parts.

The materials consist of a peripheral, thought to be the seventh of the

left side and the two succeeding ones; the eighth, ninth, and tenth of

the right side ; and some small fragments of costal bones. These have

the Cat. No. 5958 in the U. S. National Museum. These remains

were found by Mr. A. C. Silberling, in 1908, on section 35, township

6 north, range 15 east, being north of Big Timber, Sweet Grass

County, Montana. The beds are regarded as belonging to the Fort

Union epoch. The writer is informed by Mr. J. W. Gidley that the

mammalian remains indicate equivalence with the Torrejon of New
Mexico.

A comparison of these bones with corresponding parts of Kinoster-

non integrum makes it probable that the carapace of the new species

had a length of about 114 mm. Fig. 1, Plate XXVII, gives a view of

the outer surface of the peripherals of the right side; while fig. 2

shows the inner surface of those of the left side. It is seen at once

from fig. 2 that the plastron articulated with the carapace principally

by means of finger-like processes sent into the bridge peripherals. It

seems quite certain that the upper borders of the peripherals were

joined to the costals by jagged sutures. Likewise, the ends of the

costal ribs entered deeply into the peripherals, as shown by the lower

vertebra of fig. 2.

The peripherals are almost plane on their outer surfaces; on their

inner they are convex from the free border to two-thirds their height,

the upper third being concave. The free edge is acute. Probably a

sharp carina crossed fore and aft the peripherals of the bridge. The

peripherals present have the following lengths along the free border

:

The seventh, 13 mm.; the eighth, 14 mm.; the ninth, 16 mm.; the

tenth, 16 mm. The seventh is 8.5 mm. thick at the front end; the

greatest thickness of the ninth and tenth is a little less than 5 mm.
On the inner surface of the peripherals behind the seventh the horny

scutes rose about half the height of the bones.

The sulci that separated the various scutes are 'deeply and sharply

impressed. Those descending between the marginals are nearer the

front of their respective peripherals. What is regarded as the ninth

marginal is strongly angulated above, as is also the eleventh.

A fragment of costal bone (Plate XXVII, fig. 3) has a maximum
width of 10 mm. and a thickness of hardly 2 mm. It is probably a

part of the seventh.

The sculpture of this turtle will distinguish it from any related

Lower Eocene species yet known. The fragment of costal is crossed
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diagonally by one prominent, narrow, and sharp ridge and by a num-

ber of less conspicuous ridges. As a result, the surface has a very

uneven appearance. The peripherals also are, or have been, similarly

sculptured. As shown by the tenth and eleventh (Plate XXVII, fig. 1 )

,

the area in front of the descending sulcus is ornamented by ridges

nearly parallel with the sulcus, while the area behind it has grooves

and ridges running downward and backward. A somewhat similar

sculpture is observed on a specimen of Pseudemys rubriventris.

This species appears to be most closely related to //. crassa (Cope),

fully described and figured in the writer's forthcoming monograph.

This species was described by Cope from the Lower Eocene of New
Mexico, but whether from the Puerco or the Torre jon is uncertain.

From this II. calata differs in having the bones strongly sculptured;

also apparently in having the peripherals more closely sutured to the

costals and less concave outwardly.

ECHMATEMYS RIVALIS, new species.

The turtle which forms the subject of this description is repre-

sented by a damaged shell which was found by Mr. E. E. Smith, of

the U. S. Geological Survey, in

1907, on the line between sections

10 and 20, township 23 north,

range 93 west, in what is known
as the North Rawlins coal field, in

the eastern part of Sweetwater

County, Wyoming. I am in-

formed by Dr. T. W. Stanton

that the beds in this region belong

to the Wasatch, or are at most

not older than the Wasatch. This

conclusion is confirmed by this

turtle. This specimen, now in the

IT. S. National Museum, is Cat.

No. 5781. The parts of the shell

preserved are shown by the figures.

The total length of the cara-

pace (fig. 2), in a straight line,

was originally close to 260 mm.;
the breadth close to 190 mm. The
nuchal bone has its hinder parts

wanting. The free border has a

width of 40 mm. It is conspicu-

ously notched on each side of the nuchal scute. The first, second,

Fig. 2. -Portion of carapace of Echma-
temys rivalis.

° Fossil Turtles of North America, p. :_'<;:!, pi. xxxvni, figs. 4-9, text-tig. 325.
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Neural.
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All the sulci of the plastron, as of the carapace, occupy broad

grooves. The gulars were 37 mm. wide in front and they overlap

slightly the entoplastron. The hu-

mero-pectoral sulcus crossed the

plastron just behind the entoplas-

tron. The numerals occupy 28 mm.
of the midline; the pectorals, 25

mm. ; the abdominals, 61 mm. ; the

femorals, 40 mm. The length of

the anals can not be satisfactorily

determined.

This species resembled most of

all Cope's Emys lativertebralis,

described from the Wasatch of New
Mexico. The latter species had,

however, both the neurals and the

vertebral scutes relatively wider.

The carapace and the plastron were

not channeled along the course of

the sulci. The epiplastral lip did

not project so abruptly from the

anterior lobe of the plastron and

the hinder lobe was not conspicu-

ously notched at the sides. The entoplastra of the two species differ

in form.

TERRAPENE LONGINSUL-ffi, new species

Plate XXVI, figs. 1-3.

This species has as its type and only known specimen a nearly com-

plete shell, the skull complete, the neck, the right and left scapula? and

coracoids, and both humeri. This specimen was collected in 1884 by

Mr. J. B. Hatcher at Long Island, Phillips County, Kansas. The
deposits are regarded as belonging to the Upper Miocene or Lower
Pliocene. Mr. J. W. Gidley, of the U. S. National Museum, informs

me that these beds have afforded remains of the short-legged rhi-

noceros, Teleoceras fossigcr. The new species is accompanied by por-

tions, including the characteristic epiplastral beak, of the turtle Tes-

tudo orthopygia, which occurs so abundantly in Decatur County.

The white siliceous sand that adheres to the bones of the Testudo is

identical with that filling the shell of the Terrapene.

The specimen is Cat. No. 5983 in the U. S. National Museum.
This species had a broad and rather depressed carapace. Its length

(Plate XXVI, fig. 1) in a direct line is 133 mm. ; the width at the hinder

a Wheeler's Surv. W. 100th Merid., IV, 1877, p. 53, pi. xxvn, figs. 1, 2; pi.

xxviii, figs. 1, 2.

Fig. 3.

—

Plastron of Echmatemys
rivalis.
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veloped. The length from the snout to the occipital condyle is 33

mm. The width at the articulation of the lower jaw is 23 mm. ; at

the base of the postorbital arch, 22 mm. The width of the inter-

orbital space, at the fronto-prefrontal suture, is 9.5 mm. The orbit

has a diameter of 10 mm., while the distance of the postorbital arch

from the rim of the auditory chamber is only 0.5 mm. The opening

of the auditory chamber is 5 mm. The distance from the tip of the

lower jaw to a line joining the hinder ends of the rami is 20 mm.;
from this line to the hinder end of the symphysis, 18 mm.
This species appears to be most closely related to T . ornata, a spe-

cies now occupying Kansas and the regions to the southwest. It dif-

fers, however, in having the carapace narrower, or, at most, not wider,

across the eighth peripherals than near the transverse hinge-line.

Indeed, it seems to differ from all the living species in the same re-

spect. In most specimens of T. ornata there is a low ridge along the

midline and on each side of it a depression, features missing in

T. longinsulcB. The rami of the lower jaw of the fossil species are

nearly parallel as far forward as the coronoid process, whereas, in

T . ornata and T. Carolina they converge very perceptibly. The total

absence of a median carina distinguishes the fossil from T. Carolina.

ASPIDERETES GRANIFER. new species.

Plate XXVII. figs. 4, 5.

In the U. S. National Museum there is one nearly complete costal

bone and some fragments of other costals of a trionychid turtle which

appears to be hitherto undescribed. This material was collected by

the late John B. Hatcher, July 10, 1887, at Cow Island. Montana.

The deposits here belong to the Judith Eiver Cretaceous. The speci-

men is Cat. No. 573G, U.S.N.M.

The costal to be described is 199 mm. long. The width near the

neural border (fig. 5) is 40 mm.; at the free border (fig. 4), 62 mm.
The thickness where it joined the neural is 4 mm. ; near the free

border, i> mm. The free border is cut off at nearly a right angle with

the upper surface, but the upper layer of the bone does not overhang

the deeper layers. The rib did not extend beyond the free border

of the disk, an indication of the great age of the animal. The disk

must have been somewhat more than 400 mm. wide.

It is the character of the sculpture of the upper surface that dis-

tinguishes this turtle from all others yet known. The general

appearance is that of a network of narrow, smooth, and sharply

defined ridges surrounding flat-bottomed pits. Of these pits there

are 4 in a line 10 mm. long. At the proximal end of the bone (fig.

5) the bottoms of the pits are shagreened ; and in some of them there

is a little elevation that resembles a glass bead or a grain of sand.
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On the middle third of the bono the ridges are much interrupted,

sometimes ending suddenly in a bead or a series of them. The pits,

therefore, open into one another extensively, and most of them inclose

a bead, others four or five of them.

Toward the free border (fig. 4) the ridges tend to run across the

costal and more or less in rows parallel with the free border.

This species is referred to the genus Aspideretes for the reason

that up to the present time no other genus of trionychids is known
to have existed during the Cretaceous. All specimens sufficiently

complete show tlu» presence of a preneural bone.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate XXVI.

Terrapene longinsulce X f.

Fit;. 1. Carapace.

In front the first peripheral of the right side is missing: also the free

border of the nuchal bone, on the left side, has been gnawed away by

a rodent. On the sides and behind, some of the peripherals are wanting.

2. Plastron.

The right epiplastron and a small part of the left are missing.

3. Skull viewed from above.

Plate XX VI I.

Hoplochelys calata X 1.

Fig. 1. Ninth, tenth, and eleventh peripherals of right side, showing tbo upper
surface The sculpture is not well shown.

2. Seventh, eighth, and ninth peripherals of left sid< . showing the lower

surface. In the left border of the ninth is a notch. In this is seen

a fragment of the free rib-end of a costal, occupying a pit in the

peripheral. In the seventh are seen pits for processes of the hypp-

plastron.

3. Fragment of a costal bone, showing sculpture.

Aspideretes granifer X 1.

4. A nearly complete costal bone.

5. Part of same costal as fig. 4.

The lower end of tig. 5 is to be applied to the upper end of fig. 4, so as to

make the white line on the one join that on the other. The figures

Should be viewed with the light coming from the left. The lighter

areas are the bottoms of pits, not convex surfaces.
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Costal and Peripheral Bones of Fossil Turtles.

For explanation of plate see page 169.





NEW EXAMPLES OE AMERICAN INDIAN SKULLS
WITH LOW FOREHEAD.

By Ales Hjrdlicka,

Assistant Curator, Division of Physical Anthropology, U. S. National Museum.

Since the writer's report in the latter part of last year" upon mod-
ern Indian crania with low foreheads, the U. S. National Museum
received two additional specimens of this character, one from a small

mound in western Oregon and one from a tumulus in western Mis-

souri. The two skulls, about neither of which there is any belief of

great antiquity, appear, on cursory inspection, to possess their most

distinctive feature, namely, the low front, to about the same degree,

and they are also related as to the general type of the cranial form.

But on close examination the two specimens are found to be very dis-

similar, and there appear so many points of interest that it becomes

desirable, in view of the importance of the still imperfectly under-

stood question of low foreheads, to describe them.

THE OREGON SKULL.

This specimen, Cat. No. 248994, U.S.N.M., was discovered and

given to the Museum by Mr. J. G. Crawford, a photographer and

amateur archeologist of Albany, Oregon. Mr. Crawford dug it out,

on February 8, 1908, from a low mound at Kings Point, Lincoln

County, Oregon. The details of the find are rather meager. The
fragments of the skull lay. with a few pieces of bones from other

1 >arts of the skeleton, in " a thoroughly burnt ground, about 4 feet

from the surface, with a layer of sandstone pieces lying immediately

above the human remains." while the soil " was the ordinary one of

that locality." No impression arose that the burial might be one of

great age.

The specimen is an imperfect calvarium, almost the entire left half

of which, as well as the base and a larger part of the back, are lacking.

A few unconnected fragments include the damaged chin part of the

a Skeletal Remains suggesting or attributed t<> Early Man in North America,

Bull, :\:\, Bur. Amer. Ethuol., Washington, 1907.

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol XXXV—No. 1 641
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lower jaw. The bones are dirty brownish on the surface, yellowish-

white to dull ocher-yellow on break, and in spots somewhat cor-

roded or scaled; they are largely devoid of animal matter, but are

not chalky or mineralized.

The skull is that of a male, of perhaps 00 years of age, the coronal

and lambdoid sutures showing- advanced synostosis. It is neither

artificially nor accidentally deformed, and what is left of it shows no

artefacts or disease. It was of moderate, but perhaps not subaverage

Indian, internal capacity; the only external measurement bearing

on its size that can be approximated is the length, which was near

1!> cm. In shape the skull was dolichocephalic, or somewhere near

the boundary of dolicho- and mesocephaly. Its walls are thicker

than usual, the right parietal measuring above and along the squa-

mous suture from to 8 mm. There are signs of strong but not ex-

cessively developed muscularity. The ventral surface shows a dearth

of brain impressions.

The principal features of interest about the specimen are its promi-

nent supraorbital arcs, or crests, and a low forehead. The arcs

extended over the whole distance from the glabella to the external

angular process of the frontal bone on each side, though they are

most pronounced over the median two-thirds of the supraorbital bor-

der, the space corresponding to the frontal sinuses. The more distal

parts appear as if drawn forward through the development of the

proximal ; they doubtless expanded in consequence of the growth of the

ridge- proper. The frontal sinuses were, it is seen from the remnant

of the one on the right, of large dimensions; about 1.5 cm. from the

median line the right cavity measures 1.1 cm. antero-posteriorly by

1.8 cm. in length, and its original length was near 3 em. The shallow

depression which usually exists between the supraorbital ridges and

the frontal bend is exaggerated. A dull low ridge extends over the

middle third of the forehead in the median line—an external nietopic

crest seen often in varying grade in the dolichocephalic Indian- The
ventral metopic crest is of moderate dimensions.

The prominent supraorbital ridges and the depression above them
accentuate and to not a small extent create the appearance of lowness

and slope of the forehead in this skull; without these features the

Tore part of the frontal bone could hardly be termed exceptional,

when compared with average, dolichocephalic, Indian crania. When
i he skull is examined ventrally, a fair and uniform concavity, cor-

responding to quite well-developed frontal lobes of the brain and

standing in no visible relation with the external protrusion is found.

All this leads to the conclusion that this particular skull represents

a type of a distinct class of crania with apparently low or sloping

foreheads, a class of cases due in the main to an extraordinary deveL

opment of the frontal sinuses.
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In connection with this specimen it is possible to point out :i les-

son which relates to the importance of properly posing the object

for ;i photograph. The Oregon skull was photographed before it was

sent to the National Museum by one not familiar with the require-

ments of the case. The result was a too great inclination of the speci-

men, with consequent marked exaggeration of the frontal slope and

protrusion of the supraorbital crest. The photograph is reproduced

as fig. a, Plate XXVI IT, while fig. l> of the same plate gives a view of

the same skull posed properly.

THE MISSOURI SKULL.

This specimen, No. 249G79 U.S.N.M.. was recovered from a mound
in the proximity of the Missouri River, in western Missouri, in the

earlier part of this year, by Mr. Gerard Fowke. Unfortunately,

before being sent to the Museum, it became mixed with other bones,

so that the exact locality where it was found can not be deter-

mined. It is certain, however, that there was nothing about the

burial from which it proceeds to attract special attention, or it would

have received better care at the hands of Mr. Fowke, who is an experi-

enced explorer.

The specimen is very much unlike the one from Oregon just

described and constitutes a type of another class of low foreheads. It

is very defective, consisting of only a part of the vault, including

about three-fifths of the frontal and a small portion of the top of

each parietal. Judging from the supraorbital ridges, the skull was

that of a male, and a complete obliteration ventrally of the coronal

and what is present of the sagittal suture indicates an individual

beyond the middle of adult life. The bones are yellowish in color,

with numerous black spots dorsally, due probably to deposits of the

black manganese dioxide, and are not chalky or mineralized.

The skull was apparently narrow and long in form, and a nasion-

bregnia arc of 11.8 cm., besides other features, indicates that it was

not of uncommonly small size. It was not deformed, and shows noth-

ing pathological. It was, however, unusually delicate for a male, the

thickness of the frontal bone ranging only between 3 and 5 mm.

Were it not for its supraorbital ridges, it could easily be taken for a

female skull.

The feature of particular interest about the specimen is a low fore-

head, and this, unlike what was found in the Oregon skull, is marked

even better ventrally than dorsally. The frontal part of the brain

itself in this case was decidedly low.

The supraorbital ridges are only of about the average masculine

dimensions and extend over the nearer two-thirds of the border on

each side. They are not prolonged into u complete crest, yet the bone
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distad from them slants forward from the forehead proper, showing

that the convexity of the frontal is not only lower, but also relatively

somewhat more posterior than usual. The frontal sinuses are of only

moderate size, the total length of the right cavity being 1.7 cm., its

greatest antero-posterior diameter a little over O.G cm. There is no

dorsal metopic crest in this case and the ventral one is of subaverage

dimensions. The external bulge of the forehead is really quite fair,

the defect being only the lowness.

Here then is a case in which a low forehead is a separate condi-

tion, independent of and not materially affected by any factors proper

to the lower anterior portion of the frontal bone.

Side view of the Missouri skull.

The two cases reported here are in the line of demonstration of the

fact that the low or sloping appearing forehead is not morphologic-

ally a simple feature, due always to the same causes and having but

one significance. They make it clear that there are at least two

general, though perhaps in the end not unrelated, categories under

which this peculiarity may be classed, one embracing the cases due

to excessive development of the forestructures of the forehead proper,

the other including those of defective development of the forehead

part of the frontal bone itself, irrespective of anything else. When
both conditions coexist, and that seems to be most often the case, they

accentuate each other, and in extreme cases the results are such

human cranial forms as the Neanderthal, Spy No. 1, or No. 8 from

the Gilder mound in Nebraska.
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The ultimate causes of each of the above defined categories of cases

are not as yet clearly established. They are in all probability some-

times biological and sometimes pathological in nature, (he first com-

prising reversions of form, subaverage development of the brain or

the frontal lobes, and rarely, perhaps, a great development of the

temporal muscles, while the latter ma}7 conceivably include patho-

logical expansion of the frontal sinuses, a hyperplasia of the antero-

inferior portions of the frontal bone, pathological defects of the

frontal lobes, and such conditions of the frontal squama as would

result in an abnormal resistance of the bone to the forward expansion

of the growing brain. Regarding the last item, it must be borne in

mind that the brain expands in the direction of least resistance, a

fact amply demonstrated in the study of pathological as well as

artificial deformations of the skulls and any increase in the normal

resistance of the forehead part of the frontal bone before the growth

of the brain has been completed—an increase such as may follow a

premature closure of the metopic articulation—is bound to be fol-

lowed by a less perfect development of the frontal convexity.

In the anthropoid apes and some of the lower old-world primates the exten-

sive attachment and development of the temporal muscles has a marked effect

on the formation and dimensions of the distal portion of the supraorbital crest.

The orang shows this to the best advantage. It may be worthy of remark in

this place that the skull of Dubois's pithecanthropus is much more related in

this respect to the orang than to any of the other living anthropoids.
6 See in this connection writings on deformed skulls, an extensive bibliog-

raphy of which can be found in the Catalogue of the Surgeon-General's Library,

U. S. A., and particularly II. Virchow's " Ueber den Cretinismus, namentlich in

Franken, und uber pathologische Schadelformen " ; Ges. Abh. z. wiss. Medicin,

Svo, Frankfurt a. M., 1S56, p. S91 et seq.
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A.

—

Skull shown in proper position.

B.

—

Skull shown as originally photographed.

Side View of the Oregon Skull.

For reference to plate see page 173.





DESCRIPTIONS AND FIGURES OF SOME LAND AND
FRESH-WATER SHELLS FROM MEXICO, BELIEVED TO
BE NEW.

By William Healey Dall,

Curator, Division of Mollusks, U. 8. National Museum.

In 1907 Dr. E. Palmer sent in to the United States National Mu-
seum a few land shells from Tamaulipas, Mexico, two of which

appear to be undescribed, one of them exhibiting a new form of arma-

ture on the axis. These are here described, and to these are added

some species collected by Nelson and Goldman in 1898, which, though

recognized as new and figured at that time, have not hitherto been

published.

Genus CCELOCENTRUM Crosse and Fischer.

Section CROSSOSTEPHANUS Dall, new.

A Cceloeetttnint with axis armed with a turgid spiral ridge, extend-

ing through the space of several whorls and axially sculptured with

numerous cord-like short ribs, which on the anterior face of the

ridge overhang like a fringe, ceasing with the penultimate whorl : the

axis in the last whorl behind the last half of the whorl is twisted

and obliquely truncate.

Type-—Co'locentnon paluteri Dall and Bartsch.

CO2L0CENTRUM (CROSSOSTEPHANUS) PALMERI Dall and Bartsch, new species.

Plate xxix. figs. •_'. 5.

Shell with more than twenty-four whorls of which, in the adult,

about thirteen remain, the rest having been detached: color a

bright yellowish brown when fresh, the interior of the aperture

whitish: whorls moderately rounded, obsoletely spirally striated:

sculpture consisting of a thread-like hue keel just in front of the

suture, which is flattened behind it ; a second wider and less distinct

thread marginates the base; the effect of these threads is to give the

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV—No. 1642.
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suture a channeled look; axial sculpture of numerous (on the penul-

timate whorl about 80) slightly elevated threads, equal and more or

less equally distributed, rising abruptly from the surface of the

whorl with the much wider interspaces flattish between them; the

threads are concavely arcuate and slightly retractive; on the base

they are continued to the axis, closer and sometimes bifurcate; the

same sculpture as that on the permanent whorls also appears on the

truncate portion of the spire; aperture produced, with a slightly

reflected entire lip; form of the opening obscurely triangular; axis

proportioned as figured, the ribs of the fringe in the penultimate

whorl showing a tendency to break up into drops or beads; in the

upper part of the spire, as the axis becomes attenuated, the ribs are

less prominent, less distinct, and less numerous; on the later whorls

they number about 2 to a millimeter; there are about 28 in the last

whorl containing them; they are slightly retractively oblique and

tend to overlap each other in a forward direction. The measure-

ments of several adult specimens are as follows, in millimeters:

Height.
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rather narrow ; outer lip slightly flexuous, produced near the middle

;

inner lip with a slight glaze on the body
;
pillar very short, strongly

twisted, its outer edge slightly thickened, a deep, rounded oblique

sulcus in front of it; anterior margin of the aperture extended in

front of the end of the pillar. Length 32; of spire 15; maximum
diameter 16.5 mm. Another measures 35 mm. long and 17 in maxi-

mum diameter.

Type.—Cat. No. 198090, U.S.N.M. Tamaulipas, Mexico, Dr. E.

Palmer.

Named for Dr. Paul Bartsch of the U. S. National Museum.
Especially characteristic are the rounded, bee-hive shaped spire

and the flexuous outer lip.

STREPTOSTYLA TOYUCA Dall, new species.

Plate XXIX, fig. (».

Shell melampiform, rather large, flesh-colored, with about 7 whorls,

separated by a narrow, rather deeply channeled suture; spire

conic, subturrited ; nucleus of less than 1 whorl, obscurely radially

wrinkled ; following whorl and a half with flexuously radial small

wrinkles, which at the periphery break up into numerous hair-like

prolongations, the whole not unlike a paint brush except for the

flexuosity; adult sculpture in front of the suture of fine, sharp, ele-

vated, vertically axial lines, with wider flattish interspaces about half

a millimeter wide ; in the interspaces are one or two faint axial wrin-

kles; at about the beginning of the penultimate whorl these wrinkles,

about midway between the sutures, rise to an equality with the ele-

vated lines and so continue, even and regular, to the anterior end of

the shell ; there is no spiral sculpture except occasional impressed

lines apparently due to fractures; last whorl flattish at the sides,

conic, aperture narrow; outer lip thin, excavated in front where it

turns to meet the axis; pillar thin, strongly contorfed, but not pervi-

ous. Altitude of shell 27 ; of aperture 17 ; maximum diameter 15 mm.
Type.—Cat. No. 107822, U.S.N.M. Collected by E. A. Goldman, of

the U. S. Biological Survey, at Metlal toyuca, Puebla, Mexico.

Remarkable for its apical sculpture and channeled suture.

STREPTOSTYLA JILITLANA Dall, new species.

Plate XXIX, fig. 8.

Shell thin, light straw-colored, subtranslucent, with about 6£
whorls, separated by a distinct but not channeled or denticulate

suture; spire short and blunt; nucleus brilliantly polished, smooth,

glassy for about 2-| whorls, when the axial sculpture is gradually

developed; adult sculpture of slightly flexuous, rather broad, flat-

tish, equal riblets with sharply grooved linear interspaces, about
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three riblets to a millimeter; the riblets become feeble near the

anterior end of the shell ; whorls evenly rounded, with no spiral sculp-

ture; aperture narrow behind, a thin glaze on the body and pillar:

axis thin, strongly twisted, minutely pervious. Altitude of shell 23

;

of last whorl 20 ; of aperture 15 ; maximum diameter 13 mm.
Type.—Cat. No. 107821, U.S.N.M. Collected by E. W. Nelson,

U. S. Biological Survey, at Jilitla, San Luis Potosi, Mexico.

Of the general type of S. bartschii, but with different proportions

and a less deeply impressed suture. The beautifully polished smooth

nucleus in these species contrasts strongly with the costulate nucleus

of S. toyuca. The two types seem to represent the melampiform

profile, one in Streptostyla s. s. and the other two in Chersomitra.

Genus EUGLANDINA Pilsbry.

EUGLANDINA LIVIDA Dall, new species.

Plate XXIX, fig. 7.

Shell thin, elongate, slender, with about 7-| slightly rounded whorls,

of a dark livid purple-brown color; suture simple, not channeled,

here and there irregularly crenate on the upper whorls by the ends

of the axial wrinkles; apex somewhat swollen and quite blunt;

nucleus beginning with a very small coil and perfectly smooth and

polished for rather more than three whorls before any indication of

wrinkling appears; on the fourth, fifth, and sixth whorls the surface

is sculptured with feeble, nearly vertical axial wrinkles; these are

more or less irregular in size, with here and there still smaller and

more feeble wrinkles intercalated ; occasionally at the suture the ends

of the wrinkles are prominent, but not uniformly so and not all so

on the last whorl ; there are no traces of any kind of normal spiral

sculpture; aperture shorter than the spire; narrow behind, outer lip

thin and sharp; body without glaze, pillar arcuate and truncate; axis

not pervious; altitude of shell 61; of last whorl 43; of aperture 27;

maximum diameter 22 mm.
Type.—Cat No. 107820, U.S.N.M. Collected by J. N. Rose, of the

U. S. National Museum, between Bolanos and Guadalajara, Jalisco,

Mexico.

Nearest to E. rosea Ferussac, but of different color and sculpture.

ANODONTA COARCTATA Anton.

Plate xxix. figs. 3, i.

Cat. No. 109282, U.S.N.M. Collected at Ocotlan. Jalisco, Mexico,

by E. W. Nelson, U. S. Biological Survey. Lake Chapala, State of

Jalisco, Mexico, Crosse and Fischer.

This species has been figured before, but the opportunity of illus-

trating the uneroded beak sculpture seemed to be a good one.
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LAMPSILIS (PROPTERA) SALINASENSIS Simpson, new species.

Plate XXX, fig. 3.

Shell somewhat obovate, subcompressed or convex, inequilateral,

moderately solid; beaks small, nearly or quite smooth, pointed and

turned forward over a small lunule, subcompressed; posterior ridge

rounded, ending in a blunt point below the median line of the shell;

anterior end narrowed, rounded, basal and dorsal outlines lightly

curved; surface with irregular growth lines, and traces of micro-

scopic radial sculpture; dorsal slope feebly nodulouslv sculptured;

epidermis yellowish green with feeble wide or narrow greenish rays

and a yellowish band near the border; pseudocardinals subcom-

pressed, ragged, two in each valve; laterals remote, delicate, double

in the left valve, single in the right, much elevated behind; muscle

scars rather shallow; nacre blue, with a wide prismatic border.

Length, 70 mm. ; height, 40 mm. ; diameter, 20 mm.
Salinas River, Coahuila, Mexico, Nelson and Goldman; also from

Valles River, Valles, Mexico, A. A. Hinkley.

The types are Cat. No. 163156, U.S.N.M.
Three shells were collected, all of which are probably young. It

is quite likely that adult shells will prove to be brown. The species

seems nearest to L. explicata Morelet, several fine specimens of which
are in the National Museum collection. It is obovate instead of true

rhomboid, as is that species, and has more compressed and sharper

beaks. The posterior slope of L. explicata is nearly or quite smooth,

while in the present species it is corrugated. Our specimens are

probabl}' all females.

DIPLODON WEBSTERI Simpson.

Plate XXX, figs. 1, 2.

Diplodon websteri Simpson, Nautilus, XVI, No. 3, p. 30, July, 1902.

Collected by Rev. W. H. Webster, of Wauiku, New Zealand. Cat.

No. 162342, U.S.N.M.

A figure of this species, of which the type is in the U. S. National

Museum, has been frequently called for, and the present opportunity

was thought suitable, the drawing by the late Dr. J. C. McConnell
having been in hand a long time.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate XXIX.

Fig. 1. Streptostyla bartschii Dall ; length 32 mm. ; p. 178.

2. Gcelocentrum (Crossostephanus) palmeri Dall and Bartsch; exterior,

with part of the truncated spire restored; height of shaded portion

50 mm.
; p. 177.

3. Anodonta coarctata Anton ; magnification of umbo to show concentric

undulate sculpture
; p. 180.

4. Anodonta coarctata Anton ; length of shell 44 mm.
; p. ISO.

5. Ccelocentrum (Crossostephanus) palmeri Dall and Bartsch; section

showing armature of axis; total length 67 mm., the upper whorls re-

stored
; p. 177.

6. Streptostyla toyuca Dall ; alt. 27 mm.
; p. 179.

7. Euglandina livida Dall ; alt. 61 mm.
; p. 180.

8. Streptostyla jilitlana Dall ; alt. 23 mm. ; p. 179.

Plate XXX.

Fig. 1. Diplodon tcebsteri Simpson ; interior view of left valve ; length 66 mm.

;

p. 181.

2. The same, exterior of right valve.

3. Lampsilis salinasensis Simpson, showing exterior of right and hinge of

left valve ; length 69 mm.
; p. 181.
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Land Shells from Mexico.

For explanation of plate see page 182.
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NOTES ON TWO RARE CALIFORNIA FISHES, RIMICOLA
EIGENMANNI AND PLAGIOGRAMMUS HOPKINSI.

By John Otterbein Snyder,

Assistant Professor of Zoology, Stanford University, California.

The following notes are offered as an addition to what is known

concerning two rare California shore fishes, Rimicola eigenmanni

and Plagiogrammus hopkinsi.

RIMICOLA EIGENMANNI (Gilbert).

An interesting little cling fish, Gobiesox eigi nmanni, was described

in 1890 by Doctor Gilbert " from a specimen about an inch long taken

at Point Loma near San Diego, California, together with several

others from San Cristobal Bay. A second species, G. muscarum,

was later described and figured by Meek and Pierson b from two

small specimens dredged at a depth of 10 fathoms in Monterey Bay.

Jordan and Evermann c then placed the two species in a new genus,

Rimicola, and in the same paper presented a figure of R. eigenmanni.

Other references have been made to these species, but the above is a

brief outline of their history.

Several years ago, early in the month of January, Doctor Harold

Heath collected a number of specimens of a species of Rimicola in a

large tide pool near Pacific Grove. He found them depositing their

eggs on the leaves of the great bladder kelp Nereocystis. The small

fishes strongly resembled in color the brownish kelp, and clinging

closely to it they almost escaped observation. They were consider-

ably lighter beneath, however, and this character led to their discov-

ery, the whitish ventral surfaces showing through the thin leaves of

the plant. In the preservation of the specimens, the dark color dis-

appeared, the skin becoming a pale pinkish yellow, without spots or

other marks. These were lately examined by the writer and found

to resemble R. eigenmanni in every particular, a small example of

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIII, 18S0, p. 96.

6 Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1895, p. 571, with plate.

c Idem., 1896, p. 231. (The figure of Rimicola eigenmanni here given is evi-

dently not of the type, as it shows 5 doi-sal and 6 anal rays, while the specimen

illustrated is said to have come from Todos Santos Bay.)

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV—No. 1643.
183
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that species from La Jolla serving for comparison. It was also noted

that they did not differ in any structural detail from R. muscarum,

the type of which was available for study. It was apparent, there-

fore, that the two species were identical, but to make the matter cer-

tain, the writer sent two of Doctor Heath's specimens to the U. S.

National Museum, at the same time asking Mr. B. A. Bean to

compare them with the type of R. eigenmanni. This Mr. Bean
kindly did, with the following observations:

Mr. McKnew and I have examined the specimens of Rimicola in this Museum
and find that the type of A*, eigenmanni has but four rays in the dorsal fin ; in

the only additional specimen of A'. eigenmanni preserved here there are five

rays in the dorsal. This fish, which is about the size of the type, was taken in

1898 off Point Loma, California. The cotype of R. muscarum seems to have

but five rays in the dorsal fin; the count, however, is uncertain, owing to the

mutilated condition of the fin. One of the specimens recently received from

you has six rays, but the smaller one of the two has five. We think with you

that A', muscarum and A', eigenmanni are identical, the smaller specimens hav-

ing fewer developed rays in the dorsal. Otherwise the specimens look alike

to us.

In reading the original descriptions of R. eigenmanni and R.

m used i um it will be noted that the species differ in color, in the num-
ber of dorsal rays, and perhaps in minor details. The color of R.

in us,um in was described and figured from an alcoholic specimen,

and differs from that of R. eigenmanni (which is said to be uniform

light olive green) in having a yellowish body with small, reddish

spots and a lateral stripe of the same color. That the color pattern

is variable is shown by the cotype of R. muscarum, which has spots

on the head only, while the lateral stripe is imperfectly developed.

The light body color has been accounted for. A parallel case of

color change is found in two species of Aspasma, a related genus

from Japan, where specimens change from brownish to pinkish yel-

low in the preservative, while in some individuals pinkish spots and

a lateral stripe appear, Regarding the dorsal rays, of which R.

< igenmanni is said to have 4 and R. muscarum 6, a reference to the

appended table will show that among 8 specimens from Pacific Grove

they vary from 4 to 5. In each case the first dorsal ray has been

regarded as single, when if closely examined it will be found to con-

sist of a slender, spine-like ray closely attached to a larger, branched

one. The rays in the type of R. muscarum have been thus separated

ami collided as 6. The body grows more robust and heavy with age,

the smaller individuals being comparatively slender. The length of

the head, diameter of eye, height of fins, and other characters vary

somewhat as shown by the table of measurements. The anterior nos-

tril has a tube the posterior edge of which is prolonged, forming a

tentacle equal in height to half the diameter of eye. There is a con-

spicuous anal papilla.
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Rimicola eigenmanni as here defined is known to range from Todos

Santos Bay, Lower California, northward to Pacific Grove, Cali-

fornia.

Measurements of 8 specimen* of Rimicola eigenmanni.

Length of body mm.
Length head
Depth body
Depth caudal peduncle
Length snout
Diameter eye
[nterorbital width
Depth head
Snout todorsa]
Snout to anal
Height dorsal
Height anal
Length pectoral
Length caudal
Dorsal rays
Anal rays

54
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that an unusual amount of shrinkage and hardening of the tissues

had taken place in the type-specimen, thus causing the appearance

of plates and a ridge. In the figure the anal opening is represented

as located below the tip of the pectoral fin, an evident error, it being

close to the origin of the anal, below the eleventh dorsal spine, as

described.

There is a large, oval, blackish spot just above the gill opening,

conspicuous in light-colored examples, but not so plainly seen in the

darker ones. The pectorals, anal, and caudal are broadly edged

with white, the light color being made prominent by a subterminal

blackish band.



A GENERIC REVISION OF AMERICAN MOTHS OF THE
FAMILY CECOPHORID^, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF
NEW SPECIES.

By August Busck,

Of the U. S. Depart »i cut of Agriculture.

The family CEcophoridae comprises a well-defined natural group of

Tineid moths, which may be recognized by the following characters

:

Head normally smooth, with appressed scales, sometimes with loose

scales and spreading side tufts. Antennae normally with pecten on

basal joint, though in some genera without. Labial palpi well

developed, generally curved upward; terminal joint acutely pointed.

Maxillary palpi obsolete or very small, simple, appressed. Forewings

normally with 12 veins (sometimes 11 by coincidence) ; veins 7 and 3

stalked (or rarely coincident) ; 7 to costa or termen; veins 2 and 10

from before the angles of the cell; P furcate at base. Hindwings
with 8 veins (or rarely with only 7, through coincidence) ; veins G and

7 remote, parallel; 3 and 4 normally connate or stalked (though in

a few genera separate and in one genus coincident) ; 8 free. Posterior

tibia; clothed with rough hairs above.

These characters suffice to distinguish the family from all other

Microlepidoptera except the allied family Blastobasida? and a few

genera of the Gelechiida?, which partake of most or all of them.

These Gelechiida? are, however, readily distinguished by the sinu-

ate hindwings, and the Blastobasida; are easily separated by the fol-

lowing differences : The very long cell in the forewing, as compared
with the lengths of the apical veins and the massing of these veins

(2-10) at the end of the cell, which, together with the subbasal origin

of vein 11, causes veins 10 and 11 to be unusually distant. To make
up for the resulting weakening of the wing, the membrane is more or

less thickened along the costa (the "stigma" of Zeller). Another
character, in which the Blastobasida? normally differ from the (Eco-

phoridse, is the proximity or coincidence of veins 3, 4, and 5 in the

hindwing, but this is approached or equaled in certain CEcophorid

genera (as Triclonella).

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV—No. 1644.
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The peculiar secondary sexual characters of the antennae I consider

of no generic value, and as they are found only in about half the

forms undoubtedly related to Blastobasis, they afford no help in the

family separation except in so far that they are not known to occur

in the family (Ecophorida\

The family CEcophoridae is represented rather numerously in all

faunal regions, though predominant only in Australia. Several of

the genera and a few species are cosmopolitan.

Very little special study has hitherto been given the North Amer-
ican species of this family, and the existing lists need considerable

revision. Our fauna is closely related to the European, and most

of the genera (though only very few species) are common to both

continents.

In Doctor Dyar's List of North American Lepidoptera 92 species

are recorded in this family, of which I find six do not belong here

and have been disposed of in the following under the genera in

which they are placed in Dyar's List. Since the publication of that

list 29 species have been described and three species before regarded

as synonyms have been recognized as valid; two species have been

transferred to this family from elsewhere, and five new species are

now described, making our list in this family number 121 species. All

but half a dozen of these are represented in V. S. National Museum
collection, and only two species are known to the writer by descrip-

tion alone. The types of all new species described in the present

paper are deposited in the U. S. National Museum.
Thirteen genera are recorded in Dyar's List; one of these (Cluim-

bersia Riley) can hardly be included in this family from the descrip-

tion, and one was erroneously credited to our fauna. On the other

hand, three genera have been transferred to this family from else-

where; one good American genus has been resurrected from the

synonymy, one European genus has been recognized from California,

and four new genera are erected in the following, making a total of

21 genera of this family at present recognized in North America.

Of these, nine are cosmopolitan or nearly so, two are common to

Europe and America, and nine have as yet not been recognized out-

side of America.

The larvae of the G^cophoridae have very various life modes, though

the majorit}' live either in spun leaves or feed in decayed wood; one

American genus is parasitic on Kermes. The larva- are often prettily

marked with dark tubercles on whitish or yellowish ground; they

have six true legs and ten prolegs. The pupae have segments 9-11

movable and do not protrude from the cocoon when the imago

emerges.

A few of the species are of some economic importance as enemies

of cultivated crops. Many of the species overwinter as adults in
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thatch or under bark or, as in the case of some Depressaria, in notifies,

thereby occasionally causing unnecessary alarm when they appear in

numbers at the approach of warm weather.

Several additional undeseribed species are represented in the

National Museum and very many species of the family will yet be

discovered when the fauna is better worked up.

The writer had intended to make the present paper monographic
and to have included redescriptions of all the species as well as

descriptions of these additional species; but other pressing matters

intervened and would have postponed the work for at least another

year. It was not deemed advisable to withhold the generic rear-

rangement, and to this such descriptions of new species as were on

hand have been added.

Fuller treatment of the family and figures of the generic characters

I hope to publish in a not-far-distant future.

I am under much obligation to my learned friend, Mr. Edward
Meyrick, of England, whose intimate knowledge of this family all

over the world I have felt it my pleasant duty to consult freely, and
who has untiringly responded in his usual liberal manner; also to

Lord Walsingham and Mr. J. Hartley Durrant am I indebted for

various helpful notes.

The genus Chambersia Riley, (Blepharocera Chambers, not Blan-

chard), which is included in the CEcophorida1 in Doctor Dyar's List,

is as yet unknown to me, and it is not possible from Chambers's de-

scription and figure definitely to place the genus before the species

is rediscovered. I have omitted it from the present paper.

The genus Endrosis Hiibner, which was placed in the family

Elachistidae in Doctor Dyar's List, following Meyrick's Handbook,
and which Lord Walsingham and Rebel have included in the Rlasto-

basidse, is in my judgment closely related to Borkhausenia Hiibner,

and is therefore included in this paper.

The American genera may be recognized by the following table:

1. Forewings with vein 7 to termen ..'

Forewings with vein 7 to costa or apex 8
2. Second joint of labial palpi straight, porrected ;?. Pleurota.

Second joint of labial palpi curved ?

3. Forewings with vein 9 out of 7 /. Martyringa.

Forewings with vein 9 separate .'/

4. Labial palpi with long tuft on second joint 5

Labial palpi smooth or nearly so 6

5. Hindwings with vein 5 nearest .;. Eumeyrickia.

Hindwings with vein 5 nearest 1 [?] .). Eido.

(J. Veins i! and :{ in forewings approximate 7. Psilocorsis.

Veins 1! and .". in forewings remote 7

7. Hindwings with 6 and 7 diverging toward the tip 5. Gerdana.

Hindwings with 6 and 7 parallel throughout 6. Cryptolechia.

8. Abdomen flattened !)

Abdomen not flattened 10
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9. Forewings with veins 2 and 3 stalked 8. Agonopteryx.

Forewings with veins 2 and 3 separate 9. Depressaria.

10. Hindwings with but 7 veins: 3 and 4 coincident IS. Endrosis.

Hindwings with all veins present 11

11. Hindwings with veins 3 and 4 separate 12

Hindwings with 3 and 4 connate or stalked 13

12. Forewings with 11 veins; 7 and S coincident IS. Decantha.

Forewings with 12 veins; 7 and S stalked 1'/. Euclemensia.

13. Forewings with 11 veins; 7 and S coincident 15. Fahiola.

Forewings with 12 veins; 7 and 8 stalked 1

'

t

14. Antennae thickened with scales toward base 16. CEcophora.

Antenna? not thickened with scales 15

15. Hindwings with vein 5 connate or stalked with 3+4 17. THclonella.

Hindwings with vein 5 free 16

1G. Basal joint of antenna? with pecten 19. Borkhausenia.

Basal joint of antenna? without pecten 11

17. Hindwings with vein 5 nearest 6 18

Hindwings with vein 5 nearest 4 r 19

18. Hindwings with cross-vein between 7 and 8 20. Tamarrha.

Hindwings with vein 8 free 21. Ethmia.

19. Forewings with 2 and 3 approximate or stalked 11. Semioscopis.

Forewings with 2 and 3 distant 20

20. Forewings obtuse; termen but slightly oblique 10. Inga.

Forewings pointed ; terinen oblique 12. EpicaUimu.

1. Genus MARTYRINGA Busck.

Martyringa Busck, Jour. New York Ent. Soc. X. 1902, p. 96.

Antenna* stout, slightly serrate toward tip; basal joint without

pecten. Labial palpi long, recurved; second joint somewdiat thick-

ened with scales, and rough beneath; terminal joint shorter. Fore-

wings elongate, costa and dorsum nearly straight, apex and terinen

evenly rounded ; 11 veins; one cubital vein absent; 2 and 3 coincident;

4 stalked with 2-}-3 from the corner of the cell; 8 and 9 out of 7; 7

to termen. Hindwings as broad as the forewings; 7 veins; 3 and 4

coincident; 4 and 5 connate; G and 7 parallel.

Type.—Martyringa latipennis (Walsingham)

.

Contains only the single species latipennis Walsingham, Dyar

List N. Am. Lep.. No. 547G; allied forms occur in China and Japan.

2. Genus PLEUROTA Hubner.

Pleuroia Hubner, Yerzeicbniss bekanntor Sclnnetterlinge. ISIS, p. 400.

Labial palpi very long, porrected; second joint straight, densely

clothed with long projecting scales throughout its entire length above

and beneath: terminal joint short, slim, pointed. Antenna? finely

ciliated, with pecten on basal joint. Tongue long, spirally coiled.

Forewings elongate, pointed; terinen very oblique; 12 veins; 7 and

8 stalked: 7 to termen. Hindwings as broad as forewings, ovate;

cilia long; 8 veins: and 7 parallel; 3 and 1 connate.
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Type.—Plcurota bicosteUa (Clerck).

Only the following species is at present recognized in Xorth

America. The genus is represented in Europe and Australia.

PLEUROTA ALBASTRIGILELLA (Kearfott).

Dorota albastrigilella Kearfott, Can. Entom., XXXIX, liiOT, p. 8.

I have carefully examined Mr. Kearfott's unique type; it is a typi-

cal Fleurota, near to the European bicosteUa Clerck. and thus estab-

lishes the occurrence of this interesting genus in Xorth America for

the first time.

In the U. S. National Museum are specimens of this species from

San Diego, California (W. S. Wright, collector).

The genus Dorata, Busck, which was tentatively referred to the

CEcophorida1 on its erection, does not belong in this family, but will

find its proper place in the Tineidse.

The other species described by Mr. Kearfott as Dorota (Dorata)

does not belong to this genus, differing both in ve.iation and oral

characters; medioliniella Kearfott is, however, truly allied to Dorata

and may be temporarily retained in that genus, until additional ma-
terial is forthcoming. At present it is known only through the

unique type, which Mr. Kearfott kindly brought to Washington for

my inspection.

3. Genus EUMEYRICKIA Busck.

Eumeyrickia Busck, Jour. New York Ent. Soc, X, 1902, p. 94.

Second joint of labial palpi with long projecting, pointed tuft; ter-

minal joint erect, slender, acute, longer than second joint. Antenna?

|; evenly ciliated throughout except on the basal joint, which is long,

smooth without pecten. Forewings elongate, pointed; termen ob-

lique: 12 veins; 7 and 8 stalked; 7 to termen just below apex; 2

from before angle of cell-; 3, 4, and 5 equidistant. Hindwings ovate,

nearly as broad as forewings; 8 veins; 6 and 7 parallel; 3 and 4

connate; 5 nearest G. Female with protruding horny ovipositor.

Type.—Eumeyrickia trimaculella ( Fitch )

.

Only the one species is at present recognized.

EUMEYRICKIA TRIMACULELLA (Fitch).

Chcciochilus trimaculella Fitch, Rept. Xox. Ins., II. 1856, p. 2.°>3.

Ypsolophus trimaculellus Chambers, Bull. U. S Geo]. Surv., IV. 187S,

p. 107.—Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am.. 1891, N<>. ">.->32.

Anarsia f aloapulvella Chambers, Can. Entom., VII. Is7.~>. p. 147.

Chimabache f haustellata Walsingham, Trans. Am. Ent. Sue. X. 1882,

p. 173.—Riley, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Am.. 1891, No. .MM)!).

Eumeyrickia trimaculella Busck, Jour. New York Ent. Soc, X. 1902, p. 94.—
Dyar, List. X. Am. Lep.. 1903. Xo. 5843.

Antenna? blackish, each joint with a large white scale on the upper
side. Labial palpi blackish fuscous, with apex of second joint and of
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the tuft white; terminal joint with two longitudinal white lines.

Forewings blackish brown, sprinkled with scattered white scale, es-

pecially on apical third: three small yellowish costal spots, one on

the middle of costal edge, a somewhat larger one at apical third and a

third just before apex. Cilia alternately dark brown and yellowish

white and with a black basal line along the edge of the wing. Hind-

wings dark fuscous.

Alar expanse.—15 to 18 mm.
Habitat.—Northeastern United States: Canada.

The types of Fitch and Chambers are in the U. S. National

Museum: topotypes of Lord Walsingham's species are also there; his

type is in the collection of Professor Fernald.

I have included full references and description of this species so as

to facilitate comparison with the unrecognized type of the following

genus, which from description appears to be closely allied

:

4. Genus EIDO Chambers.

Eido Chambers. Can. Entom., V, 1873, p. 72; Jour. ('inn. Soc. Nat. Hist., II,

1S70, p. 202, fig. 18.

Venilia Chambers (not Duponchel), Can. Entom., Ill, 1872, p. 207.

The following is Chambers's generic description

:

Terminal joint of the labial palpi as long as the second, slender, almost

acicular. Tuft at the end of the second joint scarcely concealing 1 lie base of

the third joint and pointing downward rather than forward. Antennae very

slender, indistinctly pectinated, and microscopically pubescent, scarcely reaching

the apical third of the wings.

Wings rather wide. Primaries ovate, lanceolate, faintly falcate beneath the

tip. The costal attains the margin; the subcostal sends from before the middle

a long branch to the costal margin and two other approximate branches from

tl nd of the cell, from the first of which it bends down to its union will: the

discal vein, whence it proceeds toward the apex, before which it divides, send-

ing one branch to the costal and one to the dorsal margin near the apex. Discal

cell wide at the end. closed, the discal vein emitting two branches to the dorsal

margin; the median emits two branches before the end of the cell, from which

it curves to the dorsal margin. Subniedian furcate at base. Ilindwings with

I he costal margin nearly straight, a little arched toward the base; costal vein

Straight, long, attaining (he margin before the apex: subcostal very faint from

the base t<> the distal vein, distinct from thence to the apex, straight: cell

closed by a distin* t discal vein, which sends two branches to the dorsal margin;

median oblique, nearly straight, furcate at the end of the cell and with a branch

to the dorsal margin before the end of the cell. Hind margin regularly curved,

not emarginate; narrower than the forewings.

Type.—Eido aZbapalpi Ha (Chambers).

This unusually detailed description, together with Chambers's figure

of the venation, indicates that the genus belongs to the CEcophoridae

a ml that it is very near if not identical with the foregoing genus

Eumeyrickia. As. however, several small discrepancies occur, and
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as Chambers's descriptions and especially his figures are not always

to be relied on, it would be unwise in the absence of any authen-

tic material to unite the two genera on the present evidence, the more

so because very small differences in structure will rightly differentiate

genera in this family and because the specific descriptions clearly

represent two different species.

I therefore leave the genus Eido as unrecognized at present, and the

distinctive characters utilized in the generic table, being derived from

description and figure alone, are tentative only, and may prove of no

value on the discovery of the species, which should not be difficult.

EIDO ALBAPALPELLA (Chambers).

Venilia albapalpella Chambers, Can. Entom., IV, 1S72, p. 208.

Eido albapalpella Chambers, Can. Entom., V, 1873, p. 72: Jour. Cinn. Soc.

Nat. Hist.. II, 1879, p. 202, fig. 18—Dyar, List. N. Amer. Lep., 1003,

No. 5502.

Eido albopalpella Riley, Smith's List. Lep. Bor. Am., 1891, No. 5543.

Apical joint of the palpi snowy white, with a narrow brown ring at

the base; second joint white at its apex and on the inner surface;

grayish brown on the outer surface. Antennae grayish brown, an-

nulate with white. Head, thorax, and primaries grayish brown with

a row of yellowish ochreous spots around the apex of the wings at the

base of the cilia.

Alar expanse.— -/,; inch; 14 to 15 mm.
Captured in June in Kentucky.

The above is Chambers's description; no such insect is at present

known to the writer, but it would seem easy to identify it, whenever

found, by the striking form and color of the labial palpi.

5. Genus GERDANA, new.

Labial palpi rather short, not reaching vertex: second joint some-

what thickened with scales, which are slightly roughened underneath

the tip; terminal joint shorter than second. Tongue long, scaled,

curled. Antennae a little longer than half the wing length, simple;

basal joint with pecten. Forewing elongate, ovate, apex not acutely

pointed, cell rather long: 12 veins: 7 and 8 stalked: 7 to termen; 3, 4,

and 5 approximate from end of cell; 2 distant. Hindwings as broad

as the forewings; costa excised from the middle; termen straight,

oblique; dorsum straight, inner angle well developed; 8 veins: 6

and 7 parallel, but flaring towards the tip; 3 and 4 connate or stalked;

5 nearest 4, cubital.

Type.—Gerdana caritella Busck.

Only one species is at present known.

GERDANA CARITELLA, new species.

Labial palpi deep saffron-yellow. Face. head, and thorax lighter

yellow. Forewings light yellov\ suffused with darker saffron-yellow

;

Proc. N. M. vol. xxxv—OS 13
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basal half of costal edge darkened with black dusting; on the middle

of the cell is a blackish brown spot and obliquely below on the fold is

a similar, but less prominent dark spot; at the end of the cell is a

transverse, blackish brown spot, faintly connected with dark costal

and dorsal spots above and below, so as to form an ill-defined and in-

distinct, narrow, transverse fascia at apical third of the wing; just be-

fore the tip of the wing is a more distinct, outwardly sharply angu-

lated fascia of blackish dots, and the extreme tip is liberally dusted

with black scales. Cilia light ochreous. The dark markings on the

forewings are easih- rubbed, so that only perfect specimens show all

of the above ornamentation. Hindwings whitish fuscous ; cilia ochre-

ous. Abdomen ochreous. Legs ochreous, liberally dusted with black

on the exposed sides.

Alar expanse.—13 to 14 mm.
Habitat.—Plummers Island, Maryland, July (Busck) ; Kerrville,

Texas, April; Cohasset, Massachusetts, August (O. Bryant).

Type.—Cat. No. 11939, U.S.N.M.

A very pretty and easily recognized little moth with the ground

color of Aristotelia natalella Busck and superficially resembling a

Gelechiid.

6. Genus CRYPTOLECHIA Zeller.

Crypiolcchia Zeller, Lep. Microp. Caffr., 1852, p. 106.

MacMmia Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. PMla., 1S60, p. 211.

Labial palpi very long, tip of second joint reaching above vertex,

slender; second joint somewhat thickened with smoothly appressed

scales, which are but slightly roughened in front; terminal joint

long, but decidedly shorter than second joint, slender, pointed. An-

tenna* without pecten on basal joint ; in the males ciliated, in some

species with very long ciliation ; in the female simple. Tongue well

developed. Forewings with 12 veins: 7 and 8 stalked; 7 to termen

just below apex; vein 2 remote from vein 3. Hindwings as broad

as the forewings, with 8 veins; 3 and 4 connate; 5 nearest 4; 6 and

7 parallel.

Type.—Cryptolecliia straminella Zeller.

The genus is at present recognized from America, Africa, and

Australia.

This genus is equal to and supersedes Machimia Clemens and the

Australian genus 11'<>/>////'<</" Meyrick, of which about thirty Austra-

lian species are described. This latter synonymy was suggested to

tne and concurred in by Mr. Meyrick. who has kindly sent me several

species of thi;- genus in a large representative collection of Australian

Microlepidoptera, and who has had American species from the writer.

a Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W., VII, 1883, p. 493.
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Some of the American species (concolorella, canariella, kuachu-

cella, ciliella) included by the writer in this genus have the ciliation

of the male antenna? strikingly long (3 to 5), and Mr. Meyrick has

utilized this character to separate closely allied Australian genera.

All the American species referred to Cryptolechia by the writer have
ciliated male antennae, and I can only regard the different lengths of

the cilia as degrees of the same character and not of sufficient value

to separate the forms generically.

Mr. Meyrick himself would hardly insist upon the generic value

of these differences, but he has repeatedly found it expedient to

utilize them to break up otherwise excessively large groups in Aus-

tralia. This reason does not exist in America, and I am glad to be

able to disregard as a primary means of separation this and other

secondary sexual characters, which in the writer's experience are

excellent specific distinctions, but not indicative of well founded

generic divisions.

To Cryptolechia I refer, besides the species described below, the fol-

lowing American species:

tentoriferella Clemens, Dyar List X. Am. Lep., No. 5853.

cretacea Zeller, Dyar List X. Am. Lep., No. 5846.

obscuromaculella Chambers, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5848.

concolorclla Beuteimiiiller, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5845.

CRYPTOLECHIA CANARIELLA, new species.

Labial palpi very long, reaching far above the vertex; light yel-

low, sprinkled with darker reddish yellow exteriorly. Tongue yel-

lowish white. Antenna1 yellowish with white annulations; in the

female simple, in the male with very long (5) ciliation on the under-

side. Face, head, and thorax light canary-yellow. Forewings uni-

formly light canary-yellow, the color only slightly deeper yellow at

base of costa. Cilia whitish yellow. HindwTings semitransparent,

light whitish yellow. Abdomen yellow. Legs light canary-yellow,

mottled exteriorly with darker ochreous.

Alar expanse.—24 to 25 mm.
Habitat.—Huachuca Mountains. Arizona.

Type.—Cat. Xo. 11940, U.S.N.M. Cotype in collection of Mr. W.
D. Kearfott, to whom I am under obligation for this and other inter-

esting species.

A large striking canary-yellow species not mistakable for any de-

scribed American species.

CRYPTOLECHIA HUACHUCELLA, new species.

Labial palpi whitish with brownish base and touched exteriorly

with rose-red; terminal joint with a dark-brown annulation around
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the base and a narrow black Longitudinal line in front. Antenna;

in male strongly ciliated on the underside (4). Face ochreous white.

Head and thorax salmon-colored. Forewings salmon-ochraceous,

unicolored. Cilia ochreous. Hindwings light ochreous fuscous ; cilia

ochreous. Abdomen ochreous. Legs light ochreous; tarsal joints

slightly dark-mottled.

Alar expanse.—22 to 23 mm.
Habitat.—Huachuea Mountains, Arizona.

Type.—Cat. No. 11941, U.S.N.M. Cotype in Mr. Kearfott's collec-

tion.

Closely allied to the foregoing species and equally striking in color.

The ciliation of the antenna1 in the male is hardly as long as in

canariella.

CRYPTOLECHIA CILIELLA, new species.

Labial palpi light ochreous with base of second joint black. An-
tennae blackish, in male with long (3) cilia on the underside. Face,

head, and thorax light dirty ochreous. Forewings light ochreous,

finely dusted with fuscous, especially toward apex; first and second

discal spot blackish brown; at apical third is an undulating, out-

wardly curved row of small blackish dots. Cilia dirty ochreous.

Hindwings dark fuscous. Abdomen ochreous fuscous. Legs light

ochreous: tarsal joints sprinkled with fuscous.

Alar expanse.—19 mm.
Habitat.—Baboquivari Mountains, Pima County, Arizona, July

((). C. Poling, collector).

Type.—Cat. Xo. 11912, U.S.N.M. Cotype in the collection of Mr.

W. D. Kearfott, from whom the specimens were received.

A plain species, very similar to the type of the genus, but smaller

and with much longer ciliation of the male antenna 1
. In this it ap-

proaches concolorella Beutenmiiller, as well as in color; but this

species is a more loosely scaled insect with more rounded wings.

7. Genus PSILOCORSIS Clemens.

Psilocorsis Clemens, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1860, p. 213.

Labial palpi very long and slender, smooth; second joint hardly

thickened with appressed scales; terminal joint nearly as long as

second joint. Antennae simple in both sexes, without pecten on

basal joint. Tongue developed, scaled, spiraled. Forewings with

rather squarely cut termen; 12 veins; 7 and 8 stalked: 7 to termen; 2

approximate to 3. Hindwings nearly as broad as the forewings; 8

veins; 6 and 7 parallel; 3 and 4 connate: 5 nearest 4. cubital.

Type.—Pxilocorsis qacrcicclla Clemens.

The genus is at present recognized only from America.
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I have but little to add to my remarks on the species of this genus,a

and I include the following- distinct species:

quercicella Clemens, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5851.

obsoletella Zeller, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5849.

ferruginosa Zeller, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5847.

faginella Chambers, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5S47, part.

cryptolechiella Chambers, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5847, part.

duMtatella Zeller. Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5S47, part.

reflexella Clemens, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5848.

With cressonella Chambers. Dyar List X. Am. Lep., No. 5847, part; a
synonym.

The larva, described as that of Cryptolechia quercicella by Mr.
Arthur Gibson '' feeding on Populus, does not belong to that species,

the larva of which feeds on oak and is well described by Clemens.

Mr. Gibson's moth is an undescribed species of Psilocorsis.

Besides the species now disposed of in the genera Cryptolechia and

Psilocorsis, and sparsiciliella Clemens, which is made type of a new
genus" in the following pages, only one species, included in Crypto-

lechia in Dyar's List, remains, namely, piperatella Zeller (Dyar's

List. No. 5850), which does not belong to the present family at all,

but to the Gelechiidae, and for which I make the following new genus:

Genus DURRANTIA, new (Gelechiidae).

Labial palpi long, curved; second joint slightly thickened with

smoothly appressed scales; terminal joint long, but shorter than sec-

ond, acute. Tongue well developed, spiraled. Maxillary palpi small,

simple. Antennae somewhat more than half the wing length, in the

female simple, in the male finely senate and pubescent. Forewings
elongate ovate, apex bluntly pointed ; termen rounded ; 12 veins ; 7 and
8 stalked (or coincident), both to costa ; 3, 4, and 5 approximate
at the end of the cell; 2 from outer fifth of cell; V' furcate at base.

Ilindwings as broad as the forewings; costa nearly straight: apex
blunt; termen and dorsum evenly rounded; 8 veins: :'> and 4 stalked;

5 cubital, approximate to 3 and 4; 6 and 7 stalked; 8 free; cell wide;

discal vein very oblique. Posterior tibiae thickly clothed with rough

hairs. The female with protruding horny and hairy ovipositor.

Type.—Durrantia piperatella (Zeller).

The type has veins 7 and 8 in forewings stalked: I include as

generic character " or coincident " in order not to exclude another

closely related and very similar, undescribed Texan species, which I

believe congeneric, in spite of this single difference.

The genus is named in honor of my friend and co-worker, John
Hartley Durrant, to whom I am under pleasant obligations through

°Proc. Knt. Soc. Washington, V, 1903, p. 207.
6 Can. Entom., XL, 1908, p. 84.
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many years for much valuable assistance and advice, and together

with whom I studied and discussed the present genus at Merton Hall

three years ago.

8. Genus AGONOPTERYX Hubner.

Agonopteryx Hubner, Verzeichniss bekannter Schmetterlinge, 1818, p. 410.

Labial palpi long, curved; second joint with well-developed, fur-

rowed brush on the underside; terminal joint slender, acute, shorter

than second joint. Antennae simple in both sexes, with pecten on

basal joint. Tongue developed, scaled at base. Forewings elongate;

apex usually obtuse; termen rounded; 12 veins; 7 and 8 stalked, both

to costal edge; 2 and 3 stalked. Hindwings as wide or wider than

the forewings, with costa nearly straight, termen evenly rounded

:

inner angle strongly developed, so as to cause a sinuation in the dorsal

edge; 8 veins; and 7 parallel; 3 and 4 connate or short-stalked;

5 cubital, approximate to 4. Abdomen flattened.

Type.—Agonopteryx ocellana (Fabricius).

This genus comprises Meyrick's section A of Depressaria, which

differs from section B in having veins 2 and 3 in the forewings stalked.

Through the kindness of Mr. Durrant I have lately received advance

proofs of parts of Lord Walsingham's paper in Proceedings of the

Zoological Society of London for 1907, from page 955 of which I

learn that he has adopted Wallengren's idea of separate genera for

the two groups, which indeed seems logical.

The described American species, which are referable to this genus,

are:

atrodorsella Clemens, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5S54.

umbraticostella Walsingham, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5855.

thoracenigraeela Chambers, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5856.

gracilis Walsingham, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5857.

eanella Busck, Proe. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXVII, 1904, p. 7<M.

nebulosa Zeller, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5870.

scabella Zeller, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5892.

ciniflonella Zeller, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5869.

Tclamathiana Walsingham, Dyar List X. Am Lep., No. 5808.

psoraliella Walsingham, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5865.

walsinghamiella Busck, Dyar List X. Am. Lep., No. 5S64.

nigrinotella Busck, Proc. Ent. Soe. Washington, IX, 1908, p. 88.

curviliniella Bentenmhller, Dyar List X. Am. Lop., No. 5874.

amyrisella Busck, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5872.

clemensella Chambers, Dyar List N. Am. Lep.. No. 5N62.

rosaciliella Busck, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5863.

pulvipennella Clemens, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5858.

gelidella Busck, Proc. Ent. S«»<-. Washington, IN, 1908, p. 90.

thoraeefasciella Chambers, Dyar List N. Am. Lep.. No. 5867.

amicella Walsingham, Dyar List. X. Am. Lep.. No. 5859.

ftllva Walsingham, Dyar List X. Am. Lep., No. 5871.

novimundi Walsingham, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5S66.
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muricolorella Busck, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5873.

sanguinella Busck, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No., 5861.

argillacea Walsingham, Dyar List N. Am. Lep.. No. ."istiO.

amissella Busck, Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, IX, 1908, p. 89.

pallidella Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXVII, 1904, p. 765.

pergandeella Busck, Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, IX. 1908, p. 89.

flavicomella Eugel, Ent. News, XVIII. 1!>o7. p. 276.

senecionella Busck, Dyar List X. Am. Lep., No. 5875.

sabulella Walsingham, Dyar List X. Am. Lep., No'. f»x7<'>.

arenella Schiffermiiller, Dyar List X. Am. Lep., No. 5877.

canadensis Busck, Dyar List N. Am. Lop.. No. 5878.

lythrella Walsingham, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5879.

posticella Walsingham, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., Xo. 5880.

nubiferella Walsingham, Dyar List X. Am. Lep., Xo. 5881.

robiniella Packard, Dyar List X. Am. Lop., Xo. 5882.

lecontella Clemens. Dyar List X. Am. Lep., Xo. 5883.

AGONOPTERYX PLUMMERELLA, new species.

Second joint of labial palpi slim and smooth on basal half; with

short trumpet-formed brush on outer half; light ochreous gray, exter-

nally speckled with dark fuscous; terminal joint rather thick; light

ochreous gray, strongly mottled with black scales, which congregate

into an ill-defined basal spot and a broad annulation before the tip.

Antennae dark fuscous with narrow black annulations. Face light

ochreous gray. Head and thorax dark ochreous fuscous, mottled

with darker fuscous. Forewings pepper-and-salt colored ; under a

lens with the ochreous fuscous ground color thickly mottled with

white and black scales; no lighter basal patch; a round white second

discal dot is preceded by a few black scales and easily overlooked:

along the costal edge is a series of small ill-defined black spots, sepa-

rated by white and ochreous scales. Cilia ochreous fuscous. Hind-

wings shining fuscous, whitish on basal half and darker toward the

tip. Abdomen light ochreous fuscous. Legs ochreous; tarsal joints

mottled with black.

Alar expanse.—24 mm.
Habitat.—Plummers Island. Maryland (Busck) ; Cincinnati, Ohio

(Miss A. F. Braun).

Type.—Cat. No. 11943, U.S.N.M.

Very near to nebulosa Zeller. but considerably larger and with base

of the hindwings more whitish.

AGONOPTERYX SCABELLA (Zeller).

Epeleustia scabella Zeller, Dyar List. X. Am. Lep., Xo. 5S92.

Not being acquainted with this species in nature at the time of my
review of the genus Depressaria,a I concluded from Zeller's descrip-

a Proc. U. S. Xat. Mus., XXIV, 1902.
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tion that if the species belonged to the group at all it would have

veins 2 and 3 separate, and it was placed accordingly in Doctor Dyar's

list. My friend Mr. Durrant kindly corrected me in this and I have

since had the opportunity of examining Zeller's unique type in Lord

Walsingham's collection at Merton Hall, England. The species is an

Ayonopteryx, having veins 2 and 3 in the forewings stalked, and

there is nothing very remarkable about it, aside from the small tufts

of raised scales on the forewings. I agree with Mr. Durrant in

placing it next to nebulosa Zeller, which it much resembles.

9. Genus DEPRESSARIA Haworth.

Dcpressaria Haworth, Lep. Brit., 1812, p. 505.

This genus has the same characters as the foregoing, from which it

differs only in veins 2 and 3 being separate instead of stalked in the

forewings. The color pattern of the forewing is normally charac-

teristic enough to readily indicate to which of the two genera a

species belongs.

The described American species belonging to this genus are the

following

:

alienella Busck, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 58S4.

togata Walsingham, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5S85.

juliella Busck, Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, IX, 1908, p. 91.

f apiella Hiibner, nervosa Haworth, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5887.

barberella Busck, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5888.

heracliana De Geer, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5889.

betulella Busck, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5886.

groteella Robinson, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5890.

maculatella Busck, Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, IX, 1908, p. 90.

cinercocostcUa Clemens, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5S91.

lO. Genus INGA, new.

Labial palpi long, curved; second joint thickened with smoothly

appressed scales, slightly roughened in front; terminal joint long,

slender, acute, shorter than second joint. Tongue long, spiraled.

Antenna 1 without pecten on basal joint, simple in both sexes. Fore-

wings with apex blunt, termen oblique; 12 veins; 7 and 8 stalked,

both to the costal edge. Hindwings as broad as the forewing; 8

veins: 6 and 7 parallel.; 3 and 4 connate; 5 cubital, approximate to 4.

Female with protruding horny and hairy ovipositor.

Type.—Inga sparsiciliella (Clemens).

Closely related to Agonopteryx, differing mainly in the absence of

pecten on basal joint of the antenna* and by the abdomen not being

depressed.

Only the one species is at present recognized.
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INGA SPARSICILIELLA (Clemens).

Gryptolechia sparsiciliella (Clemens), Dyar List. N. Am. Lop., No. 5844.

11. Genus SEMIOSCOPIS Hubner.'

Semioscopis Hubner, Verzeichniss bekannter Schmetterlinge, 1818, p. 402.

Labial palpi moderately long, curved; second joint with appressed

scales, which protrude somewhat at apex; terminal joint shorter than

second joint. Antenna:' without pecten on basal joint, shortly cili-

ated in the male, simple in the female. Tongue developed, though

rather short. Forewings ample, elongate; apex blunt, termen very

oblique; 12 veins; 7 and S stalked ; 7 to costa or apex :
'_' and 3 stalked

or approximated. Hindwings as broad as forewings, ovate; 8 veins;

7 and 6 parallel; 3 and i connate or closely approximated; 5 cubital.

nearest 4.

Type.—Semioscopis steinkellneriana (Schiffermiiller).

The genus is also represented in Europe.

The following American species belonging to this genus are at

present described

;

pacJcardella Clemens, Dyar List Lep. X. Am., No. 5893.

merriccella Dyar, Can. Entom., XXXIV, 1902, p. 319.
'

aurorella Dyar, Can. Entoin., XXXIV, 1902, p. 31'.).

megamicrella Dyar. Can. Entom., XXXIV, 1902, p. 320.

inornatella Walsingham, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5895.

allenella Walsingham, Dyar List X. Am. Lep., No. 5894.

12. Genus EPICALLIMA Dyar.

Epicallima Dyar, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus., No. 52, 1903, p. r,L>r>.

Labial palpi very long, recurved; second joint slightly thickened

with smoothly appressed scales; terminal joint long, slender, but

shorter than second joint. Antenna' without pecten on basal joint,

simple, slightly serrated toward the tip in the males. Tongue devel-

oped. Forewings rather narrow, pointed, termen oblique; 12 veins;

7 and S stalked, both to costa. Hindwings not as broad as the fore-

wings; 8 veins. 6 and 7 parallel ; 3 and 4 connate; 5 distant but cubital.

Type.—Epicallima argenticinctella (Clemens).

The genus is widely distributed. The following European species,

hitherto placed in the genus Borkhausenia, are referable to Epical-

lima: procerella Schiffermiiller; schcefferella Linnaeus; grandis Des-

vignes ; augustella Hubner ; luctuosella Duponchel ; strosmella

Fabricius; tripuncta Haworth, and rhcetica Frey; probably also

other intervening species, with which T am not familiar.

The following American species belong in the genus:

argenticinctella Clemens, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5920.

edithella Busck Jour. New York Ent, Sec, XV, 1907, p. 138.
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coloradella Walsingham, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5023.

dimidiella Walsingham, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5925.

quadrimaculella Chambers. Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5927.

13. Genus DECANTHA, new.

Labial palpi moderately long; second joint somewhat thickened

with appressed scales, slightly rough in front; terminal joint shorter

than second joint, rather thick, pointed. Antennae with strong

pecten on basal joint; simple. Tongue developed. Forewings

elongate, pointed; termen very oblique; 11 veins; 7 and 8 coincident

to costal edge. Hindwings narrower than the forewings; 8 veins;

6 and 7 parallel; 3 and 4 separate; 5 nearest 4, cubital.

Type.—Decantha borkhausenii (Zeller).

Includes only the one species, common to Europe and North

America

:

borkhausenii Zeller, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5922, with boreasella

Chambers, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5921, as a synonym.

14. Genus EUCLEMENSIA Grote.

Euclemensia Grote, Can. Entom., X, 1878, p. 69.

Labial palpi long, slender, curved, smooth; terminal joint shorter

than second joint. Antennae somewhat thickened with scales, without

pecten on basal joint. Tongue obsolete. Forewing narrow, elongate,

pointed ; 12 veins; 7 and 8 stalked ; both to costa. Hindwings nearly

as broad as forewings; 8 veins; 6 and 7 parallel; 3 and 4 separate.

Type.—Euclemensia hassettella (Clemens). .

An American genus, not identified elsewhere; the two species

known are parasitic on Kermes.
hassettella Clemens, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5918.

siltivarziella Busck, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5919.

15. Genus FABIOLA, new
Labial palpi long, curved; second joint with smoothly appressed

scales; terminal joint slender, nearly as long as second joint. An-
tenna' without pecten on basal joint; in the male with rather long (2)

cilia. Tongue developed. Forewings elongate, ovate, obtusely

pointed; 11 veins; 7 and 8 coincident to costal edge. Hindwings nar-

rower than the forewings; 8 veins; G and 7 parallel; 3 and 4 connate.

Type.—Fabioht slmlh ii< lln (Chambers).

The European polcornyi Nickerl belongs to this genus.

Only the one North American species is at present known

:

shalleriella Chambers, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5928.

16. Genus CECOPHORA Latreille.

QScophora Latreille, (Jen. Crust, et Insect., 1806.

Labial palpi long, curved; second joint thickened with appressed

scales; terminal joint shorter than second. Tongue developed. An-
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tennse without pecten on basal joint ; thickened with rough scales on

basal half; in the males strongly ciliated. Forewings with 12 veins;

7 and 8 stalked; both to costal edge. Hindwings nearly as broad as

the forewings; 8 veins; and 7 parallel; 3 and 4 connate or stalked.

Type.—(Ecophora sulph urella (Fabrieius)

.

The genus consists of a few European and the following North

American species

:

newmanella Clemens, Dyar List X. Am. Lep., No. 5932.

17. Genus TRICLONELLA Busck.

Labial palpi long, smooth, recurved; second joint somewhat thick-

ened with smoothly appressed scales; terminal joint long, slender but

shorter than second joint. Antennae with pecten on basal joint,

simple, slightly serrate and ciliate in the male. Tongue long, spi-

raled. Forewings elongate, ovate, obtusely pointed; 12 veins; 7 and 8

stalked, both to costa. Hindwings narrower than the forewings;

8 veins; (> and 7 parallel; 3 and -1 connate or stalked; 5 connate with

or stalked from 4.

Type.—TrieloneUa pergandeella Busck.

A small American genus with a peculiar Australian aspect, not

yet satisfactorily recognized from elsewhere.

Villellu Busck (Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5917), described under

this genus, is a Blastobasid belonging to the genus Holcocera Clemens.

The following are the North American species referable to this

genus

:

pergandeella Busck, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5916.

determinatella Zeller, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5924.

18. Genus ENDROSIS Hiibner.

Labial palpi moderately long, curved, smooth; second joint some-

what thickened with appressed scales; terminal joint nearly as long-

as second. Antenna? with pecten on basal joint ; in the males slightly

serrated toward tip and ciliated. Tongue developed. Forewings

elongate, pointed, with 12 veins; 7 and 8 stalked both to costal edge.

Hindwings not as broad as the forewings; 7 veins; 6 and 7 parallel;

3 and 4 coincident; 5 connate or short-stalked with 4.

Type.—Endrosis laeteella (Schiffermuller).

The genus contains only the one semidomestic, widely distributed

species

:

laeteella Schiffermuller, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 6170.

19. Genus BORKHAUSENIA Hiibner.

Borlcausenia Hubner, Verzeichniss bekaimter Schuietterlinge, 1818, p. 420.

Labial palpi moderately long, curved ; second joint somewhat thick-

ened and roughened beneath with scales; terminal joint shorter than
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second. Tongue developed. Antennae with pecten on basal joint

;

ciliated in the males. Forewings elongated, pointed ; 12 veins ; T and
8 stalked both to costa. Hindwings narrower or nearly as broad as

the forewings; 8 veins; 7 and 6 parallel; 3 and -A connate.

Type.—Borkhaust nia minutella (Linnaeus).

A large, widely distributed genus; the larvae -feed on dry vegetable

matter.

The species placed under this genus ((Ecophora Authors) in

Doctor Dyar's list have mostly been disposed of under Epicuillhim.

Fdbiola and Decantha in the foregoing.

Thoracella Walsingham (Dyar's List, No. 5929) is a Gelechiid and

a synonym of Epithectis bicostomaculella Chambers, as examination

of the type proves.

Constrictella Zeller (Dyar's List, No. 5930) is a Theisoa, and is

repeated under No. 6130.

AscripteUa Busck (Can. Entom., June, 1908) belongs, according

to Mr. Meyrick, in his Australian genus Crossophora, which differs

from Borkhausenia only in the longer male antenna! ciliation. As the

other species of Borkhausenia have similar ciliated antennae, only in

less degree, I prefer to retain the species in the genus as described.

The four Califomian species described by Lord Walsingham ° were

placed by an oversight under the Blastobasid genus Hypatopa Wal-

singham, biit cotypes of the first three species, generously presented

to the U. S. National Museum by his lordship, prove them to belong

to the present genus, and Mr. Durrant has kindly informed me that

orites Walsingham is congeneric with the three others.

The following North American species, then, belong in Bork-

hausen hi

:

pseudospretella Stainton, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. ."920.

ascriptella Busck, Can. Entom.. XL, June, 1908.

episcia Walsingham, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXXIII. 1'iUT, p. 211.

conia Walsingham, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus., XXXIII, 1907, ]». 212.

fasciata Walsingham, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.. XXXIII, 1907, i>. 213.

orites Walsingham, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.. XXXIII. 1907, p. 213.

20. Genus TAMARRHA Walker.

Tamarrha Walker Cat. Lep. Het Br. Mus., XX IX, 1864, i>. 816.

Labial palpi slender, smooth, curved; terminal joint shorter than

second. Antennae without pecten on basal joint, simple in both

sexes. Tongue developed. Forewings elongate, apex blunt; 12

veins; 7 and 8 stalked to costa: rest separate. Hindwings as broad

as the forewings. elongate-ovate: 8 veins; vein 8 is connected at the

end of the cell with vein 7 by an oblique cross vein, and basal part of

"Proc l\ S. Xat. Mus.. XXXIII, L907, pp. 211-213.
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7 is obsolete; veins 6 and 7 parallel; 5 radial, nearest to 6; 3 and 4

connate.

Type.—Tamarrha niveosella Walker.

The genus Bdbaiaxa Busck (type. <l<IJi<lla Fernald) is a synonym
of Tamarrha, as shown by the writer."

My friend Mr. Meyrick has all along- contended that the peculiar

aberrant structure of the venation in the hindwing is of slight im-

portance generically and he considers the present genus synony-

mous with Eflint hi. Having found a similar cross-vein in the males

of some of the South American Stenomidap, where it is plainly the

normal subcostal cross-vein, found in the family Gelechiidse, connect-

ing veins 7 and 8, which has been pushed outwards in order to

strengthen the costal region, which is widened on account of a large

hair pencil, I am inclined to accept Mr. Meyrick's view, the more so

as some apparently typical species of the genus Ethmia (hilarella

Zeller, funerella Fabricius) possess a similar cross-vein. This vein is

thus to be explained as the persisting cross-vein, modified on account

of a hair tuft, which itself may not have persisted. In this connection

it is significant that the type of Tamarrha and some other species of

the genus have a costal tuft on the hindwings.

There is, however, no difficulty in the North American fauna in

keeping the genus Tamarrha distinct from Ethmia, and I prefer to

do so for the present.

The presence of the cross-vein mentioned above, together with the

relationship of vein 5 of the hindwings to the radial system of the

neuration, indicates that further study of these two genera, on which

I am now engaged at Merton Hall, may justify the erection of a new
family for their reception.

The following North American species are referable to this genus:

delliella Fernald, Dyar List x. Am. Lep., No. 5935.

bittenella Busck, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXX, 1906, p. 730.

TAMARRHA DELLIELLA (Fernald).

I am glad to be able to record the food plant of this beautiful

species. It was bred by Mr. J. I). Mitchell at Victoria, Texas, from
Ehn tia elliptica de Candolle. Adult issued August 7, 1007.

The food plant belongs to the family Boraginacese, to which the

genus Ethmia is normally partial.

21. Genus ETHMIA Hiibner.

Ethmia Hubner, Verzeichniss bekannter Sehmetterlinge, 1818, p. 163.

Labial palpi moderately long, second joint thickened with smoothly

appressed scales or with a more or less developed rough tuft; ter-

° Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXX, 1900, p. 728.
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minal joint shorter than second. Antennas without pecten on basal

joint; shortly ciliated in the males; simple in the females. Tongue

developed. Forewings elongate, with obtuse apex and rather oblique

termen; 12 veins; 7 and 8 stalked to costal edge; rest separate.

Hindwings as broad as the forewings; 8 veins; 8 free; G and T par-

allel ; 3 and 4 connate ; 5 radial, approximate to 6.

Type.—Ethmia aurifluella Hiibner.

A widely distributed genus.

The following North American species are referable to this genus

:

albistrigella Walsingham, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5S97.

umbramarginella Busck, Proc. Ent. Soe. Washington, VIII, 1907, p. 94.

coquillettella Busck, Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, A^III, 1907, p. 95.

lassenella Busck, Proc. Ent. Soc Washington, IX, 1908, p. 92.

alMtogata Walsingham, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXXIII, 1907, p. 199.

monticola Walsingham, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5905.

fuscipedella Walsingham, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5914.

caliginosella Busck, Jour. New York Ent. Soc, XII. 1904, p. 44.

arctostaphylella Walsingham, Dyar List N. Am. Lep.. No. 5S98.

obscurcUa Beutenmiiller, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 590G.

macelhosiella Busck, Proc. Ent. Soc. Washington, VIII, 1907, p. 93.

mirusella Chambers, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5904.

, discostrigella Chambers, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5S99.

semitenebrella Dyar, Jour. New York Ent. Soc, X, 1902, p. 204.

subcccrulca Walsingham, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5900.

confusella Walker, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5915.

josephinella Dyar, Jour. Now York Ent. Soc, X, 1902, p. 205.

marmorea Walsingham, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5903.

semilugcns Zeller, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5907.

trifurcella Chambers, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5911.

semiombra Dyar. Join-. Now York Ent. Soc. 1902, p. 206.

hagenella Chambers, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5901.

apicipunctella Chambers, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5902.

longimaculella Chambers, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5912.

coranella Dyar, Jour. New York Ent. Soc, X, 1902, p. 207.

zelleriella Chambers, Dyar List N. Am. Lep., No. 5913.

Including the synonymy as worked out by Doctor Dyar,a which
I am pleased to adopt in full, with the exception noted below, the

above list accounts for all North American species referred to this

genus except the names under No. 5010 of Doctor Dyar's list, which

have been the cause of some misconception in the past. Chambers's

Anesychia texanella 1 was naturally placed in the genus Ethmia
(Psecadia) by Lord Walsingham on the evidence of Chambers's de-

scription and generic name, and i( lias been retained in this genus

since; but Chambers himself expressed a doubt, and his unquestion-

ably authentic type in the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cam-
bridge proves it to be a large Gelechia species near harnesiella Busck.

"Jour. New York Ent. Soc, V. 1902, pp. 202-208.
h Jour. ('inn. Soc. Nat. Hist., II, 1880, p. 179.

c Insect Life, I, 1888, p. 149.
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Through a mistake of the paging, Doctor Dyar supposed that this

texanella Chambers was preoccupied by Ethmia texanella (selleriella

Chambers), and gave it in his list the new name cha/nbcr.sella, which

thus was unnecessary and becomes a synonym of Gelechla {Anesychia)

texanella Chambers. But on discovering his mistake as to the paging

and after correcting it," Doctor Dyar continued

:

I have a single specimen without label, which I attribute to this species, but

which may possibly not be the same. If not, the name chambersella can be

used for it.

And he then gives a description of it and a type number in the U. S.

National Museum.
This latter chambersella Dyar is neither an Ethmia nor Gelechia

{Anesychia) texanella Chambers, but is a Gelechiid, referable to the

genus Durrantia Busck. The name thus being preoccupied, it may be

known as Durrantia obiterella, new name, with the synonym Ethmia
chambersella Dyar (not Dyar), and the type is Cat. No. 6025,

U.S.N.M.

aJoiu\ New York Ent. Soc, X, 1902, p. 208.





A REVISION OF SOME SPECIES OF NOCTUIDiE HERE-
TOFORE REFERRED TO THE GENUS HOMOPTERA
BOISDUVAL.

By John B. Smith,

Of Rutgers College, New Brunswick, New Jersey.

The species of Homoptera Boisduval, as they have been listed in

our fauna, are typified by the most common and best known of our

species, lunata, or edusa, as it has been indifferently known. As based

on that species the genus has naked, hemispherical eves, a smooth

moderately convex front clothed with scaly vestiture, which is di-

vergent, not smooth nor closely applied. The antenna 1 are long, a

little thicker in the male, in which the joints are also a little marked

and furnished with lateral cilia4
. The tongue is well developed and

functional. The palpi are long, curved obliquely upward, closely

scaled, third joint almost as long as the second but more slender, more
closely scaled and usually truncate at tip. There is a little difference

in the sexes and more between the different species; but on the whole

the general character of the palpal structure is distinctive and much
the same throughout.

The thorax is not large in proportion to the size of the insects,

quadrate or nearly so, the vestiture consisting of long flattened hair

with broader scales intermixed, thick but smoothly applied. The col-

lar is round and closely applied. Patagia always well marked and

sometimes conspicuously developed. They may be flattened and

divergent into wing-like structures posteriorly, or they may be up-

lifted so as to form a brush-like mass; but they are always at least

well marked and divergent. Between the patagia there is usually a

posterior tuft which is generally truncated behind and may overhang

the basal segment of the abdomen. The abdomen is cylindrical, stout,

extending to or exceeding anal angle of secondaries: closely scaled,

with a variably developed series of dorsal tufts. Usually there is a

broad tuft on the basal segment, supplementing that on the thorax

and like it cut off square behind ; the others are as a rule little upright

scale masses that are easily removed and are rarely complete in cap-

tured specimens. Not infrequently one or the other of these dorsal

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXIV—No. 1645.
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tufts is more prominent than any other and gives that species a char-

acteristic appearance.

The legs are always stout and well developed, the anterior always,

the posterior usually without spinules or other than the normal arma-

ture. Middle tibiae always spinose, the spines varying somewhat in

number and prominence even within the limits of the same species.

In examining some of the mounts of legs made in the course of the

preliminary work with lunata, I noted quite a diiference in tin 1

amount and character of the spinulation of the middle tibia and I

noted also that occasionally, on the hind tibia1
, there would be one or

two distinct spinules between the two pairs of spurs. As this spinu-

lation is a structural character that has been given much systematic

value, it became important to determine whether there was not, per-

haps, a mixture of species and whether by separating out those with

the spines present on the posterior tibiae, it would not be possible to

correlate the structure with some superficial character. Every ex-

ample in all the collections then in my hands was therefore carefully

examined with the following results:

The Ottolengui collection contained 21 males and 15 females, and

of the males 7 had the blue lunules distinct while 14 were of the type

in which the blue was reduced to narrow lines. Of the 7 males in

which the blue lunules were well developed, 2 had distinct spines on

the hind tibia'. Of the 14 males in which there were no blue lunules,

not one had any trace of such spinules. Of the 15 females, 7, or

nearly one-half, had distinct spinules on tin 1 posterior tibia?. In the

females there was no sort of correspondence between the depth of

coloration and the presence of the spinules, and in the males the per-

centage of spinose examples. 2 out of 21, was so small that no rule

could be even hinted at.

In the collection of the U. S. National Museum there were 53 males

and 43 females, and of the 5:') males there were 25 with distinct blue

lunules and 28 in which the blue was reduced to lines. Of the males.

5 of those with blue lunules and of those with blue lines only had
the posterior tibiae spinulated. Of the females, 16 out of the 43 had
that character well developed.

In my own collection I had 25 males and 33 females, and of the

males 10 had the blue lunules distinct, while 15 had only the blue

lines. Only one example with blue lunules had any trace of spines

on the hind tibiae. In the females, however, 13 out of the 33 examples

had one or two distinct spinules between the two pairs of spurs. The
females were separated out into two series; those with the median
-pace distinctly paler and those with the surface concolorous. and 3

of the spiued specimens were ranged among the former and 10 came
into the latter series.
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Altogether I examined 09 males and 91 females and found 14 males

and 36 females with spines on the posterior tibiae. I found no sort

of relation between locality, date, color, sex, or maculation and the

presence or absence of spines, and the only thing that could be said

was that the spines on the posterior tibiae were more commonly

present in the female than i>i the male.

No other species was so systematically and fully examined as lunata,

but in almost every species where a number of examples were looked

at, this same variation in the presence of spines on the posterior tibia

was observed. It is not in this series of species a character of even

specific value.

In the male the typical species has the middle femora a little en-

larged, inwardly grooved, laterally fringed with hair of variable

length and density, forming receptacles which contain masses of

specialized scales, sometimes in enormous, sometimes in small quan-

tity only. But not all the species referred here are so characterized,

and some of them have no trace of this sexual character.

When the insect has the legs normally held against the breast little

is noticeable of this tuft even when it is well developed; but when
the leg is removed and the tuft is stirred with a needle, it forms a

mass several times as great as the original. The tibia has a small

tuft of hair which is not specialized or formed into a definite pencil.

In the female there is a fringe of hair to the femur; but it is much
smaller than in the male, and there is no contained mass of specialized

hair.

The wings are broadly trigonate and in a general way the sec-

ondaries are ornamented much like the primaries. The apex of the

primary is distinct or even acute, and the outer margin is more or

less dentate or scalloped, this being a variable feature. There is

nothing very characteristic about the venation. In the primaries

G is from the lower margin of accessory cell, 7 and 8 + 9 are from
its end. and 10 is from its upper margin near the tip. On the sec-

ondaries the median cell is very short, 3 -\- 4 fork at the end of the

median, and 5 is from a short oblique spur, parallel with and quite

as strong as 4.

As thus characterized. Ypsia Guenee does not differ very markedly

from Homoptera Boisduval, and I have united the species referred

to the latter genus with those treated here. The thoracic tufting is

not so well marked and the patagia are not so divergent : otherwise

1 find nothing that is of especial importance. The structural details

are exactly the same and so are the sexual characters, which will be

referred to in more detail presently.

Phwocyma Hiibner, as based on lunifera Hiibner, is an earlier

name for the same conception, and except for the fact that we have

a somewhat more slightly built species, there is no structural differ-
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ence. Hiibner's name is the one that must be used for the concep-

tion above described, including those species in which the middle

femora of the male have the mass of specialized scales normally de-

veloped. The species referred to Phceocyma by Mr. Grote do not

belong there.

Zale Hiibner is a still earlier name for almost the same conception,

structurally speaking, but this offers greater differences in certain

directions.

Based on our species horrida, the more divergent thoracic tufts,

emphasized because discolorous, and the more conspicuous dorsal

tufts of the abdomen make the genus recognizable; but these differ-

ences are only of degree and scarcely greater than occur elsewhere

in the series of species. In the male the middle femora have no mass

of specialized scales, and as there is quite a little series of species that

agree in this character or lack of character, I propose to hold Zale

Hiibner in a subgeneric sense as applicable to those species of

Phceocyma in which the middle femora of the male are not in any

way modified.

As they appeared in collections when I began, the species of

Homoptera were considerably mixed up, and except for a few of the

better marked species names were doubtful. Under calycanthata at

least three distinct species were masquerading and neither of them
was the form described by Smith and Abbot. Morrison's species

were rarely identified at all, and as a rule erroneously when any at-

tempt had been made to name them. Lunifera Hiibner and squam-

mularis Drury were not correctly identified, and as a whole the

straightening out of the synonymy was the first and not least inter-

esting portion of the task before me.

My own material was in no better shape than any other, and for

some years I had refused to apply names to species of this genus ex-

cept in a tentative way. Some years ago Dr. R. Ottolengui had be-

gun the accumulation of material with the view of monographing the

species, but press of other work caused the abandonment of this

intention. He was good enough to turn all his specimens over to me,

and this furnished the greatest variety of species in any one col-

lect ion.

From the U. S. National Museum I secured their entire North

American series through the courtesy of the Curator. Dr. L. ().

Howard, and this was rich in examples from Texas and some other

portions of the South and Southwest. Some material of Doctor

Dyar's collecting in the Kootenai district was interesting in this

connection, and was supplemented by a very nice series of examples

received from Mr. William J. Cockle through Dr. James Fletcher,

who also sent me a number of other examples for examination and

study.
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Dr. William Barnes was as usual ready with his material which

aided materially in completing certain scries, and Mr. Otto Buch-

holz was good enough to let me have a remarkable series of examples

taken by him in Yavapai County, Arizona.

In addition, I have had quite a number of smaller collections from

other collectors and correspondents, all of which aided in fixing the

range of variation and distribution of the species, and to all of these

correspondents I owe thanks for their courtesy.

Not the least valuable little lot of specimens was received from the

Rev. Dr. C. J. S. Bethune, who was the pioneer American worker in

this genus and whose paper in the Canadian Journal was a real help

to me.

Finally, I owe thanks to Dr. H. G. Dyar for courtesies extended to

me in Washington, where I compared my determinations of some of

the southern intruders into our fauna, with the material in the Schaus

collection.

One of the interesting features that developed in the study of these

species is the remarkable asymmetry in the sexual structures of both

males and females of some of the species and the strong characters

that were found in the females, which, in the Noctuids, generally lack

all structural peculiarities.

In the males the asymmetry is between the harpes of the two sides,

which in extreme cases are totally dissimilar, with processes on one

side for which there is no counterpart on the other, and which are

rarely entirely alike. The sheath of the penis or intromittent organ

is always more or less curved or bent, or even hooked, and this

structure is directly correlated to the differences found in the female 4
.

In all save a very few, the seventh abdominal segment of the

females is more or less modified both above and below. In the de-

scriptions the term anal segment or last segment is sometimes used

in referring to this structure; but what is meant is this apparent

seventh segment counting from the base, or the penultimate, counting

from the terminal points bearing the minute cerci.

Seen from above, the abdomen of the female of most species seems

to narrow very abruptly, and at the sides of the base of this segment

there are distinct depressions or grooves, often a little discolored or

with little tufts of discolorous hair. On the under side this segment

is apparently lobed or divided, and when denuded it is found that

these lobes are chitinous. that they are usually dissimilar in size and

outline, and that somewhere along the right side there is a distinct

opening to the bursa copulatrix or copulating pouch.

It might be explained here that in describing these structures those

of the males are figured and described as if seen in position from the

upper side, the head of the insect being nearest the eye. The females,

on the other hand, are described and figured as if the specimen were
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held bottom up, the tip of the abdomen nearest the eye. The range of

variation in these structures is better shown in the figures and in the

discussions under individual species.

It has been already indicated that there are two groups, based on

the character of the middle femora of the male, and the difference is

absolute. There is no case where there is any question of amount.

The mass of specialized scales is either definitely present, Phmocyma
verae, or definitely absent, series Zale.

Among the Pluvocyma the first series separable on superficial char-

acters comprises three species which constitutes a foreign element in

our fauna. They are all large forms, resembling the lunata type in a

general way, and always distinguishable by having the t. p. line nar-

row, single, and outwardly denticulate in the interspaces. None
others of our species have this sort of t. p. line, while it is a common
feature in the subtropical and tropical species, from which these are

intruders into our fauna.

In addition, there is a tendency to flatten the thoracic tuftings pos-

teriorly and to expand them laterally, somewhat wing-like. The
basal tuft of the abdominal series is much flattened, squarely cut off

behind and extends across the entire segment like a little fan. In

all of them the femoral tufting of the male is well developed and the

mass of specialized scales is enormous.

I have made no attempt to relate these species to the others in the

fauna to which they really belong, because I had neither the material

nor the literature for the task. I have simply identified them spe-

cifically, and have described them so as to be recognizable whenever

they are taken in our fauna. They are easily enough distinguished.

Exhausta Guenee is a somewhat short winged species, with a dark

base and dark brown costal patch between t. p. and s. t. lines. It runs

to light colors, especially in the male, which is sometimes creamy

gray, ranging from that to leaf-brown. On the secondaries the blu-

ish area beyond the extra median lines tends to become almost ocel-

late in character. It has been taken in Florida only.

Fictilis Guenee is a very even species, without contrasts; gray

brown in the male, darker more strigillate in the female. The best

defined marking is on the secondaries, where the extra-median black

lines are close together and tend to form a band, the outer margin of

which is dentate toward the costal margin.

ViHdans is the largest species and most resembles the normal
hiniihi type : but in the male it is distinguished from all our other species

in having the disc of secondaries beneath, densely clothed with long,

silky hair. In the females the wings are a mass of transverse strigil-

lations, more or less intermingled with greenish or bluish scales.

In all these species the underside is yellowish and crossed by numer-

ous transverse lines and strigillations. forming no distinctly localized
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shades or bands. So far as genitalic structure is concerned, there is

no near agreement between the species in either sex; but in the

female the tendency is to symmetry, to a complete plate inferiorly,

with the opening- to the bursa copulatrix posteriorly, or at about the

usual point of the anal opening. Correspondingly in tin- male, the

structures are quite similar on the two sides, and the introniittent

organ is only a little curved.

The next series of specimens may be strictly typified by lunata so

far as character of maculation is concerned. The t. a. line is usually

geminate, very oblique inwardly, with a slight outward arquation,

but without teeth or angles. There are usually two or three, more or

less waved or sinuate oblique lines on the disc; the t. p. line is usually

distinct, often geminate, never with outward denticulations in the

interspaces. On the secondaries the type of maculation is similar to

that on the primaries, and particularly the terminal area is practically

the same on both wings.

Lunata, sdlicis, and edusina are distinct from all the others in the

series in not having the seventh segment of the female distinctly

lobed beneath. In lunata the segment is complete but asymmetrical,

and the opening to the bursa is at the extreme right of the segment,

protected by a cercus-like process. There is no modification of the

upper part of the segment and there are no lateral depressions. The

males have the harpes wildly asymmetrical and the introniittent

organ is strongly hooked and twisted. This is the largest of our com-

mon species and in the male tends to form two blue terminal lunate

areas on primaries and one on secondaries.

Salicl* is the Pacific coast representative of the eastern lunata. It

is a little smaller, a little more uniform in ornamentation, and has

a number of other slight habital peculiarities that are not easily

described. In genital structure it is very like its eastern relative, sq

that, in fact, it becomes a matter of detail rather than of type of

structure.

Edusina is a greatly reduced lunata, and resembles the Zale series

in appearance if not in structure. It comes from Texas and parts of

Arizona, and is of a dull ashen gray color without brilliant or strik-

ing contrasts of any kind. In the male the sexual structures are not

unlike those of lunata in general type, though differing much in

detail; but in the female the seventh segment beneath is broken up

into a number of chitinous fragments, which border but do not out-

line the opening to the copulatory pouch. This is one of the smallest

of our species and not often mistaken in collections.

All the rest of the species of this series have the seventh segment

of the female distinctly lobed beneath, and laterally at the anterior

angles above, the, depressions are very distinct.
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Undidaris is very dark smoky, almost black, with velvety black

lines and the s. t. line is broken by white scales opposite the cell.

There is none other like it, and recognition should be easy. It is

one of the species that was referred to Ypsia Guenee.

The variety umbripennis differs from the type in that the median
area below cell is a little paler, more brown in color, and over the

line- of the s. t. line from the inner margin toward the middle there

is a somewhat violaceous shading. The white interruption to the

s. t. line tends to become lost in the variety.

JErughioxn. which has also been placed as a variety of undidaris,

is really a very good species, recognizable at all times by the bright

mossy green powdering on the primaries of both sexes. A real

fresh example of this form looks very handsome with its bright

green against the nearly black base.

Insuda is more gray, especially in the male, but has the same

general type of marking as in undidaris. In the male the terminal

area in both wings is paler, and in both sexes the reniform is out-

wardly marked by white scales. This species occurs in Arizona only

and seems to be not uncommon, locally.

Norda and minerea are much more contrastingly marked, especi-

ally in the male, and they are streaked and mottled with yellowish

and dark brown. They have essentially the lunata type of macula-

tion, but are somewhat smaller, a little slighter, and a great deal

more mottled. In the female, in which there might at times be a

question between the species, the abdominal structure affords a ready

point of distinction.

Norda is much darker, mahogany brown in the male, less strigillate

or mottled, with the terminal areas often brilliantly bluish. The
females are usually strigulated and crossed by undulated transverse

lines.

Minerea is much more mottled throughout, never so dark nor so

brilliantly contrasting, but after all of the same general type, the

difference again being more a matter of degree. In the female, too,

the colors are not nearly so dark, and the transverse markings are

correspondingly more obvious.

Lunifera and lineosa are two other allied species, smaller and of

slighter build than those just preceding and, on the whole, gray

rather than brown in color, without contrasting blue areas at any

time. There is quite a bit of variation in the wing form here, and

while some examples of lunifera have the wings typically Homop-
tera-like, others, especially of lineosa, seem to have them much
broader, with more arched costa and outer margin, like some Geome-
trids. The change is gradual, however, and there is no other charac-

ter that seems to distinguish these forms from the rest of the species.
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Lunifera is the best marked of the species, the t. p. and s. t. lines

being black, and the double extra-median line of the secondaries also

black. The tendency on both wings is to a black filling between

these lines, so as to form a more or less distinct band, and some-

times a black shading extends prominently into the median area.

Lineosa has none of this contrasting maculation and the lines are

only blackish or brown. Sometimes it becomes a matter of nice judg-

ment as to just where to place a given individual, well marked Ihieosa

and flown lunifera overlapping in either direction. Structurally the

species are alike or nearly so, yet T believe them to be distinct.

Unilineata stands by itself in several points. From all the preced-

ing it differs in the greater simplicity of the maculation, lacking

the predominating transverse .fasciation, and in this it agrees with

the immediately following species. The t. a. line, however, is even,

without angulation below the costa, and the s. t. and t. p. lines are

united into a single line below vein 7. The outer margin also is

much more strongly denticulated than in the other species, so that

with its rusty grayish brown color we have a form that is recogniz-

able at all times.

The next series of nine species have the wing form somewhat less

triangular than in the typical lunata type. The primaries have the

costa more arched at base, and the apex is rectangular rather than

pointed. The transverse fasciation is much less marked, and the

extremely oblique character of the markings is modified into a tend-

ency to become almost upright. The t. a. line is single, forms an

acute outward tooth on the subcosta. is strongly drawn back on that

vein, and then is almost upright in general course to the inner mar-

gin. The t. ]). line is outwardly bent over the cell, more or less in-

dented or drawn in opposite the reniform so as to make an upright

W, and is then incurved again on its course to the inner margin.

The largest of these species is obliqua, in which none of the mark-

ings are well defined or strongly contrasted, and there is a uniform
bluish or violet powdering over the pale brown ground. The reni-

form is not or only a little darker, and altogether this is a very hand-

some species without any very positively marked characters.

Metata is a smaller, better marked specie-, which lacks the hoary

appearance and has the reniform black or at least dusky.

In curema the t. a. line is black, as it is in the two next following

species as well; the color is a darker, very smooth even brown; the

median shade is scarcely marked and the reniform is black and

contrasting.

Helata is a somewhat rougher, better marked species, the median

shade more defined, the t. p. and s. t. lines much better marked, and

the s. t. space darker than the rest of the wing.
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Squammularis is still better defined, has the median shade as a

prominent feature, and the area between it and the basal line gray,

so as to form a fairly obvious smooth fascia.

Benesignata has this fascia very much intensified. The entire in-

sect is more powdery, the median shade is really a well developed

upright band, and the pale space between it and t. a. line is light

gray or even whitish, forming a very conspicuous species.

Largera equals obliqua in size and somewhat in appearance, but is

powdery throughout, the colors are ash gray and diffuse, and while

the median shade is conspicuous, none of the markings are black or

contrasting.

Dwplicata is a rough, powdery species without strong contrasts of

any kind. The lines and shades are all traceable and all well enough

marked; but they are all obscured by the dark powdering and must

be closely scanned to be made out. In the male there is an area of

white scales above the hind angle of primaries that relieves matters

somewhat, at the expense of even less definition for the rest of the

wing.

Bethunei is smaller than dwplicata and even more powdery and

obscure, without the white shading in the male. But there is an

obvious shade of red in the ground color, which is marked in the area

over the reniform.

In the section Zale there are only a few species, not so closely allied

as a whole, and yet not more divergent than those of the Phceocyma

series.

Two species, cingulifera and woodii, stand out from the others by

their conspicuous transverse strigillation, and yet in other respects

they are not at all alike.

Cingulifera has the thorax unusually short, the tuftings uplifted

posteriorly, and whitish marked so as to be quite conspicuous, not

unlike the same feature in horrida. The primaries have the costa

unusually arched toward base, making them less than usually tri-

angular. The basal area is conspicuously darker and the reniform is

pale, marked with brown lines.

Colorado is more normal as to wing form and thoracic tufting, and

has the reniform dusky. The basal area is also dark, but in this

species the s. t. line is very distinctly marked, outwardly angulated at

the middle, and the terminal area is whitish marked and well defined.

Rubiata is a yellowish brown species with the basal space darker,

the t. ]>. and s. t. lines well defined, and together forming a well-marked

outward angulation at the middle. From this there may be a brown
shading into the median space, but the terminal area is usually left

as the palest part of the wings.

Rubi is the same thing in gray; a little softer and more evenly

marked throughout. It is not improbable that the differences as they
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appear now from limited material may become evanescent with better

collections at hand, but I am quite as ready to expect the contrary.

Yavapai is the same thing in blackish; but this is unquestionably a

good species. It is very similar to some forms of edusina in macu-

lation, but the sexual characters are quite different. The female also

differs from those of the two preceding forms which have the nor-

mally lobed seventh abdominal segment by having the segment broken

up into irregular plates or pieces around the opening of the bursa

copulatrix.

Calycanthata and horrida agree in having the s. t. and t. p. lines

coincident below vein 7 and in appearance the s. t. line only is repre-

sented. In both, also, the terminal area is paler; but while that is a

normal matter in both sexes of horrida, it is exceptional and occurs

only in the male of calycanthata.

Calycanthata is on the whole almost the smallest species in the

genus and is characterized "in well-marked examples by white dorsal

abdominal tufts.

Horrida has the thoracic tufts elevated, discolorous, and prominent,

while the abdominal tuftings are unequal in size and quite con-

spicuous.

In tabular form the arrangement is as follows:

1. Middle femora of male with a mass of specialized scales.*

subgenus Phceocyma, 2

Middle femora of male without such a mass of specialized scales

! subgenus Xalc, lit

2. T. a. line usually geminate, inwardly oblique with a slight outward

convexity; even, not angulated or dentate 3

T. a. line usually single, with an acute outward tooth on subcosta,

strongly drawn in on that vein ; more or less angulated or bent

below 14

3. T. p. line single, slender, outwardly dentate in all the interspaces 4

T. p. line geminate, irregular, but never outwardly denticulate iu the

interspaces (5

4. Base and a triangular costal area between t. p. and s. t. lines of pri-

maries darker brown ; secondaries with a leaden gray or bluish area

beyond the curved extra-median band; more conspicuous in the

male exhausta.

Basal and costal areas concolorous or nearly so 5

5. Gray, the lines very fine, not well marked; no contrasts in shading__/fW///-v.

Wood or leather brown, lines well marked, primaries in the males with

blue linear shadings beyond s, t. line, in females with intermingled

blue and greenish scales viridans.

0. Penultimate segment of the female abdomen beneath, complete, though

a symmetrical 7

Penultimate segment of the female abdomen beneath, broken into

irregular pieces 8

Penultimate segment of the female abdomen beneath, divided into

two lobes 9

7. Larger, darker, more conspicuously marked; occurs east of the coast

range intuitu.
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Smaller, lighter brown, less conspicuously marked ; occurs on the

Pacific coast salicis.

8. Smoky brown, powdery, s. t. line well defined, no dark shading from

the outward angulation to the outer margin; reniform marked

with white scales; no black line on collar edusina.

9. T. p. and s. t. lines form no prominent outward tooth at middle; color

uniform, terminal space not paler in either sex, reniform concol-

orous, with a darker outline 10

T. p. and s. t. lines form a more or less obviously prominent outward

tooth above the middle; coloring more or less mottled; in the male

the terminal area more or less obviously paler and contrasting 11

T. p. and s. t. lines united below vein 7 into a single yellowish brown

line 13

10. Very dark brown, almost black, lines velvety black; a pale or white

spot interrupting s. t. line opposite the cell undularis.

The median space below costal area is lighter brown, and a lilac gray

shading extends over the t. p. and s. t. lines from the inner margin

above the middle of the wing umbripennis.

Blackish brown with mossy green powder ings, forming a more or less

obvious band beyond the t. a. line ceruginosa.

11. In the female very evenly dark brown with darker transverse lines, a

broad continuous blackish band beyond the s. t. line; in the male

the terminal area gray, not blue ; in both sexes the reniform white

marked insuda.

Mottled in both sexes; no obvious dork band beyond s. t. line; male

with terminal area tending to blue; reniform dark, not outlined.- 12

12. Dark red or mahogany brown, not mottled nor contrasting except in

the terminal area in males, which is often brilliantly bluish or

violet norda.

Mottled yellow to blackish brown, usually contrastingly marked
especially in the male, the terminal area in the latter often sordid

and rarely clear in tint minerea.

Pale leather brown; s. t. and t. p. lines distinct, black, intervening

space often black or blackish; a dusky shade often extends from

angulation of s. t. line to the outer margin _: lunifera.

Gray or grayish brown, none of the lines contrasting, and no dusky

shade from angulation of s. t. line to outer margin Kneosa.

13. Color rusty grayish brown, powdery, outer margin very strongly den-

tate unilineata.

14. Vest it ure of wings smooth, not rough, powdery, nor velvety 15

Vestiture of wings roughened, powdered so as to obscure the macula-

lion or give a velvety appearance 18

15. Basal and t. a. lines wanting or at least not well defined nor black 1(!

Basal and t. a. lines well defined, black 17

10. Larger; a uniform bluish or violel powdering over pale brown:

hoary; no well-defined contrasts; reniform not or only a little

darker obliqua.

Smaller, better marked, not hoary in appearance nor powdery; reni-

form dusky, sometimes black .metata.

17. Very smooth and even, median shade very little marked; reniform

contrasting, black curema.

Somewhat more mottled; s. t. and 1. p. lines better marked, the s. t.

space darker; median shade well defined ]i<l<tttt.

Less mottled, all the lines and spaces well defined; a gray shading

between t. a. and median shade squammularis.
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18. All the maculation bright, median shade band distinct
;
space be-

tween it and t. a. line contrastingly gray benesignata.

Space between t. a. and median shade not gray, contrasting 19

1!). Median shade conspicuous, diffuse; color ash gray; none of the lines

black or contrasting largera.

Median shade obscure or not well defined, colors dull or smoky, lines

usually distinct and black 20

20. Larger, darker, better marked, no conspicuous reddish shade; in the

male the terminal space is powdered with white and there is a

whitish blotch at anal angle duplicata.

Smaller, more obscure: an obvious reddish shade through the basal

color; no white in terminal area of male primaries bethunei.

21. Primaries with numerous black, transverse strigillations 22

Primaries not obviously strigillate 23

22. Patagia divergent, whitish discolorous; reniform whitish with brown
lines cingulifera.

Patasia normal, not discolorous: reniform dusky, not outlined Colorado.

23. T. p. and s. t. lines distinct, forming an obvious outward angle at

middle 24

T. p. and s. t. lines coincident below vein 7 25

24. Some shade of wood or leather brown rubiata.

Some shade of ash gray rubi.

Almost black, with black markings yavapai.

25. Red or leather brown: thoracic tuftings normal; terminal area tend-

ing to become pale or discolored in the male only calycanthata.

Deep chocolate brown; thoracic tufts discolored, uplifted, conspicu-

ous; terminal area of primaries discolorous pale in both sexes horrida.

PH-ffiOCYMA EXHAUSTA (Guenee).

1852. Homoptera exhausta Guenee, Spec. Gen., Noct., Ill, p. 14.

1857. Hoinoptrni c.rhausttt Walker, C. B. Mus., Het.. Xlli. p. 1053.

Ranges in ground from creamy or blue gray to yellow brown. In

the brown specimens the head, thorax, and abdomen are concolorous;

in the pale specimens the head is usually gray, the collar and anterior

portion of thorax brown; rest of thorax and abdomen gray. Collar

always with a black transverse line. Primaries with basal area, a

triangular costal area between t. p. and s. t. lines and often a diffuse

area at middle of costa darker brown and in the gray specimens con-

trasting. T. a. line marked chiefly by the difference in tint between

basal and median space, very oblique, only a little outcurved. Ordi-

nary spots vaguely indicated or altogether wanting. Orbicular small,

brown, punctiform; reniform upright, narrow, a little constricted,

concolorous and only definable when there is a brown shading ;it

middle of costal area. T. p. line black, slender, outwardly denticu-

late in all the interspaces below the cell. S. t. line brown, tending to

become broken and partially lost, inwardly convex to the middle

where it extends in a brown shade to the outer margin and thence

again, not so much incurved toward the inner margin. Secondaries

with a double extra-median line, of which the outer is the more con-
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spicuous. Basally there are obscure alternate lighter and darker

shade lines ; exteriorly there is a bluish band which in the male tends

to form an oval spot or mark. Beneath yellowish brown crossed by

brown strigillations which tend to become massed into a darker sub-

marginal shading.

Expands, 1.00-1.80 inches=40-45 mm.
Habitat.—Florida : Chokaloskee in July.

Four males and two females are before me, all save one male from

Doctor .Ottolengui's collection. There are others from various Cen-

tral and South American points in the Schaus collection, U. S.

National Museum, and there is no doubt that this is distinctly a sub-

tropical and tropical form. It is probable that all the specimens

come from one source originally, and that it is from one of those

localities that receives southern visitors or has really a subtropical

element in its fauna. Guenee describes it from Brazil, with the

addition of a doubtful specimen from "Am. Sept.''' Walker records

the British Museum example from Santo Domingo.

The females are darker than the males, less conspicuously marked
and obviously strigillate. The males tend to the creamy gray type

and to a form which has the blue area in secondaries almost ocellate

in type.

The spinulation of the middle tibia is well marked. The sexual

tufting in the male is very conspicuous and the mass of specialized

scales relatively enormous.

The sexual structures are very characteristic in both sexes. In the

male the harpes are not strikingly dissimilar; but the supra-anal

plate is prolonged posteriorly into a flat plate, from the lower side of

which comes the slender, corneous uncus. In the female there are

two small, slightly asymmetrical plates on the posterior margin of the

terminal segment, and at the upper "angle of the junction of these two

plates is the opening to the copulatory pouch.

PHffiOCYMA FICTILIS (Guenee).

1852. Homoptera fictilis Guenee, Spec. Gen.. Xoct., Ill, p. 10.

1852. Homoptera guadulpensis Guenee, Spec. Gen., Noct., Ill, p. 10.

1857. Homoptera fictilis Walker. C. B. Mus., Het., XIII, p. 1063.

isr>7. Homoptera guadulpensis Walker. C. B. Mus., Het., XIII, p. 1063.

A rather light gray brown in the male, deeper and more reddish

in tinge in the female. Collar with a black median line. Thoracic

tufts flattened and explanate or somewhat wing-like in character.

Basal abdominal tufts also flattened and very broad: other dorsal

tuftings small. Primaries very even in color, without darker areas

or strong contrasts. Basal line indicated by geminate costal spots

in some specimens. T. a. line geminate, obscure, very oblique. Or-

bicular small, punctiform, often lost. Reniform more or less com-
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pletely outlined in yellowish scales. T. p. line very slender, black,

single, outwardly denticulate in the interspaces, a little emphasized

and thickened just below vein 2. 8. t. line hardly traceable as such;

a leaden gray or brown band from inner margin near anal angle with

a slight incurve to middle of outer margin. A series of blackish

interspaceal terminal marks. Secondaries with disc crossed by ob-

scure lighter and darker shade lines. A pair of narrow black extra

median lines of which the inner is even or nearly so and the outer

forms outward dents in the interspaces between ."> and 6 and G and 7.

In the male there is a blackish spot at anal angle from which a bluish

shading extends toward the apical angle: in the female a leaden gray

or brown band extends from apex to anal angle below the black lines.

A series of interspaceal dark or black spots. Beneath yellowish,

crossed by numerous brown strigillations.

Expands, 1.80-2.12 inches=45-53 mm.
Habitat.—Brownsville, Texas, in June; Marco, Florida, in July;

Egmont, Florida, April 29.

A series of 10 males and 2 females from the above localities;

others are in the Schaus collection, IT. S. National Museum, from
various South and Central American points. The species is very

characteristic and GueneVs descriptions apply perfectly. The speci-

mens in the Schaus collection were directly compared with the types

by Mr. Schaus, and the determinations correspond with those made
by me from the descriptions. There is enough difference between the

sexes to justify a separation into species, with limited material. The
males are very uniform and very characteristic in color and in the

extramedian line of the secondaries. The females are much darker,

more like Janata in color, much more strigillate and with the pecu-

liarities of extra-median line of secondaries less marked. The only

strong point that the two sexes have in common is the yellowish

scale edging to the reniform. The denticulate t. p. line, of course,

serves to distinguish it from any form of lunata which it might other-

wise resemble.

The femoral tufting of the male is large and the mass of special-

ized scales is huge, larger in proportion and actually, than in any
other of our species.

The genital structure of the male is almost symmetrical, the lateral

pieces moderate in size and simple in form. The uncus, how-
ever, is unusually long, stout, and heavy, transversely somewhat
flattened and with a membraneous secondary structure within and
parallel to it.

The female has the anal plate entire and the opening to the

copulatory pouch is from the median line at the inferior margin;
symmetrical in all respects.
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PH^OCYMA VIRIDANS (Guenee).

1852. Homoptera viridans Guenee, Spec. Gen., Noct., Ill, p. 13.

Yellow brown, ranging to smoky in the female. Primaries, in the

male, the basal area a little darker, outwardly limited by the very

oblique, geminate, brown t. a. line. There is a narrow shade band of

bine in which the brown, pnnctiform orbicular is visible; there are

two incomplete transverse dusky lines and the reniform is obscurely

indicated by a few pale scales and a slightly darker shading. T. p.

line slender, black, single, outwardly denticulate in the interspaces.

S. t. line broken, obscure, brown, on the whole almost parallel with

the outer margin, emphasized on the costa by an apical smoky shade

and below the middle by a blackish brown fascia from the middle of

outer margin, curved to the inner margin just within anal angle.

There is a yellowish, broken terminal line, preceded by dark inter-

spaceal blackish marks which are most conspicuous just above the

anal angle. Secondaries with obscure discal lines to the double extra-

median black lines which tend to form a band, outwardly margined
by yellow and followed by a shading of blue. In the female the pri-

maries are so crossed by brown strigillations, more or less mixed with

mossy green scales and shades, that no other maculation is recog-

nizable except the characteristic t. p. line, which is brown rather than

black and not conspicuous. The marking of the outer portion of the

wing is barely indicated. On the secondaries the transverse striations

are equally abundant, but the double outer black line is distinct, and

there is more or less green or blue in the dusky shading beyond it.

Beneath, both sexes are yellowish with numerous transverse brown

striations.

Expands, 2-2.20 inches = 50-55 mm.
Habitat.—Miami and Marco, Florida.

I have only two males and three females, none of them perfect and

all of them with thoracic vestiture defective. I have cited only the

original description of the species because I am not at all sure that

the species has been correctly referred to later and still less certain that

some other names should not be referred here. The species that I

have agrees fairly well with Guenee's characterization and is the same

as that in the Schaus collection, U. S. National Museum, marked as

compared with the type in Paris.

The species differs from all others of those in our fauna by having

on the underside of the male secondaries a large area of fine long hair

which covers a large part of the disc, and on the cell of the primaries

a less conspicuous clothing of similar hair. The tuftings of the

middle femora of male are also large and similar to that in fictilis.

The male genitalia are symmetrical or nearly so. The harpes are

moderate in size, but stout and with obliquely spatulate tips; the
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uncus is similar to that in fictilis and equally stout, though somewhat
different in form.

The female genitalia are also symmetrical. The ventral plate of

the terminal segment is complete and the opening to the copulatory

pouch is from the median line at its inferior margin.

PH^OCYMA LUNATA (Drury).

177<». Nootua lunata Drury, Illustr., I. p. 40, pi. xx, fig. 3.

177.'!. Noctua edusa Drury, Illustr.. II, pi. xxiv, fitr. 4.

1529. Homoptera putrescens Guerin, Icon. Regne Anim., pi. lxxxix.

1830. Erebus lunata Westwood, ed. Drury, I, p. 37, pi. xx. fig. 3.

1530. Erebus edusa Westwood, ed. Drury, II, p. 4(i, pi. xxiv, fig. 4.

1852. Homoptera lunata Guenee, Spec. Gen., Noct., Ill, p. 12.

1852. Homoptera edusa Guenee, Spec. Gen., Noct., Ill, p. 14.

1852. Homoptera putrescens {=edusa) Guenee, Spec. Gen., Noel., Ill, p.

14, larva.

1857. Homoptera lunata Walker, C. B. Mus.. Her., XIII, p. 1053.

1S57. Homoptera edusa Walker, C. B. Mus., Het., XIII, p. 1054.

1857. Homoptera involuta Walker, 0. B. Mus., Het., XIII, p. 1055.

1864. Homoptera saundersii Bethune, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil., IV, p. 215.

1865. Homoptera lunata Bethune, Can. Journal, X, p. 252.

1865. Homoptera edusa Bethune, Canadian Journal, X, p. 9.

1865. Homoptera iuroluta Bethune, Can. Journal, X, p. 253.

1865. Homoptera saundersii Bethune, Can. Journal, X, p. 257.

1877. Homoptera lunata (--edusa) Bean, Can. Ent., IX, pp. 174, 228.

1877. Homoptera edusa Bean, Can. Ent., IX, pp. 174, 228.

1N77. Homoptera saundersii (---lunata) Bean, Can. Ent., IX, p. 174.

1878. Homoptera edusa {=lunata) Lintner, Ent. Cont., IV, p. KIN.

1878. Homoptera saundersii (t=lunata) Lintner, Ent. Cont., IV. p. 109.

1882. Homoptera lunata French, Can. Ent., XIV. p. 131, life history.

1893. Homoptera involuta (—edusa) Smith, Bull. 44, U. S. Xat. Mus..

p. 369.

1901. Homoptera edusa Beutenmuller, Journ. X. Y. Ent. Soc, IX. p. L92,

larva on willow.

190.".. Homoptera lunata Holland, .Moth Book, p. 278, pi. xxxvn, fig. 17.

1903. Homoptera edusa Holland. Moth Book, p. 278, pi. XXXVII, fig. 16.

Ground color luteous to chocolate brown. Head concolorous.

Collar with a black median line, and usually in the female a broad

dusky band below tip. Thorax crossed by broad dusky bands; one

of them, behind the middle, posteriorly edged with gray, so that in

some cases it forms quite a conspicuous whitish fascia. Abdomen
with the segments tending to become finely black ringed: the dorsal

tufts very small and often wanting. Primaries varying greatly in

tint and in distinctness of maculation. Basal space usually a little

darker and crossed by brown shade lines. Basal line geminate, rarely

distinct, usually indicated. T. a. line geminate, sometimes l'asciate,

very markedly oblique, reaching the inner margin within basal

fourth while starting at basal third of costa. T. p. line geminate,

usually only the inner line distinct, black or brown, outwardly

oblique to vein 4, roundedly exserted in the interspaces, sometimes

Proc. X. M. vol. xxxv—08 15
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forming' obtuse teeth ; very oblique below vein 4, more or less irregu-

lar but never forming long or sharp outward dents. The median

space may or may not be crossed by 2 or 3 very oblique shade lines

at or before the middle, and there may or may not be a darker brown
shade over the costal region. In the male there is more or less blue

powdering just be}7ond the t. a. line. Orbicular a small brown dot

which may or may not be obvious. Reniform oblique, lunate, dusky,

not outlined, outwardly marked by a few white scales. S. t. line

very incomplete, usually distinct only below vein 4, whence it makes

a slight incurve, is accompanied by a pale outer line and followed, in

the female, by a conspicuous blackish brown band ; in the male this

band may be traversed by a line of lilac blue scales and sometimes

the entire lower portion of the terminal area is blue filled. Above
vein 4 the s. t. line is very obscurely traceable to vein 7, above which

the s. t. space is dark filled and forms an edging to the line. When
this dark filling is not well marked the line itself becomes obscure or

lost. There is usually a dusky apical spot and, in the male, there

may be an edging of bine scales outside of the line, or the terminal

area may be washed with blue, forming in the best marked cases

two blue lunate marks, separated in the middle of the wing by a

brown shade which extends to the outer margin. There is a more or

less obvious brown terminal line, and the pale fringes have a dusky

interline. Secondaries a little paler at base, followed by a series of

alternate pale and dusky discal shade lines. A very slender blackish

line continues the s. t. line across the secondaries, and beyond that a

better marked line, which is more or less outcurved in the inter-

spaces, extends with a slight incurve approximately from apex tc

anal angle. Beyond this, in the female, there is a blackish-brown

shade band which, in the male, becomes blue edged, or the entire

terminal area may be washed with blue. Beneath more yellowish,

strigillate, and powdered, with a large dark discal lnnnle. a hinnlate

extra-median line, and an obscure, diffuse outer shade on all wings.

Expands, 1.72-2.20 inches=43-55 mm.
Habitat.—Throughout the United States, from Canada to Florida,

west to the Rocky Mountains, into Texas and Arizona, at dates rang-

ing from March to December.

This is perhaps the most common of our species and the most

widely distributed. It is also the largest and the principal late

autumn species. None of the specimens in my hands are spring

examples except a few from Texas, which may be hibernates, and by

far the greater number are in September and later. Minerea is typ-

ically a spring species and few examples hold on into July. Where
these two occur together, minerea has usually disappeared before

lunata makes its appearance. The two may resemble each other very

closely, especially in the female, and I have found them mixed in
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collections. Minerea is usually much more strigillate, however, and

has a rather well-defined small lunate reniform, while lunata has the

reniform much longer, narrower, and usually indefined superiorly.

There is not, of course, any really close relation between the two:

hut they do occasionally resemble each other so much as to cause

trouble.

The range of variation has been largely indicated in the descrip-

tion. In general there are two types, those with the median space

distinctly paler and those with the wings as a whole concolorous.

This range occurs in both sexes, and it is quite easy to arrange two

very well marked series with limited material. In the males there arc

also two forms, those that have the terminal area washed with blue.

forming '2 lunate areas on primaries and one on secondaries, and

those in which there is only an edging of scales or a blue line beyond

the s. t. line. Aside from that almost any one feature may vary in

prominence, so that with fifty examples at hand it may be difficult

to find two of them exactly alike.

The spinulation of the median tibia' is obvious in both sexes, and

in a fair proportion of cases there are spines between the two pairs

of spurs of the posterior tibia'. This feature has been already dis-

cussed sufficiently to bring out the range of variation. In the male

the sexual tufting of the median femora is distinct and the mass of

specialized scales is large and conspicuous.

The male genitalia are grotesquely asymmetrical. The left harpe

i> single, broad at base but rapidly narrowed to a slender flattened

strip, which becomes roughened, a little enlarged, and irregular at

tip. The right harpe is double; that is, the base is broad and single,

but it divides almost at once into a slender upper and lower process,

of which the upper is first bowed up, then bent down and furnished

with a little prong not far from tip. The lower process follow- the

reverse course and bends upward, is also forked toward tip. but the

forks are much longer and they almost engage the fork of the upper

process. There is considerable variation in the specimens in this

forking; but in essentials the structure is identical in all the exam-

ples observed. The corneous penis sheath is very sharply bent and

really crook-like in outline seen from the side.

The female is in its way as characteristic as the male and has the

terminal segment complete, not divided into lobes. At the extreme

right of the segment is a corneous ring which forms the opening to

the copulatory pouch, and this is furnished with a single, jointed.

cercus-like appendage. A reference to the figures will lie accessary

to really understand the structure.

The synonymy given at the head of this species is probably not

complete, but it is as complete as I feel certain about it. Under the

name lunata there are at least two and probably three species from
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South and Central America, as indicated by the specimens so labeled

in the Schaus collection. Cramer's figure (Plate CCCVIII, fig. c),

heretofore cited to lunata, certainly does not represent that species at

all. Whether putrescent Guerin really belongs here I consider dis-

tinctly questionable. Guenee seems to consider them the same on

larval characters, and I am simply following- his citation without

further personal knowledge.

Walker refers to viridans Guenee, and indicates its possible identity

with lunata Cramer. Viridans Walker, however, seems to be really

a form of lunata Drury, and not the species in mind by Guenee.

Edusa Drury is merely the male of lunula, the sexual differences

being regarded as of specific rank. It is the form in which, the

terminal area is filled with blue powderings, making two lunate areas

on primaries and one on secondaries.

The form named saundersii by Doctor Bethune is that in which the

median area becomes paler, more yellowish, and sometimes contrast-

ing. Inasmuch as this form occurs in both sexes, limited material

would easily seem to justify the separation. In the collection of the

American Entomological Society in Philadelphia there is a specimen

labeled by Mr. Grote as having been compared with type, and that

bears out the characters given in the description. The actual type

is no longer in existence.

The involuta of Walker represents that form of Janata in which

the exterior lines are unusually well marked, and the darker areas are

along the costal region, really very much like saundersii. I marked

it in my notes in 1892 as being the edusa form with the blue out.

The possibility of error on my part is not excluded, however, for the

description applies more nearly to some forms of minerea which I

was not in position to discriminate in all eases in 1892. At all events

the name can not be restored for any existing species even if the

present reference is erroneous.

How many, if any, of the names applied to West Indian and South

American forms must be cited here I am in no position to determine

at present.

PHjEOCYMA SALICIS (Behr).

Into. Homoptera salicis Behr, Trans. Am. Ent. S<><-., III. p. 28.

1870. Homoptera rosce Behb, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, III. p. 28.

In the essential characters of maculation this is like lunata, differ-

ing from that species in the somewhat smaller size and the less con-

trasting colors and markings. Line for Tine the ornamentation is

the same in the two species, but the California specimens have a

smoother appearance throughout, the lines are not so well marked
and what contrasts there are in the color and maculation are very

much less conspicuous.

Expands, 1.G0-2.00 inches=40-50 mm.
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Habitat.—California : Sonoma County, Los Angeles County, in

November; San Louis Obispo in February; San Francisco, Behr.

I have a specimen of salicis given me by Doctor Behr himself, and
I have seen the type of his rosw. My impression is that he described

the sexes of the one species, but that is not certain; at all events

there are no two closely related forms on the Pacific coast so far as

the material in my hands indicates. It is not even absolutely certain

that we have a species distinct from the eastern lunata, although that

I believe. Superficially, if the Californian examples were mixed

with a lot of eastern material they might attract attention as being

less well defined than the ordinary run of examples, but would not

be suspected of representing a distinct species. Structurally, the

differences are hardly greater. In the" male the lateral pieces are

identical in type and the differences in detail are not greater than

I might consider within specific range. The uncus, however, is quite

markedly different and is drawn out to a slender point unlike any

lunata that I have seen. In the female the differences are somewhat
greater and can be best appreciated by a comparison of the figures.

It may be that when both eastern and western forms have been

fully compared in all their stages, the question of their specific

identity can be more easily determined.

PHffiOCYMA EDUSINA (Harvey).

1875. Homoptcrfi edusina Harvey, Bull. Buff. Soc. Nat. Sci., Ill, p. 14.

1875. Homoptera atritincta Harvey. Bull. Buff. Soc. Nat. Sci., Ill, p. 14.

1878. Homoptera atritincta (=female of edusina) Gbote, Bull. U. S. Geol.

Surv.. IV, p. 185.

1893. Homoptera atritincta (= edusina) Smith, Bull. 44, U. S. Nat. -Mas..

p. :!70.

Ground color dull smoky brown. Head concolorous, sometimes

with a dark median line. Collar darker at base and below tip, leaving

a paler brown central line, often gray tipped: no distinct black line

in any specimens. Thorax with alternate darker and paler lines more

or less distinct, sometimes gray. Abdominal tufting small. Prim-

aries with all the lines usually well defined. Basal space usually a

little darker. Basal line brown or blackish, geminate, usually well

defined. T. a. line geminate, the component lines quite widely sepa-

rated, the inner less obvious, outer black or blackish, irregular, a little

outcurved but on the whole inwardly oblique. Just beyond this line

rs usually a little the palest area in the wing, in the males usually and

in the females often powdered with gray. Beyond this the median

space is crossed by three more or less obvious undulated transverse

lines, of which two are nearly upright, while the outer is curved

around the outside of the reniform. T. p. line narrow, thread-like,

black or brown, irregular, broadly and rather squarely exserted over

cell, just a little indented opposite reniform, oblique rather than in-
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curved from cell to inner margin. Orbicular a black or brown dot,

sometimes very distinct, sometimes not traceable. Reniform lunateor

kidney shaped, often defined inwardly by black soak's, outwardly

more or less marked by white scales. S. t. line black, and usually the

most distinct feature in the wing, making an incurve from each mar-

gin to an acute outward tooth at middle. The line may be a little

diffuse inwardly, and the entire s. t. space may he a little darker.

Terminal area usually a little lighter than the rest of the wing and

sometime- conspicuously gray powdered; most obviously and usually

in the male. There is a brown terminal line following the indenta-

tions of the margin, a little thickened at the indentation-, where it is

outwardly emphasized by white Lunules. Secondaries paler than the

primaries toward base, and disk crossed by three darker, undulated

lines. Outwardly there i- a distinct black line continuing the -. t. line

of primaries, and within that there is a less defined, usually brown line

continuing the t. p. line. Both these lines are a little rivulous and the

space between them i- often darker. Outwardly the outer line is

edged with pale scales or a pale line, and the terminal area is usually

continuous with ami similar in character to the terminal area of the

primaries, with a similar outer line. Beneath smoky, sometimes

varying to reddish or yellowish, more or less powdery, with more or

less obvious discal spots and variably obvious dusky lines, of which

there are usually one on primaries and two on secondaries; some-

times none on either.

Expand-. L.20-1.60 inches = 30-40 mm.
Habitat.—Texas, February to August.

In the series before me. Bastrop County, Bennett County. Brazos

County. Shovel Mountain. San Antonio, and Kerrville are specifically

represented and in the dates every month between the limit- given is

also represented. In addition I have an example labeled " N. Y."

and another labeled " Ky.." which I consider doubtful but worth

mentioning.

The species seems to be common and distinctly variable. A- be-

tween the sexes the male- are usually smaller, more contrastingly

marked, and have a considerable admixture of gray scale- in the

terminal area. In the females the color is on the whole darker and

more uniform. Typical edusina are all male-: typical atritincta are

all female-: yet there are light and dark forms of both sexes. A
little -eric- of specimens from San Antonio in the Barnes collection

are almost a- dark a- yavapai in both sexes and might, at first blush,

be easily confused with that species. The easiest superficial charac-

ter to separate them is in the clearly defined black line on the collar

•"'.• in - there may be some black scale- at base of col-

lar, but there i- a pale shade above it and it i- not a median line.

Specimens of both forms, labeled by Mr. Grote, are in the U. S. Na-

tional Museum collection, and there are also specimen- from Belfrage,
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agreeing in collection number with those described by Doctor Harvey,

so that there can be no question as to the Harvey species.

The spinulation of the middle tibiae in both sexes is scant; but the

spinules are long and are as a rule readily made out through the vesti-

ture. The femoral tufting in the male is distinct and the mass of

specialized scales is large and conspicuous.

The genital structure of the male is grotesquely asymmetrical. The
left side has, beside the broader lateral piece, an accessory structure

which is long, slender, and extends beyond the tip of the broader por-

tion. The linens is unusually long and is transversely compressed or

flattened into a blade, utterly unlike the usual forms.

In the female the upper surface of the segment is not modified, but

on the under surface it is curiously broken up into small chitinous

plate-, surrounding the large opening to .the copulatory pouch, which

is on the lower part of the segment. There is no appearance of a

division into distinct lobes or plates.

PHffiOCYMA UNDULARIS (Drury).

1770. Noel mi undularis Druby, Illustr., I, pi. ix, fig. 4.

1816. Anthracia undularis Hubneb, Verzeichniss, p. 275.

1852. Ypsia undularis <ii enee, spec Gen., Noct., Ill, p. 18.

1857. Ypsia undularis Walkeb, ('. B. Mus., Het., XIII. p. 1074.

L864. Homoptera ni</ri<-<nix Bethune, Proc. Ent. Sec. Phil., IV. p. I'll.

1865. Homoptera nigricans Bethune, Canadian Journal, X. p. 252.

is77. Homoptera umbripennis Gbote, ('an. Knt., VIII, p. 109.

1893. Homoptera umbripennis (var. of undularis) Smith, Bull. No. 44,

U. S. Nat. Mus., p. 373.

Ground color ranging from very dark smoky brown to sooty black,

often somewhat shining. Head and thorax without obvious mark-

ings; dorsal tuftings of abdomen small. Primaries very uniform in

color. Basal line geminate, dead black or velvety black so as to be

visible on the dark ground. T. a. line geminate, the outer portion

of line usually velvety black, the inner less obvious; as a whole rather

evenly oblique from costa to inner margin. The median area is

crossed by three broad, somewhat diffuse dead black lines. Orbicular

sometimes marked as an intense black spot. Reniform narrow,

oblique, laterally defined by intense black scales. T. p. line black,

sometimes geminate, the lines very slender, outcurved over the cell,

a little drawn in opposite reniform and then almost evenly oblique

to inner margin, not much beyond its middle. S. t. line better marked,

broader, more intensely black, interrupted by a white or pale spot

opposite cell, moderately outcurved just below tin- spot, else very

even in course. A darker terminal line, sometimes emphasized by

venular white dots. Secondaries basally a little more brown in most

specimens, the disk crossed by three, somewhat diffuse, slightly undu-

lating lines. A conspicuous intensely black line continues the s. t.

line of primaries across the secondaries to the anal angle. Beneath,
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somewhat rusty smoky brown, with darker discal spots and a variable

number of transverse shade lines.

Expands, 1.52-1.88 inches=38-47 mm.
Habitat.—Canada to Florida, west to Colorado.

In the large series of specimens before me. only the range from

Canada to the District of Columbia is represented; dates ranging

from May to early July.

There is no appreciable difference between the sexes and very little

variation of any kind in the typical form. The very dark blackish

brown base varies a little so that the dead black undulating shade

lines may be more or less obvious, and in the same way the velvety

black transverse lines are variably relieved. The most conspicuous

feature of the primaries is the white blotch interrupting the s. t. line

between veins 5 and 6; it may be reduced to only a few white scales,

or it may be a conspicuous spot ; but it is always present and is abso-

lutely characteristic.

The variety umbripennis has the area below the cell from t. a. to

s. t. lines of a rich brown shade, and along the course of the t. p. a

powdering or even a broad shade of lilac gray scales that is very

conspicuous. The white spot in the s. t. line is wanting in all exam-

ples. The secondaries have the basal area brown like the median

area of primaries, and the lilac shading over the outer lines is con-

tinuous with that of the primaries. There is never any question as to

which is undularis and which is umbripennis, and I was strongly

inclined, at first, to consider them specifically distinct. But there is

absolutely no material difference in genital structure so far as I can

make out, and this type of variation is quite usual in the genus,

although not equally well marked in any other species.

The spinulation of the middle tibia is scant and inconspicuous;

in the male almost invisible in the heavy vestiture. The middle

femora of the male are conspicuously tufted and hold a very large

mass of specialized scales.

The male genitalia are very nearly symmetrical so far as the

harpes are concerned, both sides being long, very much curved,

drawn to a point, but with a little, spatulate enlargement before the

tip. The supra-anal plate is unusually narrow, and the penis sheath

is unusually bent and angled.

In the female the depressions of the upper side of anal segment
are well defined; on the under side the lobes are well marked and
approximately equal. The opening to the copulatory pouch is at

the inner upper angle of the right lobe and comes from the inner side

rather than from the top.

The species is usually a common one where it occurs. It should

be added that the reference of Homoptera nigricans Bethune to the

synonymy is made on the basis of Doctor Bethune's own statements
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in letters to Doctor Dyar and myself, and the description, which is

very good indeed, would leave no doubt in any case. The type is no
longer in existence.

PH^OCYMA AERUGINOSA (Guenee).

1852. Ypsia aeruginosa (Juenee, Spec. Gen., Noct., Ill, p. 17, pi. xvm, Bg. 7.

1857. Ypsia aeruginosa Walker, C. B. Mus., Hot., XIII, p. 1074.

1857. Homoptera plenipennis Walker, C. B. Mus., Het., XIII, p. 1055.

1865. Ypsia aeruginosa Betiiune, Canadian Journal, X, p. 259.

1878. Ypsia aeruginosa Grote, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, p. 185.

1883. Ypsia aeruginosa (— undularis) Grote, Papilio, III, ]>. 7."..

1893. Ypsia aeruginosa var. undularis Smith, Bull 44, I'. S. Nat. Mus.,

P. 373.

181)3. Homuptcni pUiiipciinis (—aeruginosa) Smith, Bull. 44, I'. S. Nat.

Mus., p. 373.

Ground color very deep brown to almost black. Collar with a

velvety black median line, tipped with blue green scales. Thorax
with three more or less obvious transverse lines that may be either

obscured or emphasized by green scales. Dorsal tufts of abdomen
tipped with green. Primaries more or less powdered with green

scales having usually the tint of verdigris, but sometimes more blue.

These scales, while they may be distributed throughout the wing, are

usually massed so as to form a diffuse shade beyond the t. a. line, a

conspicuous shading in and over the reniform, and venular marks in

the terminal space. The t. a. line is black, even, single, inwardly

oblique, with a slight and even outcurve in its course. Orbicular a

black dot, usually visible in the green shade band. Median shade

lines usually obscure. Reniform large, broad, defined only at the

sides by black scales or lunate marks. T. p. line slender, black, single,

outwardly bent over the cell, deeply but obtusely indented opposite

the reniform, rather evenly oblique below vein -f. S. t. line black,

inwardly diffuse, tending to become broken on the veins, more or less

completely interrupted from veins 5 to 7; in course it forms a little

inward angle on vein 4 and is then a little inwardly arquate on its

way to the margins. There is a series of green terminal dots on the

veins. Secondaries usually a little more brown to the black line

which is continuous with the s. t. of primaries, the disc crossed by

three more or less obvious undulating darker lines and powdered w it li

green; most obviously so at extreme base. Beyond this outer black

line, which tends to be inwardly diffuse, there is an edging of green

scales, and there is more or less green in the terminal area, tending

a little to mass at the anal angle. A series of green venular points

at base of fringes. Beneath rusty brown, powdery, a series of con-

spicuous whitish terminal dots on veins, and these white dots pre-

ceded by black points. Both wings with a dusky lunule and crossed
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by a variable number of undulating- transverse lines or shades;

usually more numerous on the secondaries.

Expands, 1.48-1.80 inches = 37-45 mm.
Habitat.—Canada to Southern Florida, west to the Mississippi and

probably to the Rocky Mountains.

In the series before me all the specimens from the northern range

are in May. In a little series from Tryon, North Carolina, from the

Fiske collection (U. S. National Museum), dates are April 30, May
6, July 7, and August 9.

The range of variation is chiefly in the amount of green powdering;

but there is also some difference in the ground, and occasionally there

will be an example that bears almost the same relation to the type

form that umbripennis does to undularis ; but the distinction does

not become so marked at any time and there is never any hesitation

as to where such a specimen belongs.

The species has been referred as a variety of undularis; but it is

distinct throughout from that species, when close comparison is made.

The green powdering which is present in every example of aeruginosa

and never present in any undularis is sufficient for all ordinary pur-

poses. In addition, the shape of the reniform is altogether different,

the course of the s. t. line is characteristic in each species, and, finally,

the genitalic structure is decidedly unlike in both sexes. The spinula-

tion of the middle tibia is scant in both sexes and not easily found.

The sexual tufting on the middle femora of the male is conspicuous

and the mass of specialized scales is large.

The male genitalia are markedly asymmetrical, the left harpe

formed into a much longer, narrow, curved process than the right,

which, broad for the greater portion of its course, is abruptly nar-

rowed to a slender bent process.

The female genitalic structure is equally characteristic. Above, the

depressions on the last segment are rather conspicuously marked with

rusty yellow scales; beneath, the lobes are markedly dissimilar in

size, the right much the smaller, almost oval, and having the opening

to the copulatory pouch at almost the middle of the upper margin.

The species seems to be less abundant than its near ally.

PH-ffiOCYMA INSUDA, new species.

Ground color dull leather brown, with smoky shadings, the female

much darker than the male. Front of the head white or yellowish,

limited above by a transverse black bar, which in turn is surmounted

by a white line limiting the concolorous vertex. Collar with a dusky

transverse line more or less obviously shaded by a paler tint on one

or both sides. Thorax crossed by two darker lines, more or less obvi-

ously margined posteriorly by paler scales. Basal space to the t. a.

line crossed by narrow brown and grayish lines, which ure more obvi-
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ous and brighter in the male. T. a. line black, a little curved, irreg-

ular on the cell, as a whole inwardly oblique. In the male this line is

followed by a belt of bluish scales which are quite conspicuous; in

the female there is a similar band, but the scales are more scattering,

of a duller tint, and over a much darker ground, so that they are not

relieved. A punctiform black orbicular may or may not be included

in this band. Two undulating dusky lines cross before the middle

and aid in darkening that area; a third and sometimes a fourth arc

more obscure and cross beyond the middle, which is the palest por-

tion of the wing. The reniform is narrow, upright, a little darker,

anteriorly marked by black and posteriorly by white scales; both of

these distinctions more obvious in the female. T. p. line black, slen-

der, continuous, outwardly edged by yellow scales in some females,

irregular, in general outwardly oblique from costa to near middle,

then with a rounded angle bent inwardly and oblique to the inner

margin. S. t. line broader, more diffuse, tending to become broken

on the veins by bluish dots, parallel to but wT ell removed from t. p.

line to vein T, where it diverges and runs outwardly oblique to the

costa. The space between these lines is darker than the median

space, and the s. t. line is followed by a broad band which in the

male is as dark and in the female much darker than the included

shade. Beyond this band is a paler brown shade which in the male is

blue powdered, and in the female is strigillate with darker brown.

Outwardly there is a darker brown marginal shade, broken by pale

lunules at the incisions. The fringes have a yellowish Hue at base

and are strigillate with brown. Secondaries pale brown to the mid-

dle, then with two or three more or less obvious, somewhat diffuse

transverse lines before the double, black, extra-median line, the inner

portion of which is narrow, thread-like, even; the outer edged with

yellow scales, and forming a small 5> near the upper part of its

course. Beyond this is a much darker band in the female, and in the

male a blue powdering. The terminal area and fringes are as in the

primaries. Beneath brown, powdery, all wings with a discal spot and
an extra-median brown line, secondaries sometimes with two lines

within and one or two beyond this line. A series of whitish dots at

the incisions on both wings.

Expands, 1.25-1.02 inches=31-48 mm.
Habitat.—Southern Arizona : Yavapai County, August 11-25

(Hutson) ; Santa Rita Mountains, 5-8,000 feet, July (Siioav) ; Chiri-

cahua Mountains (Barnes) ; Prescott, July, August (Buchholz).

Type.—Eutgers College Collection: cotypes U.S.N.M., Type No.

12023; also collection O. Buchholz.

The color contrast between the sexes is very strongly marked in this

species and yet there is less difference in the actual amount of bine

powdering than occurs in some other species. In the female the blue
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powderings are simply a little more scattered and are absorbed in the

dark ground instead of contrasting with it. In both sexes there is

considerable variation in tint, and some females are almost uniformly

deep chocolate brown, with darker transverse lines edged with gray

atoms. In all such cases the white outer edging of the reniform

stands out strongly. There is no other species in our fauna that can

t>e confused with this.

A fine series of 25 males and 23 females collected by Mr. Otto

Buchholz gives the greatest range of size and also the longest period

of flight, from early July to the middle of August.

The spinulation of the middle tibia? is very distinct, the spines

being large and stout, though few in number, and easily discernible

among the vestiture. In the male the mass of specialized scales cov-

ered by the femoral fringing forms a great wad that is very conspicu-

ous when the middle leg is slightly moved, yet may be so closely

appressed to the thorax as to be readily overlooked.

The abdominal tuftings are much reduced in this species, and in

flown specimens they are likely to be totally absent. The genitalia of

the male are decidedly asymmetrical, the harpes slender, irregular,

and extremely unlike. The uncus is very long, slender, and has a

sharply curved very pointed hook at tip.

In the female there is no apparent modification of the terminal seg-

ments on the upper side. On the underside the lobing is incomplete;

the plate on the right is fully developed and takes up more than half

the segment; the lobe on the left is very much smaller, and while it is

fully chitinized along its inner margin, it is not well differentiated

outwardly, and seems to merge into the texture of the segment. The
opening to the copulatory pouch is at the upper inner margin of the

right lobe, but forms no distinct tubular structure. It forms rather

a space between the two lobes at that point and all from the lateral

margin. There is nothing quite like this in any other of our species,

and it seems in a way intermediate between the fully lobed types and

such forms us lunata, in which there is no true lobing at all.

PHffiOCYMA NORDA. new species.

1904. Homoptera calycanthata Dyab, Proc. U. S. N;it. Mus., XXVI I, p. 870,

larva on birch.

Ground color a rich deep brown, more yellowish in the female than

in the male, but varying in depth in both sexes. Head concolorous or

with ;i gray frontal spot. Collar with a median black line, with or

without an edging of bluish scales. Thorax with a more or less ob-

vious transverse gray line across the disc and patagia behind the mid-

dle: posterior tuft well marked, sometimes a little gray-tipped.

Abdominal tufts well defined in good specimens, but consisting of

long upright scales which are easily disturbed and lost, so that the
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majority of examples have no tufts at all; some of the scales gray

tipped. In the males, primaries to the t. a. line darker brown, crossed

by indistinct wavy lines: the t. a. inwardly oblique, only a little

curved, quite sharply defined by a line of bright blue scales which

usually extend outwardly so as to form a powdery blue fascia merg-

ing gradually into the ground color. The small punctiform black

orbicular is usually included in 'this fascia. The reniform is lunate,

elongate, nearly upright, dusky and without definite outlines. T. p.

and s. t. lines run close together when both are present, but either of

them may be wanting and rarely are both of them equally defined;

usually one of them is black and very distinct from the inner mar-

gin, parallel with the outer margin to the middle of the wing. At

that point they form a rounded angle and the t. p. proceeds ;i little

irregularly, but on the whole obliquely to the costa a little beyond

outer third, while the s. t. curves in and then out. so as to reach the

costa a little before the apex. Usually it is the s. t. line that is black

and most obvious toward the costal area, and usually also the costal

area between these two lines is as dark as the base and darker than

the rest of the wing. Beyond the s. t. line is a powdering of bright

blue scales which may extend almost to the margin, interrupted at

the middle by a brown shading so as to give the characteristic ap-

pearance of two lunate blue areas. At the apex is a conspicuous

blackish blotch. There is a brown terminal line, parallel with the

small indentations of the outer margin, and the fringes have a brown

interline. Through the terminal area there are fine transverse brown

strigse that vary in number and intensity in the specimens. Sec-

ondaries brown, with inconspicuous darker transverse lines to the

geminate extra-median line, of which the outer element is usually

black, conspicuous, and extends rather evenly from the anal angle

to costal margin, forming a small ^ near the upper end of its course.

Beyond this line there is a powdering of bright blue scales, which

usually fills most of the terminal area, which otherwise is more con-

spicuously strigillate with brown. There is a pale line at the base of

the brown fringes.

In the female there are no blue powderings, and the maculation is

on the whole much more obscurely marked. The t. a. line is rarely

marked, and the dusky basal shade extends to or even beyond the

middle of the wing and along the costa so as to include the reniform.

The costal area between t. p. and s. t. lines is well marked and often

a little purplish, and a broad shading of a similar tint is beyond the

s. t. line from inner margin to the middle of the wing. On the sec-

ondaries a similar shade is beyond the extra median line, and this

is sometimes traversed by lines of gray scales.

Beneath, the sexes are practically alike: smoky brown, with more

or less obvious but generally vague transverse lines, and on all wings
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an obvious cliscal spot. There is a small black dot, followed by a

larger white one at each indentation of the outer margin.

Expands, 1.40-1.80 inches = 35-45 mm.
Habitat.—Kaslo, British Columbia, in May and June; Kossland,

British Columbia, in early June; Arrowhead Lake, British Colum-

bia, in May; Cartwright, Manitoba, in June.

Type.—Rutgers College Collection: cotypes U.S.N.M., Type No.

12024; also Cockle and Barnes collections.

In the fine series of examples before me, 20 males and 18 females,

comprising material from Mr. Cockle, from Doctor Barnes, from the

U. S. National Museum, and from my own collection, this species

stands out from all its allies in the rich, dark coloring, especially of

the male, in which the blue powdering is more brilliant than in that

of any other species. As to the range of variation, that is, in general,

similar to that of minerea. In the male the blue scales may be re-

duced to marginal lines or they may form diffuse shadings; the

median space may be entirely concolorous. or it may be in whole or

part paler, more yellowish than the rest of the wing. In the female

the forewings may be almost uniform, or there may be a broad paler

shading that takes the outer half of the median space and extends to

the outer margin above the middle.

This is the species referred to by Dr. Harrison G. Dyar as caly-

canthata, and the description of the early stages there given applies

here and not to Abbot and Smith's species.

This is a close ally of minerea, and in fact is minerea intensified

and more brilliant. It may prove to be a geographical race when
the larvae of both forms have been compared ; but the fact that, with

so large a series of minerea covering 80 wide a range of territory,

there are none that in the male match the brilliant contrasts of

n <>/</</, has induced me to keep this form distinct.

The sexual characters are on the whole very much like those of

minerea; in fact, the small differences in detail that do appear I

would consider within (he range of specific variation in both sexes.

PHiEOCYMA MINEREA (Guenee).

1852. Homoptera minerea Guenee, Spec. Gen., Noct., [II, p. 15, pi. xvni, fig. 6.

1857. Homoptera minerea Walker, C. B. Mus., Het., XI IT. p. 1054.

ls."7. Homoptera obliqua Walker, C. B. Mus., Het., XIII. p. 1054.

1S(!5. Homoptera minerea Bethune, Canadian Journal. X, p. 254.

ISC,."). Homoptera aloofasciata Bethttne, Canadian Journal, X, p. 250.

1st;.",. Homoptera mho rot obliqua Walker, not Guenee, Grote and Rob-

inson, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, II. p. 70.

Varies in color from tawny yellow to chocolate brown, marked and

shaded with darker brown or black. Head concolorous. Collar with

" Proc. I. S. Nat. .Mus.. XXVII, L904, p. 879.
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a median black line and usually a slightly darker shade below tip.

Thorax with three dusky brown transverse lines, the one behind the

middle often edged with blue-gray scales. Primaries with usually

a more or less mottled appearance; basal area darker as a rule and

the triangular costal area between t. p. and s. t., lines usually as dark

or darker than any other portion of the wing. Basal line usually

traceable, sometimes evident, geminate, in the male often picked

out by bluish white scales. T. a. line best emphasized by the differ-

ence in shade between basal and median space : rarely geminate, the

lines black edged, interval brown; often a pale line separates off a

narrow band from the rest of the basal space; in course inwardly

oblique, only a little irregular or outcurved. In the male there is

usually a pale blue edging beyond the line which may expand into a

rather broad fascia. Median space usually a little paler than the

rest of the wing, but it may be concolorous in either sex. As a rule

there are three transverse undulating dusky lines which tend to

darken the space a little at or before the middle, leaving the outer

portion paler; quite usually also there is a darker brown shade over

the costal area. T. p. line geminate, very fine, rarely black and then

tending to lose the outer portion; in course outwardly oblique to the

interspace between veins G and 7, there acutely bent, making a deep

incurve followed by an equal outcurve and then oblique, evenly

sinuate to the inner margin. S. t. line inwardly oblique from costa

to vein 5, then outcurved and parallel with the t. p. line for the bal-

ance of its course. From the costa to vein 7 it is edged with black

inwardly, and the space to the t. p. line is dark browui or even black-

ish ; to vein 4 the line is interrupted or feebly marked on the pale

ground, and below that point to the inner margin it is often black

and conspicuous. Over or beyond this line, especially in the female,

a dusky or blackish shade may extend from inner margin upward
to the angle of the line and then outward on or below vein 4 to the

outer margin, interrupting the terminal space and forming a break

for the pale median shade to extend outward to the margin. In the

male this shade may be powdered with bluish wdiite, or there may
be a lilac blue line, or the entire terminal area may be bluish, inter-

rupted always by the dark shading on or below vein 4. There is a

dusky terminal line which may be broken and partly lunulate and is

sometimes preceded by brown or bluish dots. The fringes are inter-

lined with pale at base and darker at middle. Orbicular a black or

brown dot which is often wanting. Reniform rather small, lunate,

dusky, without defining lines as a rule. Secondaries usually a little

paler basally, the disk crossed by a series of lighter and darker trans-

verse, somewhat undulated shade lines. A distinct, slightly incurved

and slightly irregular black line, outwardly pale edged, continues

the s. t. of primaries. The terminal space in the male is usually more
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or less blue shaded or powdered; in the female it may be merely

strigillate or there may be a dusky band similar to that beyond s. t.

line on primaries. Beneath powdery, with linear discal spots on all

wings; primaries with median and an extra median transverse shade

lines, secondaries crossed by several undulating- lines.

Expands, 1.60-1.88 inches = 40-47 mm.
Habitat.—Canada to Florida along- the Atlantic coast; west to the

Rocky Mountains; Arizona.

Dates in the more northern part of its range are May, June, and

July, the latter usually worn females; from the Southern States

there are specimens in August.

A series of over one hundred examples, representing the entire

range of distribution, is before me and gives an excellent chance to

determine the extent of variation. This is aided by a series of 27

specimens from one locality in the Catskill Mountains, taken by Mr,

R. F. Pearsall, which shows that the entire geographical range may
be matched within the limits of a single locality.

At first sight it seems almost hopeless to attempt to describe these

variations; but if we separate the sexes, we find that they group into

types. Taking first the males, we have those in which the terminal

space is divided into two lunate bluish areas, and these usually have

the anterior portion of the median space also blue powdered. Then
come the less contrasting forms in which the blue is reduced to an

edging, or it may be an almost continuous line, as in the example

that formed the type of Doctor Bethune's albofasciata. With either

of these forms there may occur examples that have the median space

much paler than the rest of the wing. In the female the range is

somewhat less because the blue is eliminated. We have forms that

are almost evenly blackish except for a light sub-apical shading, and

forms that have the median space contrastingly paler, and every-

thing in between. Throughout it all, however, the species remains

characteristic and specimens from New York and from Arizona are

placed with equal readiness.

The spinulation of the middle tibia is distinct, though not con-

spicuous, and sometimes there is a spinule or two between the spurs

of the posterior pair. The tufting on the middle femora of the male

is obvious and the mass of specialized scales is Large and conspicuous.

The genitalia of the male are moderately asymmetrical, the left

harpe much broader at base and narrowing abruptly into an elongate

flattened process; the right much more elongate, narrower through-

out. I have examined specimens of the most divergent appearance

superficially, and from the extremes in geographical range, without

discovering any material departure in form.

In the female the depressions on the upper surface are usually

well marked and the terminal segments are usually more or less
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marked with ocherous. Beneath, the lobes are approximately equal,

the opening of the copulatory pouch at the upper inner angle, taking

in the angle itself and not any material portion of either upper or

inner margin.

PHiEOCYMA LUNIFERA Hubner.

1818. Phceocyma lunifera Hubner, Zutraege, i>. 1i), figs. '.»7, 98.

1818. Phceocyma lunifera Hubner, Verzeichniss, p. 275.

1857. Phceocyma lunifera Walker, C. B. Mus., Het., XIII, p. 1015.

1805. Phceocyma lunifera Bethune, Canadian Journal, X, p. 249.

1875. Homoptera penna Morrison, Proc. Bost. Soc. N. H., XVIII, p. 241.

1878. Phceocyma penna Grote, Bull. U. S. Geol. Sum., IV, p. 1S5.

1893. Homoptera penna Smith, Bull. 44, U. S. Nat. Mus.. p. 371.

Ground color a dirty luteous gray or brown, more or less tinted

with red brown. Head with a brown or black frontal line. Collar

with a more or less obvious black or brown medial line. Thorax

with obscure transverse light and dark alternating shades. Abdomen
gray to luteous, the dorsal tuftings small. Primaries with the trans-

verse markings usually distinct and the s. t. line, at least, black and

contrasting. Basal space usually darker and sometimes contrastingly

so. Basal line marked in some specimens; usually as a dark shade

between pale marginal lines. T. a. line always obvious, geminate,

brown, the intervening space tending to darken so as to form a band,

and in such case often preceded by a paler line. Median space

usually paler at the t. a. line than elsewhere, and darkening from the

middle outward; but it may be absolutely concolorous, may have a

pair of nearly upright diffuse median lines, or may be simply washed

with darker outwardly. Orbicular a black or brown dot, distinct in

most of the specimens. Reniform of moderate size, lunate, uniformly

dusky or blackish, edged with yellowish scales. T. p. line slender,

threadlike, usually black, tending to become lost inferiorly, out-

wardly bent over cell, roundedly indented opposite reniform, thence

from vein 4 inwardty oblique and sinuate to the margin. S. t. line

black, usually complete, sometimes broken opposite the reniform and

occasionally obscure toward costa. It is irregular and a little dentic-

ulate in the upper part of its course, forming an incurve from costa

to vein 4. where it is outwardly dentate and carried to vein 3, where

it reaches the greatest outward bend, thence more evenly to the inner

margin. The s. t. space is more or less completely dark-filled ; some-

times entirely, so as to form a distinct band, sometimes only at costa

to form a dark triangular blotch, and sometimes the dark shading

extends inward into the median space. Usually the lower half of the

line is broader and more conspicuously contrasting. The terminal

area may be concolorous, which is the rule in the females; it may be

more or less powdered with bluish gray, forming an obscure band,

and that is more common in the males ; there may be a dusky shading

Proc. N. M. vol. xxxv—08 16
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beyond the lower half of s. t. line extending to the outer margin from
the outward indentation of the s. t. line, and that is not common in

either sex. There is usually a dusky apical shade and a yellowish

line at base of fringes. Secondaries a little paler at base than

primaries, disc crossed by two or three dusky shade bands that some-

times form an obscure fascia. An extra-median double line, the

inner slender and often brown, the outer conspicuous, black, inwardly

diffuse. The lines diverge toward the costa and the space between

them tends to become and sometimes is completely dark filled. The
terminal space may be concolorous, may have a bluish gray band

through its middle or a leaden gray shading. Beneath dull yellowish,

more or less powdery, ranging from almost immaculate to forms with

a discal limule, a median dusky line and a t. p. and s. t. line on all

wings.

Expands, 1.40-1.64 inches = 35-41 mm.
Habitat.—Massachusetts to Texas, west through the Central States

and probably to the Rocky Mountains.

This is one of the several different forms that has been in collec-

tions as calycanthata. It is sometimes named penna Morrison, cor-

rectly enough, and occasionally galbanata Morrison, which is not so

far out of the way. As a matter of fact I believe this to be the form

that Hiibner had before him and that served as the original of his

figure in the Zutraege. Careful comparison shows that no other

species answers all the requirements of the figures and that this species

does do so in all save a few minor details that are within range of

artistic error. Those very points which Mr. Morrison emphasizes in

his description of penna, notably the dark filling of s. t. space, are

well brought out by the figure, and so is the dusky basal area. I have

never seen any specimen with quite so well marked a yellow ring

around the reniform, but examples with a yellow edging are not in-

frequent. The irregular s. t. line wTith the little dents on veins 3 and

4 is quite characteristic, and the secondaries I can match perfectly in

the series before me.

The species figured under this name by Guenee is cingulifera

Walker, the mistake occurring through too great a reliance on the

dark basal area and pale reniform. Guenee seems not to have had
anything like the real species before him.

As to the range of variation, that is considerable in both sexes, and

puzzling when it comes to making a separation from lineosa Walker.

In the typical form the basal and s. t. spaces are dark and there is

an upright median shade which fades outwardly. In such cases there

is usually a paler terminal area, and, in the male, more or less blue

powdering, so that there may be a resemblance to minerea or yet

more to the Colorado or rubi type. In rare eases there is a heavy in-

ward darkening from the s. t. space on both wings, leaving a pale

baud beyond the t. a. line, which gives those examples a very unusual
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appearance. The median space may be entirely uniform, and in that

case there is often a dark shade band beyond the lower half of the

s. t. line from the angle of which a dark shade may extend to outer

margin. When this is accompanied by a dark apical blotch we have

two large pale terminal lunate areas as is characteristic in lunata

and minerea. The extreme in the other direction comes when the

wings are very uniform, without contrasts, and only the t. p. and

s. t. lines stand out in whole or part, black and contrasting.

Just where to draw the line between this form and lineosa becomes

puzzling and a matter of nice judgment, particularly when the spe-

cies occur together at the same time and are taken under absolutely

identical conditions. I can find no tangible structural difference of

any kind between them and I have arranged them to show a full line

of intergrades from one to the other; yet the line is unsatisfactory

and the arrangement into two series is on the whole most satisfactory.

I believe there are two species. I admit my inability to separate

them by any positive characters. Lunifera is on the whole a smoother

species, less strigate, less obviously crossed by undulating darker

shades, and with more definite ornamentation throughout.

The middle tibiae are set with a moderate number of rather long

spinules, easily seen, and the middle femora of the male have the

mass of specialized scales very large and the tufting conspicuous.

The male genitalia are distinctly asymmetrical, both harpes very

much curved and forked at tip, but in a totally different way, as

appears by a reference to the figures. The uncus is very long and

slender and is a little sinuate toward the tip, which is acute and a

little hooked.

The females have the impressions of the upper surface of penulti-

mate segment well marked and the tufts a little discolored. On the

under side the segment is distinctly lobed, the lobes not markedly

different, yet sufficiently so to be characteristic. The opening to the

copulatory pouch is from the upper inner angle and conies from the

angle itself rather than from either upper or lateral margin.

PHEOCYMA LINEOSA (Walker).

1857. Homoptera lineosa Walker, C. B. Mus., Het., XIII, p. 10f>().

1865. Homoptera lineosa Bethune, Canadian Journal, X, p. 259.

1875. Homoptera galoanata Morrison, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia,

1875, p. 435.

1878. Pheocyma luniferat Grote, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., IV, p. 185.

1880. Pheocyma luniferat Grote, Can. Ent, XII, p. 87.

1893. Homoptera lineosa (=lunifera Grote, not Hubner) Smith, Bull. 44,

U. S. Nat. Mus., p. 368.

Ground color a rather uniform pale or creamy gray, tending to

reddish brown. Head with a variably evident frontal line, collar
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with a blackish transverse line at middle. Thorax with obscure paler

and dusky transverse lines, which are rarely well marked and often

obsolete. Abdomen of the palest ground color, the dorsal tuftings

small. Primaries having a powdery or dusty appearance, more or

less strigate and with rivulous dusky lines that obscure all the macu-

lation and undoubtedly suggested the name lint osa. None of the

lines distinct or black and none of the markings contrasting. Basal

area quite usually a little darker than the median space; the basal

line geminate, brown, diffuse; t. a. line geminate, brown, sometimes

preceded by a paler line or outwardly edged with darker followed by

gray scales. The median space is usually a little paler basally; at

middle and beyond crossed by two or three dusky shade lines. T. p.

line very slender, brown or black not contrasting, outwardly bent

over reniform, angularly and usually well indented opposite reni-

form, oblique and sinuate from vein 3 to inner margin. 8. t. line

brown, a little diffuse, incurved from costa to the interspace between

veins 3 and -i, there with a rather well marked outward tooth, below

that inwardly oblique and a little sinuate rather than incurved.

Beyond this there may be a more or less defined yellow shade line,

a dusky band beyond lower half, a dusky outward shade from angle

of line to outer margin, or there may be only an obscure strigillation.

Very often there is a slight apical shade and in the male there is

usually more or less bluish gray in the form of shading or powder-

ing. There may or may not be a brown terminal line, with the

incisions pale marked and the veins dark tipped. There is usually a

dull brown, punctiform orbicular, and the reniform is dark, lunate,

more or less edged with yellowish. The secondaries are paler at

extreme base, the disc crossed by a series of alternate paler and

darker undulating lines, of which either series may be the more

prominent. The exterior line is best marked, narrow, black, or edged

with black scales, not conspicuous, outwardly followed by a yellow

or whitish line. The terminal area is usually more or less blue or

violet-gray powdered, tending to form a band in the male, some-

times changed to a leaden gray band. Terminal line as in primaries.

Beneath yellowish brown, powdery, primaries with a large, second-

aries with a small, discal spot, both wings with an irregular extra-

median line.

Expands. 1.32-1.60 inches=33-40 mm.
Habitat.—Canada to Texas, west to Colorado: Kansas. New Mex-

ico, Winnipeg, Manitoba. Dates range from the end of May to

August.

I have a long series of specimens from the various collections, rep-

resenting the entire range above given, and some very good local

collections, notably one of 24 males and 28 females from Dr. (). S.

Westcott, collected near Chicago in May and June. In this series
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were 8 males and 15 females that were separated out as representing

the true lunifera and which gave opportunity to study local variation.

In ground color the variation is from very light creamy gray to

a rusty brownish gray: the latter more general in the specimens from

the southwest (Texas), which are also notably larger. Galbanuta

Morrison is based on one of the neatly marked gray forms.

The difference between the sexes is not uniformly marked and it

is not always possible to separate them from the wing characters

alone; nevertheless, as a rule, there is more gray powdering in the

terminal space in the males than there is in the females, and in size

the female usually exceeds (he malt*.

Typical specimens have no sharply defined lines or marks and the

wings seem to be crossed by a mass of slightly undulating dusky

lines. From that point variation runs to forms which it is not easy

to differentiate from some forms of lunifera.

In structure of legs and in the male and female genitalic characters

I can find no substantial differences; in fact, the northern gray and

southern red form- actually show more divergencies than do the

typical lineosa and lunifera. Yet for reasons already given I have

preferred to hold the species distinct.

PHjEOCYMA UNILINEATA (Grote).

1N7C>. Homoptera unilineata Grote, Can. Ent., VIII, p. 108.

iss:;. Uanmi>tcni iiniliiniihi Grote, Can. Ent., XV, p. 123.

1003. Homoptera unilineata Holland, Moth Book, p. 278, pi. xxxvn, fig. 14.

Ground color rusty yellow or leather brown, more or less washed

with gray. Head usually deeper brown. Collar sometimes steel gray

just below tip. Thorax with three vaguely marked transverse dull

gray bands which are often obsolete. The posterior tufting is unus-

ually thick and the patagia are divergent and alate in well preserved

specimens. Dorsal tufts of abdomen very small, and in flown exam-

ples are more often altogether absent. Primaries rusty in appearance,

more in' li sss strigillate or powdered with dark brown or even blackish

scales; sometimes arranged so as to form a series of vague discal

transverse lines. Basal space usually a little darker, a narrow pale

line separating off an outer band which serves as the t. a. line and

may be itself outwardly edged with paler scales. Orbicular a small

black dot. visible in most specimens. Reniform narrow, upright, a

little lunate, small or moderate in size, dusky, usually not outlined,

but sometimes edged with rusty or yellowish scales. The t. p. and s. t.

lines are united for most of their course, and between vein and the

inner margin there is an even narrow yellow line, outwardly bordered

by a rusty brown line. This forms an obtuse outward angle between

veins ."» and -[. and above vein 6 it divides, the t. p. line running

obliquely inward to the costa, while the s. t. line continues its course a
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little outward to the costa. The triangular area thus inclosed is often

darker than the rest of the wing and forms its most conspicuous fea-

ture. There is a tendency to a dusky shade band beyond the s. t.

line, and the terminal area becomes more gray, forming the palest

portion of the wing. There is a narrow brown terminal line followed

by a yellow line at base of fringes, and from the terminal line a series

of rays extend into the interspaces, giving the whole a crenulated

appearance that intensifies the denticulate appearance of the outer

margin. Secondaries a little paler and less powdery; three vague

dusky shade lines crossing the disk before the conspicuous black

extra-median line, which is usually not extended above vein 6. Ter-

minal area concolorous, the terminal brown line and pale line at base

of fringes being as a rule continued from primaries. Beneath pale

yellowish brown, powdery, without obvious markings in most cases;

sometimes with a discal spot, rarely with transverse lines.

Expands, 1.60-1.92 inches=40-48 mm.
Habitat.—Canada to the District of Columbia, April and May.

A series of 8 males and 15 females is at hand representing, as

actual points of capture, New Hampshire, Webster, May 12-16 ; New
York, Center, May 12-17; Long Island, May 14; New Jersey, no

specific localities nor dates; AVashington, District of Columbia, April

15-22; Iowa, May 1) and 22, no specific locality. There is, on the

whole, little variation; some specimens are darker than others and

some are much more powdery, one Iowa example becoming almost

steel gray to the terminal space. There is more or less contrast in

the basal space and the costal area between the t. p. and s. t. lines

is sometimes conspicuously the darkest part of the wing.

The species is one of the most characteristic of our fauna; the

unusually elevated or alate patagia, the strongly dentate outer mar-

gins, and the conjoint t. p. and s. t. lines form a combination that

seems unmistakable.

In the male the femoral tufting on the middle leg is not conspicu-

ous; but the femur is excavated, there is a fringing on both sides,

and then' is a mass of specialized scales. As a whole the legs are

stout, the spines of the median pair being long and arranged in a

series along the sides.

The sexual parts of the male are symmetrical or nearly so. The
uncus is slender and has a long drawn-out, curved point. The lateral

pieces are slender, hooked like the uncus itself, and somewhat dilated

toward the tip. The penis sheath is almost semicircular in outline.

The anal plates of the female are nearly symmetrical, the opening to

the eopulatory pouch from the upper inner angle of the right half as

seen from below, hut from the upper margin itself.

The species does not seem to he abundant anywhere.
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PH-ffiOCYMA OBLIQUA (Guenee).

L852. Homoptera obliqua GtjenEe, Spec. Gen., Noct., Ill, p. 16, pi. xv, flg. 7.

Ground color mouse gray to fawn brown, more or less washed with

blue gray. Head usually a little more brown. Collar and thorax

concolorous; posterior tuft sometimes brown tipped, as is also the

large tuft at base of abdomen. Dorsal tufts of abdomen distinct

in well preserved specimens, and sometimes white tipped. Primaries

with a wash of violet gray over the entire surface, more or less

marked; lines usually traceable, but none of them black or contrast-

ing. Basal space usually a little darker, and the outer e"dge of this

is often bordered by darker brown scales forming the t. a. line; there

is an outward tooth on the subcostal and belowT this the line while

inwardly oblique is a little outcurved in the interspaces. Beyond

the t. a. line is the palest area of the wing, extending to an upright

or slightly angulated median shade beyond which the space is a

little more brown. Orbicular small, punctiform, brown, Reniform

lunate, usually diffuse, sometimes brown and fairly well defined

but not outlined, followed by a more or less obvious rusty reddish

shading. T. p. line slender, brown, tending to become lost, some-

times preceded by a cinerous shade; inwardly angulate opposite

the reniform and not much incurved below the cell; outwardly a

little shaded with brown toward costa in some specimens. S. t. line

obvious only below vein -4, thence to the inner margin parallel with

and close to the t. p. line, but darker and better marked, sometimes

emphasized by black scales. The upper part of the line is usually

traceable by a line of gray or brown scales or by both, but in many
cases it is entirely lost. The terminal area is more or less mottled

with gray, strigillate, and sometimes there is a darker shade beyond

the visible portion of the s. t. line. There may or may not be a brow u

terminal line, with pale dots at the incisions. Secondaries usually

with two, sometimes with three visible transverse shadings on disk

before the distinct brown band which extends from anal angle with

a slight incurve to costa just within the apex, becoming much less

obvious as it approaches the costa. The outer portion of this band

is determinate, edged by brown or black scales, and often followed

by a yellowish line; the inner portion is more or less diffuse in most

specimens. The terminal area is usually without markings, a ter-

minal line being occasionally present. Beneath dull yellowish to

pale brown, more or less powdery, with or without discal spots or

extramedian transverse lines on all wings.

Expands, 1.48-1.92 inches=37-48 mm.
Habitat.—New York to Florida and probably throughout the

Atlantic coast region to Canada and westward to the Mississippi.

Specific localities are; New York. Center. April 29-May 28, Long
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Island; Pennsylvania: Washington, District of Columbia, May 19,

24; North Carolina, Ealeigh, July 25; Florida, Seven Oaks in Sep-

tember ; Missouri.

In the series before me there are 9 males and 12 females and they

are, after all, very much alike. There is a little difference in the

amount of contrast between the various spaces and a little difference

in the ground color; but over all is the gray wash that is characteris-

tic of the species and which no other has in the same way.

In the male the middle femora have the sexual tufts distinct but

not really conspicuous, inclosing a large mass of specialized scales.

The spinulation of the median tibiae in both sexes is scanty and not

conspicuous.

The genitalia in the male are markedly asymmetrical, the lateral

process or harpe of the right side as seen from above being markedly

shorter and more slender than that of the left, which also has an

accessory process which curves from the lower margin upward on

the inner side and shields the base of the uncus.

In the female the anal segments tend to become ocherous and the

depressions on the upper surface are very well marked. The lobes

of the divided segment beneath are very dissimilar in form and the

entrance to the copulatory pouch is shifted to the outer upper angle

of the right plate.

This appears to be the most abundant of the species of this series.

PHJEOCYMA METATA, new species.

Light fawn brown tending to gray, the primaries more or less

washed with gray. Head and thorax immaculate. Abdomen tending

to more yellowish or rusty. Primaries with the basal space usually

a little darker. Basal line traceable in some specimens, but never

black, distinct. T. a. line usually marked only by the difference in tint

between basal and median space, sometimes a little more defined by

an edging of dark scales; never a black line; in course outwardly den-

tate on subcosta and then with a slight and tolerably even outcurve

to the inner margin. Beyond this line there is a broad band-like area

to the middle of the median space that is usually lighter than the

rest of the wing and i- gray powdered, the punctiform blackish orbic-

ular visible in most cases. At the middle is a somewhat irregular

median line and beyond thai the space may be evenly deeper in tint

or there may be two other diffuse lines crossing it. The reniform is

moderate in size, lunate, dusky <>r in a few cases even blackish ; beyond

it a more reddish shading to the t. p. line. The t. p. line is usually

distinct enough from cost a to the middle of the wing, indented as

usual opposite the middle of reniform, and it is lost or very ob-

scurely marked toward the inner margin. The s. t. line is distinct,

black, or blackish between vein I ami the inner margin, forming an

even curve: but between costa and vein 4 it is altogether lost, marked
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by a little contrast between s. t. and terminal spaces only, or rarely

by an edging of darker or paler scales. Beyond the s. t. line is a dusky

somewhat glaucous band or shade, best marked opposite the angula-

tion of the line and usually distinct to the inner margin, while toward

the costa it is lost before it reaches the apical area. There is a tend-

ency toward strigillation of the terminal space and toward a series

of pale terminal spots. Secondaries witli a black extra-median line

extending from anal angle almost to costa well within the apex. This

line is usually edged with yellowish scales or a yellowish line out-

wardly, and with a brown shade inwardly, in some cases forming a

real band that extends from the angle to vein 5. There 1 is a tendency

to a bluish powdering in the terminal area, which is best marked in

the males. Beneath, yellowish brown, powdery, secondaries usually

with a discal spot. Sometimes the primaries also have such a spot

and occasionally a transverse line will be traceable, usually on the

secondaries.

Expands, 1.60-1.80 inches=40-45 mm.
Habitat.—Center. New York, in May; Pennsylvania; Washington,

District of Columbia; Tryon, North Carolina, in August; Virginia;

Florida.

Types.—Coll. U.S.N.M., Type No. L2025; also Rutgers College

Collection.

Four males and six females are at hand ; all very similar, yet ex-

hibiting a considerable range of variation. As a whole the males are

a little more brilliant and better marked than the females, one of

the latter having almost no contrasts. There is quite a bit of differ-

ence in the reniform; but it is always darker than the ground and

never quite black. The terminal area usually shows the dusky band

distinct, but even that may disappear almost entirely. In the defini-

tion of the median shade there is every range between distinct and

almost entire uniformity: but the hitter is exceptional.

The spinulation of the middle tibia is scattering and not conspic-

uous in either sex; in the male the spines are not easily found in the

dense vestiture. The tufting of the middle femora in the male is

quite distinct and there is a large mass of specialized scales.

The genitalia of the male are distinctly asymmetrical, the lateral

processes or harpes of the right side being much more curved and

slender than those of the left, while the left side has the same sort of

supplemental piece found in obliqua, except that it is here narrower

and longer, and rounded at tip; altogether a smaller and less conspic-

uous structure.

In the female the depressions on the upper side of the anal segment

are well marked and sometimes the segment is ocherous. On the

under side the lobes are not markedly dissimilar and the opening to
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the copulatory pouch is at the upper inner angle of the right lobe,

taking in the angle itself and not either side or top alone.

This species is one of those that has been confused with obliqua

and is very like it. Superficially it lacks the gray washing, and while

this does not seem very much of a distinction, yet a comparison of

two series shows a very marked difference in appearance. It also

averages smaller in size, although the smallest obliqua is smaller than

any of my metata; but the average obliqua uniformly exceeds the

average metata. The tranverse marking is more conspicuous and

the reniform more contrasting and these factors when added to the

lack of gray wash give a characteristic appearance that is recog-

nizable. Finally, and this of course is the determining factor, the

genital structures of both sexes shows obvious differences, less marked,

perhaps, in the male than in the female, where the character of the

lobes and the location of the opening of the copulatory pouch are

quite different. A comparison of the figures will make this point

more clear.

PHjEOCYMA CUREMA, new species.

Varies from fawn to mouse gray, the base being a light red-brown,

more or less overlaid by a wash of blue-gray; the vestiture even, not

rough or velvety. Head and thorax concolorous; head sometimes a

little darker brown, and collar sometimes a little more rusty than the

general ground. Abdomen more rusty brown, the dorsal tufts small

but conspicuous when they are not altogether lost. Primaries rather

even in color, without strong contrasts, the transverse maculation

clean cut. Basal line single, black, distinct. T. a. line single, nar-

row, usually black and distinct, irregular, an outward tooth on the

subcostal and a long inward angle on the median vein. T. p. line

often obsolete, sometimes only partially traceable, brown and thread-

like, rarely distinct throughout its course, and only occasionally black.

In course it has the usual exsertion over the reniform, with an inward

angulation opposite the middle of cell, and the deep incurve, parallel

with the s. t. line, below it. S. t. line usually black and distinct

through the lower part of its course, but above the angulation at its

middle it is indistinct, marked chiefly by the margin of the darker

s. t. space. There is more or less gray powdering in the terminal

splice, but there is no terminal line and the fringes are uniform.

The basal portion of the median space is usually a little the palest

portion of the wing, and is limited outwardly by a straight shade

line that is scarcely darker in most examples and never distinct,

marking the edge of the somewhat ' darker portion of the median

space. No trace of an orbicular in any specimen. Reniform lunate,

usually black, contrasting, always obviously darker than the ground,

and beyond it is a rusty red shade which extends to the t. p. line or

the place where it should be. Secondaries somewhat duller in color
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than the primaries, without traceable transverse maculation until the

distinct, narrow, black extra median line is reached. This is most dis-

tinct toward the inner angle, does not reach the costa and is outwardly

edged by a bluish-gray line or by a more diffuse shading of blue-

gray scales. In the male there is a tendency to a whitish blotch at

the anal angle, and on the primaries this is a rather conspicuous fea-

ture in nearly all the examples at hand. Beneath, dull smoky brown,

powdery, with a more or less obvious discal lunule on all wings, and

a tendency to a pair of transverse lines which are not often distinct.

Expands, 1.48-1.68 inches=37-±2 mm.
Habitat.—Center, New York in May ; Pennsylvania ; Kirkwood,

Missouri, March '25; Raleigh, North Carolina, in May, and Tryon,

North Carolina, June 4; Seven Oaks, Florida, in September, Palm

Beach, Florida, in March.

Types.—Coll. U.S.N.M., Type No. 12020; also in collections of

Barnes and Rutgers College.

In the series of 5 males and 7 females now before me there is very

little variation. Two of the Floridian examples diverge in the di-

rection of a more defined median shade and a little more hoary wash-

ing; but they do not cause any conflict with any other species, the

characteristic features of the present one being well marked.

The spinulation of the middle tibia? in both sexes is scant and easily

overlooked in the vestiture, although the individual spines are long.

In the male it is difficult to see them at all, in situ, and even in the

mounted preparation they are not conspicuous.

The tufting of the middle femora in the male is not at all con-

spicuous and is easily overlooked; but there is an obvious excavation

on the inner side filled with the usual specialized scales, although in

bulk it is small compared with some of the allied species.

The genital structure is distinctly asymmetrical, the left lateral

piece or harpe being distinctly longer, broader, and less curved than

the right, which is a little enlarged toward the tip.

In the female the upper side of the terminal segment has the im-

pressions very distinct, but not discolored in any of my examples.

Beneath, the lobes are distinctly marked, the right a little the larger,

while the opening to the copulatory pouch is at the upper inner angle

of the right lobe and on the inner rather than the upper margin.

This is the dullest and darkest of the species with smooth vestiture,

and distinct from its allies in the conspicuous black reniform and

single, well-defined black basal and t. a. lines. The males have a con-

spicuous white patch at the anal angle of primaries, and as a whole

there is little doubt as to the location of any individual.

Its nearest ally is metata, and this is also indicated by the genital

structure of both sexes. But even here there are obvious distinctions

which bear out the superficial differences. In the males the right
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clasper of curema is materially broader than in metata, and instead

of terminating- in a slender, rounded tip, it broadens and becomes

more spatulate in character ; the left clasper in curema is both longer

and broader and the tip is not drawn out to a point. In the female

curema the lobes of the anal plates are decidedly smaller and differ-

ent in outline, while the left lobe is the larger, instead of the right, as

in mctata. The opening to the copulatory pouch is in approximately

the same location, and in general the appearance of the structure is

very similar.

Considering all the differential features, structural as well as super-

ficial, I have concluded it best to consider that we have a distinct

species to deal with.

PH-ffiOCYMA HELATA, new species.

Ground color dull smoky brown. Head and thorax more or less

powdered with gray scales, forming no distinct markings. Abdomi-

nal tufts prominent. Primaries obscured by irregularly disposed

brown shadings. Basal area darker. Basal line black, diffuse. T.

a. line black, inwardly diffuse and margined by a brown shading;

acutely toothed on the subcostal and with an obtuse or rounded out-

ward angulation just above the submedian. At the center of the

wing begins a series of three or four more or less obvious, somewhat

diffuse transverse lines that darken the outer portion of the median

spnce. The brown, punctiform orbicular is present in most examples.

Reniform lunate, blackish, conspicuous. T. p. line distinct in all

specimens, black, narrow, complete, outwardly bent over cell and

strongly indented toward the middle of the reniform, the outward

angles rounded: incurved below cell and only a little irregular. S. t.

line obvious throughout its course, distinct and black only from vein

4 to the inner margin. There is a little outward tooth on veins 3 and

I. and between these- veins a blackish shade extends to the outer

margin. The space between t. p. and s. t. lines is irregular and is

darker tilled, most distinctly so on the costal area, giving the ap-

pearance of an irregular band. The terminal area is strigillate and

more or less powdered with gray scales in both sexes. In the male

there is a conspicuous white blotch at the anal angle. Secondaries

dull, fuscous brown to the extra-median black line, which is promi-

nent at anal angle but does not reach the costa. This line is out-

wardly edged by a gray line and by some gray powderings which

become more conspicuous toward the anal angle; inwardly the line

is edged by a brown shade, which may merge into the ground or may
be limited by a brown line for part of its course, so as to form a dis-

tinct band part way across the wing. Beneath yellow brown, more

or le^-s powdery, all wings with a discal spot; primaries with an

extra-median, secondaries with basal and extra-median transverse
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lines more or less obvious: in some examples only the cliscal spots

are distinct.

Expands: 1.40-1.60 inches=35-40 mm.
Habitat.—New Hampshire, probably Webster; Center, New York,

in May; Brooklyn, New York: Amherst. Massachusetts.

Types.—Rutgers College Collection; also cotype Doctor Otto-

lengui.

Three males and two females, all very much alike. The chief

superficial difference between the sexes is the conspicuous white

blotch at the anal angle of the primaries; but with more material

this may not prove constant.

As compared with curema, to which this is perhaps most nearly

allied, the most obvious difference is the more roughly powdered

vestiture and the absence of a red tinge in the ground. Next the

fact that both t. p. and s. t. lines are complete, and the space between

them is darker. All the transverse maculation is more conspicuous,

and the median shade lines are as a rule better defined.

The spinulation of the median tibia is well defined but sparse, the

long spinules being easily made out in the vestiture. The femoral

tufting of the male is only moderate, and the mass of specialized

scales is not at all conspicuous.

The genitalia of the male are very similar to those of squammularis

and differ more from those of curema, to which the species is nearer

on superficial characters. The right clasper is unusually long1

,

slender, and down-curved.

In the female also the resemblance is to squammularis rather than

curem a, though there is a markable difference in the outline of the

lobes beneath. The location of the opening to the copulatory pouch
is about the same—at the upper inner angle of the right lobe; but it

is distinctly nearer to the middle of the segment as a whole.

PHiEOCYMA SQUAMMULARIS (Drury).

1770. Noctua squammularis Drury, Illustr., I, p. IS, pi. ix, fig. 3.

1S57. Noctua squammularis (=coracias Guenee) Walker, ('. B. Mus.. Het.,

XIII, p. 1075.

1S65. Anthracia squammularis Rethune, Canadian Journal, X, p. 248.

1874. (? Noctua squammularis^coracias) Grote, Bull. Buff. Sue. Nat. Sci.,

II, p. 46.

1893. Pseudanthracia squammularis Smith. Bull. 14, t*. S. Nat. Mus., p.

373.

Pale leather brown, more or less washed with gray. Head usually

a little darker in front. Collar and thorax concolorous. Primaries

with all the maculation distinct, conspicuous, the transverse macula-

tion well marked, brown or black. Basal space a little darker, basal

line distinct, single, brown or black; t. a. line distinct, single, brown
or black, with an acute outward tooth on the subcosta and usually a
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marked outcurve in the submedian interspace. Beyond this line is a

broad gray area extending to the median shade, and this is the palest

part of the wing, including the small, punctiform, brown orbicular.

The median shade consists of a pair or three somewhat wavy brown
lines, more or less obscured by the deeper brown shading that extends

to the t. p. line. Reniform brown or black, lunate, not defined, fol-

lowed by a more reddish shade. T. p. line black or brown, sometimes

complete, more often partially lost below the middle, with a deep

inward angulation opposite cell, forming an obvious ^ and a mod-

erate incurve below the cell. S. t. line black below the middle, tend-

ing to become lost above that point. When complete, it starts from

the costa within the apex, makes a moderate incurve and forms an

acute outward tooth on vein 4; there is a smaller tooth on vein 3, and

then there is the usual incurve to the inner margin just within the

anal angle. There is a tendency to darken the s. t. space which is

best marked in the costal region. Beyond the s. t. line there is a

broad dark band extending from inner margin to the angle of the

line, interrupted in the male by a whitish blotch; otherwise the ter-

minal space is gray powdered, more or less strigillate. There is no

obvious terminal line. Secondaries with three more or less obvious

brown lines across the disk, followed by a brown band between black

or brown defining lines. This band becomes broader and is less

marked toward the costa and the inner line is much less distinct.

Beyond the outer line is an edging of pale scales or even a complete

whitish line and the terminal area toward anal angle tends to become

gray powdered. Beneath, pale gray-brown, powdery, with a discal

lunule and extra-median line on both wings, occasionally an obscure

discal line and sometimes a short line above anal angle.

Expands, 1.48-1.00 inches=37^10 mm.
Habitat.—Pennsylvania ; Maryland ; Washington. District of

Columbia, " Pupa found, Iss. March 2, 82."

Three males and two females, labeled as above and all very much
alike. The species resembles a miniature obliqua with all the macu-

lation intensified and made more contrasting. This expresses the

chief superficial differences, added to the absence of the violet gray

wash and the presence of the white blotch near anal angle of pri-

maries in the male. It is the intermediate step to benesignata, being

loss powdery and much less contrasting in maculation than that

species.

The spinulation of the middle tibia is fairly well marked in both

sexes, less visible in the heavier vestiture of the male. In the latter

the middle femora are obviously tufted and the mass of specialized

scales is quite large.

The male genitalia are moderately asymmetrical and very like

those of the related species, the right clasper or harpe being much
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more slender and more curved than the left. A comparison of the

figures will better bring out the differences than any description.

In the female the indentations on the upper surface of the anal

segment are well marked. Beneath, the lobes of the anal plate are

large and well marked, the left being conspicuously larger than the

right. The opening to the copulatory pouch is at the upper inner

angle of the right plate and is all from the upper margin, differing

markedly in position from that of obliqua, to which the species has

the greatest superficial resemblance.

This species is listed in our catalogues as a synonym of Pseudan-

thracia coracias Guenee, a name of much later date, and Walker is

responsible for the original identification. Mr. Grote, while he fol-

lowed the reference, doubted its correctness, and I made no changes

from lack of better information in 1893. In 1891 I found that the

squammularis of Walker as represented in the British museum was

Ypsia undularis, a small, flown example of which might readily be

mistaken for coracias as figured by Guenee.

Reference to Drury's figure indicates a species the original of

which could not possibly have been the coracias of Guenee, although

neither does it represent at all accurately anything else in our fauna.

But the description helps

:

Alis cinereis, antice fascia irregulari centrali ferruginea, lineis duabus

externa cincta, posticis faseiis duabus obscuris.

The expanse is given as 1.75 inches and the habitat as New York,

May 11.

In the Westwood edition the English description is yet more spe-

cific:

Upper side.—Tbe antenna? are brown, like fine tbreads. Tbe colors on the

anterior wings are divided by a strong bar of chocolate, running cross the wing

near the middle, from the anterior to the posterior edges. This softens into a

deep slate color, covering that part of the wings down to tbe external edges.

The part next tbe shoulders is of a light asben or pearl gray color whereon are

two small black spots or stripes, situated near the anterior edge. On the dark

part near the lower corner run two small black irregular lines from the pos-

terior edge; one running cross the wing, the other only half across. The pos-

terior wings are of a lightish brown, having two bars of deep brown • (almost

black) rising from the abdominal edge, and crossing the wing upward, grow

broader and fainter as they approach the middle and anterior edge.

Underside is of a faint russet color, having little or no markings thereon. All

the wings are slightly dentated.

This figure and description could apply to nothing in our fauna

save obliqua or the form with which I identify it here. It is too

sharply marked for obliqua, and on the whole the description fits

excellently well to the specimens now before me. It restores Drury's

name without displacing any other now in use.
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PHiEOCYMA BENESIGNATA (Harvey).

1875. Homoptera benesignata Harvey, Bull. Buff. Soc. Nat. Sci., Ill, p. 14.

Ground color gray, washed and powdered with brown and black.

Head and collar usually darker, ranging from red- to black-brown

;

collar with a black transverse line. Thorax more or less gray, with two

brown or blackish transverse lines. Abdomen pale yellowish brown,

the dorsal tuftings distinct. Primaries with basal space more or less

brown; basal line geminate, usually black, always obvious. T. a. line

black, sometimes shaded inwardly so as to resemble a band, with an

acute outward tooth on the subcostal, and outcurve in the submedian

interspace, and an abrupt inward bend below vein 1. Between the

t. a. and median lines the median space is conspicuously pale ash-gray,

forming the most characteristic feature of the wing. The median

shade line is usually double, tending to form a band, the inner portion

black, sometimes almost upright, more often a little out-bent on the

median, a little incurved in the interspace below it, and a little out-

bent below vein 1, so that the gray band is broadest on the inner mar-

gin. Beyond this median shade the median space shades off gradually

to the t. p. line, which is slender, black, complete, and preceded by

gray powderings; opposite the cell it is deeply indented and moder-

ately incurved from vein 4; usually a little marked on all the veins.

There is no obvious orbicular in any specimen before me. Eeniform

narrow, lunate, blackish, outwardly followed by a yellowish brown
cloud. S. t. line incurved from costa to vein 4, where it forms an

acute outward tooth, then with another incurve to the inner margin,

well within anal angle. Usually the line is black or blackish, a little

diffuse inwardly, but sometimes it tends to become lost or obscure

toward the costa. The s. t. space is mottled with gray and brown, but

hardly contrasting. Beyond the s. t. line the terminal area is gray,

strigillate with brown, with a brown terminal line and broAvn cuts on

the fringes. Secondaries paler, whitish-gray to yellowish-fuscous, the

disk crossed by two or three diffuse darker lines which may unite

into a dark fascia; beyond the middle a complete brown line, fol-

lowed at a little distance by a more distinct black one which is usually

lost before it reaches the inner margin. The space between these two

lines more or less darkened. Bej^ond the outer black line is a pale

edging which sometimes forms a distinct whitish line. The terminal

area is sometimes a little lighter, strigillate, and tends to a brown

terminal line. Beneath pale, more or less yellowish, powdery, pri-

maries with median, t. p. and s. t. lines and a discal lunule more or

less obvious; secondaries with extramedian and s. t. lines and a discal

lunule.

Kxpands, 1.40-1.60 inches = 35-40 mm.
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Habitat.—Webster, New Hampshire, in May; Indian River,

Florida.

Only two males and two females of this very distinct and handsome
species are at present before me. I know of a few others in collections

and they are as a rule correctly determined. There is little variation

represented other than that incidentally mentioned in the description,

and there is no apparent difference between the sexes.

The spinulation of the middle tibia is distinct in both sexes, and in

one of the females there are two distinct spines between the two pairs

of spurs. The middle femora of the male are conspicuously thick-

ened, and the fringing of long hair incloses a large mass of specialized

scales.

In the male the genitalia are very like the others of this series,

offering only differences in detail rather than in type, and best shown

by a comparison of the figures.

In the female the depressions of the upper surface of the terminal

segment are well marked and the lobes of the under side are well

marked and decidedly asymmetrical. The right lobe is much the

smaller and the opening to the copulatory pouch is from the upper

inner angle, but all from the upper margin, so that it is well to the

right of the middle.

All things considered, this is one of the most brilliant of our species

and I strongly suspect that when more material is available, it will

be found that Mr. Morrison's name cinerea will be found applicable.

PHjEOCYMA LARGERA, new species.

Bluish ash-gray over a pale chocolate-brown base. Head brown.

Collar with a darker brown line medially and at tip, edged with gray

scales. Thorax with alternate gray and brown lines. Abdominal
tuftings small. Primaries as a whole gray, all the markings more or

less well defined in brown or blackish, not contrasting. Basal line

brown, broad, inwardly diffuse. T. a. line single, brown, diffuse,

irregular, as a whole inwardly oblique. Median shade very distinct,

inwardly bordered by a darker brown or blackish line which is almost

upright in effect, feebly bisinuate in course, outwardly shading off to

the ground just before the t. p. line inferiorly, and at the reniform in

the cell. The reniform is a very distinct, narrow, blackish lunule,

which may be preceded by pale scales and is followed by a rusty

yellowish shading. Orbicular a small black dot. T. p. line single,

brown, diffuse, irregular, outwardly curved over the cell, moderately

indented opposite the reniform, deeply incurved below the cell. S. t.

line a brown diffuse shading, inwardly in whole or part edged with

blackish scales, forming obvious outward teeth on veins 3 and 4, a

lunule between them, with a slight incurve to the margins; that to-

ward inner margin being most marked. There is a narrow brown

Proc. N. M. vol. xxxv—OS 17
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terminal line, and a series of brown interspaceal marks before the

fringes. Secondaries smoky or fuscous, paler at base, with obscure

discal line and a double brown or blackish exterior line. There is a

gray, powdery marking toward anal angle, an irregular terminal

line, and a series of gray lunules. Beneath yellowish, with a smoky

discal lunule and two outer lines on all wings.

Expands, 1.80 inches=45 mm.
Habitat.

—
"Winnipeg, Manitoba; Vancouver Island, May 8, (t. W.

Taylor.

Types.—Rutgers College collection and collection Barnes.

One male and 1 female; the former from Doctor Fletcher, the Van-

couver example; the latter from Doctor Barnes, the Winnipeg ex-

ample. The male lacked an abdomen when it reached me, but was

otherwise in good condition.

The two examples are very much alike, the male a little darker as

a whole, the female with a little more of the rusty yellow shading

from the reniform. These are not sexual differences and they prob-

ably occur in both males and females.

The species is larger and much less contrastingly colored than

benesignata, yet resembles that species in the definition of the median

shade. It is also larger than duplicata, much grayer, and with the

transverse markings more diffuse. It is not likely to be confused

with any other of the species and is, indeed, one of the most distinct

of the series.

The spinulation of the median tibia is moderately distinct in both

sexes and easily seen. In the male the middle femora are not con-

spicuously tufted, and the mass of specialized scales is not great.

The indentations on the upper surface of the anal segment of the

female are well marked; on the under surface the lobes are markedly

asymmetrical, that on the right being decidedly smaller than the left

and more ovate. The opening to the copulatory pouch is from the

middle of the upper surface of the right lobe.

PHJEOCYMA DUPLICATA (Bethune).

1,s"P,. Homoptera duplicata Bethune, Canadian Journal, X, p. 257.

Ground color fuscous to smoky brown, the males darker throughout

and more obscurely marked. Collar usually with a ferruginous tinge.

a black line across the middle. Thorax crossed by two black and

gray bands. Abdomen dark, the terminal segments ocherous. dorsal

t uftings distinct. Primaries with all the markings distinct in most
females and many males. Basal space darker; basal line black,

-ingle. T. a. line black, single, inwardly brown margined, sharply

produced on the subcostal, a little outcurved below the cell and in-

wardly oblique below vein 1. The median line is usually well

marked, nearly upright, brown, double, tending to form an obscure
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fascia, the space between it and t. a. line more or less gray powdered
in the female and usually a little paler in the male. There is an orbicu-

lar dot in some examples, while in others it is entirely absent. Reni-

form lunate, smoky, outwardly edged with pale scales and tending

to become outlined in pale; a reddish or gray shade to the t. p. line

which is narrow, linear, black or brown, and tends to become lost in

whole or in part. Opposite the cell it has the usual indentation

forming a W. with the outer angles more or less rounded. S. t. line

black, tending to become diffuse inwardly, sharply toothed on vein -i

and thence forming the usual inward curves toward costal and in-

ternal margins respectively. There is a more or less obvious dusky

shade beyond the lower half of fhis line in some specimens, which

obscures the otherwise paler terminal area, which is strigillate with

brown. There is a distinct brown crenulated terminal line in most

females and in some the fringes are narrowly cut with brown. In

the male there is an obvious white blotch above the anal angle, form-

ing a conspicuous feature of the wing. Secondaries more sordid

fuscous or yellowish-brown with obscure median shade lines, an

outer black line inwardly bordered by a brown shade, which forms

a more or less distinct band and may be inwardly margined by a

more or less distinct brown line; outwardly this black line is bordered

by pale scales, and there are gray powderings in the terminal area

tending to form strigillations. There is a brown terminal line, the

incisions tending to become marked by white scales. Beneath much
paler, yellowish brown, powdery; all wings with a more or less

obvious discal lunule; usually there is an extra-median transverse

darker line, and sometimes a median line as well.

Expands, 1.40-1.60 inches = 35-40 mm.
Habitat.—Maine; New York; Pennsylvania; New Hampshire

(Webster and Manchester).

I have 5 males and G females under examination, none of them
dated and most of them with the State label only. No two examples

are alike. All the males have the conspicuous white spot above the

anal angle and none of the females have any trace of it; but as for

the rest, the terminal space varies equally in both sexes in the amount

of gray or distinctness of strigillation. The conspicuous terminal

line of most females is characteristic, and is an aid in referring

occasional examples that have a smoother vestiture than usual. In

the male the tendency is to almost absolute uniformity in color from

base to s. t. line, and one of the examples comes close to reaching

this point. The median band is not well defined in any example of

this sex, while in all save one of the females it is very distinct.

The tendency is toward benesignata in the female, and occasionally

a specimen of this sex may cause trouble in placing; but this is on

the whole so distinctly a powdery form that this must happen but

rarely, while in the male no confusion is possible.
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The spinulation of the middle tibia is not strongly marked, and

in the male not easily demonstrated in the thick vestiture. The

sexual tufting on the middle femora of male is not conspicuous and

the mass of specialized scales is small.

The genitalia of the male are of the general type in the group,

and while they differ in detail from the related species, offer nothing

conspicuously peculiar.

In the female the impressions on the upper surface of the anal

segments are very well marked, and the lobes of the under side are

equally obvious. They are less asymmetrical than usual and the

opening to the copulatory pouch is at the upper inner angle, coming

from the upper margin rather than the angle.

PH.ffiOCYMA BETHUNEI, new species.

Ground color dull smoky brown, with a more or less well defined

rufous tinge, which is conspicuous in all cases on the primaries, be-

tween the reniform and t. p. line. Head concolorous. Collar with

a black line at base, a smoky line across the middle, and a blackish

line at tip; each line may be edged. with white scales and, on the other

hand, all the lines may be lost or barely indicated. Two gray lines

cross the thorax, and these may be quite distinct or barely traceable,

while in flown examples they may appear to be altogether absent.

Abdomen dull brown, terminal segments often ocherous; dorsal tuft-

ings very distinct. Primaries with the vestiture a little uplifted

so that the wing has a sort of velvety appearance, on which all the

markings appear somewhat diffuse and none are sharply limited or

contrasting. Basal space usually darker and apparently crossed

by transverse dusky shadings. Basal line traceable in most speci-

mens. T. a. line darker brown or blackish, single, irregularly out-

curved, with a little outward tooth on the subcostal and a more
obtuse bend on the submedian. The median shade is upright and

may consist of a solid broad band of smoky brown or blackish, or

of two parallel diffuse lines close together, broadening a little on

the cell so as to include the narrow lunate reniform which is rarely

separate from the band. Before this median band there may be a

gray powdering, and between it and the t. p. line there is usually

a decided reddish tinge which, as already noted, becomes most con-

spicuous just beyond the reniform and, in fact, gives the impression

of a large, kidney-shaped, discolorous reniform. T. p. line brown to

blackish, single, outwardly toothed on veins 4 and G, with a deep

inward indent al ion between and strongly incurved below the cell.

S. t. line fending to become lost through the upper part of its course,

and always better marked below middle; forms the usual obtuse

outward angulation at its middle, and incurved from that point

toward costa and inner margin. There is a more or less obvious

dentate terminal line al base of the paler fringes. Secondaries
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smoky, a little paler than primaries, with two diffuse transverse

smoky lines just within middle, and a more or less obviously double

extra-median line, the space between which may be darkened to form

a band. A smoky terminal line following the irregularities of the

wing margin, and lunate whitish spots marking the indentations.

Beneath much paler, more yellowish-brown, with t. a., t. p., and s.

t. lines and a discal spot more or less obvious on all wings; the

space between the outer lines sometimes a little darker so as to form

a band.

Expands, 1.25-1.50 inches=31-38 mm.
Habitat.—Washington, District of Columbia, June and August;

Tryon, North Carolina, August, Fiske collection; Maine.

Types.—U.S.N.M., Coll. No. 12027 ; also Rutgers College collection.

Two males and 6 females. The specimens from District of Colum-

bia and North Carolina are from the U. S. National Museum, and

one male bears a label " Larva found feeding on Pine, Imago iss.

June 19, 82."

There is very little difference between the sexes in the material

under examination; but there is a little gray powdering beyond the

s. t. line which ma}^ become more marked at times. As for the rest,

it is merely a matter of more or less obscurity in maculation.

The spinulation of the middle tibia is scant and not readily demon-

strated in the heavy vestiture. In the male, the femoral tufting is

not prominent and the mass of specialized scales is not large.

The genitalia of the male do not differ in any material point from
those of duplicata.

In the female the impressions on the upper surface of the anal

segments are obvious, and tend to become discolored. On the lower

surface the lobes are distinctly asymmetrical and are relatively

small, compared with the size of the opening to the copulatory

pouch. The latter is at the upper inner angle of the right lobe, and

entirely on the upper margin.

As a whole this is a well marked form, differing from all others

by its elevated rough vestiture and absence of all sharply defined

maculation.
PH-ffiOCYMA CINGULIFERA (Walker).

1S52. Phoeocyma luniferait Gtjenee, Spec. Con., Noet., III. p. 3, pi. xv, I'm. !>.

1857. Homoptera cingulifera Walker, C. B. Mus., Het.. XIII, p. 1056.

1857. Homoptera intenta Walker, C. P.. Mus., Het, XIII. p. 1070.

1S77. Homoptera woodii (Jkote, Can. Ent., IX, p. 88.

1S!>3. Homoptera cingulifera (=intenta) Smith, Bull. 44, U. S. Nat. Mus.. p.

370.

1893. Homoptera cingulifera (= icoodii) Smith, Bull. 44, U. S. Nat. Mus.,

p. 370.

1903. Homoptera cingulifera Holland, Moth Book, p. 278, pi. xxxvii, fi.tr. 17.

Ground color smoky brown. Head uniform rusty brown. Collar

only a little darker, with a median transverse black line and a white
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tip. Thorax crossed by dark and gray transverse lines, the posterior

t liftings uplifted and gray-tipped. Dorsal tuftings of abdomen
small, sometimes gray-tipped. Primaries transversely strigillate,

the strigillation continuous, brown, and many of them completely

crossing wing. Basal space darker than the rest of the wing. Basal

line brown, geminate, usually obvious. T. a. line a broad, rather

even, deep brown band, preceded bj^ a yellowish line, almost direct

from costa to middle, then bent inwardly oblique to inner margin.

The median space as it begins at the t. a. line is gray, and is the palest

portion of the wing, relieving the dark t. a. line ; outwardly it shades

into the ground, sometimes before the middle, sometimes hardly be-

fore the t. p. line. The orbicular is a small brown dot, which is some-

times lost. Eeniform gray, lunate, with a rusty brown annulus

within its area, and poorly defined by a darker border. T. p. line

narrow, linear, rich velvety brown, irregular, outwardly bent from

costa to vein 7, then inwardly bent opposite the reniform and then,

with three sinuations, obliquely inward to the internal margin. From
the apex a dark shade extends obliquely inward to the s. t. line oppo-

site cell. S. t. line blackish brown, irregular, rather close to and as a

whole parallel with t. p. line; inwardly diffuse, outwardly bordered

by rusty brown. Terminal area usually only a little darker than the

inner portion of median space, darkened by the brown striga?, with a

narrow, crenulate terminal line. Secondaries smoky-yellowish at

base, and usually to an extra-median brown shade, which is like the

paler ground of primaries. The disk is crossed by dusky transverse

shadings, and the terminal area is strigillate. Beneath yellowish,

powdery, more or less strigillate with brown, sometimes gray along

costa and outer margin: a dusky discal lunule and a median and

extra-median dusky line on all wings: the latter with an outward

angle below costa of primaries.

Expands, L52-1.92 inches=38-lS mm.
Habitat.—Maine to Florida, west to Wisconsin.

In the material before me there is a very dark richly colored ex-

ample from Mount Katahdin, Maine, dated in July. Specimens from

Webster, New Hampshire, are dated in May, and some very hand-

some material from New Brighton, Pennsylvania, was collected by

Mr. II. D. Merrick in late April.

This is one of the most characteristic species of the genus, and

while it varies somewhat in brilliancy of coloring and amount of con-

trast, there is never enough to raise a doubt as to the species. The

peculiar elevation of the posterior thoracic tufting and its contrasting

color are distinctive features belonging to none other of these species

except Zale horrida.

The spinulation of the middle tibia is distinct in both sexes, and

in some examples spines occur also between the two pairs of spurs
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of the posterior tibiae. The middle femora of the male have no sexual

tufting nor store of specialized scales.

The male genitalia are symmetrical or nearly so, but the penis

sheath is bent and curved to a moderate extent.

The depressions on the upper side of the penultimate segment are

well defined and marked by discolored scales. The lobes on the under

side are almost equal in size and approximately so in form. The
opening to the copulatory pouch is at the upper inner angle of the

right lobe, almost central as to the segment, and comes from the inner

margin entirely.

There seems to be no doubt that GueneVs figure in the Species

General refers to this species and not to the true lunifera of Hiibner,

and the hitter's figure lends itself very easily to this misidentification.

It is equally certain that Hiibner did not have this particular species

before him in his work.

PH^OCYMA COLORADO, new species.

Ground color dull fuscous, more or less washed with gray or brown.

Head lighter or darker than ground, with or without a dark frontal

line, sometimes with a gray line as well. Collar with a distinct black

line inferiorly, and a broader, brown band near tip. Thorax with

two more or less obvious transverse lines, which may or may not be

edged with white scales posteriorly. Abdomen with the dorsal tuft-

iugs conspicuous. Primaries with the wings conspicuously strigil-

late, the basal and s. t. spaces always darker than the other portions.

Basal line geminate, black, usually well marked. T. a. line geminate,

often in the form of a broad, brown, even band, preceded by a narrow-

pale line, only a little irregular outwardly. Beyond this line there is

in the male always, and in the female sometimes, a whitish or very

pale area merging gradually into the darker outer portion of the

median space. There is no orbicular in any of my specimens. Reni-

foiin small or moderate, lunate, uniformly dark brown or blackish,

yet not conspicuous and without defining lines. T. p. line narrow,

single, black or brown, always complete, with the usual inward tooth

on the cell moderate, and the line otherwise only a little irregular.

S. t. line slender, black, nearly parallel with the t. p. line from inner

margin to middle, where it forms an obtuse angle and diverges out-

wardly so as to reach the costa well within the apex. The s. t. space

is dark throughout, but above the angulation it tends to become paler

than elsewhere, and it darkens again on the costa, forming a eon-

-pieuously darker, roughly triangular patch. Terminal area more
or less gray in the male and sometimes in the female; usually with

an oblong dark apical patch. There is a black, erenulated terminal

line, exaggerating the lines of the outer margin, with a white dot

at the incisions and a tendency to a dusky line across the fringes
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at the extensions. A whitish line at the base of the fringes, which

are interlined with brown. Secondaries with the disk crossed by

three obscure dusky lines, the intervals between which may be gray

powdered. The outer black line extends from anal margin to apex

with a slight incurve, usually a little indented on the veins and out-

curved between, preceded by a darker shading which becomes most

obvious at anal angle, followed by a paler shading which, in the male,

lends to occupy most of the terminal area. There is a distinct, black,

thread-like terminal line, with more or less marked white dots at the

incisions, and there is a pale line at the base of the fringes. Beneath

smoky, with more or less obvious gray shadings and powderings;

sometimes almost immaculate, more often with only discal spots;

often with an exterior common line and rarely, on secondaries, two

or three darker lines across the disk.

Expands, 1.40-1.80 inches=35-45 mm.
Habitat.—Colorado, May and June, Manitoba, Denver, Glenwood

Springs; Arizona in June, Palmerlee and Williams; Texas in March

;

probably all collected by Belfrage.

7^5.—U.S.N.M., Coll. No. 12028 ; Rutgers College Collection ; co-

types, Coll. Barnes. Ottolengui, Brooklyn Institute.

A series of 23 males and females is at hand for comparison and

shows a considerable range of variation. The large females from

Texas resemble cingulifera so closely at first sight that I was not

surprised to find specimens so placed in collections. The uniformly

dusky reniform of this species, however, separates it at a glance.

Some of the males at first seem referable to rubiata, and there is one

form, occurring in both sexes, in which the median space becomes

yellowish brown and a resemblance to mlnerea is established. The

tendency is for the females to become uniformly dull brown, without

obvious gray shadings, but with the basal and subterminal spaces

conspicuously dark. In all cases the transverse strigillation is dis-

tinct or even conspicuous, but it is least marked in the specimens with

yellow brown median space.

The spinulation of the middle tibia is sparse, but the spines are

long and are easily distinguishable in the vestiture. There are no

conspicuous femoral tuftings in the male and on the middle legs there

is no mass of specialized scales.

The genitalia of the male are only a little asymmetrical, both

harpes very strongly down-curved and a little enlarged near the tip,

having the general type of rnbi and rubiata, but differing in detail as

shown in the figures; it does not resemble cingulifera at all.

In the female the genitalia are asymmetrical. The depressions on

the upper surface of the penultimate segment are distinct, but not

marked by discolorous scales. On the under side the lobes are alto-

gether different in outline. The one to the right is not more than half
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the size of that on the left, obliquety oval in form, with the opening

to the copulatory pouch taking up most of the upper margin.

The species is probably not at all uncommon.

PH-ffiOCYMA RUBIATA, new species.

Ground color a grayish, luteous brown, dull and sordid. Head
concolorous. Collar with a blackish line inferiorily. Thorax with-

out markings. Abdomen with the tuftings small, especially in the

female. Primaries very little powdery, very flat in tint. Basal space

a little darker, especially in the male. Basal line geminate, brown,

traceable in most specimens. T. a. line geminate, forming a broad

brown band which is outwardly edged with black, and inwardly de-

fined by a narrow yellowish line; in course very even, forming no

obvious dents or angulations. There is no obvious orbicular. In the

males the median space usually becomes a little more reddish-brown

outwardly, but in all the females at hand it remains uniform. The
reniform is of moderate size, lunate or kidney shape, usually a little

darker, more or less obviously defined by an edging of darker scales

and by a pale outer line which may extend all around the macula.

T. p. line very slender, usually blackish, but sometimes only a little

darker than the ground; a very moderate indentation opposite the

cell and in most specimens a slight though well-marked angle on vein

2. In the males the s. t. space is usually darker than the other spaces

;

in the females it is concolorous. S. t. line black, usually the most

distinct feature of the wing, inwardly diffuse, followed by a variably

evident pale line which, in some specimens, tends to interrupt the line

on the veins and give it a somewhat lunate appearance. In course the

line is parallel with the t. p., and equidistant from it from the in-

ternal margin to vein 7, whence it extends outwardly oblique to the

costa. An oblique brown to blackish shade extends from the edge of

the s. t. line on vein 7 to the apex. Terminal space in the female

concolorous throughout; in the male it contrasts a little against the

darker s. t. space and there is a tendenc}r to a gray powdering beyond

the s. t. line, especially below the middle. There is a brown terminal

line, preceded by a series of black points in the interspaces, and there

is a pale line at base of fringes. Secondaries with two or three ob-

scure brown shade lines across the disk, followed by a geminate outer

line, which represents the continuation of the t. p. and s. t. lines of

primaries; the intervening space more or less distinctly brown-filled

in both sexes. The outer of these lines is the most distinct, and there

is usually an obvious outward dent in the interspace beyond the cell,

forming a small W. The terminal lines and dots are as in the prima-

ries. Beneath yellowish, more or less powdery, ranging from im-
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maculate to forms with a discal spot and two irregular transverse

lines on all wings.

Expands, 1.32-1.52 inches = 33-38 mm.
Habitat.—Arizona ; January, May, August.

Types.—Coll. U.S.N.M., Coll. No. 12029; also cotypes Coll. Rut-

gers College and Doctor Ottolengui.

Only 2 of the 18 examples before me have specific localities—

-

Phoenix and Nogales—but several of them are dated. There are 13

males to 5 females, and the difference between the sexes is conspicu-

ous. The females are all very even, but by no means alike, since the

ground varies in shade and no two are alike in the relative distinctness

of the lines, especially of the s. t. line. In the males the chance for

variation is greater, because the median space darkens or deepens in

tint outwardly, and because there is a tendency to lighten up the ter-

minal area in greater or less contrast to the s. t. space.

Whether this species is really distinct from rubi is perhaps a ques-

tion. It seems so to me at present, judging from the scanty material

of rubi now in my hands. As the species stand now, rubiata is al-

ways of some shade of dull yellow-brown and has a peculiar dead

flat tint. Rubi, on the contrary, is gray, and lias no obvious red or

yellow shadings at all. The differences may be racial or geographic,

or they may prove merely individual when better material is at hand.

The spinulation of the middle tibia is sparse and often difficult to

make out in the vestiture. The middle femora of the male have no

obvious tuftings, and there is no mass of specialized scales.

The male genitalia are not markedly asymmetrical ; the harpes dif-

fer a little in width and outline, but are similar in length and curva-

ture. Compared with those of rubi they are distinctly broader and

stouter.

In the female there is not much evidence of modification on the

upper surface of the penultimate segment. Beneath, the lobes are

similar in size and form, with the opening to the copulatory pouch

from the upper inner angle, and mostly from the inner margin. There

is very little difference in detail between rubi and rubiata, and such as

there is can be better determined by a comparison of the figures.

PHffiOCYMA RUBI (Henry Edwards).

1881. Homoptera rubi Henry Edwaeds, Papilio, I. p. 28.

Gray, tending to smoky. Head concolorous; collar with a black

median line: thorax in the specimens before me without markings.

Primaries very uniform in tint, without strong contrasts except that

the s. t. line is distinctly black. Basal space a little darker to the

bund like t. a. line, which consists of geminate, very narrow blackish

lines, with the intervals dusky filled. It is preceded by a pale line
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and on the median vein and costa are some dark scales indicating a

geminate basal line. Median space concolorous or crossed by vague,

transverse dusky shadings. Orbicular wanting in the specimens.

Reniform rather long, kidney-shaped, almost lunate, edged with

yellow scales. T. p. line very slender, black, outwardly exserted over

the cell to vein 4, then with a decided incurve obliquely to the inner

margin ; a little drawn in opposite the reniform. S. t. line black, dis-

tinct, inwardly oblique from costa to the indrawing of t. p. line oppo-

site reniform, then close to and parallel with that line for the balance

of its course. The outward angle is well marked between veins 3

and 4, and a dusky shade may extend from that point to the margin.

There may be an oblique, dusky apical shade. There is a very nar-

row, crenulated terminal line, followed by an equally narrow pale

line at the base of fringes, a very minute dusky dot marking the in-

dentations of these lines on the interspaces. Secondaries basally a

little paler, disk crossed by obscure transverse dusky shadings. Be-

yond this the usual double line, of which the inner is black and

thread-like, continuing the t. p. line of primaries, and the outer better

marked, broader, inwardly diffuse, outwardly bordered by a pale

shade line; this combination tends to terminate at apex rather than

on the costa. Terminal lines as on the primaries. Beneath yellow-

ish gray, powdery, all wings with a discal spot and an extra-median

line; that on the secondaries more or less crenulate.

Expands, 1.48-1.60 inches = 37-40 mm.
Habitat.—Soda Springs, Siskiyou County, May 31 ; Yosemite Val-

ley; both in California.

I have only one male and one female, the former from the Dyar
collection in the U. S. National Museum, taken by Mr. J. B. Lembert,

the latter given me by Mr. Henry Edwards, and almost a duplicate

of his type. The Arizona localities given refer, I think, to the species

that I have called rubiata, and whose relations I have already dis-

cussed. In addition to what has been previously said it may be

pointed out that the angle of s. t. line in rubi is decidedly more acute

and produced, and does not tend to form an obtuse curve involving

the interspaces between the 4th and 5th, as well as 3d and 4th. veins.

As for the structure of legs and genitalia, they are as described for

rubiata, with such differences as are best brought out by a comparison

of the figures given.

PHiEOCYMA YAVAPAI, new species.

Ground color very dark brown, powdered with black, so that at

first sight the insects appear almost black. Head powdered with

gray; a more or less obvious gray and black frontal line, and a similar

line on the vertex. Collar gray tipped, with a distinct black median

transverse line in all specimens. Primaries with basal space a little
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darker. Basal line distinct, black, more or less obviously geminate.

T. a. line forming a broad deep brown band, outwardly edged by a

black line, and inwardly by pale scales. Median space scantily pow-
dered with white scales, usually more massed toward t. a. line; three

broad, diffuse, smoky transverse lines beyond the middle. The reni-

form is somewhat lunate, elongate, inwardly edged with black scales,

outwardly with a more or less complete white line. Orbicular a black

dot or entirely absent. T. p. line very slender, black, even, rather

evenly outcurved over the cell, and oblique, only a little wavy, below

it. S. t. line a little broader, equally distinct, forming an acute out-

ward angle on vein 5, reinforced by a lunate black mark between

veins 7 and 8, and from this a blackish shade extends to the apex.

The space between t. p and s. t. lines is usually darker, and there is a

darker brown shade beyond the s. t. line, divided from it by an edging

of white scales. Terminal space strigillate with black; a pale ter-

minal line. Fringes interlined black and white. Secondaries lighter

brown, the disk crossed by three broad, brown lines, alternated with

narrow whitish lines. A geminate extramedian line, of which the

intermediate space is dark filled, forming a broad band edged with

narrow black lines, of which the outer is the more distinct and fol-

lowed by a narrow white line. A white terminal line, and fringes

with white interline. Beneath very dark fawn gray, somewhat mot-

tled with brown, with a common extramedian line and dark discal

spots. The costa is marked and spotted alternately blackish and

gray, there is a narrow black terminal line, followed by a whitish line

at the base of the fringes, and there is a white dot at the incisions

between the veins.

Expands, 1.32-1.52 inches = 33-38 mm.
Habitat.—Yavapai County, Arizona, July 22—Augusi •>: Glenwood

Springs, Colorado, in May.

Types.—Rutgers College Collection: cotypes, Coll. U.S.N.M., No.

12030, and Doctor Barnes.

One male and 3 females collected by Mr. Hutson; 2 males and 1

female from Doctor Barnes. This species is quite different from its

nearest allies in a number of ways. There is very little variation in the

material before me and very little difference between the sexes. The
male has perhaps a little more white powdering, but otherwise the

two are alike.

In type of maculation it is like edusina, so like that it is difficult

to find points of distinction between the two, and with the San

Antonio males of the other species at hand for comparison, it seems

but a short step from one to the other. The only really tangible and

constant character in yavapai besides the very dark color is the clean-

cut black' line on collar, which is not present in any edusina that I

have seen. Nevertheless, the two species are markedly distinct, for

while in edusina the femoral tufting of the male is conspicuous and
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the mass of specialized scales is large, in yavapai the tufting is

reduced to a mere fringe of long hair, and there are no specialized

scales at all. I have only 3 males of yavapai, but all these had the

legs perfect, so that I could verify the point; of edusina I have a

large series of males, and even the darkest of them which most

resemble the new form have the femoral mass of scales conspicuous.

In male genitalic characters yavapai differs only in details from

edusina; the differences are obvious enough on comparison, but not

so marked as might be anticipated from the difference in the sec-

ondary characters; the type is identical.

In the female the differences from edusina are greater. There is

a series of chitinous plates surrounding the genital opening; but the

plates are much larger, very characteristic in form, and utterly unlike

those found in edusina. A comparison of the figures will make this

matter very clear at first glance, and that these differences are con-

stant I have verified by an examination of two preparations of

yavapai and of several edusina.

PH^OCYMA CALYCANTHATA (Smith and Abbot).

17!>7. Phalcena calycanthata Smith and Abbot, Ins. Ga., II, p. l'ut, pi. civ.

1816. Ph<Bocyma calycanthata Hubner, Verzeichniss, p. 275.

1852. Homoptera calycanthata Guenee, Sp. Gen., Xoct., Ill, p. L5.

1875. Homoptera it inform is Morrison, Can. Ent., VII, p. 148.

Ranges in ground color from dirty yellow- to light chocolate-brown,

more or less powdered and strigillate with darker brown. Head
concolorous; collar with an obscure darker line; thorax with vague

dusky transverse shadings. Abdominal tuftings small, and in well

preserved examples white-tipped. Primaries with basal space usually

a little darker; t. a. line indicated chiefly by the difference in shade

between the two spaces. T. p. line lost. S. t. line yellow or pale,

continuous or broken, sometimes preceded and sometimes followed

by a dark shading or an edging of black scales, in direction oblique

from costa to inner margin, almost rectangularly exserted on vein

4; the angle sometimes well marked, sometimes rounded. Orbicular

punctiform, black, distinct in all my specimens. Reniform moderate,

not well defined, upright, dusky or blackish, more or less edged or

marked with paler scales. The terminal area is usually paler than

the rest of the wing, but may be concolorous or even darker. A
crenulated terminal line in some examples, with a series of black

joints at the inward teeth. Secondaries may be lighter or darker

than or concolorous with primaries, with a variably distinct outer

line that continues the s. t. of primaries and is very much like it in

its make-up and variation. As a rule it does not reach the costal

margin and sometimes falls well short of it ; but it may be yellow

and preceded by a dark shade, well defined all the wTay across.

Terminal area usually a little paler. Beneath yellowish to fuscous,
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powdery or strigillate, usually with a dark discal lunule, sometimes

with more or less obvious transverse lines or shades.

Expands, 1.28-1.48 inches; 32-37 mm.
Habitat.—North Carolina; Georgia; Florida.

Three males and four females are now under observation, and I

have not seen many more in collections. The only dated example is

from " Vade Mecum, X. C, VII, 3." Xo two specimens are alike,

and yet there is no doubt of their association. The comparatively

small size, broad primaries, conspicuous s. t. and absent t. p. lines, and
the dark, ill-defined reniform all unite to form an absolutely unique

combination.

The species has been curiously misidentified in American collections,

at least three if not four distinct species doing duty under the name,

and never have I seen the species here described among them. The
species indeed seems rare. Abbot refers to this fact in his description,

but says it is more common in Virginia ; but what he had from Vir-

ginia may be questioned. Guenee had only Abbot's figures, and his

description fits one of my examples very nicely. He criticises Abbot's

engraving and says it is badly rendered; but I have examples that

suit that engraving very well indeed. Morrison had the species from

Georgia, but did not recognize its identity with Abbot's form, and

redescribed it as uniformis. It is probable, indeed, that he never even

compared it with the figure. Doctor Bethune identified Zale horrida

with this name, and that is no worse than the other identifications,

some examples of calycanthata resembling reduced brown horrida.

The spinulation of the middle tibiae is distinct in both sexes, and

in some cases there may be spines on the posterior tibia1 between the

usual spurs. The middle femora of the male are not tufted and have

no store of specialized scales.

The male genitalia are markedly asymmetrical, the harpes bearing no

resemblance to each other; the figures must be referred to for details.

The females have the terminal segment on the upper side without

obvious impressions, and the underside is not lobed. There is a

large anal orifice surrounded by irregular chitinous pieces, and inside

of this, to the left, is the opening to the copulatory pouch.

PH^OCYMA HORRIDA (Hiibner).

1818. Zale horrida Hubner, Zutrsege, I. p. 11, figs. 31, 32.

L818. Zulc horrida Hubner, Verzeichniss, p. 275.

1852. Zale horrida Guenee, Spec. Gen., Noct., Ill, p. 2S1.

lsr,7. lli>nif>i>h <ra calycanthata Z Walker, C. B. Mus., Het., XIII, p. 1054.

L858. Drasteria horrida Walker, C. B. Mus., Het., XIV. p. 1 157.

L865. Homoptera calycanthata t Bethune, Canadian Journal, X, p. 251.

1868. Homoptera horrida ( = calycanthata Walker, not Guenee) Grote

and ItoiuNsoN, Trans. Am. Bnt. Soc, II, p. 70.

Ground color varying from light chocolate brown to almost black-

ish. The patagia and posterior thoracic tufts discolorous yellowish
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brown behind. Primaries of the ground color to the s. t. line, beyond
which it is a much lighter brown, ranging almost to whitish, with

fine transverse brown strigillations. The t. p. and s. t. lines are coin-

cident from vein 7 to the inner margin, with an outward lobe at mid-

dle and a deep incurve below. Above vein 7 the t. p. line separates

and goes obliquely inward to the costa in the form of a double pale

line. The t. a. line is rather irregular and not very well marked; but

is traceable in the paler specimens and is black, preceded by a yellow-

ish mark on costa. The basal line is also indicated by a yellowish

costal line, which sometimes extends across the costal area. The disk

is crossed by three more or less obvious dusky shade lines. Sec-

ondaries a little paler than the primaries to the terminal area, which

is separated off by a denticulated pale line, the paler terminal area

with brown strigillations. The disk is crossed by three or four some-

what darker shade bands. Beneath smoky, crossed by numerous

wavy shade bands.

Expands, 1.40-1.60 inches = 35-40 mm.
Habitat.—Canada to Texas, west to the Rocky Mountains, May to

August in the northern part of its range, Texas in March and August.

This is a very characteristic species which does not vary to any

considerable extent, nor enough to confuse its identity at any time.

The genitalia of the males have the harpes similar in size but quite

dissimilar in form; both are rather narrow and bent downward; but

the left harpe is continuous, flattened toward the tip and squarely

cut off, while the right is extended at the angulation into a flattened -

process like a short fork.

The female has the penultimate segment lobed, the lobes subequal,

the opening to the copulatory pouch at the upper inner angle of the

right lobe, and all from the side of the lobe, no part of the top being-

involved.
HOMOPTERA CINEREA Morrison.

1875. Homoptera cinerea Morrison, Can. Ent., VII, p. 148.

The following is Morrison's original description:

Expanse. 45 mm. Length of body, 20 mm.
Palpi gray, of normal form. Collar, thorax, and abdomen cinereous black.

Pterygodes well marked. Abdomen strongly tufted, the two anal segments

ochreous, very distinctly so beneath. Both wings shining, cinereous, mi a

black ground; the outer half of the wings have a slight purple tinge in certain

lights; orbicular spot a black dot; median shade well marked, angulate on the

median vein, followed by a blackish, less cinereous shade line, twice angulate

opposite the brown diffuse reniform spot; subterminal line distinct inferiorly

only a yellow brown shade along the costa of the posteror wings; the disk of

the wings is occupied by alternating cinereous and blackish shades, the former

predominating; one distinct black median line preceded by a blackish shade.

Beneath uniform cinereous, gray, discal dots not prominent.

Hab. Massachusetts.

The beautiful cinereous and black coloration of this hue species will at once

[separate it.
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I have not been able to apply this description satisfactorily, but

suspect that it refers to benesignata Harvey. There is no other that

has the same contrasting- gray and black maculation; but, on the other

hand, I could not call the primaries " Shining, cinereous, on a black

ground." I am compelled, therefore, much to my regret, to leave

this name without definite application.

Among the material sent me by Doctor Dyar for examination was
a single example from the Schaus collection, labeled Miami, Florida,

j« nd without much doubt actually taken there. It was associated in

the collection with South American examples marked Homoptera
sexplagiata Walker, and is apparently the same species.

This form is utterly unlike any other of our American species and
is tropical in t}^pe. It is an example of that element that extends

into our political boundaries at certain points, but is not a part of

the faunal region to which all but a very small area of North

America north of the Mexican boundary line naturally belongs.

Had the species fitted naturally into any of the groups of our spe-

cies I would have included and called attention to it there. As it

does not, I present a copy of Walker's original description

:

a

HOMOPTERA SEXPLAGIATA.

Mas. Cervma, subtus cinerea; thorax r punctis albis subfascial us; pectus

fuscum; abdomen cinereum; alee lineis plurimis transversis undulatis aiyris;

anticw fascia incompleta basali, lituris costalibus plagisque duubus magnis sub-

marginalibus subviridiscentibus albis; posticw basi testacew, fascia abbreviata

subfusiformi submarginali alba.

Male.—Fawn colour, cinereous beneath. Thorax with some white speckles,

which form incomplete bands. Pectus brown. Abdomen cinereous. Wings
with numerous transverse undulating black lines. Fore wings with an incom-

plete white band near the base, with white marks along the costa, and with

two large submarginal white indistinctly iridescent patches, forming a broad

interrupted band. Hind wings with a subfusiform submarginal band like that

of the fore wing in colour, shortened in front ; base testaceous. Length of

the body 7* lines; of the wings 20 lines.

a. Brazil. From Mr. Stevens' collection.

LIST OF THE SFECIES OF ITLEOCYMA Hiibner.

Subgenus Ph.eocyma vera—Cont'd.

/'. edusina Harvey.

atritincta Harvey.
/'. undularis Drury.

nigricans Bethune.

var. umbripennis Grote.

/'. aeruginosa Guenee.

plenipennis Walker.
/'. insuda Smith.

/'. norda Smith.

/'. minerea Guenee.

obliqua t Walker.

aUmfasciata Bethune.

Subgenus Ph.-eocyma vera.

I', (.rha nst a (iuenee.

P. flctilis Guenee.

guadulpensis (iuenee.

/'. viridans (iuenee.

/'. Iiuiata Drury.

edusa Drury.

putrescens ( iuerin.

involuta Walker.

saundersii Bethune.

salicis I'.ehr.

roste Behr.

Catalogue of Heterocera, etc., XI 1 1, 1857, p. 1064
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Subgenus Ph.tocyma vera—Cont'd.

/'. I tot ifera Iliibner.

penna Morrison.

P. lineosa Walker.

In n ifera t Grote.

(jalbanata Morrison.

/'. unilineata Grote.

P. obliqua Guenee.

/'. metata Smith.

/'. curema Smith.

P. helata Smith.

/'. squammularis Drury.

P. benesignata Harvey.

/'. largera Smith.

/'. duplicata Bethune.

P. bcthunci Smith.

Subgenus Zale Hiibner.

P. cingulifera Walker.

intenta Walker.

woodii Grote.

lu it ifera t Guenee.

/'. Colorado Smith.

/'. rnbiata Smith.

/'. rubi Henry Edwards.
/'. yavapai Smith.

/'. calycanthata Smith and Abbot.

uniformis Morrison.

/'. horrida Hiibner.

calycanthata i Walker.

Unknown to me.

J', cinerea Morrison.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate XXXI.

Fig. 1. PhdBOcyma exhausta, dorsal view of male genitalia. Shows the flat-

tened extension shielding the uncus.

2. Phwocyma fictilis, male genitalia from side so as to show the form of

the uncus. The harpes are not greatly dissimilar.

3. Phwocyma lunata, male genitalia from above; brings out more particu-

larly the double process of right harpe.

3a. Phwocyma lunata, same from below, showing the curved penis sheath

and the left harpe with its irregular tip.

:;/;. Phwocyma lunata, the right harpe seen from below, showing the re-

lation of the two divisions to each other.

3c. Phwocyma lunata, the left harpe seen from below.

3d. Phwocyma lunata, frame of supra-anal plate with uncus.

3c. Phwocyma lunata, the penis sheath from below.

4. Phwocyma salicis, male genitalia from above.

5. Phwocyma edusina, male genitalia from above; the left harpe is divided

into two parts.

5a. Phwocyma edusina, male genitalia from side, to bring out the form of

the very long transversely flattened uncus,

f>. Phwocyma undularis, male genitalia from above.

T
. Phwocyma umbripennis, male genitalia from above; this is the same as

undularis, but the two figures are slightly different to bring oul the

peculiar form of the harpes. The supra-anal plate is really extraor-

dinarily narrow and the uncus very slender.

8. Phwocyma wruginosa, male genitalia from above.

Plate XXXII.

Fig. 1. Phwocyma insuda, male genitalia from above: harpes and uncus forced

a little to the right to bring out the form better.

2. Phwocyma norda, male genitalia from above.

% Species cited in error.

Proc. N. M. vol. xxxv—OS IS
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Fig. ''>. Phoeocyma minerea, male genitalia from above. Very like the preceding,

the differences in the figures being in part due to a little difference in

point of view.

4. Phwocyma lunifera, male genitalia from above.

5. Phwocyma lineosa, male genitalia from above. Directly comparable

with the preceding, both views being a little from the right to bring

out form better.

6. Phwocyma unilineata, male genitalia from above; almost symmetrical.

7. Phwocyma ooliqua, male genitalia from above.

8. Phwocyma tin fata, male genitalia from above.

9. Phwocyma curema, male genitalia from above,

lu. Phwocyma helata, male genitalia from above.

11. Phwocyma squammularis, male genitalia from above.

12. Phwocyma benesignata, male genitalia from above.

13. Phwocyma duplicata, male genitalia from above.

Plate XXXIII.

Fig. 1. Phwocyma bethunei, male genitalia from above; somewhat distorted by

pressure.

2. Phwocyma cingulifera, male genitalia from above; almost symmetrical.

.!. Phwocyma Colorado, male genitalia, obliquely from above and right side.

4. Phwocyma rubiata, male genitalia from above and a little to the right.

5. Phwocyma rubi, male genitalia from above and a little to the right;

directly comparable with the preceding.

6. Phwocyma yavapai, male genitalia from above; should be compared

with the similar structure in edusina.

7. Phwocyma calycanthata, male genitalia from above and a little to the

right.

8. Phwocyma exhausta, terminal segments of female abdomen from be-

neath.

!>. Phwocyma fictilis, terminal segments of female abdomen from beneath.

10. Phwocyma lunata, terminal segments of female abdomen from beneath;

the bursa copulatrix is shown at the right, connected with the ringed

opening.

11. Phwocyma s<ili<-is, terminal segments of female abdomen from beneath.

12. Phwocyma edusina, terminal segment of female abdomen from beneath;

showing opening to copulatory pouch at left side <<f plate.

Plate XXXIV.

Fig. 1. Phwocyma undularis, terminal segments of female abdomen from be-

neath, with opening to bursa copulatrix at the upper angle of righl

plate. On the other figures the opening is indicated in a similar way
and approximately it is near the upper junction of the two plates

lint always from the right plate.

2. Phwocyma umbripenniS, same as the preceding and shows about the

extent of the variation found within specific limits.

:;. Phwocyma wruginosa, terminal segments of female abdomen from be-

neath.

I. Phwocyma insuda, terminal segments of female abdomen from beneath.

5. Phwocyma norda, terminal segments of female abdomen from beneath.

6. Phwocyma minerea, terminal segments of female abdomen from be-

neath; practically like the preceding.

7. Phwocyma lunifi /». terminal segments of female abdomen from beneath.
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Fig. 8. Phaeocyma lineosa, terminal segments of female abdomen from beneath;

practically like the preceding.

!). Phwocyma unilineata, terminal segments of female abdomen from be-

neath.

10. Phwocyma obliqua, terminal segments of female abdomen from beneath.

11. Phwocyma metata, terminal segments of female abdomen from beneath;

Dote (he difference in the location of the opening to the bursa copu-

latrix as compared with the preceding and next following species.

12. Phwocyma CUrema, terminal segments of female abdomen from beneath.

Plate XXXV.

Fig. 1. Phwocyma helata, terminal segments of female abdomen from beneath.

L'. Phwocyma squummularis, terminal segments of female abdomen from

beneath.

3. Phwocyma benesignata, terminal segments of female abdomen from

beneath.

4. Phwocyma larger^, terminal segments of female abdomen from beneath.

5. Phwocyma duplicata, terminal segments of female abdomen from be-

neath.

ti. Phwocyma bethunei, terminal segments of female abdomen from be-

neath,

7. Phwocyma cingulifera, terminal segments of female abdomen from

beneath.

S. Phwocyma Colorado, terminal segments of female abdomen from be-

neath.

!>. Phwocyma rubiata, terminal segments of female abdomen from beneath.

10. Phwocyma rubi, terminal segments of female abdomen from beneath.

11. Phwocyma yavapai, terminal segments of female abdomen from beneath.

!n this and the following the segment is broken into fragments and

the opening to the copulatory pouch is not well marked.
11'. Phwocyma calyca-nthata, terminal segments of female abdomen from

beneath.

Plate XXXVI.

Fig. 1. Phwocyma lunula, leg of male from the inner side showing the mass
of specialized hair and scales in place.

L'. Same, with the specialized mass removed and only the fringe of hair

in place.

:;. Varieties of scales and bair found in the mass; the broad scales are

striated and form the outer covering to the mass.

1. A bundle of hair or rod-like scales forming the great bulk of the fluffy

mass when teased out.
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Male Genitalia of Ph/eocyma.

For explanation of plate see page 273.
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Male Genitalia of Ph/eocyma.

For explanation of plate see pages 273, 274.
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Male and Female Genitalia of Ph/eocyma.

For explanation of plate see page 274.
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Female Genitalia of Ph/eocyma.

For explanation of plate see pages 274, 275.
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Female Genitalia of Ph/eocyma.

For explanation of plate see page 275.
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Structural Details of Leg of Ph/eocyma Lunata.

For explanation of plate see page 275.





NEW AMERICAN PALEOZOIC OSTRACODA.

PRELIMINARY REVISION OF THE BEYRICIIIIDJE, WITH
DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW GENERA/'

By Edward 0. Uleich,

Geologist, U. 8. Geological Survey,

AND

Ray S. Bassler,

Curator, Division of Invertebrate Paleontology.

INTRODUCTION.

As defined in modern text-books, the Paleozoic family of Ostra-

coda, Beyrichiiclay embraces a large and constantly growing assem-

blage of genera and species. The unwieldiness of the typical genus

Beyrichia became apparent some forty years ago, when T. Rupert

Jones, the well-known and highly conservative English authority.

and H. B. Holl tirst suggested the separation of the " siniplices " as a

distinct generic group under the name Primitia? At a later date

these authors proposed the separation of the less sharply defined

" Corrugatse " group, typified by Beyrichia wilckensiana, under the

name Klmdenia. In the same paper they propose the genus

Bolliaf and in the next succeeding number of that periodical two

other generic groups are distinguished as Strepula ' and PlacentulaJ

Working independently, Jones had also instituted the genus Kirk-

bya.o for a Permian species thought to have relations to the Bey-

" For previous articles of this series see Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist., XIX,

1900, pp. 179-185, and Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXX, No. 1446, 1906, pp. 149-164,

pi. xi.

» Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (3), XVI, 1865, p. 415.

In 1855 (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (2), XVI, p. 85), Jones divided Bey-

richia, as then defined by him, into three groups, (1 )
" siniplices," including the

forms subsequently referred to Primitia and allied genera; (2) "Corrugatse,"

with li. tcilekensiana as the type of the group, and (.'!) " Jugosse," including,

besides /»'. kloedeni, the type of the genus, also certain Ordovician species subse-

quently referred to Tetradella and Ctenobolbina by Ulrich.

'Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XVII, pp. 347, 362.
d Idem, p. 300.
( ' Idem, p. 403.

' Idem, p. 407.

t> Trans. Tyneside Nat. Field Club, IV, 1859, pp. 129, 134, 136.

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV—No. 1 646.
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richiidae. Later, in their papers on Carboniferous and Permian Ostra-

coda, Jones and Kirkby, while maintaining that Beyrichia is the

genus under which the majority of the late Paleozoic species with

grooved or sulcate valves should be placed, yet thought it necessary

to distinguish, first the two groups Beyrichiella and BeyrichiopsisJ1

and a few years later Synaphe. 1 Finally, Jones separated the bino-

dose Primitiu' from the more simple types, as Ulrichiaf and the most

simple, nonsulcate types, as Aparchites.d

In 1890 the senior author of the present paper published the first

results of investigations begun in the hope that they might end in a

complete revision of the American Paleozoic Ostracoda. For vari-

ous reasons the realization of this hope has been greatly delayed, and

seems yet far in the future. In the first place the effort to procure

material for study proved so overwhelmingly successful that the task

assumed proportions quite beyond expectations. The unusual diffi-

culty of the subject was recognized in the beginning, but with this

unsuspected expansion of the material its difficulties seemed to grow
greater and greater, while the mere description of the new and the

revision of the old species has itself become a formidable piece of

work. Another distressing obstacle was the necessity of finding some

more accurate and satisfactory yet cheap method of illustration than

had been employed hitherto. After long experimentation the writers

believe they have finally solved the problem to the extent of offering

at least serviceable if not uniformly artistic representations of the

ol ijects. However, these difficulties might all have been overcome long-

before this had not other more imperative duties consumed by far

the greater part of the time that has elapsed since 1800. With this

unavoidable drawback even future progress on the monographical

treatment of the Paleozoic Ostracoda must necessarily continue to

be somewhat sporadic.

In the first of Ulrich's papers on Ostracoda e six new genera of

Beyrichiidse were proposed. All of these, except Jonesella, were

based on or include species previously referred to either Beyrichia or

Primitia. Thus Tetradella was proposed for the B. complicata

group, Ceratopsis for the horned but otherwise similar group typified

by B. chambi rsi, Ctt nobolbina for the 11. ciliata group, Drepanella for

a mostly undescribed section, but including /'. ric/u/rdsoiti, and Evry-

chilina likewise for a largely undescribed group that was thought to,

«Geol. .Mat,-., ::<l Dec.. III. L886, pp. 4:14, 438.

6 Carboniferous Ostracoda from Ireland, Sci. Trans. Roy. Dublin Soc. (2),

VI. L896, p. L90.

"Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc London, XLVI, LS90, p. 543.

-'Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), III, 1889, p. 384
1 New and Little Known American Paleozoic Ostracoda, Journ. Cincinnati Soc.

Nat. Hist., XIX, L890-91, pp. L04-137, 173-211.
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include at least one or two of the broadly margined Primitiae. In a

later publication ° two other simple Beyrichian genera were intro-

duced, namely, Primitiella and Hattietta, both founded on groups of

species previously referred to Primitia. In the same work two some-

what aberrant Primitian genera, Dilobella and DicraneUa, were also

described.

Except Synaphe, all of these twenty-one genera have turned out

to be reasonably natural generic groupings of the species previously,

and in most part since, referred to the Beyrichiidae. With the recent

multiplication of species through the discovery of new forms, it

happens, as might be expected, that many of the species referred to

the new genera, in the perhaps pardonable wish to emphasize the im-

portance of the latter, now appear to belong to other not less well

defined groups whose discrimination seems equally essential in an

adequate classification of the wealth of specific forms now known.

Because of the small range of diagnostic characters furnished by the

shells, and more the inconstancy of these characters when a great

group like .Jones's Beyrichiidaj is considered, it is impossible to formu-

late a broad family definition without going into undesirable detail.

In the classification of living Ostracoda the family groups are based

on anatomical modifications, the shells being scarcely considered. In

fossil forms, obviously, the systematist is limited to modifications of

the carapace. While, the paleontologist's classification is, therefore,

liable to grave misassociations, it should be remembered that the

results of his efforts may be the best obtainable with the criteria

available to him.

After a considerable study of living Ostracoda, the writers have

been forced to the conviction that students of fossil species, especially

those found in Paleozoic rocks, can not expect much help in their

labors from even an extensive knowledge of living forms. The
Cyprida?, even, which family, perhaps on account of lack of diag-

nostic characters, is at present thought to range back in time to early

Ordovician, may yet be shown to be distinguishable from their pre-

sumed Paleozoic representatives. The Leperditiidse and Beyrich-

iida\ however, stand alone with no recognized close affinities to post-

Paleozoic Ostracoda. These fossils, therefore, the paleontologist

must work out for himself and do the best he can with the material

at his command.
After the foregoing introductory remarks, some attempt to re-

define the existing classification of Paleozoic Ostracoda is necessary.

As the investigations are far from complete, the attempt must, to a

considerable extent, be preliminary to the final effort to be made in

"Geo!, and Nat. Hist. Surv. Minnesota, Final Kept., Ill, Pt. 2, 1894, m>.

U2U-693.
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the proposed monograph. While confessing its preliminary nature,

it should not be supposed that the results here presented are founded

on studies of only a part of the species immediately concerned. On
the contrary, the authors have taken into account not only every rec-

ognizably described or figured Beyrichian, but also a host of unpub-

lished species. If a classification of any family or subfamily could

be made final without first, or at the same time, subjecting all related

families to a similar close investigation, the following might lay

claim to being so. But as it is manifestly impossible to do this with-

out extending the field of study beyond the point attained, the present

contribution pretends to nothing better than a report of progress.

ORIENTATION OF THE VALVES.

The feature of the study of Paleozoic Ostracoda, about which the

literature of the subject seems to show greatest variability and un-

certainty among authors, is the determination of which of the two

cuds of the carapace and valves is the anterior. The rule most gen-

erally applied is to call the thicker end posterior. The present

writers are agreed with this as a general principle or rule, but not

as a law. Close comparisons, and especially exact analyses of the

lobes of Beyrichian forms, showed so many exceptions to the rule

that it seemed necessary to seek other and if possible more reliable

criteria. The position and trend of the median furrow was the first

feature to be investigated. Next the lobes were compared, and

finally the outline of the valves. It was found that all three of

these features afford more reliable evidence than does the relative

thickness of the ends. With the application of these several criteria

certainty and uniformity in orientation is attained, which, for pur-

poses of description and comparison, is, after all, the chief essential;

but there are no positive means, and perhaps never will be, of deter-

mining that the end of the fossil shell here called posterior did not

really lodge the cephalic organs of the living animal. Still the pro-

priety of the orientation adopted is supported by plausibility based

on facts, the bearing of which seems incontrovertible if not wholly

decisive.

The principal line of evidence on which the orientation of the

valves of Beyrieliia and allied ostracods is based is derived from the

position of the eye tubercle and the outline of the valves of

Leperditiidae. That the small tubercle referred to was really con-

nected with the visual organs of the animal of Leperditia is univer-

sally accepted by paleontologists. Hence we are justified in assum-

ing that its location marks the anterior end of the carapace. Start-

ing with this accepted fact, we note (1) that the eye-bearing end of

the valve is almost always narrower than is the other end; (2) that

the outline of the valves exhibits a backward swing so that a rec-
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(angular line drawn from the middle of the straight cardinal edge

divides the area of the valve into two more or less unequal parts of

which the posterior is the longer and usually the greater. In other

words, the valve is more or less oblique and its outline suggests a

parallelogram rather than an oblong. Now, in by far the majority

of Primitiidse and Beyrichiidse, the narrower and, rather less gen

erally, the thinner half of the carapace is determined to be anterior

also by the retral swing of the outline and the comparative analysis

of the nodes, lobes, and furrows.

The retral (parallelogram) swing of the outline is perhaps the

most persistent of the criteria, being applicable in even those cases

(certain Leperditellida1
) in which the valves are without nodes, their

surface uniformly convex, and the ends nearly or quite equal in height.

In many of the true Beyrichise the resulting obliquity of outline and

inequality of the ends are both very inconspicuous (as, for instance.

B. kochii, B. maccoyiana, B. salteriana), and in this genus it is often

necessary in deciding which is the right and which the left valve to

rely almost entirely on the correlation of the lobes. The data for

this correlation are furnished by species like Beyrichia clavata, in

which the " swing " and the difference in height of the two ends is

sufficient to leave no doubt as to which is the anterior. A study of

such a species shows that the median lobe is united below with the

larger anterior lobe by means of a low and thin isthmus, and that the

posterior lobe, if its ventral extremity extends forward at all, passes

beneath this isthmus. It is observed further that the median lobe is

located nearer the posterior than the anterior lobe; in other words,

that the anterior furrow is almost without exception the wider of the

two. Now, 1 tearing these facts in mind, the anterior lobe is recog-

nized at once as the one that is connected below with the median

lobe. When this ventral union of the anterior and median lobes is

obsolete, as in B. tuberculata and its immediate allies, the posterior

lobe is usually recognized by the location of the median lobe which,

as said, is commonly placed more or less distinctly behind the center

of the valve. When this and all other tests seem indecisive, as they

may rarely be in a species like B. bronni Renter, then it is still pos-

sible to orient the valves by comparing minor nodes and furrows on

the lobes with similar markings on less difficult species.

Additional evidence tending to show that the criteria relied on by

Lhe writers in orienting the valves of Beyrichiidse is furnished by the

Chazy ostracod erroneously referred to Beyrichia by Jones under the

lame B. clavigera. This species, though strikingly like a Beyrichia

n having a median node within the bend of a strongly curved, low

•idge, seems yet to belong to the Leperditiidse. Tt has an eye tubercle

md agrees in all other respects, save the curved ridge, with species of
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Isochilina, and the ridge even is represented in subdued form in /. sub-

nodosa. The significant fact in this connection is that in this, we
might almost say prophetic species, the above discussed criteria by

10

Figs. 1-10.— 1. Left side of entiee specimen < u of Lepebditia fabulites (Conbad).

Anterior end indicated by the small "oculab" tubercle, its lessee height,
and backward swim; of valve. -. left valve of isochilina ? subn sa ulbich,

x ?>, a nearly equal form. anterior side indicated by ocular and other tuber-

cles, that when present are always in front half of valves. .'!. right valve
of isochilina? clavigeba (beybichia clavigera jones) x 10, showing the ocu-

lar tubercle and muscle spot of lepekditi idje, thus determining which is the
anterior side and incidentally affording a good example of betbal swing. ob-

dovician it'hazy shale), near ottawa, canada. 4. left valve < >f beyrichia tu-

BEBCCLATA I KliEDUN I X 5 CUTER EEUTEE). ANTEBIOB SIDE RECOGNIZED BY ITS INFE-

RIOR HEIGHT, SLIGHT EETBAL SWING. AND BY CORRELATION < iF NODES "F VALVE. 5. RIGHT
VALVE OF BEYBICHIA CLAVATA KOLMODIN (AFTER KlESOW). ORIENTATION DETERMINED
BY SAME CRITERIA AS IN FIGURE 4. 6. LEFT VALVE OF CTENOBOLBINA ALATA ULBICH,
X I s (AFTER DLBICH). ANTERIOR END BECOGNIZED BY ITS TAPEB AND BY THE BETBAL
SWING OF THE OUTLINE. 7. LEFT VALVE OF CTENOBOLBINA CILIATA lEMMONS), > 18

(AFTER CJLEICH). OBIENTATION DETEBMINED BY COMPABISON OF LOBES WITH THOSE OF
C. ALATA, IN WHICH THE ANTEBIOB END IS NARROWER AND THE RETRAL SWING MORE PBO-

NOUNCED. 8. BEYBICHIA (STEUSLOFFIA) LINNABSSONI (KBADSE). RIGHT VALVE, > 15

(after redteb). obiented bv compabison of lobes with those of beybichia cla-

\ata and b. tubebculata. '.'. beybichia saltebiana jones, x 10 i after reuteri.
The ends being almosi exactly local in this species the obientation of its

valves is possible only by compabison of its lobes with those of other bey-
rdhi.e, like b. clavata. in these, other cobbobobative criteria are available,
si i ii as the taper of the valves antebiobly and the retral swing of the out-
line, accordingly the figube bepbesents a right valve. 10. different view's of
a left valve of beybichia tubebculata-buchiana reuteb, xg (after reuter).
The example figubed possesses the ventral pouch, which feature Reuter and
other writers regard as distinguishing the female in beybichia and allied
genera. the pouch is located invariably on the lower pabt of the posterior
LORE.

which the right valve is distinguished from the left is supported by
tiio evidence of the eve-tubercle.
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Finally, the posterior location of the peculiar ventral pouch that

Reuter and others have interpreted, we believe correctly, as ovarian

inflations, is wholly in accord with the other criteria.

BEYRICHIA OF AUTHORS.

The genus Beyrichia was founded by McCoy in 1846.° His " rough

-ketch " of the valves of the Irish species that first convinced McCoy
that these fossils were bivalved Crustacea and not trilobites gives a

crude idea of the common Silurian form subsequently identified by

Jones and others with B. klcedeni McCoy. As McCoy ranks "Battus

tuberculatus " of Kloeden as a synonym of his Beyrichia klcedeni. and

as the two forms are distinguishable species, it is difficult to decide

which of the two should rank as the genotype. However, as they are

unquestionably congeneric, the point is of little consequence.

Subsequent authors have referred a considerable variety of Ostra-

coda to the genus. In fact, for many years it served as the temporary

lodging place for nearly all of the Paleozoic species with furrowed or

ridged valves. As noted above, a

large part of these has been re-

moved and distributed among other

genera, but at the present writing no

less than 150 species and varieties

are still credited to Beyrichia.

Many of these remaining species are

not strictlv congeneric with the type „ ., ., „ ,°
t

J l Fig. 11.— < "TV of McCoy's obiginal
and hence will be removed, chiefly sketches of Beyrichia klcedeni.

to new genera and to the long mis-

understood Klaedenia, the other more obvious departures from the

generic type having been already mostly weeded out through the

efforts of Jones, Holl, Kirkby, Krause, and Ulrich.

The genus Klcedenia constitutes a close ally of the typical Bey-

richise. The practical discrimination of the two groups, in certain

cases at least, suggests that the boundary is artificial and probably

results in occasional unnatural associations. But it is impossible to

wholly escape this condition in any classification that is not too in-

volved to be practical. Therefore, since the distinctive characters

relied on in separating the two groups operate, as a rule, in apparent

accord with genetic lines, Klcedenia is accepted, with some justifiable

modifications of the original diagnosis, as a useful designation. The
comparatively few species about which there is doubt are provision-

ally left with Beyrichia.

Accepting Beyrichia klcedeni and B. tuberculata as the types of the

genus, and bearing in mind the ground to be occupied by the revised

Klmdenia, the restricted genus Beyrichia may be defined as follows:

°Syn. Sil. Foss. Ireland, p. 57.
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Genus BEYRICHIA McCoy, emended.

Beyrichia McCoy, Synop. Sil. Foss. Ireland, 1S46, p. 57.

Beyrichia Bell and Forbes, in Burineister's Org. Tril., London, Suppl. App.,

p. 124.

Beyrichia McCoy, Brit. Pal. Rocks and Foss., 1854, p. 135.

Beyrichia (part) Jones, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (2), XVI, 1S55, p. 85.

Beyrichia (part) Hall. Nat. Hist. New York, Pal., Ill, 1859 [1861], p. 377.

Beyrichia (part) Barrande, Syst. Sil. dn Centre Boheme, I, Suppl.. 1S72, p. 490.

Beyrichia (part) Zittel, Handbuch d. Pal., II, 1885, p. 553.

Beyrichia Belter, Zeits. d. d. geol. Gesell., XXXVII, 1SS5, p. 628.

Beyrichia (part) Jones and Hole, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist, if.), XVII, 1S86,

pp. 338, 315.

Beyrichia Jones and Kirkby. Proc. Geol. Assoc, IX, 1SSG, p. 505.

Bollia (part) Jones, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XIX, 1887, p. 40S.

Beyrichia Yerworn, Zeits. d. d. geol. Gesell., XXXIX. 1SS7, p. 27.

Beyrichia (part) Krause, Zeits. d. d. geol. Gesell., XLI, 1SS9, p. 17.

Bollia (part) Krause, Zeits. d. d. geol. Gesell., XLI, 1889, pp. 13, 14.

Beyrichia Miller, North Amer. Geol. and Pal., 1SS9, p. 534.

Beyrichia Vogdes, Annals New York Acad. Sci., V, 18S9, p. 8.

Gtenobolbina (part) Uleich, Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist., XIII, 1890, p. 111.

Strepula (part) Krause, Zeits. d. d. geol. Gesell., XLIII, 1891, p. 498.

Beyrichia (part) Ulbich, Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv. Minnesota, Final Rept.,

Ill, PI. -1. 1894, i). 657.

Beyrichia Koken, Die Leitt'ossilien, 1896, p. 40.

Beyrichia Gueich, Verb., d. Russ.-Kais. Mineral (iesell. zu St. Petersburg (2),

1896, p. 385.

Beyrichia Geabau, Bull. Buffalo Soc. Nat. Sci., VI, 1899, p. 306.

Beyrichia Ulbich and Bassleb, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus., NXX. 1906, p. 151.

Carapace comparatively large, 2 mm. to 5 mm. in length, semiovate

or semicircular to oblong in outline, with sharp dorsal and rounded

ventral angles. Valves only moderately convex, strongly impressed

with two vertical furrows, extending from the straight dorsal edge

to the ventral portion of the valve so as to divide the intramarginal

part of the surface into three unequal and unsymmetrical lobes.

These vary considerably in size with respect to each other and with

respect to their separation; also in the development of their ventral

ends. The furrows may be much narrower or they may equal the

ridges in width. The ovate median lobe is the most constant in form

and size, usually the smallest, and ordinarily begins some distance

beneath the dorsal edge. The anterior lobe, though generally the

largest, is the most variable in size and form, being also often broken

up into subsidiary nodes. The posterior ridge is, as a rule, the nar-

rowest, runs nearly parallel with the posterior border, is rounded

and thickest above, sometimes constricted near its middle 1
, and often

tapers to the vanishing point near the middle of the ventral edge.

In other species it joins the ventral prolongation of the anterior lobe,

in which cases commonly all three lobes are joined. When only two

of the lobes are connected, it is. perhaps invariably, the median and

the anterior. Ventral pouch (presumably of female) egg-shuped or
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subglobular.. as large or larger than either of the ordinary lobes,

arising from the ventral part of the posterior lobe, hence located

wholly or mostly behind the middle of the valve. A flange-like bor-

der around the ends and the ventral side. This may be narrow or

wide, simple or rimmed, and variously ornamented with granules or

spines. The flange overhangs the real contact edges which are bev-

eled inward, the opposite edges meeting either flush or that of the

right valve very slightly overlaps the edge of the left. Surface of

valves smooth, granulose, punctate, or reticulate, or granulo-reticulate.

The following species have the characters of the genus as here

restricted

:

OKDOVICIAN SPECIES.

Beyrickia (Steusioffia) acuta (Bey- Beyrichia (Steusloffia) signata (Bey-

richia erratica, var. acuta Krause).

Beyrichia (Steusloffia) antiqua (Bey-

richia antiqua Steusloff).

Beyrichia granulifera, new name (Bol-

lia granulosa Krause).

Beu richia (Steusloffia) linnarssoni

(Strepula linnarssoni Krause).

richia signata Krause).

Beyrichia tvmida i CtenobolMna lu-

mida Ulrich).

Beyrichia v-scripta (Bollia v-scripta

Krause).

SILURIAN SPECIES.

Beyrichia adini.rta Jones and Holl. Beyrichia

Beyrichia aequilatera Hall. Beyrichia

Beyrichia baueri Reuter. Beyrichia

Beyrichia baueri tripartita Renter. Beyrichia

Beyrichia (Steusloffia) beyrichioides Beyrichia

(Strepula beyrichioides Jones and Beyrichia

Holl). Beyrichia

Beyrichia bolliana Reuter. Beyrichia

Beyrichia bronni Reuter. subspiss

Beyrichia buctiiaiia Jones. Beyrichia

Beyrichia buctiiaiia angustata Reuter. Beyrichia

Beyrichia buctiiaiia incisa Reuter. Beyrichia

Beyrichia buctiiaiia tata Reuter. Beyrichia

Beyrichia buctiiaiia nutans Kiesow. Beyrichia

Beyrichia eta rata Kolmodin. Beyrichia

Beyrichia damesi Krause. Beyrichia

Beyrichia diffusa Jones. Beyrichia

Beyrichia dubia Reuter. Beyrichia

Hey rictt ia grandis Kolmodin. Beyrichia

Beyrichia granulosa a Hall. Beyrichia

Beyrichia intcrrupta (Bollia inter- Beyrichia

rupta Jones). Beyrichia

Beyrichia jonesii Boll. Beyrichia

tdrrdeni McCoy.

Icloedeni acadica " Jones.

klocdeni antiquata Jones.

klcedeni bicuspis Kiesow.

Jcloedeni granulata Jones.

klcedeni infecta Jones.

Mcedeni intermedia Jones.

klcedeni intermedia, subvar.

a Jones and Holl.

Ida den i iiuda Jones.

Mcedeni protuberans Roll.

Icloedeni subtorosa Jones.

klcedeni torosa Jones.

klcedeni verruculosa Jones.

kochii Boll.

tata a Hall.

lauensis Kiesow.

lindstromi Kiesow.

maccoyiana Jones.

maccoyiana sulcata Reuter.

moodeyi, new species. 6

muldensis Chapman.
nodulosa Boll.

American species.

6 This species is very similar to B. maccoyiana and is probably the American

form referred to this latter species by Jones. It is distinguished by the greater

isolation of the median lobe and the very finely punctated surface of the lobes.

See Plate XXXVII, fig. 8.

Formation and locality.—Cayuga formation, near Cacapon, West Virginia.

Cotypes.—Cat. No. 53936, U.S.N.M.
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Beyrichia nodulosa expansa U'. lind- Beyrichia spin itlosa Boll.

stronii, var expansa Kiesow). Beyrichia steusloffl Krause.

Beyrichia noetlingi Reuter. Beyrichia trilobata (Entomis trilobata

Beyrichia noetlingi conjuncta Reuter. Krause).

Beyrichia piagosa a Jones. Beyrichia tuberculata (Bait us tuber-

Beyrichia plicata (Entomis plicata culatus Kloeden).

Krause). Beyrichia tuberculata bigibbosa Reu-

Beyrichia pustulosa Hall. ter.

Beyrichia reticulata (Strepula relicu- Beyrichia tuberculata foliosa Jones.

lata (limbata in text) Krause). Beyrichia tuberculata spicata .Tones.

Beyrichia rcuteri Krause. Beyrichia tuberculato-kochiana Reuter.

Beyrichia salteriana Jones. Beyrichia umbonata (Beyrichia bol-

Beyrichia scanensis Kolmodin. liana umbonata Reuter).

Beyrichia (Steusloffia) simplex {Strep- Beyrichia tcaldronensis,a new species.''

ula simplex Krause).

DEVONIAN SPECIES.

Beyrichia aurita Riehter. Beyrichia, new species (B. Tclwdeni

Beyrichia devonica Jones and Wood- var. Jones),

ward.

Approximately 225 named species and varieties, varying in time

from the Cambrian to the Permian, have, in the past sixty years, been

referred to Beyrichia. Of the total number, only the seventy-three

species and varieties listed above may be accepted as conforming

strictly to the genus as here characterized. Only a few of these are

Ordovician, and only two or three Devonian. The Cambrian species

are regarded as widely different and probably not Ostracoda at all,

while none of the Carboniferous species is strictly referable to the

genus. As restricted, then, Beyrichia is preeminently a Silurian

genus.

It is interesting to note further that only four of these species are

as yet known in American deposits, and of these but one, Beyrichia

granulosa Hall, is found in the Ohioan province, the other three oc-

curring in the Atlantic and Polar provinces. All tin 1 remaining true

Beyrichia' seem to be confined to Baltic and British deposits, none of

(lie central and southern European species being, so far as known,

strictly referable to the genus. The list will be increased by two or

three as yet unpublished east American Silurian species, but even

with these (lie American representation is so weak that it is justifiable

" American species.

6 Related to B. moodeyi and />. maccoyiana, hut has a much broader marginal

border, a rather longer median lobe, and a distinctly reticulate surface which is

especially marked on the lobes. Tlie species presents considerable resemblance

to Beyrichia reticulata as figured by Krause, but differs in wanting the crest-

like ridge. See Plate XXXVII, tigs. 9, 10.

Formation ami locality.—Niagaran (Waldron shale), Waldron, Indiana.

Cotypes.—Cat. No. 41GU0, U.S.N.M.
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to regard Beyrichia as essentially a north European genus. The

direct opposite is true of the group of Beyrichiidae typified by />.

wilckensiana Jones, for which Jones and Tloll subsequently erected

the genus Klcedenia. That is to say, the latter genus is much more

Strongly developed in America than in Europe.

About ninety of the species originally described as Beyrichia re-

main to be distributed among their proper genera. A large pari of

this number will be accounted for in the following discussions of the

other genera of the family. But a considerable number will remain

even then that for one reason or another cannot yet be definitely

placed. In most cases it is lack of knowledge that suggests delay

in deciding their systematic positions. A few, however, require

further study and comparison, being too peculiar to fall readily into

place.

The species here definitely referred to Beyrichia fall into seven.

in part genetic, in part perhaps artificial groups. The first three of

of these, the B. Moedeni, the B. tuberculata, and the B. buchiana

group-, are made up entirely of unequivocal species of the genus.

The other four groups, however, are more or less synthetic, and,

though including species that cannot be clearly distinguished from

Beyrichia, they are yet closely connected with species that must be

referred to other genera. In other words, they represent different

lines of development that seem to have originated in diverse

Ordovician types but ended through what might be called convergent

evolution in much more uniform stages. It appears further that in

the decline of the genus a partial reversion to ancestral stages took

place. Suggestive observations bearing on these points will be found

in the following notes.

GROUP OF I'.. KLCEDENL

This group embraces B. klosdeni, 11. maccoyiana, II. bolliana, B.

icochii, 11. tuberculato-kochiana, B. moodeyi, new species, />'. lind-

\fromi, and most of the forms described by various authors as van-

ities of the first-named species. Its valves are usually short, semi-

lliptical in outline, and sharply lobed. The lobes are of medium
hickness, the anterior one tending to enlargement and dissection,

vhile the middle lobe is nearly as large as the posterior and com-

nonly exhibits a tendency to union with the incurved ventral extrem-

ty of the anterior lobe. The posterior lobe is more or less acuminate

ind incurved below, but does not extend forward beyond the base of

he median lobe. The type usually is shorter and always has some-

vhat thicker and more bulbous lobes than the buchiana section, and

t is commonly shorter, with less dissected anterior and posterior

obes, and a longer median lobe than the tuberculata group. It con-

titutes, therefore, an admirable central type for the genus, and its
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least synthetic, hence most characteristic phase. None of the species

belonging to the group suggests genetic relations to species not in-

cluded in the genus as here defined.

GROUP OF B. KUCHIANA.

In B. buchiana and its nearest allies and varieties the anterior and

median lobes are joined, as commonly happens in Beyrichia, but the

anterior lobe is thinner and the ventral connection proportionally

thicker than usual, the combination giving to the united lobes a strik-

ing similarity to the horse-shoe ridge in the B. ungula section of Bo£
Int. Indeed, Beyrichia buchiana and the Cincinnatian Bollia regu-

laris (Emmons) and B. persulcata ( Ulrich) arc sufficiently alike in

general aspect to have induced so thorough a student of Ostracoda

as T. Rupert Jones to refer a partially covered specimen of the last

to the Silurian Beyrichia*

12 13 The resemblance might be

regarded as indicating ge-

netic affinity between the

two, the younger B. buchi-

ana being evolved through

the continued and finally

total obsolescence of the

anterior marginal ridge of

the Bollix.

Though admitting the

possibility of such a deri-

vation, it has yet seemed to

the writers an improbable

relationship. T h e m a r -

ginal ridge is one of the

most stable characters of

Boll/a, and though its ventral part is often low and sometimes quite

obsolete, there is no evidence to show that the anterior part is even

ld-i entirely. The arrangement of the ridges in Bollia is bilateral

with respect to a median furrow, in Beyrichia with respect to a me-

dian lobe. In Boll in regularis the anterior marginal ridge is paired

with a less well-developed posterior ridge, the pair of median ridges

uniting below as usual. In testing the possible derivation of Bey-

richia buchiana from Bollia regularis, it should be remembered that

in the Beyrichia it is the anterior and median lobes that are united,

and thai if the suggested derivation were a fact, it must have been by
anterior shrinkage of the Bollia and final loss of the part bearing the-

anterior marginal ridge. Instead of this it seems certain that the

stronger of the terminal ridges on valves of B. regularis is the ante-:

rior one, proving that in this species at least the conditions are the

opposite of what they should be.

Figs. 12-15.— 12-14. Left valve axd side and
edge views of another left valve of bollia
regularis (emmons), x 30. arnheim beds of

Richmond group, Waynesville, Ohio. 15. Left
valve of Beyrichia buchiana Jones, X 8

(after Jones 1. The figures are intended to
illustrate the fossible derivation of the
B. buchiana croup of Beyrichia from Bollia.
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The U. biicli'unui group is characterized by its comparatively long

shells, hut passes by easy gradation into the />. klasdeni group, the

mere proportionate shortening of the valves sufficing to bring about

some of the differences between them. On the other side it grades by

thickening and division of lobes into the B. tuberculata section. B.

lain ns'ts Kiesow is regarded as an extreme member of the group,

differing from the other species in the dissection of the anterior lobe

and its separation from the median lobe.

GROUP OF B. TUBERCULATA.

This section of the genus comprises a number of species and varie-

ties in which the anterior and posterior lobes are broken up by minor
furrows, the posterior lobe into two, the anterior lobe into from two

to six or seven node-like parts. Reuter's B. buchiano-tuberculata

would represent about the simplest type and B. jnist,il<>s<i Hall and

B. ncetlingi Renter the most complex. The anterior lobe is, as a rule,

larger than in other groups, and when not too much dissected, retains

the " leg-of-mutton shape " pertaining to this lobe in the majority

of the species of the genus. In the most simple species of the group

the posterior lobe is sharply constricted about its midlength, or some-

what above this point, the upper bulb being usually considerably

smaller than the lower. The anterior lobe in these is crossed obliquely

by a single curved furrow dividing the vertical upper part from the

much larger ventral portion. In the next stage of dissection (as. for

instance, //. tuberculata and B. bronni) the posterior lobe is usually

completely divided, while the anterior lobe is crossed by two parallel

furrows instead of one. In further stages the lower and largest of

the three divisions of the anterior lobe is broken up into a series of

three nodes and the middle division commonly into two, while the

upper may also be divided into two much smaller tubercles.

Except in the most simple species, which of course are not far

removed from B. klasdeni and B. hue/liana, none of the Lobes are con-

nected ventrallv. This fact sets the group somewhat apart from the

majority of the remaining species here referred to the genus, and

allies it to the subgenus Steusloffia. A coarsely granulose surface

ornament of the lobes usually obtains except in the mosi highly dis-

sected specie-. As a rule, the main lobes are well separated and the

Carapaces large, thus differing from the otherwise similar group of

II. salteriana.

Respecting the derivation of this group of species, the problem

seems at first sight very obscure. However, on closer analysis of the

lobes and comparison with Ordovician genera, the possibility of its

having sprung from Drepanella becomes more and more evident, so

that finally the idea assumes the rank of high probability and needs

but the discovery of one or two links to make it a certainty. To illus-

Proc. N. M. vol. xxxv—08 -19
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trate the supposed evolution, the lines of a Drepanella have been

drawn in black over a figure of B. tuberculata. This shows that by

merely dividing the sickle-shaped marginal ridge of Drepanella into

a series of three or more node-like parts, the result is in essential

accord with the structure characterizing the group of B. tahereulata.

Above the submarginal ridge the valves of Drepanella have two per-

sistent lobes corresponding to the median and anterior lobes of most

Beyrichise. They may be dissected into subsidiary nodes (as, for

instance. /-*. crassinoda and D. nitida) and are sometimes connected

vent rally (D. bigeneris), as is commonly the case in the groups of B.

buchiana and B. klo&deni. The subsidiary nodes of the dissected

anterior lobe in Drepanella maera, D. crassinoda, and D. nitida can

be matched exactly in respectively Beyrichia tuberculata, B. noetlingi,

and B. baueri. But the tendency to dissection of the median lobe

exhibited by the oldest species of Drepanella is never observed in

species of Beyrichia. Indeed, this lobe soon became the most con-

stant feature for the whole family. Aside from this occasional dif-

ference, the greatest distinction between

Drepanella and the tuberculata section

of Beyrichia is that, whereas in the

former the outer sickle-shaped ridge is

the most constant feature, in the latter it

became through dissection the least stable.

The youngest unquestionable Drepa-

nella known is the D. richardsoni of the
FlG. 10. A LEFT VALVE OF BEY- T -> •

l 1 • / \i • x ,1 • , 1

richia tuberculata (Klce- Richmond m Ohio. In this the anterior
den), x 15, with the lines op end of the sickle-sha pod submarginal
a Drepanella drawn over it. ...... n 1

ridge is thick and tends to connect with

the basal part of the expanded and prominent, though still partially

dissected anterior lobe. Continuing this line of departure from the

older, typical species of the genus, a stage might be expected in which

the anterior lobe would be swollen to such a degree that the component
nodes or tubercles of the earlier dissected stages would be entirely

obscured. In fact, we have such a stage in a late Richmond species

described by LJlrich as Ctcnobolb'ma tumida. As stated in the dis-

cussion of that genus, the species is not a Ctenobolbina, the bulbous

part of the carapace which was thought to correspond to the simi-

larly bulbous posterior end of ('. ciliata being, in fact, anterior. The
original specimens of the species were not in condition to permit

working out all its characters exactly, nor had any reason occurred

at that time to lead the author to suspect that the swollen end of the

carapace is anterior and not posterior. Such a suspicion, ending

finally in conviction, arose only during the course of the present re-

vision of the family. Recognizing the median lobe of Beyrichia in

the small vertical node or ridge located well to one side of the middle
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of the valve in 0. tumida, and having learned that this is invariably

situated behind the middle, no other course remained than to interpret

the bulbous end as anterior.

Having oriented the valves in this manner, the relations of C.

tumida to Drepanella richardsoni became fairly clear: but even then

it required a more perfect specimen than the original types to enforce

conviction. This specimen, recently collected at Moreland, Ken-

tucky, has a thick marginal ridge running from the post-dorsal angle

to the middle of the ventral v^l^v, where its further extent is lost in

the ventral slope of the anterior bull). But its anterior extremity

reappears on the opposite side of the bulb as a distinct node. Taking

essentials alone into account, the characters of ('. tumida are not

greatly different from those of Beyrichia like B. protuberans, B.

17 18
f9

20 21 22

Figs. 17—22.— 17. Right valve of Drepanella macra Uleich for comparison with
pig. 20. Left valve of Beyrichia tuberculata (Klosden). is. Bight valve of
Drepaxella crassinoda Ulrich for comparison with left valve of Beyukhia
NOETLINGl BEDTER (lie;. 121). 1!). LEFT VALVE OF DREPANELLA NITIDA (ULRICH) FOR
COMPARISON WITH THi: CORRESPONDING VALVE OF BEYRICHIA BADERI REUTERj SHOWN
in fig. 22. (Copied after TTlrich and Reuter.)

jonesi, or B. clavata, in which also the anterior lobe is the most prom-

inent part of the valves and the posterior lobe extends forward be-

neath the middle and anterior lobes. Therefore, despite the rather

strong dissimilarity in aspect, there seems really to be no very essen-

tial difference between ('. tumida and Beyrichia. The posterior half

is nearly the same in both, and only the great development of the an-

terior lobe gives the Ordovician species a strange look. However, as

the writers are convinced that the latter is related genetically to un-

questionable species of Beyrichia, and that the differences noted are

not of greater importance than those obtaining between, for instance,

the B. tuberculata and the B. l-lo'deni groups, the species tumida is

removed from Ctenobolbina, where it certainly does not belong, to

Beyrichia.
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The relations of B. tumida to the Clinton B. lata, suggested in

1894,° have been confirmed in the present investigation. Though
widely different in general aspect, the evolution of the latter from

the former is regarded as not unlikely. In the rapid and sometimes

extravagant mutation that is indicated, not only for the ostracoda

but also in other classes of animals, at and immediately following the

close of the Ordovician, it is readily conceivable that both the ante-

rior and the posterior lobes of B. tumida might have been greatly

reduced and thus to have brought about a temporary stage like B. lata.

The Clinton speeies is

24

SJ
25

Figs. 23—26.— 23. Left valve op Drbpanella richard-
soni (Miller), < 10, introduced for comparison with
Beyriciiia tuberculata. Upper beds of the Rich-
mond GROUP, NEAR WILMINGTON, OHIO. -4. RlGHT
VALVE OF BEYRICHIA TUMIDA (ULRICH), < 10J SHOWING
ITS QERIVATION FROM DREPANELLA. TOP OF RICHMOND
GROUP, MORELAND, Kv. 25. RIGHT VALVE OF BEYRICHIA
LATA HALL, X 10, FOR COMPARISON WITH BEYRICHIA
TUMIDA AND DREPANELL1 RICHABDSONI. CLINTON"
group. New Hartford, N. Y. 26. Right valve of
TREPOSELLA LYONI (ULRICH), X 20, A DERIVATION OF
BEYRICHIA IN WHICH Till: POSTERIOR LOBE HAS BE-

COME obsolete. (After Clrich.) Onondaga lime-
stone, Falls of the Ohio.

the loop formed by the ventral union of the

nodes, B. lata also suggests a Bollia.

chiefly remarkable be-

cause of the slight de-

velopment of its pos-

terior lobe. In the

Devonian decadence

of typical Beyrichia a

similar obsolescence of

the posterior ridge is

noted in the modified

stage represented by

Treposella lyoni (Ul-

rich). At this time

the Beyrichiidse as-

sumed various atavis-

tic expressions, some

suggesting ( 'tenobol-

bina, others Bollia,

while a third may re"

call Tetradella. In
the partial obsoles-

cence of the posterior

lobe and the propor-

tionate distinct ne-- of

median and posterior

GROUP OF B. SALTERIANA.

The species of this group do not, as a rule, attain the average size

of those included in the />'. tuberculata, B. kloedeni, and B. buchiana
groups. They differ rather obviously, too. from these other groups
in tlir fullness of their lobes and the proportionate narrowness of the

furrow-. The departure from the more typical sections is toward
Klmdenia, in which the furrows are obscure or die out entirely in

" Ulrich, Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv. Minnesota. Final Rept., Ill, Ft. 2, p. G74.
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the swollen ventral half of the valves. While clearly intermediate

in character between typical Beyrichia and Klcedenia, it yet seems

unlikely that either was derived from the other through the saltt riana

group. On the contrary, a study of B. salteriana Jones, B. reuteri

Krause. B. plicata (Krause), and B. trilobata (Krause) seems to indi-

cate a closely knit line of development that diverged, like the B. lin-

narssoni group, from some early stage of Gtenobolbina. The resem-

blance exhibited by B. plicata to Gtenobolbina subcrassa, for instance,

is too close to be regarded as otherwise than genetic: and the agree-

ment between B. plicata and B. reuteri, and between the latter and

B. salteriana, is so intimate that a similar relationship seems

undeniable.

Compared with the other sections of the genus, the salteriana group

agrees best with the B. tuberculata group in the isolation of its median

lobe. The dissection of the other two lobes occurring so generally in

that group, however, is not even suggested.

28 29

Figs. 27-.'!0.—27. Right valve or Ctenobolbina subceassa Ulrich, X 20. (After
ulbich.) 28. illght valve of beyrichia plicata (krause), x 20. 20. left valve
of Beyrichia reuteri Krause, x 15. (Figs. 28 and 2!) are copied from Krause.)
30. Right valve of Beyrichia salteriana Jones, x 10. (After Recter.) The
figures illustrate the relation and probable derivation' of the beyrichia
salteriana group from a ctenobolbina like subcrassa. two intermediate stages
are shown in figs. 39 and 41.

Beyrichia (/r<ntuh>s<i Hall, from the Waldron shale of Indiana, is

a good American example of this section of the genus. This species

is of exceptional interest because it is one of the few species of the

genus that occur in Silurian deposits of the Ohioan Province.

GROUP OF B. CLAVATA.

Of the foregoing groups, those of B. klcedeni, I'>. buchiana, and B.

tuberculata represent the fully established and most typical stages of

the genus. The group of B. salteriana evidently originated in some
species of Ctenobolbina and probably is the stock from which B.

hlcedeni was derived. It is also the only known group from which
the genus Klcedenia might have sprung. The small group of B.

clavata, which includes B. jonesii Boll and possibly />'. umbonata
Renter, likewise has a character suggesting an earlier genus, namely,
the posterior ridge curves forward along the ventral margin, and,

though attached to the slender isthmus connecting the anterior and
median lobes, is often distinguishable as far as the antero-ventral

angle where it merges into the great, pear-shaped anterior lobe. So
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far as essentials go, the result is not unlike the Ordovician genus

Drepanella, with its great, sickle-shaped marginal ridge.

Much similarity is traceable also between B. clavata and the syn-

thetic B. interrupta group. The posterior ridge is not so well de-

veloped in that group, but in B. v-scripta and B. granulifera it is

clearly suggested to where it is lost in the low anterior lobe; and just

over its ventral part is the antero-median isthmus. Whether either

of these resemblances are indicative of close genetic alliances can

not be decided with the evidence now available. The youngest un-

questionable Drepanella, D. richardsoni (Miller), of the Richmond
group, analyzes more in accord with Beyrichia tuberculata than with

B. cldvata. As stated in another note, the union of the posterior lobe

of B. tuberculata with the lower of the three parts of the anterior

lobe (see figure) would give every essential of Drepanella. While

the importance of the difference is recognized, and it is a fact that

links establishing the relation are unknown, the writers, nevertheless,

Figs. 31—33.—31. Left valve of Beyrichia clavata Kolmodin. :vz. Left valve of
Beyrichia granulifera, new name (Bollia granulosa Krause), x 15. (After
Krause.) ''>''>. Right valve of Beyrichia tumida (Ulrich), x t». The figures
illustrate the resemblance of the beyrichia clavata group to the 15. inter-

rupta group and show the similar antero-ventral prolongation of the poste-

rior lobe.

are convinced that the B. tuberculata section was evolved out of

Drepanella.

Despite the unbroken antero-ventral continuation of the posterior

ridge in B. clavata, the direct derivation of this species from Drepa-

nella seems unlikely, except it be through B. tumida (Ctenobolbina

tumida I'lrich.)" Derivation from something like B. granulifera

and />'. v-scripta is at least equally plausible. However, neither of

these possible solutions is entirely satisfactory, so that for the present

the origin of B. clavata must be left as undecided.

As for II. umbonata, which is somewhat doubtfully referred to this

group, the alliance with Drepanella seems much more natural. Ex-
cept that the valves are. on the whole, more convex, and the lobes

thicker and less sharply defined, every other essential feature may be

duplicated in typical Drepanella like D. crassinoda and I>. macra.

Another drepanelloid Beyrichian and possible member orderivation

of this group is the Devonian B. kolmodini Jones. This species has

" See notes on Drepanella richardsoni and Beyrichia tumida on page 290.
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a thick, yet sharply defined, sickle-shaped ridge with two separate

rounded nodes above and a variable short ridge just within the ante-

rior edge. Except the interiorly concave marginal border, smaller

size, and proportionally narrow anterior end, the general aspect, es-

pecially in the matter of lobation, is highly suggestive of Drepanella.

Here again, however, the writers doubt the reality of the suggested

genetic relation. On the contrary, it is thought the true affinities of

the species lie with other middle Devonian species that could not be

suspected of alliance to Drepanella except in a very remote degree.

These species, namely, constitute a peculiar group, described and

mostly referred by Ulrich, as is now believed incorrectly, to Ctenobol-

hina. Conspicuous members of this group are C. informis, C. <tnfc-

spinosa, ('. Kpicirfosa, C. cavimarginata, and ('. insolens. These spe-

cies, it will be noted, vary greatly in general expression, and because

of their spinosity. probably indicate decadence of the Silurian tvpe

of Beyrichiidae, and rapid evolution toward the establishment of the

final, again comparatively long-lived type of the family. In the

transition, various atavistic stages are indicated, some recalling

Otenobolbina, some Bollia, and others, like B. kolmodini, more nearly

resembling Drepanella. Previously highly important and constant

features have become most unstable, but through all the vagaries the

steady evolution of the two rounded nodes which constitute the essen-

tial characteristic of the dominant and generically distinct later

Paleozoic Beyrichian type is manifest. These two nodes, which rep-

resent the median and anterior lobes*of typical Beyrichiae, are well de-

veloped in B. kolmodini, but the general expression of the valves in

this transitional stage in the development of the family is so at vari-

ance with that of the typical Silurian groups of Beyrichia that the

writers have decided to recognize it by erecting the new genus

IIoil'nut.

Subgenus STETJSLOFFIA, new.

Beyrichia (part) of Authors.

Strepula (part) (if Authors.

GROUP OF P.. LINNARSSONI.

Bt yrichia antiqua, 11. acuta, B. simplex, 11. linnarssoni, B. signata,

B. beyrichioides, and probably B. erratica Krause, which is provision-

ally not included in the above list, constitute a peculiar group sug-

gesting Strepula in having thin, elevated ribs or crests running over

the surface of the valves. It is believed that these ribs served the

purpose of strengthening the valves and that they are developed in

genetically distinct groups of species. Depending primarily on the

lobation of the valves and on their form in deciding questions of

relationship, the group under consideration conforms in all essential

respects with typical Beyrichia.
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Beside the presumably dominating alliance of the B. linnarssoni

group to Beyrichia s. s., and the suggested relation to Strepula, other

in part apparently true alliances are indicated, in some by the ar-

rangement of the superficial ribbing, in others by the form and dis-

position of the lobes. Thus the tetrameroid arrangement of the ribs

in B. erratica and B. signata recalls Tetradella. The same may be

said of certain more typical and possibly true strepulse like S. lineata

Krause and the two varieties described by Steusloff as granulosa and

separata. The more simple B. antiqua Steusloff and B. acuta Krause

are like certain species of Ctenobolbina. In the opinion of the

writers, (his resemblance is of real genetic significance, the indicated

relationship and probable derivation of at least some Beyrichia' from

Ctenobolbina seeming fairly easy to establish.

In tracing out this relationship we begin, not with the genotype,

('. ciliata, and the four or five closely allied species found in the

Cincinnati rocks, but with the older Stones Eiver and Mohawkian

35

Pigs. 34-38.— .".4. Left valve of Beyrichia (Steusloffia) linnarssoni (Krause), X 20.

(After Krause.) 35. Right valve of Strepula concentkica Junes and IIoll,

X 15. (After Jones and Hole.) 30. Left valve of Strepula irregularis Jones
and IIoll, x 15. (After Jones and IIoll.) :'.7. Left valve of Beyrichia (Tetra-

della?) erratica Krause. (After Krause.) 38. Left valve of Strepula? lineata

granulosa Steusloff, x 20. (After Steusloff.) Shows similar development
of superficial linear crests in Steusloffia and Stkepula. In true Strepi i.a

tin: bexrichian lobes are not clearly determinable.

forms. In the ciliata section of Ctenobolbina the median lobe is un-

distinguishably merged in the larger posterior bulb which charac-

terizes this section. It began in species like the early Trenton C.

obliqua Ulrich and the foreign Ordovician C. oblonga (Entomis

oblonga Steusloff), in which this median lobe is merely indicated by

the abruptness of the inner slope of the main lobe: and these species

seem to have been derived from the previously established C. sub-

crassa section.

In the subcrassa section the median lobe is generally distinguish-

able, appearing as a small or larger node or ridge situated imme-

diately behind the main, median sulcus. Usually the posterior side

of the lobe is not sharply denned from the more or less swollen sur-

face behind it. Sometimes, as in C. umbonata (Entomis umbonata

Steusloff) and ('. subcrassa Ulrich, it forms a small, rounded node

on the inner slope of the main posterior bulb. In others (as, for

instance. C. crassa and ('. fulcrata Ulrich) it makes a low ridge rising
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slightly above the rest of the swollen posterior lobe, and of which

it forms the greater part, while in some of the later Silurian species,

namely C. auricularis {BoWa <iuricularis Jones and Holl), and C.

minor (Bollia minor Krause), it is rendered even more prominent

by the almost total obsolescence of the posterior part of the ( 'tenobol-

bina bulb (the obsolete part corresponds to the posterior lobe of a

Beyrichia)

.

Having reached the stages of C. subcrassa and ('. fulcrata, a fur-

ther discrimination of the median lobe might result in a species like

C. impressa {Entorrds impress,/ Steusloff) and finally in one like

Beyrichia antiqua of the same author. In this last the median lobe

is at least as large as in the average Beyrichia, and the species differs

from the more usual types of this genus only in the less sharp defini-

Fins. 39^4.—39. Left valve of Ctenobolbina umbonata (Steusloff). 40. Rioht
valve of Ctenobolbina fulcrata (Ulbich). 41. Right valve of Ctenobolbina
impressa (Steusloff). 42. Left valve of Ctenobolbina subcbassa Ulrich.
43. Left valve of Beyrichia (Steusloffia) antiqua (Steusloff), X 20. 44. Left
valve of Beyrichia (Steusloffia) acuta (Krause). (Figs. 40 and 42 auk after
Ulrich, 39, 41, and 43 after Steusloff, and 44 after Krause. All X 20.)

tion of the post-median furrow and in the slight elevation and gen-

eral lack of definition that pertains to both the anterior and posterior

lobes.

It is probably significant that most of these ribbed or crested spe-

cies comprising the B. linnarssoni group are of Ordovician age, in

which rocks Ctenobolbina and Tetradella are the prevailing genera,

ami unribbed, true Beyrichias almost unknown. The group, there-

fore, may be viewed as an intermediate stage in the development of at

least one of the groups of Beyrichia from Ctenobolbina.

If accurately figured, Krause's Strepula reticulata should perhaps

be referred to this group. On account of the proportionately elon-

gate form of its valves and the great width of its marginal frill,

the species would stand somewhat apart from the more typical repre-

sentatives of the group. Because of a similarly fringed and reticu-

lated Beyrichia in the Waldron shale of Indiana, it seems just pos-
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sible that the figure given by Krause is a little defective at the base

of the median and posterior lobes. The Waldron species sometimes

even exhibits a suggestion of the V-shaped crest, but, as is shown on

Plate XXXVII, the ventral part of the posterior lobe is distinctly

contracted, giving an appearance quite different from the same part

in Krause's figure of B. reticulata, but closely simulating the fringed

species of the B. maccoyiana group.

As figured, B, reticulata appears to be somewhat obscurely lobed,

which, with the broad frill, is somewhat suggestive of Ei<nj<-litl'tna.

But it has no sharply defined median pit, and it is thought unlikely

that the marginal frill is hollowTed out on its inner surface. The
median lobe also is too long. It seems probable, therefore, that the

general resemblance to Eurychilina does not indicate close genetic

relations.

The J!, linnarssoni group has a sufficiently uniform expression to

suggest the advisability of its separation as an independent though

decidedly synthetic genus. The crested valves recall Strepula, the

Figs. 45—40.

—

Right valve of Beyrichia reticulata (Krause), X 20, and the same
valve op Eurychilina reticulata Ulrich, 20 (after Ulrich)-, showingi the
similarity of THE TWO forms referred To in tiii: TEXT.

mode of lobation is very much as in the Beyrichia salteriana group,

and through this resembles on the one hand the typical Beyrichian

section of B. tuberculata and on the other Klmdenia. In still an-

other direction, close alliance with Ctenobolbina, as above outlined.

is established. If Ctenobolbina wore expanded to take in a part of the

group, consistency would demand that species of the />. salteriana

group be also included. But this would render the boundary between

Ctenobolbina and Beyrichia more artificial than it is desired to make

it. Besides, it would split up an apparently very natural association

id' species.

The group as a whole is undoubtedly more in accord Avifh Bey-

richia than Ctenobolbina, and in the first suggestion of the hetero-

geneous mas- of Beyrichiidse, ifs species were left with or referred to

the restricted genus without much hesitation. However, in the still

considerable and variable mass of species having the essential charac-

ters of Beyrichia, the comparative entity of the B. linnarssoni group

is lo>t sight of. In order to secure its deserved recognition without
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at the same time completely disassociating it from its most obvious

alliance, it is provisionally suggested that the Li'i"<>n
l>

be distinguished

merely subgenerically from Beyrichia, and that it be known by the

proposed name Steusloffia, with Beyrichia linnarssoni as the type.

GROUP OF B. [NTERRUPTA.

Another resemblance that has Led to unnatural associations is that

borne to Bollia by a small group comprising Beyrichia granulifera,

new name (Bollia granulosa Krause, specific name preoccupied under

Beyrichia), and B. v-scripta (Krause), two Ordovician species, B.

damesi Krause, and B. interrupta (Jones and IIoll), two Silurian

species. In fact, with the exception of B. (honest, all of these species

were originally referred to Bollia. but, as will be clear enough when

Pigs. 47-51.

—

47. Right valve of Beyrichia interrupta (Jones), x 20. 48. Left
valve op Beyrichia v-scripta (Krause), x 15. 49. Right valve op Eurychilina
subradiata tjlrich, x 20. 50. i.kit valve op beyrichia clavata kolmodin. 51.

Left valve of Beyrichia (Steusloffia) acuta (Krause). (Fig 17 is after Jones,
is after Krause, 19 after Ulrich, 50 after Kiesow, and 51 after Krause.) The
illustrations show possible derivation in.- the Beyrichia interrupta group
from Eurychilina and its relations to the Beyrichia clavata group and t<>

Steusloffia.

that genus is considered, they do not belong there. The curved ridge

in these species seems really to have no greater taxonomic significance

than the similar node and ridge often seen in typical Eurychilina.

On the other hand, the lobation of their valves, though in part ob-

scure, is essentially that of Beyrichia, the connection with species of

this genus like B. Jones', and B. clavata being, apparently at least,

very clear.

The group suggests passage from Primitiidse to Beyrichia, but

whether this sui>-o-estion is based on fact or is merely apparent and

thus misleading, can not be decided with the evidence at hand. How-
ever, the possibility of species conforming to the generic diagnosis of
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Beyrichia having been developed from diverse stocks by convergence

in evolution, is worth bearing in mind. In general aspect, and es-

pecially in having a well-defined median pit, B. granulifera and B.

v-scripta certainly indicate Primitian ancestry, close affiliations being

suggested to both Primitia and Eurychilina (as, for instance, E.

schmidti). However, an analysis of their lobes seems to show more

positive alliances on the one hand to the B. clavata group of Bey-

richia, and on the other to the proposed subgenus Steusloffia. Per-

haps it would be well to institute another subgenus for this group.

Genus KLCEDENIA Jones and Holl.

Kloedenia Jones and Holl, Ann. ami Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XVII, issc,

!». 362.

Klccdenia (part) Krause, Zeits. d. d. geol. CJessell., XLI, 1889, p. 21.

Kloedenia (part) Miller, North Amer. Geol. and Pal., First App., 1892,

p. 70S.

Kloedenia (part) Koken, Die Leitfossilien, 1896, p. 39, text fig. 26A.

Beyrichia (part) of Authors.

Carapace of moderate size, 1 mm. to 4 or 5 mm. in depth. Valves

very nearly equal, the ventral edge of the right valve sometimes very

slightly overlapping the edge of the left. Outline oblong, sub-

quadrate to subovate, rarely subtriangular, the hinge line long and

straight, the remaining sides more or less curved. Surface of valves

strongly convex, especially in the unlobed ventral half; dorsal half

with two furrows deep above but growing obsolete before or shortly

after crossing half the valve. Anterior furrow deeper and broader

than the posterior one and located near the mid-length. Of the three

lobes the median is the most constant in size and form. It is gen-

erally rounded and somewhat bulbous, more rarely obtusely pointed

above, and its diameter usually about one-fifth of the length of the

valve. Posterior and anterior lobes sharply defined only along the

furrows, the outer parts usually sloping more or less gently to tin'

end rims and below merging into the swollen ventral surface, their

dorsal extremities occasionally projecting beyond the horizon line.

Posterior lobe varying in width from rather less than to nearly twice

the diameter of the median lobe. Anterior lobe constituting the

greater part of this half of the valve, sometimes divided so as to form

a broad inner lobe and one or two narrower ridges in front. When
the anterior lobe is thus prolonged and divided (as. for instance. K.

plicata Jones), the separating furrows extend entirely across the

valve. Ventral pouch (as in Beyrichia presumably of female) mostly

posterior, merely an extra, obscurely outlined swelling, not globular

as in Beyrichia. A simple, narrow, flange-like border commonly

present but may be wanting. Surface of valves granulose, punctate,

reticulate, or without ornament.
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Genotype.—Klmdenia wilckensiana (Beyrichia wilckensiana
Jones )

.

LIST OF SPECIES 1IAYI.\«, THE CHARACTERS OF KLCEDENIA AS
ABOVE DEFINED.

Klcedenia apiculatq .Jones.

Klcedenia barretti (Beyrichia barretti Weller).

Kin <l( iii<i centricomis, new species/'

Klcedenia concinna (Beyrichia concinna Jones and Holl).

Klcedenia fimbriata," new species. 1
'

Klcedenia granvlata a (Beyrichia granulata Hall).

Klcedenia initial!*" (Beyrichia initialis Ulrich).

Klcedenia intermedia (Beyrichia intermedia Jones and Holl).

Klcedenia intermedia marginata Jones and Holl.

Klcedenia jerseyensis (Beyrichia jerseyensis Weller).

Klcedenia kvmmeli (Beyrichia kummeli Weller).

Klcedenia manliensis a (Beyrichia manliensis Weller).

Klcedenia manliensis deckerensis" (Beyrichia deckerensis Weller).

Klcedenia marginalise new species.*

Klcedenia montaguensis a (Beyrichia montaguensis Weller).

Klcedenia nearpassi (Beyrichia nearpassi Weller).

Klcedenia oculina (Beyrichia oculina Hall).

Klcedenia parasitica (Beyrichia parasitica Hall).

Klcedenia pramuntia, new species.^

Kicedenia punctillosa,a new species/

H American species.

& The unusual length of the valve, spine-like central node, and coarse pitting

are features which will cause the easy identification and differentiation of this

species from others of the genus. See Plate XXXYIII, tig. 23.

Formation ami locality.—Coeymans limestone, Cumberland, Maryland.

Holotype.—Cat. No. 53305, U.S.N.M.
c This tine species will be recognized at once by its spinous margin. This

spiny frill, together with the reticular surface ornament and geueral neatness

of form, impart a striking elegance to the shell. See Plate XXXVIII, fig. 22.

Formation ami locality.—Coeymans limestone, Herkimer County, New York.

Holotype.—Cat. No. 53306, U.S.N.M.

''This species is similar to Klcedenia manliensis (Weller), but has a wider

margin, is more elongate, and its sulci are mnch shallower. The surface is

smooth, without ornament. See Plate XXXVIII, fig. 16.

Formation a ail locality.—Helderbergian, Dalhousie, New Brunswick.

Holotype.—Cat. No. 53937, U.S.N.M.

'The distinctive features of this species are the unusual narrowness of the

posterior lobe and the sharp impression yet unusual brevity of the sulci. The

smooth surface and obscurely defined marginal rim will likewise assist in the

discrimination of the species. See Plate XXXYIII, rig. 15.

Formation anil locality.—Ordovician (local bed in upper part of Hermitage

formation). Four miles south of Carthage, Tennessee.

Holotype—Cat. No. 4104:;, U.S.N.M.

''This new species is similar to Klcedenia nearpassi i Weller) and A', bar-

retti (Weller) in outline, but its dorsal angle is more nearly rectangular and

the marginal rim narrower. The surface is finely punctate. See Plate

XXXYIII, fig. 17.

Formation and locality.—Helderbergian, Dalhousie, Xew Brunswick.

Holotype.—Cat. No. 53938, U.S.N.M.
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Eloedenia retifera, new species. 6

Kloedenia scotica (JBeyrichia kloedeni, var. scotica Jones and Hull.)

Kloedenia simplex Jones.

Kloedenia smocki a (Beyrichia smocki Weller).

Kloedenia sussexensis {Beyrichia sussexensis Weller).

Kloedenia tuberculata {Beyrichia tuberculata Salter).

Kloedenia wallpaclcensis a {Beyrichia wallpackensis Weller).

Kloedenia wilckensiana {Beyrichia wilckensiana Jones).

Kloedenia wilckensiana plicata {Beyrichia wilckensiana plicata Jones).

Of the above species, A. initialis and K. prcenuntia arc middle

Ordovician and K. simplex late Devonian. All the others are of

Silurian, mainly late Silurian, age.

Tt will be seen from this list of species that Kloedenia, as here de-

fined, includes only six of the twelve species and varieties which have

been referred to it. Most of the others constitute a distinguishable

group of which K. pennsylvanica Jones is a good example, and which

it is proposed to separate as a new genus under the name Kloedenella.

The new genus, as will be more fully set forth on a following page,

differs from true Kloedenia, as understood by the writers, chiefly in

the more cylindrical form of its shells and the greater inequality of

its valves. In both of these respects, typical KUvdcii'm is essentially

the same as Beyrichia, the differences between the two lying in the

relative convexity and lobation of the valves.

In Beyrichia the valves are depressed convex, the three lobes are

represented by sharply defined ridges or elevations which rise ab-

ruptly above the flattened floor of the valves. The ridges are sepa-

rated by deep, vertical furrows, which, though varying in width,

are yet very constant in their length. As a rule, the posterior furrow

extends across the valve to the ventral rim. The anterior furrow

commonly is limited below by the ventral junction of the anterior

and median lobes, but when the latter is isolated it passes around

the lower side of the median lobe and merges with the posterior fur-

row.

In Kloedenia the main furrows never extend across the valves, but

are confined t<> its dorsal half. They mark off a rather large sub-

median node and often converge beneath so as to isolate it. The
anterior and posterior lobes are broad and never ridge-like, but,

as a rule, form part of the general convexity of the valve. In fact,

the majority of the species might be described as approximately

uniformly convex save for the short furrows inclosing the median
node.

" American species.

6 The surface ornament, practically obsolete marginal rim, the small spine aj

posterior extremity of hinge, ami the unusually slight depth of the sulci are

characters which will distinguish this species. See Plate XXXVIII, fig. 18.

Formation and locality.- -Helderbergian, Dalhousie, New Brunswick.

Eolotype. Cat. No. .->:;:•;;:», U.S.N.M.
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The relations of the genus to the group of Beyrichia salteriana,

which section of Beyrichia includes the species most like h'la'denia,

have been discussed on a preceding page.

Kloedenia may have been evolved through several rather widely

different ways. First, it may have been derived from the salteriana

group of Beyrichia by the ventral coalescence of the three lobes.

Though possible, even reasonable, the known species afford no satis-

factory evidence of such an alliance. In the absence of intermedi-

ate stages, the evidence must be admitted as wholly negative, if not

positively opposed to this view. Considering that the salteriana

group of Beyrichia is Silurian, and that Kloedenia-like ostracoda

began already in middle Ordovician time, it is clear that only a

part of the genus could have been descended from Beyrichia.

According to the second view, Kloedenia was derived from some

unisulcate Primitian stock by the segregation and enlargement of the

post-median node. Suggestive resemblances may be noted on com-

parison with the Ordovician Primitia fytmidula, P. cincinnatiensis,

Eurychilina reticulata, and E.f subcequata. Regarding the two

valves of P. tumidula figured by Ulrich " as right valves, and com-

paring them with the right valve of Kloedenia initialis {Beyrichia

initialis Ulrich) figured on the same plate, the possible derivation

from Primitia is clearly indicated by correlation of the nodes and

furrows. It should be borne in mind, however, that this comparison

merely indicates the kind of steps by which passage from Primitia to

Kloedenia may have been effected, and not the links themselves, be-

cause K. initialis is older than either of the two Primitias mentioned.

Still other derivations are suggested by the new Ordovician species,

K. pramuntia. This is a larger shell than any Primitia and has the

median lobe too well separated to recall that genus. Except for the

much sharper definition of the Kloedenia characteristics, this species

resembles leperditellsB like L. germana and A./ dorsicornis. But it

recalls even more Drepanella elongata, which differs in little that

may be called essential except that it has the sickle-shaped ridge of

Drepanella. This ridge is weaker in I>. elongata than usual, and it

is really conceivable that it might have become obsolete early in the

descendants of this species, and thus give origin to a stage that, with

our present limited knowledge, must be referred to Kloedenia.

These diverse, yet all reasonably possible, derivations of Kloedenia

illustrate the extreme difficulties encountered in determining the

genetic relations of the major groups of the family Beyrichiidse.

Though inclined to favor the view that the majority of the species

referred to Kloedenia were evolved out of Primitia, it must be admit-

ted that the evidence is far from conclusive.

«Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv. Minnesota, Final Kept, III, Pt. 2, ls;>4, pi.

xliii, figs. 62-65.
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The genus Kyammodes Jones, founded on a British Devonian spe-

cies, but thought to include also a few Silurian forms (as, for instance,

Kla dt nia kiesowi Krause), doubtless is closely allied to and probably

evolved out of typical Klosdenia. Though distinguished chiefly by

the much greater inequality of its valves, the thick ventral edge of

the right overlapping the smaller left valve, there are some peculiar

differences in lobation also. In all the species there is a deep median

furrow that, however, dies out before reaching the middle of the

valve. In Kyammodes kiesowi (Klcedenia kiesowi Krause) the parts

52

55

QD CD

r

X
Vies. 52-60.—52, 53. Right valve of Klcedenia wilckensiana (Jones), x 8 (female

individual), and p.eyrici1ia salteriaxa jones, x 10, respectively, showing the
relation' of khedenia to the b. salteriaxa group. (after jones and reutbr.)
54. Left side, end, and ventral views of complete carapace of Klcedenella Penn-
sylvania (Jones), X 15. (Copied from Jones.) 55, 56. Right and left valves

of Klgedenia neaki'assi (Weller), x 6. (After Weller.) 57,58. Left and right
valves, the latter a female form, of Kyammodes kiesowi (Krause), X 1".

(after Krause.) 59, 60. Left valve and anterior view of complete carapace of
Kyammodes WHIDBORNEl .Jones, X 20. (AFTER Jones.) 'I'm: SIMILARITY of Klce-

DEX1A. KLCEDENELLAj KYA M MODES, AND THE BSYRICHIA SALTERIAXA GROUP ARE SHOWN
IX THE ABOVE FIGURES.

of the valve are arranged almost regularly bilaterally with respect

to this furrow, which separates two subequal, low nodes, each taking

ii]) about one-fifth the total length of the valve. The outer limits of

tln'-,c nodes are defined by shallower converging furrows, which in

turn set oil' another matching pair of similarly curving low ridges.

\\\ K . whidbornei, the type of the genus, the lobes an 1 both less regular

and less constant in their development, the posterior median lobe,

which corresponds to the median lobe of hlodcnia. being especially

variable. As a rule it is smaller and set farther down than the antero-
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median one, and, furthermore, tends to merge with the post-dorsal

node.

The type of the genus Klcedenia, K. wilckensiana, occupies an inter-

mediate position between two sections into which the genus is

divisible. One of these sections, the smaller, includes, with the geno-

type, most of the European species, while all the known American
forms fall into the second. ' The first section is characterized by a

tendency to produce and to attenuate the anterior extremity and to

develop on this part one or two accessory furrows. In consequence

the outline of the valves is more or less triangular and comparatively

elongate. In the American section of the genus the valves are usually

shorter, the ends approximately equal and the anterior one without

distinct furrows.

Of American species, K. oculina (Hall) and K. notata (Hall)

probably are to be regarded as nearest to K. wilckensiana. It is cer-

tain at least that they are congeneric, and it seems no less a fact that

these species belong to the same genus as those constituting the pre-

vailing American type of Beyrichiida? found in the late Silurian

Manlius and Coeymans, members of Hall's Lower Helderberg group.

The writers therefore feel little hesitancy in revising and restricting

the genus as indicated above. The elimination of the K. pennsyl-

vanica group is the most important departure from Jones's later

conception of Klcedenia. Another is the inclusion of certain species,

like K. tuberculata (Salter), which he had left with Beyrichia,

indeed, in the case mentioned, as a variety of B. klcedeni. Speaking

of A', tuberculata, it is worth noting that this is one of the very few

European Beyrichiidae that is represented in America by a form so

nearly like Scandinavian specimens that a specific distinction is

scarcely justified. Hall called the American variety Beyrichia

granulata.

Except the two Ordovician species, A", pranuntia, new species,

and A', initialis, and the Chemung species, A', simplex, all of which,

though doubtless possessing the essential features of the genus, are

yet referred here with some misgivings, the genus Klcedenia is eon-

fined to Silurian rocks. In its typical expression, indeed, the genus

might be regarded as one of the most characteristic fossils of this sys-

tem. In America there are numerous, in part undescribed species.

By far the greater number of these are found in the upper parts of

the Silurian and principally in the Manlius and Coeymans lime-

stones. So far none has been seen in the overlying Xew Scotland

formation. It is interesting and important to note further that all

the known species are confined to Appalachian and more eastern

Atlantic provinces, the genus apparently having failed to gain a

foothold in the interior Ohioan Province.

The new species figured on Plate XXXVIII are only a part of

those determined during the course of the present studies.

Proc. N. M. vol. xxxv—08 20
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Genus TETRADELLA Ulrich.

Tetradeila Ulbich, Jour. Cincinnati Sm-. Nat. Hist., XIII, 1890, pp. 112-

114.

Tetradeila Miller, North Amor. Cool, and Pal., First App., 1892, p. 711.

Tetradeila Ulbich, Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv. Minnesota. Final Rept., III.

Pt. 2. 1894, i». 077.

Beyrichia (part) of Authors.

Based on Tetradeila quadrilirata, the genotype, and drawn up so

as to include the subjoined list of unquestioned species, this genns

may be characterized as follows

:

Carapace small, 1 mm. to 2 mm. long, eqnivalvecl, never tumid,

somewhat oblong, varying from snbqnadrate to snbovate, with the

hinge line straight. Valves depressed-convex, deeply trisnlcate, the

furrows separating four more or less sharply elevated ridges. As a

rule the ridges connect ventrally, but are quite distinct at their

dorsal extremities, the result being a semielliptical submarginal ridge

with two simple or double, equal or unequal, and less curved ridges

within the inclosed space. These inner ridges commonly unite with

the ventral part of the marginal ridge and extend upward from it

toward the dorsal edge, the posterior one often failing to reach it.

Free margins usually with a simple flattened border, which in certain

cases extends beyond and conceals thickened contact edges. Surface

of valves usually smooth, occasionally minutely granose.

All of the species of Tetradeila and of the new subgenus Kieso-

wia, a list of which follows, are derived from Ordovician strata.

FIST OF SPECIES OF TETRADELLA.
Tetradeila ? affinis (Beyrichia affinis Jones).

Tetradeila bohemica (Beyrichia bohemica Barrande MSS. Jones).

Tetradeila bussacensis (Beyrichia bussacensis Jones).

Tetradeila ciiriuttta (Beyrichia carinata Krause).

Tetradeila complicata (Beyrichia complicata Salter).

Tetradeila complicata decorata (Beyrichia complicata, var. decorata

Jones).

Tetradeila V digitata Krause (Beyrichia digitata Krause).

Tetradeila ? digitata separata (Beyrichia digitata, var. separata steus-

loff).

Tetradeila (Kiesowia) dissecta (Beyrichia dissecta Krause).

Tetradeila ? erratica (Beyrichia erratica Krause).

Tetradeila harpa (Beyricha harpa Krause).

Tetradeila 1 lacunata (Beyrichia lacunata Jones and Holl).

Tetradeila lunatifcra (Strepula lunatifera Ulrieh).

Tetradeila (Kiesowia) mamillosa (Beyriohia mamillosa Krause).

Tetradeila marchica (Beyrichia marchica Krause).

Tetradeila marchica angustata (Beyrichia marchica, var. angustati

Krai i so i

.

Tetradeila marchica lata (Beyrichia marchica, var. lulu Krause).

Tetradeila palmata (Beyrichia palmata Krause).

" American species.
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Tetradella quadrilirata a (Beyrichia quadrilirata Hall and Whitfield).

Tetradella (KiesovHa) radians (Beyrichia radians Krause).

Tetradella Hbeiriand (Beyrichia ribeiriana Jones).

Tetradella simplex (Tetradella quadrilirata var. simpler Ulrich).

Tetradella subquadrans a Ulrich.

In the original description of the genus'' the species subsequently

distinguished as Ceratopsis c were included. In 1889 d the typical

species was erroneously referred to Strepula Jones and Holl. In

1894,e when the revised description of Tetradella was published, cer-

tain European species were referred to the genus, which it is now
thought advisable to view as doubtful or to place elsewhere. Thus,

T. signata Krause, as mentioned on page 295, is now referred to

Stexslofjia, a proposed subgenus of Beyrichia. T. {Beyrichia) er-

ratica Krause may belong to the same subgenus, but it is preferred

to regard it provisionally as questionable, because, with the evidence

available to the writers, it is impossible to decide that it is not a

Strepula rather than a Tetradella or a Steasloffia. T. {Beyrichia)

lacunata Jones may be a degenerated species of the genus, but in the

absence of satisfactory specimens it should be placed as doubtful.

T. {Beyrichia) afp'nis Jones also is doubtful, and the same is true of

T. {Beyrichia) digitata Krause. Of the species there designated as

" somewhat doubtful upper Silurian representatives," B. nodulosa is

returned to Beyrichia, but B. dissecta Krause, B. radians Kiesow, and

B. inamillosa Krause must be removed or continue to be regarded as

questionable. The dissection of the lobes in the latter two is some-

what similar to what occurs in Beyrichia of the group of B. tubercu-

lata (see page 289). Critically compared, however, the breaking up
of the lobes is not exactly the same. No Tetradella coidd be dissected

so as to look like B. tuberculata or any of its immediate allies; but

if the vertical part of the ridges of, say, Tetradella subquadrata, were

divided transversely and the furrows were extended ventrally through

the marginal ridge, the result would be, in every essential respect,

precisely as in B. dissecta. The size of the valves also accords much
better with the average for Tetradella than for Beyrichia. Under
the circumstances, a separation from both Beyrichia and Tetradella

is suggested, but should it be decided, as the writers believe, that the

two species were derived from Tetradella. the demands of classifica-

tion might very well be satisfied by subgeneric discrimination. The
name Kiesowia is proposed, with Beyrichia dissecta Krause as the

type of the new genus or subgenus.

" American species.

6 Jour. Cincinnati Sec Nat. Hist.. XII 1. 1890, p. 112.
'' I'lrich, Geol. and Nat. Hist Surv. Minnesota, Final Kept-. HI. l'l. :.'. 1894,

p. <>75.

d Ulrich, Geol. Surv. Canada, Cont. Micro-Pal., Pt. -, 1889, p. 54.

' 1'lrich. Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv. Minnesota, Final Rept., III. l'l. •_'. 1894,

p. <!77.
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Genus CERATOPSIS Ulrich.

(''rati Jin Ulrich, Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist., XIII, 1S90, p. 113 (not

established).

Geratopsis T'i.rkii. Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv. Minnesota, Final Kept., Ill,

l't. 2, 1894, i». 675.

Beyrichia (part) of Authors.

Carapace essentially as in Tetradella except that the post-dorsal

end of the marginal ridge is raised into a strong, spine-like, or a

mushroom-shaped process, which is commonly beaded or fimbriated

along one edge or around the flattened top. Free edges of carapace

blunt, the contact line between the two valve- concealed by well-

developed false borders.

Genotype.—Ceratopsis chambersi (Beyrichia chambersi Miller).

This genus stands to-day in essentially the same position given

it in the original definition. The species referred to it then are still

retained, and few new species or varieties of the genus have been

discovered in the past fourteen years. Among the specimens then re-

ferred to the genotype several minor varieties might have been dis-

tinguished, but the propriety of doing so was not appreciated at the

time. At least one. and probably two, of these varieties seem to be

confined to different stratigraphic horizons. Their discrimination,

therefore, in a subordinate degree might be desirable on this account

alone. However, as the prime object of this paper is to discuss

generic rather than specific and minor variations, it is thought ad-

visable to defer such matters to a time when it will be possible to treat

the subject monographic-ally.

In addition to ('. chambersi, the genus includes C robusta Ulrich,

C. intermedia Ulrich, ('. oculifera Hall, all American upper Ordovi-

cian specie-, and G. hastata (Beyrichia hastata Barrande), a Bohe-

mian species of similar age. Beyrichia rostrata Krause, from

Ordovician drift in northern Germany, seems referable to Ceratopsis

rather than Tetradella. The same is to be said of Beyrichia quad-

rifida, described by done- as from the "Trenton" at Lorette Falls,

Canada. In the figured specimen of the latter the horn is evidently

broken away. In the former, providing Krause's figures represent

the species fully and accurately, the horn is not so well developed as

in the Cincinnati species. Assuming that the last two are correctly

understood, then the genus, as at present known, comprises seven spe-

cies, ranging in time from about Black River to the close of the

Ordovician. Apparently the stock became extinct Avith the close of

this period.
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Genus CTENOBOLBINA Ulrich.

CtenobolMna Ulrich, Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist.. XIII, 1890, p. 108.

ct( nobolbina Miller, North Amer. Geol. ami Pal.. First App., L892, p. TOO.

Bollia (part) Krause, Zeits. d. d. geol. Gesell., XLIV. L892, p. 392.

Entomis (part) Steusloff, Zeits. d. d. geol. Gesell.. XLVI, 1894, p. 780.

CtenobolMna Ulbich, Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv. Minnesota, Final Kept., Ill,

Pt. i.'. 1894, p. <;:::.

CtenobolMna (Jrabau, Bull. Buffalo Soc. Nat. Sri.. VI. 1899, p. 300.

CtenobolMna Ulbich, Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist.. XIX. 1900, p. 180.

BeyHchia (part) of Authors.

Carapace small, usually loss than -2 mm. in length, subquadrate or

subovate in outline, the hinge line long and straight; posterior two-

fifths more or less decidedly bulbous or subglobular in the typical

section of the genus, but in the C. subcrassa section the corresponding-

parts of the carapace are smaller and usually of lesser thickness than

certain portions in front of it. In the latter section a small node (the

homologue of the median lobe of Beyrichia ) is sometimes distinguish-

able on the inner slope of the posterior lobe. One deep, long, narrow,

generally curved and more or less oblique sulcus extends from the

middle of the dorsal (^]^e toward the post-ventral angle, occasionally

reaching the border. Area in front of median sulcus either simply

convex or divided by a shallower furrow usually paralleling the main

sulcus. Valves equal, the free edges thick, the contact margins

generally concealed, partly or wholly, in a lateral view, by a vari-

ously modified overhanging border. Surface granulose, smooth, or

punctate.

Genotype,—CtenobolMna ciliata {BeyHchia ciliata Emmons).
Since 181)0, when this genus was first described. Ulrich has on two

occasions (both cited above) added to the list of specie- originally

referred to the genus. Recent studies of the family have convinced

the writers that a good part of these later additions represents, as

indicated on page 295, atavistic Devonian stages in the development

and decadence of the predominating Silurian phase of the family.

Admitting this as probably true, it is thought desirable and of

distinct advantage in classification to remove these species from

Ctt nobolbina and to refer them, together with a few species hitherto

placed with Beyrichia and Bollia, to a new genus for which the name
Hollina is proposed on a following page.

Even after the elimination of this peculiar Devonian group, the

remaining species fall into two easily distinguishable subgenera or

sections of the genus. The first of these two groups includes ('.

ciliata and its immediate Ordovician allies—all of them with a

granulose surface ornament—one early Trenton, one Silurian species

with finely reticulate surface, one Helderbergian, and one middle

Devonian papillose species. This section is characterized by the
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thick, bulb-like form of the posterior lobe, which single swelling

comprises both the median and the posterior lobe of a true Beyrichia,

and by its surface ornament. The second group consists of species

without surface ornamentation and whose average size is inferior to

that of the first group. The posterior lobe is smaller and commonly
exhibits a tendency to segregate a small node or undefined swelling

on its inner slope that doubtless represents the larger and more
definitely separated median lobe of Beyrichia. 80 far this section

is known by seven Ordovician species, one Silurian, one Devonian,

and one early Mississippian species. It seems probable that the two

Ordovician forms described by Krause as Bollia minor and Bollia

major* are also referable to this section. They are most certainly

not true Bollias.

As now restricted and defined. Ctenobolhina includes the following

species

:

group of ctexobolbixa ciliata.

ORDOVICIAN SPECIES.

CtenobolMna alata h Ulrica.

Ctenobolhina bispinosa b Ulrich.'" " ,,,,, v »».^L».

CtenobolMna ciliat<i h {Beyrichia ciliata Emmons).
CtenobolMna curta b (Ctenobolhina ciUata, var. curta Ulrica).

CtenobolMna duryi b {Beyrichia duryi Miller).

CtenobolMna emaciata h {CtenobolMna ciliata, var. emaciata tlricli).

Ctenobolhina guillieri {Beyrichia guillieri Tromelin).

CtenobolMna hammelli 1 {Beyrichia hammelli Miller and Faber).

CtenobolMna obliqua h Ulrich.

Ctenobolhina oblonga {Entomis oblonga Steusloff).

SILURIAN SPECIES.

CtenobolMna granosa h Ulrich.

CtenobolMna punctata b Ulrich.

DEVONIAN SPECIES.

CtenobolMna papillosa h Ulrich.

GROUP OF CTENOBOLBINA SUBrRAKSA.

ORDOVICIAX SPECIES.

Ctenobolhina crassa '' Ulrich.

CtenobolMna fulcrata h Ulrich.

Ctenobolbma impressa {Entomis impressa Steusloff).

CtenobolMna major {Bollia major Krause).

CtenobolMna minor {Bollia minor Krause).

CtenobolMna subcrassa h Ulrich.

CtenobolMna umbonata^ {Entomis umbonata Steusloff).

"Zeits. .1. «l. geol. Gesell., XLIV, is<»i>, ]>]>. 391, 392, pi. xxi, figs. L5, is.

b American species.
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SILURIAN SPECIES,

Gtenobolbina auricularis (Bollia auricularis .Times).

DEVONIAN SPECIES.

CtenobolMna minima " Ulrich.

MISSISSIPPIAN SPECIES.

CtenobolMna loculata a Ulrich.

Krause B and Steusloff c have described and referred a number of

unisulcate Ordovician species to Entomis. This arrangement of the

species is probably incorrect, the present writers doubting- even that

the typical Entomidse are Ostracoda at all. Krause's and Steusloff's

cntomids, on the contrary, seem to be closely allied to Gtenobolbina,

and, in part at least, congeneric with species referred to this genus.

Others like Krause's E. sigma and E. obliqua are so completely bi-

lobed as to suggest DilobeUa. Pending an opportunity to study speci-

mens of all these species, those not elsewhere referred in this work

may be provisionally left where their authors placed them.

As stated on page 200, Ctenobolb'tna tumida Ulrich'' (see fig. 24,

p. 292) is now thought to be a peculiar Beyrichia and to have no very

intimate relations to the typical species of Gtenobolbina. Indeed,

the bulbous end of the carapace in B. tumida is regarded as anterior,

whereas in ('. ciliata the thicker end is posterior. Hence, if the spe-

cies is allied to Gtenobolbina at all. it must be to the ('. subcrassa

section and not to the typical section of the genus.

The genetic alliance of Gtenobolbina to Beyrichia (more especially

to the subgenus Steusloffia) has been discussed on pages 296 to _, l> <

.».

Genus DREPANELLA Ulrich.

Depranella Ulrich. Jour. Cincinnati See. Nat. Hist., XIII. 1890, pp.

117, US.

Depranella Miller, North Anier. Geol. and Pal., First App., 1892, p. TUT.

Drepanella (part) Ulrich, Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv. Minnesota. Final

Rept., III. Pt. 2, 1894, ]». 670.

Carapace equivalves, usually about 2.5 mm. long, compressed con-

vex, somewhat oblong, subquadrate to subelliptical in outline; dorsal

edge straight, ventral side gently convex, ends subequal, the post-

dorsal angle sharper than the anterior. A constant sickle-shaped,

sharply defined ridge runs nearly parallel with and generally not far

within the posterior and ventral edges of the valve-. Central and

" American species.

''/cits. d. d. geol. Gesell., XLIV, 1892, pp. 383-399; XLVITI, 1896, p. 935.

c Idem, XLYI, 1894, p. TTT.

<* Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist., XIII, 1890, p. Ill, pi. vii, figs. .".</. 5&.
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dorsal regions with two to seven nodes, the larger numbers resulting

through dissection of the primary two. When only two, they may
form a loop by union of their ventral parts. Surface smooth or

coarsely reticulated.

Genotype.—Drepanella crassinoda Ulrich. Other species referred

here, all of Ordovician age,' are: D. ampla Ulrich, D. bigeneris Ul-

rich, D. crassinoda nitida Ulrich, D. elongata Ulrich, D. man-it

Ulrich, D. richardsoni {Beyrichia richardsoni Miller) and D. rich-

ardsoni canadensis Ulrich.

This apparently wholly American genus is remarkable for the ex-

treme variability of the nodes within the central area of the valves.

The binodose D. ampla probably represents the most simple type.

From this we pass to D. elongata, with its ventrally fuller valves and

Klcedenia-like reduction and disposition of the nodes. There is a de-

jiression or sulcus between the nodes in this species. A similar de-

pression of the surface outside of the nodes, without a reduction in

altitude of the nodes and the lower boundary of the median sulcus,

would result in a form essentially like D. bigeneris, which is strik-

ingly like a Bollia. In D. macra, D. crassinoda, and D. nitida the

nodes range in number from three in the first to seven in the last. A
comparison of the nodes of these three species established beyond

question that the larger numbers are produced by dissection. Indeed,

the seven nodes of D. nitida are all indicated by corresponding wholly

or partially separated nodes in D. crassinoda, and the corresponding

parts are no less easily recognized in D. macro,.

The only constant features of Drepanella are the sickle-shaped

submarginal ridge, and, within reasonable bounds, the size of the

carapace. In other respects the species are sometimes highly sug-

gestive of in part probably very distinct contemporary and later

genera. Thus, as stated on page 303, D. elongata might be classed as

a Klcedenia if it had not the characteristic, submarginal ridge, while

it is really difficult to point out sufficient reasons for excluding D.

bigeneris from Bollia. But Drepanella is an old genus—probably

the oldest of the true rigid Beyrichiida^—having been already well

established in the Stones River epoch. These diverse resemblances

may, therefore, be explained as synthetic vacillations of an ancient

type prior to the fixation of generic characters marking later devel-

opmental stages within the family. The sickle-shaped ridge, how-

ever, was a fixed character and doubtless left its imprint in the his-

tory of the family. It is, therefore, not surprising that in the de-

cadence of the main Silurian genus Beyrichia this ridge is again

occasionally recognized. It is well shown, for instance, in the pe-

culiar Devonian descendant of Beyrichia, Hollina kolmodini (Jones).

The probable relations of Drepanella to Beyrichia, especially to

the tuberculata and the elavata sections, have been sufficiently dis-
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cussed on pages 289 and 294. It is a remarkable fact that these two
alliances are more obvious and apparently more intimate than are

those between Drepanella and such nearly equally old genera as

Ctenobolbina and Tetradella. There is so little evidence of transition

between them that derivation of either of the latter from the first,

or of the first from either of the latter, seems out of the question.

Though it is highly probable that all three were derived out of the

same stock—presumably Primitia—it seems certain that the de-

partures from that primitive line were entirely independent and in

all cases rapid. Indeed, Primitia itself, which contains the oldest

of the distinctly furrowed Ostracoda, does not, geologically speaking,

greatly antedate Drepanella. The Cambrian seems to contain no

Ostracoda at all,° the oldest known representatives of the class being

Leperditiidse, found in rocks of Beekmantown age. The Primitiidso

and Beyrichiidse did not appear till post-Beekmantown.

The species described in 1894 by Ulrich as Drepanella bilater-

alis '' is so peculiar that it seems unwise to continue listing it as a

species of this genus. Though exhibiting a general resemblance to D.

crassinoda, it seems on closer comparison that the surface lobation

is really very different. In the first place, the marginal ridge is

developed only along the ventral border, terminating abruptly on

both sides, when it begins to turn up on the ends. Next the nodes

bove the ridge do not correlate satisfactorily with those of airy of

the other species. There is a bilateral S3unmetry in their form and
arrangement with respect to the small mid-dorsal node that can not

be duplicated in typical Drepanella, nor readily explained. The
explanations occurring to the writers entail departures from that

generic type of such importance that the removal of the species from

Drepanella seems imperative. If the posterior node is assumed to

be in part made up of the post-dorsal portion of the marginal ridge,

then its inner part must represent the lower two-thirds of the trino-

date post-median ridge of D. crassinoda and the mid-dorsal node the

upper third of that ridge. According to another interpretation the

mid-dorsal node of D. bilateralis would correspond to the dorsal

part of the antero-median node of D. crassinoda and the main but

antero-median node, together with the crescentic ridge beneath it and

the small antero-dorsal node in the latter. In either case it would
mean that the mid-dorsal node occupies a different position from the

corresponding part of typical Drepanella; also modification of the

posterior lobes scarcely compatible with a strict conception of

°A comprehensive study of the supposed Cambrian Ostracoda recently com-
pleted has led to the conviction that these are Phylloearida and Diol Ostracoda.

b Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv. Minnesota, Final Kept.. Ill, Pt. 2, ispi. p. 671,

pi. xlvi, figs. 35-38.
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Drepanella. Under the circumstances the writers feel justified in

proposing a new genus. with the following brief diagnosis.

Genus SCOFIELDIA, new.

Drepanella (part) Ulbich, Geol. and Nat. Hist. Snrv. Minnesota, Final

Kept., Ill, Ft. 2, 1894, i>. 670.

Carapace '2 mm. to 3 mm. in length, oblong, subquadrate, com-

pressed; surface of valves broken up into ridges and nodes arranged

bilaterally with respect to a small node situated close to the middle

of the straight hinge line; on either side a large, irregularly triangu-

lar, ridged node, and along the ventral edge a thick, sharply elevated,

bar-like ridge.

Genotype.—Scofieldia hilateralis (Dreparulhi bilaU ralis Ulrich).

The generic name is given in remembrance of Mr. "Wilbur H. Sco-

field, with whom the senior author was pleasantly associated in the

study of the Ordovician Gastropoda of Minnesota.

Genus TREPOSELLA, new.

Beyrichia (part) Ulrich, Joum. Cincinnati Soc. Xat. Hist.. XIII, 1891,

p. 190.

Carapace small, about 1 mm. in length, semiovate or subquadrate,

the hinge long and straight, the other margins curved and supplied

with a radially striated frill. Ventral part of valves swollen, the

fullness forming a low, not sharply defined longitudinal ridge. Just

above this, two unequal nodes, the smaller being of hemispheric form

and located just behind the center of the valve. The larger node is

somewhat balloon-shaped, situated in front of the middle, connected

to the ventral ridge by a narrow neck, from which it extends upward

to or slightly beyond the dorsal edge. Between the two nodes, a

narrow, sharply excavated sulcus, terminating below in a pit. Fe-

male ( ?) provided with a sharply defined, egg-shaped, ventral pouch,

located practically midway between the ends.

Genotype.—Treposella lyoni (Beyrichia lyoni Ulrich).

This genus is proposed for the reception of what is supposed to be

an important link in the evolution of Hollinq from Beyrichia. The

female is still provided with a ventral pouch, but it is essentially

median in position, while in all true Beyrichia' it is placed well lie-

hind the mid-length. The anterior lobe also is essentially as in

Beyrichia, but the indefinite ventral swelling is suggestive of Klcs-

denia rather than Beyrichia. Compared further with Beyrichia, the

cut iiv obsolescence of the posterior ridge of that genus in Treposella

i- perhaps the most striking difference. The presence of a sharply

defined median pit, as in Eurychilina and other Primitiidse, is prob-

ably a reversion to ancestral characteristics.
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Except the ventral pouch, all the above-mentioned departures from

the typical Silurian Beyrichise are toward the new Devonian and Car-

boniferous genus HoUina. Indeed, were it not that T. lyoni still

possesses the Beyrichian ventral pouch, the writers would undoubt-

edly have referred the species to HoUina. But, having a pouch, and

being also in other features nearer Beyrichia than is any one of the

species of HoUina, the intermediate position of T. lyoni seems as-

sured. As its inclusion in either of these genera would introduce

undesirable elements of uncertainty in their respective diagnoses, it

has been thought advisable to give it and any other similar species

that may be discovered an independent position.

Genus HOLLINA, new.

CtenobolMna (part) Ulrich, Jour. Cincinnati Roc. Nat. Hist., XIII, 1891,

p. 1ST: XIX, 1000. p. 182.

Beyrichia (part) Jones, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, XLV1, L890, p.

538—Ulrich, Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist.. XIII, 1891, p. 189.

Bollia (part) Ulrich, Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist.. XIII, 1891, p. '-'it;,.

Carapace elongate, produced and tapering somewhat anteriorly,

essentially equivalved. Valves provided with a marginal frill, con-

cave on the inner side, overhanging the contact edge, often wanting

at the anterior end. Except for two constant rounded nodes, the

lobation of the surface varies greatly. One of the constant nodes is

situated close to and partly in front of the middle of the hinge line;

the other, usually the smaller, is placed lower and more or less be-

hind the center of the valve. Occasionally the hollow between these

two nodes is excavated. In most species there is a continuous or

broken ridge in the ventral part; in one (77. kolmodini) this ridge

continues up the hinder end to the dorsal angle, in others (II. in*<>l< ms

and //. tricollina) the post-dorsal extremity remains prominent and

forms a rounded node, the remainder of the ridge being dissected

and tending to obsolescence; in two other species (II. granifera and

II. antespinosa) the ventral ridge joins the two constant nodes, the

result, being a loop as in Bollia. Finally, in a later stage (as, f<»

instance, //. radiata) the ventral ridge is obsolete and only two

rounded nodes remain. Occasionally an extra node is developed near

the anterior margin. A ventral pouch, as in Beyrichia, has not been

observed.

Genotype.—HoUina insolens (Ctenol)oll>inn insolens Ulrich).

Seven other middle Devonian species and four Carboniferous species

are referred here as follows: II. antespinosa, II. armata, II. cavimar-

ginata, II. informis, H. spiculosa, all described b}^ Ulrich as specie-;

of CtenoboTbina, and H. kolmodini and II. tricollina, originally re-

fered to Beyrichia, the first by Jones, the second by Ulrich. The
Carboniferous species are II. granifera, a Spergen species described
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as a Bollia by Ulrich, II. radiata (Beyrichia radiata Jones and

Kirkby), variety cestriensis Ulrich, II. longispina {Beyrichia longis-

p'nia Jones and Kirkby), and II. emaciata (Beyrichia f emaciata

Ulrich and Bassler).

Comparison of the figures on Plate XLII gives a good idea of the

unusual range of variability of the species associated in this new

genus. On closer study, however, strong elements of similarity will

be noted running through the whole assemblage, the observer being

finally convinced of the essential naturalness of the association.

It is not contended that the group is natural in the sense of being

composed of species descended from a single ancestor. On the con-

trary, it is believed they were derived from perhaps several preced-

ing species of Beyrichia and possibly Ctenobolbina, and that the

singularities resulted through atavistic tendencies developed in the

Devonian decadence of the Silurian Beyrichiidae.

The Devonian species of the genus may be regarded as vacillating

intermediate stages between the trilobate Silurian Beyrichia and the

final, again long-lived, simply binodate Carboniferous phase of the

new genus, namely, the small group of species of which //. radiata

(Jones and Kirkby) is a typical example. Whereas most of the

Devonian species occur at the Falls of the Ohio in a thin Wed thought

to be of Onondaga age, indicating rapid evolution. II. radiata ranges

with very slight change from the Chester to near the close of the

Pennsylvanian.

Compared with true Beyrichia, which has constantly three verti-

cally elongated lobes, the new genus Hollina is distinguished (1) by

the progressive obsolescence of the posterior lobe, (2) by the' rounded

form of the median and anterior nodes or lobes. (3) by the restric-

tion of these nodes to the dorsal half of the valve. (4) by the rela-

tive fullness of the ventral parts (agreeing in this respect with

Klcedenia), and (5) by the constant development of an anteriorly

incomplete marginal frill. A probable sixth difference is indicated

by the apparent absence of a ventral pouch.

The fullness of the ventral region, also the rounded form of the

median (posterior) node suggests even closer alliances with

Klwdenia, but the rather obvious relations of Hollina to Treposella

lyoni and the probable derivation of that species from Beyrichia

tends to negative this suggestion. The Devonian species would never

cause one to think of Klwdenia. It is only the more simple //.

radiata group that might recall that Silurian genus,, But these even

will be distinguished at once by the«anterior node, the like of which

never occurs in Kla <l< nia.

In a former paper," the writers mention the possible desirability

of including B. radiata and its immediate allies in Ulrichia. It is

°Proc. r. S. Nat. Mus., XXX. 1906, p. 152.
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now quite clear that such a course would be unwarrantable. Taking
into account only this, that both have two constant and similarly

placed nodes, the logical course would be to unite them. But if the

apparently unquestionable derivation of II. radiata from the

Devonian species of Hollina is considered, the impropriety of the sug-

gested reference cannot be ignored. Ulrichia is one of the Primi-

tiidee; Hollina is a derivitive—presumably somewhat atavistic—of

Beyrichiidse.

As is evident from several preceding references in the paper to

Hollina^ the writers now regard the resemblance of certain species

to Ctenobolbina, and of others to Bollia, as atavistic stages in the

Devonian and Mississippian evolution of the typical Beyrichian

stock, and not as survivals of the generic types to which they were

originally referred. Ulrich placed most of the Devonian species

under Ctenobolbina because of their general similarity in form, loca-

tion, and range of variation to the C. subcrassa group of that genus,

while the later //. granifera was referred to Bollia solely because the

ventral union of its two nodes forms a loop precisely like the inner

loop of typical species of that genus. In neither case were the char-

acters now relied on, such as the two constant rounded nodes and
the broad frill on the posterior and ventral margins, taken into ac-

count, and the genetic relations to Beyrichia, though suspected, were
not appreciated as they should have been. "Loops" strikingly like

that in Bollia occur in other types. This was recognized by Ulrich

in 1894 " in discussing Drepanella bigeneris, a notable instance of

this kind.

Subfamily KLOi^DElNELLINJE.

Genus KLCEDENELLA, new.

Beyrichia (part) Jones and Authors.

Kloedenia (part) .Tones. Ulbich, and most Authors.
Bollia? (part) Ulrich, Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv. Minnesota, Final Rept.,

III. Pt. 2. 1S«. 14, p. 669.

Carapace small, strongly convex, elongate, somewhat barrel-shaped,

the length usually less than 1.5 mm.; dorsal edge nearly straight, ven-

tral edge usually somewhat concave, ends approximately equal in

height but differing in outline, the antero-dorsal angle often rectan-

gular and always more distinct than the post-dorsal. Valves un-

equal, the right overlapping the left around the ends and the ventral

side. Of the lobation, the constant features are two sharply im-

pressed vertical or slightly oblique furrows, separated by a narrow
lobe, in the posterior half. In the more simple forms, these furrows

extend only about half across the valve. Anterior half may be uni-

formly convex, but, as a rule, is more or less clearly bisected vertically

by a straight or curved furrow! When present, this anterior furrow

Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv. Minnesota, Final Rept., Ill, Pt. 2, 1S94, p. 671.
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often produces an appearance suggesting the " loop " of a Bollia.

Surface generally smooth and polished, and without ornamental

markings.

Genotype.—KIwdenella pennsylvanica ( Klosdenia pennsylvaniea

Jones).

Of unquestioned species of this genus, some eight or ten, two of

them perhaps being merel}' varieties, are contained in the collections

of the U. S. National Museum. These range in time from the Clin-

ton to middle Devonian. A British Carboniferous species, published

by Jones and Kirkby under the name Beyrichia? hicaesa, probably

belongs to this genus. Except this and the two Devonian species, all

the others are confined to the Silurian rocks of the Appalachian

province. As a rule, the species are exceedingly prolific in the way
of individuals, the layers of limestone in which they occur being

almost literally made up of their remains. In most eases they occur

as entire shells, which, being easily freed from the matrix, are admir-

ably suited for detailed study.

Only about half of the known forms have been described, and one

of these (described as Beyrichia trisulcata by Hall) has never been

adequately figured. Klwdenia pennsylvaniea, as figured by Jones in

1889 °, includes two distinct species and a variety, which are repre-

sented by thousands of specimens in the material available to the

writers. The form represented by Jones's figures 5a, b. c, d, and 6 is

accepted as the Klcedenella pennsylvanica. His figures 8 and 9 are

regarded as based on examples of our K. turgida, new species.' 1 while

7a and 75 probably represent a variety of the latter, here distin-

guished by the subordinate name ventrosa.

°Amer. Geol., IV, p. 341, figs. 5-9.
h Kloedenella turgida is distinguished from A", pennsylvanica, as here restricted,

by the strong development of the anterior sulcus. This sulcus delimits a well-

marked anterior lobe and produces a somewhat concentric arrangement of the

Lobes behind it. the effect being quite different from the usual appearance of

A . pennsylvanica.

Length of a normal righl valve, 1.1" mm.; height, <>.c»4 mm.: length of a

short left valve. ().!>7 mm.; height, 0.60 mm. See Plate XLIII, figs. (!, 7.

Formation and locality.—Coeymans limestone, Cumberland, .Maryland.

Cotypes.—Cat. No. r>:!27s, U.S.N.M.

"This form is more like K. pennsylvanica than K. turgida in lobation of tin 1

valves, being without a well-marked anterior sulcus, but in the less elongate

form and general aspect it is so like K. turgida that it has been placed as a

variety of this species. Its main peculiarity lies in a ventral swelling which

causes an apparent break in (he antero-niediaii lobe. The ventral flange is

unusually well developed and the series of granules along the antero-ventral

edge has nol been observed in any other species of the genus. See Plate XLIII,

fig. 8.

Formation and locality. Coeymans limestone, Cumberland, Maryland.

Holotype. ('at. No. ">:^7!>, U.SJST.M.
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The genus is divisable into two sections, the first comprising the

greater part of the known species, among them the genotype. In this

group the posterior and median furrows are shorter than in the sec-

ond, and the anterior furrow either wanting or more or less well de-

veloped. In the second group, of which Beyrichia halli Jones (Bol-

lia halli Ulrich) is a good example, the posterior and anterior fur-

rows are long, subequal, and extending nearly or quite across the

valve. The general expression is rather strikingly dissimilar in the

two groups, but on close comparison it is found that the differences

are not essential and, moreover, that the extremes are bridged by
connecting links.

The Klcedenella halli, as it should now be called, simulates Bollia

.s>/iniii( trica (Hall) to such a degree as to suggest its derivation from
that earlier Silurian (Rochester shale) species. The Bollia, however,

has not overlapping valves as has the Klcedenella. Besides, the lat-

ter type appears to have been established already in Clinton time,

indicating that its ancestors are to lie looked for among Ordovician

61O
Figs. 61-04.—61. Left valve of Bollia symmetrica (Hall). 62. Right valve of
Klcedenella iialli (Jones i. Copied from Jones. 63. Right valve of Klcedenella
tirgida. new species. 04. right valve of beyrichia? parallela utirich, v

-' 20.

(After Ulrich.) These figures illustrate (1) the similarity of expression
of Bollia to Klcedenella, and (2) the fossible derivation of Klcedenella from
the Richmond species Beyrichia? parallela.

species. Such a possible ancestor is found in the peculiar Richmond
species described by Ulrich as Primitia or Beyrichia parallela. The
general form of the valves and the lobes are sufficiently like Klce-

denella to encourage the belief that it fulfills the requirements of

the case. It is to be regretted, however, that only separated valves

of this Richmond species are known, so that it is difficult, if not im-

possible, to decide the question by showing agreement also in the

matter of inequality of its valves.

Because of the mentioned resemblance to Bollia, Ulrich in 1894

tentatively referred species of the K. halli section, including A'.

clarkei (Beyrichia clarkei Jones) and two new species, to Bollia.

Although this reference is now thought to have been in error, it must

be admitted that it is not easy to show just why the group was not

descended from Bollia regularis and B. symmetrica. At that time

the senior author had very few specimens of the type now discrim-

inated under the name Klcedenella, and A", halli and A'. (/<///,(! were

known to him only from the rather indefinite figures and descriptions

published by Jones, which neither showed nor mentioned the inequal-
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itv of their valves. Hence, he had had no opportunity to observe the

principal evidence in the case, namely, the transition from K. penn-

sylvanica to K. clarkei, and the fact that while the valves of Bollia

are equal, those of Klmdenella are unequal. In passing, it may be

said that Bollia is regarded as an early derivative of Primitia, that

it established an independent line having no subsequent connection

with the true Beyrichiidse and that it represents the most complex

stage of lobation attained by the Primitiidse.

The Klcedenellinse are Beyrichiidae with valves more or less dis-

tinctly overlapping. As a rule, the overlap is confined to the ventral

side and ends. Beyrichiopsis Jones and Kirkby, Beyrichiella Jones

and Kirkby, Jonesina, and Kirkbyina, new genera, are referred to

the subfamily. Technically Kyammodes Jones fulfills the require-

ments, but, being convinced of the genetic alliance of that genus to

Klcedenia, the writers hesitate to remove it from the Beryrichiida?.

CARBONIFEROUS BEYRICHIID-ffi.

Two years ago, & the writers had occasion to discuss the Carbonifer-

ous Beyrichiidae. Among the conclusions were (1) that the group of

Beyrichia radiata is worthy of generic separation, a view carried out

in the present communication by the erection of the new genus IIol-

lina; (2) that the remaining, inequivalved Beyrichiida*, including

Beyrichiopsis, Beyrichiella, and Synaphe, of Jones and Kirkby,

besides a number of species referred by these authors to Beyrichia,

probably constituted a single comprehensive genus; (3) that Synaphe
should be relegated to synonymy under Beyrichiella; and (4) that

two subgenera might be recognized, of which Beyrichiopsis would

be one. Similar conclusions were reached in the present more com-

prehensive study of the family, the principal difference being that

Beyrichiopsis and Beyrichiella are recognized as genera, and a new
genus, Jonesina, is proposed instead of " a second subgenus.'

1

Finally, a fourth genus, Kirkbyina, is proposed for two species

doubtfully referred to Beyrichiella by Jones and Kirkby, and which

were not considered in 1906.

"A new variety of A", clarkei is here instituted under the name of paupera of

which the following arc the characteristics: The valves and the ridges espe-

cially are thinner than in the species itself, giving the whole a somewhat
emaciated appearance. Furthermore, the furrows present somewhat irregularly

distributed hut numerous papillae which have not heeu observed in the typical

form of the species. See Plate XLIII, fig. 5.

Formation mid locality. Coeymans limestone, Cumberland, Maryland.

Holotype.—C&t. No. 53280, U.S.N.M.
6 Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXX, 1906, pp. 151-155.
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Considerable instability of character in these inequivalved Bey-
richiidas was recognized in the preceding publication; also the fact
that many of them exhibited more or less obvious resemblances to
Ordovician and Silurian types. These facts were explained as result-
ing from reversion and arrested development incident to the degen-
eration and extinction of the family in Carboniferous time.
In now recognizing four genera instead of a single broad genus,

it is not intended to convey the impression that the writers have
materially changed their opinions respecting the close alliance of
the several groups. Neither are the groups of species thought to be
more natural genetic associations than they were believed to be in
1906. It is only in deference to the matter of convenience in classifi-
cation, and to insure greater clearness and brevity in definition, that
the change from one to four is made. Considering them as one genus,
it seemed impossible to draw up a reasonably brief diagnosis that
would not cover a variety of really very distinct pre-Carboniferous
types. Though it can not be denied that the whole group is bound
together by intimate alliances, it is yet a fact that but a single feature
of generic or family rank pertains to all its members, namely, slight
inequality of the valves. But this feature, of course, is not peculiar
to this group, since it occurs in many otherwise very different Ostra-
coda. By dividing the group into four genera and using the feature
common to them all as characterizing a subfamily of Beyrichiida?,
the resulting classification is at least convenient* and probably as
natural as it can be made so long as established characters are 'con-
sulted as not less important than genesis in the forming of zoological
classifications.

In the present arrangement of the Carboniferous Kloedeniellimv,
ill of the British species described by Jones and Kirkby are ac-
counted for save Beyrichia tuberculospinosa, B. multiloba, and B.
varicosa. The published figures of these three species a indicate pecu-
larities, the value of which it would be unwise to decide without first
verifying them by study of good specimens. Until that is done, it is
idvisable to leave them in the still large residuum of undetermined
ind doubtful species of Beyrichia. In the meantime it may be said
hat B. multiloba and B. tmrieosa would have been placed withWma were it not that in both cases, as figured bv Jones and
virkby, the left instead of the right valve is the smaller. In this
especl the two species agree with Klcedenella. The figures of B.
uberculospina are indecisive on this point, and the most that may
•e said of this species at the present time is to suggest that it may
e an aberrant Hoiling and as probably related to //. longispina.

".Tones and Kirkby, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XVIII. 1S86. pi. vm.
Proc. N. M. vol, xxxv—OS 21
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Beginning with the most simple type, the genera may be defined

briefly as follows:

Genus KIRKBY1NA, new.

Beyrichiella f Jones and Kirkby, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XVIII,

1SS6, p. 260.

Carapace small, less than 1 mm. in length, rather short, subovate to

subquadrate, ventricose, thickest anteriorly, with a simple primitian

sulcus about the middle of the dorsal half. Valves unequal, the right

slightly larger and overlapping the edges of the left.

Genotype.—Kirhbyina reticosa {Beyrichiella f reticosa Jones and

Kirkby).

In the same paper a Jones and Kirkby describe a second more tumid

species, likewise referring it doubtfully to Beyrichiella under the name

B. f ventricornis. At present only these two British species may be

safely placed in the genus Kirhbyina. There are a few as yet un-

studied, Primitia-like Ostracoda in American deposits of Carbon-

iferous age that may turn out to belong here.

Kirhbyina resembles Primitia, but is readily distinguished by its

overlapping valves and thicker anterior end. In Primitia it is the

posterior half that is usually the thicker. Beyrichiella has a more

elongate shell and broader sulcus, while its left valve and not the right

is the larger.

Genus BEYRICHIELLA Jones and Kirkby.

Beyrichiella Jones and Kirkby, Geol. Mag., Dec. 3, III, 1886, p. 438: Proc.

Geo!. Assoc, IX, 1886, p. 506.

Beyrichiella (part) Ulbich and Bassler. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXX, 1906,

pp. 151-155.

Syria plic Jones and Kirkby, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc. (2), VI, 1896, ]». 190.

Ulbich and Bassler, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.. XXX. 1006. p. 152.

Kirkhyia Cossmann, Revue Critique de Paleozoologie, III, 1809, p. 45 (pro-

posed for Sijnaplie, preoccupied).

Carapace small, 1 mm. or less in length, elongate subquadrate,

thickest anteriorly, with a rather broad median sulcus giving the shell

a bilobed aspect ; a low, transverse ridge in the ventral part cuts off

the sulcus and unites the lower parts of the two lobes. Valves un-

equal, the edge of the smaller right valve being set into the over-

lapping ventral and end parts of the larger left valve.

Genotype.—Beyrichiella cristata Jones and Kirkby.

The writers fail to see more than specific differences between B.

cristata and Kirhbya annectens, the type of Synaphe Jones and

Kirkby (not Synaphe Huebner). It is, therefore, placed here as a

"Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XVIII, 1886, p. 260.
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second species of Beyrichiella. A third, the only known species from

American strata, was described by Ulrich as Ulrichia confhtens.

Viewed in the narrow sense in which this genus was proposed and in

which it is now thought desirable to recognize it, Beyrichiella is

clearly distinguished from other members of the subfamily. The

shell is relatively longer than that of Kirkbyina and its larger valve

is not the right as in that genus, but the left. The lobation of the

valves is also less simple, the low ventral ridge, connecting the two

larger lobes, being a character not observed in Kirkbyina. The gen-

eral shape of the carapace is decidedly like that of BeyrieMopsis, but

the characteristic rounded, median—or rather post-median—node of

that genus is wanting in Beyrichiella.

Genus BEYRICHIOPSIS Jones and Kirkby.

Beyrichiopsis Jones and Kirkby, Geol. Mag., Dec. 3, III, 1886, ]». 434: Proc.

Geol. Assoc, IX, 1880, p. 500: Quart. Journ. Geol. Sot-. London, XLII,

1886, p. 506.

Beyrichiopsis Ulrich and Bassler, Proc. XL S. Nat. Mus., XXX, 1900, p.

152.

Carapace small, about 1 mm. in length, oblong, sub-quadrate to sub-

elliptical, straight on the dorsal side, tapering slightly and thickest

anteriorly; on the whole, rather strongly convex. A broad based,

rounded swelling or lobe occupies the greater part of the anterior

half. A second, smaller rounded eminence occurs behind the mid-

dle and usually above the mid-height of the valve. It is often sur-

rounded by a slight depression usually deepest on the anterior side.

Free edges of valves usually with a broad, spiny frill ; in other cases

merely denticulate. Two or three thin, crest-like ribs commonly
cross the surface in a longitudinal direction.

Genotype.—Beyrichiopsis fimbriata Jones and Kirkby. Other

typical species are B. comuta, B. svbdentata, B. fortis, B. granulata,

and B. simplex, all described by Jones and Kirkby from British

Carboniferous specimens. Two new species in the Ulrich collection

in the U. S. National Museum were collected from the basal shales of

the Tullahoma formation in central Tennessee. One of these has

a frill like B. -fimbriata, the other is more like B. comuta.

Compared with the other genera of the subfamily Kloeclenellinpe,

Beyrichiopsis is distinguished at once by the small, rounded post-

median node. Otherwise the genus is not greatly different from
Beyrichiella, its nearest ally, the usual presence of a spiny marginal

frill being of subordinate importance. Another difference, how-
ever, is found in the transverse ventral ridge seen in Beyrichiella but

which is absent in Beyrichiopsis.

a Geol. Mag., Dec. 3, III, 1880, pp. 434-437.
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B. simplex and B. granulata " depart somewhat from the other

species in the more subdued development of both the anterior and
the median lobes. These two species strongly resemble Klwdenia.

Indeed, it is difficult to point out satisfactory differences. However,

as that genus became almost extinct with the close of the Silurian,

it seems highly unlikely that these Carboniferous species were directly

connected with it.

Genus JONESINA, new.

Reyrichia (part) Jones and Kirkby. Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XVIII,

1886, p. 258; Geol. Mag., Dec. 3, III, 1SS6, p. 438.

Beyrichiella (part) Ulrich and Bassler, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns., XXX,
1906, pp. 151-155.

Carapace small, about 1 mm. in length, usually elongate, the out-

line varying from subelliptical to oblong or approximating a par-

allelogram; greatest thickness in anterior half. Valves strongly

convex, variously lobed, unequal, the left being the larger, sometimes

overlapping the edge of the right on all sides. The most simple

types (J. craterigera and J . arcuata) are marked with a rather deep

dorsal sulcus situated somewhat behind the middle. The whole

area in front of this sulcus may be almost uniformly convex, or a

node may be obscurely defined in its post-dorsal quarter (that is,

just in front of the sulcus). Behind the sulcus a more clearly denned

node is always observable. In more complex species (-/. fastigiata)

three nodes are distinguishable, two, subequal, situated on opposite

sides of the main sulcus, and a larger, less definitely outlined, lobe

occupying- the anterior third. Finally, in ./. fodicata, the anterior

lobe is divided by the separation of a node simulating the other two
in size and form, while all three nodes will appear as connecting

below with a low marginal ridge. A more or less obscure and

variable ridge commonly unites the two median nodes, occasionally

producing an effect simulating Bollia.

Genotype.—Jonesina fastigiata (Beyrichia fastigiata Jones and

Kirkby).

The following additional species are referred to Jonesina: J. ar-

cuata (Bean) (as figured by Jones and Kirkby under the genus Bey-

richia)]3 J. oradyana {Beyrichia Jones and Kirkby ),
c J. craterigera

(Beyrichia Brady Ms., Jones and Kirkby)
,

d J. fodicata (Beyrichia

"Jones and Kirkby describe tbe latter as a variety of /{. fortis. It seems to

the writers as allied to R. simplex rather than R. fortis, tbe post-median node

as well as the general expression of tbe valves, aside from tbe surficial crests,

being tbe same as in tbe former and quite different from tbe latter.

& Geol. Mag., Dec. 3, III, 1886, p. 438, pi. xn, figs. 12-14.

' Idem., tig. 11.

d Idem., tigs, la, 7&.
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Jones and Kirkby), all from the Carboniferous rocks of Great

Britain, and •/. bottiaformis and var. tumida {Beyrichiella Ulrich

and Bassler), 6 and J. gregaria {Beyrichiella Ulrich and Bassler) c

from rocksof Pennsylvanian age in Kansas and Texas. Other Ameri-
can species are known, but remain to be described.

Jonesina sometimes resembles Klmdenella to a marked degree.

This is true especially of ./. craterigera, but with entire specimens the

observer should experience little difficulty in distinguishing them, the

matter of relative size of the valves being reversed in the two genera.

In the older genus the right valve is the larger, whereas in Jonesina

it is the left.

In correlating the nodes of Jonesina with those of a typical Bey-
richia, it is to be observed that the median lobe of the latter corre-

sponds to the post-median node of Jonesina, the one, two, or three

nodes in front of the median sulcus being equivalent to the single or

dissected anterior lobe of Beyrichia. Obviously the location of the

homologous parts in the two genera is widely different.

"Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), XVII, 1SS6, p. 258, pi. vin. figs. 4-6.
h Proe. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXX, 1906, p. 158, pJ. xi, figs. 7-11.
c Idem., fig. IS.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXVII.

Figs. 1—i. Group of Beyrichia tuberculata.

1. Four views of a left valve of Beyrichia tuberculata.

2. Similar views of a right valve of female individual of same.

3. Four views of a right valve of B. tuberculata bigibbosa Renter.

4. Similar views of a right valve of B. noetlingi Renter. All the figures

are magnified five times and copied from Reuter.

5-10. Group of Beyrichia klcedeni.

5. Two views of a left valve of Beyrichia maccoyiana sulcata Reuter,

X 8.

6. Similar views of left valve of female individual of same, X 8.

7. Left valve of Beyrichia lindstromi Kiesow, X 8.

Figs. 5 and 6 are copied from Reuter and tig. 7 from Kiesow.

8. Left and right valves of Beyrichia moodeyi, new species, X 10.

Cayuga formation, Cacapon, Maryland.

9, 10. Right aud left valves of Beyrichia icaldronensis, new species. X 10.

Niagara (Waldron), Waldron, Indiana.

11-13. Group of Beyrichia buchiana.

11. Left valve of Beyrichia buchiana Jones, X 8. Copied from Jones.

12. Four views of a right valve of Beyrichia buchiana angustata Reuter.

X 6. (After Reuter.)

13. A right valve of Beyrichia lauensis Kiesow. (After Kiesow.)

14,15. Group of Beyrichia salteriana.

14. Lateral and ventral views of a right valve of Beyrichia salteriana

Jones, X 10. (After Reuter.)

15. Right valve of Beyrichia granulosa Hall. (After Hall.)

1<>. 1 7. Group of Beyrichia clavata.

1G. Right valve of Beyrichia clavata Kolmodin. (After Kiesow.)

17. Right valve of Beyrichia jonesii Boll. (After Kiesow.)
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXVIII.

Figs. 1-5. Group of Beyrichia linnarssoni (= subgenus Steusloffia.)

1. Left valve of Beyrichia (Steusloffia) linnarssoni (Krause), X 20.

2. Left valve of Beyrichia (Steusloffia) antiqua (Steusloff), X 20.

3. Eight valve of Beyrichia (Steusloffia) simplex (Krause), X 15.

4. Left valve of Beyrichia (Steusloffia) acuta (Krause), X 20.

5. Left valve of Beyrichia (Steusloffia) signata (Krause), X 10.

Figure 2 is copied from Steusloff; the rest are after Krause.
0-11. Group of Beyrichia interrupta.

G. Right valve of Beyrichia interrupta (Jones), X 20.

7. Left valve of Beyrichia granulifcra, new name, proposed for Bollia

granulosa Krause, preoccupied in the genus Beyrichia, X 15.

S. Left valve of Beyrichia v-scripta Krause, X 15.

0-11. Left and right valves and dorsal edge view of the complete carapace
of Beyrichia damesi Krause, X 15.

Figure 6 is copied from Jones, while 7 to 11 are from Krause.
12,13. K laden ia initial is (Ulrich).

Side and ventral edge views of a right valve, X 20. (After Ulrich.)
14. Klcedenia icilckensiana (Jones).

Right valve of female individual, X 8. (After Jones.)

15. Klcedenia prcenuntia, new species.

Right valve, X 10.

Ordovician (Hermitage). 4 miles south of Carthage, Tennessee.
16. Klcedenia marginalis, new species.

A right valve, X 10.

Helderbergian, Dalhousie, New Brunswick.
17. Klcedenia punctillosa, new species.

Lateral view of a right valve, X 10.

Helderbergian, Dalhousie, New Brunswick.
18. Klcedenia retifera, new species.

Left valve, X 10.

Helderbergian, Dalhousie, New Brunswick.

10,20. Klcedenia sussexensis (Weller).

Two left valves, X 10.

Helderbergian, Dalhousie, New Brunswick.

21. Klcedenia manliensis (Weller).

Left valve of a female individual, X 10. This specimen agrees fairly

well with Weller's description and figures of his Beyrichia
manliensis from Manlius of New Jersey, except in the apparently
less development of the border. The surface is very finely punctate.

Helderbergian, Dalhousie, New Brunswick.

22. Klcedenia fimbriata, new species.

Left valve, X 20.

Coeymans limestone, Herkimer County. New York.

23. Klcedenia centricomis, new species.

Left valve of a female individual. X 20.

Coeymans limestone, Cumberland. Maryland.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXIX.

Unless otherwise marked, the figures on this plate are copied from Ulrich.

Figs. 1-3. Tetradella subquadrans Ulrich.

1. Left valve, X 20.

2. Dorsal view of same.

3. Posterior end view.

4,5. Tetradella quadrilirata (Hall and Whitfield).

4. Side view of a right valve. X 20.

5. Posterior view of same specimen.

6. Tetradella lunatifera (Ulrich).

Side view of right valve, X 22, showing the usual characters.

7. Tetradella marcliica (Krause).

Right valve. X 15. (After Krause.)

S, 0. Tetradella ': digitata (Krause).

Side views of left and right valves respectively of this doubtful

Tetradella. The obsolescence of the ventral margin is particularly

characteristic of this species.

10. Tetradella (Kiesowia) dissecta (Krause).

Left valve, X 10. (After Krause.)

11. Tetradella {Kiesowia) mamillosa (Krause).

Left valve, X 20. (After Krause.)

12. Tetradella (Kiesowia) radians (Krause).

Left valve, X 10. (After Krause.)

13-16. Ceratopsis chambersi (Miller).

13. Side view of a left valve of the usual form, X 20.

14. Ventral view of the same valve.

15. View of inner side of more elongate right valve, X 20.

1*;. A right valve, X 20, with the posterior median ridge divided.

17,18. Ceratopsis chambersi robusta Ulrich.

Side and posterior end views of a complete carapace, X 20.

10,20. Ceratopsis oculifera (Hall).

10. A left valve, X 15, showing the mushroom shaped process. <After

Jones.

)

20. Dorsal view of a complete carapace, X 18.

21,22. Ceratopsis quadrifida (Jones).

21. Side view of right valve, X 15. (After Jones.)

22. Ventral edge view of same. (After Jones.)
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XL.

Unless otherwise stated, the figures are copied from Ulrich.

Figs. 1, 2. Ctenobolbina ciliata (Emmons).
1. Side view of left valve, X 15.

2. Interior of right valve.

3-5. Ctenobolbina emaciata (Ulrich).

3. Left valve, X 20.

4, 5. Ventral and end views of same.

6-8. CtenobolMna alata Ulrich.

6. Left valve, X 18.

7. Dorsal edge view of complete carapace, X 25.

8. Ventral edge view of same specimen.

9. CtenobolMna bispinosa Ulrich.

Right valve, X 18.

10. CtenobolMna obliqua Ulrich.

A right valve. X 20, in which some of the flange is missing.

11. Ctenobolbina oblonga (Steusloff).

View of a right valve of this species. X 20. (Copied from Steusloff.)

12. Ctcnobolbina granosa Ulrich.

View of a perfect left valve, X 20.

13, 14. Ctenobolbina fulcrata Ulrich.

Lateral and posterior views of a left valve, illustrating the usual

characters of the species, X 20.

15, 16. Ctenobolbina crassa Ulrich.

Lateral and posterior views of a left valve, X 20.

17,18. Ctenobolbina subcrassa Ulrich.

Lateral views of a left and right valve, respectively, X 20.

19, 20. Ctenobolbina punctata Ulrich.

Lateral and dorsal views of a right valve. X 20.

21, 22. Ctcnobolbina papulosa Ulrich.

Lateral and ventral views of a left valve, X 20.

23. Ctcnobolbina minima Ulrich.

A right valve, X 30.

24. Ctcnobolbina imprexsa (Steusloff).

Lateral view of a right valve, X 20. (After Steusloff.)

25-27. Ctenobolbina auricularis (Jones).

25. Lateral right side view of the complete carapace which is slightly

tilted, X 25.

26,27. Ventral and posterior views of the same carapace. (Copied from

Jones.

)

28. Ctenobolbina umbonata (Steusloff).

Left valve. X 20. (Copied from Steusloff.)

29. Ctcnobolbina major (Krause).

Lateral view of right valve, X 15. (After Krause.)

30-31. Ctenobolbina loculata Ulrich.

30. Exterior of an apparently perfect right valve. X 20.

31. Interior of a left valve, X 20.
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Ctenobolbina.

For explanation of plate see page 332.







EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLI.

Unless otherwise mentioned, all the figures on this plate are X 15, and are

copied from Ulrica.

Figs. 1-3. Drepanella Mgeneris Ulrich.

1. Side view of left valve.

2. Posterior view of same valve.

3. Longitudinal sectional view across the central part of the same.
4-6. Drepanella crassinoda Ulrich.

4. Side view of right valve.

5. Dorsal view of same valve.

6. Posterior end view of complete carapace.

7,8. Drepanella nitida (Ulrich).

7. Left valve of an average complete specimen.

S. Ventral view of same.

9. Drepanella ampla Ulrich.

Lateral view of right valve.

10,11. Drepanella elongata (Ulrich.)

10. Left valve.

11. Longitudinal sectional view.

12-14. Drepanella macra Ulrich.

12. Side view of right valve.

13. Longitudinal and vertical sectional views across central part of same
valve.

15. Drepanella richardsoni (Miller).

Side view of a left valve (original).

16-18. Scofleldia bilateralis (Ulrich).

16. Side view of a right valve of the usual appearance.

17, IS. Ventral and posterior views of a left valve.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLII.

All of the figures on this plate, except 21 and 22, are copied from Ulrich and

are X 20.

Figs. 1-4. Treposella lyoni (Ulrich).

1. Side view of a right valve.

2, 3. Dorsal and posterior views of the same specimen.

4. A left valve showing the subcentral ventral pouch.

5-7. Hollina kolmodini (Jones).

5. A right valve showing the similarity of the ridges to Drepanella.

6. Interior of a right valve.

7. Dorsal edge view of same.

8,9. Hollina insolens (Ulrich).

8. Exterior of a left valve.

9. Interior of another left valve.

10-12. Hollina cavimarginata (Ulrich).

10,11. Lateral and posterior views of a left valve.

12. View of interior of another left valve.

13. Hollina spiculosa (Ulrich).

Side view of a nearly perfect right valve.

14. Hollina annata (Ulrich).

A right valve showing the usual characters.

15. Hollina tricollina (Ulrich).

Lateral view of a left valve.

16,17. Hollina granifrra (Ulrich).

Lateral and posterior views of a right valve.

18. Hollina radiata (Jones and Kirkby).

Right valve of an American example, apparently agreeing in all es-

sential respects with the English types of the species.

19,20. Hollina radiata cestriensis (Ulrich).

19. Side view of a left valve, X 28.

20. Posterior view of same example.

21,22. Beyrichiat tuberculospinosa Jones and Kirkby.

Side views of two examples of this doubtfully placed Carboniferous

species, which may be a Hollina, X 25. (After Jones and Kirkby.)
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLIII.

Figures 1-4 and 9-29 are copied from Jones.

Figs. 1-3. Kloedenella pennsylvanica (Jones).

Left side, end and ventral views of complete carapace, X 15.

4. Klaedenella hallii (Jones).

A right valve, X 20.

5. Kloedenella clarkei paupera, new variety.

Lateral view of left valve, X 20.

Coeymans limestone, Cumberland, Maryland.

6,7. Kloedenella turgida, new species.

Right and left valves, respectively, X 20.

Coeymans limestone, Cumberland. Maryland.

S. Klwdenella turgida ventrosa, new variety.

Lateral view of a left valve, X 20.

Coeymans limestone, Cumberland, Maryland.

9,10. Kloedenella bicaesa (Jones and Kirkbyi.

Left and right valves of this Carboniferous species. X 25.

11-14. Kirkbyina reticosa (Jones and Kirkby).

11. Left valve. X 25.

12. Right valve. X 25.

13, 14. Dorsal and ventral views of a complete carapace.

15-18. Kirkbyina ventricomis (Jones and Kirkby).

15. A left valve, X 25.

16. A right valve showing the spine more conspicuously, X 25.

17. is. Ventral and end views of complete carapace.

19,20. Beyrichiella cristata Jones and Kirkby.

Right side and dorsal view of complete carapace, X 25.

21. Beyrichiella confluens (Ulrich).

Left valve. X 20, of the only known American species.

22-24. Beyrichiopsis fimbriate Jones and Kirkby.

22. Right valve. X 40. apparently perfect.

23. Right valve with the fringe partially broken away. X 25.

24. Ventral view of complete carapace.

2."i. Beyrichiopsis subdentata Jones and Kirkby.

Lateral view of a rijjht valve, X 25.

26,27. Beyrichiopsis granulata Jones and Kirkby.

26. A left valve, X 25.

27. End view of same.

28. Beyrichiopsis simplex Jones and Kirkby.

Lateral view of left valve, X 25.

29. Beyrichiopsis comuta Jones and Kirkby.

Left valve, X 25.
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Klcedenella, Kirkbyina, Beyrichiella, and Beyrichiopsis.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XLIV.

Figs. 1-6 are copied from Ulrich and Bassler aud are X 30; figs. 7-19 are from

Jones and Kirkby and are X 25.

Figs. 1, 2. Jonesina bolliaformis (Ulrich and Bassler).

1. Left valve of entire carapace.

2. Dorsal view of same showing channeled back.

3-5. Jonesina bolliaformis tumida (Ulrich and Bassler).

3. Left valve, incomplete at the antero-dorsal angle.

4. Lateral view of another left valve.

5. Ventral view of original of fig. 4.

6. Jonesina gregaria (Ulrich and Bassler).

Left valve of an average old example.

7-9. Jonesina fodicata (Jones and Kirkby).

7,8. Two left valves showing slight variation in outline and surface

characters.

9. A right valve in which the surface is further modified.

10-12. Jonesina fastigiata (Jones and Kirkby).

10. Lateral view of a right side of complete carapace.

11,12. Two left valves.

13,14. Jonesina erateri</era (Jones and Kirkby).

Right side and ventral view of complete carapace

15,16. Jonesina bradyana (Jones and Kirkby).

15. Right side of complete carapace.

16. Ventral view of same specimen.

17-19. Jonesina arcuata, (Bean).

17. 18. Two left valves showing variation in outline.

19. Right side of complete carapace.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF FOSSIL CRABS FROM CALIFORNIA.

By Mary J. Rathbun,

Assistant Curator, Division of Marine Invertebrates, U. 8. National Museum.

This paper is based on specimens collected in California in 1907

by Dr. Ralph Arnold, Paleontologist, U. S. Geological Survey."

Three species are from the Miocene of Fresno and Kern connties;

the remaining species is from the Cretaceous beds of San Mateo

County.

The Tertiary forms differ markedly from one another as to their

resemblance to existing- types. One is a species of Loxorhynchus

identical with L. grandis, which now occurs locally off the California

coast ; another is a Cancer which is distinct from any of the nine

recent species of the genus inhabiting California, but may be

the ancestor of one or more of them; while the third, probably a

Parthenopid, is quite unlike any now known. The degrees of rela-

tionship which these fossil crabs bear to their living allies corre-

spond to the age of the strata in which they are found, the Loxorhyn-

chus being stratigraphically above the Cancer, though both are in the

Miocene, and the Cancer in turn far above the Parthenopid, which is

also in the Miocene.

The single species from the Cretaceous is a new type which I

have designated as Archceopus antennatus. In its dorsal aspect it

is allied to Plagiolophus vancouverensis Woodward from the Cre-

taceous of Vancouver Island. Of the latter species only the carapace

and fragments of the limbs are known, so that it is impossible to tell

whether it possesses the peculiar characters existing in Archceopus,

especially the rudimentary and elevated fifth pair of feet. More

interesting is the resemblance to the genus Retropluma (see below),

represented by an anomalous form from the depths of the Indian

Ocean, which was described by its authors as of an archaic type.

a Doctor Arnold has furnished the notes on localities and also the lists of

fossils inserted here.

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV—No. 1647.
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Family INACHID.E.

LOXORHYNCHUS GRANDIS Stimpson.

Plate XLV; Plate XLVI ; Pinto XLVII, fig. 1.

Loxorynchus grandis Stimpson. Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., VI, 1S57, p. 85.

Loxorhynchus grandis Stimpson, Jour. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.. VT, ISHT,
i>.

452, pi. xx, fig. 1; pi. xxii, fig. 1.

One specimen, adult female, without appendages except a portion

of the coxal joints of some of the legs. Cat. No. 165476, U.S.N.M.

;

U. S. Geological Survey Locality No. 4783.

This crab occurs in a rather hard, coarse blue-gray sandstone layer

about 12.") feet stratigraphically below the top of the Etchegoin for-

mation (Upper Miocene) on Canoas Creek, three-fourths of a mile

below Hugo Kreyenhagen's ranch house, 1G miles southeast of Coal-
j

inga, Fresno County, California.

The specimen is apparently of the same species as the recent L.

grandis. The spines of the carapace, the form of the buccal cavity

and the abdomen correspond to the same parts in L. grandis. The

rostral and orbital region is lacking.

Measurements.—Greatest width of carapace 03 mm., width at

hepatic regions 58.5 mm.
Present distribution.—From the Farallone Islands and San Fran-

cisco to San Diego, in 6^ to G8 fathoms. Uncommon.
Only one other species of the genus is known, L. crispatus Stimp-

son," which has almost the same marine distribution as the above, but

has not been recorded in a fossil state.

No other fossils were found in the immediate bed with L. grandis,

but overlying it about 25 feet was a bed containing Ostrea lurida Car-

penter, while in beds equivalent to those 300-350 feet below it are

found the following species:

List Of fossils from upper Etchegoin formation (Miocene), Zapata Creek, 1.1

miles southeast of Coalinga, California.

ECHINOIDEA.

Astrodapsis perrini Merriam. Scutella breweriana Remond.

Echinarachnius gibbsii Remond.

BRACHIOPODA.

Terebratalia occidentalis Dall.

PELECYPODA.

Area trilineata Conrad. Pecten nutteri Arnold.

Chama pellucida Sowerby. Pecten wattsi Arnold.

[lacoma nasuta Conrad. Saxidomus uracil is Could.

Pecten coalingaensis Arnold.

GASTEROPODA.

\assa californinna Conrad. Xercrita reeluziana Petit.

"Jonr. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., VI, ISf.7, p. 4.r,.",. pi. xxn, tigs. 2-4.
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Family CANCRID.F.

CANCER FISSUS, new species.

Plate XLIX, fig. 1.

Type.—Cat. No. 165477, U.S.N.M.; U. S. Geological Survey Local-

ity No. 4756.

This crab is found toward the base of the Etchegoin formation

near Henry Spring on the east face of l
' 1900 foot hill " 4 miles south

of Coalinga, Fresno County, California.

This horizon is about 800 feet stratigraphically below the bed

containing Loxorhynchus grandis Stimpson.

One specimen showing dorsal view of carapace only. Outer layer

of surface absent except along the lateral teeth. Proportion of

length to width (measured at the anterior angle of the eighth or

penultimate side tooth) as 1 to 1.45. Convexity and areolation

much as in C. magister Dana. The depression about the cardiac

region is deeper than in C. magister and the region itself is more

distinctly divided in the middle into two elevations.

The anterior angle of each lateral tooth scarcely projects sideways

beyond the tooth immediately in front of it. The teeth are sub-

truncate, separated from one another by shallow V-shaped notches

and long closed fissures; they are eight in number (including the

tooth at the outer angle of the orbit), and are irregular in size and

shape; the first, third, fifth, and seventh are larger than the inter-

vening teeth; the shape of the ninth tooth (at the lateral angle of

the carapace) is not clear, but it is very narrow as is customary in

the genus; the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth teeth each have a

small horny point at their anterior angle. The surface of the teeth

is granular. The most anterior tooth visible on the right side is very

evidently the outer tooth of the orbit, the close granulation charac-

teristic of the margin being continued along the inner side of the

tooth, which forms a part of the upper border of the orbit. The
margin of the first five teeth is preserved on the right side, while

that of the third to the eighth inclusive, as wr
ell as part of the margin

of the second and ninth teeth, is visible on the left side.

Very little of the front is preserved ; that is, the tip of a blunt

median tooth, the tip of a much smaller lateral tooth on the right not

far from the middle, and beyond this last a cavity which may repre-

sent still another tooth before the frontal border curves into the tooth

which forms the inner border of the orbit. The latter is visible on

the left side of the specimen, as are also the two fissures of the orbital

margin. The fissures are closed on the margin of the orbit, but widen

a Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., VI, 1852, p. 73; Crust. I'. S. Expl. Expert., I,

1852, p. 151 : atlas. 1855, pi. vn. fig. la-d.
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posteriorly, forming a sort of buttonhole effect. A portion of these

fissures shows on the right side.

The thickened granulate line which forms the postero-lateral border

of the carapace is continued across the posterior margin.

Measurements.—Length of carapace, 30.5 mm. ; extreme width at

the eighth tooth, 44.2 mm. ; fronto-orbital width, 16.5 mm. ; width of

front between the inner orbital angles, 8.6 mm.
While in form this species resembles C. magister more than any

other recent Californian species, yet C. magister has more prominent,

triangular side teeth, 10 in number, its orbital fissures are linear, and

the postero-lateral margin is discontinuous with the posterior margin.

The bed containing the crab consists of fine conglomerate and

coarse sand, and contains the following fauna :

List of fossils from lower Etchegoin formation (upper Miocene). Henri/ Springs.

.'/ miles south of Coaling't, California.

ECHINOIDEA.

Echinarachnius gihhsii R£mond.

PKEECYPODA.

Area trilincata Conrad. Mulinia densata Conrad.

Clidiophora punctata Carpenter. Panopca generosa Could.

Diplodonta harfordi Anderson. Solen cf. siearins Gould.

Glycym eris, species.

GASTEROPODA.

Nassa California n<i Conrad. Pisania aff. fort is Carpenter.

CIRRIPEDIA.

Balanus coneariis Bronn.

Family PARTH ENOPID^E.

Genus BRA NCH IOL.AMBRUS, new.

Carapace rhomboidal, very convex in an antero-posterior as well

as in a transverse direction. Branchial regions very extensive and

nearly touching each other at the median line. Front and antero-

lateral margins dentate: postero-lateral margin a sinuous line, below

which the surface is steeply inclined.

Appendages unknown.

(J3pdyxta, gills, branchiae, in allusion to the extent of the branchial

region : Lambrus, until recently the name of a genus of crabs.)

Type of the genus.—Branchiolambrus alius, new species.
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BRANCHIOLAMBRUS ALTUS, new species.

Plate XLVII, figs. 2 and 3.

Type.—-Cat. No. 165478, U.S.N.M.; IT. S. Geological Survey Local-

ity No. 4859. One specimen.

This crab is found in a yellow calcareous layer in the gypsiferous

shales immediately underlying the Vaqueros (lower Miocene) beds

on Wagon Wheel Mountain, southeast quarter, section 36, township

25 south, range 18 east, Devils Den District, Kern County, Cali-

fornia, about 36 miles southeast of Coalinga. Associated with the

crab are Yoldia impressa Conrad, Phacoides acutilineatus Conrad,

and an abundant species of Area. The beds are believed to be of

lower Miocene age, and closely related to the overlying Vaqueros.

Carapace about five-sevenths as long as wide, front subtriangular,

antero-lateral margin long and arcuate, postero-lateral margin sinu-

ous. The widest and highest part of the carapace is at about its

posterior third ; from the summit of the branchial region the surface

slopes to the margins, the longest incline being toward the front.

Entire surface covered with sharp granules. Cervical suture shal-

low for its anterior two-thirds, becoming deep and narrow posteriorly,

where the gastric region is much constricted, ending in an obtuse

point. Cardiac region correspondingly narrow, depressed below the

branchial level and furnished with two tubercles side by side. At the

inner angle of the branchial region and either side of the gastro-

cardiac furrow, there is a small but sharp tubercle.

Frontal teeth three, subequal, broad and blunt, the two outer di-

rected a little obliquely, their inner margins having an almost trans-

verse direction. The intervals between the tips of the median and

lateral teeth are a little less than those between the tips of the lateral

and inner orbital teeth, the second sinus being more concave. Orbital

tooth acute; width of orbit equal to sinus just in front of it.

Antero-lateral margin very incomplete; hepatic portion perhaps

straight or a little concave ; teeth along the branchial region at least

seven, shallow and broad, separated by closed sinuses, tips broken off.

A notch just behind the lateral angle forms a small blunt postero-

lateral tooth similar to that which occurs so often in the genus Cancer.

Postero-lateral margin for most of its length concave, posteriorly

convex; margin slightly raised and ornamented with a line of fine

granules. The posterior end of the carapace is broken off so that its

outline is conjectural. The surface below the postero-lateral margin

is steep but not perpendicular, and in a direct view its upper border

appears convex (Plate XLVII, fig. 3) ; this surface may represent a

distinct facet, as near its anterior end and bounding it below there is a

remnant of a horizontal granulated ridge.
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MiUixinrments.—Length (approximate), 18.2 mm.; width (ap-

proximate), 27.2 mm. ; height at least 5 mm.
Relationship.—There is no recent form closely approximating the

above. The characters of the carapace point more strongly to the

Parthenopidse than to any other family, but it is possible that a

knowledge of the appendages would compel the removal of the genus

to another family. The general shape as well as the antero-lateral

teeth and the orbits are Parthenopid. The front is more Cancrid.

The suberect postero-lateral surfaces may be analogous to those in

Solenolambrus. The amplitude of the branchial regions and the cor-

responding contraction of the cardiac and gastric regions are unique.

List of fossils from Vaqueros formation (lower Miocene), immediately over-

lying beds containing Branchiolambru.s altus at Wagon Wheel Mountain, Kern

Count)/, 86 miles southeast of Goalinga, California.

ECHINOIDEA.

Astrodapsis merriami Anderson.

PEI.ECYPODA.

Ghione temblorensis Anderson. Pecten andersoni Arnold.

Metis, species. Pecten arassicardo Conrad.

OASTKROPODA.

('onus, species. Siphonalia (?), species.

Turrit ell a oeoijana Conrad.

Family OCYPODI1XF.

Genus ARCH^EOPUS, new.

Carapace transverse, sides converging anteriorly, posterior angles

rounded. Front or rostrum linear; orbits deep and wide. Basal

joint of antennules very large, inflated, and much exposed. Buccal

cavity wide. Chelipeds of moderate size; fingers long and slender.

Last pair of legs very small, subdorsal and probably attached at the

margins of the abdomen which does not cover the whole width of

the sternum at its base.

(apxaios, belonging to former times; tto-i-s-, foot, in allusion to the

reduction of the last pair.)

Type <>f the genus.—Arehmopus antennatus, new species.

Allied to Plagiolophus Bell." in which, however, tin 1 four ambula-

tory legs are similar to one another, and the orbits are less extensive.

The carapace of our species has a strong resemblance to that of the

so-called Plagiolophus Vancouverensis Woodward,6 but in that species,

although the orbits extend to the anterior corners of the carapace,

the front or rostrum is of considerable width and bifid, and. as

mentioned above, the hind feet are not known.

" Mon. Fossil Malac Crust. Croat Britain, Pt. 1. 1857, p. 10.

6 Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. Loudon, Id I. L896, p. L'^'U. text li^s. 5, 6.
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In the reduction of the last pair of legs, Archceopus shows an affin-

ity to the deep-sea Ocypodan genus Retroplwna Gill = Archcvoplax

Alcock and Anderson'' (not Stimpson) = Ptenoplax Alcock and An-

derson, which has also a large ovoid basal antennular article and

similar chelae.

ARCHCEOPUS ANTENNATUS, new species.

Plato XLVII, fii-'s. 4-7: Plate XLVIII; Plate XLIX, fl.cs. 2-4.

Type.—Cat. No. 310G9, U.S.N.M. One adult female, type; one

immature female, cotype; one male, cotype. Locality 27, Santa Cruz

Quadrangle.

Found in a soft blue grey sandstone of Chico, upper Cretaceous,

ago at Bolsa Point one mile north of Pigeon Point, San Mateo

County, California.

Carapace about If times as broad as long, antero-lateral margins

straight and anteriorly converging, postero-lateral margins very con-

vex, curving into the bilobed posterior margin.

Surface uneven ; a transverse ridge across cardiac and branchial

regions; cervical suture well marked, its anterior portion straight and

oblique; the depressions in the center of the carapace form a broad H.

A groove parallel to the posterior margin defines the intestinal region.

Surface punctate. A few irregular bands of small well-separated

granules are distinguishable on the more elevated portions. A coni-

cal tubercle crowns the hepatic region: five conical tubercles, irregu-

lar in size and position, are ranged on the antero-lateral margin, one

is hepatic, the others branchial: of the latter the anterior is the larg-

est and most elevated, the next two are small, the last is considerably

larger.

Anterior margin sinuous. Front or rostrum slender, acuminate,

obliquely inclined, extending forward to a point opposite the outer

angles of the orbit. Each orbit occupies about one-fourth of the

anterior border of the carapace and is deep and well defined (Plate

XLVII, fig. 4) ; its highest part (at its middle) nearly as great as its

transverse width: upper margin with a triangular tooth or spine near

the inner angle (Plate XLVIII, fig. 1), and a more prominent tooth

at the outer angle (Plate XLVII, fig. 6), which forms also the antero-

lateral angle of the carapace; lower margin also marked at its inner

end with a tooth or spine (Plate XLVIII. fig. 2) which is nearer the

median line of the crab than that of the upper border. On either side

of the rostriform point of the front (which may, however, be a suit-

frontal prolongation of the true rostrum), there is a largo, swollen

"Amor. Nat.. XXVIII. 1894, p. 1044.

''Jour. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, LXIII, Pt. 2. 1894, p. ISO.
c
Illus. Zool. Investigator, Crust., Pt. '.'>, 1895, explanation of pi. xv.
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and somewhat prismatic nodule (Plate XLVIII, fig. 2) which doubt-

less represents the basal segment of the antennules.

Antenna? and maxillipeds unknown. Buccal cavity with parallel

sides, and very broad, equaling half the width of the carapace (Plate

XLIX, fig. 2).

The chelipeds of the female (Plate XLVIII) are of moderate size,

subequal, and if extended, would measure in length about 1^ times the

width of the carapace. Merus thick, not much longer than wide.

Dorsal aspect of carpus about 1^ times as long as wide. Chela? nar-

row and strongly arcuate, fingers somewhat longer than palm, very

slender, grooved, their apposed edges meeting and edged with low

teeth. Low granular ruga? can be detected on the palm. The mar-

gins of the various segments appear to be bluntly rounded.

Between the insertion of the cheliped and that of the first ambu-

latory, there is a considerable space (Plate XLVII, fig. 6; Plate

XLVIII, fig. 3) which tends to indicate the presence there of a large

afferent branchial opening. The first three pairs of ambulatory legs

are similar and of ordinary size; they are too fragmentary for descrip-

tion ; the merus is flattened, a cross section being nearl}T twice as long

as wide. The bases of these three legs occupy the entire length of

the after part of the sternum (Plate XLVII, fig. C>; Plate XLVIII,
fig. 3). The fourth and last leg, unfortunately missing, must obvi-

ously have a subdorsal position and be of slender build; the indica-

tions are that the legs of this pair were attached not at the outer mar-

gin of the broad sternal plate, as in Palicus Philippi," but nearer

together close to the outer edge of the abdomen (Plate XLVII, fig.

7; Plate XLIX, fig. 4), where the latter folds against the sternum, as

in Retropluma?

The abdomen of the type female (Plate XLVIII, fig. 3) is as broad

as the length of the fourth to seventh segments inclusive and does not

nearly cover the sternum; second, third, and fourth segments sub-

equal in length; fifth a little longer; sixth the longest and twice as

long as the fourth; seventh broader than long, subtriangular. In the

male also ( Plate XLVII, fig. 6) the sixth segment is the longest but

may represent the fusion of two or more segments; the two segments

preceding it are subequal in length; the more proximal segment or

segments are crushed and indistinguishable.

Measurements.—Type female (Plate XLVII, fig. T; Plate

XLVIII) : length of carapace, 24.5 mm.; width of same, 34.5 mm.;
width between anterior angles, 27.5 mm. Male (Plate XLVII, figs.

4-0): width of carapace, 25.7 mm.; width between anterior angles

(approximate), 20.7 mm.
Associated with Archceopus antennatus at the same locality or

within the same formation at near-by localities is the following fauna.

°Zweiter Jahresber. d. Vereins f. Naturk. in Cassel, 1 sns, j>. 11.

'Aiimt. Nat., XXVIII. 1894, p. 1044.
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(Those species marked by an "*" are found at the same locality as

the crab.)

List of Chico, upper Cretaceous, fossils from the Santa Cruz Quadrangle.

PELECYPODA.

Anatina tryoniana Gabb.

Area vancouverensis Meek.

yucullasa bowersiana Cooper.

f Glycymeris veatchii Gabb.

w Inoceramus subundatus Meek.
* Mactra stantoni Arnold.

Nuvula truncata Gabb.

Ostrea brewerii (?) Gabb.

Panopea concentrica Gabb.
* Pholadomya subelongata Meek.
* Pinna calamitoides Shumard.

Trigonia evansiana Meek.

Trigonia leana Gabb.

GASTEROPODA.

* Cinulia ohlii/ua Gabb.

*Lunatia, new species.

PMargaritella, new species.

* Perissolaw brevirostris Gabb.

Turritella pescaderoensis Arnold.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate XLV

Fig. 1. Loxorhynchus grandis, nat. size, dorsal view.

2. Loxorhynchus grandis, nat. size, front view.

Plate XLV I.

Pig. 1. Loxorhynchus grandis, nat. size, ventral view.

2. Loxorhynchus grandis, nat. size, rear view.

Plate XLVII.

,Fig. 1. Loxorhynchus grandis, left side, nat. size.

2. Branchiolambrus altus, dorsal view, X 2.

.">. BrancMolambrus alt us, rear view, X 2.

4. Archasopus antennatus, male, front view, X 2.

5. Archasopus antennatus, male, dorsal view. X 2.

t>. Archasopus antennatus, male, ventral view, X 2.

7. Archceopus antennatus, type female, rear view, X 2.

Plate XLVIII.

Fig. 1. Archasopus antennatus, type female, dorsal view, X 2.

2. Archasopus antennatus, type female, front view, X 2.

3. Archasopus antennatus, type female, ventral view, X 2.

Plate XLIX.

Fig. 1. Cancer ftssus, dorsal view, X2.

2. Archceopus antennatus, immature female, dorsal view, X 2.

3. Archasopus antennatus, immature female, front view of palm, X 2.

4. Archasopus antennatus, immature female, rear view, X 2.
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OX CERTAIN GENERA AND SPECIES OF CARNIVOROUS
DINOSAURS. WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO CERA-
TOSAURUS NASICORNIS MARSH.

By Oi.ivi'.i: P. Hay.

Of Washington, District of Columbia.

Through the liberality of the officers of the United States National

Museum the writer has been enabled to prepare the following

paper, which is based mainly on specimens in the possession of the

Museum. Nearly all these specimens were originally collected by

Prof. O. C, Marsh while acting as Vertebrate Paleontologist of the

U. S. Geological Survey.

1. THE GENUS LABROSAURUS MARSH AND ITS SPECIES.

In 1870" Marsh established the genus Labrosaurus, with his Allo-

saurus lucaiis as the type. This species had been described in 1878 6

and was based on materials found in the Upper Jurassic of Colorado.

In this earliest description there was mentioned only an anterior

dorsal vertebra. In the description of 1879 cervical and dorsal

vertebra 1 and fore-limb bones were briefly described. So far as the

writer knows, no part representing this species has ever been figured.

In 18S4 '' Marsh added a second species to the genus. Ldbrosaurus

ferox. The only part of this animal that was mentioned is the left

dentary. Marsh here made the statement that in Labrosaurus the

teeth are more triangular than in the other genera of the order; but

whether or not this statement had its basis in this specimen is

doubtful, inasmuch as the crowns of all the teeth are missing and

the roots almost wholly concealed by matrix. This dentary bone

(Cat. No. 2315. U.S.N.M.) probably came from the same locality

and level as the type of L. lucaris.

In 1896 d Marsh again mentioned this >pecies and presented the

same figures. In a footnote on page 163 he remarked that the skull

" Amer. Jour. Sci., XVIT, p. !>1.

6 Idem., XV. p. 243.

"Idem., xxvii. p. ::::::, pi. in. figs. t-6.

d Dinosaurs of North America, pp. 1C>.">. 12TO, pi. xni. liu's. L! I.

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV— No. 1 648.
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of Allosaurus ferox had an aperture in the maxillary in front of the

antorbital opening. The context appears to indicate that "Allosaurus

ferox " is a slip of the pen for Allosaurus fragilis, just as Labrosaurus

ft vox seems to be called Labrosaurus fragilis on page 270. At any

rate, this is the only mention that Marsh made of the skull of either

L. ferox or ^4. fragilis. In the definition of the family Labro-

saurida? a he mentioned no part of the skull but the lower jaw.

On page 270 of the work last cited Marsh referred a third species

to Labrosaurus, namely, L. sulcatus. This is done in the explanation

of Plate XIII, fig. 1; and, so far as the writer is aware. Marsh
nowhere else mentioned this species. Three views of a single tooth

are given, but there is no description and no statement as to the origin

of the specimen.

Inasmuch as no teeth or parts of the skull were, so far as Marsh in-

forms us. present with the type of L. lucaris, and only teeth or parts

of the lower jaw appear to have been represented in the types of the

other species, one is at a loss to understand on what grounds the

second and third species were referred to Labrosaurus. Further-

more, it may be worth while to inquire whether L. ferox and L.

sulcatus are congeneric.

The type of Z. sulcatus is a tooth which, judging from Marsh's

figures, presents a crown 30 mm. high, with a base whose antero-pos-

terior diameter is 12.5 mm. and whose transverse diameter is 12 mm.
There is a posterior face which appears to have been somewhat con-

cave, its outer boundary being formed by a crenulated, its inner by a

smooth, carina. The outer face of the tooth is ornamented at the

base by about eight ridges, of which only three remain at the apex.

The inner and the posterior faces are represented as being smooth.

As already stated, the jaw of L. ferox presented to Marsh little or

nothing of the teeth. The crowns of all the functional teeth are miss-

ing and the roots were almost wholly concealed by matrix. A section

of the base of the crown furthest in front showed above the envelop-

ing sandstone. Of this matrix the writer has remoAred enough to

expose a part of the outer and front faces of the tooth. The inner

face had been almost wholly absorbed by the successional tooth, of

whose apex about mm. are now laid bare. The functional tooth

had an antero-posterior diameter of 15 mm. and a transverse diameter

i >f !» mm. The latter diameter was near the front of the tooth, a fact

which indicates that the anterior cutting edge had subsided far above

the base of the crown. The hinder edge seems to have reached the

base. The outer and anterior faces and the little that remains of the

inner face are wholly smooth. The inner face. too. of the succes-

sional tooth is perfectly smooth and both the anterior and posterior

cutting edges are crenulated.

"Aiuer. Jour. Sci., L. 1S!ir>, p. VX\ ; Dinosaurs of North America, p. 239.
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The writer has likewise exposed the tooth which was displacing

the sixth functional tooth, the outer wall of whose base still remains.

The apex of the successional tooth is broken off. The long diameter

at the section thus furnished is 8.5 mm.; the short diameter, 5.5 mm.
The inner and outer faces are equally convex, both are smooth, and

both cutting edges are crenulated.

Such being the structure of the teeth of the types of Ldbrosaurus

ferox and L. suleatus, it becomes evident that the two species belong

to quite distinct genera and almost certainly to different families; but

which of them belongs to Ldbrosaurus, if either, can be determined

only by future discoveries.

In the lower jaw of L. ferox there were plainly 12 teeth. The first

was placed 03 mm. behind the tip of the jaw, between which and the

tooth there is a deep notch. The posterior part of the dentary is bent

downward in an extraordinary way, somewhat like that of a fringil-

line bird. These peculiarities show that this species belongs to a

family entirely distinct from that typified by Allosaurus.

2. NOTE ON ANTRODEMUS LEIDY.

In the writer's Bibliography and Catalogue of the Fossil Verte-

brata of North America, 1902, p. 489, all the species of Ldbrosaurus

are referred to Antrodemus Leidy. The responsibility of this assign-

ment must be shared by the writer and his friend, Frederic A. Lucas.

The writer is now inclined to recede from the position there taken.

Antrodemus was established by Leidy" on the hinder half of a

caudal vertebra of some carnivorous dinosaur. This vertebra (Cat.

No. 218, U.S.X.M.) had been found by Dr. F. V. Hayden in Middle

Park, Colorado, and was supposed to have come from Cretaceous

deposits. Xow, inasmuch as no caudal vertebra1 have been described

or even mentioned in connection with any of the species of Ldbro-

saurus, and inasmuch as it is very doubtful if Antrodemus vdlens

came from the same level as Ldbrosaurus lucaris, there appears to be

no sufficient reason for displacing Marsh's generic name in favor of

Antrodemus.

By an inexplicable error the writer'' referred to Antrodemus the

remains described by Marsh as Allosaurus medius. These remains

had been found in Potomac deposits at Muirkirk. Maryland, and were

placed by Marsh in Allosmnms only provisionally.

3. OX ALLOSAURUS MARSH AND CREOSAYTRUS .MARSH.

The genus Creosaurus is a subject of discussion. Dr. S. W. "Willis-

ton c has called attention to the fact that a lumbar vertebra which

a Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1870, p. 3; Contrib. Ext. Vert. Fauna West.

Terrs., 1873, p. 207, pi. xv, fi.i;s. 10-1 8.

6 Bibliog. and Cat. Foss. Vert. N. Amer., p. 489.
c Amer. Jour. Sci., XI, 1901, p. 111.

Proc. N. M. vol. xxxv—08 23
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Marsh " first attributed to Allosaurus fragilis was afterwards, without

expression of reasons therefor, referred 6 to Creosaurus atrox. Never-

theless, we can hardly suppose that Marsh ever regarded this vertebra

as a part of the type of A. fragilis; and, if we can depend on Marsh's

figure, said to be one-sixth the natural size, this vertebra is not the

one whose measurements are given by Marsh, inasmuch as its length

is 111) mm., instead of 105 mm.
The type of Creosaurus atrox is a left ilium, which Marsh figured

more than once. c Marsh informs us in his earliest description that

there were some teeth which he referred to this species and which had

trihedral crowns and crenulated cutting edges; and he has figured

the right premaxillary with its five teeth. This premaxillary is prob-

ably a part of the individual that furnished the ilium. In the last-

mentioned citation Marsh stated that the anterior end of the ilium

might be imperfect. He gave, as the extreme length of the bone,

700 mm. It may be confidently assumed that the anterior border of

the bone had approximately the form seen in the ilium of Allosaurus d

and that the front of the pubic process has suffered some loss. Almost

certainly Marsh was mistaken when he suggested that a prepubic

bone had articulated with this process. The original length of the

ilium may be regarded as having been close to 720 mm. It is propose d

to compare some of its dimensions, taken from Marsh's figure, with

corresponding dimensions taken from the ilium, also 720 mm. long, of

the specimen of Allosaurus fragilis, now in the U. S. National

Museum, Cat. No. 4734, from which were made fig. 2, Plate X, and

fig. -J. Plate XI, of Marsh's Dinosaurs of North America. The second

column under each species presents the percentage which each

measurement is of the length of the ilium.

Table <>f measurements mid percentages.

Part measured.

Greatest length of ilium
Length of acetabulum
Length from acetabulum to end of ilium
Length from bottom of anterior notch to hinder end of
ilium

Width of bone where narrowest above acetabulum
Height of upper border above acetabulum

Allosaurus fragilis.

Dimension. Per^nt "

age.

Mm.
720
±12

836

547
279
335

100
31

47

77
39
47

< <reosaurus atrox.

Dimension.
Percent
age.

Mm.
720
190
310

530
300
320

ioo
ic. t

43

73
42
44

It will be observed that the differences in the measurements of the

two species do not reach 5 per cent of the length of the bone. The

"Amer. Jour. Sci., XVII, 1ST!), pi. x, figs. 3, 4.

'' Idem, XXVII, 1884, p. 334, pi. xiv. figs. 3, 4.

"Idem, XV, 1878, p. 243, figs. 1, 2; XVII, 187!), p. 90, pi. x, figs. 1, 2; XXVII,
1884, p. 335, pi. xiv, figs. 1, 2; Dinosaurs of N. Amer., 189<>, pi. xn. figs. 2, 3.

d Dinosaurs of North America, pi. x, fig. 2.
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acetabulum of Creosaurus is relatively small, the neck above the pubic

and ischiadic processes broad, and the crest high above the acetabu-

lum. The notch above the pubic process does not extend backward

as far as the front of the acetabulum; but there is another ilium

in the U. S. National Museum (Cat. No. 2323), believed to belong to

Allosaurus fragilis, which is intermediate in the depth of this notch.

Whatever may be true of other parts of the skeleton of Creosaurus,

there do not appear to be any characters in the ilium that distinguish

it generically from Allosaurus. The metapodial whose measurement

was given by Marsh a has the same length relative to the length of

the ilium that the fourth metapodial of Allosaurus fragilis has to its

ilium, being about 40 per cent.

Dr. S. W. Williston a has published a figure of a scapula, coracoid,

and some fore-limb bones which certainly differ from those of Allo-

saurus; but there is as yet no certainty that any of these belong to

Creosaurus. Osborn b has figured as that of Allosaurus a scapula

which differs greatly from that of Marsh's specimen and which

resembles closely Willistoivs figure of the scapula thought to belong

to Creosaurus.

Osborn has likewise described and figured a skull as that of

Creosaurus; but he grants that the genus has not been clearly sepa-

rated from Allosaurus. When this figure is compared with that of a

skull identified by Osborn d as Allosaurus no important differences

are discoverable.

The skull last mentioned and the scapula figured by Osborn belong

to the fine skeleton of a carnivorous dinosaur which is on exhibition

in the American Museum of Natural History in New York. It is

to be regretted that there has not yet appeared a full critical descrip-

tion of this animal. However, a popular account of it, authorized by

Professor Osborn, was published in December, 1907,c by Mr. Walter L.

Beasley, and was accompanied by three figures reproduced from

photographs. In this article Professor Osborn contributed a para-

graph in which he identified the reptile as Allosaurus. Almost

certainly, however, it is not Allosam'us fragilis, for various reasons.

While the length of the fore limbs of the American Museum speci-

men has almost exactly the same ratio to the length of the hinder

limb that we find in the type of Allosaurus fragilis, the various

segments of the fore limbs of the two are quite unlike. There

appears to be no good reason why one cannot rely on Marsh's figure

of the fore limb and shoulder girdle. In the New York specimen

the hand is relatively enormous, being fully as long as the humerus

°Amer. Jour. Sci., XV, 1S78, p. 243.

& Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., XXII, 1906, p. 291.

c Idem, XIX, 1903, p. 697, figs. 1, 2.

a Idem, XXII, 1906, p. 286, fig. 2.

e Scientific American, XCVII, p. 446.
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and one and three- fourths times the length of the fore arm; while

in Allosaurus fragilis the hand is about six-tenths as long as the

numerous and about equal to the fore arm. The deltoid crest of the

New York specimen is broader and more abruptly formed than in

Allosaurus fragilis and the bones of the fore arm are much stouter.

When the figures of the New York specimen are compared with those

of the shoulder girdle and limb published by TVilliston, as mentioned,

one finds the resemblances between the common parts to be very close

indeed. It seems probable that the American Museum specimen

belongs to Creosaurus rather than to Allosaurus.

4. THE GENERA DEINODON LEIDY, DRYPTOSAURUS MARSH, AND
ALBERTOSAURUS OSBORN.

Mr. Lambe has published a an instructive description of two skulls

of a species of carnivorous dinosaur under the name of Dryptosaurus

incrassatus. The name Leelaps incrassatus (=D. incrassatus) was

first applied by Cope b to two teeth found in the Judith River beds,

Montana; afterwards c to a dentary bone from the same region and

level and retaining some of the teeth. Later d Cope described under

the same name the two skulls which Lambe has made the subject of

his communication. These skulls were derived from the beds of the

Edmonton series in Alberta, deposits that are probably equivalent

to the Ceratops beds of Wyoming.
Lambe concluded, and without doubt with justice, that the Edmon-

ton skulls did not belong to the same species as the teeth and the

dentary bone that had originally borne the name Lmlaps incrassatus.

He then proceeded to do two things that are open to criticism. He
identified the Judith River specimens alluded to as being probably

Deinodon horridus Leidy, and then proposed that the Edmonton
specimens should hereafter be regarded as the types of Dryptosaurus

incrassatus.

That the Judith River specimens described by Cope do not belong

to D. horridus seems evident from the fact that none of the various

teeth originally described by Leidy under this name had the trans-

verse diameter greater than that parallel with the jaw. As regards

the transfer of a specific name from one type to another, it is needless

to remark that this is not permitted by the rules of nomenclature.

Mr. Lambe should have described those skulls under a new specific

name. This was later done by Osborn,6 who bestowed on them the

name Alhertosaurus scwcoph ag us.

a Contrib. Canad. Palaeont, III, 1904, Pt. 3, pp. 5-27, pis. i-viii.

6 Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1870, p. IMS.

c Idem, 1876, p. 340.

d Proe. Amer. PMlos. Sue. xxx. L8&2, p. 240.

e Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., XXI, 1905, p. 265.
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Whether or not Osborn's genus Albertosaurus will prove to be well

founded only future discoveries can decide. The Edmonton beds are

considerably younger than the Judith River. In the interval that

elapsed, the genera of dinosaurs may have wholly changed; but we
are not certain of this. That Dryptosaurus, an Upper Cretaceous

genus, the type of which was found in New Jersey, may have existed

in the nearly contemporaneous Judith River epoch and region is

wholly probable. Trachodon is believed by paleontologists to include

species from the Upper Cretaceous of New Jersey, the Judith River

beds of Montana, and the Ceratops beds of Wyoming. Ornithomim us

appears to have continued from the Eagle epoch, older still than the

Judith River, and from the Judith River epoch itself, to the Edmon-
ton/' The type of the genus 0. velox was found in the Denver beds. c

Even many species of vertebrates of the Ceratops beds are as yet

indistinguishable from those of the Judith River, as noted especially

by Williston/*

It seems likely that Osborn has laid greater emphasis on the prob-

able generic distinctness of the dinosaurs from the Upper Cretaceous

of New Jersey, the Belly River, the Judith River, and the Edmonton
beds respectively, because of his view that the Belly River beds do

not belong to the Upper Cretaceous, but to a much lower, though as

yet undefined, horizon. c

Osborn's definition of Dryptosaurus does not seem to exclude from

that genus the Judith River dentary described by Cope. In both,

some of the anterior mandibular teeth had the long diameter of the

section at the base of the crown directed transversely to the axis of

the jaw. Furthermore, in case the species incrassatus does not be-

long to Dryptosaurus, the establishment of a new genus for its re-

ception appears to be required. In any case, Osborn's mild reproach

that Lambe had referred the Edmonton skulls to a New Jersey genus

loses its force. To say that Lambe had referred those skulls to a

Judith River species is incorrect, as has been shown above.

In Albertosaurus sarcophagus a tooth that may be regarded as the

first incisor has, according to Lambe's description, the hinder face

fiat, so that the cross section is D-shaped, while the corresponding

tooth of Dryptosaurus incrassatus has the anterior cutting edge

brought far around toward the inner side of the tooth, thus repre-

senting a stage somewhat more primitive than that of Albertosaurus

sarcophagus. The species may therefore be generically distinct. As

Hatcher, Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., No. 257, p. ST.

6 Lambe, Contrib. Canart. Palaeont., Ill, Pt. 12. 1902, p. 53.

c Cross, Monogr. U. S. Geol Surv., XXVII, p. 227.

d Science, XVI, 1902, p. 952.

e Contrib. Canad. Pakeont., Ill, Pt. 2, pp. 7-19.
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regards the alveolar partitions, there appears to be little difference.

On this point compare Cope's description a and that of Lambe on

page 16 of his paper cited above.

That Albertosaurus is distinct from Deinodon is still more doubt-

ful. Osborn has presented what he regards as the probable characters

of the latter genus. 6 Now, of the maxilla and the mandible of

Deinodon nothing is known ; hence nothing of the alveolar partitions

and triangular interdental plates. It is not known that the anterior

mandibular teeth were large and truncate in cross section. The
small tooth with D-shaped section which was figured by Leidy c may
have occupied the place of first mandibular incisor, just as it does in

Albertosaurus sarcophagus. 11 What the structure of the premaxillary

teeth of Deinodon was is not known. It is in the premaxillse that

may have been inserted those large teeth with D-shaped section that

are represented by Leidy's figures 35-40 of the plate cited. Drypto-

saurus, as represented by Cope's Judith River dentary, was, at most,

probably not far removed from Deinodon, and in close proximity to

that dentary Cope found a large tooth with D-shaped section. This

he thought had been in the position of an upper canine ; but it might

quite as well have been an upper incisor. In case all the teeth orig-

inally referred by Leidy to Deinodon really belonged to one animal,

it seems to me that the present evidence indicates that the small

teeth with D-shaped section belonged in the front of the lower jaw,

while the large teeth with similar section belonged in the premaxillse.

And the writer sees nothing to exclude Albertosaurus sarcophagus

from association with the species of Deinodon.

It may not be improper to remark here that Osborn erred when he

stated' that the present writer has held the view that the name

Dt inodon is invalid. The writer needs only cite a paper in the Amer-
ican Geologist f and his Bibliography and Catalogue of Fossil Verte-

brata of North America " to show that he has both used and defended

the use of Deinodon. Nor is it correct to say that Cope rejected the

name because of the indefiniteness of the type. Cope regarded the

name as preoccupied by I) inodon of Dumeril and Bibron, as I have

shown in the article cited in the American Geologist.

In his interesting paper here considered Osborn appears to imply

that Leidy's generic name Aublysodon may become available in case

it shall be shown that those teeth originally referred to Deinodon

"I'roe. Acad. Nat. Sei. Phila., 1S70, p. 342.

6 Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., XXI, 1905, p. 261.

'Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc, XI, 1859, pi. ix. figs. 41-4H.

<*Lambe, Contrib. Canad. Palseont., III. Pt. 8, p. 11.

c Contrib. Canad. Palseont., HI, 1902, p. 18; Bull. Amer. .Mus. Nat. Hist.,

XIX. P. Kir,, p. 259.

t Vol. XXIV, 1899, p. 346.

^Page 488.
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which had a D-shaped section belonged in fact to an animal distinct

from the one which possessed the saber-shaped teeth. The writer

regards as remote the contingencies under which this is possible.

Leidy applied the name Deinodon to teeth of various forms and

sizes, without specifying any as types. Cope was the first who
restricted the name and he a applied it to those teeth with the

D-shaped section; and as first reviser his act must be respected.

Leidy's having first mentioned the saber-shaped teeth in his descrip-

tion, and given them a lower number on his plate certainly have

nothing to do with the matter, and his subsequent application of the

name Aublysodon to the teeth with D-shaped section can avail nothing

against Cope. On this point Canon XXI of the American Orni-

thologists Union's Code of Nomenclature and the remarks following

it may be consulted.

To the present writer it seems that there are only two possible con-

ditions under which- Aublysodon may become available. The first is

that hereafter it shall be found that the name Deinodon had been

employed for some animal before its use by Leidy. The second is

that it shall at some time be shown that the tooth represented by

Leidy's figures 35 and 3f> belonged to one genus, while that repre-

sented by figures 37—10 belonged to another. In such a case it may
possibly be allowable to employ Deinodon horridus for one tooth,

Aublysodon mirandus for the other. The teeth represented by

Leidy's figures 41-45 are excluded, inasmuch as Leidy expressed a

doubt respecting their relation to the other teeth. This expression of

doubt renders nugatory Marsh's restriction of the name mirandus to

these teeth. **

5. OBSERVATIONS ON THE SKULL OF CERATOSAURUS NASICORNIS
MARSH.

The skull which forms a part of the type of Marsh's Geratosaurus

nasicornis belongs to the IT. S. National Museum and bears the cata-

logue No. 4735.

During its entombment this skull became somewhat distorted and

much compressed, so that its thickness, from side to side, is now only

about 4 inches. Marsh's figures present a somewhat restored view

of the skull. Furthermore, at the time that these figures wTere made

the matrix had not been removed from the orbits and the antorbital

vacuities, and consequently the bones of the palate were not depicted.

However, the matrix seems to have been removed at the time that

Marsh wrote the description for his Dinosaurs of North America.

Inasmuch as this is probably the most complete known skull of a

carnivorous dinosaur, it has been thought proper to present photo-

"Proe. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.. 1866, p. 279.

& Amer. Jour. Sci., XLIV, 1892, p. 174.
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graphs of both sides of it and to figure and describe as accurately as

possible the lower jaw and the palatopterygoid region. Four text

figures, two being reproductions of retouched photographs, are fur-

Fig. 1.— Ceratosaurus nasicornis. X5 + . Right side of skill. Ton explanation
OF NUMERALS SEE FIG. 2.

nished. Fig. 1, drawn to scale, shows the most important parts of

the left side of the skull. It is intended to illustrate especially the

structures forming the roof of the mouth.

COSAl KI'S NASI +

Pig. 2. Skull seen from the left side. In this figure the numeral 25 stands
on till: matrix which fills the cavity of the prefrontal hone. the outer wall of
which has been broken away. 'i'm; upper ',',7 is tlaced on the right vomer; the
I PPER 28 on THE RIGHT PTERYGOID.

1.
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In taking the photographs it has been thought better to remove
the lower jaw of the left side, a part of the jugal, the quadratojugal,

and the articular end of the quadrate (fig. 2), thereby presenting to

better advantage the bones of the palatopterygoid arch. On the

right side of the skull (fig. 3) are seen all the bones that bound

the orbit, the infratemporal fossa, and the antorbital vacuity. The
postfroiito-sqnamosal bar remains. On the left side this is missing.

On the right side is seen the prefrontal protuberance complete.

The anterior half or more of this process is scooped out (fig. 3, in

front of 25), the upper part deepest, so that the prefrontal bone is

a mere shell. From the hinder border of this excavation a perpen-

dicular slit 30 mm. long opens into a cavity that occupies the de-

scending process of the prefrontal. On the left side the outer wall

of the prefrontal is broken away, so that the matrix filling the cavity

Fig. 3.

—

Ceuatosauuus nasicohnis. X I + . Skull seen fkom the eight side. Fob
EXPLANATION OF NUMERALS, SEE FlG. 2.

is exposed. In fig. 2 the numeral 25 is placed on the matrix which

fills the cavity. The opening into the cavity is in front of the 25.

On the left side the crowns of three teeth belonging to the lower

jaw are seen adhering to the matrix. A large part of the crown of

the fourth maxillary tooth, which was pushing itself through the

bone, has at some time been exposed by removal of bone. On the

right side most of the maxillary teeth are missing. The large tooth

lying in the matrix with the apex pointing backward seems, from its

narrowness, to be a mandibular tooth. Three mandibular teeth re-

main in place.

It will be observed that there is a large uneven depression in front

of and partly above the antorbital vacuity (fig. 2, numeral 14).

This is not well shown in Marsh's figure. This depression probably

corresponds to the postnarial vacuity figured by Lambe as belonging
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to Dryj)tosaurus and that figured by Osborn as belonging to Creo-

saurus and Allosaurus. There is a similarly placed vacuity in the

skull of Diplodocus, whose nasal openings are located far toward the

rear of the skull. Inasmuch as this vacuity in the Theropoda and in

Diplodocvs appears to be wholly in the maxillary bone, it might be

well called the maxillary vacuity. On the left side of the skull of

our specimen of Ceratosaurus no actual opening is seen through the

bone, but on the right side, near the front of the depression, 47 mm.
behind the nostril, there seems to be a foramen.

Baur stated ° that there was a foramen between the outer surface

of the quadrate and the quadra tojugal, as in Sphenodon. The pres-

ent writer has not observed this. Seen from behind there is a con-

siderable depression where this foramen might be expected to occur;

but the bone, though thin, seems to be continuous.

The articular surface of the quadrate is about 65 mm. wide, but it

is short fore and aft. It may be said to consist of two convexities

Fig. 4.

—

Ceratosaurus nasicornis. XJ. Inner face of left mandible. 1. Angular;
2, Supraanoular ;

"., Articular; 4, Splenial ; 5, Dentary.

separated by a broad groove running obliquely outward and back-

ward.

The left, ramus of. the lower jaw (fig 4) permits examination of

both faces, but it has been somewhat restored and in places the sutures

are not distinct. The right ramus remains attached to the matrix

and presents only the outer face. Fig. 3 shows distinctly that the

bones of its hinder part have been somewhat displaced. The supra-

angular (fig. 4, numeral 2) is seen to form the upper border of the jaw

behind the dentary, extending forward above the lateral foramen in

the jaw. The angular, 1, is seen beneath the foramen. Its hinder end

has probably been broken off, but the bone probably did not reach the

angle of the jaw. The relations of this bone to its neighbors was

probably the same as shown by Lambe's figure, 6 except that the bone

regarded by him as the hinder end of the dentary is almost certainly

the angular. In Ceratosaurus the angular continues forward a little

in front of the foramen. Here its outer face is overlapped by a pro-

cess of the dentary, 5, while on the lower border of the jaw a process

of the splenial, 4, presses itself between two processes of the angular.

" Ajoaer. Naturalist, XXV, p. 446.

6 Contrib. Canad. Palteont., Ill, Pt. 3, pi. vm, fig. 20.
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Lambe has represented the angular as appearing hardly at all on

the outside of the jaw, but extensively on the inner side. What he

regards as the angular is almost certainly a long process of the artic-

ular, such as occurs in the lizards. If in Lambe's specimen there is

really a suture between the articular and the bone called by him the

angular the latter is a distinct prearticular. Quite certainly in Cera-

tosaurus the suture does not exist. Here the process reaches the fora-

men and a little below it (fig. 4, numeral 3). The cotylus of the artic-

ular, to suit itself to the quadrate, presents two grooves separated by

an oblique ridge. The articular extended but little behind the cotylus.

What Lambe calls the presplenial, following Baur, the present

writer regards as a part of the true splenial, the other part being

what Lambe has recognized as the splenial. Thus the existence of the

suture represented by Lambe between his splenial and presplenial is

questioned. In the species described by Lambe the anterior end of

the splenial is very slender; in Ceratosaurus the splenial throughout

nearly its whole length rises close to the alveolar border of the dentary

and descends close to the lower border of the jaw. As it approaches

the symphysis its lower border seems to have risen somewhat.

Fig. 1 represents a view of the left side of the skull, that which

best shows the bones of the palate. In the fossil the bones of the

palate stand nearly perpendicular, but without doubt this is to a great

extent due to crushing. They probably sloped upward and inward at

an angle of about 45 degrees, or more probably the}7 formed a vaulted

roof for the mouth.

The postero-inferior process of the pterygoid (fig 2, numeral 28)

joins the inner border of the quadrate at a point about 55 mm. above

the articulation of the latter bone with the lower jaw. The postero-

superior process rose to the upper end of the quadrate. Whether or

not the pterygoid articulated with the quadrate the whole distance

between the two points mentioned is somewhat uncertain. On the left

side of the skull a considerable part of the pterygoid from the middle

of the quadrate forward is broken away. Marsh neither mentions

any vacuity here nor does he represent it in his figure. On the right

side there is a gap between the two bones, extending about 55 mm.
along the border of the quadrate and forward from it less than 15

mm. It seems probable that in life this gap was filled in with bone.

This region is represented in the figure as it appears on the right

side. In Sphenodon the quadrate sends forward a broad process

between the upper and lower processes of the pterygoid. It is quite

certain that this was not the case in Ceratosaurus.

Marsh informs us that there is a very short, thin epipterygoid

closely articulated by suture with the pterygoid. The position of the

suture is obscure, but it was doubtless present. Marsh was probably

mistaken when he affirmed that the upper end of the epipterygoid
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articulated with the postfrontal. Its connection must have been with

the border of the parietal. The epipterygoid of the left side has its

upper end missing (fig. 2, numeral 8). On the right side this bone is

uninjured. Its upper end is moved well outward toward the post-

frontal, but it is probably joined to the parietal. The suture between

the latter bone and the postfrontal is obscure. Just behind the base

of the epipterygoid the width of the pterygoid is 64 mm.
The inner and anterior end of the transverse bone (figs. 1, 2, nu-

meral 36) overlaps the outer border of the pterygoid, as if it had

been pressed somewhat out of its natural relations; but in both

Sphenodon and Cyclum the transverse bone overlaps the pterygoid.

From the outer border of the pterygoid and of the transverse bones

a strong process, 29, descends to a point a little below the upper

border of the lower jaw. Marsh indicates that this process belonged

wholly to the transverse, but the suture between the two bones is dis-

tinct. The transverse measures 160mm. from its inner end to the

extremity of the process mentioned. Just in front of the inner end

of the transverse the pterygoid is 15 mm. wide.

The sutures separating the pterygoid, the palatine, and the vomer

are not as distinct as could be desired. Nevertheless their courses

may be made out more or less satisfactorily. The bones of the right

and left sides did not articulate on the midline. Doubtless there

was, at least posteriorly, a considerable interval between them. In

the skull, as preserved, the rounded inner, or upper, border of the

bones of the right side rise several millimeters above those of the

left side.

Mostly hidden by the lachrymal and the jugal, in a side view of the

skull, is a considerable vacuity in the bones of the roof of the mouth.

Its fore and aft extent is 90 mm. This is called by Lambe the sub-

orbital vacuity. It seems to correspond to the postpalatine foramen

of lizards, turtles, and sphenodon. It is bounded behind by the trans-

verse and mesially, in part, by the pterygoid. In fig. 2 the vacuity

is mostly hidden by the lachrymal. A part of it, with light shading,

appears between the two numerals 20; the hinder part is shaded

dark and is in front of numeral 36.

Another fissure in the roof of the mouth is seen through the antor-

bital vacuity and is situated just above the border of the maxilla.

This is the internal nasal passage (fig. 2, numeral 16). It extends

forward to the anterior end of the antorbital vacuity and backward

to a bar of bone that bounds the postpalatine vacuity in front. The
whole extent of the internal nasal passage, as seen, is 85 mm. Pos-

sibly it extended forward sonic distance beyond the front of the antor-

bital vacuity.

The bone that lies between the postpalatine vacuity and the nasal

passage is undoubtedly the palatine (figs. 1, 2, numeral 20). A
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branch of this bone runs backward against the inner face of the max-

illa, its hinder extremity being hidden by the maxilla, the front end

of the jugal, and the base of the lachrymal. The hinder border of

the bone sweeps around and bounds in part the postpalatine vacuity

mesially. The suture between the palatine and the pterygoid appears

to be where drawn in fig. 1, running first directly forward from the

inner side of the postpalatine vacuity to a distinct ridge, then fol-

lowing upward and inward this ridge about 25 mm. Behind this

ridge the fibers of the bone are directed fore and aft ; on the ridge

and in front of it they are directed upward. There can be little doubt

that the surface behind the ridge belongs to the pterygoid; that in

front of it, to the palatine.

When carefully examined, the ascending suture appears to end

about 20 mm. below the upper border of the plate of bone of this left

side. From this point there appears to be a suture that runs forward

some distance. Above this supposed suture the bone fibers are

directed forward; below it, near the ridge, they are directed upward;

more anteriorly they run upward and forward. The part of the

bone with ascending fibers is quite certainly the upper and anterior

portion of the palatine. One can not be certain how far forward this

bone extends ; it seems to reach almost to the front of the antorbital

vacuity, ending there in a point. It is possible, however, that it ends

on the border of the nasal passage about 35 mm. behind the front of

the antorbital vacuity.

The bone lying above the palatine and at the front of the antorbital

vacuity is undoubtedly the left vomer (figs. 1, 2, numeral 37).

This appears to extend backward to meet the pterygoid above the

palatine, as drawn in the figure. If this is the case, the palatines

did not meet at the midline of the palate. Lambe concluded that in

the skull of his Dryptoscmrus incrassatus (Albertosaurus sarcophagus

Osborn) the palatines were in contact posteriorly.

If the conclusions arrived at here are correct, the internal narial

passage was bounded inwardly almost wholly by the palatine; only

slightly by the vomer. In any case, the vomer takes a less important

part in the border of the internal nostril than it does in either

Sphenodon or Cyclura. In Cyclura, perhaps in lizards generally, the

palatines meet in the midline, thus shutting off the pterygoids from

the vomers. In Sphenodon the pterygoids join the vomers. In the

broad union of the pterygoid with the quadrate and the union of the

pterygoid with the vomer, Ceratosaurus appears to show closer rela-

tionship with Sphenodon than with the lizards and crocodiles. In the

crocodiles access to the supratemporal fossa from behind is cut off

above the paroccipital process, but not from below.

To what extent the internal nasal passage was bounded exteriorly

by the palatine in Ceratosaurus can not be determined. Possibly a
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process of the bone extended forward outside of the passage against

the inner face of the maxilla.

A comparison of the palate of Ceratosaurus with that of Diplod-

ocus, as represented by Marsh ° brings to light both differences and

resemblances that are interesting. In describing the palate of

Diplodocus it will be convenient to regard it as divided into anterior,

second, third, and j^osterior fourths. In this genus, as in Ceratosau-

rus, the pterygoids extend far forward, to come into contact with the

small vomers. Along the midline they are applied to each other

backward nearly to a line joining the articular ends of the quadrates

at the hinder end of the third quarter of the length. In the lizard

Cyclura they diverge about the middle of the length of the skull.

In Diplodocus the postero-inferior process of the pterygoid is very

short, on account of the forward swing of the quadrate. Thus the

basipterygoid processes join the pterygoids but little in front of the

articular ends of the quadrates.

The anterior position of the articular ends of the quadrates has not

been acquired at the expense of the posterior processes of the ptery-

goids alone. There seems to have occurred in Diplodocus a remark-

able shoving forward of structures that in Ceratosaurus lie across the

second and third quarters of the length of the base of the skull. On
examining Marsh's figure of Diplodocus it will be observed that there

are four vacuities lying in a row across the palate in the second quar-

ter of the length. The two of these which are nearer the midline are

the internal nasal passages; those lying farther outward, right and

left, the postpalatine vacuities. In Ceratosaurus, as in Cyclura, the

latter are behind the nasal passages, being separated therefrom by the

palatine bones. In Diplodocus the postpalatine vacuities seem to have

been crowded forward alongside and outside of the nasal openings.

Each postpalatine vacuity is mostly inclosed by the maxilla and its

processes, only a little of its hinder end being inclosed by the palatine

and the transverse bone. The hinder end of the nasal passage lies

between the forks of the small palatine. The rest of its inner border

is formed by the slender vomer, while it is bounded in front and

outwardly by processes of the maxilla.

"Dinosaurs of North America, p. 177, fig. 27.



DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES OF NORTH AMERICAN
CRAMBID MOTHS.

By William Dunham Kearfott,

Of Montclair, New Jersey.

Among the fifty-odd thousand specimens of North American micro-

lepidoptera which I have acquired during the past ten years, there

have been many specimens belonging to the subfamily Crambinse of

the Pyralidse, which have been placed in storage boxes awaiting an

opportunity for authentic determination and arrangement. During

the early part of this year I spent several days in Prof. C. H. Fer-

nald's hospitable home, and, with his aid, secured the names of all

that were already described; but there remained a large number of

species that were apparently new to science.

Only the most interesting of these, and only those that are repre-

sented usually by good series, are treated in the present paper. There

is an opportunity in this family for an excellent piece of work, with

the aid of the microscope and camera-lucida, which would open up a

wide field in the wonderful diversity and characters of the antenna?

and head parts particularly, as maj^ be noted by figs. 7 to 12 on

pages 387 to 391, representing some of the Thaumatopsids. I hope

some one with more time to devote to the group will become as enthu-

siastic as I have after this brief stud}7
. The most necessary work of

reference, treating of the world's genera and species, is Hampson's
Classification in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London,

1895, and, of course, for the North American fauna, Fernald's Revi-

sion of 1896 will be found useful.

Genus USCODYS Dyar.«

Head with small tuft of broad-raised scales between antennal

joints, frons slightly roughed.

a At the last moment, I am compelled to withdraw a new name proposed for

this genus, and substitute Uscodys, erected by Dr. Dyar iu a paper issued

Sept. 15, 190S, a part of the Proceedings of the Entomological Society of Wash-
ington, Vol. X, and thus avoid a synonym.

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV—No. 1649.
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Antenna, male, slightly dentate and microscopically pubescent;

female, simple, basal joint large and ridged on inner side, forming a

deep socket in which the second joint is movable.

Labial palpi extends 3£ times eye-width beyond head, second joint

densely tufted below, tuft reaching to end of apical joint; latter

obtusely pointed and except at base not hidden by scales of median

joint.

Maxillary palpi, nearly half length of labial, triangularly scaled.

Tongue moderate, closely coiled between labial palpi.

Ocelli absent.

Thorax smooth.

Fore wing over 2A_ times as long as wide; costa very slightly ached,

curving more to apex; latter rounded, obtuse; termen slightly convex,

Fig. 1.

—

Ventatiox of Uscodts cestalis.

& |g |&

Fig. 2.—Two views of head struc-

ture OF USCODYS CESTALIS.

about 45°; dorsal margin nearly straight. Vein l" 1"' present; l 6

not furcate at base ; 2 from outer fifth of cell ; 3, 4, and 5 about equi-

distant at origin; (5 from below upper angle; 7, 8, and 9 stalked; 10

separate close to 7-)-8+9; 11 from outer third of cell.

Hind wing, lower median vein with long scales above; frenulum

of one spine only in both sexes; slightly wider than fore wing: costa

-lightly depressed before middle and convex beyond, apex obtusely

rounded; termen 45°. Veins 1 ° 6 * present ; 1 & not furcate at base ; 2

from outer fourth of cell ; 3 before end of cell ; 4 and 5 close at origin

from lower angle"; 6 and 7 connate from tipper angle; 8 very close to

cell its whole length, but not coincident with it as in other Crambina?.

Legs smoothly scaled.

Habitus rather stout.

Type.—Uscodys cestalis Hulst.

a The furcation at outer end of vein 4 of hind wing as shown in fig. 1 has

been only found in one side of one specimen ; a number of others examined

showed no trace of this abortion.
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USCODYS CESTALIS (Hulst).

Anerastia cestalis Hulst, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soe., XIII, 1886, p. 164.

Aglossa cestalis Fernald, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Aruer., 1891, No. 4215.

Aglossa cestalis Fernald, Bull. 52., U. S. Nat. Mus., 1902, No. 4512.

Aglossa costalis Kearfott, Smith's List Lep. Bor. Amer., 1903, No. 4SS3.

Uscodys cestalis, Dyar, Troc. Ent. Soc. Wash., X, 190S, p. 101.

After examination of specimens of this species in 1904 Doctor Dyar
advised me that it belonged to neither the Epipaschiinae nor the

Pyralinae, where it had been placed by Hulst and Fernald, but should

be included in the subfamily Crambinse, suggesting that it was
" n. gen. et sp." Shortly afterwards, when visiting the Hulst collec-

tion at New Brunswick, he saw Hulst's type, thus securing the specific

name.

The species seems to be very abundant in southwestern Arizona.

More than one hundred specimens have passed through my hands

from both desert and mountain collections. Among the localities are

Yuma County, Arizona, desert, March 26 to April 10, J. B. Smith;

Yavapai County, Arizona, March 10-31, J. B. Smith; southern

Arizona, August 1-15, O. C. Poling; Baboquivaria Mountains, Pima
County, Arizona, July 15-30, O. C. Poling.

The species is somewhat variable in the intensity of the markings

and of the light and dark shades. The females have dark gray or

dark cinereous hind wings, while these wings in the male are whitish

gray. The fore wings of the males are also lighter generally than

the other sex. The general appearance of the fore wing is a mottled

gray, with a conspicuous triangular whiter patch on upper half of

wing and touching costa from middle to outer fifth ; the males average

from 22 to 26 mm. and the females from 25 to 32 mm.
This species seems to have been entirely ignored by both Ragonot

and Hampson in the seventh and eighth volumes of Romanoff's

Memoires sur les Lepidopteres.a It does not appear in the specific

index of either volume, nor could I find it in the text or footnotes ap-

proximating the place it should be if Hulst's generic position had been

followed.

PRIONAPTERYX STEPHENS and allied genera.

The species included in the four genera below bear a strong

superficial likeness to each other and readily form a small subfamily

group in the Crambinse which are not easily confused with any other

species or genera of the large family. Except in one genus (Surat-

tha) they are all characterized by an incision in the termen of fore

wing at end of vein 5, or in more modified species the termen below 5

is well cut away, leaving a projection on the upper half of wing.

In markings the species are of combinations of cream white,

ochreous to dark brown or grayish brown; the inner line is usually

a Monographie des Phycitime et des Galleriiuse.

Proc. N. M. vol. xxxv—08 24
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strongly dentate and is frequently emphasized by enlarged spots on

lower half. The terminal line and costal, apical, and marginal spots

are the most constant marks for separation, and with good figures

bringing out these characters, it would be very easy to separate the

species.

The venation and structural characters seem to be subject to very

little variation in each species, but there is a great divergence in the

different species, quite sufficient, I think, to divide some of the genera

into several others or subgenera. I have not thought it necessary to

go into these differences at the present time, as the subject is so ably

covered by Sir George Hampson's classification, hence particular at-

tention is only called to the structure of such species as are character-

ized as new.

No doubt continued collecting in Mexico, Central and South

Americas will add many interesting species to the lists, as the groups

seem to be most common in the subtropical regions. Little or nothing

is known of the life histories, excepting one species, P. nebulifera

Stephens, which has been well worked out by Mr. E. Daecke.

The larva of this species is solitary, feeding on the leaves of huckle-

berry (Vaccinium sp.) and sand myrtle {Dendrium buxifolium). It

has the peculiar habit of constructing a tube of sand and silk on the

stalk and stems of its food plant, forming a covered, protecting pas-

sage from a hole in the ground near the root, into which it retreats

when danger threatens, to the fresh leaves upon which it feeds.

This clew should assist collectors in the arid regions of Arizona

and New Mexico to the life histories of the several species which are

quite common there, especially as these tubes must be rather con-

spicuous objects.

ANALYTICAL KEY TO GENERA.

1. Fore wins with termen entire Surattha Walker.

Upper half of ternien strongly produced 2

2. Vein <>. hind wins, from upper an.sle of cell 6 Mesolia Ragonot.

Vein 6, from below angle 3

3. Veins 4 and 5, fore wins, separate at origin Prionapteryx Stephens

Veins 4 and 5, stalked or connate Eugrotea IVrnald.

Genus SURATTHA Walker.

SMrattha Walker, Cat. Brit. Mus., XXV1T, 1863, p. 75.

Calarina Walker. Cat. Brit. Mus., XXXV, 1866, p. 1770.

Surattha Hampson, Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud., ispr>, p. 965.

Hampson's description of this genus is as follows:

Palpi porrect and thickly scaled, extending about one and a half times length

of head; maxillary palpi triangularly scaled: frons with a conical process;

" Entom. Xews, XVI, pp. 1L' 11, pi. n.

h In some male specimens of .1/. oraculella vein 6 is from slightly below upper

angle.
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antenna* of male bipeetenated, usually with long branches; tibiae with the spurs

long, the outer spurs about two-thirds length of inner.

Fore wing long and narrow ; the apex rounded ; vein 3 from near angle of

cell ; 4, 5 usually on a long stalk ; G, 7, and 10, 11 free. Hind wing with vein

3 from near angle of cell ; 5 absent; G obsolescent, from above middle of disco-

cellulars: 7 anastomosing with 8.

SURATTHA(') SANTELLA, new species.

Expanse, 10 mm.
Palpi, head and thorax dark cream, speckled with light brown;

the outer ends of palpi, both inside and out, are shaded with darker

brown; antennae dark cream, annulated with light brown; abdomen

whitish cream, upper side first segment shaded with reddish brown,

and a brownish tinge on the next two segments, anal tuft ochreous

brown; legs cream white: tarsi annulated with brown.

Fore wing white, with shades and marks of light and dark ochre-

ous brown. There is a transverse white line in middle of wing, with

two sharp angulations on outer edge, in middle of wing; before this

line the basal half is white, well

mottled with light and dark

brown. Beyond the line there is

a parallel light brown line of

same width; between this and the

terminal and apical lines and

marks the surface is principally

white, dusted with brown in hori-

zontal streaks. About one-sixth

before apex the white subterminal Fig. ?,

line starts from costa and goes

straight to termen at end of veins 4 and 5; it then goes obliquely

inward to fold, below end of cell, having two spurs below; it then

follows fold outward nearly to termen, where it is lost in the mottled

ground color. It is paralleled on both sides by brown ; on the outside

the brown shade extends to the white terminal patches. Just before

apex is a broad white dash from costa to termen at end of vein 6, con-

necting there with a small white dot, on which is a black dot. Be-

tween 5 and 2 is a white terminal patch containing three black dots.

The cilia is shining white, alternated with light fuscous in middle of

wing and darker at apex; before the cilia is a narrow light brown

line. Over the upper angle of cell is a prominent rounded brown dot.

Hind wings light, smoky gray, cilia whitish, underside the same.

Underside fore wing pale ochreous brown, with white apical and ter-

minal spots faintly repeated.

Described from 2 specimens collected by O. C. Poling in South

Arizona.

Types in Author's collection.

Venation of fohb wing of

sl'kattiia santella.
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This species differs from Hampson's diagnosis of Surattha in fol-

lowing items:

Antenna simple, not bipectenated.

Tibial spurs, both pairs nearly same length, outer at least three-

fourths as long as inner. Otherwise the venation is identical with

Hampson's figure. The conical process on front of head is a curious

chitinous extension of the clypeus
( ?), and is no doubt used by the

moth for effecting its escape from its probably earthy, dry, and

hard pupal habitation. Fig. 3 shows outer end of fore wing.

SURATTHA INDENTELLA, new species.

Expanse, male, 22.5-23.5 mm.
Head white in front, light ochreous above; labial palpi white in-

ternally, externally pale ochreous, shaded with brown at apex;

maxillary palpi pale ochreous; antenna bipectinate, with long

branches, stalk whitish, branches blackish brown; thorax creamy

ochreous, the outer ends of scales slightly darker, especially of

patagire; abdomen light grayish ochreous, posterior edge of each

segment narrowly white above, the three first segments shaded with

ochreous above; legs whitish, dusted with pale ochreous.

Fore wing, ground color creamy ochreous ; the outer ends of scales

are light brown, giving a speckled appearance under lens; there is

a dark brown oblique fascia from inner fifth of costa to inner third

of dorsum, almost obsolete at costa, but broad and well denned on

lower four-fifths ; a dentate transverse brown line at middle of wing,

with two strong outward spurs; both the basal fascia and the den-

tate inner line are edged on both sides by paler lines. The subtermi-

nal line from outer sixth of costa is only slightly oblique to upper

third, then slightly convex to outer fifth of dorsum, it is white, over-

laid with shining pinkish scales ; inwardly it is defined by a dark brown

line; below middle of wing the white extends into marginal space and

is marked by three horizontal black dashes; above middle, ground

color is brown with a whitish cloud before apex. Terminal edging

brown. Between subterminal line and inner dentate line is a small

brown discal dot on upper third of wing. Cilia whitish ocherous,

shaded with light fuscous, cut by a white dash at middle; above this

the basal half of cilia is conspicuously darker than outer.

Hind wing, dark smoky brown, paler toward base, cilia whitish;

underside lighter, with a whitish streak from base to termen, through

middle of cell and between veins 4+5 and 6. Underside fore wing

light ochreous brown.

Two male specimens, from National Museum collection, Amarillo,

Texas, August 30, 1902, Cockerel 1.

Cotypcs.—Cat. No. 11948, U.S.N.M., and in Author's collection.

The venation and structure of this species agrees exactly with

Hampson's, fig. 47, p. 965, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1895, except that

termen of fore wing is slightly indented at veins 4 and 5.
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ANALYTICAL KEY TO SPECIES OF MESOLIA.

1. Fore wing with whitish or yellowish mark on middle of costa.

incertella Zinck.

This character ahsent 2

?. Ground color fore wing principally white oraculella Kearfott.

Ground color principally ochreous gray 3

•3. Dentations of inner line of fore wing acutely pointed.

huachucaella Kearfott.

Points of these dentations rounded or obtuse baboquivariella Kearfott.

MESOLIA ORACULELLA, new species.

Expanse, male, 20-24 mm ; female, 27-30 mm.
Head with conical process in front, light brown in front, darker

brown around and between bases of antennae, these shades separated

by a cream white transverse line; labial palpi cream white, heavily

overlaid externally, in male with grayish-brown, more lightly in

female; maxillary palpi cream white, apical joint shaded with light

brown ; antennae, male flattened and broadened, female simple, gray-

ish cinereous; thorax, collar and patagia cream white, former shaded

with light brown dorsally and latter at base, centrally the thorax is

bronzy gray; abdomen dark cream or pale coffee color, posterior

edges of first three segments ochreous ; legs cream white, tarsi banded

with light brown.

Fore wing, a broad median white streak and the costa edged with

white, beginning at inner third and broadening outwardly; elsewhere

the ground color is light grayish brown. The inner line begins on

costa between middle and outer third as an outwardly oblique brown
dash on the wdiite ground color; belowT this are two superimposed

horizontal dashes of darker brown, their outer ends connected by an

ochreous brown curved line; the lowTer dash is in the middle of the

white median streak; beyond middle of wing on vein l b is a dark

brown streak with a short upper limb beneath the white median band

and a longer lower limb following P to tornus; between this dorsal

mark and the spots in middle of wing the inner line is obsolete.

The subterminal line is an oblique brown line from outer fifth of

costa to upper third of wing, thence to tornus, slightly outwardly

concave, it is edged outwardly with a white line of equal width

;

beyond the color is light brown, cut on upper third by a fine white

line, wdiich nearly reaches termen below apex ; on the lower two-thirds

is a large white oblong spot, containing no black dots or dashes.

Before the cilia is a fine brown, terminal line. Above the incision

the cilia is white, divided by a broad brown line and edged outwardly

with brownish gray ; in the incision are a few long white scales with-

out any browm markings; below incision cilia is white, shading out-

wardly into grayish brown. The lines from costa on upper third of

wing are all parallel to each other. The white shade between the
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inner and subterminal lines in some specimens forms a distinct white

fascia, more or less dusted, especially on the veins with brown. There

is a variation in the specimens, caused by the intensity of the brown

scaling.

Hind wing whitish cinereous, cilia white, with a fine pale brown

line beyond base ; underside the same. Underside of fore wing pale

ochreous.

Six specimens, Baboquivaria Mountains, Pima County, Arizona,

July 15-30, O. C. Poling; South Arizona, August 1-15, Poling;

Oracle, Arizona, July 12, E. A. Schwartz.

Cotypes.—Cat. Xo. 119-19, U.S.X.M., and in the Author's collection.

This species may prove to be a light form of baboquivariella Kear-

fott, basing the type of the latter upon the dark form from Huachuca

Mountains. From this specimen the description was written. Since

then 1 have obtained additional specimens of both sexes, which can

undoubtedly be referred to baboquivariella. In these dark forms the

white median streak is nearly obsolete, the white subterminal area

is not distinctly defined, but the veins are slightly outlined with

white. I shall therefore eliminate the four badly rubbed specimens

received from Professor Snow, as cotypes of baboquivariella. I hope

additional material in perfect condition will prove the correctness

of these views.

MESOLIA BABOQUIVARIELLA (Kearfott).

Prionapteryx baboquivariella Kkarfott, Can. Ent.. XXXIX, 1907, p. 5.

Certain structural details omitted in the description should be re-

corded.

Male.—Antenna thickened and flattened
;
projection in termen of

fore wing acute but hardly hooked. Venation fore wing: 1 absent;

6 from very near upper angle of cell; 7, 8, and 9 stalked; 10 and 11

from cell, free. Venation hind wing: 3 and 4+5 separate at base; 4

and 5 stalked two-thirds; 6 present from upper angle of cell; 7 and

8 coincident beyond cell, then separately to margins.

Female.—Venation same as male; antenna simple.

The structure places this species in the very closely related genus

Mesolia Ragonet, and in section I. between divisions A and B, as de-

fined by Hampson."

MESOLIA HUACHUCAELLA, new species.

Expanse, male, 15-16 mm; female. 17-20 mm.
Head grayish brown, white in front; palpi darker than head,

ochreous internally: antenna Battened and broadened in male 1
, sim-

ple in female, ochreous gray: thorax cream white, more or less

shaded with ochreous brown, especially the anterior end; abdomen

a Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud., 1S95, pp. 962-DG3.
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light ochreous brown, darker above on first three segments; legs

white, tarsi handed with dark brown.

Fore wing dark grayish brown; under a lens this dark color is

very mottled, as the bases of the scales are lighter, ochreous or whit-

ish, than the tips. On and below the fold is a whitish streak, defined

by an oblique dark streak on inner third and the dark brown of inner

line at outer third. There is a distinct white spot on outer third of

costa. between the inner and subterminal lines. The inner line is

dark brown from outer third of costa, with two long and sharp out-

ward angulations at upper and lower thirds; from the latter it sends

a long line, dilated at end, to middle of dorsum; it is edged inwardly

with white. The brown subterminal line from outer fifth is straight

and almost runs into incision; below this it is not distinctly denned,

but indicated by brown scales on the veins, giving a wavy appear-

ance, to tornus. The space between these lines is more white than

elsewhere on the wing, but is dusted with brown, in some specimens

heavily. The subterminal line is edged with white on upper third,

beyond which is a broad olivaceous brown line, then a fine white line,

followed by a darker brown triangular apical spot. Below incision,

on termen, is an oblong white spot. Terminal line, before cilia, very

narrow, brown. Cilia above incision white, divided by a blackish

line near base and blackish outwardly; below incision grayish white.

Hind wing cinereous gray, cilia white, with a faintly darker line

close to base; underside paler. Underside fore wTing light gray, with

white costal marks faintly repeated.

Eighteen specimens, Globe, Arizona, August 25, Kunze; Phoenix.

Arizona, August, Kunze; Yuma County, Arizona, through J. B,

Smith; Huachuca Mountains, Arizona, Poling; Nogales, Arizona,

July 22, Oslar; Santa Catalina Mountains, Arizona, July 24-31,

from U. S. National Museum; Albuquerque, New Mexico, July 21,

Oslar; Oracle, Arizona. July i>, Schwarz; Mesilla Park, New Mexico,

3,800 feet. Cockerell; Baboquivaria Mountains, Pima County, Ari-

zona, July 15-30, Poling.

Cotypes.—Cat. No. 11950, U.S.N.M., and the Author's collection.

This species is unlike any of our M esolia-J
"
'ri'< > n apteryx group in the

decided grayer hue of the fore wings; all the other species have a

superficially ochreous or ochreous-brown tinge, and it can be easily

separated by this character; the average size is also smaller.

ANALYTICAL KEY TO SPECIES OF I'HIOXAI'TKKYX.

1. Fore wing with white cloud at inner third nebitlifcnt Stephens.

Fore wing without this cloud 2

2. With sinuate transverse white line at base of fore wing serpentella Kearfott.

Withoul this character 3

3. With white dash on middle of termen .achatina Zeller.

Without this white dush cuneolalis Ilulst.
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PRIONAPTERYX SERPENTELLA, new species.

Expanse, 18-21 mm.
Head white, slightly speckled with brown, a brown spot in front;

on top and behind it are two smaller ones; labial palpi, basal joint

externally and basal and median joints internally white, outer half

above, internally shaded with leaden fuscous; externally there is a

black patch on basal joint (a small dot of same color behind it

under eye) ; second joint narrowly white at base, then brown above,

shading into leaden fuscous; maxillary palpi with a black spot at

extreme base, another about middle of first joint, and a brown shade

above and below the outer joint, internally white ; antenna annulated

white and dark brown; thorax white, heavily mottled with brown;

abdomen ochreous white; there is a posterior dark brown streak on

second segment ; underside whitish with subventral brown line on

middle segments; legs pale ochreous; tarsi banded with brown.

Fore wing dark chocolate brown, marked with pearly white. From
the base below costa a sinuate line goes to inner fifth, curves under

across fold, then proceeds obliquely to dorsum at inner third ; there

it curves upward and inward, ending at fold. At the base is a

whitish dorsal patch which joins the inner end of this sinuate line.

There is a broken middle transverse line, much angulated; the upper

part starts beyond middle of costa, curves obliquely outward, and

sends a very fine line outward to subterminal; in the middle of wing

is a crescent-shaped mark which forms the middle section; this sends

a fine inwardly oblique line to the outer part of the sinuate line.

There is a white streak on outer fourth of costa and a dusting of

white below it on lower half of wing. The terminal line is shining

white: from the costa it is sharply oblique into the angle above the

termen incision, thence as sharply oblique inward to under its start-

ing point on eosta. thence nearly straight to dorsum, with a slight

angle at lower fifth; adjoining it outwardly is a broad triangular

white patch in middle of wing and a small whit' 1 patch at tornus; a

triangular white apical streak is narrowly edged outwardly with

brown. Above the incision the cilia is white at base, brown out-

wardly: below it is white at base, shading into gray externally.

Hind wing whitish gray, cilia white; underside the same. Under-

side fore wing light cinereous gray, with the dark and whitish spots

in apex repeated.

Six specimens, Vernon and Sabine parishes. Louisiana, June and

July, collected by George Coverdale; Cocoanut Grove, Florida, E. A.

Schwarz, from National Museum collections.

Cotypes.—Cat. Xo. 11951, U.S.N.M., and the Author's collection.

The venation is the same as P. nehulifera Stephens, and the colors

are alike in both species, but the markings are entirely different.
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ANALYTICAL KEY TO SPECIES OF EUGROTEA.

1. Veins of outer third fore wing outlined in white yavapai Kearfott.

Veins not outlined in white denteUa Fernald.

EUGROTEA (?) YAVAPAI, new species.

Expanse, 19-22 mm.
Head whitish ochreous, speckled with brown; palpi whitish ochre-

ous, shaded with browm externally and on top at base of apical joint

;

maxillary palpi shaded externally at outer end with light brown;

antenna whitish ochreous, broadly annulated with brown, the latter

speckled with whitish; thorax creamy ochreous, with whitish patches

in middle and on patagia, somewhat speckled with brown, especially

marginally and posteriorly ; abdomen pale ochreous, darker on dorsal

part of each segment ; legs whitish ochreous, tarsi banded with brown.

Fore wing mottled white, ochreous and brown. The white oc-

curs in the base, dorsally, in the fold; a transverse twice angulated

line in middle of wing, a broad patch on costa before subterminal

line; a small spot on costa at beginning of subterminal, a large spot

in apex, and on termen between the veins; between 2 and 5, the spots

are confluent ; the white subterminal line is angulated outwardly to

vein 6, then inwardly to dorsum before tornus. The ochreous shades

are on inner half of costa, on upper and lower veins of cell, and in

the dark patch before the subterminal line. The dark brown is

dusted over the whole wing, except where the ochreous and white

replace it ; the most conspicuous marks are a prominent round spot

over upper angle of cell; two or three horizontal short lines in the

white patch on termen behveen 2 and 5 ; a costal spot between sub-

terminal line and white apical spot, a similar one below it; a termi-

nal line of brown is succeeded by a thin whitish line at the base of

the shining leaden brown cilia.

Hind wing pale ochreous gray, cilia wdiitish. Underside both

wings whitish, the fore wing mottled with pale ochreous.

Described from thirteen specimens; twelve from Yavapai County,

Arizona, April, from J. B. Smith; one specimen, Colorado, New
Mexico, at light, July 10, Cockerell, from National Museum collec-

tions.

Cotypes.—Cat. No. 11952, U.S.N.M., and in Author's collection.

There is some variety in the intensity of the colors. Some speci-

mens have but little of the dark brown scaling, but there does not

seem to be any variation in the arrangement of the markings.

I am in doubt where to place this species. As will be seen by fig. 4,

the outline of fore wing and venation are very different from nebu-

lifera Stephens, the type of genus Prionapteryx ; it is nearer to

Surattha Walker, differing in the simple antenna and in 6 and 7 of

fore wing from a point, but owing to stalking of 4-)- 5 of fore
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wing, I prefer to place it under Eugrotea with a query. The prin-

cipal points of structure are as follows:

Head with conical chitinous process in front; rather loosely scaled.

Antenna simple.

Labial palpi extends 2^ times eye-width beyond head; second joint

long tufted below, concealing the terminal joint.

Maxillary palpi nearly half length of labial; triangularly scaled.

Tongue moderate.

Ocelli present.

Thorax smoothly scaled.

Fore wing less than 2-|- times long as wide; costa straight, apex

obtusely rounded, not produced; termen slightly rounded and lightly

indented at end of vein 1, angle about 15° from vertical; dorsum

slightly rounded. Venation: Veins l a and 1' obsolete; V' not furcate

at base ; 2 from outer

fourth of cell ; 3 from

near end of cell; 4-J-5 long

stalked ; G-)-7 short stalked

or strongly connate; 7 out

of 8 beyond middle; 10

free from before end of

cell ; 11 coincident with 12

for its outer two thirds.

Hind wing 1^ as wide

as fore wing; lower me-

dian vein hairy above;

eosta nearly straight, apex

rounded, termen straight

in middle of wing, round-

ing at tornus. Venation

:

la be present, 1 'Miot furcate

at base; 2 from outer third of cell; 3 from before lower angle; 1+5
coincident from angle; 6 from middle of cell; 7 and 8 coincident for

a short distance beyond cell, former from upper angle.

Fig. 4.— Vexation of Eugrotea yavapai.

CRAMBUS COCKLEELLUS, new species.

Expanse, 25-30 mm.
Head white, collar yellow; maxillary palpi white; labial palpi

creamy white inside, dark coppery brown outside; antenna coppery

gray, faintly annulated with white, shaded with white on basal seg-

ments; thorax white on middle, laterally and patagia coppery yellow:

abdomen grayish fuscous, first three joints above and anal tuft shaded

with ochreous brown: legs, femur, and tibia of front pair whitish,

otherwise ochreous brown.
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Fore wing coppery yellow; the silvery white stripe is very narrow,

of about equal thickness throughout, with a slight spur below at

inner third; outer end obtusely pointed and not quite reaching to

subterminal line. The ground color above it is a little wider than

stripe; costa not edged with white. On dorsal margin from base to

subterminal line is a white line of half the width of median stripe.

edged above with dark scales. There is a narrow white streak on

costa at outer fourth, before the subterminal line; the latter begins

at outer fifth, goes slightly obliquely outward to upper third, then

obliqued inward to dorsum, it is shining white; beyond it on costa

is a small triangular, inwardly oblique white patch, duplicated below

apex, leaving a ground color spot in apex. The lower two-thirds of

margin is white, inwardly dotted with brown and with a marginal

row of five black dots on veins 2 to 6. Radiating from the median

stripe, the veins are overlaid with silvery gray; these radiations do

not extend beyond end of stripe, leaving a broad ground color baud
before the subterminal line. Cilia pearly gray, white at base of upper

third.

Hind wing light gray, cilia whitish; underside the same. Under-

side fore Aving dark gray, ochreous on costa, a terminal row of black

dots.

Three specimens, Bear Lake and Jacksons Creek, near Kaslo,

British Columbia, August 10-11, collected by J. W. Cockle, and in

whose honor it is named.

Type in Author's collection, paratype in Cockle collection.

Probably closer to G. dwnetellus Hiibner than any other species

known from North America.

CRAMBUS TRICHUSALIS Hulst.

Crambus trichusalis Hulst, Trans. Arner. Eut. Soc, XIII, 1886, p. 105.

Cram bus dumetellus Fernald, Spl. Bull. Mass. Agri. Coll., 1896, p. 33.

Expanse, 24-27 mm.
Head white, faintly gray in front; labial palpi white internally,

shining gray outside; maxillary palpi white, gray at base; antenna

ochreous gray, basal joints shaded with white; abdomen white, shin-

ing ochreous gray laterally and on patagia, collar behind eyes, ochre-

ous; abdomen white, shaded with ochreous above on first four seg-

ments; legs light ochreous.

Fore wing yellowish gray. The median silvery white stripe is

narrow, running out to a fine point nearly touching subterminal line;

a short spur at inner third sends a short white line into fold; the

stripe below for inner third is edged with ochreous. Below the

costa is a white line from base to middle: above it the costa is edged

with dark gray. The subterminal line is silvery white; the angle
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is below upper third; before and behind it on costa are large tri-

angular white streaks; on each side of the mottled gray and brown

apical spots are smaller white spots. Below the angle of the sub-

terminal line the margin is white, outwardly marked with a row of

four or five black dots. Dorsal edge narrowly white; beyond the

middle the extreme edge is gray, below the white line. Beyond end

of cell the veins are overlaid with silvery white, but not extending to

subterminal line. Cilia pearly gray, white at base.

Hind wing whitish gray, darker along costa and in apex, underside

the same. Underside fore wing dark gray, termen white, veins

dotted with black.

Four specimens, High Bridge, Alberta (Thos. Baird), Regina,

July 21, all received from Mr. T. N. Willing; Redvers, Saskatche-

wan, A. J. Croker.

Homotype in Author's collection.

I had the foregoing description written, under a new name, when
a visit to the Hulst collection at Xew Brunswick showed that my
supposed new species was trichusalis. Hulst's type is in excellent con-

dition, and I hardly see how it could have been made a synonym of

dumetellus Hiibner. The median silver line of the latter ends at

outer third ; beyond it and below it is an elongated silver spot ; in

trichusalis the silver streak extends in a continuous line, nearly touch-

ing the subterminal line, at the outer sixth or seventh of the wing.

I have no European specimens of dumetellus, but the figures in both

British Pyralides by Leech, 1886, and Lepidoptera of the British

Islands by Barrett, 1905, show this character. It is also shown in

Fernald's fig. 2, PI. ITT, Crambidse of North America. I feel en-

tirely safe in restoring Hulst's name to specific rank."

CRAMBUS YOUNGELLUS, new species.

Expanse, 17-18.5 mm.
Palpi, head, and thorax white, labial palpi on exterior surface,

maxillary palpi at base, and patagia shaded with ochreous brown;

antenna grayish white, abdomen white, with a slight yellowish tinge,

anal tuft darker; legs white, dusted and banded with brown.

Fore wing bright ochreous brown, a darker shade along costal edge.

The usual silvery white stripe is very broad to middle of wing. To
this point its lower edge is bounded by the fold, and from which it

angles from both upper and lower edges to a point ending midway
between veins 5 and 6 and one-third the distance from end of cell to

termen. On the inner half of wing the costa is dark gray brown, in

a Since the above was written I have received a long series of European speci-

mens of dumetellus, and they fully confirm this opinion; in fact, I have seen no

specimens from North America which could possibly be referred to this species,

and believe it should be stricken from our lists.
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a narrow line, about one-fourth the width of the silver stripe. At the

lower angle of stripe there is a very slight tooth. Beyond the stripe

in middle of wing is a short silvery white streak, outwardly touching

the angle of the subterminal line and inwardly slightly underlapping

the end of the silvery stripe. On costa before subterminal line is a

long, narrow, triangular, outwardly oblique white mark, and beyond

the line a much smaller white costal dash. The subterminal line

starts from outer fifth on costa, angles obliquely outward to upper

third, then parallels termen to dorsum; it is shining grayish white,

outlined inwardly by a clear brown line; above the angle is a light

ochreous brown triangular spot in apical space; below the angle the

subterminal is bounded outwardly by a line or shade of mottled white

and grayish brown. The terminal line is black, above the angle solid,

below the angle divided into four or five black dots, the latter are

ground color in the interspaces; in the upper third this black line is

bordered on both sides by a vertical white line, on the outer side

overrunning the cilia. On the outer third of wing the veins are over-

laid with shining gray, more or less outlined with scattered black

scales. The dorsal edge is narrowly silvery white from base to

tornus; the outer half is edged above with scattered black scales.

Cilia irridescent pearly white.

Hind wing light gray, cilia paler; underside the same shade below

middle, above and under side fore wing darker gray.

Described from ten specimens, Mer Bleue, Ontario, July 2-10, col-

lected by C. H. Young, whose name it is a great pleasure to honor.
" Mer Bleue " is a huge sphagnum swamp about 20 miles south of

Ottawa. This species is nearer to bidens Zeller than any other North
American form known to me ; it is slightly smaller, but of the same
dainty appearance; it can be readily separated by the white streak

between stripe and termen. In this respect it is nearer pascuellus

Linnaeus.

Cotypes.—Cat. No. 120G0, U.S.N.M., Mr. Young's and the Author's

collections.

CRAMBUS BIDENS Zeller.

Mr. Young was successful in collecting a large series of this rare

species near Ottawa about the middle of July, including many
females, which possess a peculiarity that I have not seen recorded.

In this sex the broad white stripe is suffused on the upper half with

brown ; this suffusion does not extend to the upper edge, which is nar-

rowly silvery. I have also captured this species in a piece of bog-

land in the pine barren district of New Jersey, near Lacy, about the

middle of the State, about 10 miles from the ocean. Curiously the

same species of orchid were growing in this spot as I observed a year

before in the sphagnum swamp at Mer Bleue. None of the Lacy

specimens showed this suffusion.
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Aweme, Manitoba, is another locality for this species, collected by

Mr. Criddle August 9.

CRAMBUS POLINGI, new species.

Expanse, 16-19 mm.
Head and palpi white, labial externally and maxillary palpi at

base shaded with grayish brown; antenna cinereous; thorax shining

white with a yellowish gray hue; abdomen whitish brown; legs white,

lightly shaded with brown.

Fore wing white, thickly speckled with light purplish brown ; above

the cell the dark scales have a cinereous tinge and are closer together,

forming a stripe on the inner two-thirds; between this and fold the

dark scales are almost absent. Median line is indicated by an out-

wardly oblique dash from costa at outer third, a horizontal dash be-

fore it on fold, and below this a small dot on dorsal margin. The sub-

terminal line from outer sixth of costa is white, bounded on each side

by purplish brown lines; the outer one merges into a spot on costa

before apex; this line curves outwardly to vein 7, then parallels

termen; between each two veins it is inwardly rounded. Between it

and the dark purple terminal line is a broader whitish line. Cilia

shining yellowish cinereous.

Hind wing pale ochreous, underside whiter: underside fore wing

same shade, but darker.

Described from fifteen specimens, South Arizona, August 1-15,

collected by O. C. Poling.

In shape, size, and general appearance this species is very close to

elegans Clemens, but the markings are very distinct; the easiest

one by which to separate them is the subterminal line, which in this

species is beautifully and evenly corrugated its entire length, these

corrugations affecting the paralleling lines in the termen; the mar-

ginal row of black dots of elegans is entirely absent in this species.

Cut,H,,-.—(/at. No. 11953, U.S.N.M., and in Author's collection.

CRAMBUS INTERMEDIUS, new species.

Expanse, 16-20 nun.

Head and thorax whitish ochreous, patagia darker; labial palpi

short and pendant, whitish ochreous internally, shaded with gray

externally: maxillary palpi same as head; antenna light ochreous;

abdomen light cinereous, ochreous above on first three segments: legs

whitish, powdered with ochreous.

Fore wing dark ochreous above the median white streak, light

ochreous below it and on outer third. The median white streak is

imri'ow and extends from base, through lower half of cell to beyond

(Mid of cell, where it is lost in the whitish ochreous shade of outer

third; its lower edge follows the lower vein of cell; it gradually
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widens, upwardly, from base to inner third, then diminishes to mid-

dle; beyond it is a fine line. There is a dark brown, broken, terminal

line; before it on the costa is a short parallel white dash. The sub-

terminal line is nearly obsolete, on some specimens; there is a shining

whitish line from dorsum, at outer sixth, to middle of wing, parallel-

ing the ternien. The light ochreous shade of the outer third gradu-

ally becomes whitish at termen and the cilia is the same shade, whitish

ochreous.

Hind wing, male, white; female, whitish gray; underside white.

Underside fore wing ochreous white.

Four specimens, labeled " Arizona." One from Professor Fernald's

collection is labeled " Crambus intermedins Ragonot—8G, yellow

label 122." This MSS. name of Ragonot's 1 am glad to give to the

species. In size and median stripe it is close to hemiochrellus Zeller

and haytiellus Zinck. I have four other specimens from Burnet

County, Texas, March and April (F. G. Sehaupp), which are slightly

smaller and much darker, and in which the subterminal line is com-

plete to costa, the area beyond it being heavily sprinkled with white on

an ochreous brown ground color, which I believe are darker varieties

of this same species, and have so labeled them in my collection.

Cotype.—Cat. Xo. 11955, U.S.N.M., and in Author's collection.

CRAMBUS DORSIPUNCTELLUS, new species.

Expanse, -24-28 mm.
Head and thorax and palpi light ochreous, latter darker externally;

antenna fuscous in front, dusted with light ochreous elsewhere; abdo-

men grayish ochreous; legs light ochreous.

Fore wing above the fold, light fawn ochreous; below fold, light

fawn; the dorsal margin below fold is sparsely dusted with brown; a

very few of these dark dots occur in middle of wing in outer half of

cell and below lower angle of cell. There is barely a trace of a sub-

terminal line in one specimen; a very faint deeper ochreous line

crosses the outer end of fold on the lower third of wing. On the

termen, at end of veins 2 to 5, is a small brown dot; above them is a

nearly obsolete darker terminal line. Ternien is edged with a shin-

ing grayish yellow line, the cilia beyond of the same shade, but less

shining.

Hind wing smoky gray; cilia, except at apex, whitish gray; under

side lighter. Under side fore wing dark ochreous gray.

Described from four specimens, Kounthwaite, Manitoba, July,

L. E. Marmont; Verdi, Nevada, June 20-30, A. H. Vachell.

Types in Author's collection.

This species is close to ruHcolellus Zeller and vulgivagellus (Mem-

ens. It can be separated from either by the practical absence of all

markings and by the much lighter shining line at base of cilia of fore
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wing; it is probably closer to laciniellus Grote, but lacks the white

terminal line of that species and also has much darker hind wings.

CRAMBUS NEVADELLUS, new species.

Expanse, 17-26 mm.
Head pale ochreous; labial and maxillary palpi dark ochreous,

paler internally ; antenna ochreous brown ; thorax pale ochreous,

darker laterally; abdomen pale ochreous, first three segments shaded

above with darker ochreous; legs whitish ochreous, shaded with light

brown.

Fore wing light ochreous brown, darkest on upper half, gradually

shading into whitish ochreous on outer third ; below the fold the wing

is streaked and mottled with white, especially on outer two-thirds, ex-

cept over vein P, which is brown; on the fold is a dotted line of

white; between the fold and P the whitish shade is dotted with a

darker brown in a line paralleling the fold; over vein 2, half way be-

tween end of cell and termen, is an irregular dark brown line, pre-

ceded by a white patch ; vein 3 is similarly marked. In the majority

of specimens before me these white and dark brown scales on lower

half are absent, partly obsolete, doubtless from their transient char-

acter. The brown subterminal line is curved outwardly from costa

to below middle, then obliquely inward to dorsal margin; it also is

more or less obsolete in some specimens. There is a more or less

distinct dotted dark line preceding the cilia. The latter is whitish

at base and pale ochreous outwardly.

Hind wings above and below light gray, cilia paler. Underside

fore wings dark grayish ochreous.

The majority of the specimens are rubbed and present a different

appearance from the above description. Color, both above and below

middle, pale ochreous, a dark brown median streak from base to end

of cell, broken at middle of wing by ground color. Other marks, ex-

cept the subterminal line, are almost obsolete.

Thirty specimens, Verdi, Nevada, June 10-30, Sierra Xevada
Mountains, on border line between California and Xevada, collected

by A. H. Vachell.

Nearest to trisectus Walker and albolineellus Fernald, differing

from both by the narrowness of the fore wing.

Cotype.—Cat. No. 11954, U.S.N.M., and in Author's collection.

CRAMBUS SIMPLICIELLUS, new species.

Expanse, 23-31 mm.
Head, thorax, and fore wing, light ochreous gray; both pairs of

palpi are white internally, speckled ochreous gray outside; antenna

ochreous brown in front, frosted with white elsewhere; abdomen
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shining ochreous fuscous, browner on upper side of first three seg-

ments; legs white, anterior pair heavily dusted with brown in front.

The fore wing is almost unicolorous, a light ochreous gray or

mouse color, with an ochreous tinge. It is somewhat darker on upper

thi_'d and inner half; the entire inner two-thirds are more ochreous

than the outer third, which is an ashy gray, but these shades merge

into each other so gradually, and are really so nearly alike, that the

wing presents almost a single tone. The inner and subterminal lines

are slightly paler, but very faint, the subterminal, from outer sixth

of costa, is convex to below middle, then an outward convexity on

lower third of wing. There is a faint, darker, broken line before the

cilia, which are only slightly shining of a pale leaden hue.

Hind wing dark smoky gray, cilia shining; underside paler.

Underside fore wing smoky gray, cilia whitish at base.

Type.—In Author's collection. From Denver, Colorado, May 2.

1004, E. J. Oslar ; eight paratypes, Essex County, New Jersey, June 11

;

Georgia (from Strecker collection), Washington County, Arkansas,

July-August, A. J. Brown. The specimens labeled " paratype " are

included with some hesitation, and may prove to be a different species.

This is closest to var. ula Cockerell, differing from it in the absence

of the strong reddish and purple shades.

Genus EUFERNALDIA Hulst.

Eufernaldia argenteonervella IIulst, Jour. N. Y. Ent. Soc, VIII, 1900,

p. 224.

The type and only species was described from one female. I have

recently received a series of both sexes from E. J. Oslar. collected in

the Huachuca Mountains,

Arizona, August 15-20;

also Prescott, Arizona. Dr.

R. E. Kunze, July 7, and

Stockton, Utah, Septem-

ber 10, Tom Spalding.

From the last locality the

fore wings are a deep

ocherous brown and the

hind wings dark smoky
brown. The Arizona
specimens a g r e e w i t h

Hulst 's description, fore

wings light ocherous,
hind wings silvery white; the outlining of the veins in silver is the

same in both forms and makes this species easily recognized. As the

venation and head parts have not before been figured, I include them
with a few corrections or additions to the original description.

Proc. N. M. vol. xxxv—08 25

Fig. 5.—Venation of Eufernaldia argenteoner-
vella.
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In one of nry specimens the maxillary palpi is sharply triangular

in outline, less so in the others, but due, I think, to loss of scales.

Antenna of male finely pubescent on front side. Venation: Fore

wing-

, 3 is absent (coincident with 4)

in all my specimens; 7, 8, and 9 are

variable; in some 8 and 9 are coinci-

dent, and both 7 and 8-J-9 are to ter-

V^Jttoi^ ®^^^ men ; in others 9 is present as a spur

from 8 half way between the stalk and

Fig. 6.— Head of Eufernaldia apex, and both S and 9 go to costa, 7 to
abgenteoneevella. termen ; this does not seem to be a sex-

ual variation. Hind wing, 3 and 4 are not from a point, but well

separated at their bases: 7 and 8 are coincident from shortly beyond

upper angle half way to end of 8.

Type.—Eufemaldia argenteonervella Hulst.

Superficially, this species reminds me of certain species of the

Phycitinse.

ANALYTICAL KEY TO SPECIES OF THAUMATOPSIS.

1. Mole antenna crenulate crenulatella Kearfott.

Male antenna not crenulate 2

2. Male antenna nnipectinate 3

Male antenna bipectinate 8

3. Fore wing whitish gray L—repanda Grote.

Fore wing ochreous or brown 4

4. Fore wing chocolate brown 5

Fore wing light ochreous or whitish brown

5. White median streak to termen pectinifer Zeljer.

White median line ending at about outer third striatella Femald.

(J. Subterminal and inner lines nearly obsolete atomosella Kearfott.

These_ lines well developed 7

7. Fore wing bright ochreous fernaldella Kearfott.

Fore wing whitish brown nortella Kearfott.

8. Veins fore wing overlaid with white magnified Femald.

Veins not overlaid with white

9. .Median streak white edonis Grote.

.Median streak not white 10

10. Cross lines obsolete gibsonella Kearfott.

Cross lines distincl 11

11. Fore wing whitish brown COloradella Kearfott.

Fore wing pale ochreous pexella Zeller.

THAUMATOPSIS COLORADELLA, new species.

Expanse, 26-32 mm.
Male antenna bipectinate, branches ciliated; stalk white, narrowly

annulated with brown: branches black, cilia whitish. Labial palpi

six times longer than width of eye, rather loosely sealed, fuscous

gray, tips of scales creamy while: maxillary palpi loosely scaled,
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cream white, lightly speckled with fuscous on the outside. Head and

thorax light ochreous brown, heavily speckled with fuscous, internal

edges of patagia and posterior ends of same whitish. Abdomen light

ochreous brown, banded above with fuscous and brown on anterior

segments and blackish on posterior segments. Legs cream white,

heavily dusted with light fuscous.

Fore wing creamy ochreous, strongly marked with distinct dark

brown lines. There is a narrow whitish line through middle of cell

from base to end of cell; its outer half is bounded above by a thicker

dark brown line; below is a similar but less distinct line from beyond

base nearly to end of cell. From apex a strong well-defined line goes

to dorsum at outer fourth; it is 45° oblique from apex to upper
fourth, then is slightly convex outwardly to lower fourth, where there

is a shallow outward pointing tooth. In the middle of lower half

is an obscure oblique brown line which points toward end of cell.

There is a faint brown streak from end of cell to terminal line below

apex, which is a continuation of the brown line above the white

median line. The lower half of

wing and outer half are more or

less dusted with light brown and

there is a rather heavily brown
scaling at base of dorsal margin.

Cilia whitish, speckled with light

brown.

Hind wing light grayish fus-

cous, cilia paler underside the

same. Underside fore wing a

shade darker than hind wing.

Fight specimens, Pueblo, Colorado, September 24, H. N. Nash;

Durango and Denver, Colorado, May, E. J. Oslar; San Luis Obispo,

California. February and March, Arthur II. Vachell.

Cotype.—Cat. No. 11957, U.S.N.M., and in Author's collection.

THAUMATOPSIS GIBSONELLA, new species.

Expanse, male. 20-28 mm; female, 27-31 mm.
Male antenna bipectinated, with branches six to seven times

width of stalk, each branch shortly ciliated on each side. Female

antenna simple. Labial palpi with rather closely appressed scales

on sides, with longer, looser scales on top; porrect. about four times

width of eye; maxillary palpi rather loosely scaled, about ;is long as

width of eye. Tongue long, upper end thickly scaled. Face and head

light ochreous brown, labial palpi heavily dusted with dark brown,

outer joint with grayish brown; maxillary palpi pale light ochreous

Fig 7.

—

Head and enlarged antenna of
thaumator.sis coloradklla.
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at base, tips of scales shaded with gray brown. Antenna, stalk cream

fawn, annulated with light brown, branches black, cilia whitish gray.

Thorax light fawn, speckled with brown, shading into a whitish pos-

terior patch. Abdomen pale fawn, ringed above with brown on four

anterior segments and with dark gray on three posterior segments.

Leg- pale fawn, finely dusted with brown.

Male fore wing, pale fawn, heavily dusted with brown; the ground

color below costa on inner third of wing and over upper and lower

median veins is of an ochreons shade. Terminal line nearly obsolete,

only showing faintly in one specimen; it is outwardly concave op-

posite end of cell and sharply dentate above dorsal margin. One
specimen has a thin, straight white line through middle of cell: this

specimen is of a general darker grayish brown shade, and quite

heavily overlaid with white scales on the dorsal margin and outer

half of wing. The subterminal line is only faintly indicated by a

few darker scales on dorsal half. There is a black dot at end of each

vein in termen. Cilia brownish

gray, divided by a pale line.

Hind wing pale fuscous gray,

slightly darker before termen and

apex. Cilia whitish, preceded by a

darker line; underside the same.

Underside fore wing brownish gray.

Described from fourteen males

and two females collected at Ros-

trevor, Ontario, Canada. September

2-16, by Mr. Arthur Gibson, in

wdiose honor the species is named.

The females are of a much lighter

color than the nudes, caused by the absence of the heavy fuscous

brown sprinkling. The fore wings are also more elongate and

rounded at the apex and anal angle than the male; the female hind

wing is whiter.

Cotype.—Cat. No. ll!>:.s. (".S.X.M., Mr. Gibson's and the Author's

collections.

THAUMATOPIS ATOMOSELLA, new species.

Expanse, 27 30 mm.
Male antenna, unipectinate, branches four to five times width of

stalk, shortly ciliated on each side of branches. Labial palpi slender,

scales closely appressed, about six times as long as width of eye;

terminal joint drooping. Head light ochreous cream color, thorax

a whiter shade: stalk of antenna white, branches dark fuscous brown,

cilia whitish: labial palpi cream ochreous. thickly speckled with dark

fuscous and lightly sprinkled with white: maxillary palpi cream

Fig. 8.

—

Head and enlarged antenna
of Thaumatopsis gibsonella
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color, with the long scales tipped with fuscous. Abdomen cream
ochreous, slightly darker on top of each segment. Legs paler.

Fore wing pale creamy ochreous, or creamy white terra-cotta;

there is a dull white, narrow hand from base, over lower vein of cell

nearly to termen; before middle of wing it begins to increase in

width, so that at outer end it covers all space between veins '2 and 7;

the lower part and outer end are overlaid with whitish fuscous; all

of the dorsal margin to above the fold is of the same shade. These

two whitish streaks are separated by a clear line of ground color; the

median white streak is outlined on both sides by blackish brown dots

and a line of the same limit the upper edge of the dorsal white shade.

Both of the white shades are interrupted by the subterminal line,

which is ground color; it cuts through the median at the end of cell

and the dorsal before the middle of wing. There is a broad band
of ground color before termen, divided by a parallel terminal line

of shining whitish scales thickly

dotted with brownish fuscous. At
the end of each vein, in the mid-

dle of termen, is a tiny black dot.

Cilia narrowly white at base, fol-

lowed by a narrow fuscous line,

then by a shining whitish line;

beyond it is white, thickly sprin-

kled with light brownish fuscous;

extreme tips of scales white.

Hind wing light fuscous, with a

trace of a darker line before the

cilia; cilia white, divided by a darker line near base; underside the

same. Underside fore wing darker fuscous, finely atomized with

paler specks; the lines of the cilia are repeated from above.

Two specimens, Phoenix, Arizona, April and May, collected by Dr.

R. E. Kunze.

Type.—In Author's collection.

Fig. 9.

—

Head and enlarged antenna of
Thaumatopsis atomosella.

THAUMATOPSIS CRENULATELLA, new species.

Expanse. ?>0 mm.
Male antenna crenulate, the teeth being H times thickness of stalk;

the teeth are thickly ciliated on their upper sides and outer ends, the

internal cilia arising from raised processes or warts. Labial palpi

rather smoothly clothed, length about four times the width of eye;

maxillary palpi loosely scaled, about as long as width of eye. Head,

thorax, and palpi white, heavily dusted with brownish fuscous. An-

tenna, stalk and cilia whitish fuscous, teeth black. Abdomen whitish
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FIG. 10. 1 I I AH a\I> ENLARGED ANTENNA OF

Thau m at< ips i s ckendlatella.

fuscous, banded above with blackish on posterior segments. Legs

creamy ochreous, anteriorpair heavily dusted with fuscous.

Fore wing white, overlaid with fuscous and blackish brown. The

white occurs as follows: A broad median streak from base to end of

cell, a fine line on fold, and a dusting on dorsal margin below fold;

all vein- on outer half of wing overlaid in white; between veins 5

and 8 the white predominates; at the termen the white forms a con-

tinuous band. The fuscous oc-

curs along costa, between median

white band and fold, below fold

and between veins in outer half

of wing. The blackish brown

occurs only as fine lines, outlin-

ing vein 1 &
, all veins between

end of cell and termen, and is

rather heavier between end of

cell and apex than elsewhere.

The terminal line is ocherous

fuscous: it is close to termen, and is sharply angled below costa and

dentate at lower end. The subterminal line is of the same color, but

somewhat obscure; it follows end of cell, then sharply angles out-

ward halfway to termen in a tooth-shaped process, the lower half

of which runs backward to inner third of dorsal margin; it is lightly

outlined with white on both sides. The terminal line is outwardly

edged with a row of dark brown dots. The cilia is shining leaden,

cut by white on the upper half. Pre-

ceding the cilia is a line of black dots

and lines; between the veins there are

four short lines on upper half of wing,

three dots below them, and a nearly con-

tinuous line of tornus.

Hind wing light fuscous, with a fine

darker marginal line, which at apex is

preceded by a few whitish scales; cilia

white, divided by a pale fuscous line at

base. Underside both wings grayish

fuscous; both are margined outwardly with white, with the mar-

ginal and ante-ciliate lines and dots repeated.

One male specimen, from Baboquivaria Mountains, Pima County,
Arizona, latter part of July. L903, collected by Mr. (). C. Poling.

/'///" . [n Author's collection.

This species is remarkably like /'. repanda Grote, and the only way
to distinguish them is by the difference in the male antenna', an

enlargement of both, with head structure, is shown by figs. 10 and 11.

Fig. 11. Head and enlasg] d

antenna op thaumatopsis he-

PANDA.
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I have another specimen of repanda from Pima County. Arizona.

received from Dr. John B. Smith, which is marked and colored exactly

like my type, except that the dark shad-

ings are a little more intense. These two

are so exactly alike in every detail, ex-

cept the form of their antennae, that I

am lather inclined to doubt the stability

of the latter. Extensive series may show

sufficient intermediate variation to sink

the new name as a synonym of repanda.

THAUMATOPSIS PEXELLA Zeller. Fig. 12.—Head and BNLAHGED an

TKNNA OF THAUMATOPSIS I'KX-

A drawing of the head structure, with

an enlargement of the antenna is given in fig
-

. 10 for comparison with

similar parts of other species in this genus.

ANALYTICAL KEY TO SPECIES OF 1HATR.KA.

1. Fore wins; with a silver median stripe paralWa Kearfott.

Fore wins without silver median stripe 2

2. Fore wing bluish gray, without marks or dots idalis Fernald.

Fore wins yellow or brown 3

3. Fore wins with dorsal white shading alleni Fernald.

Fore wins without this distinct shade t

4. Fore w-ins with duplicated subterminal line _..succharalis Fabricius.

Without those lines, expanse over 40 mm differentialis Fernald.

DIATRiEA PARALLELA, new species.

Expanse. 22-30 mm.
Head white, slightly shaded with cream between antennae; labial

palpi white internally, beyond middle dotted with gray, externally

heavily dotted with gray and brown; maxillary palpi white, with

external patches of gray scales at base of second joint and at outer

end of tuft; thorax white, with short indistinct subdorsal ochreous

streaks; patagia light fawn, becoming whitish at posterior ends and

dorsally edged with white; abdomen and legs cream white, latter

slightly shaded with light ochreous.

Fore wing pale fawn or light ochreous terra-cotta. This ground

color is uniform throughout the wing and makes a very effective back-

ground for the silver stripes. The median stripe is from base to ter-

men, of uniform thickness except on inner fourth, where it gradually

diminishes in width to base; above it is a ground color stripe of equal

width; above this the costa is narrowly white from base to apex:

veins 2, 3, 4. and 7 are overlaid with white at ternien. The dorsal

margin is narrowly white and vein 1'' is overlaid with white its
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entire length. The median stripe is outlined with scattered black

dots. These dots are entirely absent from the costal stripe, but on all

other white lines the black dots are sprinkled sparsely over the white

;

on veins 2. 3, and 4 the black dots follow the veins to cell. There is

lit) trace of a subterminal line, and all of the white stripes extend

directly to the terminal line,

which is cream white, edged on

either side with a fine brown
line; beyond this the cilia is

white at base and outwardly

speckled with gray and brown.

Hind wing above cream white,

lightly speckled outwardly with

pale brown; underside white.

Underside fore wing pale ochre-

ous lightly dusted with pale

brown.
Fie. 13.

—

Venation of I)iatu.t:a pakallela. _ .. ,

Described from twenty-three

specimens from Almagordo, New Mexico, April 11) to May 5, collected

by H. L. Vierick and J. A. G. Rhen.

Cotypes.—Cat. No. 11959, U.S.N.M., in collection of Philadelphia

Entomological Society, and in Author's collection.

The venation of this species, as shown by fig. 5, agrees better with

Fernald's figure of />. saccharalis

Fabricius" than with Hampson's fig-

ure of saccharalis? The majority of

Hampson's palpal figures in this revi-

sion are misleading, as they show the

terminal joint as though it were differ-

ently scaled than the median joint. FlG
-
14-—Head and palpi of dia-

.' . . TE.EA PARALLEL.*.
I his is scarcely ever the case in the

Crambinse. The long overlapping scales of the median joint entirely

hide the junction with the apical and usually the same scaling extends

to the apex. These characters in this species are shown by fig. 14.

ANALYTICAL KEY To SPECIES OF CHILO. c

1. Foro wins with metallic cilia 2

Fore wing without metallic cilia 8

2. Fore wing with inner and subterminal lines well defined.

placidellus Haimbach.

Willi these lines not distinct plejadellus Zinck.

.".. Fore wing with veins outlined in brown densellus Zeller.

Fore wins with veins not outlined in brown 4

"The Crambidae of North America, Plate C, figs. 10, 11. 12.

''I'roc Zool. Soc. London. L895, p. 953.

c Crambus inornatellus Walker, included in Chilo in Smith's list. 1903, No.

r.ts::. is retained by Hainpson in CrambUS.
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4. Fore wing ground color white 5

Fore wing ground color brown 7

5. Fore wing with complete inner and snbterminal lines squamulellus Zeller.a

No lines on fore wing 6

6. Fore wing almost immaculate, over 30 mm. expanse puritellus Kearfott.

Fore wing speckled with brown, under 25 mm. expanse.

multipunctellus Kearfott.

7. Hind wing dark fuscous comptulatalis Hulst.

Hind wing principally white forbesellus Fernald.

CHILO MULTIPUNCTELLUS, new species.

Expanse, 20-24 mm.
Head, palpi, thorax, and fore wing- white, with a very faint yellow-

ish tinge, palpi externally dusted with brown; abdomen more

strongly shaded with yellowish gray above.

The fore wing is finely speckled with brown all over, roughly ar-

ranged in horizontal lines on and between the veins, not visible except

through a lens. Before the white cilia is a fine brown line.

Hind wing above and below- white. Underside fore wing cinereous

white.

Eleven specimens, Oracle. Arizona. June 10, E. J. Oslar: southern

Arizona, Poling; ITuachuca Mountains, Arizona, Poling; Chiricahua

Mountains, Arizona, July 4. II. G. Hubbard.

The venation agrees with Fernald's figure of this genus in his

revision of the Crambidse.

Cotype.—Cat. No. 11960, U.S.N.M., and in Author's collection.

CHILO PURITELLUS, new species.

Expanse, 31-35 mm.
Head, palpi, thorax, fore wings above and hind wings above and

beneath white, with a faint ochreous tinge. Upper side of abdomen
lightly shaded with ochreous.

The fore wings are sparsely and microscopically dusted with whit-

ish fuscous. Underside white, with a grayish hue.

One male and one female, Baboquivaria Mountains, Pima County,

Arizona, July 15-30; Huachuca Mountains, Arizona, both from

O. C. Poling.

Type.—In Author's collection.

This species may be a large race of multipunctellus Kearfott,

but I am inclined to think it is distinct. Its large size is sufficient

to separate it, at least until additional collecting in these regions

turn up a series showing intermediate size-.

Besides the above, I have six species of Diatrosa and three of

Chilo undescribed in my collections, but await longer series before

making them known.

" Hampson, Proc. Zool. Soe. Lond., 1895, 940. places this species under Platytes

Guenee (Argyria Hiibner). As I have no specimens for examination of structure,

I prefer to let it remain in this yenus. according to Fernald's revision.





TWO NEW SPECIES OF NEOTROPICAL ORTHOPTERA OF
THE FAMILY ACRID ID.E.

By James A. G. Rehn,

Of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.

The following new species of Acrididae were recognized in study-

ing a large amount of Neotropical material belonging to that family.

Genus INUSIA Giglio-Tos.

INUSIA ANTILLARUM, new species.

Type.—Cat. No. 11061, U.S.N.M. Female; collected on St. Thomas
Island, West Indies, in December, 1882, by A. Koebele.

Size medium; form slender, elongate; -surface uniformly punctate.

Head with its dorsal surface three-fourths the length of the pronotum,

occiput not ascending; interspace between the eyes extremely narrow,

Fig. 1.

—

Inusia antillaiuwi. Lateral view of type. ( X 3.)

slightly sulcate; fastigium sublanceolate, the caudal width slightly

less than the length, the apex blunt, the sides arcuate, dorsal surface

rugulose, with an irregular low median carina ; fastigium when seen

from the side rotundato-truncate, face strongly retreating, distinctly

concave; frontal costa narrow, subequal, shallowly sulcate and punc-

tate except at the apex; lateral facial earinse hardly diverging; eyes

ovoid, distinctly flattened ventro-caudad, considerably longer than

the infra-ocular sulcus, moderately prominent when viewed from the

dorsum. Pronotum with the greatest caudal width of the dorsum

slightly more than half the length: cephalic margin of the disk

arcuate, caudal margin rotundato-truncate, median carina venr

low but distinct, transverse sulci three in number; metazona nearly

Proceedings U.S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV-No. 1650.
395
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two-thirds the length of the prozona; lateral lobes distinctly longer

than deep, cephalic margin oblique, ventral margin arcuate caudad,

obliquely emarginate cephalad. caudal margin arcuate emarginate.

Tegmina surpassing the tips of the caudal femora by about the length

of the pronotum, very narrow, subequal, apex subacute, intercalary

area rilled with an irregular network of cells, a false intercalary vein

being present distad where the cells are chiefly rectangular in shape.

Wings lono; and narrow, the greatest width contained
. „ to ^ 3 &

^\ // about two and three-quarter times in the length.

\\ // Prosternal spine slender, somewhat compressed. Inter-

space between the mesosternal lobes about twice as long

as broad, widened cephalad and caudad; metasternal

lobes contiguous caudad. Caudal femora as long as the

pronotum and twice the length of the head, slerfder, the

greatest width contained about four and a half times in

the length, pattern of the pagina distinct but not deeply

impressed; caudal tibia' armed on the external margins

with seven spines, the margins with distinct lamellate

inds?a ^ ridges distad.

till arum. General color raw umber dorsad, pale ochre yellow

ofheadInd ventrad, a dividing line of white extending from the

pronotum. caudal margin of the eye to immediately dorsad of the

articulation of the caudal limbs. Face clouded with

red brown; eyes tawny olive; genicular lobes with a spot of black;

tibial spines and spurs tipped with black.

Measurements. Mm.

Length of body 22.8

Length of pronotum 4.2

Length of tegmen 20. S

Length of caudal femur 12.0

The type alone has been examined.

Genus PROCTOLABUS Saussure.

PROCTOLABUS BULLATUS, new species.

Type.—Cat. No. 11962, U.S.N.M. Male; collected in the Tidies

and Perene valleys. 2,000 to 3,000 feet, Peru. (Soc. Geog. de Lima.)

This species is quite distinct from the previously known forms, the

small size and peculiar yellow and bluish coloration being quite dis-

tinctive. In the general form of the fastigium it agrees with the

Costa IJican /'. pulchripennis, but the form of the genitalia is quite

different.
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Size medium; form moderately robust. Head with the dorsal sur-

face about two-thirds the length of the pronotum; occiput well

rounded, but hardly elevated, distinctly descending- to the inter-

ocular space, which is very narrow, narrower than the apex of the

fastigium and sulcate; fastigium truncate conic, the caudal width less

than the length and the distal truncation very abrupt and marked

immediately caudad of the margin by a transverse groove; median

portion of the fastigium with a depression regularly widening ceph-

alad. apex of fastigium when seen from the lateral aspect sub-trun-

cate; frontal costa somewhat expanded ventrad of the insertion of

the antenna?, then strongly contracted ventrad of the ocellus, some-

what punctuate dorsad of the ocellus, sulcate ventrad of the same, the

whole costa absent, on the ventral portion of the face; angle of the

face distinctly retreating; eyes subovate, very distinctly longer than

the infra-ocular portion of the gense, quite prominent when viewed

from the dorsum. Pronotum with the caudal width of the disk con-

tained about one and one-half times in the length of the same, cephalic

Fig. .'!. Proctolabus bullatus. Lateral view of type. (X 3.)

margin of the disk produced mesad with a distinct central emargina-

tion, caudal margin very broadly obtuse-angulate ; transverse sulci

four in number, the cephalic being marginal in position and weak

mesad, the remaining three strongly impressed, the two caudal ones

present, as is the cephalic, on the. lateral lobes; metazona slightly

more than half the length of the prozona, strongly punctate and

with a distinct median carina; lateral lobes slightly longer than

deep, the cephalic and caudal margins oblique, subparallel. ventral

margin obtuse-angulate. the ventro-caudal angle slightly produced.

Tegmina reaching to the apex of the abdomen, apex rotundato-trun-

cate; an intercalary vein present in the distal portion of the apex,

the median and proximal portions with irregular cells. Prosternal

spines very blunt pyramidical; interspace between the mesosternal

lobes subquadrate, slightly broader caudad than cephalad; metasternal

lobes subcontiguous. Apex of the abdomen very considerably in-

flated; supra-anal plate regularly narrowing, with the apex broadly

truncate, the proximal half plane and slightly depressed, the distal
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half with two longitudinal parallel grooves extending to the apical

margin; cerci slightly exceeding the supra-anal plate, subequal in

f. the proximal half, sharply constricted mesad and

\\ slightly expanding to the subspatulate apex, the

./ apical portion bent at an angle of about 45° to the

// proximal half, when viewed from the dorsum the

apex is seen to have a very slight sigmoid curve;

subgenital plate very large, slightly compressed, the

apical margin rectangulate when viewed from the

dorsum; a compressed preapical process projects

dorsad a distance equal to the depth of the remainder

of the subgenital plate. Cephalic and median limbs
Fig. 4.

—

Proc fe L ...
tolapus bulla moderately robust ; caudal limbs missing.

General colors blue black, glaucous blue, and lemon
VIEW OF HEAD ' ° '

and pronotum. yellow. Head blue black, paler dorsad with the

inter-ocular region, fastigium, center of face, and ven-

tral portions of gense dull yellow, a median line on

the occiput, edgings of fastigium, proximal antennal f/^xxj
joint and infra-antenna] areas blackish; eyes cinna- YA, Ky
mon. Pronotum blue black, with bright lemon yellow \t l</

spots as follows: on median line cephalad and caudad,

on the lateral angle on metazona, on the median por- proctolabus

tion of lateral lobes cephalad and caudad. Tegmina* ^ullatus.
1 & Dorsal view

with the costal portion blue black, the median and of apex of

sutural regions dull glaucous blue. Abdomen, venter, ty
D
^\
MBN '

and limbs dull lemon yellow, median dorsal portion of

abdomen and supra-anal plate black ; cerci black distad, margin and
median line of subgenital plate black.

Measurements.
Mm.

Length of body 20.8

Length of pronotum 3.8

Length of tegmen 14.6

The type is unique.



A FURTHER REPORT ON THE OSTRACODA OF
UNITED STATES NATIONAL MUSEUM.

THE

By Richard W. Sharpe,

Instructor in Biology, DeWitt Clinton High School, New York City.

In a previous paper bearing a similar title " a number of species of

fresh-water Ostracoda belonging to the U. S. National Museum were

briefly discussed, and two presumably new species described. Mosi

of these forms were from scattered localities in the United States

and Mexico, and represented the known ostracod fauna of these

countries but meagerly. Since that paper was published, a number

of marine as well as fresh-water forms have come to my hands for

study. The marine forms were mostly collected by the U. S. Fish-

eries steamer Albatross.

It therefore remains for me to give an account of these forms, and

the present paper offers some results. Four species, apparently new

to science, are here figured and described. It also seems wise to

insert a revised systematic summary, indicating the extent of the

National Museum collections examined to date of this paper.

Systematic Summary.

Tribe.

Podocopa .

Myoducopa

Total.

Family.

Cyprididse.

Cytheridse
Cypridinidae.

Subfamily.

Candoninse
Cypridinse
Cypridopsinae
Cyclocypridinae . .

.

Herpetocypridinse.
Notodromadiiuc...

Genus.
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Revised summary of species of OstracoQa of the National Museum.

1. Family Cypbidio^:.

(a) Subfamily Candoninse.

1. Genus Candona.

1. C. parallela G. W. Miiller, Colorado; May.

2. Genus Paracandona.

2. /'. euplecteVa (Brady and Norman I. Now Jersey: .March.

(b) Subfamily Cypridinae.

',). Genus Gypris.

3. C. fuscata (Jurine), common in United States and Mexico;

spring.

4. G. pellucida Sharpe, Illinois, Idaho, Mexico.

r>. ('. pubera Jurine, Oregon.

6. C. reticulata Zaddach, Illinois, Massachusetts, New York

(Catskill Mountains), New Jersey.

7. G. virens Jurine, Massachusetts, Ohio. Mexico.

8. G. incongruens (Ramdohr), Florida, Ohio, Pennsylvania.

4. Genus Spirocypris.

!>. S. passaica Sharpe. Massachusetts. New Jersey.

10. S. tuberculata Sharpe, Indiana. Illinois; May.

(c) Subfamily Cypridopsinae.

5. Genus Cypridopsis. *

11. G. vidua, common everywhere.

6. Genus Potamocypris.

12. /'. smaragdina Vavra, Illinois, Mexico.

(r/) Subfamily Cyclocypridinse.

7. Genus Cyclocypris.

13. G. Iwvis (O. F. Miiller), Delaware, Indiana. Illinois. New
Jersey, New York (Catskill Mountains!.

8. Genus Cypria.

14. G. dentifera Sharpe, Illinois, Ohio, New York. New Jersey.

15. C. exsculpia Fischer, common everywhere.

9. Genus Ilyocypris.

Ki. /. gibba (Ramdohr), Colorado; March.

17. /. bradyi G. O. Sars, Colorado; March.

(c) Subfamily Herpetocypridina?.

10. Genus Chlamydotheca.

18. C. azteka Saussure, Texas; October.

19. G. mexicana Sharpe, .Mexico; September.

11. Genus Herpetocypris.

20. II. reptans Baird, California; September.

12. Genus Ilyodromus.

21. /. pectinatus Sharpe, stomach of spatula clypeata Linnaeus,

South Carolina. Europe? (Jeffreys collection).

(/) Subfamily Notodromadinaj.

13. Genus Gyprois.

L'2. G. marginata (Strauss), Jackson Park, Chicago; May.

1 1. Genus Notodromas.

23. X. monacha (O. F. Mfiller-), Indiana. Minnesota; May.

-. Family < 'vtiikuid.e.

ir>. Genus Cythere.

24. C. americana Sharpe. brackish pools, Long Island; June.

25. ('. papillosa Sharpe, brackish pools, Long Island: June.
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3. Family Cypridinid^e.

16. Genus Gylindroleberis.

26. C. otilonga (Grube), California coast.

i'T. ('. lobianci G. W. Miiller, California coast, Catalina islands.

17. Genus Pyrocypris.

28. P. americana G. W. Miiller, off Honolulu. Hawaiian Is

lands: May: night anchorage.

18. Genus Philomedes.

29. P. brenda (Baird), Gulf of St. Lawrence. Greenland coast.

1. Family CYPRIDIDiE.

Subfamily CjAlNTDONUSTJE:.

1. Genus CANDONA Baird, 18SO.

I. CANDONA PARALLELA G. W. Miiller.

Plate LI, figs. 1-5.

Candona parallela Muixer, Zoologica, XII, Heft 30, 1900, p. 25, pi. v. figs.

5 6, 23-25.

Dimensions of female.—Length, 0.78 to 0.85 mm.; height, 0.42 to 46

nun.: breadth. 0.35 to OA'2 mm. Males unknown.

Seen from the side (fig. 1), the highest part lies at the posterior

part, where the shell edge forms an angle, from which the dorsal mar-

gin runs nearly straight and approximately parallel to the ventral

inl^o to about the region of the eyespot, from which it abruptly slopes

forward with even an appreciable concavity to a narrowly rounded

anterior margin.

Ventral margin slightly sinuate, the most so just opposite the

muscle impressions.

Height to length about as 1 : 18. The growing line is farther from

the shell edge anteriorly and posteriorly, its distance anteriorly being

about one-fourth the distance to the muscle impressions. Shell com-

paratively plain, with but a few scattered papillae and setose both

anteriorly and posteriorly.

Seen from above (fig. 2), the shell is bluntly pointed anteriorly,

more so posteriorly, the left shell clearly overlapping the right one.

The greatest breadth is approximately in the middle, its ratio to the

length being about as three to seven.

Seta on anterior edge of penultimate segment of second antenna

of female longer than the last segment.

Shorter seta of terminal segment of second foot (fig. 5) more than

twice as long as terminal segment. Second foot 5-segmented, no

seta at distal outer angle of third segment. Seta on median side

of penultimate segment of mandibular palp not plumose, short.

Genital plate of female flat, without a backwardly directed process.

Caudal ramus (fig. 3) rather stout, about one-seventh as wide in the

Proc. X. M. vol. xxxv—OS 26
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middle as the greatest length; dorsal seta about twice width of

ramus from subterminal claw and reaching slightly beyond tip of

ramus; terminal claw about seven-ninths length of furca measured

along the anterior edge; subterminal claw slightly shorter, and both

toothed in a peculiar manner, a double set of teeth apparently being

present (fig. 4), the upper set being coarser and defined by larger

teeth at either limit, the other or distal set being smaller and more
numerous. Terminal seta aborted and scarcely discernible.

Described from a number of specimens sent me by Prof. A. E.

Beardsley, of the State Normal School, Greeley, Colorado. Collected

near Greeley, Colorado, May 5, 1901.

2. PARACANDONA Hartwig, 1899.

Paracandona Hartwig, Zool. Anzeiger, XXII, 1899, i>i>. 309-311.

—

Sharpe,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXVI, 1903, p. 997.

Terminal claws of the second antenna? very long; the penultimate

segment at least as long as the united second and third segments.

The terminal segment of the mandibular palp provided with two

very strong claws, of which one is united by fusion to the segment.

Second feet with an extra long seta on each of the third and fourth

segments. Appendages otherwise as in Candona, but small and

slender.

Shell tumid, reticulate pitted, as a honey-comb. Small, beautiful

forms not more than 0.8 mm. long. Branchial plate of two setae.

Second antenna? of both sexes 5-segmented.

This genus was established by Hartwig to include forms the type

of which is Paracandona (Candona) euplectella Robertson. Repre-

sented by only the species euplectella, which has not heretofore been

reported from America. Heretofore reported only from England
and Germany.

2. PARACANDONA EUPLECTELLA (Brady and Norman).

Plate I.I I, fins. 1-5.

Candona euplectella Brady and Norman, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, IV, I'd

ser., 1889, p. 105. pi. ix, figs. 7-8.—Muller, Zoologica, XII, Heft 30,

1900, p. 37, pi. ix, figs. 1-9, 14.

Dimensions of female.—Length, 0.56 to 0.65 mm. ; breadth, 0.32 to

0.34 mm.; height, 0.32 to 0.36 mm. Male, somewhat larger.

Seen from the side (fig. 1), the shell is about twice as long as high,

dorsal margin nearly straight, ventral margin weakly sinuate, nearly

the same width throughout, and both extremities evenly and very

similarly rounded.

Seen from above (fig. 2), the shell appears very plump, the breadth
being to the length about as 1:2 or as 3 : 5, the greatest breadth lying

just posterior to the middle. Anterior end rather more pointed than
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the posterior, both quite gently rounded. Both shells similar in

appearance and size.

The most striking character of this species is seen on the shell, it

being covered with m profuse ornamentation of polygonal areas (fig.

1) or reticulations, thus causing a net-like appearance, which nt once

attracts attention. I know of no other Candona-like Ostracod hav-

ing a similar appearance: the specific name very happily refers to

this striking external appearance. The shell is also covered with a

number of conspicuous papillar elevations, which show more thickly

and conspicuously anteriorly when noted in profile from above.

Terminal claws of the second antennae plain and unusually long,

longer than the last three segments. Terminal segment of the man-

dibular palp (fig. 4) with two strong toothed claws, one of which is

fused to the segment.

Terminal claw of first foot as long as the rest of the foot. Second

foot (fig. 3) 5-segmeiited, the terminal segment being but slightly

longer than broad, or one-half the length of the preceding segment,

which is slightly longer than the antepenultimate segment. The

shorter terminal claw is about the length of the terminal segment, or

about one-fifth the length of the other similarly directed claw. The

third and fourth segments each armed with unusually long setse.

Furca (fig. 5) thick and stout, nearly straight, average width one-

sixth the length as measured along the dorsal edge. Terminal seta

weak, scarcely evident; terminal claw stout, slightly curved, plain,

and one-half length of furca; subterminal claw but slightly shorter,

and both faintly toothed near tip. Dorsal seta less than width of

ramus from subterminal claw and about same length as subterminal

claw. Second maxillary palp of male unusually long and slender.

This species has been reported from England (Brady) and Ger-

many (Lienenklaus. Ilartwig. and Midler, G. W7). Not heretofore

reported from America.

Rather sparsely found in the shallower parts of a swamp near a

small branch of the Elizabeth River, northwest of Roselle Park. New-

Jersey, March 28, U)0S.

Subfamily OYPRIDIN.l-:.

3. CYPRIS O. F. MUller, 1792.

3. CYPRIS FUSCATA (Jurine).

Plate LIII, figs. 1-4.

Monoculus fttscatus Jurine, Histoire des Monocles, etc., 1820, p. 17 1. pi.

xix, figs. 1-2.

Cyprus fuscate Zaddach, Synop. Crust. Pruss. Prodr., 1844, p. 32.—Ln.i.n -

bobg, De Crust, ex ord. tribus, etc., in Scania occurrentibus, 1853, p. 114,

pi. x, figs. 6-9; pi. xn, fig. ::.

Cypris hirsuta Fischer. Mem. des Saw etrang. Acad. St. Petersbourg. VII,

1854, p. 159, pi. x, figs. 6-8.
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Cypris fused Beady, Trans. Linn. Soc. London, XXVI, 1S6S, p. 3012, pi. xxin,

figs. 10-15.

Cypris fuscata Brady and Norman, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, IV, 2d ser.,

1889, p. 73, pi. xn, figs. 3—1.

—

Vavra, Arcbiv. Naturw. Durchforsch.

Bohmen, VIII, Heft 3, 1891, p. 98.—Croneuerg, Bull. Soc. Imp. Xatur.

Moscou, VIII. 1894, p. 30.",. fig. 22.—Sharps, Bull. Illinois State Lab.

Xat. Hist.. IV, Art. 15, 1897, p. 442. pi. xliii, rig. 5.—(J. W. Mi'i.i.Ei:,

Zoologiea, XII, Heft 30, 1900, p ; GO, pi. xvi, figs. 5-9.—Kaufmann,
Revue Suisse de Zool., VIII. 1900, p. 270, pi. xv, figs. 14-16; pi. xvm,
figs. 14-20.

Dimensions.—Length. 1.48 to 1.45 mm.; breadth, 0.80 to 0.85 mm.;
height, 0.85 to 0.95 mm. Shell plain, not reticulate, and sparsely cov-

ered with small papillar elevations.

Seen from above (figs. 2, 3), the shell is broadly ovate, breadth

being to length about as 5 is to 9, the greatest breadth lying just

behind the middle; left shell slightly overlapping the right. The
general color is dark green except in the region of the eyes. The
variety minor after Muller," in addition to showing the light patches

near region of the eyes, also shows similar patches just posterior

to the middle of the body and on the sides. This variety is some-

what smaller in all its dimensions.

Seen from the side (fig. 1), the shell is decidedly humped just

back of the eye-spot, so as to form a noticeable angle when viewed in

exact profile. Extremities well rounded and ventral margin slightly

convex.

Natatory seta? of the second antenna? reach about to the tips of the

terminal claws, long enough so that the animal is free swimming.

Terminal claw of first leg rather short, two-thirds of its length being-

shorter than the last three segments of the leg. while in Cypris r< ticu-

lata this is just reversed. Spines of the first maxillary process

toothed.

Caudal ramus (W<z. 4) finely toothed on dorsal edge, long, slender,

weakly S-shaped to nearly straight, from 18 to 20 times as long as

wide: terminal claw very slender, finely toothed at tip, from one-

half to three-fifths as long as the ramus: subterminal claw two-thirds

as long as the terminal one. nearly straight: terminal seta weak,

about one-third as long as terminal claw: dorsal seta about width of

ramus from subterminal claw and about one-half as long as the

terminal seta. Propagation sexual.

Both varieties, major and minor, were found in great abundance

in all the shallow grassy ponds or swamps southeast of Chicago.

Illinois, as far as Clarke Junction, Indiana. Most of them were col

lected during the month of Maw Scarcely a collection was made

during the month but contained both varieties and both sexes.

" Zoologiea, XII. 1900, p. <',<;.
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An attempt was made to breed them true, with a view to ascer

taining if they would cross, but all specimens invariably died within

a week or so when placed in any of the ordinary aquaria. Their
life period is evidently very short and transitory, which may account

in part for lack of success. Of course, a short life history might be

expected from the transitory nature of their habitat.

They were found associated with Cypria obesa, Spirocypris tuber-

culata, Cypridopsis vidua, Cypria dentifera, Cyclocypris Icevis,

('(iixlonii /< <-tic<iiul((, and Cyprois marginata. These, of course, were
not certainly present in any one locality. For instance, Cyprois
marginuta was found in only one small temporary grassy pool in

Jackson Park, which very soon dried up, while most of the remain-

ing forms occurred quite generally in all the swamp and dune ponds
of the region southeast of Chicago and of northwestern Indiana.

For the character of the plant life of the waters of this region see

under Notodromas monacha.

Distribution world-wide; all Europe; Guanajuato, Mexico, in a

collection sent to the .U. S. National Museum by Dr. A. Duges, French
consular agent. Accession No. 15606. A few specimens were here

found associated with Cypris pellucida.

8. CYPRIS INCONGRUENS (Ramdohr).

Plate LIV, figs. 1 3.

Cypris incongruens Ramdohr, Ma^. der Gesell. Naturforsch. Freunde,

Berlin, II, 1808, p. 86.

('Hl>ris aurantia Baird, Nat. Hist. Brit. Entomos., London, 1S50, p. L59,

pi. xix, fig. 13.—Fischer, Abh. der Mathem. I'hys. Klasse der kgl. Bay-

erischen Akad. der Wiss., VII, 1855, p. 650, pi. i, fips. 29-31, 60, 61.

Cypris incongruens Brady, Trans. Linn. Soc. London, 1S0S, XXVI, p. 362,

lil. xxiii, figs. 16-22.

—

Brady and Norman, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc.

L889, IV, 2d ser., p. 73, pi. xn. figs. 8-9.—Vavra, Arch. Naturw. Durcn-

forsch. Bobmen, VIII, Heft 3, 1891, p. 95.—Croneberg, Bull. Soc. Imp.

Natur. Moscou, VIII, 1894, p. 304, fig. 21.

—

Kauffman, Revue Suisse do

Zool., VIII. Fasc. 3, 1000, p. 204. pi. xv, figs. 10-12; pi. xvm, fii,'. 5.—
Muller, Zoologica, XII, Heft 30, 1900, p. 77; pi. xm, figs. L2-22.

Cyprinotus incongruens Sharpe, Bull. Illinois State Lab. Nat. Hist., IV.

1S'.)7, p. 187.—SARS, Ann. .MusiV Zool. de 1'Acad. Imp. des Sci. do St.

Pgtersbourg, VIII, 1003, p. 222 [28].

Dimensions.—Length, 1.5S to 1.75 mm.; height, 1 to .1.01 mm.;
breadth, 0.85 to 0.00 mm.
Soon from above (fig. 2), the shell is widest at its posterior one-

third, about one-half as wide as long, rounded posteriorly and

anteriorly, the left shell overlapping the right. Seen from the side

(fig. 1), the right shell is highest just back of the middle, the height

here being about three-fifths as great as the length and sloping

rapidly anteriorly from just back of the eye-spot; the anterior and
lower posterior margins of the right valve armed with a row of

prominent tubercles (fig. 1).
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The left shell is somewhat larger than the right and not armed

with tubercles at its anterior and posterior margins. The color varies

from brownish yellow to a clear yellow.

Natatory setse of the second antennae reach slightly beyond the tips

of the terminal claws. Spines of the first maxillary process toothed.

Terminal claw of the second foot slender, slightly longer than the

terminal segment. Furca (fig. 3) approximately straight, the termi-

nal claw about one-half its length; subterminal claw about two-thirds

the length of the terminal one ; dorsal seta about width of furca from

subterminal claw, and approximately as long as the claw; terminal

seta slender, nearly one-half length of terminal claw.

A large number of these forms were found in recent indurated mud
deposits near Carlisle, Pennsylvania. The specimens were picked

from the dried mud, soaked in a solution of potassium hydroxide for

a number of hours, then placed in dilute glycerin. In this manner

the apparent^ hopelessly dried specimens were put into such condi-

tion as to permit of dissection.

Kaufmann," speaks of this form as not being sexual except possibly

in favorable localities, while Midler, 6 speaks of this form as being

occasionally sexual. Xo doubt most, if not all. Entomostraca may
prove to be both sexual and parthenogenetie, depending upon the

surrounding conditions, so much so that this character may prove of

slight value either as a generic or as a specific character.

Distribution, Europe, Asia, and America.

4. SPIROCYPRIS Sharpe, 1903.

io. SPIROCYPRIS TUBERCULATA, new species.

Plate L, figs. 1, 1'; Plate LIV, fig. 4; Plate LV, tiz*. 1-6.

Dimensions.—Length, 0.03 mm. ; height, 0.53 mm. ; breadth. 0.7 mm.
A beautiful purplish brown tuberculate form, always showing a

transverse dorsal band of a lighter color in region of the eye-spot,

and occasionally another similar band similarly situated posteriorly.

Preserved specimens show these bands rather indistinctly, the general

purplish color showing, however.

The shell ( Plate L, tigs. 1. -J) is thickly covered with a large number
of unusually large and prominent papillary elevations. This feature

is so strikingly apparent as at once to distinguish the species, even

neglecting the color markings, which are also unusual. Shell also

covered with short hairs, mostly situated upon the tubercles.

Seen from the side ( Plate LIV, tig. I ). the shell is nearly the same

width throughout, both extremities evenly rounded, and fully four-

sevenths a- high as long.

" Revue Suisse de Zool., VIII, 1900, p. 2G8.

&Zoologica, XII, 1900, p. 79.
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Seen from above (Plate L, figs. 1, 2), the shell is very broadly oval,

even approximately subcircular, so plump is it. Right valve slightly

overlapping left anteriorly.

Palps of the right and left maxilla? of the male (Plate LV, fig-. I.

G) with hooked terminal segments, these each terminating with a

recurved hyaline tip. As is usual with the genus Spiracypris, the

testes of the male arise in a number of concentric circles in the ante-

rior part of the shell (Plate LIV, fig 4). and after separating into two

groups just back of the eye-spot, extend postero-ventrally.

Natatory setae simple, extending but slightly beyond terminal claws.

Terminal claws toothed at tip, the three larger the same length, and

somewhat longer than the penultimate segment.

Terminal claws of the first feet strong, toothed at tip, slightly

curved, and about one-half longer than the penultimate segment.

Terminal claws of second feet (fig. 1) one and one-half times

length of terminal segment. Terminal segment beak-shaped; ter-

minal reflexed seta about twice as long as terminal claw.

Ejaculatory duct of male in sack (fig. 2) elongate and narrow, and

with about 20 wreaths of spines.

Furca nearly straight, very slender (fig. 3), about 32 times as long

as average width ; dorsal margin smooth. Terminal claw nearly

straight, very faintly pectinate at tip, one-half as long as furca;

subterminal claw four-fifths as long as terminal one. Terminal seta

less than two-fifths as long as terminal claw. Dorsal seta slender,

twice width of furca from subterminal claw and reaching about to

tip of furca.

This form differs from Spirocypris passaica, the only other de-

scribed member of the genus, in the prominent tubercles of the shell,

shell coloration, much smaller size, plumpness, and slenderness of

furca, its length to breadth being about as 32 to 1, while in S. paxH<ti<<i

the ratio is about as 23 to 1.

Observations.—This form is not especially free swimming, and is

usually pretty well confined to the debris and algae of the bottom.

It was found in company with many Cladocera, Hydra, Hydrachnids,

Cyprais monacha, Cypris fuscata, Cypria dentifera, etc. A num-

ber of cultures were made in battery jars, also in Syracuse watch

glasses. Those made in the watch glasses were started April 26,

1906, and kept in good shape until the latter part of May of the

same year in an attempt to get their eggs, but none noted.

()< < ui^rence.—The specimens examined were collected from various

localities southeast of Chicago, Illinois. They were first noted in

an aquarium started January 28, 1903, with debris, etc., taken through

the ice from a shallowT permanent pond, situated near the water-

works station in the south end of Jackson Park. Chicago. They
were continuously noted in collections made in April and May from
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nearly all the ponds and swamps of this region and from ditches

and shallow sphagnum swamps near Roby, Indiana, May G, 190G.

In some respects this species somewhat superficially resembles the

figures given for Candona ewplectella Robertson in Brady and Nor-

man.'7 Alcoholic or formalin specimens retain a purplish appear-

ance. Furthermore, so plump are these forms that when placed in

water in Syracuse glasses for superficial examination instead of lying

on their sides, as is so commonly the case with most Ostracods, they

nearly invariably remain dorsal or ventral side up.

Type-locality.—Swampy ponds, Jackson Park, Chicago, Illinois.

Type.—Cut. No. 38345, U.S.N.M.

Subfamily CYCLOCYPEIDIN^.

7. CYCLOCYPRIS Brady and Norman, 1889.

Cypris Authors. 1 785-3 sl'i i.

Cypria Zenker, Wieg. Areliiv. f. Naturg., XX Jahrg., T, 1854.

Cyclocypris Brady and Norman, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc. 1889, p. 70.

—

Vavra, Arch. Naturw. Durchforsch. Bohmen, VIII, 1891, p. 07.

—

Muller,

Orig. Abh. aus dem Gesamt. der Zool., XII, Heft 30, 1000, p. 39.—Kaue-
mann. Revue Suisse de Zool., VIII, Fasc. ;'>, 1000, p. 319.

—

Sharpe, Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus., XXVI, 1903, p. 994.

Natatory seta? very long. Terminal segment of second foot long

and narrow, three times as long as broad. Ductus of numerous lone-

filaments and no distinct central axis. Fourth segment of second

antenna of male with no sense organ on its distal end.

a. Length at least 0.8 mm. Anterior edge of furea about three times length of

terminal claw. Terminal claws strong, nearly straight, weakly bent near

end. Furca toothed on anterior edge, and with a comb of teeth on its

side 0. glooosa.

<r. Length ;it most 0.55 mm.
//. Dorsal seta evident.

c. Furea of female without a comb of teeth near its base. Terminal claws

hook-shaped C. forbesi.

c'. Furca of female with a comb of teeth near its base 0. iiii<iin<r<t.

ir. Dorsal seta lacking, or seen with difficulty. Terminal claws but slightly

curved : G. Icevis.

13. CYCLOCYPRIS L-ffiVIS (O. F. Miiller).

Plate L, fig. 5; Plate LIV, figs. 5-7.

Cypris Icevis O. V. Mvujer, Entomos. sen Insecta testacoa, etc., I7sr>. p. ~>2.

pl. in. figs. 7-9.

Cyclocypris Iwvis Vavra, Arch. Naturw. Durcbforscli. Bohmen, VIII, Heft •">.

1891, p. 68, figs. 21 -26.

—

Katjfmann, Revue Suisse de Zool., Yin, Fasc.

::, 1900, p. 320, pl. xix, figs. •_':: 25; pl. .win. figs. 12; pl. xxix, fig. 17.—
.Mi'u.i 1:. Zoologica, XII. Hell 30, 1900, p. 41. pl. x. figs. 14-22.

"Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, IV, L889, p. 105.
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Dimensions.—Length, 0.-l~> to 0.48 mm.; breadth, 0.24 to 0.28 nun.;

height, 0.3 to 0.34 mm.
The shell varies in color from a lemon yellow to chestnut red,

Vavra, 1891, even reporting them of a whitish color but ordinarily

horn-brown. I have seen none of any other color than lemon yellow

to chestnut red.

Seen from the side (Plate LTV, fig. 5), the highest point of the shell

is almost exactly in the middle, approximately seven-ninths as high as

long. The dorsal margin is rather plainly humped in the middle,

posterior margin evenly rounded, ventral margin nearly straight, or

weakly convex.

Seen from above (Plate L, fig. 5), the shell is egg-shaped, pointed

anteriorly, the left shell slightly overlapping the right anteriorly;

greatest width in the middle, the width being slightly more than

one-half or about three-fifths of the length.

Terminal segment of the second foot (fig. 7) about three times as

long as wide. Terminal claw about as long as the width of the ter-

minal segment; shorter seta about four times as long as the claw;

penultimate segment about five-thirds as long as the terminal one,

and armed with two setae on its inner edge, while C. forbesi has but

one such seta, the outer margin of the segment having three combs of

minute teeth. The terminal claw of one of the specimens examined

was weakly S-shaped. Kaufmann " mentions this peculiarity as a

common occurrence, and uses it as of specific worth. It would rather

seem to be characteristic of the younger stages of growth, however,

as it was in no wise a constant character in the American specimens

examined.

Furca (fig. 6) stout, nearly straight, one-sixth as wide as long,

measured along the anterior edge; terminal seta varying from one-

half to two-thirds length of the terminal claw. Terminal claw stout,

slightly curved near tip, toothed near tip, and about one-half length

of ramus measured along anterior margin, while in C. globosa this

proportion is about as 1 to 3. Subterminal claw also slightly curved

near tip, toothed, and but little shorter than terminal claw. Dorsal

seta hardly distinguishable, and. indeed, usually entirely lacking.

This species seems to be a somewhat variable one, which likely in

part accounts for the unusually large synonymy as given by some

authors.

Described from several specimens collected rather commonly from

ponds and swamps southeast of Chicago, Illinois, and at Clarke Junc-

tion. Indiana. They were collected amongst rushes, water Lilies,

sphagnum moss, typha, etc.: also found at Kissena Park lake. Long

"Revue Suisse cle Zool., VIII, 1900, p. 320.
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Island. The latter collections were made November 10, 1907. while

all the former were made from May 3 to May 20, 1906.

Distribution world-wide. Fossil in the Tertiary, England.

8. CYPRIA Zenker, 18S4.

14, CYPRIA DENTIFERA Sharpe.

Plate L, figs. 3, 4.

Cypria dentifera Shaepe, Bull. Illinois State Lab. Xat. Hist., IV, 1897, pp.

163-465, pi. xlvii, figs. 6-11.

Dimensions.—Length, 0.69 mm. ; height, 0.38 mm. ; breadth, 0.26

mm.
Described from several specimens found in the Zoological Gardens,

Cincinnati, Ohio, August, 1881. Also .found in museum collections

from ponds in Long Island. Xew York, and a pond near Westfield,

New Jersey, June, 1908. Those from the pond near Westfield were

collected by Mr. John J. Schoonhoven, president of the department of

microscopy. Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences.

This species is distinguished by having combs of remarkably long

teeth on the distal halves of the terminal claws of the ramus.

9. ILYOCYPRIS Brady and Norman, 1889.

16. ILYOCYPRIS GIBBA (Ramdohr).

Plate LVI, figs. 1, 2.

Cypris ffibba Ramdohr, Mag. der Gesell. Naturforsch. Freunde Berlin.

II, 1S0S, p. 91, pi. in. ligs. 13-17.

Cypris biplicata Koch, Deutschlands Crustacean, Myriopoden und Arach-

niden, etc., 1838, Heft 21, fig. 10.

Cypris sinuata Fischeb, Mem. des. Sav. Strang. Acad. St. Petersbourg, VI,

1847, p. 193, pi. x. fig. 4.

Capri* biplicata Fischer, Mem. des Sav. Strang. Acad. St. Petersbourg.

VII. 1854, p. 150, pi. v, figs. 5-8.

Cypris gibba Brady, Trans. Linn. Soc. London, XXVI, 1868, p. 3G9, pi. xxiv,

figs. 47-54 ; pi. xxxvi, fig. 2.

Ilyocypris gibba Brady and Norman, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, IV.

1889, i>. 107. pi. xxn/ figs. 1-5.

—

Vavra, Arch. Naturw. Durchforsch.

Bohmen, VIII, Heft 3, 1891, p. .",7. fig. 17 (1-7).—Mttller, Zoologica,

XII, Heft 30, 1900, p. 88, pi. xix. ligs. 7. 8, 10, 14-19; pi. xx. ligs. 17. 18.

Dimensions of female.—Length. 0.85 to 0.95 mm.; height, 0.42

mm. to 0.18 mm.; breadth, 0.38 to 0.44 mm.
Seen from the side (fig. 1), the shell is quite similar to /. hradyi,

excepting that there are two prominent tubercles just back of the

eye-spot, another in the region of the muscle impressions, and yet two

others posterior to this one situated at about the beginning of the pos-

terior third of the shell. The smaller tubercles at the anterior and

posterior ends are more prominent than those of /. bradyi.
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Seen from above (fig. 2), the shell is proportionately broader

than that of /. bradyi, being- about four-ninths of the length, while

with /. bradyi this proportion is about as 1 to 3.

Anterior and posterior ends showing a number of prominent

tubercles, a prominent constriction just back of the region of the

eye-spot, and still another laterally just about the middle of the body

region. The posterior third of the shell is widest of all, but sud-

denly incurved dorsally, so as to cause an appearance of two very

decided rounded swellings of shell along postero-dorsal margin

(fig. 2). All these furrows and humps give the shell a decidedly

crumpled appearance; this appearance may vary somewhat from

the figure given, but, in the main, averages as shown.

Natatory seta? of the second antennae reach about to tips of ter-

minal claws. Second foot as in /. bradyi. Furca very much as in

/. bradyi, except that the terminal seta is longer, it being approxi-

mately two-fifths length of terminal claw, or about two and one-half

times as long as the average width of furca, the subterminal claw

being slightly longer than the terminal one. These proportions

varied somewhat in different specimens, so that I am of the opinion

that both /. gibba and /. bradyi are very variable in details of struc-

ture, so much as to cause great confusion in diagnosis.

I believe that Midler a very wisely chose to speak of these forms

as occurring under four variations, namely, with humps or without

humps, or with long natatory seta? (reaching beyond tips of end

claws) or short natatory setae (reaching not beyond base of end

claws). The terminal seta of the furca also seems to be somewhat

variable in length in the same species, as is also the length of the

subterminal as compared with the terminal claw.

Described from a number of specimens kindly sent me by Prof.

A. E. Beardsley, which were collected by him in the same locality as

/. bradyi (Carters Slough, March, 1905).

Distribution same as /. bradyi.

17. ILYOCYPRIS BRADYI G. O. Sars.

Plate LVI, figs. 3-6.

Ilyocypris bradyi Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk., Christiania, 1S90, No. 1, p.

59.—Mulleb, Zoologica, XII, Heft 30, 1900, p. 90, pi. vm, figs. 9,

11-13.—K.u 1 mann. Revue Suisse de Z00L, VIII, 1900, p. 353, pi.

xxiv, figs. 1, 2; pi. xxv, figs. 17, IS.

Dimensions of female.—Length, 0.85 to 0.95 mm. ; height, 0.45 to

0.5 mm. ; breadth, 0.32 to 0.5 mm. Male slightly larger.

Seen from the side (fig. 4), the shell is about twice as long as high,

dorsal margin nearly straight, ventral rather decidedly sinuate, an-

Zoologica, XII, 1900, p. 88.
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terior and posterior ends evenly rounded and tuberculate. Anterior

end slightly wider than the posterior, and tubercles more numerous.

Seen from above (fig. 3), the shell is elongate, sides nearly parallel,

anterior end pointed, with left shell overlapping right
; posterior

margin rather bluntly rounded. The characteristic protuberances

and furrows of the shell in the region of its anterior third are not so

decided as in /. gibba. I . gibba has, in addition, a protuberance on

each shell just posterior to its middle, which is larger than the others

and characterizes the species; several other small tubercles at the

anterior and posterior margins may also be plainly seen from above.

Natatory setae of the second antennae reach but to the tips of the

terminal claw.-.

Terminal segment of second foot (fig. 5) conical, five-eighths as

broad as long and bearing three seta3 , the two terminal backwardly

directed, the shorter being about one-half the length of the longer,

the longer being approximately seven times the length of the terminal

segment. A third seta is present which is commonly pointed in the
j

same direction as the two terminal ones, thus causing an appearance

of three terminal backwardly directed setae. This seta is situated

laterally rather than terminally, approximately near the middle of the

segment, and is nearly as long as the longer of the two terminal setae.

.

Inner margins of penultimate segment of second foot with two

long seta?, of which the distal one is the longer, the shorter one being

two-thirds its length, or about the length of the shorter terminal seta.

Furca (fig. 6) strong, curved, much broadened at base, and ap-

proximately ten times as long as width at middle. The two terminal

claws slender, plain, approximately same length, and seven-twelfths

as long as furca; terminal seta very weak, about as long as average

of furca. Dorsal seta situated at one-third length of furca from tip,

slender, plumose, bent near tip, and reaching about three-fourths

distance to tip of furca. Distal half of dorsal part of furca ciliate,

also sparsely ciliate laterally.

This species is not free swimming, but creeps or burrows. It

appears to be closely similar to /. gibba, var. repens, of Yavra."

excepting that the natatory seta 1 are longer than is the case with

Described from a number of specimens kindly sent me by Prof.

A. E. Beardsley, of the State Normal School, Greeley, Colorado.

Professor Beardsley collected them from Carters Slough, near Cree-

ley, Colorado, March 9, 1905. He has already made note of its

occurrence. ''

Distribution.—Europe (Sars, Miiller, and Kaufmann), Britain

(Brady and Norman), Colorado.

"Arch. Naturw. Durchforsch. Bohmen, VIII, 1891, p. 60.

6 Science, new sei\, XXI, pp. HisT-OSS.
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Subfamily HEEPETI )CYrjKII3IlSr^K.

12. ILYODROMUS Sars, 1894.

Erpetocypris Brady and Xoumax, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc. ISNit, p. 84.

Herpetocypris Saks, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania, No. 1. L890, p. <',it.

Cypris Yayka. Arch. Naturw. Durchforsch. Bohmen, VIII, 1891, p. 82.

Erpetocypris Cronebebg, Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Moscou, 1894, p. 14.

Ilyodromus Sabs, Vid. Selsk. Skr. Math. Natur. Klasse, 1894, p. 38.

—

Kavf-
siaxn, Revue Suisse de Zool., VIII, 1900, p. 298.

—

Shabpe, Proe. U. S.

Nat. .Mus., XXVI, L903, p. 975.—Muixer, Ergeb. der deutsch. Tiefsee-

Expedition, 1898-99, VII, 1906, p. 136 (Valdivia).

Natatory seta- sparse and much shortened. Surface of shell of

most species striated longitudinally. First maxillary process with

two toothed spines. Caudal ramus ending in three strong claws

which increase in length distally, the usual dorsal seta being replaced

by a spine or claw. Terminal seta present as usual. Propagation

sexual.

Remarks.—This genus was first established by Prof. G. (). Sars

in 181)4 to receive a new species from New Zealand. As originally

described, it was one of two new subdivisions of the genus Herpeto-

cypris, the other division being the genus Candonocypris, which

seems to be less definitely established, as the distinction rests very

largely upon comparative size and overlapping of valves of shells.

Candonocypris appears little more, therefore, than at most a sub-

genus of the genus Herpetocypris. Sars evidently found no males,

hence describes the genus "with propagation exclusively partheno-

genetical." The collections belonging to the U. S. National Museum
contained at least one male, hence the generic description is revised

to that extent.

21. ILYODROMUS PECTINATUS, new species.

Plate I.\ II. figs. 1-5.

Length of male. Lis mm.; height. 0.58 mm.; breadth, ().4!> mm.
Female slightly smaller.

Shell sparsely covered with small papillar elevations, and showing

Small parallel longitudinal striatums (fig. 1).

Seen from the side (fig. 1). the shell is twice as long as high, the

upper margin evenly and gently curved, the lower vdixv nearly

straight, weakly sinuate.

Seen from above (fig. 4), the shell is narrowly oval, both ends

similar.

The second antenna' are large, terminal claws as long as the last

two segments. Natatory seta' very rudimentary, scarcely noticeable.

The two spines of the first maxillary process stout and toothed.

Terminal claw of second foot (fig. 5) stout, broad, nearly straight,

with curved tip.
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Furca (fig. 3) very faintly curved at middle, approximately 15

times as long as wide throughout, the dorsal edge armed with a row

of closely set, coarse teeth for about one-half its length.

Terminal claw stout, nearly straight, about six and one-half times

as long as width of furca. Subterminal claw about four and one-half

times as long as width of furca, the terminal seta being about the same

length. The usual dorsal seta of Cypris is replaced by a spine, which

is one and one-half times as long as average width of furca, and

situated about one-half width of furca from subterminal claw. This

spine is one of the chief characteristics of the genus. All of the claws

are smooth and show little evidence of pectinations.

Maxillary palps of the male (fig. 2) resembling those of the genus

Cypria. but blunt and strong. Copulatory organs of male plate-like.

This species may be at once distinguished from all other described

species of the genus by the strongly pectinated furca. But nine

species of the genus have heretofore been described, seven from

Australia by Prof. G. O. Sars and two from Europe by Dr. G. S.

Brady. Most of these were characterized by faint longitudinal stria-

tions on the shell, Avhich I fancy might not always be in evidence,

depending on age.

The shell of the female is somewhat smaller than that of the male,

all dimensions being in proportion.

Described from a number of specimens belonging to the U. S.

National Museum from Europe?, type localit}^. (Jeffreys collection,

No. TOT.) The male was described from a single specimen found in

the stomach of Spatula elypeata (Linna?us), South Carolina. Bio-

logical survey Nos. 12045 and 59664.

Type.—Cat. No. 38340, U.S.N.M.

Sioblainily NOTODROMADIN"JE.
13. Genus CYPROIS Zenker, 18S4.

Cyprois Zenker, Wieg. Arcbiv. f. Naturg., XX, 1854, Pt. 1, p. SO.

—

Brady

and Norman, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, 1S89, p. 96.

—

Daday, Termesz.

Fus., XVIII, 1895.—Kaufmann, Revue Suisse de Zool., VIII, 1900, p.

258.—MtJXLER, Zoologica, XII, Heft 30, 1900, p. 49.—Sharpe, Proc.

P. S. Nat Mus., XXVI, 1903, p. 975.

Shell high, compressed, smooth, and showing a similarity to that

of the genus Notodmuni*. Second antenna 5-segmented in both

sexes. First maxillary process with six strong toothed spines. Na-

tatory setae reach the tips of the terminal claws. Second foot ending

with a claw and a rellexed seta. Furca with the two terminal claws

seta-like, therefore an appearance as though four long seta1 at tip

of ramus. Furca of the male more bent than that of the female.

No American forms heretofore reported. Sexual.
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22. CYPROIS MARGINATA (Strauss).

Plate LVIII, figs. 1-5.

Cypris marginata II. B. Strauss. Mem. clu Mus. d'Hist. Nat., VII, 1821,

p. 59, pi. i, figs. 20-22.

Cypris fiava Zaddach, Synop. Crust. Truss. Prodr., 1844, p. 33.

('Hindi* flava Brady and Norman, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, Pt. 1, 1889, p.

97, pi. viii, figs. 18-19; pi. xn, tigs. 13-21, 3S.

—

Claus, Art), aus den Zool.

Inst. Wien, X, 1892, Heft 2, pi. v, fig. 10; pi. vi, fig. ('..—Mullek,

Zoologlea, XII, 1900, Heft 30, p. 49, pi. mi, tigs. 1-10, 12-16.

Cyprois marginata Sabs, Forh. Vid. Sclsk. Christiania, 1890, p. 54.

—

Brady
and Norman, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, V, 1896, p. 727.

—

Kaufmann,
Revue Suisse de Zool., 1900, p. 259, pi. xv, figs. 5-9; pi. xvn, figs. 11-19;

pi. xvni, rig. 4; pi. xxix. tig. 10.

Dimensions.—Length, 1.52 mm. ; breadth, 0.75 mm. ; height,

0.96 mm.
A very markedly peculiar form, uniformly yellowish in color, with

no especial markings except numerous small papilla? and a few scat-

tered hairs.

Seen from the side (fig. 1), the dorsal edge is humped just back of

the eye-spots, thence sloping rapidly to the evenly rounded posterior

margin. The ventral edge nearly straight, the anterior edge evenly

rounded. A hyaline margin is yery plainly evident about the entire

edge of shell, especially wide and prominent anteriorly, less so poste-

riorly and least of all dorsally and ventrally. This, no doubt, gave

rise to the specific name as given by Strauss in 1821. The entire

margin of the shell just within the hyaline flange appears to be

tuberculate. because of the presence of unusually prominent " pore-

canals."

Seen from above (fig. 2). the shell is elongate. oval, sharply pointed

anteriorly, less so posteriorly, the greatest breadth in the middle be-

ing about one-half the length. Testes and ovaries show plainly

through the shell.

Natatory setae of the second antenna? plumose, and reaching to

tips of the terminal claws. Terminal claws of the last segment

rather slender, nearly straight, three and one-half times length of

terminal segment. Terminal claw of penultimate segment reaching

to tips of terminal claws.

The second foot ends in a beak-like segment (fig. 5) ; the terminal

claw bent at right angles to the foot; the terminal three-fourths part

being straight and about three times length of terminal segment, the

terminal segment being about as long as broad.

The first maxillary process has six strong, toothed spines (fig. 4),

these being much similar to those of Notodromas, but more coarsely

toothed.

Furca stout (fig. 3), slightly curved, about seven times as long on

dorsal edge as the average width, and terminating in four long setae;
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the two terminal being coarser, and somewhat claw-like, faintly

toothed, the other two rather plumose. Terminal seta three-fifths as

long as anterior edge of furca ; dorsal seta longer, four-fifths as long

as furca, and sharply bent near the tip, the two terminal claw-like

seta1 about the same length, and as long as the anterior edge of the

furca. The dorsal seta here is unusually long, more strikingly so

than amongst any Ostracods with which I am familiar.

A\ marks.—I know of but one other species of Cyprois having been

described

—

C. madaraszi Orley. This species is about twice the size

of ('. marginata, it being about 3 mm. in length, while C. marginata

is only about 1.50 mm. long. It is evidently closely related to Noto-

dromas in habits, and, in part, structurally, noticeably the six spines

on the first maxillary process. Both genera are sexual, the different

sexes showing slight differences of furca and form of shell.

Observations.—This form was kept for several weeks in aquaria.

It was quite active, restless, and swam freely through the water,

numbers of them coming to the surface of the water, where it lias a

unique habit of swimming along in an erratic way just below the

surface film, acting as though trying to support itself there; in fact

it may often be seen resting quiescent just below the surface film, at

some distance from the edge of the aquarium. Many were also no-

ticed creeping among debris at the bottom of the aquarium. Many
were noted copulating.

Occurrence.—Large numbers frequented a shallow grassy pool just

south of the old Columbian Exposition grounds in Jackson Park,

Chicago. This pond was a temporary one, lasting from early spring

to early June, when it became perfectly dry.. This agrees with all

hitherto recorded reports on habitat. It has hitherto been reported

only from Europe, in England (Brady and Norman, 1896), Norway

(Sars, 1891), Switzerland (Kaufmann, 1900), Germany (Muller,

19.00), and Russia.

Collected May 3, 1900, Jackson Park, Chicago.

14. NOTODROMAS Lilljeborg, 1853.

Monoculus Jurine, Histoire des Monocles^ etc., 1820.

Cyprois Zenker, Monog. der Ostracoden, 1854, p. 80.

Notodromas Lilljeborg, De Crust, ex Ord. Mil mis, 1853, p. 54.

—

Brady and

Norman, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, 1889, p. 95.

—

Kaufmann, Revue

Suisse de Zool., VIII. 1900, p. 251.—Muller, Zoologica, 1900, p. 16.-

Sharpe, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXVI, 1903, p. 974.

Shell high, smooth. Natatory setae reach to tips of terminal

claws. Second antenna' six-segmented in both sexes. First maxil-

lary process with six toothed spines. Second foot five-segmented,

terminating in three setae, of which two are backwardly directed.

Furca with two terminal claws seta-like, and terminal missing, so that

furca seems to end in three setae. Two eyes, separate. Sexual.
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Five species of this genus have been described

—

X. entzi Daday
(Ceylon), N. fuscatus Brady ( Australia ), N. madaraszi Orley (Hun-
gary),^, monacha O. F. Miiller, X. oculatus Sars (Sumatra). Newn-
hamia patagonica Vavra, 1898, was originally described as a species

of Xotodromas, but was later decided by Vavra to be a Xewnhamia,
X. madaraszi seems to be a type of a new genus, as it differs from the

typical Xotodromas in many ways, notably the spine-like setae of the

furca being five in number, in place of three, character of arma-

ture of the terminal segment of the second foot, the end segment

being beak-shaped and with short claws, more similar to the Cyp-
ridinae. It is therefore my opinion that the species X. madaraszi

Orley should be the type of a new genus.

23. NOTODROMAS MONACHA (O. F. Miiller).

Plate LIX, figs. 1-8.

Cypris monacha O. F. Mutxer, Entomos. sen Insecta testaeea, 1785, p. 60,

pi. v, figs. 6-8.

—

Zaddach, Synop. Crust. Pruss. Prodr., 1844. p. 31.

—

Fischer, Meru. des Sav. Etrang. de l'Acad. de St. PGtersbourg, VII,

1854, p. 146, pi. iv, figs. 1-11.

Xotodromas monacha Lilljekorg, Orn de inom Skane forekomniende Crust.

af Ord. Cladocera, Ostracoda och Copepoda. Lund., 1853, p. 95, pi. vm,
figs. 1-15; pi. xii, figs. 1, 2; pi. xxv, fig. 16.

—

Brady and Norman, Trans.

Royal Soc. Dublin, 1889, p. 96.

—

Vavra. Arch. Naturw. Durchforsch.

Bohmen., 1891, p. 32, figs. 6-9.

—

Kaufmann, Revue Suisse de Zool.,

VIII, 1900, p. 251, pi. xv, figs. 1-4; pi. xvn, figs. 1-10; pi. xvin, figs.

1-3; pi. xxix, fig. 15.—Mui.ler, Zoologica, XII, Heft. 30, 1900, p. 47.

pi. xi, figs. 8-22
;
pi. xii, fig. 11.

dimensions.—Length, 1.18 mm. ; breadth, 0.T5 mm. ; height, 0.0 mm.
Seen from the side (fig. 1), this peculiar form is at once distin-

guished by its humpbacked appearance. The dorsal and ventral

margins of the anterior half of the shell nearly parallel, after which

the dorsal edge suddenly diverges to form a dorsal hump just back

of the eyes, this shell widest just back of the middle. Posterior end

bluntly rounded, sparingly hairy; the anterior end with a wide hya-

line flange, sparingly hairy, and appearing as though crenulate,

because of the small tuberculations which more or less cover the

anterior part.

Seen from above (fig. 2), the shell is regularly oval, egg-shaped,

but pointed anteriorly. Eyes two, plainly separate.

Second antenna G-segmented. Natatory setse reaching almost to

tips of terminal claws, five in number, and plumose. Terminal and

penultimate segments approximately the same length. Antepenulti-

mate segment but two-thirds as long. Terminal segment narrow,

eight times as long as wide: penultimate segment wider, about four

times as long as wide.

Proc, X. M. vol. xxxv—08 27
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First maxillary process with six broad spines, which are faintly

ciliate at tip (fig. 7). Right maxillary foot of male (fig. 3) with a

sickle-like terminal claw, which is about two-thirds length of ter-

minal segment. Left maxillary foot much shorter, with a strong

sickle-like terminal claw, which is about four-fifths length of terminal

segment. Outer distal angle of terminal segment with a strong pro-

tuberance.

Terminal spine of first foot strong, about three times length of

terminal segment, or about same length as penultimate segment.

Second segment broad, with a tuft of hair on the curved dorsal edge,

also a plumose seta on its dorsal distal margin which reaches to the

end of the following segment. The third segment is two-thirds

length of the following one, with a decided angular projection at its

proximal dorsal edge, and a short seta at its distal dorsal edge, which

is about two-thirds length of the following segment.

Terminal segment of the second foot very small, about as long as

broad, about one-eleventh as long as preceding segment, and with

three setae of unequal lengths, two of which are terminal, and extend

in the direction of the length of the foot; the third, subterminal and

pointing in the opposite direction (fig. 5). One terminal seta about

three-fourths length of longer one, which is seven-eighths length of

penultimate segment; the remaining or subterminal seta being about

the length of the longer one of the three.

Furca strongly bent (fig. 8), with two terminal bristles in place of

the usual terminal claws of the Cyprididse, these bristles being nearly

the same length, the shorter about three-fourths length of the longer

one, which is slightly more than two-thirds length of the posterior

or dorsal edge of the furca ; the'dorsal bristle situated less than width

of furca from subterminal bristle, and about two-thirds length of

same. The anterior bristle, corresponding to the usual terminal

seta of the Cypridida?, is entirely lacking. The furca of the female is

hardly so much bent as that of the 'male, but otherwise nearly

similar.

The specimens studied by me were collected from the dune ponds

of the southern shore of Lake Michigan, near Clarke Junction,

Indiana. This is a typical undrained swamp region, with many
peat bogs. The ponds were originally formed between established

dunes, and in most cases are but relicts at present, having been

destroyed by successive encroachments of different types of vegeta-

tion—first bulrush (Scirpus), sedge (Carex), willow (Saliv), and

the grasses. The filling-in process has usually been accelerated by

abundant growths of Cham, the water lilies Castalia and Nymplwcn,
and Utricularia. These were all found in great abundance in this

region. Among the marginal plants noted were the swamp cinquefoil

{Potentilla palustre), buckbean (Menyantkes trifoliata), and the
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leather leaf (Chamaedaphne calyculata) . Other shrubs noted were

the dwarf birch (Betula pumila), the alder (Alnus incana), the

swamp blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum) , and the poison sumach

(RJius vernix). This region was also characterized as the home of

various orchids, the sundew {Drosera rotundifolia) , the pitcher plant

(Sarracenia purpurea), and the peat moss (Sphagnum).

Observations.—These Ostracods were somewhat brownish yellow

in color, a little darker ventrally, and a light yellow blotch just

posterior to and below the eye-spot. There are two distinct eyes, a

red eye-spot surrounded by a black pigment band. They swim very

actively and persistently, remaining near the bottom most of the time.

They also resemble the Cladocera in many of their swimming
motions, at times turning so that the anterior part of the body is

upwards, until they reach the surface of the water, where they hang,

back downward, a very unusual and especially curious position for

an Ostracod.

Distribution.—This form seems to occur only in permanent bodies

of pure fresh water which is also rich with aquatic vegetation. They
usually appear in April, and are abundant during the summer
months, disappearing in the early autumn. It has been reported

from all northern and middle Europe and from Minnesota.* A few

specimens were found by me near Clarke Junction, Indiana, May 12,

1906, in permanent dune ponds. Found in company with Gypris

fuscata, Cypria dentifera, and Gypridopsis vidua.

2. Family CYTHERIDyE.

15. Genus CYTHERE O. F. Muller.

Cythere O. F. Muller, Entomos, seu Insecta testacea, 1785, p. 63.

—

Sars,

Forb. Vid. Selsk. Christiania, 1SG5, p. 28.—Dahl, Zool. Jahrb., Ill,

18S8, Heft 4, p. 605.—G.' W. Muller, Die Ostracoden des Golfes von

Neapel, 1894, p. 350, pi. xxvn, figs. 25-35
;
pi. xxvin, figs. 11-13, 15-18,

20, 28, 29 ;
pi. xxix, figs. 11, 12, 14, 16.

Shell thick, mostly pitted, without distinct flanges ; muscle impres-

sions 4, which form a row. The growing line runs at a moderate dis-

tance from the shell edge, however, in the anterior half this is

always nearer than the muscle impressions.

Seen from above, always somewhat strongly compressed, not so

broad as high, compound eyes prominent. Hinge margin always

with large teeth on the right shell at its anterior and posterior ends.

The shell edges do not overlap anteriorly or posteriorly.

First antenna short and thickset, 5-segmented, the penultimate

segment formed of the union of the fifth and sixth segments; the

penultimate and antepenultimate segments short, hardly longer than

« Herrick, 10th Ann. Kept. Minn, Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, 1882, p. 252.
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broad, the ultimate slender, more than twice as long as broad, and
originating on the under terminal half of the penultimate segment.

The setae shorter than the limb, mostly spine-like and bent.

Second antenna 4-segmented, segments 3 and 4 united, and flagellum

always well developed in both sexes. Mandible with short, strong,

mandibular process and 4-segmented palp; its penultimate segment

much broadened beyond the middle, its dorsal edge forming a plain

blunt angle, at which the dorsal seta group originates (fig. 4). The
terminal segment short, thick, little, or very little, longer than its

breadth at base.

Maxilla of typical structure, thickset, maxillary process and palp

with short strong bristles; respiratory plate without mouthwardly

directed or abnormal rays.

First to third pairs of legs moderately elongate, their first segments

with one seta on the anterior and posterior edges (without knee-seta).

Furca of female formed of a small basal part with two bristles.

G. W. Miiller divides the genus into two groups :

(1) Those with females with shells of length less than once the

height.

(2) Those with females with shells of length more than once the

height.

All species show a plainly apparent yellowish color, formed be-

cause of a pale yellow color of the entire shell and from pigment

spots in the body.

Dahl " mentions as of generic worth that the penultimate seg-

ment of the first antenna is many times as thick as the terminal

segment and all locomotor appendages of a yellowish color. This is

also true, at least, of the genera Cythcridea and Gythereis.

24. CYTHERE AMERICANA, new species.

Plate LX, flgs. 1-0.

Dimension*.—Length, 1.2 mm. ; height, O.GG mm. ; breadth, 0.04 mm.
Seen from the side (fig. 1), the shell is about 1.8 times as long as

high, both ends evenly rounded, dorsal edge sloping anteriorly a little

more rapidly. Ventral edge slightly sinuate, greatest height just

back of the middle.

Seen from above (fig. G), the shell is about one-half as wide as

long, pointed anteriorly and broadest at the posterior third, where it

i^ about four-sevenths as wide as long; surface of shell covered rather

sparsely with small papillar elevations.

The preserved specimens as seen by reflected light appear of a por-

celain color, covered with a few papillar elevations and not sculp-

tured, as is the case with the great majority of the Cytheridse.

Zool. Jabrb., Abtb. System, Geogr. v. Biol, der Tbiere., 1S88, p. 603.
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As seen from above, the right shell shows from 8 to 10 small blunt

teeth in the region of the hinge (fig. 2).

Seen from the side, the growing line runs approximately at about

the same distance from the shell edge and with pore canals about the

entire margin, numerous, and not branching (fig. 1).

First antenna stout, 5-segmented ; terminal segment slightly more
than four times as long as broad; penultimate segment with two

spines and two spine-like seta? (fig. 5), which alternate; its terminal

spine and seta being about the same length ; the lateral spine being

about seven-ninths the length of the terminal one; its lateral seta

being slightly longer than its lateral spine. Antepenultimate seg-

ment broader than long, with a strong spine.

Second antenna 4-segmented, flagellum 2-segmented, as usual, and

reaching slightly beyond tip of terminal segment. Mandible with

strong 4-segmented palp, the penultimate segment of which is broadly

widened just beyond the middle (fig. 4), thus forming a sharp angle,

at which place is located a group of setse.

Respiratory plate without any abnormal or mouthwardly directed

rays. First pair of legs (fig. 2) strong, basal segment with a seta on

each margin, the posterior one unusually thick ; both of them plu-

mose and barred, two toothed spines of about the same length at its

outer angle. Antepenultimate segment with a strong spine as long

as the last two segments; last two segments the same length, and no

armature. Terminal spine sickle-shaped, and as long as the last two
segments.

Second and third legs similar (fig. 3), having one spine in place

of two at the knee joint and other spines more slender.

Collected by means of a Birge net from shallow tidal pools near

Brighton Beach, New York, June G, 1906 (type locality) ; also near

old mill, Jamaica Bay, June 21, 190S, where it was more common.
Described from five specimens which were obtained only after

repeated hauls with the Birge net. They burrowed about in the

slime, and could not swim.

They are distinguished from most other species, especially by the

regular character of the shell, which with most species of Cythere is

more or less ridged or pitted or tuberculate, as also by its more
regular gray color in life.

Type.—Cat, No. 38347, U.S.N.M.

25. CYTHERE PAPILLOSA, new species.

Tlate LXI, figs. 1-A.

Dimensions.—Length, 0.8 to 0.85 mm.; height, 0.49 to 0.51 mm.;
breadth, 0.42 to 0.45 mm.

Seen from the side (fig. 2), the shell is approximately 1.6 times as

long as its greatest height ; highest in the middle j ust back of eyes,
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sloping gently anteriorly, but quite rapidly posteriorly for a short

distance, then again produced so that the posterior end is almost

truncate, and thus forming a dorso-posterior angle; lower margin

essentially straight.

Muscle impressions four, lying one above another in a straight

line. Just posterior to the muscle impressions are situated two large

conical protuberances or tubercles, so prominent as to at once

characterize the species.

Seen from above (fig. 1), the shell is broadest in the middle, about

half as broad as long, rather sharply pointed anteriorly, more evenly

and broadly rounded posteriorly, and plainly showing the two large

protuberances of each side, situated just posterior to the widest part.

Surface of the shell sparsely covered with small papillar elevations:

the central area also, as seen from the side, with from 30 to 40 small

lucid spots. Shell grayish in color. Pore canals not as evident as in

most species of Cythere.

First antenna (fig. 3) about as usual for the genus, the terminal

spine of the penultimate segment the largest, the seta proximal to

it spine-like, and about the same length, the next spine blunt and

shorter; the proximal seta slender, and not more than three-fourths

length of spine beside it. In Cythere amevlcana these proportions

are different, the proximal seta of the penultimate segment being

longer than the spine just distal to it.

Second antenna stout and of the usual type. (fig. 4). Penultimate

segment of the mandibular palp widened just beyond the middle.

Feet slender and as usual with the genus.

Collected, along with Cythere americana, from shallow tidal pools

near Brighton Beach, New York, June 6, 190(5.

A very few of these forms could be obtained by repeated use of the

Birge net, not more than four to five specimens of each of the two

forms just described, from at least a dozen hauls of the net.

They are poor swimmers, and were only with difficulty seen, as they

burrowed about in the slime and ooze when placed in shallow glass

vessels.

Type.—Cat. No. 38348, U.S.N.M.

3. Family CYPKIDINID.E.

16. Genus CYLINDROLEBERIS Brady.

Cypridina Authors, 18GS.

Asterope Philippi, Arch. Naturg., 8 Jahrg. 1840, Pt. 1, p. 186.

—

Glaus,

Untersuch. zur Erforseh. tier genealog. grundlage des Crustaceensys-

tems, Wein, 1876, p. 94.

—

Sars, Arch. Math. Naturv., Christiania, XII,

issT, p. 11.—Mutxer, Zool. Jahrb., Abth. Syst., V, 1890, p. 239.

Cylindroleberis Brady Intellectual Observer, London, XII, 1867, p. 127;

Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond.. XXVI. 1N6.S. p. 464.

—

Muller, Die Ostracoden

des Golfes von Xeapel, XXI, 1S94, p. 216.
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Shell smooth, more or less oblong or elliptical, and always with a

distinct rostral sinus. Both sexes present and with well developed

eyes. Frontal organ long and slender. First antenna 6 or 7 seg-

mented; in both sexes the fifth joint with a sensory organ; in the

female the terminal segment bearing only rather short seta?, while the

male bears two that are unusually long, almost as long as the entire

animal. Natatory branch of the antenna well developed; secondary

branch small in the female, sometimes jointed; in the male three-

jointed, the third joint reflexed upon the second, forming a grasping

organ. First maxilla without masticating process, in its stead a

group of long plumose setae ; main portion of limb falcate, with many
long, stiff setae on the inner margin ; in front a naked lamella arises

from the main limb. The second maxilla consists of a tongue-like

plate which is setose on its inner margin, and a large semicircular

lamina which bears many long plumose setae on its margin. The first

pair of legs arises directly behind the mouth ; not j ointed and without

lobes; bearing some plumose setae on the ventral margin. The vermi-

form limb has a double row of teeth at its extremity. Furca broader

than long, bearing several claws. There are seven pairs of rather

large dorsal branchiae. Sexual.

It seems wise to follow the lead of Dr. G. W. Miiller in using the

genus name Cylindroleberis rather than Asterope for reasons very

well discussed by him in his splendid work on the Ostracocla of the

Gulf of Naples.

26. CYLINDROLEBERIS OBLONGA (Grube).

Plate LXII, figs. 1-4.

Cypridina marice Baird, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1850, p. 257, pi. xvn, figs.

5-7.

Cypridina oblonga Grube, Archiv. fur Naturg., 1S59, p. 322, pi. xn.

Cylindroleberis marice Brady, Intellectual Observer, 1S67, p. 127, pi. n,

figs. 11-14; Trans. Linn. Soc, XXVI, 1S68, p. 465, pi. xxxin, figs. 18-22.

Asterope oblonga Sars, Archiv. for Mathem. og NaturvicL, XXII, 1887,

p. 31, pi. i, figs. 5-8
;
pi. ii, figs. 1, 2 ;

pis. v, vi.

Cylindroleberis oblonga G. W. Muller, Die Ostraeoden des Golfes von

Neapel, 1894, p. 219, pi. iv, figs. 14-18, 39, 41, 49-55; pi. v, figs. 1, 4, 5,

13, 14, 33, 41-44
;
pi. vin, fig. 4.

Cylindroleberis marice Cushman, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., XXXII,
1906, No. 10, p. 366, pi. xxix, figs. 19-25.—Juday, Univ. of Cal. Pub.,

Ill, 1907, No. 9, p. 143, pi. xix, figs. 7-11.

Dimensions.—Length, 1.45 mm. ; height, 0.8 mm.
Seen from the side (fig. 1), the shell is nearly twice as long as high,

elongate, upper and lower margins nearly parallel, the greatest height

just back of the middle. Upper margin higher posteriorly, the lower

margin slightly sinuate anteriorly
;
posterior extremity broadly and

evenly rounded.

Rostral sinus oblique, narrow, situated below the middle. Surface

of the shell finely punctate, and yellowish red in color.
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The vermiform limb (fig. 4) has both apical lips serrately divided,

and with but a few spine-like setae on its margin.

Caudal lamina each with eight rather slender spines and setae

(fig. 2), thus appearing as though sixteen in a row, the spines twelve

in a row, and larger, very faintly serrate ; the smaller four in number,

seta-like.

Higher magnification of a claw (fig. 3) plainly shows character-

istic serrations, every eighth or tenth one being larger than the rest.

Distribution.—British seas (Brady) ; Mediterranean Sea (Midler)
;

Scandinavian seas (Sars) ; California coast (Juday) ; Vineyard

Sound (Cushman) ; San Diego Bav, California, Cat. No. 13108;

U.S.N.M.
27. CYLINDROLEBERIS LOBIANCI G. W. Muller.

Plate LXIII, figs. 1-5; Plate LXV. figs. 3-7.

Cylindroleberis lobiaci G. W. Muller, Die Ostracoden des Golfes von Neapel,

1S!>4. ]». 220, pi. iv, figs. 40-42; pi. v, figs. 2, 3, 26, 32, 34, 40.

Dimensions of male.—Length, 5.25 mm. ; height, 3.G5 mm.
Dimensions of female.—Length, 5.85 to G mm. ; height, 4.8 to 5 mm.
Shell of the male (fig. 2) longer than that of the female (fig. 1)

and of different shape; the height being to length approximately as

1 to 1.45, while the shell of the female is approximately as 1 to 1.2,

thus being slightly oblong to almost circular in outline. Surface of

shell covered with small pittings in both sexes.

The rostral incision is rather obliquely set, not deep, narrow, and

a little above the middle.

First antennae rather stout, elongate, terminal segment short, about

one-fifth as long as the fifth segment; second segment with seven

lateral setae and three marginal outer ones, two of the latter long

and plumose; third segment about half as long as the second, outer

margin about twice as long as the inner, and armed with about seven

long plumose setae, most of them clustered at the outer distal margin.

Terminal spine stout, slightly curved, and as long as the part distal

to the fourth segment.

About all the natatory setae of the second antennae armed on their

lower margins with a row of teeth (fig. 7).

Inner rudimentary branch of the second antennae of the female

composed of three segments, the basal one as long as the other two,

with a tuft of short setae at its base, and seven to eight marginal ones.

Penultimate segment about one-half length of basal one, with four to

five short setae; terminal segment conical, and terminating in a long

ringed seta (Plate LXV, fig. 5). Occasionally another form of

branch is to be seen (Plate LXV, fig. 4), which, however, is evidently

that of the younger stages. This is usually four-segmented, the basal

segment with two or three short setae, antepenultimate segment with a
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seta at its inner distal angle; penultimate segment with a long ringed

seta at its outer distal angle; terminal segment conical, about length

of previous segment, and terminating in a short seta.

Mandibular process falcate (Plate LXIII, fig. 5), pointed and with

many hooked serrations, and a slender outer branch. Vermiform limb

broadened at end, the last forty to fifty segments setose, the last six

or eight segments often with two seta^ on each margin. Its tip is

armed with a double row of toothed spines (Plate LXIII, fig. 4), each

with a curved tip.

Furcal plate with three strong claws (Plate LXV, fig. 3), the sec-

ond and third on special processes of the furcal plate, and from seven

to nine curved seta-like spines, these being mostly toothed and barbed

near tip (fig. 3). The base of each claw is armed with twTo or three

rows of setae, mostly arranged in clusters. Claws very strongly

toothed, except near tip. Lower posterior margin of furcal plate very

densely setose.

Observations.—The many collections of the United States Bureau

of Fisheries containing this form also contained many that were

evidently the young, and all showed various modifications of the

inner branch of the second antenna, but these in the main resembling

fig. 5. Inner rudimentary branch of the second antenna of the male

composed of two segments, the terminal one reflexed against the basal

one, thus forming a prehensile organ for grasping (fig. G). Basal

segment about four times as long as broad, inner margin swollen

about the middle, and with six short setae; terminal segment irregu-

larly falcate, with a seta near its union with the basal segment, and
a serrate tip (fig. 6a.)

Remarks.—Muller, 1894, first describes this species as occurring in

the Mediterranean Sea in a depth of about 5 fathoms, among coarse

sand, in company with Amphioxus. He based his description on

but two examples, both of which were females, males being therefore

unknown to him.

The males are seemingly not very abundant. Two males were found
among the twenty or more specimens critically examined by the

author.

Distribution.—Mediterranean Sea (Muller, 1894) ; San Pedro,

California, Ace. No. 43766, U.S.N.M.; San Diego Bay, California,

Cat. No. 13791, U.S.X.M.; San Pedro, California, Ace. Xo. 37972,

U.S.X.M. ; off Abreojos Point, Lower California, 5J fathoms, station

2835, Albatross, and off San Diego, California, 25 fathoms, station

4304, Albatross; San Diego Bay, California, Cat. Xo. 13107,

U.S.N.M. ; Catalina Islands, California, and Ensenada, Lower Cali-

fornia, Ace. No. 22456, U.S.X.M. (Orcutt).

The two males examined were from a collection taken at Ballenas

Bay, Lower California, U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, Xo. 1884 (Alba-

tross).
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17. Genus PYROCYPRIS Muller, 1890.

Cypridina Authors, 1852 (Dana), 1S68.

Pyrocypris G. W. Muller, Zool. Jahrb., Abth. Syst., V, 1890, p. 231, pl.-xxv,

• figs. 1-8
;
pi. xxvi, figs. 10, 12, 16, 19 ;

pi. xxvn, figs. 1, 2, IS, 24, 34-37.—

Brady, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond., XVI, 1902, p. 1S5.—G. W. Muller,

Ostraeoda, Abdr, aus Wiss. Ergeb. der deutscb. Tiefsee Expedition
" Valdivia," 1S9S-99, 190G, p. 107.

Eupathistoma Brady, Trans. Zool. Soc. Loud., 1898, XIV, Pt. 8, p. 437, pi.

xliv, figs. 21-26.

Shell membranous, about 2 mm. long, and produced posteriorly to

form a prominent rounded beak or process.

Especially characteristic is the upper lip, which Muller a believes

serves as a phosphorescent organ. It is unusually well developed to

form six finger-like processes (Plate LXIV, fig. 5), the two anterior

unpaired, and four are in pairs, of which the two posterior ones are

the longest. It is always peculiarly pigmented with a dark-colored

pigment which presumably possesses the power of producing phos-

phorescent light by chemical means. 6

Rudimentary branch of the second antennas similar in both sexes,

hardly noticeable, and with five seta?.

Furca always with nine toothed spines, of which the second is im-

movably fixed with the furcal plate. Vermiform limb with a termi-

nal armature of from three to five unequal slender claw-like seta?,

all curved to one side. Brady c figures P. americana as having a furca

with but seven spines or spine-like seta?. This is undoubtedly an

error, probably due to poor specimens.

Commonly caught at night with a surface net in tropical seas.

Many instances are on record of hauls containing as high as 15,000

to 20,000 individuals. Sexual. Heretofore recorded as occurring off

the American coast only by the Galatea expedition, September 10,

1875, the species P. americana being reported off the west coast of

Central America.

Brady believes this genus intermediate in character between Cypri-

dina and Pltilomedes.

28. PYROCYPRIS AMERICANA G. W. Muller.

Plate LXIV, figs. 1-5.

Pyrocypris americana Muller, Zool. Jahrb., Abth. Syst., V, 1S90, p. 233,

pi. xxv, fig. 3.

—

Brady. On new or imperfectly known Ostraeoda, chiefly

from a collection in the Zool. Museum, Copenhagen, L902, p. 1S5, pi. xxi,

figs. 14-19.

Dimensions.—Length, 1.55 mm.; height, 0.85 mm.; breadth,

0.5G mm.

" Xene Cypridinidon, Zool. Jahrb. Abth. Syst., V, 1890, p. 231.

6 Watanabe, II.. 1897, Jour. R. Micr. Soc, Pt. 5, p. 384.
c Trans. Zool. Soc. London, XVI, 1902, p. 185.
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Seen from the side, the shell is about twice as long- as broad (fig.

1), ventral margin very much curved, dorsal margin less so; antenna!

notch narrow, vertical, and with a small tuft of seta?; rostral arch

much produced, posterior extremity much produced into a conspicu-

ous beak which is gently curved ventrallv, but dorsally forms a very

decided angle with the shell (fig. 1).

Secondary branch of the second antenna is formed of six seta1

(fig. 3). The vermiform limb is armed at tip with five slender

curved claws (fig. 2).

Furca with nine toothed spines (fig. 4), of which the second or

subterminal one is united with the fureal plate, the remainder being

plainly articulated to the plate.

The upper lip (fig. 5) as seen'from the side is very strikingly de-

veloped, the hindmost tooth being the largest and notched, the others

finger-like.

The pigmentation, which is supposed to be the seat of its ability to

produce phosphorescent light, shows plainly as a dark pigmentation.

I have never seen anything of like character associated with any other

Ostracoda.

One specimen studied by me wThich was collected by the Bureau of

Fisheries Steamer Albatross, Station 3921, May G, 1902, 8.45 p. m.,

night anchorage; surface; off Honolulu.

18. Genus PHILOMEDES Lilljeborg 1853.

Cypridina Authors, 1853.

Eurypylus Brady, Descriptions of Ostracoda, Les Foods de la Mer, 1867

1886, Bordeaux, I, p. 141, pi. xvm, figs. 1, 2.

Philomedes Lilljeborg, Oni de inoru Skane for. Crust, af ord. Cladocera,

Ostracoda och Copepoda. Lund., 1S53, p. 175.

—

Baird, Proc. Zool. Soc.

Lond., XXVIII, 1860, p. 202.—Sars, Arch. Math. Naturv. Christiania,

XII, 18S7, p. 45.—Brady and Norman. Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, Pt. 2.

1S96, p. 653.—G. W. Muller, Die Ostracoden des Golfes von Neapel, p.

207, 1004, pi. in, figs. 1-33, 36-44.—

J

uday, Univ. of Cal. pubs., Ill, 1907,

No. 9, p. 139.

Bradycinetus Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania. 1865, p. 109.

—

Beady,

Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond., XNVT, 1868, p. 466.

Shell always with a distinct rostral sinus which is overhung by ;i

broad, blunt rostral process. First antenna six-segmented, with

medium long, sparsely plumose setse, and female with no sensory seta 1
.

Second antenna with a weak secondary branch. Secondary branch

of second antenna of male three-jointed, prehensile, the last joint re-

flexed upon the second. First maxilla of female rather large and

strong; of male indistinctly joined, weak, and armed with delicate

seta?. Second maxilla of female with two rather large teeth at its

anterior angle, the inner tooth the smaller and bifid; the maxilla of

the male without teeth. Eyes of female rudimentary or lacking;

those of male well developed. First pair of legs more or less dis-

tinctly jointed.
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29. PHILOMEDES BRENDA (Baird).

Plate LXV, figs. 1, 2.

Cypridina brenda Baird, Nnt. Hist. British Entonios., 1850, p. LSI, pi,

XXIII, figs, la-fir.

Bradycinetus brenda Brady, Trans. Linn. Soc, XXVI, 1868, p. 466, pi.

xxxiii, figs. 1-5; pi. xli, fig. 5.

—

Norman, Proc. Roy. Soc, XXV, 1875,

p. 206.

Philomedes brenda Norman, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 6th ser., VI, 1891, p.

119.—Brady and Norman, Trans. Royal Dublin Soc, Pt. 2, 1896, p.

654.—G. W. Muller, Nordisches Plankton, VII, Ostracoda, Kiel, 1901,

p. 10, figs. 18, 19.

Dimensions.—Length, 3 mm. ; height, 1.85 mm. ; breadth, 1.52 mm.
Color a pale straw yellow. As seen from the side (fig. 1), the

shell of the male is oblong, dorsal margin gently curved ; ventral

margin slightly sinuate, posterior margin obliquely truncate, thus

forming an angle at the infero-posterior margin. The anterior sinus

is ciliate, widely opened, the anterior extremity produced much be-

yond the sinus.

Secondary or grasping branch of the second antenna of the male

(fig. 2), with its terminal segment long and narrow, twelve to four-

teen times as long as wide, curved, and reflexed against the second

segment, thus forming a grasping organ, and with a short ringed

seta near its point of union with the second segment. Second segment

bent backwards, and with three-ringed seta; of nearly equal length

situated along its inner margin.

One specimen was sent to the U. S. National Museum, which was

collected by Dr. J. Schmitt from off the coast of Anticosti Island,

Gulf of St. Lawrence, Ace. No. 3911)3.

Distribution.—British coasts (Brady and Norman, 1896), Hol-

steinbourg Harbor, Greenland (Valorous, 1875), Scandinavian har-

bors (Norman, Sars, Lilljeborg).

EXPLANATION OF TLATES.

Plate L.

Fig. 1. Spirocypris tubcreulata, new species, dorsal view.

2. Spirocypris tubcreulata, new species, dorsal view (variety).

3. Cypria dentifera, dorsal view.

4. Cypria dentifera, lateral view.

5. Cyclocypris Iwvis, dorsal view.

Plate LI.

Fig. 1. Candona parallela, lateral view.

2. Candona parallela; dorsal view.

.".. Candona parallela, furea.

1. Candona parallela, terminal claws of furca.

5. Candona parallela, second foot.
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Plate LII.

Fig. 1. Paracandona eupleetella, lateral view.

2. Paracandona eupleetella, dorsal view.

3. Paracandona eupleetella, second foot.

4. Paracandona eupleetella, mandibular palp.

5. Paracandona eupleetella, furca.

Plate LIII.

Fig. 1. Cypris fuscata, lateral view.

2. Cypris fuscata, variety minor, dorsal view.

3. Cypris fuscata, variety major, dorsal view.

4. Cypris fuscata, furca.

Plate LIV.

Fig. 1. Cypris ineongruens, lateral view.

2. Cypris ineongruens, dorsal view.

3. Cypris ineongruens, furca.

4. Spiroeypris tubereulata, new species, lateral view.

5. Cyclocypris Iwvis, lateral view.

6. Cyclocypris Iwvis, furca.

7. Cyclocypris Iwvis, terminal segments of second foot.

Plate LV.

Fig. 1. Spiroeypris tubereulata, new species, terminal segments of second foot.

2. Spiroeypris tubereulata, new species, ejaculatory duct, in sack.

3. Spiroeypris tubereulata, new species, furca.

4. Spiroeypris tubereulata, new species, right maxillary foot of male.

5. Spiroeypris tubereulata, new species, portion of shell, showing tubercles.

6. Spiroeypris tubereulata, new species, left maxillary foot of male.

Plate LVI.

Fig. 1. llyocypris f/ibba, lateral view.

2. llyocypris gibba, dorsal view.

3. llyocypris bradyi, dorsal view.

4. llyocypris bradyi, lateral view.

5. llyocypris bradyi, terminal segments of second foot.

6. llyocypris bradyi, furca.

Plate LVII.

Fig. 1. Ilyodromus pectinatus, new species, lateral view.

2. Ilyodromus pectinatus, new species, maxillary palps of male.

3. Ilyodromus pectinatus, new species, furca.

4. Ilyodromus pectinatus, new species, dorsal view.

5. Ilyodromus pectinatus, new species, terminal segments of second foot.

Plate LVIII.

Fig. 1. Cyprois marginata, lateral view.

2. Cyprois marginata, dorsal view.

3. Cyprois marginata, furca.

4. Cyprois marginata, first maxillary process.

5- Cyprois marginata, terminal segments of second foot,
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Plate LIX.

Fig. 1. Notodromas monacha, lateral view.

2. Notodromas monacha, dorsal view.

3. Notodromas monacha, right maxillary foot of male.

4. Notodromas monacha, left maxillary foot of male.

5. Notodromas monacha, terminal segments of second foot.

6. Notodromas monacha, ventral view.

7. Notodromas monacha, spines of maxillary process.

8. Notodromas monacha, furca.

Plate LX.

Fig. 1. Cythere americana, new species, lateral view.

2. Cythere americana, new species, first leg.

3. Cythere americana, new species, second leg.

4. Cythere americana, new species, mandibular palp.

5. Cythere americana, new species, first antenna.

6. Cythere americana, new species, dorsal view.

Plate LXI.

Fig. 1. Cythere papillosa, new species, dorsal view.

2. Cythere papillosa, new species, lateral view.

3. Cythere papillosa, new species, first antenna.

4. Cythere papillosa, new species, second antenna.

Plate LXII.

Fig. 1. Cylindroleberis oblonga, lateral view.

2. Cylindroleberis oblonga, furca. „

3. Cylindroleberis oblonga, part of a terminal claw of furca.

4. Cylindroleberis oblonga, extremity of vermiform limb.

Plate LXIII.

Fig. 1. Cylindroleberis lobianci, lateral view of female.

2. Cylindroleberis lobianci, lateral view of male.

3. Cylindroleberis lobianci, dorsal view.

4. Cylindroleberis lobianci, terminal part of vermiform limb.

5. Cylindroleberis lobianci, mandibular process.

Plate LXIV.

Fig. 1. Pyrocypris americana, lateral view.

2. Pyrocypris americana, terminal part, vermiform limb of female.

3. Pyrocypris americana, inner branch, antenna of female.

4. Pyrocypris americana, furca.

5. Pyrocypris americana, upper lip, side view.

Plate LXV.

Fig. 1. Philomedes brenda, lateral view.

2. Philomedes brenda, secondary branch of antenna of male.

3. Cylindroleberis lobianci, furca, showing an enlarged seta.

4. Cylindroleberis lobianci, another young stage, as fig. 5.

5. Cylindroleberis lobianci, rudimentary inner branch; second antenna of

female (young).

6. Cylindroleberis lobianci, rudimentary inner branch, second antenna of

male.

7. Cylindroleberis lobianci, portion of a natatory seta,
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Spirocypris tuberculata, Cypria dentifera, and Cyclocypris l^evis

FOR EXPLANATION OF PLATE SEE PAGE 428
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CANDONA PARALLELA.
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Paracandona EUPLECTELLA.
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ILYODROMUS PECTINATUS, NEW SPECIES.
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Cyprois MARGINATA.
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NOTODROMAS MONACHA.
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With the exception of a lot of material sent by Dr. C. A. Kofoid

and another lot, comprising the results obtained by the steamer

Albatross during her Pacific cruise in 1001, sent by Dr. William E.

Bitter, all the specimens collected under the auspices of the Bureau

of Fisheries had been turned over to the U. S. National Museum,
and came to the author in the collection sent from that institution.

It has been the aim to include all this material in the present list

together with those copepod parasites which have been described by

other authors as occurring on the Pacific coast fishes. But it must

be remembered that this is the first attempt at anything of the sort,

and that such primary collections are more or less defective. It is

hoped, however, that it may serve as a basis for future investiga-

tions. In those cases in which the parasites have already been ac-

ceptably described elsewhere it has been considered necessary to give

merely the name and a reference to the literature which tells of their

occurrence on Pacific coast fishes, or which describes and figures

them.

The sources from which have been received the material illustra-

ting each species have been given as far as known, with the addition

of such brief comments as seemed advisable.

On the other hand, those genera and species which have proved

new to science have been fully described and figured.

While the proportion of these new species is apparently very large,

this is no more than should be expected in changing from one ocean to

another, or even from the Asiatic to the American side of the Pacific.

But the novelty of the characters of these new forms is of much less

importance than the close relationship which they show between spe-

cies inhabiting widely remote localities. He who really cares to go

into details will find that there are close correspondences between

the Atlantic and Pacific copepods similar to those found in other

groups of animals, particularly, perhaps, in the fishes which serve as

hosts for these parasites. As at present prepared the list includes 41

species, of which 17 are new to science, including 5 new genera.

Family ARGULIDiE.

ARGULUS PUGETTENSIS Dana.

Argulu.s pugettensis Dana, L852, p. 1351, pi. xciv, fig. 2.

—

Wilson, 1902,

p. 711, pi. xv.

Host and record of specimens.—The host of the specimens ob-^

tained by Dana was unrecorded. A single female war; taken from a

('oho salmon. ncorhynchus kisutch, at Union Bay in June, 1903,

and was obtained and sent with the other material by Doctor Mc-

Clendon. It is Cat. No. 38561, U.S.N.M,
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ARGULUS NIGER Wilson.

Argultis niger Wilson, L902, p. Til. pi. .win.

Host and record of specimens. -The two specimens on which this

species was founded were obtained by the steamer Albatross in Oc
tol»er. L899, from the Pacific coasl Dear Portland, Oregon. The name

of the host was not given.

Family KR( S ASI LI DM.

Genus ARTACOLAX, new.

First thorax segment united with the head i<> form the carapace,

which is much wider than it is lon<r. Second thorax -cement free

and as with' as tin- carapace or nearly so. Third and fourth seg

ments fused and the same width as the second segment or hut little

narrower. Fifth segment free and abruptly narrowed to a half or

even a third of the width of the preceding fused segments. Genital

segment enlarged hut little: abdomen narrow and linear.

First antenna' very Large; basal joint often armed with large

spinous processes. Second antenna' t wo- jointed. Mouth organs

close to the antenna-: second maxillipeds large and attached outside

the other organs as in Bomolochus; furnished, as in that genus, with

S-shaped terminal claws, but without any plumose setae. First

swimming Legs with very wide rami, armed with Large flattened

plumose seta-: exopod one-jointed, endopod three- jointed.

Male like the female, but with the second maxillipeds in norma]

position behind the other mouth part- and armed with the usual

terminal curved claw.

Type-spt cies.— . 1 rtacolax ( Bomolochus > ardi ola Kroyer.

(. I //</< ,,/,/,,•. 'opracD, to hang on, and *oAa£. a parasite).

This genus is distinguished from Bomolochus by the great com

parative width of the first four thorax segments, by the fusi< f the

third and fourth segments, so that there are apparently but three

fiye segments in front of the genital segment instead of four, a- in

Bomolochus, by the lack of plumose seta' on the second ma \ il 1 iped-.

by the increased width of the rami of the first swimming Legs, and

the fact that the exopod has 1ml a single joint.

This new genus will include the following species in addition to

the type: Bomolochus chatoessi Kroyer; 11. cornutus Clan-: B. scom-

beresocis Kroyer: and probably B. hirsutus Hesse, although the last

mentioned species is so poorly described thai ii is impossible to Locate

it exactly.

l'PM-. X. M. \nl. .\ X X \ -OS 28
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ARTACOLAX (BOMOLOCHUS) ARDEOLiE Krbyer, new genus name.

Artacolax (Bomolochus) ardeolce Kboyek, L863, i>. 220, pi. xi, figs. :> a to e.

Host and record of specimens.—A single female was taken from the

gills of the little garibaldi, Hypsypops rubicundus^ at La Jolla, by

Doctor McClendon, and is Cat. No. 38597, U.S.N.M.

On examining the described species of Bomolochus it is found that

there are differences between them which can not consistently be in-

cluded in a single genus. These differences are found in the body

segmentation and in the structure and arrangement of the mouth

parts and the first swimming legs. The same rule must be applied

here that is used in dealing with other genera. In all the species

really belonging to the genus Bomolochus there must be the same

number of thoracic segments, however much those of the abdomen

may vary. The appendages must also be of the same general char-

acter and similarly arranged. But this is not found to be true,

and, accordingly, the preceding new genus must be established for

certain species hitherto included in the genus Bomolochus, which

agree among themselves, but do not agree with the original Bomolo-

chus type.

Family CHOXDRACANTHID.E.
CHONDRACANTHUS EPACTHES, new species.

Plate LXVI.

Host and record of specimens.—Five females and two males were

taken by Doctor McClendon from a chimaera or elephant fish, Hydro-
lagus colliei, at La Jolla, and are Cat. No. 38580, U.S.N.M. These

are made the types of the new species.

Female.—General body form elongate with rounded outlines and

without any horns or processes. Head small and ovate, considerably

narrowed anteriorly and covered with a carapace of the same shape

but smaller, not reaching the posterior margin of the head.

First thorax segment only three-fifths the diameter of the head,

twice as wide as long, and distinctly separated from the following

segment. Second segment twice the width of the first, narrowed an-

teriorly, and also distinctly separated from the following segments.

Genital portion divided at its center by a marked constriction on

either margin and a well-defined groove; the two halves very dif-

ferent in form, the anterior one oblong with straight and parallel

sides and but slightly rounded corners, the posterior half elliptical,

with strongly convex sides and long club-shaped processes at the

posterior corners. Abdomen small and conical, bluntly rounded at

the tip, less than half the length of the posterior processes, and with-

out anal Laminae. Egg strings one- fourth the diameter of the genital

portion and a little longer than the entire body, tapering toward the

posterior ends; eggs small, about ten longitudinal rows,
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First antennae swollen and two-jointed, terminal joint much smaller

than thf basal, as wide as long and armed with a few minute spines.

Second antennae in the form of large sickle-shaped hook-, their bases

enlarged into hemispherical knobs and articulated directly with the

ventral surface of the head. Month and month parts ai the extreme

posterior border of the head; mouth opening a transverse slit par-

tially covered by the upper lip, which is ribbon-shaped, much wider

than long, and has a straight posterior margin.

Maxilla' and niaxilliped- visible at the sides of the month opening,

mandibles concealed beneath the upper lip. Mandibles of the usual

shape, a flattened and curved lamina, twice as long as wide, pointed

at the tip. and armed along either margin \\ ith a row of large bluntly

pointed teeth, about 30 on the convex margin and -2'> on the concave.

Maxillae two-jointed, the basal joint swollen and cylindrical and at-

tached ju-t at the posterior margin of the upper lip: the terminal

joint an elongate pointed lamina, with six or seven large rounded

teeth on it- posterior margin near the tip. Maxillipeds also two-

jointed, the basal j<»int swollen ami attached close to the maxillae, the

terminal joint -mailer and divided at the tip into a dorsal and

ventral knob. The former is covered with small spine-, the latter

carries a single large conical spine.

Total length, L0.5 nun. Length of head. L.5 mm. Width at pos-

terior margin, l.."> nun. Length of first two thorax joint-. L.75 mm.:
of genital portion. ".•_'."> mm. With of latter. 2.75 mm. Length of

egg strings, 1 1.5 mm.
Color. This is of n muddy gray, somewhat mottled on the dorsal

surface, lighter beneath. Egg strings a sulphur yellow.

Male.—Head joined with the first thorax segment and swollen

into an ovoid ma-- much larger than the rest of the body. Free

thorax distinctly segmented and curved over ventrally; genital seg

i nen t slightly enlarged and evenly rounded; no abdomen; two narrow

conical anal laminae attached directly to the genital segment, each

tipped w ith two minute spine-.

First antennae in the form of -mall finger-like projections jusl over

the bases of the second pair. Other month parts similar to those of

the female. Two pair- of rudimentary leg- on the first two thorax

joints, each consisting of a short cylindrical basal joint tipped with

two conical -pine-.

Total length. L.6 mm. Length of carapace. 0.88 mm. Width of

same, 0.G mm.
Color, a clear yellow, much lighter than the female : ton ml attached

to the abdomen id' the latter between the posterior processes of the

genital portion.

{epachthes, inaxBrfs^ troublesome, annoying.)

All the specimens are excellently preserved and each of the females

carries a pair of fully developed egg -t rings.
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Genus PSEUDOCHONDRACANTHUS, new.

Diagnosis.—Head distinctly separated from the rest of the body

and covered dorsally with a small carapace. First thorax segment

only free, the others fused into the elongate genital portion, which is

without any traces of segmentation. Abdomen small and two-

jointed. Egg strings long; eggs multiseriate. Second antenna? in

the form of stout falcate hooks. Mouth parts at the posterior margin

of the head. Mandibles similar to those of Chondracanthus. Max-
illae sickle-shaped laminae like the mandibles, armed with a row of

broad blunt teeth along either margin, and carrying at the base on

the dorsal surface a blade-like palp. Maxillipeds relatively very

large and attached to the extreme lateral margins of the head;

their basal joints are flattened lamina?, strongly muscular and bor-

dered by muscular flaps on either side; their terminal joints are

bilobed, one lobe armed with a stout claw, the other covered with

short spines.

When closed these organs cover the bases of the other mouth parts

and the entire sides of the face, giving to the latter a swollen appear-

ance; when open they expose the front of the face to its extreme lat-

eral margins. There is but a single pair of rudimentary swimming
legs, flattened and bilobed at their tips.

Type-species.—Pseudochondracanthus diceraus.

{pseudo, and Chondracanthus.)

PSEUDOCHONDRACANTHUS DICERAUS, new species.

Plate LXVII.

Host and record of specimens.—Two females with fully developed

egg strings, and each with a male attached to its abdomen, were taken

from a species of puffer at La Jolla, California, by Doctor McClendon
and are Cat. No. 38581, U.S.N.M. (See also p. 477.)

It has been found on the Atlantic coast as well as the Pacific; a

fine lot of specimens were obtained from the gills of the common
puffer, Sphceroides maculatus,.bj Doctor McClendon at Woods Hole,

Massachusetts, in 1906, and these have been made the types of the

species; they are Cat, No. 38603, U.S.N.M.

Another lot, Cat. No. 38004, U.S.N.M., was obtained from the same

fish by Doctor Linton, also at Woods Hole.

The author was fortunate enough to obtain some living specimens

while at Beaufort, North Carolina, in the summer of 1905.

Female.—General body form short and plump; head as long as i

wide, the anterior margin convex, the lateral and posterior margins

concave, all four corners projecting and well rounded. From each

anterior corner a short and bluntly rounded horn extends out later-
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ally. The head is partially covered with a carapace, ovate in shape,

much narrowed anteriorly, and with a deep groove along the mid

line for two-thirds of its length. There is hut a single free thorax

segment behind the head: this is nearly as wide a> the head and

carries a single pair of rudimentary legs.

The genital portion of the body is elliptical, slightly narrowed

posteriorly, one-third wider than the head, and entirely covered with

small triangular flattened spines. It shows no traces of segmenta

tion. not even in the form of indentations along the lateral margins.

At its posterior corners it is produced into broad conical processes,

short and bluntly rounded at their tips. Egg-tubes one-third the

diameter of the genital portion and as long as the entire body; eggs

quite large and arranged in five <>r six longitudinal row-. Abdomen
small, about as long as the posterior processes, and either conical,

with a triangular outline similar to that of the processes, or some-

times in the shape of a trefoil, the base swollen on either side.

First antenna' -mall, with a swollen base and a much narrower

terminal portion, tipped with two setce. Second antenna1 in the form

of sickle-shaped claws, very sharp and having their bases articu

lated directly with the ventral surface of the head.

Mouth and mouth parts at the posterior margin of the head as

in OhondIracanthus^ but in the present genus the sides of the head

opposite the mouth (the cheek-) are swollen out into a hemisphere

on either side, as though suffering from a had attack of the mumps.

This swelling is ^\\\^ to the enlargement of the basal joints of the

maxillipeds. Mouth opening narrow and covered with a semicircular

upper lip. very ditl'erent from the long and ribbon-like one usually

found in Ckondracanthu8. To increase the difference, the upper

lip of the present genus is armed with a row of short hairs around

its margin.

The mandibles are curved rather strongly, especially at the tip-.

and are furnished with a row id' -harp teeth along either margin,

as in Chondracanthu8. The maxilla? are similarly curved and are

armed with a row of large, blunt teeth on either margin and a long

spur or palp at the base on the dorsal surface, shaped like a knife

blade and directed diagonally backward and inward. The maxilli-

peds are very different from those in Chondracanthus; instead of

being -lender, but little larger than the maxilla?, and attached to

the front of the face close to the mid-line, they are so much en-

larged that they cover the ha-es of the other mouth parts and

occupy the whole side of the face. Their swollen basal joint- are

filled with powerful muscles, a- can he seen in fig. L5, which must

render them useful organs of prehension. Their terminal joint is

bilobed, each lobe forming a knob; the dorsal one i- covered with

short spines and is much larger than the ventral, which i- armed
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with a single strongly curved claw. These organs are articulated

with the face at its extreme lateral margins, so that on opening they

expose the entire width of the face.

There is but a single pair of rudimentary swimming legs, which

are short, narrow, and bluntly rounded at their tips.

Total length, 3 mm. Length of head, 0.8 mm. ; width the same.

Length of genital portion, 2 mm. Width, 1.1 mm. Length of egg

strings, 3 mm.
Color.—That of transparent cartilage, with the exception of the

coiled oviducts in the genital portion, which are white and opaque.

The small spines which cover the genital portion break the light and

give this part of the body a grayish appearance. The eggs are snow

white when first laid, becoming yellow as they ripen and afterwards

a beautiful rose red or pink. There is so much of this pigment in the

matured nauplius that the entire egg strings assume a deep rose

color.

Male.—A pigmy attached to the abdomen of the female; the first

thorax segment united with the head to form a cephalothorax much
larger than the rest of the body, and covered with a three-lobed

carapace whose lateral margins are broadly rounded and project

some distance back of the central portion. Free thorax not dis-

tinctly segmented ; no abdomen ; anal laminae in the form of long-

conical processes, divided at the ends for half their length. Second

antennae and mouth parts similar to those of the female ; maxillipeds

relatively as large and opening similarly; rudimentary legs entirely

lacking.

Total length, 0.43 mm. Width of cephalothorax, 0.2 mm.
Color.—A uniform light yellow.

Nauplius.—Body broadly elliptical, with an evenly curved out-

line unbroken either at the anterior or posterior ends. The usual

three pairs of appendages, all of which are relatively large for the

size of the body. Eyes three in number and arranged in the form

of a triangle close to the anterior margin, the apex of the triangle

pointing forward. Balancers short, stout, and close together on

either side of the mid-line; each is conical in form and curves out-

ward and backward away from its fellow.

Total length of body, 0.15 mm. Width of same, 0.12 mm.
Color.—A deep rose red. rilling the entire anterior four-fifths of

the body. Not only (he yolk, which is the portion usually taking the

pigment, but the entire anterior half of the body, which in most

nauplii is clear and transparent and without pigment, is here covered

with a heavy rose wash, nearly concealing the muscles and eyes.

(diceraus, dig, double, and Kepaog, horned.)

This new genus is sufficiently* distinguished from Chondracanthus
by (he fact that there is only one free thorax segment and a single
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pair of rudimentary legs, and by the structure and nit ad unci it of the

second maxillipeds. They do not have a very strong hold od the gill

filaments, lait arc easily removed without taking any of the tissues

with them. On being placed in an aquarium they lie helplessly upon
their hacks, writhing about violently, hut unable to move from the

place where they are put. The single thorax joint is very pliable and
allows oTeat freedom of motion in every direction. The head can be

bent over forward, backward, or even sidewise until it touches the

genital portion. The sidewise movement is practiced more frequently

than the others, and specimens usually die and remain out of shape

in this direction unless straightened just after death. The mouth
parts, particularly the maxilla? and maxillipeds. are also capable of

considerable motion, and the horn on either side of the head can hi'

moved within restricted limit-. The lower lip is apparently rigid.

Family CALK J I IKK

Siabf&mily < .VLIGIN.i;.

CALIGUS GURNARDI Kroyer.

Calif/us gumardi Krotee, 1863, p. ~n, pi. ti, iiur s. :; a t<> g.

Host and record of specimens.—One lot obtained by the steamer

Albatross May 29, 1904, from a king salmon. Oncorhynchus tscha-

wytscha, at Monterey, California: Cat. No. 38562, U.S.N.M. A sin-

gle female was obtained by Doctor McClendon from the elephant fish

Hydrolagus colliei at La Jolla, California; Cat. No. :i8579, U.S.N.M.

LEPEOPTHEIRUS NORDMANNII Milne Edwards.

Lepeophtheirus nordmannii Milne Edwards, 1840, i>. 155.

Host and record of specimens. -A lot consisting of ten females and
fifteen males was obtained by the steamer Albatross March 31, L904,

from a suniish. Mola mola, oil' Santa Catalina [sland : Cat. No. :;s: ) <;;
,

) .

L.s.N.M. In this lot was found a chalimus of the species attached to

one of the males: these two have been separated and are Cat. No.

385C.L L.S.N.M.

LEPEOPHTHEIRUS PARVIVENTRIS Wilson.

Lepeophtheirus parviventris Wilson, 1905, p. 635, pi. win. figs. 275 to 284.

Host nntl record of specinn ns. Five females were obtained by the

steamer Albatross from the Spanish flag, Sebastodes rubrivinctus, <'>',

mile- northwest of Santa Barbara [sland, in L904; Cat. N<». 38566,

L.S.N.M.

Twenty females and one male were obtained by the same steamer

from the atka fish. Pleurogrammus monopterygius, at Agattu,
Alaska, dune 7. L906, and are Cat. No. 38582, L.S.N.M.

Several lots had been previously obtained by the same steamer in

1888 from the northern Pacific, and were recorded in the reference
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given above. A part of them came from the American shore and the

rest from the Asiatic coast.

The hosts included the common cod of the region, Gadus macro-

cephalus, the atka fish, Pleurogrammus monopterygius, and a species

of Lepidopsetta.

The new specimens are better preserved than the old ones and not

as badly bleached, and from their examination the following notes on

color may be added to those already given

:

Carapace and free segment a yellowish horn color, quite transpar-

ent; genital segment a deep orange yellow; egg strings a light straw

yellow in early development, turning to a deep orange. Dorsal sur-

face of the entire body often covered with small circular spots of

a dark Venetian red.

LEPEOPHTHEIRUS LONGIPES Wilson.

Lepeophtheirus longipes Wilson, 1905, p. 618, pi. xviii, figs. 206 to 211, and

2°2.

Host and record of specimens.—A lot containing twenty females,

excellently preserved, were obtained from the jew fish, Stereolepis

gigas, at La Jolla by Doctor McClendon, and are Cat. No. 38567,

U.S.N.M.

The record of these specimens renders it probable that the two

females upon which the species was founded, and for which there

were no data as to locality or host, were from the Pacific coast.

LEPEOPHTHEIRUS BIFURCATUS Wilson.

Lepeophtheirus bifurcatus Wilson, 1905, p. 637, pi. xxiii, figs. 285 to 293.

Host and record of specimens.—A single lot, consisting of two fe-

males, upon which the species was founded, was obtained from one of

the common flounders of the Pacific coast, Psettichthys melanostictus,

in San Francisco Bay.

LEPEOPHTHEIRUS PACIFICUS Gissler.

Lepeophtheirus pacificus Gissler, 1883, p. S85, text figures^

—

Wilson, 1905,

p. 042. pi. xxv, figs. 304 to 310.

Host and record of specimens.—-Twenty-three females were ob-

tained from the blueback salmon, Oncorhynchus nerka, on the Pacific

coast, the exact locality not being given.

LEPEOPHTHEIRUS SALMONIS Krbyer.

Lepeophtheirus salmonis Wilson, 1905, p. 040, pi. xxiv.

Host (//id record of specimens.—Ten females obtained from a blue-

back salmon, Oncorhynchus nerka, at Karla Bay in 1903, and sent

with the other material by Doctor McClendon; Cat. No. 38568,

U.S.N.M.
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Six females from the king salmon. Oncorhynchus tschawytcha, at

Monterey, California. May, 1904, taken by the steamer Albatross,'

Cat. No. 38500, U.S.X.M.

Five females from the hump-backed salmon, Oncorhynchus </<>/•-

buscha, ai Karluk, Alaska, by Dr. T. II. Bean; ('at. No. 38570,

U.S.N.M.

An excellent lot of one hundred females and twenty males, with

many young females in different stages of development, taken from
the Dolly Varden trout, Sdlvelinus malma, at Karluk, Alaska, in

August, 1880, by Dr. T. II. Bean; Cat. No. 38571, U.S.N.M.
Ten females from ''salmon" at. Karluk, Alaska; Cat. No. 38572,

U.S.N.M.

Fifteen males and females from " red salmon " and " black batte,"

at Karluk, Alaska, by Dr. T. II. Bean; Cat. No. 38573, U.S.N.M.
Twenty-five females from Oncorhynchus gorbuscha, at St. Paul

Kodiak. Karluk, Alaska, by Dr. T.H. Bean; Cat. No. 38574, I S.N.M.

The lot mentioned above as taken from the Dolly Varden trout is

of especial value on account of the large number of males and
development stages it contains.

As is stated in the reference given under this species, the entire

National Museum collection has hitherto yielded but a*single male

of this species, and even that one proved to be new to science and
was then described and figured for the first time. In the present

lot there are more than twenty male-, together with development

stages of the female down to 2 mm. in length.

LEPEOPHTHEIRUS BRACHYURUS Heller.

Lepeophtheirus brachyurus Heller, L865, p. L85, pi. xvi, fig. i.

Host and record of specimen*.—A single female was obtained from
Scorpcena </>>//<//</ by Doctor McClendon, at La Jolla. California. It

has been injured somewhat so that its identity is not perfectly cer-

tain: it is Cat. No. 38575, I'.S.N.M.

LEPEOPHTHEIRUS THOMPSONI Baird.

Lepeophtheirus thompsoni Baird, 1850, p. 278, pi. xxxiii, flg. 2.

Host and record of specimen*.—A single female was obtained from
the month of the white sea bass. Cynoscion nobilis, at La Jolla, Cali-

fornia, by Doctor McClendon. and is Cat. No. .">V>7<;. I'.S.N.M.

LEPEOPHTHEIRUS PARVUS, new species.

Plate i. will.

Host and record of specimens.—About a dozen females were ob-

tained by Doctor McClendon from the California red fish, Pimelomet-
opun ptd, /,, r . at San Diego. California. Every specimen is fully
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developed and nearly all carry complete egg strings. This lot is

taken as the type of the species and is Cat. No. 32815, U.S.N.M.

Female.—Carapace orbicular, slightly wider than long, its lateral

margins strongly convex, the posterior margin nearly straight.

Frontal plates projecting strongly with a deep incision at the center.

Grooving of the dorsal surface of the carapace peculiar in that the

anterior ends of the lateral grooves are bent abruptly inward toward

the midline and do not run forward toward the bases of the first

antenna as in most species. A similar arrangement was found in

Caligus aliuncus.a But in the present instance there is an additional

groove running outward from the anterior end of the lateral groove

almost at right angles to the median axis. Where this groove strikes

the lateral margin of the carapace it produces a well-defined incision.

A similar incision was found on the carapace of Caligus schistonyxf

but in that species the arrangement of the grooves was radically dif-

ferent. The median posterior lobe is considerably more than half

the entire width, with a nearly straight posterior margin. The lateral

lobes are broad and well rounded, but so short that they do not reach

the posterior margin of the median lobe. The fourth segment is about

half the width of the genital segment, and is abruptly narrowed just

in front of the bases of the fourth legs. The genital segment is

barrel-shaped, as long as wide, with nearly straight anterior and

posterior margins and strongly convex lateral margins. The pos-

terior corners project slightly as blunt lobes, but there are no rudi-

mentary legs visible on either dorsal or ventral surfaces. The
abdomen has but a single segment, one-fourth the width and one-

third the length of the genital segment. The anal laminae are small

and each is armed with four very long seta?. The egg cases are nearly

twice the diameter of the abdomen and four times its length; the

eggs are large and much flattened, about twenty-five in each string.

The first antenna? are slender, the terminal joint longer than the

basal and both well armed with seta?; the second antenna? are small,

with a slender terminal claw. The first maxilla? also are small, the

basal portion enlarged and nearly circular, the terminal part short,

narrow, and strongly curved. The second maxilla3 are relatively

large ; they project well beyond the tip of the mouth tube, and are

divided for more than half their length, the two branches being of

the same size and length.

The mouth tube is short and wide with a constriction near the

center. The furca is long and slender, its base slightly enlarged and

circular in outline, its branches conical, much longer than the base

and divergent. The second maxillipeds have a stout basal joint,

carrying on its ventral surface near the center a larger flattened

"I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXVIII, pi. ix, fig. 103.

6 Idem, pi. vi, figs. 65 and 66.
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spine; the terminal claw is two-thirds the length of the basal joint,

moderately curved, and armed with an accessory spine on its ventral

surface near the base. The swimming legs are of the usual pattern;

the terminal claws on the first pair arc about as Long as the terminal

joint; the spines on the exopod of the second pair arc exceptionally

loner and sharp: the rami of the third pair arc close together and

small, but are armed with very long seta 1
. The fourth legs arc four

jointed, the basal joint with a small spine at the outer distal coiner.

a minute spine on the second joint, and three spines in a row at the

tip of the terminal joint, the two inner ones being twice the length

of the outer.

Total length, 4 mm. Length of carapace. 2.25 mm. Width of

same, 2.37 mm. Length of free segment, 0.4 mm.; of genital segment,

1 mm.; of abdomen, 0.4 mm.; of egg strings, 1.6 mm.
Color (preserved material).—A light straw yellow, deepening on

the thicker portions of the body; genital segment and egg strings

orange.

(parvus, small.)

LEPEOPHTHEIRUS CONSTRICTUS, new species.

Plate LXIX.

Host and record of specimi lis.—A single female specimen was
obtained by Doctor McClendon from the outside surface of the

spotted cabrilla. Paralabrax maculato-fasciatus, at La Jolla, Cali-

fornia. Fortunately the specimen is excellently preserved and bears

a pair of fully developed Qii;<x string-. It is made the type of the

species and is Cat. No. 38559, U.S.N.M.

Female.—Carapace orbicular, of nearly the same length and width,

and narrowed a little anteriorly. Frontal plates less than half the

entire width; lateral areas wide, pushing the lateral groove- Ear in-

ward on either side. Median posterior lobe a little more than one-

third the entire width, evenly rounded and projecting somewhat be-

hind the broad and well rounded lateral lobes. Eyes large and

placed well forward. Free segment three-fifths of the width of the.

genital segment, narrowed abruptly to half that diameter in front

of the liases of the fourth legs.

Genital segment barrel-shaped, narrowed anteriorly, with nearly

straighi anterior and posterior margins, and the lateral margins only

slightly convex. It- posterior corners are bluntly squared with no

lobe-. Abdomen about one-fourth the width and three-fifth- the

length of the genital segment, one-jointed, with its lateral margins

concave. Anal lamina' small, each bearing three long terminal setse

and another of the same length on the outer margin ai the center.

Egg-tubes of the same width as the abdomen and two-third- as long

as the entire body: eggs small and numerous.
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The two joints of the first antennae of the same length, but the

terminal one much the narrower. Second antennae of good size, with

a stout terminal claw. First maxilla? nearly as long as the terminal

claw of the second antennae and consisting of a very short basal por-

tion which is not enlarged, and a long terminal claw, of the same

width throughout and bluntly rounded at the tip. Second maxillae

considerably enlarged at the base, the terminal half divided into two

branches, of which the outer one is longer and wider than the inner.

Second maxillipeds with a long and moderately swollen basal joint,

without spines or projections, and a terminal claw half the length of

the basal joint, stout at the base but tapering to a slender and sharp

point.

Furca short and very stout, the basal portion trapezoidal, the pos-

terior corners of the trapezoid forming triangular projections on

either side, the terminal portion elliptical, cut a little beyond the

center, the branches nearly parallel, much flattened and bluntly

rounded, the central sinus wide and squarely cut at its base.

Swimming legs of the usual pattern ; the three terminal claws on

the tip of the first pair diminish regularly in size from in front back-

wards; the rami of the third pair are close together and the basal

joint of the exopod with its claw is exceptionally large. The fourth

legs are four-jointed, the basal joint stout and two-thirds as long as

the other three, the claw on the second joint minute and blunt, while

the three, terminal claws are turned outward nearly at right angles

to the joint itself, the two inner ones being more than three times as

long as the outer one. The sixth legs appear as good sized papilhe

on the ventral surface of the genital segment close to the bases of the

egg strings ; each is armed with three setae on its outer margin.

Total length, 6.G mm. Length of carapace, 3.8 mm. ; of genital

segment, 1.7 mm. ; of abdomen, 1 mm. ; of egg strings, 4.4 mm. Width
of carapace, 3.8 mm.; of genital segment, 1.5 mm.

Color (preserved material).—A pale yellowish white, without pig-

ment of any sort ; egg strings a deeper yellow.

(constrictus, contracted, alluding to the narrowed fourth segment.)

LEPEOPHTHEIRUS INSIGNIS, new species.

Plates LXX, LXXI.

Host and record of specimens.—A large number of both sexes of

this species were obtained by Doctor McClendon from a sunfish,

Mola mola, off the coast of Southern California. About a dozen of

the best specimens have been selected and are Cat. No. 32814,

U.S.N.M., types of the species. There are also cotypes in the Mu-
seum of the University of California.

Female.—Carapace orbicular, a trifle wider than long; lateral areas

wide, each about one-third the entire width
;
posterior corners broadly
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rounded and curved slightly inward; the two thoracic areas approxi-

mately the same size. Frontal plates well fused with the carapace and
less than half the width of the latter, with a shallow central incision.

Eyes minute and situated one-third the distance from the anterior

margin. The muscles which Ilex the margins of the carapace and
which radiate outward from either side of the eves are very promi-

nent and show clearly, even in a surface view. The median posterior

lobe is the same length as the Lateral lobes and has rather squarish

corners, making the posterior margin nearly straight.

The fourth or free segment is half the length of the genital seg-

ment and two-thirds its width, projecting prominently on either side

at the bases of the fourth legs. Genital segment ovate, with an

evenly rounded outline and prominent posterior corners, showing

on the ventral surface a pair of large triangular sixth legs, each

armed with three spines. A sixth segment is also partially differ-

entiated in front of the base of the abdomen in mature specimens.

Abdomen one-jointed, oblong or trapezoidal in form, wider anteriorly

than posteriorly and about one-half the length of the genital segment.

Anal laminae of medium size and curved inward toward each other.

Second antennae stout, with a long terminal claw bent at right

angles near its tip and armed with a small accessory spine at the

center of its anterior margin.

First maxillae prominent, the circular basal portion three of four

times the diameter of the straight terminal part. The second max-

illae project far beyond the tip of the mouth tube: each is fully as

long as the tube itself and strongly bifurcate, the branches being

slender, bluntly pointed, divergent, and as long as the rest of the

maxilla. On the basal portion of each is a small papilla, the nidi

mentary exopod, bearing a pair of seta'. Mouth tube rather slender

and bluntly rounded. Second maxillipeds stout, the basal joint bear-

ing a small protuberance on its anterior margin, the terminal claw

about the same length as the basal joint and armed with an accessory

spine on its ventral surface near the base.

The basal joint of the first swimming legs is armed with two spine-

on its posterior margin, the outer of which is flattened and bluntly

rounded, and a single spine on its inner margin. The spine on the

basal joint of the exopods of the third leg- is very large and is

curved around inward into the form of a sickle. The three terminal

joints of the fourth legs are about the same length: the last one bear-

two spines, nearly twice as long as the joint itself and toothed along

their outer margins, and a third, much smaller spine.

The coiling of the oviducts is different from that in most species

belonging to the genus Lepeophtheirus. The oviducts open just in

front of the sixth legs on either side: the external v<^<x strings are

slender and about the same length as the body. The cement glands
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are very large and arranged in the form of parenthesis marks; the in-

dividual cells are also large, and there are about twelve in each gland.

The spermatophores are large, more or less spherical, and are fastened

to the ventral surface of the genital segment; their ducts lie side by

side in the space between the posterior lobes and apparently do not

cross each other at the mid line.

Total length, 11.75 mm. Length of carapace, 6.5 mm.; of the

genital segment, 2.75 mm. ; of the egg strings, 10.5 mm. Width of

carapace, 7 mm.; of genital segment, 2.6 mm.
Color.—A delicate yellowish pink, the chitin ribs and thickenings

of the carapace a dark purple, the internal oviducts a light orange,

the external egg cases a straw yellow. These colors are blended

harmoniously and make the species at once the most highly colored

and the most beautiful of its genus.

Male.—Carapace similar to that of the female, but relatively much
larger, three-fifths of the entire length and four times as wide as the

genital segment. Eyes also relatively larger; posterior lobes of the

carapace narrower and longer.

Free segment three-quarters as wide as the genital segment, but

shorter than in the female. Genital segment ovate, with the fifth

and sixth segments distinctly differentiated on both dorsal and

ventral surfaces, each of the two bearing a pair of large rudimentary

legs armed with spines.

The sixth legs are at the posterior corners and project backward as

large lobes; the fifth pair are just in front of them and project as

equally large lateral lobes from the sides of the segment. Abdomen
two-jointed, the basal joint only one-fourth the length of the termi-

nal; anal lamina' larger than in the female and armed with longer

setae. Appendages similar to those of the female, with the usual

sexual differences in the second antenna1

, first maxillae, and second

maxillipeds. The latter are especially large and powerful, as can

be seen in fig. 46. The second maxillae are very unlike those of the

female in that they show scarcely any bifurcation except at the very

tip (fig. 45).

The mouth tube is more slender and fully as long as the second

maxillae. The structure of the genital segment is well shown in the

ventral view given in fig. 48. The coiling of the sperm duct just

before entering the receptacle is especially noteworthy.

Total length, 6.6 mm. Length of carapace, 4.1 mm.; of genital

segment, 1.2 mm. Width of carapace, 4.2 mm.; of genital segment,

1.1 nun.

Color.—The same as in the female.

Young female.—Carapace more elliptical than in the adult, longer

than wide. Free segment as wide as the genital segment and more

than half as long, its sides not protruding much at the bases of the
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fourth legs. Genital segment rectangular, its margins very straight,

and bearing a pair of huge sixth legs at its posterior corners. These
arc larger than the anal lamina 1 and much more prominent than in

any other known species, and each is armed with three large -pines.

The second maxilla- are just showing bifurcate tips, similar to those

in the adult male, while the furca has a fat globular base Prom which

project a pair of tiny spines, which represent the prongs or rami.

The mouth-tube is more triangular than in the adult and shows

a distinct constriction near the center as in some other specie.-. The
other appendages are like those of the adult.

(insignis, noteworthy or remarkable, in the particulars just given.)

This new species is of peculiar interest by reason of its striking

coloration and also by the structure of the thorax in both sexes. It

furnishes another link in the chain of evidence, and by far the most

conclusive of any which has yet appeared, that the genital segment

in the Caliginse is really a fusion of two segments, the fifth and sixth

of the thorax. Here we not only have the two pairs of legs in both

sexes, but the boundaries of the segments are also (dearly indicated

by means of grooves. The size of the sixth legs, particularly in

young females, is also much greater than that in any other known
species or genus of the Caliginse.

Sul.tamily Tlv'KHIN^.

TREBIUS TENUIFURCATUS Rathbun.

Plate LXXII.

Trebius tenuifurcatus Rathbun, L887, p. 559, pi. xxxix, ti.i,
rs. 1 to 3.—Wn>

so.n. L907, p. <',7!». |il. w. figs, s to 10.

Host and record of specimens.—Eight specimens, including both

sexes, were obtained from the round sting ray. Urolophus halleri, by

Doctor McClendon, at San Diego, California, and are Cat. No. 38600,

U.S.N. M.

F< mult .--Carapace horseshoe-shaped, one-third wider than long,

and, including the third thorax segment, about two-iifths the entire

length. Frontal plates less than half the width of the carapace,

with a shallow central sinus; lateral lobes wide and bluntly rounded.

Transverse grooves, separating the lateral areas situated far back.

leaving the thoracic portion shorter than the cephalic as in caudatus.

These grooves do not quite reach the lateral margins and there are

no notches in the latter, as in other species.

Eyes huge and well fused on the mid-line about one-third the dis-

tance from the anterior margin, dark reddish brown in color. Sec-

ond and third thorax segments about the same length, but the third

(the first free) segment is considerably the narrower. The sides of

this third segment arc strongly inclined toward the central axis. 30
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that the posterior margin is only half the width of the anterior.

Fourth segment nearly as long as wide, and considerably swollen

between the bases of the fourth legs.

Genital segment flask-shaped, considerably narrowed anteriorly,

with well-rounded posterior corners. The latter are each armed
on the dorsal surface with four large triangular spines like those in

caudatus. On the ventral surface they show on either side two large

spines similar to those on the dorsal surface, and a small but distinct

rudimentary leg, tipped with three setae. The egg cases are very

short in all the available specimens, not reaching the end of the

abdomen, but are fully as wide as the latter and each contains from

fifteen to twenty eggs.

The abdomen is elongated, about one-third the width of the genital

segment, and five times as long as wide; it is two-jointed, the joints

being of the same length; the anal laminae are long and narrow and
each is tipped with three seta3 .

Of the appendages the first antennas are long and slender, the two
joints of the same length, but the terminal one much the narrower;

both joints are well armed with setae. The second antennae are also

long and slender, the basal joint armed with a stout spine on its

posterior margin, the terminal claw bent at about its center, and car-

rying a small accessory spine on its posterior side near the base.

The first maxillae have an enlarged and rounded base and a nar-

row terminal claw, bent abruptly near the center and more than half

the length of the second antennae. The second maxillae are quite dif-

ferent from those of exilis or caudatus; in the former the endopod is

simple to the very tip, in the latter it is slightly bifurcated, the in-

ner branch being much smaller and shorter than the outer. Here in

tenuifurcatus it is cut nearly to the center, the two branches being the

the same length. As in the other two species, these maxilla' project

far beyond the tip of the mouth tube; the basal joint is armed with a

small papilla carrying two setae, which represents the exopod.

The mouth tube is similar to that in caudatus and exilis, but a little

longer, the portion beyond the hinge being longer than the basal

portion. The mandibles are stout, narrowed at the very tips, and

curved in toward each other, with fine saw teeth along their inner

margins. The furca is ovate, with the broad end outward, the sides

being slightly reentrant between the base and the arms; the latter

are of medium width, strongly flattened, and curve in toward each

other at the tips which are bluntly rounded.

First maxillipeds of the usual pattern, the outer terminal claw less

than half the length of the inner one. Second maxillipeds very weak,

the terminal claw about half the length of the basal joint, slender,

a in I carrying an accessory spine on its inner margin near the tip.

Swimming legs of the usual pattern in this genus; endopod of the
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first pair fairly stout and tipped with three long and stout setae, the

other legs of the same pattern seen in caudatv.8.

Total length, 4.65 mm. Length of carapace, t.5 nun.: of tree seg-

ments. 0.82 mm.; of genital segment. 1 mm.: <>f egg -ding-. <>.'.) mm.;
of abdomen, 1.45 mm. Width of carapace. -2 nun.

Color.—A dark yellowish or reddish white, thickly marked over

the entire dorsal surface with a network of line lines of ;i bright red-

brown color. 'Idle latter tint can be plainly seen with the naked eye.

Male.—Carapace ovate, of about the same length and width, the

grooves on the dorsal surface and the eyes being similar to those of

the female. 'Third thorax segment considerably shorter than in the

female: fourth segment wider than the genital segment, and two-

thirds as long, its sides projecting in a sharp angle. Genital seg-

ment obovate, its sides indented at a point one-third the distance

from the posterior border. It carries two pairs of well defined legs

on its ventral surface, one at the posterior corners and the other

opposite the lateral indentations (fig. 68).

Abdomen t wo- jointed, the terminal joint as long again as the basal

;

the latter is strongly constricted where it joins the genital segment.

Appendages like those of the female except for the usual sexual dif-

ferences and a change in the second maxilla 1
. These latter art' con-

tracted into narrow, bluntly pointed spines, with no trace of bifurca-

tion at their tips.

Total length. 2,175 nun. Length of carapace, 1 mm.; of genital

segment, 0.34 mm.; of abdomen. ().!> nun. Width of carapace, 1 nun.

Color.—The same as that of the female, but paler and with the

pigmented lines very much reduced in number.

This species has been twice described, first by Rathbun in 1887 and

again by the present author in 1
(.M)7. But both these descriptions

were from the same single, poorly preserved female specimen

taken from a sting ray in Vineyard Sound. Enough was visible in

that specimen to establish its claim as a new specie-, but there were

still many details which could not be made out definitely. These

missing details have been supplied in the present description and the

male is here portrayed for the first time.

There are several differences between these specimens and the orig-

inal type, but they are no more than would naturally be expected

in material from Mich widely different sources. They are all of minor

importance and are certainly not of enough value to establish even a

variety, to say nothing of a new species. The length of the egg-

strings in any of the females, taken singly, would suggest that the

copepod bearing them was not fully grown. But they are the same
in each of the females, and this fad. coupled with the evidence of

what can be seen inside the genital segment, make it practically

certain that the\ are all adults.

Proc. N. M. vol. xxxv—OS 28
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Subfamily FJ^NTDJ^ttlNJE.

Genus ACHTHEINUS, new.

Diagnosis.—Female. First thorax segment joined with the head

to form the carapace; second and third thorax segments fused and

furnished with a single pair of large rounded dorsal plates. Fourth

.segment free and armed with a similar pair of plates. Genital seg-

ment much smaller than the carapace, its fused dorsal plate with a

large median posterior sinus, enlarged at its base similar to that in

Perissopus.

Abdomen small and wholly concealed beneath the genital segment,

except what is visible through the posterior sinus of the latter. Anal

lamina1 large, visible beyond the border of the genital segment.

Frontal plates completely fused with the carapace; second antennae

stout and armed with a powerful claw. Mouth-tube long and slen-

der; first maxilla? lacking; second pair close to the base of the mouth-

tube, short and tipped with a minute spine. Second maxillipeds

with a swollen basal joint and a slender terminal claw. All the

swimming legs biramose, rami of first three pairs two-jointed, of

fourth pair one-jointed. All the rami rudimentary and armed with

spines only; each exopod reinforced on the outside by a well-defined

papilla, tipped with a stout spine.

Type-species.—.

I

<h thein us oblongus.

(Achtheinus, axOsivog^ annoying or troublesome.)

This new genus stands between Dana's Pholidopus (Lepidopus)

and Steenstrup and Liiken's Perissopus and is closely related to both.

It is like Pholidopus in possessing but two pairs of dorsal plates on

the thoracic segments. It resembles the male of Perissopus in the

structure of its swimming legs and some of the mouth parts, but it

also differs materially from both these genera.

Pholidopus has the terminal joint of the second maxillipeds flat-

tened into a broad lamina covered with scales; the first swimming
legs are uniramose and three-jointed; second, third, and fourth pairs

biramose, rami of third and fourth pairs one-jointed and rudi-

mentary. Perissopus has three pairs of dorsal plates on the thorax

segments; terminal joint of second maxillipeds enlarged into a kid-

ney-shaped adhesion pad, destitute of pinchers, knobs, or claws; legs

all biramose, rami of third and fourth pairs one-jointed, minute, and

rudimentary. These radical differences make it necessary to establish

a new genus for the present species.

ACHTHEINUS OBLONGUS, new species.

Plate LXXIII.

Host and record of specimens.—Two adults and one chalimus fe-

male were obtained from a leopard or cat shark, Triakis semifascia-
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turn, by Doctor McClendon ;ii La Jolla, California. These are the

types of the new genus and species and arc Cat. No. 38596, I'.S.N.M.

Female.- -Carapace subquadrangular, slightly swollen at the center,

with the corners nearly square. Frontal plate- so thoroughly fused

with the carapace as to be indistinguishable in the adult, their an-

terior margin entire and only slightly rounded, with no trace <>t' a

centra] sinus.

Posterior margin of carapace evenly rounded with a slight incision

at the center. Lateral areas narrow as in Echthrogah us, with a trans-

verse groove back of the center: posterior lobes short, not reaching

beyond the posterior margin and bluntly rounded.

Second and third thorax segments fused and covered with a single

pair of dorsal plates; these latter are fused at their base, l>ul separated

for tlu 1 terminal three- fourths by a wide triangular sinus. Fourth

segmenl free and furnished with a pair of dorsal plates very similar

to the previous pair, but the central sinus separating them is con-

siderably enlarged at the base.

Genital segment the same width as the two pairs of dorsal plates,

a little longer than wide, with nearly parallel sides. It- posterior

margin i- rather evenly rounded and is divided at the center by a

wide and deep sinus, very similar to that in Perissopus.

Abdomen one-jointed and triangular much wider than long, with

a narrow slit-like posterior sinus. The wide and flattened anal lamina;

are attached to the inclined margins on either side of this sinus and

some distance apart: each i- armed with live short, nonplumose seta?.

The first antenna? are slender, the two joint- of about the same

length and well armed with seta-. The second pair are stout, with

a swollen basal joint and a large terminal (daw bent in the form of a

half circle.

Mouth tube long and narrow, lance-shaped as in Pandarus and

allied genera. No first maxilla?; second pair close to the base of

the mouth tube, two-jointed and both joint-- swollen, the terminal

one ellipsoidal, considerably narrower than the basal, and lipped

with a short curved spine. On either side of the mouth tube at

its tip is a large boot-shaped spine, like those found in the same

position on Echthrogaleus torpedinis.

First maxillipeds of the usual pattern: second pair similar to

those of Pandarus, with a swollen basal joint and a -lout, curved

terminal claw which shuts down against (he squared end of the

basal joint.

All four pairs of lens are biramose; the basal joints of the first

pair art> small, of the other pairs much enlarged and laminate.

Each is furnished at its outer posterior corner, just outside of the

exopod, with a projecting papilla tipped with a long and stout spine.

A corresponding but relatively smaller spine is found outside the
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exopod of the last three pairs of legs in Perissopus. The rami of

the first three pairs of legs are two-jointed, of the fourth pair one-

jointed. All the rami are short and rudimentary, but are much more

like those of Nesippus than of Perissopus. They are armed only with

spines, however, and have no plumose seta\ The fifth legs appear as

large papilla1 upon the ventral surface of the posterior lobes of the

genital segment, each tipped with a single spine.

The cement glands are similar to those of Perissopus, but are

larger, curved like parentheses marks, and considerably enlarged

at the base. The semen receptacles are in the shape of inverted com-

mas, one on either side near the base of the abdomen and between the

bases of the cement glands.

Total length, 8.5 mm. Length of carapace, 4.25 mm.; of dorsal

thorax plates, 2.25 mm.; of genital segment, 3 mm.; of abdomen,

1 mm. Width of carapace, 3.5 mm. ; of genital segment, 2.6 mm.
Color (preserved material).—A clear cream color without pig-

ment of any sort.

Chalimus.—Carapace acorn-shaped, a little longer than wide;

frontal plates indistinctly separated from the carapace by grooves,

their outer ends projecting considerably over the bases of the first

antenna^. Gland at the base of the attachment filaments rather small

and pushed forward to the very margin of the carapace. Attach-

ment filaments two in number, narrow and ribbon-like. Posterior

margin of the carapace nearly straight; posterior lobes narrow and

pointed, and projecting far behind the central margin.

Second and third thorax segments not yet fused; the second seg-

ment much the shorter and sending out a lateral lobe on either side

which is curved backward and downward closely over the anterior

margin of the third segment. Third and fourth segments each with

a pair of rudimentary dorsal plates; genital segment the same shape 1

as in the adult, but relatively smaller. At the posterior corners it is

prolonged into broad and rounded lobes which reach back nearly to

the tip of the abdomen. The latter is entirely visible in dorsal view

and is of the same shape as in the adult, but the anal laminae are fur-

nished with much longer seta?, which are also plumose. Appendages

the same as in the adult.

Total length, 3.8 mm. Length of carapace, 2 mm.; of free seg-

ments, 1 mm. ; of genital segment, 1 mm. ; of abdomen, 0.4 mm.
Width of carapace, 1.75 mm.; of genital segment, 0.9 mm.

(oblongus, oblong, referring to the general shape of the body.)

ECHTHROGALEUS COLEOPTRATUS Guerin.

Echthrogah us coleoptratus Wilson, 1907, p. 367, pi. xix.

Host and record of specimens.—Both sexes were obtained from a

shark captured near Unalaska, Alaska, and are Cat. No. 1205G.

U.S.N. M.
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PANDARUS CRANCHII Leach.

Pandarus cranchii Wilson, 1907, p. 403, pi. xxviii.

Host dud record of specimens.—A single young female was taken

by Doctor McClendon from the tin of Galeorhinus zyopterus at La

.Julia. California. Cat. No. 38602, U.S.N.M.

NESIPPUS CURTICAUDIS Dana.

Sesippus curticaudis Wilson, 1907, p. 434, pi. xxxvi.

Host and record of specimens.—Two male- taken from a large

shark off the coast of California, name of shark and locality not

given.

NESIPPUS BOREALIS Steenstrup and Lutken.

Nesippus borealis Wilson, 1907, p. t.'lT. pi. xxxvn.

Host and record of specimens.—A single specimen collected by Dr.

W. II. Dall from Alaska, the name of the host and locality not

given. Cat. X«>. 32789, U.S.N.M.

Subfamily < ! K< lii >1*I.X K.

CECROPS LATREILLII Leach.

Cccroiis latreilli Wilson, I'.IOT, p. 468, ]>ls. x.wvin and xxxix.

Host and record of specimens.— Both sexes taken from the gills of

Moid mold by the steamer Albatross 12 miles northeast of Point Loma
Light, on the coast of California ; Cat No. 32797, U.S.N.M.

Family DICHELESTIIDJE.

EUDACTYLINA UNCINATA. new species.

Plate LXXIV.

Host and record of specimens.— Six females taken by Doctor Mc-

Clendon from the gills of the soup-fin shark". Galeorhinus syopterus,

at La Jolla, California: Cat. No. 38558, U.S.N.M. These are made
the types of the new species.

/•'- male. -Body elongated, largest at the anterior end and taper-

ing thence regularly to the bluntly rounded posterior end.

Carapace subquadrangular, widest along the posterior margin,

which is nearly straight; it does not reach the anterior margin, but

leaves the broad bases of the first antennas free: its sides are some-

what irregular and reentrant.

First thorax segment entirely concealed beneath the posterior

margin of the carapace. Second and third segments about the same
size, as wide as the carapace and three-fifths a- long; fourth segment

narrower and longer; fifth segment as long a- the carapace, but only

half as wide: sixth, or genital, segment the same width as the fifth,

but only half its length.
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Abdomen short and tapering rapidly from the base to the tip;

indistinctly jointed. Anal laminae small, well separated and diver-

gent, each armed with two short spines. Egg cases each as wide as

the genital segment and one-third of the entire length; eggs very

large, only six or eight in each case.

First antennas large and prominent, their bases meeting at the mid-

line and forming a broad margin in front of the carapace. The
jointing is indistinct and shows differently in different specimens.

The basal portion consists of three joints—a rounded proximal joint

nearly semicircular in outline and armed with a single stout spine

on its anterior and posterior margins, a median joint much widened

and armed with a row of eight or ten stout spines along its anterior

margin and two huge curved claws or talons at the posterior distal

corner, while the rest of the posterior margin projects as a wide

rounded lamina, and a distal joint much narrower and shorter than

the other two and armed with a large spine on its anterior margin.

The apical portion is cylindrical, about the same size throughout,

and made up of four or five joints, sparsely sprinkled with seta\ with

a good-sized bunch of larger and longer ones at the tip of the last

joint.

The second antennae are stout. and three-jointed; basal and median

joints about the same size, the latter carrying a large accessory spine

on its inner margin near the base; terminal joint in the form of a

stout claw, abruptly bent near its center. Mouth tube long and wide,

with a bluntly rounded tip from which protrude the ends of the

mandibles.

The second maxillae each consist of a large basal papilla tipped

with two long plumose seta3 which reach beyond the end of the

mouth tube. First maxillipeds three-jointed, the basal joint fairly

stout, the median one a little shorter and much narrower and armed
at its inner distal corner with a bunch of short and stout spines and a

tuft of long, wavy hairs, the terminal joint in the form of a short

conical claw. Second maxillipeds large and elliptical, set close to the

lateral margin of the carapace and firmly anchored by a broad chitin

band which extends across the mid-line. The basal joint is stout and

tapers gradually outward; at the very base on the anterior margin

is a large laminate projection, two-thirds of the width and nearly

one-half the length of the joint itself; its surface is corrugated with

radiating ridges and short spines. The terminal joint is cylindrical,

the same diameter as the distal end of the basal joint and bent in the

form of a sickle. It is so much longer than the basal joint that, even

though curved, its enlarged tip shuts down along the entire outer

edge of the lamina just described and reaches a little beyond the base

of the basal joint.
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The first four pairs of legs arc biramose. the endopods longer than

the exopods; the former are quite distinctly three-jointed, the basal

joint carrying an immense sickle-shaped spine on it- inner margin
and another smaller one at the outer distal corner: the terminal joint

ends in two or three long spines. The exopods carry a single long

curved spine at their tip and a row of short and stoui ones along their

outer margin. From the arrangement of these spines we gel the sug-

gestion that the exopods are three-jointed as well as the endopods,
Inn the joints themselves can not be distinguished. The fifth lei:- are

rudimentary and consist of a mere stump, long and (inner-like, and
armed with a few short spines.

Total length, 2.5 mm. Length of carapace, 0.5 mm.; width of

same, <>.:
,

,7r> mm. Length of egg tubes, 1 mm.
Color.— (preserved material) a uniform grayish white, without

pigment markings of any sort : egg tubes yellowish or light orange.

(iniriinifu. furnished with claws, in allusion to the large claws on

the first antenna 1

.)

This species is sufficiently distinguished from the others of the

genus by its slender and tapering body form, by the large claw- on

the first antennas, and by the immense size and the shape <»f the

second maxillipeds.

HATSCHEKIA PINGUIS. new species.

Plate I.\xv.

Most and record of */>< cvna ns.— Both sexes were obtained by Doctor

McClendon from the gills of the California conger eel. Lycodontis

moid, i.e. at La Jolla, California. They are taken as the types of the

new species and are Cat. No. 38560, U.S.N.M.

Female.-—Body short and stout, made up of three part- or regions,

;i head, a U-w thorax, and a rudimentary abdomen. Head covered

with a carapace circular in outline with evenly rounded margins and

dor-al grooves as shown in fig. 91. This carapace differs from that

of recorded species in being wider anteriorly ami somewhat narrowed

posteriorly.

The so-called genital segment is really in the present species a

fusion of all the thorax segments, as can he plainly seen in the male.

It i- almost a regular ellipse in outline, only a trifle longer than wide,

and gives the animal a very plump appearance, another respect in

which it differs markedly from recorded species. This U-^ thorax is

twice the length of the carapace and once and three-fifth- it- width.

At the anterior end the two segments which hear the swimming legs

are indistinguishably fused, but are separated from the remainder

of the segments by a fairly well defined groove, which -how- a- a

shallow notch on each lateral margin. At the posterior end between
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the egg strings is the tiny projection representing the abdomen,

which bears two minute papilla?, the anal laminae, each armed with

a small spine. The egg strings are large and straight, nearly one-

fourth the diameter of the free thorax, and twice the length of the

entire body ; the eggs also are large and there are from 36 to 40 in

each string.

The first antenna? are long and cylindrical, tapering but slightly.

The jointing is indistinct, but there appear to be five joints, the basal

one the longest and thence diminishing regularly in length outwards.

The seta? are all gathered in a bunch at the tip of the last joint. The
second antenna? are stout and two-jointed, the basal joint much
swollen and considerably longer than the terminal one which is in

the form of a stout curved claw.

The mouth-tube is short, wide, and well rounded at the end : the

maxilla? are in the form of minute papilla1
, each bearing three small

spines. The maxillipeds are large and project quite a little beyond

the sides of the carapace; they are three-jointed, the basal joint long

and stout, the median joint the same length but much narrower, the

terminal joint in the form of a short and stout claw, usually much
curved.

There are two pairs of swimming legs close behind the maxillipeds

and very similar in structure; each is biramose and the rami are two-

jointed with the joints the same length. The basal joint is armed

with a stout spine on its outer margin ; in the exopod the proximal

joint is cut off diagonally toward the outer corner, where it ends in a

long curved claw or spine, which is fully as long as the terminal

joint. In the first legs the distal joint ends in a bunch of four large

spines ; in the second legs there is but a single spine.

The proximal joint of the endopod is unarmed, the distal joint ends

in a single curved spine, nearly as long as the entire appendage.

The ovaries occupy the entire lateral areas of the fused thorax joints:

each is club-shaped, the larger end being anterior and ending close

to the head; the posterior end tapers gradually into the short oviduct

that leads to the external egg-tubes.

Total length, 1.8 mm. Length of carapace, 0.5 mm.; of fused

thorax segments, 1.25 mm.; of egg strings, 3.35 mm. Width of

carapace, 0.625 mm. ; of fused thorax segments, 1 mm.
Color.— (preserved material) a uniform opaque white, the ovaries

a light gray.

Male.—Much smaller than the female, the body nearly as wide as

long. Head transversely elliptical, one-fourth wider than long, the

anterior margin projecting slightly at the center, the posterior one

nearly straight.

The grooving of the dorsal surface is similar to that in the female

except for the slight projections at the center of the anterior margin.
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Fused thorax segments also transversely elliptical, one-sixth wider

than long. In the center over the digestive tube the jointing of this

fused portion appears distinctly, and it can be seen that there are

apparently live segments fused together, all of about the same length.

The first of these, however, is itself really a fusion of the first and

second segments and corresponds to the similarly fused section in

the hotly of the female. This is attested by the fact that it bears

on its ventral surface the two pair- of swimming legs.

The lateral areas project backward in two large rounded knobs

at the posterior corners, between which is a narrow and shallow

sinus. On each side there is a small spine projecting backward

from the margin opposite the base of the abdomen. This latter is

small and one- jointed : it is attached to the ventral surface of the

thorax and i- partly concealed by the posterior lobes. The anal

laminae are narrow, divergent, and considerably longer than the

abdomen. Each i- five time- as long as wide and is armed with a

stout seta on its outer margin near the base and two others at the

tip, one of which is much longer than the other and curved upward.

The appendages are similar to those of the female save an increase

in size in the maxillipeds which project much farther beyond the

lateral margins of the carapace.

The testes occupy positions corresponding to those of the ovaries in

the female, except that they are inclined toward the central axis

rather than parallel with it. Each is cylindrical with rounded ends

and starts from a point opposite and close to the base of the posterior

sinus and extends diagonally outward and forward to about the

center of the second of the fused segments, not reaching the first one

at all.

Total length, 0.85 mm. Length of carapace. 0.33 mm.; of fused

thorax segments, 0.45 mm. Width of carapace. 0.1 mm.: of fused

thorax segments, <)..V> mm.
Color.- More of a cream or pink than in the female, the testes :i

deep reddish orange; digestive tract sprinkled with red or orange,

specially at the anterior end of the fused thorax.

(pinguis, stout, corpulent, in allusion to the general body form.

)

The only other species for which a male ha- been described is

//. hippoglossi Ivroyer. T. Scott found a single male of this species

upon a halibut in the fish market at Aberdeen and has described it in

one of his excellent memoirs." It conform- in it- structure to the

female, as do the two -exes of the pre-eni species. It also -how -

many points of generic resemblance to the male of the present species,

particularly in the enlarged second antenna', the more distinct seg-

mentation of the thorax, the visibility of the abdomen, and the rela-

tive size and elongation of the anal laminae. It may be -aid of these

" mm. p. 126, pi. vii, Qg. 11.
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males also as Scott said of that one, that they are very small and
easily overlooked. Their color also approaches more nearly to that

of the gill filaments, and they have no egg- strings to attract atten-

tion. It is probable that a careful examination of California congers

will show both sexes of this species to be fairly common.

FAMILY LERNiEID^E.

H-ffiMOBAPHES CYCLOPTERINA Miiller.

Hwmobaphes cyclopterina Mulleb, 1T7G, p. 2745.

Host and record of specimens.—Two females taken in Alaska by
Lieut. G. M. Stoney, Cat. No. 14323, U.S.N.M. The name of the

host is not given, nor the exact locality.

LERN^ENICUS MEDUS^EUS, new species.

Plate LXXVI, figs. 99 and Km.

Host and record of specimens.—A single female taken from the

little Nannobrachium leucopsarum by the steamer Albatross in 1904

at Monterey Bay, California ; it is Cat. No. 38598, U.S.N.M., and is

made the type of the new species.

Female.—General body form plump; head but little enlarged,

neck short and stout
;
genital portion cylindrical without posterior

processes; no abdomen. Head covered anteriorly with a spherical

mass of irregularly branched processes, which arise from a small

area on the front of the head and branch in every direction like a

mass of coral.

When buried in the tissues of the host this mass of processes forms

a most effective attachment organ. In addition the head sends out

a flat laminate process on either side, which is very short, curves for-

ward, and ends in three or four knobs or laminate branches. These

also aid in giving the head a firm hold upon the host.

The neck is one-third the diameter of the genital portion and with

the head forms an S curve. At the anterior end it passes insensibly

into the head and at the posterior end into the genital portion. The
latter is cylindrical the same diameter throughout, and terminates

posteriorly in a very short and blunt knob which represents the

abdomen.

There are no processes or anal lamina1
. The egg strings are the

same diameter as the neck, straight, and one-fourth longer than the

body. The mouth opening is at the base of the coralline mass of

processes and there is no visible mouth tube. There are two pairs of

rudimentary legs on the anterior portion of the thorax, which consist

of a basal joint and a single terminal ramus for each leg. No other

appendages are visible.
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Total length, LO mm. Length of head, including the anterior

processes, 2.35 mm. : of genital portion, I nun.; of o«r^ strings, 13 mm.
Width of head. L.35 111111.; of genital portion. L.45 nun.

Color.— (preserved material) a uniform light chocolate In-own. the

processes on the head yellowish white, the egg strings a light tan color.

{medu8ceu8, medusa-like, alluding to the mass of anterior proc-

esses on the head.

)

Genus OPIMIA, new.

Diagnosis.—General form elongate and slender; head swollen into

a globe or sphere, smooth and without processes; neck- cylindrical and

two-thirds of the entire length; genital segment narrow, three times

as long as wide, and carrying posterior processes; abdomen very

short and rudimentary.

Mouth terminal, upper and under lips protruding; mouth parts

reduced to finger-like projections; second maxillipeds well developed

and evidently used for prehension. Only one pair of swimming legs

clo-c behind the maxillipeds. Male unknown.

Type-spi ties.—Opimia < xilis.

(Opimia, a vestal virgin who proved unfaithful to her vow and in

bonsequence was buried alive.

)

OPIMIA EXILIS. new species.

Plate LXXVI, figs. L02 to mi.

Host and record of specimens.—Two females were obtained by

Doctor McClendon from the common soup-fin shark, Galeorhinus

syopterus, at La Jolla, California. They are made types of the

genu- and species and are Cat. No. 38601, Q.S.N.M.

Female. Cephalothorax orbicular, considerably swollen, with the

mouth tube and mouth parts projecting from its anterior margin;

it- surface smooth and uniformly rounded, without any trace of lob'es

or processes. Free segments developed into a neck two-third- of

the entire length and about two-fifths of the diameter of the cephalo-

thorax. This neck is straight, smooth, and free from wrinkles

except at the very base where it joins the genital segment. The
latter widen- gradually to the same diameter as the cephalothorax.

At it- anterior end it is wrinkled similar to the adjacent portion of

the neck: at its posterior end it is thrown into two or three much
larger folds, but is smooth through the center. Attached to it- pos-

terior margin, a little nearer the dorsal than the ventral surface, are

two -lender cylindrical processes. Bach is one-third the diameter

of the genital segment and nearly straight, so that the two extend

hack side by side and look like short egg strings. Between them

and on the extreme dorsal margin is the rudimentary abdomen, which

consists of little more than a pair of tiny papilla 1 or knobs, represent-
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ing the anal laminae. They scarcely project from the surface and
can be easily overlooked. Neither of the females obtained carried

egg strings, and so nothing is known of them.

The first antennae consist of a one-jointed papilla on either side of

the mouth tube, a mere stump, apparently immovable. The second

pair are three-jointed, stout, and terminate in a small curved claw;

they are movable and evidently assist in prehension, particularly that

part which is concerned with the burying of the head when the para-

site first becomes fixed. The mouth tube is made up of the project-

ing upper and under lips; these are united at the base, but are sepa-

rate for their terminal halves. The upper lip is semicylindrical and

somewhat like a proboscis, while the under one is tongue-shaped and

just covers the semicyUnder, making thus when closed a tube through

which nourishment can be conveyed. The mandibles and maxillae

are reduced to mere finger-like processes, the former in the space be-

tween the two lips, the latter on either side of the lower lip.

There are no first maxillipeds ; the second pair are two-jointed and

well developed. They consist of a large swollen basal joint and a

small terminal claw which closes down firmly against it. They are

thus much better developed and more formidable organs of prehen-

sion than are common in this family of parasites. In most of the

genera possessing a swollen cephalothorax and a long buried neck,

these alone seem to attach the parasite securely to its host, and all

the organs that serve for prehension in other forms are rudimentary

or usually lacking. Here for some reason the second maxillipeds

have retained fully their normal size.

There is but a single pair of swimming legs, one-jointed and very

rudimentary, attached to the cephalothorax close behind the maxil-

lipeds. The ovaries are in the form of oblong masses, one on either

side of the digestive canal in the genital segment.

Total length, 38 mm. Length of head, 2.8 mm. ; of neck, 22 mm.

;

of genital segment, 7 mm.; of posterior processes, 7 mm. Width of

head, 2.2 mm. ; of genital segment. 2.5 mm. ; of neck, 0.7 mm.
Color.—Of preserved specimens snow white throughout except the

mouth tube, mouth parts, and second antenna 1

, which are tinged

with red.

( ( .rilis. slender.)

The presence of a mouth tube, however imperfectly formed, places

this genus in the family Lernaeidae, but the male must be obtained

and examined before this point can be finally settled. The author

has taken a similar genus (as yet undescribed) from sharks along the

Atlantic coast. While in the female there was little evidence of a

mouth tube, in the male it was well developed and leaves no doubt as

to the location of the genus. The same will probably be found to be

true when the male of the present genus is obtained.
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Genus PHR IXOCEPHALUS, new.

Diagnosis.—Female entirely destitute of segmentation, but with

the different body regions fairly distinct. Head enlarged and club-

shaped, with three pairs of horns, two pairs Lateral, branched, and

chitinous, one pair ventral, softer and nearly simple. Head passing

insensibly into an elongate neck furnished with two pairs of lateral

horns and one pair of ventral ones, the latter opposite the posterior

pair of lateral ones. Neck bent at a righl angle where it joins the

genital segment ; the latter straight, cylindrical, and enlarged to sev-

eral limes the diameter <>l' the neck. No posterior Lobes or procej

Abdomen very small and rudimentary, without anal lamina' or setae.

Egg tubes long, each coiled into a tight spiral nearly as long a- the

entire body; eggs uniseriate. Month terminal, with three pairs of

rudimentary month parts. Two pairs of uniramose, three-jointed

tegs attached close to the mouth.

Typ< -Spi rns.--rhri.rnr, /thill us r'nirin hilt lis.

{phriosocephaliis, $pi£6s, bristling and K£<f>a\r}, head.)

PHRIXOCEPHALUS CINCINNATUS, new species.

Plate LXXYT. flg. 101.

Host and record of specimens.—Two females found attached to the

eyes of a species of Githarichthys, one of the -oft flounders, at Mon-
terey Bay, California, by the steamer Albatross in L904. These are

made the types of the new genus and species and are Cat. No. 38599,

l.S.N.M. Both specimens carry egg strings.

Female. Head enlarged and club-shaped, with a pair of short

branched horns on either side and a pair of softer and stouter one-.

nearly simple, on the ventral surface at the frontal margin. The
antei ior pair of lateral horns is branched from the very base, the two
branches forming an obtuse angle with each other, the inner one ex

tending forward and inward parallel with the anterior margin of

the head, while the outer one extend- at right angles to the central

axis of the body ami parallel to the posterior horn. These latter are

branched only at their tips and the rami are short and knob-like.

The head passes i n-eii-i 1 >ly into a narrow neck which tapers hack

ward, its narrowest portion being just at its junction with the genital

segment, where it i- bent at right angles to the latter. It i- also

twisted a quarter of the way around, so that when the creature i-

lying on the side of it- genital segment the head and neck present

either their dor-al or ventral Surfaces. In both of the female- studied

the twisting was sinistral, so that the Left side of the genital segment

appeared in connection with the ventral surface of the neck and head.
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This neck carries on either side close to the head a stout horn some-

what longer than those on the side of the head and not quite as stilt'

and hard. Each of these horns is slightly enlarged at its tip, where

it gives off three or four small knobs or branches. About halfway

between these second horns and the genital segment is a third set,

four in number, one on either side and a pair close together on the

ventral surface. These are all very hard and chitinous, the two

lateral ones a little longer than the.second pair, the ventral ones con-

siderably shorter, and all four profusely branched. The ventral pair

are so close together that their bases are partly fused and at first

glance they might easily be mistaken for a single horn; but a little

examination shows them to be unmistakably a pair placed close

together.

The genital segment enlarges abruptly from the base of the neck

to fully five times the diameter of the latter. It is cylindrical,

slightly enlarged posteriorly, a little curved, and smoothly rounded,

without appendages of any sort, but with a small rudimentary lobe

over the base of each egg string. The abdomen is also small and

rudimentary, little morje than a knob or lobe projecting slightly

from the dorsal surface of the posterior margin between the egg

strings. It is notched at the center, indicating the position of the

anus, but carries no anal lamina? or seta\ The egg strings are about

the same diameter as the narrowest part of the neck, and very long,

but they are coiled in a tight spiral of about three times their own
diameter, and thus actually project behind the genital segment a

distance less than the length of the body. If straightened out, how-

ever, they would prove to be more than twice that length. The
eggs are small and uniseriate, and each string contains between 1,200

and 1,500.

The mouth is terminal and is surrounded by mouth parts so degen-

erate that they have become mere spherical knobs. There are two

pairs of these close together and close to the mouth and another

pair at a little distance from them on the ventral surface. This

last pair is somewhat asymmetrical in their position, being twisted

around to the left side, but otherwise are exactly like the first two

pairs.

The only other appendages visible are two pairs of rudimentary

legs close together on the ventral surface about halfway between the

lateral horns on the head and the first pair on the side of the neck.

These legs arc very short and slender, uniramose. three-jointed, and

destitute of spines or seta?.

Total length, including egg strings, 30 mm. Length of head and

neck', !) nun.; of genital segment, 8 mm.; of egg strings, 14 mm.
Width of genital segment, 3 mm.; of the egg-tube coils, 1.12 mm.
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Colm. Body and chitinous horns ;i rich cinnamon brown tinged

with yellow: egg strings and soft horns a cream yellow.

(r'mr/nittitiis. having <>r wearing curls, in allusion to the coiled egg

strings.)

The head and neck with all the anchor horns arc buried in the

(issues of the eye of the host, leaving simply the genital segmenl

and egg foils visible on the exterior. The bend in the neck' comes

jil-t at the outer Surface of the eye and is no douht caused by the

friction of the water against the genital segmenl of the parasite

as the flounder moves forward through the water and mud. The
ti--ites of the eye iii immediate contact with the head and neck of

the parasite are hardened into a sort of cyst which increases the

firmness of the parasite's hold, bul of course renders the eye wholly

blind. Whether the parasite ever infest- both eye- of the same fish

so as to render it totally blind is an interesting economic question

which must be left to future observation to answer.

This new genus bears most resemblance to Havmobaphes^ hut differs

from it in many important particulars. The head in Hcemobaphes is

without horns, while here it is supplied with six comparatively large

one-, two pairs of which are chit ii mus like those on Lerncea. Again,

the neck in Hcemobaphes is bent abruptly at an acute angle a little

distance in front of its center, so that the head is brought hack against

the base of the neck: here the hemline- is simplj at a right angle and

at the very base of the neck, so that the head and neck stand out from

the anterior end of the genital segment at right angles to the lone-

axis of the latter.

Furthermore, while Hcemobaphes carries ;l pair of soft projections

on the sides of the neck near the flexure, the present genus carries

six branched horns upon the neck, the posterior four of which are

hard, chitinous. and profusely mult iranmse. In Hcemobaphes the

genital segment has a well-defined sigmoid flexure, while here it is

practically straight : at least there are no trace- of a double curve.

Hcemobaphes also has a large ami well defined abdomen, in one

species {ambiguus T. Scott i a-- lone- as the egg strings. Here the

abdomen i- so rudimentary as easily to escape notice. Finally in

Hcemobaphes the mouth i> ventral and there are two pair- of mouth

parts at some distance behind it. Here the mouth i- terminal, with

three pairs of knob-like mouth parts close to it. In ll<i mobap ht s the

rudimentary thorax legs are biramose and without joints; here they

are uniramose and three-jointed.

In view of these- essential differences the present specimens must

Constitute a genus by themselves.
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Family LEKNiEOPODID^E.

• BRACHIELLA MALLEUS Rudolphi.

Brachiclla malleus Vogt, 1S77, p. 46, pi. in, figs. 1 to 8; pi. iv, fig. 1.

Host and record of specimens.—A single lot taken at Port Arthur

by J. F. Abbott and sent to the author from Stanford University by

Dr. C. H. Gilbert. There are no data as to the host. The lot is Cat.

No. 38578, U.S.N.M.

BRACHIELLA GRACILIS, new species.

Plate LXXVII.

Host and record of specimens.—A lot containing both sexes and

several development stages was taken by Doctor McClendon from the

mouth of the white sea bass. Gynoscion nobilis, at La Jolla, Califor-

nia. These are made the types of the new species and are Cat. No.

38577, U.S.N.M.

Female.—General body form elongate and slender; head, includ-

ing the first maxillipeds, considerably enlarged and club-shaped.

Space between the first and second maxillipeds occupied by a narrow

cylindrical neck, two-thirds as long as the rest of the body. Second

maxillipeds slender and longer than the head and neck, placed closely

side by side and held together by the outer skin but not fused; this

outer skin is wrinkled into transverse folds. The base of each maxilli-

ped where it joins the body is enlarged to form a prominent knob,

which projects considerably from the surface. From these knobs the

maxillipeds taper gradually toward their tips, -where they are thor-

oughly fused and furnished with an attachment disk in the shape of

a mushroom. The head and neck are bent backward at the base of the

second maxillipeds so as to form an acute angle with the rest of the

body. Both are curved so that the two together form a smoothly

arched half-moon or semioval.

The body below the base of the second maxillipeds is again con-i

stricted for a short distance to about the diameter of the neck. It

then broadens abruptly into the genital portion, which has the shape

of a tall bottle or elongated flask, the sides nearly parallel and the

posterior margin squarely truncated. From this posterior margin

project four slender, finger-like processes in two pairs, one ventral

and one dorsal. The ventral and dorsal process on either side curve

in toward each other like unequal parentheses marks, the dorsal

process being only three-fifths as long as the ventral. The latter!

pair are as long as the entire body posterior to the base of the second

maxillipeds. All four processes are slightly enlarged at their bases

and taper gradually toward their tips which are bluntly rounded.

Between the ventral processes lies the abdomen, which is cylindrical,
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of smaller diameter than the processes, and about half their Length.

There are no traces of anal Lamina?.

The first antennae arc short and indistinctly jointed; they curve in

toward each other and are devoid of setae except at their very tips.

The second pair are Large and >tout with broad and bluntly rounded

tips. They curve in toward each other much more than the t i 1 —

i

pair, being so closely approximated to the anterior margin of the

carapace as to form a half circle with their tip- in actual contact.

Each bears on its ventral surface near the end a short accessory

branch much narrower than the main antenna and terminating in

two small spine-.

The mouth tube is broadly ovate, its uarrowed tip projecting

slightly beyond the anterior margin of the carapace, its base well

rounded and constricted into a short neck where it joins the carapace.

The mouth opening is at the very tip. hut ventral rather than ter-

minal: the lip- flare out into a short funnel surrounded by a fringe

of hair-. The mandibles are short and stout and furnished with

powerful muscles; they are toothed only on the inner margin, hut

the teeth are Large and curved at their tips Like talons.

The maxillae are two-thirds as Long as the mouth tube; each is

biramose, the endopod much shorter than the exopod and curved

over inward. Both rami are again bipartite, the two branches of

the same length and ending in short and straight spines. The first

maxillipeds are large and powerful: they are so Large and stand in

-iirh a relation to the head as to appear like the lower jaw of a

vertebrate in side view. Each consists of a swollen basal joint

armed on its inner margin with two roughened areas, a small one at

the extreme base and a much Larger one toward the distal end: he

tween these is a short -pine. The terminal joint is slender and

lipped with two claws, the inner one much smaller than the outer.

The ovaries are paired and occupy nearly the whole id' the fused

genital portion of the body; the external ovisacs are cylindrical, one

third the diameter of the genital portion and one-fourth Longer than

the Longest posterior processes. The eggs are small and arranged in

ten or twelve rows.

Total Length, including the posterior processes, L2to L5mm. Length

of second maxillipeds, L.8 mm. : of head and neck, 3.6 mm.; of genital

portion, -">.7 mm.: of egg cases, t.25 nun. Width of genital portion,

2.6 mm.
Color.— (preserved material) a uniform yellowish white. Lighter

and more transparent in the second maxillipeds, deepening into dark

yellow in the genital portion: egg strings orange.

Proc. N. M. vol. \.\xv—US 3U
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Young fondle—Two stages of development were obtained with the

adults. The youngest of these was only 3 mm. in length, and is

shown in fig. 111. The general structure is the same as that of the

adult, but the second maxillipeds here are twice the length of the

head and neck, and are entirely separate from each other for their

full length. Then they are attached close behind the first pair and

there is almost no interval between the two. The body posterior to

the base of the second maxillipeds is indistinctly segmented; there

are no posterior processes as yet, and the abdomen is very short and

rudimentary, ending in two conical anal laminae, each of which is

tipped with two short setae.

In the second stage, 4.5 mm. iong, the second maxillipeds have

diminished in relative length and thickened considerably. There is

a greater space between the first and second maxillipeds, and the pos-

terior processes appear as short knobs on either side of the abdomen.

Total length, 3 mm. Length of second maxillipeds, 1.85 mm. ; of

head, 0.8 mm.; of genital portion, 1.25 mm. Width of genital por-

tion 0.3 mm.
Mule.—Body of the usual form found in this genus, with a hump

on the back opposite the maxillipeds and a constriction a little pos-

terior to the hump. The first antennae are relatively longer and

more distinctly segmented than in the female. The second antennae

are much narrower, but otherwise similarly formed; they do not,

however, bend around the anterior margin of the carapace, but stand

out from the side of the mouth tube parallel with the first pair. The
mouth tube is relatively much larger and embraces the whole anterior

portion of the cephalon, dorsal as well as ventral. The mouth open-

ing is terminal and surrounded by a fringe of hairs similar to that in

the female. Second maxillipeds adapted for prehension and, like

the first pair, armed with powerful claws. They are placed well back

from the mouth tube, and in side view appear near the center of the

body. Abdomen and anal laminae similar to those on the youngest

female.

Total length, 1.0 mm. Length of head. 0.S nun.; of genital portion

behind the constriction, 0.7 mm. Width of body through the bases of

the second maxillipeds, 0.65 nun.

Color.—Of preserved specimens a uniform snow white.

((jnirilis, slender.)

This species may be distinguished from others of the genus by the

length and slenderness of the second maxillipeds. by the fact that in

the adult they are held together for their entire length, though not

fused, and by the long abdomen, which resembles a fifth or odd
anterior process.
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BRACHIELLA ANSERINA, new species.

Plates LXXVIII, LXXIX.

Host and record of specimens. AJbout a dozen specimens, includ-

ing both sexes, were taken from the gills of the rockfish, Sebastodes

glattcus, at Bering [sland, Siberia, by ( rovernor N. < rrebnitzky. They
art- made the types of the new species and are Cat. No. L3685,

Q.S.N.M.

Female.—Body elongate, the long and stout neck passing insen

sibly into the genital portion. Head not much enlarged, the anterior

margin almost squarely truncated, the posterior margin well rounded.

Neck thick and muscular, considerably longer than the body, gradu

ally increasing in size as it passes toward the body, until at the base

of the second maxillipeds the two join almost insensibly.

Second maxillipeds very short and Battened on the inner sides

where they c e together, giving each the shape of quarter of a

sphere, one of the flat sides being attached t<> the body and the other

facing it- fellow on the other maxilliped. Between them and almost

in contact with the ventral surface of the body is the small attach-

ment India. This has a very -hurt petiole and a nearly spherical

umbrella.

Genital portion or body proper nearly quadrilateral in dorsal out

line, slightly widened posteriorly, and flattened dorso-ventrally, so

that it- thickness is three-fifth- of its width. This genital portion

terminates posteriorly in eight processes arranged in four pairs; one

pair at the ventral corner-, which are mere knobs and project but

little, a second pair at the dorsal corner-, considerably larger and in

the form of conical processes bluntly rounded at their tips.

The third and fourth pairs are on the dorsal posterior margin at

the center, and are fused at their bases; the fourth pair is on the

median line and the two processes are completely fused except at

their very tip-, which are enlarged into circular lamina', flattened

dorso-ventrally and somewhat irregular around their margin. The

third pair -land one on either side of the fourth, and are fused with

(he hitter for then- basal half. But their terminal halves are free

and extend beyond the tip- of the fourth pair n- conical processes,

which are curved slightly awa\ from the mid-line.

The four processes thus arranged in a row are naturally i :h

wider than thick, and they curve over Neutrally between the egg

strings, very similar to the feathers of the tail of a duck or goose.

The egg cases are attached to the posterior margin of the genital

segment between the second and third processes on either side. They

are widely separated and ellipsoidal or often spherical in form: the

eggs are large and there are Ou or 60 in each case. There i- no
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abdomen, the anus opening on the ventral surface of the genital

segment near the bases of the fourth processes.

First antennae short and indistinctly jointed; basal portion en-

larged and flattened into a wide lamina from whose inner corner

projects a distal portion which is cylindrical and of about the same

length as the basal portion. There is one long seta outside the

base of the distal portion and three at the tip, one of which is much

shorter than the other two. Second antennae in the form of flat-

tened lamina?, elliptical in outline and divided at the end into two

short rami. The dorsal ramus is pointed and armed with a short

spine; the ventral one is rounded and covered with corrugations.

The mouth tube is large and subterminal ; the mouth opening is

surrounded by a fringe of long hairs. The mandibles are long and

narrow, enlarged at the base but of about the same width through-

out the distal portion, and armed with eight or ten irregular teeth

on the inner margin at the tip. The maxilla? are half the length

of the mouth tube and fairly stout; they are divided into three rami,

two at the tip, slender and of the same length, each ending in a long-

spine, and one much shorter and stouter on the ventral margin, end-

ing in a short spine.

First maxillipeds with stoutly swollen basal joints and compara-

tively slender and weak terminal joints; the latter are less than half

the length of the former and end in a tiny claw, evidently of no use

for prehension.

Total length, 5.5 mm. Length of neck and head, 3.1 mm. ; of gen-

ital portion, 2.4 mm.; of egg cases, 1.2 mm. Width of neck at its

base, 1 mm.; of genital portion at its posterior end, 2 mm.; of egg

cases, 1 mm.
Color.— (preserved material) a uniform dark orange, the egg

st lings inclining toward pink. Bulla and its pedicel very dark

brown, almost black.

Male.—Body stout and strongly arched dorsally, with a slight

constriction between the head and genital portion and almost no

traces of segmentation. Mouth parts clustered at the anterior end

close to the mouth tube.

First antennae distinctly three jointed, basal joint considerably

longer than the others and carrying on its outer distal corner a long

spine: the two terminal joints about the same length, the last one

cm ling in a bunch of setae. Second antenna1 cylindrical like the

first pair instead of being flattened into Laminae, as in the female;

armed at their tip with a dorsal curved claw and a ventral corru-

gated knob.

First maxillipeds similar to those of the female; second pair de-

veloped into large, powerful prehensile organs, the basal joint swollen

and projecting on the inner margin into a long and stout spine which
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curves outward to meet the strong terminal daw, thus forming a 3orl

lit' chela.

Total Length, 1 nun. Width of cephalic portion, 0.5 nun.

Color.—A lighter orange than in the female, the yellow showing
more plainly than the red.

{<tits< i-'nui. iinsif. a goose, and the ending inus denoting Likeness,

alluding to the form of the adult female.)

This species is readily distinguished from all others by the general

shape of the body, which is that of a miniature goose or (luck, by tin'

fusion of the two median pairs of posterior processes and by the

spherical egg cases. Tliis first determination may then be confirmed

by the relative size and shape of the various appendages.

LERNJEOPODA GIBBER, new species.

Plate LXXX,

Host and record of specimens.—A fine Lot of specimens, including

developmental stages, but qo males, was obtained from the gill arches

of the Dolly Varden trout, Scdvelinus nullum, at Attn. Alaska, .June

9, L906, by the steamer Albatross. They are made the types of the

new species and are Cat. No. :5S;">s:i. I'.S.N.M.

Female.—Body strongly flattened dorso-ventrally and much
wrinkled; head inclined at an acute angle with the rest <d' the body,

and the space between the second maxillipeds raised into a Large

hump, which gives the creature a peculiar hunchbacked appearance.

Head, exclusive of the second maxillipeds. elongate triangular in

dorsal outline, with none of the appendages visible. First maxillipeds

hidden between the bases of the second pair: the latter cylindrical.

very thick and -tout, especially ;it their bases. They are about half

the Length of the rest of the body, are muted at their very tip-, and

furnished with a Large mushroom-shaped bulla. The stem of the

bulla i- one-third the diameter of the maxillipeds themselves and

nearly one-half their Length, while the umbrella pan i- five times the

diameter of 1 he stem.

The genital portion of the body forms nearly a perfect circle in

dorsal outline: it is indistinctly segmented, but the posterior margin

is unbroken by any abdomen or anal Laminae, or even by the attach-

ment of the egg strings. The latter are one fourth the diameter of

the body and one and a half time- it- Length, and are not much nar-

rowed at the end-: the eggs are Large and arranged in five or six

Longitudinal rows.

The first antennas have the shape of blunt unsegmented papillae

tipped with three small processes arranged :it the three comers of : i

triangle and inclined toward one another. Second antenna' -tout and

flattened laterally into broad Laminae; they are imperfectly segmented
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and divided at the tip into three parts—a ventral, a dorsal, and a

lateral, the latter on the inner side. The ventral part is in the form

of a two-jointed cylindrical process, the terminal joint much smaller

than the basal. The dorsal part is a large flattened claw, armed on

its concave margin with two small spines. The lateral part is a

founded knob covered with short spines. The mandibles have five

coarse teeth on the inner margin at the tip: the maxillae arc narrow

and unsegmented, with a protuberance on the inner margin at the

center, and three small spines at the tip, the outer one much smaller

than the other two.

The first maxillipeds are attached close to the mouth tube, and con-

sist of a swollen basal joint and a short but stout terminal claw. The
latter is only one-third the length of the basal joint and is straight

except at the tip, where it curves slightly.

Total length. 6.2 mm. Length of genital portion, 4 mm.; of egg-

strings. S mm. Width of genital portion, 4 mm.
Color.—Body a uniform yellow, deeper at the center of the genital

segment over the ovaries. Attachment bulla a deep brownish, black.

Egg strings light yellow in early development, becoming later a dark

orange.

(gibber, hunchbacked.)

This species may be distinguished by the large hump on the back

between the bases of the second maxillipeds, by the wide and strongly

flattened genital portion, and the fact that the first maxillipeds an-

between the bases of the second pair and yet close behind the mouth
tube.

There is a second lot of five females, taken also from the gill arches

of Salvelinus malma at Bering Island by Governor N. Grebnitzky,

and are Cat. No. 38591, U.S.N.M.

LERN^OPODA BEANI. new species.

Plate LXXXI.

Host aml rccon! of specimens.—A lot of twenty-five specimens, ail

females, were taken from the gill filaments of the Quinnat salmon,

Oncorhynchus tschawytscha, captured in the McCloud River, Califor-

nia. August -I, L881. These are taken as the types of the new species

and are Cat. No. 29086, U.S.N.M.

There are also two other lots obtained by the l T
. S. Bureau of Fish-

eries from the same host, but in Battle Creek, Colorado. The first

of these is Cat. No. 38584 and the other Cat. No. 38585, U.S.N.M.

A fourth loi was obtained by Dr. C. II. Gilbert from the rainbow

trout, Salmo n-'nli us. at a lish hatchery located at Sisson, California:

Cat. No. 38605, U.S.N.M.

Female. Body not much flattened; head often in line with the

genital portion and never much inclined to it. Head, including the
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bases of the second maxillipeds, triangular, one-eighth Longer than

wide and rather pointed ;it the tip in dorsal view. Second maxilli-

peds stout, cylindrical, and only half as long as the body; bulla mush-

room-shaped and twice the diameter of the maxillipeds, with a long

and slender petiole. Genital portion nearly circular in outline in

dorsal view, hnt only one-half wider than the head, with no trace <»!'

segmentation. Egg strings one-fourth the diameter of the genital

portion and one-third longer than the entire body. Eggs of medium
size and arranged in five or six longitudinal rows.

First antennae in the form of shorl unsegmented processes, nar-

rowed at the tip and armed with a single small spine. Second pair

flattened laterally, imperfectly segmented, and split at the tip into

two rami; the dorsal ramus is the smaller and is tipped with a coni-

cal-process and a small -pine. The ventral ramus is armed with a

large spine, a -mall one close to it. and a rounded knob covered with

-mall -pine-. The mandibles are longer and narrower than in gib

l>ii-; they have the same number of teeth, bul these are considerably

different in pattern.

The maxillae are also longer ami narrower than in the preceding

species, and are armed at their tip with a short, -tout -pine on either

side and a central conical process or palp, which carries at it- tip

two -hort spines.

The first maxillipeds are removed from the month tube a dis-

tance nearly equal to their own length. Their basal joints are stout

and swollen, Inn the terminal ones are -lender and weak, the claw

being abruptly narrowed near it- base.

Total Length, 1.6 mm. Length of head. •_' nun.: of genital portion,

•_'.<'> nun.: of second maxillipeds, without the bulla, •_'.
I mm.; of the

egg strings, 6 mm. Width of head. L.5 nun.: of genital portion.

2.85 mm.
Color, (preserved material) a light straw yellow deepening to

orange over the ovaries in the genital portion: India and it- stem

yellowish brown. Eggs at first light yellow, afterwards becoming

orange.

[beani, to Dr. Tarleton II. Bean, who ha- accomplished excellent

results in the investigations of the salmon industries of the Pacific

coast .
>

The label accompanying the type- of this new species states that

they were taken from a female fish that died of the disease prevail

ing among the salmon in the McCloud River during the summer of

1881. The species can he distinguished' by the comparative Length of

the second maxillipeds, by the size and shape of the bulla, and the

fact that it possesses a distinct -talk, and by the distance between the

first maxillipeds and the other month part-. Without exception,

also, these parasites were attached to the tip- of the gill filaments,

while L. gibbi r attache- itself to the gill arches.
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LERN^OPODA BICAULICULATA, new species.

Plate LXXXII.

Host and record of specimens.—Three females were taken from

the tips of the gill filaments of the Dolly Varden trout, Salvelinus

in (dinn. at Bering Island by Governor X. Grebnitzky. They are made
the species types and are Cat. No. 38594, U.S.N.M.

A second lot of two females was obtained by L. Stejneger in

1882, also from Bering Island, but the host is not given. This lot

is Cat. No. 8453, U.S.N.M.

A single female was taken from a " trout " at Mapleton, Oregon,

by Dr. S. E. Meek in 189G, and is Cat, No. 38575, U.S.N.M.

Female.—General body form short and stout, and but little flat-

tened. Head long and narrow and as wide at the tip as at the base,

where the second maxillipeds project on either side like a pair of

veritable shoulders. This is markedly different from the other

species examined and constitutes a good distinguishing character.

In side view the liases of the first maxillipeds are seen to be placed

well back, close to the second pair. The latter are nearly as long-

as the genital portion, of the same diameter throughout, and squarely

truncated at their tips. They are not fused at the tips, but are

entirely distinct, and each gives rise to a slender petiole. These

two petioles then unite to form the common petiole of the bulla,

which has the ordinary mushroom shape.

The bases of these second maxillipeds are fused across the body

and project strongly on either side, their combined diameter being

nearly twice that of the head. Behind them the flask-shaped genital

portion is narrowed into a neck of about the same diameter as the

head, and thus increases the prominence of the projecting maxilli-

peds. This genital portion is flattened on the ventral surface and

strongly arched dorsally: it is one-half longer than wide and of

about t lie same width and thickness, and is entirely without processes,

abdomen, or anal laminae.

The vis<x cases are attached at the extreme ventral corners, as

widely separated as possible, constituting another specific character-

istic Furthermore, the tube or neck by which each is attached to

the body runs some little distance along a groove in the ventral

surface of the genital portion, diagonally forward and inward, to

the openings of the oviducts. Egg cases four-fifths the entire

length of the body and half the diameter of the genital portion.

Eggs large and arranged in eight to ten longitudinal rows.

First antennae slender and more distinctly jointed than in other

species, but smooth and unarmed. Second pair flattened and lam-

inate, divided at the tip into three parts, something like those of

gibber. The two outside parts are rounded knobs covered with short
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-pint's, the centra] pari is a square projection having n shorl and

stoul spine :it each of its distal corners. The maxillae are stout and

compact, conical in shape, and each terminating in ;i stoul spine;

each carries a shorl ramus or palp on its ventral surface near the

center, also tipped with a stout spine; there is a third spine <>n the

outer margin near the base, but this comes directly from the maxilla

without any ramus.

The first maxillipeds have a stout basal joint which is armed with

a large spine on it- inner margin near the base of the terminal joint.

The latter is slender and is terminated by :i small curved claw and two

minute spines.

Total length, 1.7 nun. Length of head, 1.45 mm.; of genital por-

tion. :'> mm.; of egg :ases, 3.42 nun. Width of head, 0.75 nun.: of

bases of second maxillipeds, 2 nun.: of genital portion, 1.9 nun.: of

egg cases, I mm.
Color, t )f preserved material ;i uniform lighl orange, darker over

the ovaries in the genital portion.

(bicaulieulata, furnished with two -inn- or stalks, in allusion to

the double stem of the attachment bulla.)

This species may he recognized by these two -tern- of the attach-

ment bulla, by the fact that the egg cases are attached at Ui<- extreme

ventral corners in side view and as widely separated a- possible in

dorsal view, when really the openings of the oviducts are consider-

ably farther forward and inward; by tin- narrowness of the base of

the head and the anterior part of the genital portion and the contrast-

ing width of the bases oi the second maxillipeds, and by the fact that

the parasite- are found attached to the tip- of the irill filaments and

not to the arches or sides of the gill cavity.

LERNJEOPODA FALCULATA. new species.

Plate i..\\.\ 1 1 1.

Host "ml i-< , md of 8p< ' 'nit us.— A lot of four female- was obtained

from the gills of the blue-back salmon, Oncorhynchus u< rka, at Baker
Lake. Washington, in L902, by the (J. s. Bureau of Fisheries. These
are made the types id' the new species and are Cat. No. 38586,

[J.S.N.M.

A single female was obtained at Bristol Bay, Alaska, for which no

date or host wa- given; it is Cat. No. ^:'> (it. I ".S.N..M.

Three lots were obtained by the I'. S. Bureau of Fisheries from

trout, one containing two female- taken from the inside of the oper-

culum at Hot Creek. Ca— el. California, Cat. No. 38589, I.S.N.M.:

another containing two females taken from the gills, in the west fork

of Feather River, California. Cat. No. 38588, IT.S.N.M., and the

third containing a single female taken from the ventral tin. in the

north fork of Feather River, Cat. No. 38590, U.S.N.M.
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Female.—Body plump and only slightly flattened dorso-ventrally

;

head normally held at right angles to the body axis, as in the side

view shown in fig. 150. Head elongate triangular, or pear-shaped in

dorsal view, narrowed almost to a point anteriorly.

The first maxillipeds are close to the month tube and have exactly

the appearance of an under jaw in side view, as was noted in the case

of Brachiella gracilis (p. 4t>5). The second maxillipeds are stout,

cylindrical, and three-quarters as long as the entire body: they are

not tapered, but are narrowed abruptly at tin' ends into a short petiole

which connects with the bulla. The diameter of the petiole is one-

third that of the second maxillipeds; the umbrella portion is more

than six times the width of the petiole. The genital portion is ellip-

tical, only a little longer than wide, and without any traces of seg-

mentation. It is considerably wider than the head, but not much
longer, and in alcoholic material is usually furrowed longitudinally

along the outside of each ovary.

The egg strings are one-third the diameter of the genital portion,

and as long as the entire body; the eggs are of medium size and are

arranged in eight longitudinal rows.

The first antennae arc longer and more slender than in beani or

gibber, and are tipped with one large spine and three small ones.

The second antennae are not as strongly flattened as in other species,

and are bifurcate at their tips. The ventral ramus is a large flattened

claw, with two accessory spines on its concave margin; the dorsal

ramus is a conical process tipped with three small and strongly

curved claws. The mandibles are much shorter than those of beani

and not as slender as those of gibber, with the teeth considerably

different in pattern from both.

The first maxillipeds have a strongly swollen basal joint like that

in gibber, and a long and slender terminal joint. The terminal claw

is stout and strongly curved, and there is an accessory spine on the

inner margin of the joint near the base of the claw. These maxilli-

peds in their relation to the other appendages are between those of

the species already described. They are not as close-to the mouth

tube as in gibber, but are considerably closer than in beani and

bicauliculata.

Total length. 5 mm, Length of head, '2 mm.; of genital portion.

:'> mm.: of egg strings, 5 mm. Width of head, 1.5 mm.; of genital

portion, 2.C> mm.: of egg cases, 0.8 mm.
Color.—Of preserved material a light orange, deeper over the

ovaries; bulla dark brown, sometimes black: egg strings deep orange.

(falculata, furnished with little claws or talons, alluding to those

on the tips of the second antennae.)
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This new species may be recognized by the abruptly narrowed

ends of the second maxillipeds, by the flattening of the genital por-

tion, by the position of the first maxillipeds, and by the slenderness

and length of the egg strings. These differences may then be con-

firmed by the structure of the various appendages.

LERNjEOPODA extumescens g

Lem&opoda extumescens Gadd, 1904, p. 31, pi. n. figs. 1 to 11'.

Host and record of specimen. A single female specimen was taken

from tin' n'ill cavity of the hump-backed whitefish, Coregonus

nelsonii, in the Yukon River, Alaska, by E. VV. Nelson, and 1- Cat.

No. 29900, I.S.N..M.

LERN^EOPODA CALI FOKNI ENSIS Dana.

LerncEopoda califomiensis Dana, 1852, p. 1379, pi. xcvi, fig. 1 a \<> i>.

Host and record of specimens.—Dana's original types were taken

from the body of a salmon {Oncorhynchus) captured in the Klamath

River, California. In some manuscripl note- made by Dr. R. R.

Gurley, of the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries ( 1896), upon the Parasites

of the Fresh-water Fishes of North America, occurs the following:

Some Bpeciinena of n Lcrntcopoda from the Columbia River basin appear n>

belong in this species, as far as it is possible to tell from Dana's brief descrip

tion and figure, whicb latter, being merely an outline, admits of 110 very satis

factory comparison. Four specimens were taken from the iniis of Oncorhyn

thus ncrka by Dr. 1'.. \v. Evermaun, in an inlel to Big Payette Lake, Idaho,

September i!T. 1894. It may lie noted thai ". nerka also occurs in Klamatb

River, from which Dana's types were obtained.

The author ha- not -ecu the above-mentioned specimens and so

can only quote the authority given lor their identity with the present

specie-.

ANCHORELLA UNCINATA Muller.

Anchorella uncinata Baird, 1850, p. '•'•'. pi. xxxv, fig. 9.

Host iiml record of specimens. A single female was obtained

from (itiilus macrocephalus by L. Stejneger, at Bering [sland,

Siberia, in L882; Cat. No. T991, I .S.N..M.

Another hit of five females from the same hosl and at the same

time is Cat. No. 7992, l.S.N.M.

A third hn was obtained from the same host by N. Grebnitzky,

the governor of the island, and is Cat. No. t3706, I'.s.N.M.

A fourth lot was obtained by the steamer Albatross at Chignik

Bay during the Alaska salmon investigation in L903. It also came

from the same host and i- numbered ll s l<».
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ACHTHERES COREGONI Smith.

Achthcrcs coregoni Smith, 1874, p. 604, pi. in, fig. 17.

Host and record of specimens.—Several female specimens were

taken from a species of Coregonus in the Yukon River, Alaska, and

are Cat. No. 6113, U.S.N.M.

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF HOSTS, WITH THE PARASITES BOUND <>\

EACH.

Citharichthys, species. The soft flounders.

Phrixocephalus cineinnatus, new species, attached to eye.

Coregonus nelsonii Bean. The hump-backed whitefish.

Lernceopoda extumescens Gadd, fastened to the sides of the

gill cavity.

Coregonus, species. The whitefish.

Achtheres coregoni Smith, from the gill cavity.

Cynoscion nobilis Ayres. The white sea bass.

Lepeophtheirus thompsoni Baird, from the outside of the body.

Brachiella gracilis, new species, from the mouth.

Gadus macrocephalus Tilesius. Alaska codfish.

Lepeophtheirus parviventris "Wilson, from the outside surface.

Anchorella uncinata Midler, from the gills and mouth.

Galeorhinus zyopterus Jordan and Gilbert. The soup-fin shark.

Pandarus cranchii Leach, from the fins and skin.

Eudactylina uncinata, new species, from the gill filaments.

Opimia gracilis, new species, embedded in the flesh on the walls

of the mouth and gill cavities.

Hydrolagus colliei Lay and Bennett. The elephant-fish.

Chondracanthus epachthes, new species, from the gill cavity.

('aligns gurnardi Kroyer, from the outside surface.

Hypsypops rubicundus Girard. The garibaldi.

Artacolax (Bomolochus) ardeolce Kroyer, from the gill fila-

ments.

Lepidopsetta bilineata Ayres.

Lepeophtheirus parviventris Wilson, from the outside surface.

Lycodontis mordax Ayres. The California conger eel.

Hatschekia pinguis, new species, from the gills.

Mola mola Linnaeus. The sunfish.

Lcpcophi hcirus nordmainiii Milne-Edwards, and L. insignis,

new species, from the outside surface.

Cecrops latreillii Leach, from the gills.
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Oncorhynchus gorbuscha Walbaum. The humpbacked salmon.

Lepeophtheirus salmonis Kroyer, from the gills and gill cavity.

Oncorhynchus kisutch Walbaum. The Coho salmon.

gulus pugettensis Dana, from the outside surface.

Oncorhynchus nerka Walbaum. The blue-back salmon.

Lepeophtheirus pacificus Gissler, from the outside surface.

/.</» ophtht irus 8almonis Kroyer, from the gills and gill cavity.

Lemwopoda californiensis Dana, presumably from the gills

or ii'ill cavity.

Lernceopoda falculata, new species, from the n" i I Is.

Oncorhynchus tschawytscha Walbaum. The Quinnal salmon.

Caligus gumardi Kroyer, from the outside surface.

Lepeophtheirus sal/monis Kroyer, from the gills.

Lernceopoda beani, new species, from tips of the gill filaments.

Paralabrax maculato-fasciatus Steindachner. Spotted cabrilla.

Lepeophtheirus constrictus, new species, from the outside

surface.

Pimelometopon pulcher Ayivs. California redfish.

Lepeophtheirus parvus, new species, from the outside surface.

Pleurogrammus monopterygius Pallas. The Atka fish.

Lepeophtheirus parviventris Wilson, from the outside surface.

Psettichthys melanostictus Girard. A flounder.

Lepeophtheirus bifurcatus Wilson, from the outside surface.

Salvelinus malma Walbaum. The Dolly Varden trout.

Lepeophtheirus salmonis Kroyer, from the gills and gill cavity.

Lernceopoda gibber, new species, from the inside of the gill

arches.

Lema?opoda bicauliculata, new species, from the tips of the

idll filaments.

Scorpaena guttata Girard. The scorpion.

Lepeophtheirus brachyurus Heller, from the outside surface.

Sebastodes glaucus Hilgendorf. The rockfish.

Brachiella anserina, new species, from the gills and gill arches.

Sebastodes rubrivinctus .Jordan and Gilbert. Spanish flag.

Lepeophtheirus parviventris Wilson, from the outside surface.

Sphaeroides, specie-. The puffers.

Pseudochondracanthus diceraus, new species, from the gills

and i:ill cavity.

Stereolepis gigas Avres. The jew fish.

Lepeophtheirus l<>ii<i'tj><s Wilson, from the outside surface.
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Triakis semifasciatum Grirard. Tlic leopard or cat shark.

Achtheinus oblongus, new species, from the outside surface and

possibly from the tins.

Urolophus halleri Cooper. The round sting ray.

Trebius tenuifurcatus Rathbun, from the outside (upper)

surface of the body.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate LXVI.

The male and female of Chondracanthus epachthes, new species.

Fig. 1. Dorsal view of female. Fig. 2. First and second antennae. Fig. 3.

1'i ist antenna more highly magnified. Fig. 4. Mouth parts, the mandibles being

concealed beneath the upper lip. Fig. 5. Mandible. Fig. <'». Maxilla. Fig. 7.

Second maxilliped. Fig. 8. Lateral view of male. Fig. 9. Mandible of male, the

same magnification as li:,'. 5. Fig. in. Second maxilliped of male.
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Plate LXVII.

The male and female of Pseudochondracanthns diceraus. Dew species.

Pig. 11. Adult female, dorsal view. Fig. 12. Bead and firsl thorax segment,

ventral view, showing the firsl antenna (a), the second antenna (a'), the

mandibles (md.), the maxilla; (ma?.), the inaxillipeds (mxp.), and the Brsl

swimming legs 1/1. Fig. 1:;. Mandible .-md maxilla, dorsal surface. Fig. II.

Maxilla, ventral surface. Fig. 15. Maxilliped, ventral surface. Fig. 16. Lai

era I view of the male. Fig. 17. Moutb parts of male, sin .win- upper lip in. I.),

mandible (md.), and maxilla (ma?.). Fig. 18. Maxilliped of male.

l'i vii: I.XVI II.

Tlic female of Lepeophtheirus parvus, aew species.

Fig. 19. Dorsal view of female. Fig. 20. Second antenna and 8rs1 maxilla.

Fig. 21. Mouth tube and second maxilla', l'i-. 22. Furca. Fig. i':;. Second

maxilliped. Figs. 24 to 27. First, second, third, and fourth swimming legs.

PLAT] I. XIX.

The female of Lepeophtheirus bonstrictus, new species.

l'i-. 28. Dorsal view of female. Fig. 29. Second antenna and first maxilla.

Fig. •':<». Sec 1 maxilla. Fig. 31. Furca. Fig. .".1'. Second maxilliped. Figs. ."..".

to 35. First, third, and fourth swimming legs. Fig. 36. Ventral view of genital

segmenl and abdomen, showing the rudimentary fifth legs.

PLAT) i.xx.

The Tenia le of Lepeophtheirus insignis, new species.

Fig. .'IT. Dorsal view of female. Fig. 38. Second antenna. Fig. 39. Moutb
lube and second maxilla. Fig. 10. Furea. Figs. 11 to 13. First, second, and

third swimming legs. Fig. 11. Ventral surface of genital segmenl and abdo n.

showing cemenl glands (c. g.), spermatophores (s.), and rudimentary lit'tli and

sixth legs. Fig. r>. Month tube and second maxilla of male. Fig. n;. Second

maxilliped of male. Fig. it. Fourth swimming leg of male. Fig. 18. Ventral

surface of genital Segmenl Of male, showing partial separation of a sixth

segment.

Plate i.XXi.

The male and young female of Lepeophtheirus insignis, new species.

Fig. in. Dorsal view of male. Fig. 50. Second antenna and firsl maxilla of

male. Fig. 51. Dorsal view of young female. Fig. ~>\1. Second antenna ami

Brsl maxilla of .some. Fig. 53. Furca, the branches jusl starting. Fig. 54.

.Month tube and second maxilla: contrast the latter with those of the adult in

fig. 39. Fig. 55. Furca of a little older female.

Plati i.xxi 1.

The male and female of Trebius tenuifurcatus Rathbun.

Fig. 56. Dorsal view of female. I'i-. 57. Second antenna and tirsl maxilla.

Fig. 58. Month tube and second maxilla-. Fig. 59. Furca. Fig. 60. Firsl max-
illiped. Fig. 61. Second maxilliped. Figs. 62 to «;.",. First, second, third, and
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fourth swimming legs. Fig. 60. Dorsal view of male. Figs. 07. Furca of male.

Fig. 08. One side of the ventral surface of the male, showing the rudimentary

fifth and sixth swimming legs.

Plate LXXIII.

The female and a chalimus of Achtheinus oolongus, new species.

Fig. 09. Dorsal view of adult female. Fig. 70. Second antenna. Fig. 71.

Mouth tube and second maxilhe. Fig. 72. Second maxilliped. Figs. 73 to 76

First, second, third, and fourth swimming legs. Fig. 77. Ventral view of genital

segment and abdomen, showing the cement glands and rudimentary fifth legs.

Fig. 78. Dorsal view of chalimus, showing the paired attachment filaments

and the second and third thoracic segments still distinct. Fig. 70. Second max-
illiped of chalimus.

Plate LXXIV.

The female of Eudactylina uncinata, new species.

Fig. 80. Dorsal view of female. Fig. 81. First antenna. Fig. 82. Second

antenna. Fig. 83. Mouth tube and second maxilla 1
. Fig. 84. Second maxilliped.

Fig. 85. First maxilliped. Figs. s<; to 89. First, second, fourth, and fifth swim-

ming legs. Fig. 90. Tip of abdomen, showing anal laminae.

Plate FXXY.

The male and female of HatscheMa pinguis, new species.

Fig. 91. Dorsal view of female. Figs. !)2 and 93. First and second swimming
legs. Fig. 94. Dorsal view of male. Fig. 95. Second antenna of male. Fig.

!><;. Second maxilliped of male. Figs. 07 and 98. First and second swimming
legs.

Plate LXXVI.

The females of Lemoeenicus muduswus, new species, Phrixocephalus cincin-

natus, new species, and Opimia exilis, new species.

Fig. 99. Dorsal view of the female of Lemoeenicus medusosus. Fig. 100.

Ventral view of the head and anterior thoracic segment, showing the two pairs

of rudimentary legs. Fig. 101. Ventral view of the female of Phrixocephalus

cincinnatus, showing the rudimentary mouth parts and the two pairs of rudi-

mentary legs. Fig. 102. Dorsal view of the female of Opimia gracilis. Fig.

L03. Lateral view of the head and first thorax segment, showing the single pair

of rudimentary legs. Fig. 104. Ventral view of the head, showing the second

antenna (</). the mouth tube with a rudimentary mandible {mil.), and maxilla

(mx.) on either side of it. and the single pair of maxillipeds inijt.). In this

figure the head has been bent backward, thus increasing the space between the

maxillipeds and the mouth parts; the normal position is shown in fig. 103.

Plate LXXVII.

The male ami female of Brachiella gracilis, new species.

Fig. L05. Lateral view of female with attached male. Fig. L06. I»<>rsal view

of first and second antenna-. Fig. L07. Ventral view of second antenna', mouth

tube, and maxilhe. Fig. L08. .Mandible. Fig. 109. Ventral side of first maxilli-
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peds. Fig. L10. Lateral view of male. Pig. ill. Lateral vie^ of young female,

.'! nun. long. Fig. ill'. Abdomen and anal lamina' of this young female. Fig.

11.;. Lateral view of young female. 1.5 mm. long, showing a decrease in the ins-

tance between the firsl maxillipeds ami the mouth parts, ami an Increase in the

distance between the firsl ami second maxillipeds.

I'l \n: I.X.W 111.

The female of Brachit lla anserina, uew species.

Fit,', ill. Ventral view of the genital segmenl and abdomen <>t" Brachiella gra-

cilis. Fig. L15. Dorsal view of the female of B. anserina. Fig. 116. Firsl an-

tenna. Fig. 117. Second antenna. Fig. 118. Mamlil.le. Fig. 119. Ventral view

of maxilla, showing palp at the base. Fig. 120. Dorsal view of same. Fig. 121.

First maxilliped. Fig. 122. Ventral view of the posterior portl f the genital

segment, showing the position of the anus and the posterior processes.

Pi \n: I.XX IX.

The male ami female of Brachiella anserina, new species.

Fig. 123. Lateral view of female, showing peculiar shape. Fig. L24. Dorsal

view <>f posterior portion of the genital segment, showing processes. Fig. 1_'.~>.

Lateral view of male. Fig. 126. Firsl antenna. Fig. l_'7. Second antenna. Fig.

128. Second maxilliped.

Li mi LXXX.

The female of Lernceopoda gibber, new species.

Fig. 129. Dorsal view of the female (the head does not appear at all in this

View). Fig. 130. Lateral view of female. Fig. 131. First and second antennae,

month tube, and lirst maxillipeds. Fig. 132. first antenna. Fig. 133. Second

antenna. Fig. 134. Mandible. Fig. 135. .Maxilla.

Plate LXXXI.

The female of Lemasopoda beani, new Bpecies.

Fig. 136. Dorsal view of female. Fig. 137. Lateral view of same. Fig. 138.

Firsl antenna. Fig. 139. Second antenna. I 'jlt. 140. Mandible. Fig. 141. Max-

illa. Fig. 1 12. First maxilliped.

Plate lxxxil

The female of hernmopoda bicauliculata, new species.

Fig. 14:;. Dorsal view of female. Fig. 144. Lateral view of same. Fig. 145.

Firsi antenna. Fig. 146. Second antenna. Fig. 1 17. .Maxilla. Fig. 148. first

maxilliped.

Plate LXXXIII.

The female of LerncBopoda falculata, new species.

Fig. 149. Dorsal view of female. Fig. 150. Lateral view of same. Fig. 151.

Firsl antenna. Fig. 152. Second antenna. Fig. 153. Mandible. Fig. 154.

Maxilla. Liu'. 155. Lirst maxillipeds.
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The Male and Female of Chondracanthus epachthes.

For explanation of plate see page 478.
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The Male and Female of Pseudochondracanthus diceraus.
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The Female of Lepeophtheirus parvus.
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The Female of Lepeophtheirus constrictus.
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The Female of Lepeophtheirus insignis.
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The Male and Young Female of Lepeophtheirus insignis.
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The Male and Female of Trebius tenuifurcatus.
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The Female and a Chalimus of Achtheinus oblongus.
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The Female of Eudactylina uncinata.
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The Male and Female of Hatschekia pinguis.
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The Females of Lern/eenicus medus>eus, Phrixocephalus cincinnatus,
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For explanation of plate see page 480.
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The Male and Female of Brachiella gracilis.
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The Female of Brachiella anserina.
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The Male and Female of Brachiella anserina.
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The Female of Lern/eopoda gibber
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The Female of Lern/eopoda beani.
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The Female of Lern/eopoda bicauliculata.
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SOME NEW ISOPODS OF THE FAMILY GNATHIIM]
FROM THE ATLANTIC COAST OF NORTH AMERICA.

By Harriet Richardson,

Collaborator, Department of Marine Invertebrates, U. 8. National Museum.

In the present paper three new species are described. One is espe-

cially interesting, as it is only the second species known of the genus

Bathygnathia, the original species having been described from a frag-

ment and referred to the genus Anceus. The other two species be-

long to the genus Gnathia. The specimens described have recently

been returned by Prof. A. E. Verrill to the U. S. National Museum.

Family GNATHIID^.

Genus BATHYGNATHIA Dollfus, 1901.

All seven segments of thorax free; eyes absent; head with a long,

prominent rostrum ; first gnathopods of male consisting of five

articles; other characters as in the genus Gnathia.

The type of the genus is Anceus bathybius Beddard.a

In 1893 Stebbing b suggested that the form described by Beddard
would no doubt require to be transferred to a new genus, but that

inasmuch as the species was described from a fragment it would be

better to wait until more material was obtained.

In 1901 Dollfus, without additional material, erected for Beddard's

species the new genus Bathygnathia.

BATHYGNATHIA CURVIROSTRIS, new species.

Body elongate, about four times longer than wide ; surface smooth.

Head squarish, with the front produced in a long, prominent ros-

trum, equal in width to one-third the width of the head, and about

two-thirds as long as the head ; lateral margins even and rounded and

"Challenger Report, Zool., XVII, Pt. 48, Report on the Isopoda (Pt. 2), 1886,

pp. 135-137, pi. .win, flgs. 1-7.

6 Hist, of Crustacea, 1893, p. 338.

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV—No. 1653.
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converging to a pointed extremity ; eyes entirely absent. First pair

of antenna? with the first two articles of the peduncle subequal ; third

article about one and a half times longer than

either of the two preceding. Flagellum com-

posed of four articles on one side and five on the

other; first article minute; second and third

elongate, the third being longer than the sec-

ond; fourth half as long as third; fifth half

as long as fourth. First antennae extend to end

of peduncle of second pair. Second pair of an-

tennas with first article of peduncle long; second

article half as long as first; third article almost

as long as first ; fourth about one and a half times

longer than third ; flagellum, composed of seven

articles, extends to tip of mandibles. Mandibles

narrow and elongate, extend one-third of their

entire length beyond extremity of rostrum.

fig. i.—bathygnathia About one-third the distance from the base, on

the outer margin, is a prominent, acute tooth.

Tip of mandible bent and directed inward ; man-
dibles narower from a point beginning about op-

posite tip of rostrum and converging from that

point to the acute extremity.

All seven segments of the thorax free; first

short, about half as long as the two following

which are subequal, and equal in width to those

succeeding; fourth segment equal in length to

second and third together; fifth longest, about

one and a fourth times longer than the fourth

;

sixth about equal in length to the fourth; seventh

extremely short, not longer than the segments of

the abdomen and not as wide. The second and

fourth segments have the lateral margins pro-

duced at the anterior portion in small angular

processes.

First four segments of abdomen equal in

length, with their lateral margins produced in

triangular processes directed posteriorly; fifth

segment about one and a half times longer than

the preceding: terminal segment triangular, the

sides converging to a long, narrow, pointed ex]

tremity. Branches of uropoda similar in shape,

with the sides converging to a rounded extremity

;

outer branch shorter than the inner, which extends beyond the tip

of the terminal abdominal segment. The outer branch does not

extend beyond the extremity of the last abdominal segment.

V;
Fig. 2.

—

Bathygnathia
curvirostr1s. man-
DIBLE.

Fig. 3. Bathygnath ia

curvirostris. first
leg of male.
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First pair of legs in male transformed into a sorl of operculum,

arching over the ventral side of the head and concealing the mouth
parts; they are composed of five articles, the third being the largi

The terminal or fifth article is nearly twice as long as the fourth.

The other five pairs of legs are ambulatory. There are no append

ages to the seventh thoracic segment.

This species is very similar to the type species described by Bed

dard, but differs in the structure of the mandibles, in the additional

article to the fiagellum of the second antenna?, in the longer terminal

joint of the first gnathopods, in the differently shaped rostrum, in

the absence of the bunch of hairs at the tip of the rostrum, and in

having the mandibles fitting closely a nun id the rostr not project

ing straight forward at a distance from the rostrum.

Two fine specimens, !»<>tli males, are from the following localities:

One (type) from Albatross Station •_'">I7. south of Marthas Vine

yard, was taken at a depth <»f •"'•"i fathoms; another from AlbaU

Station 2528, east of George's Bank, was taken at a depth of 677

fathoms.

Type. Cat. No. 38972, C.S.N.M.

Beddard's species was taken at a depth of '.""i fathoms. I'll'' divi-

sion proposed by Dollfus," in winch genera provided with eye- are

littoral or do not extend below a depth of 500 fathoms and those de

prived of eyes live at a depth of 1,000 fathoms can not he maintained.

for we have now a species belonging to a genus without eye- found

at a depth id' only :'>'.><> fat hoius.

Genus GNA.THIA Leach, 1814.

GNATHIA MULTISPINIS, new species.

Body ovate; lateral margins drawn out in -mall spines; dorsal

surface covered with small spine- and tubercles. Legs also covered

with small spines.

Head broader than long, about twice a- wide a- lone-: frontal

margin not produced in a rostrum, hut in a -mall median point:

antero-Iateral angles produced in a bifurcated spine; lateral margins

drawn out on either side in -pine-: dorsal surface covered with

small -pine- and tubercles. Eyes moderately large, composite, and

placed on the lateral margins. First pair of antennae with the first

two article- of the peduncle short and subequal; third a- long as

first two taken together; fiagellum composed of four article-, the

first very short. Second antennae with the first two articles of the

peduncle short; last two elongated and subequal; fiagellum broken

at the fourth article. Mandibles projecting a considerable distance

in front of the head: broad at base and produced to narrow, acme

extremities; <»n the outer margin, on the posterior half furnished

"Bull. So,-. X....I. France, XXVI, 1901, pp. 239 240.
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Fig. 4.

—

Gnathia mtltispinis.

with a row of three spines, two tubercles, and a bifurcated spine, the

latter being the most anterior.

First segment of thorax partly coalesced with head and -not free,

narrower and also much shorter than the following segment; second

and third segments (the first

and second free segments)

about equal in length and

width, with the lateral margins

produced in spines and the dor-

sal surface covered with small

spines and tubercles; fourth

segment (third free segment)

longest, with the lateral mar-

gins drawn out anteriorly and

posteriorly in spines and the

dorsal surface covered with

small spines and tubercles ; fifth

segment (fourth free segment)

not quite as long as the preced-

ing, with the dorsal surface di-

vided up into areas, these areas

being covered with small spines

and tubercles; sixth segment

(fifth free segment) almost as long as the fourth (third free segment),

with the dorsal surface also divided up into areas, which are beset with

small spines and tubercles; seventh segment (sixth free segment) ex-

ceedingly short, only about half as long as the abdominal segments and

not quite as wide, produced on its posterior

margin in spines.

First live abdominal segments about equal in

length and width, produced laterally in trian-

gular processes and spines, with the posterior

margins also produced in spines. The last seg-

ment with the uropoda is lost in the only speci-

men.

All five ambulatory legs are beset with spines

in rows. First pair of legs, or gnathopods, com-
posed of three articles, a large basal article, a Fig. 5.—gnathia

small middle article, and a minute terminal joint.

Only one specimen, a male, was collected at Albatross Station

2231, off Delaware, taken at a depth of 965 fathoms.

Type. Cat. No. 38973, U.S.N.M.
This species is very similar to Gnathia cristata (Hansen)" but dif-

fers from that form in not having the front of the head produced

" Vidensk. Meddel. Naturh. Foren i. Kjthenli.. 1887-88, p. 182, pi. \n. Bgs. '2-

2a. Sec also Richardson, Bull. r. S. Nat. Mas.. No. 54, L905, pp. 56-57.

.Mii/n-

Mandible.
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in a rostrum (no mention is made of the rostrum in the description,

but the figure shows this point i. in the bifurcate antero-latera] angles
of the head (this character is also taken from the figure), in nil the

ngments of the thorax with the dorsal surfaces covered with small

spines and tubercles, while in Hansen's species the sixth segment
(fifth free segment) is described as smooth, the fifth segment

(fourth free segment) as ornamented with a few tubercles, the

median pari being smooth, and tin' fourth segmenl (third free seg

incut) as smooth posteriorly. The present species also has more
spines on the Legs and abdomen, and the arrangement of the spines

on the lateral margins of the head and of the segments of tin' thorax

differs from the species figured by I Ian-en.

GNATHIA SERRATA, new species.

Body elongate, about three times Longer than wide. Head covered

with small tubercles, the tubercles being denser on the lateral and pos-

terior portions. First, second, third, and fifth free

segments of the thorax also covered with small tuber

cles; fourth free segment smooth.

Head lame, squarish in shape, with the front pro

duced in the middle in a rostrum rounded anteriorly;

antero-latera] angles acute. In a dorsal view the eyes

are not visible; they are placed at the sides of the

head and are moderately Large and composite. The

mandibles are small, not projecting much beyond the

rostrum : curved at base and at tic anterior extremity,

the inner margins converging abruptly to the narrow.

pointed extremity, dust hack of the mandibles the

anterior margin of the head, -ten from the underside,

is produced in wheel-like processes, one on either side

(not visible from above), edged with six teeth: be-

tween these processes the anterior margin i- fur- Fl°

nished with four teeth on either side, which may be

-ecu in a dorsal \ iew, a- t hey are

situated close to the mandibles at

the ha-.' of the rostrum. First pair

of antenna' wit h a peduncle of t hive

articles, the third t he longest, about

twice a- Long as i he SCCOnd, and a

fiagellum of five art icles, the first of

which i> minute. Second pair of

antenna' with a peduncle .if four

art icles, and a fiagellum of seA en.

First segment of thorax coalesced with the head: second and third

(first and second free segments) subequal and furnished dorsally with

Gnathi v

Kl<;. 7. ( ; \atii ia SERB \ i a

.IK A\ IKKI.'K POT PION

Underside
IIKAIi.
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small tubercles; lateral margins of second free segment produced in

a few small spines; fourth segment (third free segment) about equal

in length to first two taken together, also covered dorsally with small

tubercles and with the antero-lateral angles produced in a few small

spines; fifth segment (fourth free segment) the longest and perfectly

smooth; sixth segment (fifth free segment) almost as long as the pre-

ceding, covered dorsally with small tubercles and with the post-

lateral angles produced backward in a tuberculated process on either

side; seventh segment (sixth free segment) not longer than and not

quite so wide as the abdominal segments.

First five abdominal segments about equal in length; sixth or

terminal segment tapering to a narrow, pointed extremity. Outer

branch of uropoda shorter than the inner, which extends a little

beyond the extremity of the abdomen ; both are furnished with long

hairs.

First pair of legs or gnathopods composed of three articles, the

first extremely large, the second small, and the third or terminal one

minute. The gnathopods form a sort of operculum covering the

mouth parts. The following five pairs of legs are ambulatory;

the third pair with a crest of four spines on the ischium at the

distal end. The fourth and fifth pairs of legs have a prominent

process at the distal extremity of the merus, carpus, and propodus

on the inferior margin.

Two specimens, both males, were taken at Albatross Station 2547,

south of Marthas Vineyard, at a depth of 390 fathoms.

Type.—Cat. No. 38974, U.S.N.M.
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THE AMPHIPODA COLLECTED BY THE U. S. BUREA1
OF FISHERIES STEAMER "ALBATROSS" OFF THE
WEST COAST OF NORTH AMERICA, IN L903 AND L904,

WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF A NKW FAMILY AND SEV
ERAL NKW GENERA AND SPECIES.

By Samuel J. I [olm es,

Of tin 1 Zoological Laboratory of tin I niveraity of Wisconsin,

The ((illcct ion of Amphipoda which was obtained by the 1 . S.

Bureau of Fisheries steamer Albatross during its cruises off the

northwesi coasl of North America during the Salmon Envestigations

of L903 ;iimI off southern California in L904, proved to be peculiarly

rich in new species. The amphipod fauna of the Pacific Ocean, and

especially thai portion of it bordering the North American continent,

is very imperfectly known. The species hitherto described have been

mainly Littoral forms, and as a large proportion of the Amphipoda

obtained by the Albatross were dredged from considerable depths

it is not surprising that the percentage of new species is high. < H ing

probably to the depth inhabited by many of the species quite a

number were found t<> be devoid of eyes.

One of the striking features of the collection was the number of

species <>t' Ampelisca, most of which proved to be new
. The Lysianas

sidse were represented by seven species, all new
;

for I" ol these

it was found necessary to institute new genera, one of which. I alet-

tiopsis, is of interest on account of its primitive and transitional

character. One species, Stilipes distinct . was so unique in it- char

acteristics thai a new family had to be created to receive it. and the

two species of the new genus Gracilipe& were perhaps sufficiently

aberrant to be treated in the same way, but as the Calliopiidae, by a

little stretching, could be made to include them it was thought best

to let them remain in thai family.

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV-No. 1654.

188
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Legion HYPERIIDEA.

Family HYPERIID^.

HYPERIA MEDUSARUM (Miiller).

A single specimen from Station 4339, off Point Loma, California,

241-309 fathoms.

Family PHRONIMIM].

PHRONIMA SEDENTARIA (Forskal).

Localities.—Station 4305, off Point Loma, 67-116 fathoms; 4322,

off Point La Jolla, 110-199 fathoms; 4348, off Point Loma, 83-113

fathoms; 4382, off North Coronado Island, 642-666 fathoms; 4408

off Santa Catalina Island, 104-117 fathoms; 4488, Monterey Bay,

18-20 fathoms, and 4507, Monterey Bay, 308-347 fathoms.

Family TRYPHANID^E.

BRACHYSCELUS CRUSCULUM Bate.

A single specimen from Station 4350, off Point Loma, at a depth

of 100 fathoms.

Family CYSTISOMIDJE.

CYSTISOMA SPINOSUM (Fabricius).

A single specimen from Station 4528, Monterey Bay, 545-800

fathoms.

Family SCINIDJE.

A single specimen of Scina, too imperfect to identify, was taken

:.i Station 4405, off San Clemente Island, 654-704 fathoms.

Family VIBILIID.3E.

VIBILIA CALIFORNICA, new species.

Rostrum short. Eyes rather large, oblong. First antennae with

flagellum longer than head. Second antenna' about equaling the

first ; flagellum 2-jointed. Segments of the body smooth. First

gnathopods with the hand truncated distally. the infero-posterior

angle only slightly projecting and armed with several acute serra-

tions or teeth which are continued upon the distal half of the pos-

terior margin; dactyl serrate on inner margin. Second gnathopods

with the nierus projecting below the carpus about as far as the hand
and armed with several spines; carpus produced distally into a nar-

row triangular lobe extending beyond the tip of the hand and armed
with several acute serrations; hand oblong, the distal margin nearly
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transverse and armed like the posterior margin with acute serration*

or teeth, which are especially prominenl around the posterior angle.

Firsl pereopods rather stout, the dactyl a little over half the length

In;. 1.— VlltlLIA CALIFOBNICA. n . HEAD AND A.\Ti:.\.\.i; : </»,. lll;si QNATHOPOD ', <nij. BBC
OND QNATHOPOD ; Pi, PIB8I P-BBiBQPOD ; /',. FOURTH PBRMOPOD

Fl(i. L'.

—

VlIUI.IA CALIFOBNICA. ''. CBOPOD3 AND TBLSON \
/••

.
FIFTH

of the preceding joint. Fourth perseopods about a third larger than

the first, the carpus armed with six or seven spines; propodus a hall'
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longer than the carpus; anterior margin regularly pectinated with

short spines; dactyl a third the length of the carpus, inner margin

with several short spines. Fifth perseopods about two-thirds the

fourth; last joint straight, rounded at tip and about four-fifths the

length of the preceding one.

Posterior angles of the last abdominal segment not produced.

Peduncles of uropods larger than rami although but slightly larger

than the inner ramus in the second pair. Peduncle of first pair with

outer margin serrate; margins of the other pairs smooth. Inner

rami slightly longer than the outer or equal in first pair, the margins

serrate except the outer margin of the outer ramus of the last pair;

outer margin of outer ramus of second pair smooth on basal half but

with small serrations distally. Telson broadly ovate, distally rounded

and about reaching middle of peduncle of last uropods.

Length.—!> mm.
Locality.—Station 4305, 2 specimens, off Point Loma, 67-116

fathoms.

Type.—Cat. No. 38533, U.S.N.M.

Legion GAMMARIDEA.
Family LYSIANASSIDJE.

ORCHOMENELLA AFFINIS, new species.

Eyes large, with numerous facets, widened below and light brown-

ish in alcohol. Lateral lobes of the head broadly rounded. First

anteniue not longer than the head and first thoracic segment. Second

antenna 1 are twice the length of the first. Epistome somewhat pro-

jecting. First gnathopods unusually stout, the carpus with a narrow

posterior lobe, closely fitting over base of hand; the latter nearly rect-

angular, slightly widened at base, palm transverse, slightly curved,

finely dentate, and armed with two stout spines at the end between

which the finger closes. Second gnathopods with the hand narrower

than the carpus and about half as long, and having the infero-pos-

terior angle produced so as to be almost chelate. Third abdominal

segment with the in ferodateral angle rounded and the posterior

margin above this smooth. Fourth segment with a rounded sinus

above, behind which is a rounded elevation. Terminal uropods with

the inner ramus shorter than the basal segment of the outer and

furnished with plumose seta 1 on the inner and three spines on the

outer margin: outer ramus with plumose seta1 and a few spines on

inner margin, the outer margin armed with about eight short spines.

Telson cleft nearly to the base, the lobes diverging distally, the tip

with a spine on either side; lateral margins with three or four spines.

Length.—13 nun.
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Locality.—Three specimens from Station l"'H v . Monterey Bay, 292

856 fathoms.

Type.—Cat. No. 38534, CJ.S.N.M.

IPio. ::. Orchomenella w-finis. -;,. first antenna; pij first pbbjbo] : /-.. in in

PERJBOPOD : »t. FIRST I EtOPOD

PlQ. i.—ORCHOMENELLA IFFINIS. ,//,
. ill 1 1: 1 - 3EOMENT 01 nil ABDOM FIRST

gnathopod; gn», second gnathopod; bw ...... maxilla; t, raLsos ;
». thibd

DBOPOD.

This species is closely allied to 0. nanus (Kr0yer), bu1 differs in

having considerably stouter first gnathopods with a much narrower

posterior Lobe on the carpus; the hand of the second gnathopods
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curved backward and more strongly produced at the distal end.

From O. gra rilandica (Hensen) it differs in the same features as well

as in having the infero-lateral angles of the third abdominal seg-

ment rounded instead of acute. It resembles O. pinguis (Boeck),

but has the Lateral angles of the head much more broadly rounded,

the merits of the third perseopods less widely expanded, the margin

above the lower angle of the third abdominal segment smooth instead

of finely crenulated, and the lobes of the telson more diverging. It

has much larger eyes than O. minuta (Kr0yer) and quite different

first gnathopods.

Genus VALETTIOPSIS," new.

First antennae well developed with basal joint only moderately en-

larged and flagellum elongate. Mandibles with dentate cutting edge,

Fig. 5.

—

Valettiopsis dentatos. oi, first antenna; do, second antenna; abi,

FOURTH SEGMENT OF THE ABDOMEN; 1)1(1, MANDIBLE; MX!, FIRST MAXILLA; mx2, SEC-

OND maxilla; iii.ii>. maxilliped; t, telson; urs, third uropod.

secondary plate, spine row, and a well-developed palp opposite

the molar tubercle. First maxilla1 with the inner plate furnished

with numerous plumose seta' along the inner margin; outer plate

with the distal margin oblique and armed with denticulate spines;

palp two-jointed and armed with short spinules on distal margin.

Second maxillse with subequal lobes, the inner setose along inner

margin as well as tip. Maxillipeds with well-developed inner plates;

outer plates armed with spines on inner margin, not reaching penul-

' Prom Valettia, ;i genus <>f Amphipods, and ti\}>is, appearance.
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timate joint of palp. First gnathopod with subchelate band; second

gnathopods with well-developed subchelate hand, having the anger

articulating al the anteroinferior angle, (iill- simple. (Jropods

with narrow rami. Telson deeply cleft

/ >//" of the genus—V. dcntatus, new species.

This genus is remarkable among the LysianassicUe in having the

cutting edge of the mandible dentate The first antennae are more

like the usual type, the first joint of the peduncle being only moder

ately enlarged, and the second and third being longer than in most

other members of this family. The hand of the -frond gnathopods

approaches the typical form, although possessing lysianassid features.

The genus is apparently a primitive and transitional one.

VALETTIOPSIS DENTATUS, new species.

Eyes absent. Lateral lobes of head narrowly rounded. First an-

tenna' about half the length of the body, the peduncle with the first

B*1Q. '',.— VALBTTIOPSIH DENTATUS. '/"i. 1'IUST QNATHCH : </",. SBCOHD QNATHOFOD.

joint about twice as long as thick and a little larger than the next two;

secondary ttagellum four jointed and extending beyond the elongate

first joint of the primary one. Second antennae about the length of

the first, the last joint of the peduncle a little longer than the preced-

ing one. Mandibles with both primary and secondary cutting edge

dentate: molar tubercle broad with it- face roughened; last joint of

palp half length of preceding. Outer plate ,,f first maxilla with ten
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denticulate spines at distal end
;
palp with eight short spines on distal

margin, the inner and the outer one more slender than the others.

Inner plate of maxillipeds with three short stout spines at distal end;

outer plate with about twelve stout spines on inner margin. First

gnathopods with nearly rectangular hand; palm transverse. Second

gnathopods with the hand elongate, somewhat narrowed distally;

palm short, transverse. Infero-lateral angle of third abdominal seg-

ment acute. Fourth segment with a large dorsal, backwardly directed

tooth. Uropods with narrow rami, those of the third pair minutely

pectinate along one side and armed with two or three spines each.

Telson cleft nearly to the base, armed with a pair of small spines at

the tip of each lobe and a spine on either side near the outer margin.

Length.—6 mm.
Locality.—A single specimen from Station 4399, off San Diego,

California, 245-285 fathoms.

Type.—Cat No. 38535, U.S.N.M.

TRYPHOSA CCECA, new species.

Eyes absent, or at least not visible in preserved material. Lateral

angles of the head projecting and acute. First antenna? about as long

Fin. 7. TBYPHOSA CCECA. ",. FIRS! ANTENNA; "'<,. THIRD SEGMENT OF THE ABDOMEN;
(/'/,. FOURTH SEGMENT OF THE ABDOMEN; mil, MANDIBLE; m.rii. M \x I I.I.I PED ; lh. FIRST

P] R 1 m|-, ,|.

as the head and two following segments, the first joint twice longer

than the next two. Second antenna' fully twice the length of the
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first, with the last joint of the peduncle slightly longer than the pre

ceding one. Maxillipeds with the outer plate furnished with about

thirteen stout spines on inner margin; inner plate armed on oblique

distal margin with three short -torn spines; penultimate joint of

palp reaching but little beyond outer plate. First gnathopods with

the hand slightly shorter than the carpus, slightly widened distally,

the |>alin oblique and armed at posterior angle with three -pine-.

Second gnathopods with the hand scarcely half as long as the carpus,

oblong in outline: finger articulated at middle of transverse distal

margin, [nfero-lateral angle of the third abdominal segment pro

duced and acute. Fourth segment with a sinus above followed l>\ a

Fin. s. Tbtphosa ccbca. gni, etibst qnathofod; <ih . second QNATUoron

rounded elevation. First uropods with the rami nearly equal and

slightly longer than the peduncle. Rami of second pair equal, armed

with few spines, and not extending so far back a- those of the first

of third pairs. Third uropods with the rami equal, nearly twice the

length of the peduncle, the terminal segment of the miter ram 11- about

half the length of the basal one. Telson cleft to near the base, the

cleft widening into a triangular form distally; tip of telson armed

with a spine on either side and reaching the l>;i-;il third of the rami

of the third uropods.

L< in/th. -N nun.

Locality.- A single female specimen from Station 1549, Monterej

Bay : ."><;- :>7 fathom-.

Type. Cat. No. 38536, I'.S.N.M.

True. N, M. vel. x.xw 08 32
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Genus LAKOTA," new.

Lateral angles of head prominent, antennae of the usual form. Epis-

tome not prominent. Upper lip projecting as a prominent rounded

lamina far beyond the epistome. Mandible with well developed palp

situated opposite the rather small pointed molar, which is nearer the

distal than the proximal end. First maxilla? with the blunt end of

the inner plate furnished with two plumose setae; outer plate oblique

distally where it is furnished with several spine teeth; palp two-

jointed, the distal end widened and furnished with several teeth. Sec-

ond maxilla 1 with the lobes rather broadly oblong, setose on the tip

and inner margin ; inner plate shorter than the outer. Maxillipeds

with the inner plates short and broad; outer plates not extending be-

yond the second joint of the palp, the margin devoid of spines but

furnished with small nodular denticles. Side plates deep. First

gnathopods subchelate; carpus rather long; hand about as wide as

carpus with a nearly transverse palm. Second gnathopods with the

hand rather narrow, and not produced at the lower angle. Last two

peraeopods rather slender, of nearly equal length, with broad basal

joints. Branchiae simple. Infero-posterior angle of third abdominal

segment produced. Terminal uropods projecting beyond the others,

the rami subequal, flattened, lanceolate, furnished with lateral spines

and seta?. Telson oblong, deeply cleft.

Type of the genus.—L. carinata, new species.

This genus is allied to Tryphosa, but differs in that the epistome

is not projecting, and in having shorter inner and outer plates in the

maxillipeds. From Chironesimus, which it resembles, among other

things, in the character of the upper lip it differs in having a nar-

rower hand in the second gnathopods which is not widened distally.

and in having the carpus in the first gnathopods no wider than the

hand.

LAKOTA CARINATA, new species.

Eyes oblong, light brownish in alcohol. Anterior angle of head

acute, about reaching the tip of the tirst joint of the first antennae.

First antenna' short, the secondary flagellum with four joints, of

which the first is elongate. Second antennae about a third the length

of the body. Outer plate of first maxilla' with about ten spine teeth

and a tuft of seta' at the inner end of the oblique distal margin : apical

margin of palp with about eight short teeth. Inner plate of maxilli-

peds with several plumose seta' in inner margin; outer plate with few

seta?.

First gnathopods with the side plates somewhat widened distally,

hand as wide and nearly as long as the carpus, subrectangular, the

No etymology.
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nearly transverse palm with spines ai the p< sterior angle. Hand of

second gnathopods over half as long as the carpus, nearrj rectangu-

lar; palm nearly transverse. Merus of first two pereopods wide and

produced at the lower anterior angle; carpus about two-thirds as long

;i> the propodus, which i- nearly as long as the merus; dactyl aboul

half as long as the preceding joint. Merus of third peraeopods ex

panded, that of the fourth pair less so; while in the lasl pair the

merus is scarcely wider than the carpus; dactyl about half the length

of the propodus in the third pair and aboul one-third the length of

the propodus in the la>t pair. Fifth pair of coxa! plate- a little

broader than deep. Third abdominal segment with the infero pos

terior angle produced into a rather short triangular t<>oth. Fourth

segment with a dorsal sinus near the anterior end behind which is a

Fig. ;». Lakota carinata ". raiRD abdominal segment; gnu first qnathopod; /»,.

BBCOND gnathopod; ni'l. mammi'.i.i:; mwp, m \xiu.iri:i> ; /. TELSON ; in... BHCONP 1 ropod;

lira, I'll [RD I ROPOD.

gently arched carina. First uropods extending beyond the second but

not the third pair: rami equal, about two-third- a- long a- the pedun-

cle, lanceolate, and armed with several spines. Rami of second peraeo

pod- about as long a- the
|
»»<

I uncle, armed with several -pine-, inner

ramus slightly shorter than the outer with a constriction <>r incision

;,t the posterior third, just in front of which i- a prominence bearing

a large spine; a smaller constriction beyond the last -pine on the outer

ramus. Third uropods with the inner ramus slightly shorter than

the outer, but reaching beyond the first joint ; terminal joint of outer

ramus narrowly conical, inner margins of both rami with plumose

Setae; inner ramus with three -pine- on the inner and two on the outer

margin; outer ramus with five -pine- or pair- of -pine- on the outer

margin and none on the inner, except at the end of the first joint.
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Telson with a short spine and a small seta at the end of each lobe and

a single dorsal spine on either side.

Length.—10 mm.
Locality.—A single specimen from Station 4342, off South Coro-

nado Island, 53-66 fathoms.

Type.—-Cat. No. 38537, U.S.N.M.

SCOPELOCHEIRUS CCECUS, new species.

Blind. Lateral corners of the head produced into a large acute

lobe. Antennae short ; the first shorter than the second, the first

joint very tumid, as thick as long; first joint of the flagellum a little

longer than the five or six others combined; accessory flagellum a

little longer than the first joint of the primary one, the elongate first

joint followed by two small terminal ones. Second antenna with the

flagellum scarcely as long as the peduncle. A sinus between the

FIG. 10.—SCOPELOCHEIRUS CCECl s.

epistome and the projecting upper lip. Mandibles with an elongated

acute molar tubercle at the level of the palp. First maxillae with

the tapering inner plate nearly reaching tip of outer and furnished

with twenty to twenty-five plumose setae on inner margin; palp with

seven spines on distal margins, the outer one single-pointed and finely

setose, the others not setose, bifid, with the inner tooth situated

farther down on the side as one passes toward the inner end of the

row. Second maxilla' with inner plate nearly as long as outer.

Outer plate of maxillipeds not quite reaching end of second joint

of pal]).

First gnathopods with the hand narrow, tapering, shorter than

carpus; the small finger pointing toward proximal end of hand,

furnished with dense rows of setae on outer margin; a dense tuft of

setae on tip of hand behind dactyl. Second gnathopods with the
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carpus wider than the hand and Dearly twice as long: hand with the

Fig. 11.—ScoPELociiKiiii s coscus. gnx , first onathopod; '. lower lip; md, uakdi-

BL1 ; iii.i-l IMKST IfAXILLA ; mi.. SECOND MAXILLA; mop, UAZILLIPBO J (. TBLSON J
i",.

first uropod; ur3 , third i bopod.

Wta. 12. SCOPBLOCHEIRDS COJCUS. <h. FIRST AN!

OND ON kTHOPOD : Pi, PIRS I

palm nearly transverse. Last three peraeopods with the large basal
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joints strongly produced downward at the posterior angle; tarsi

about a third the preceding joint.

Rami of third uropods longer than peduncle, the inner nearly as

long as outer and furnished with several spines and seta? on inner

margin. Telson tapering to a narrow tip, with two dorsal pairs of

spines, but no terminal ones.

Length.—20 mm.
Locality.—A single female specimen, Station 4405, off San Clemente

Island, 654-704 fathoms.

Type.—Cat. Xo. 38538, U.S.N.M.

This species is larger than the two others assigned to this genus,

of which the larger reaches a length of 9.5 mm. It is distinguished

by being blind ; or at least no trace of eyes could be discovered in the

specimen examined, which was preserved in alcohol. The fourth

abdominal segment is not indented above as in the other species of

the genus; the outer plate of the maxillipeds is longer, the antenna?,

especially the second pair, are shorter, and the telson more pointed

and devoid of apical spines.

Genus KOROGA," new.

Epistome not very prominent. Upper lip projecting and clearly

defined from the epistome by an incision. Antenna? short. Mandible

with molar small; palp behind molar, the terminal joint narrow and

shorter than the preceding. Lower lip and first and second maxilla'

as in Onisimus. Maxillipeds with the outer plate extending beyond

the second joint of the palp, furnished with low teeth, but no spines

except one or more small ones at the apex; last joint of palp ungui-

form. Side plates deep, the anterior pair produced forward below.

First gnathopods stout; the carpus very short; hand short and broad,

but much longer than the carpus, subchelate with clearly defined

palm. Second gnathopods with the hand oblong, narrower than the

somewhat expanded carpus and not half as long, somewhat produced

at the infero-posterior angle; the minute dactyl articulated behind

(he middle of the distal margin. Gills simple. Last three pairs of

perseopods of nearly equal length with the basal joints expanded.

Infero-posterior angle of the third abdominal segment not strongly

produced. Terminal uropods with flattened lanceolate rami, the

outer ramus with a short second joint. Telson not deeply cleft.

Type of genus.—K. megalops, new species.

This genus is closely allied to Onisimus and Pseudalibrotus. From
both of these it differs in having a less developed molar on the man-
dible, in having the outer plate of the maxillipeds extend beyond the

second joint of the palp, in having stouter first gnathopods with rela-

No etymology.
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tively much shorter carpus. Ii differs From Onisimtu also in not

having the infero-posterior angle of the third abdominal segment

produced into an acute tooth, and IV /'-> udalibrotus in it- shorter

antennae, in the position of the mandibular pulp, and in having the

upper lip clearly defined from the epistome. From Lysiana

which it resembles, it differs in having two setae on the inner plate of

the fir>t maxillae, in having simple gills, and in having the first

gnathopods subchelate. From Aruga it differs in the last named
character and in the simple e;ill-. From Lysianopsis it differs in the

subchelate gnathopods and the terminal uropods.

KOROGA MEGALOPS. new species.

Lateral lohes of head broadly rounded. Eyes very Large, elongated,

nearly meeting above. First antenna' with the fiagellum about as

long as the peduncle and composed of one elongated joint and about

seven others: secondary fiagellum about two-thirds as long a- the

primary and composed of four joints. Second antennae \\ ith the last

basal joint a little shorter than the preceding one: fiagellum shorter

than the peduncle and composed of about twelve joint-.

Epistome earinate in front, very slightly convex. Lower lip evenly

rounded in front. Mandibles with the molar low. more or less pointed

behind and covered with short -eta 1

. Distal margin of second ex-

panded joint of the palp of the first maxillae furnished with seven

spine-teeth external to which are a few small serrations. Inner

plate-, of maxillipeds narrow, distally truncated, furnished with

plumose -eta- on inner side: outer plate with about fourteen small

denticulations and two very -mall -pine- on distal margin.

First gnathopods with the very short carpus furnished with a

narrow posterior lobe closely applied to the base of the hand: hand

quadrate, nearly as broad as long; palm transverse, about a- long

as the slightly concave posterior margin ami armed with a -pine at

the end. evenly and gently convex and cut into several minute, sharp,

irregular serrations. Second gnathopods with the lower posterior

part of the elongated and distally widened carpus bulging and

scabrous; hand twice as long as wide, slightly widening distally.

First and second peraeopods with the mem- widened and produced

at the antero-distal angle.

[nfero-posterior angle of the third abdominal segment a right

angle. The posterior extremity of the dorsal side of this segment

curves abruptly downward and overhangs a dorsal depression on the

fourth segment, which i- followed by an elevation ending abruptly

near the posterior margin. Third uropods extending farther hack

than the other-, the rami a little longer than the peduncle, the outer

ramus .somewhat the longer. Telson tapering to a notched extremity
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with a minute spine and seta on either side of the sallow emargina-

tion.

Length.—10 mm.

Fin. 1."..— K< U:< >< ; A MEUAI.ors. lib.;. THIRD SEGMENT OP THE ABDOMEN*, dbi, FOURTH SEG-

MENT OF THE ABDOMEN; I. Did, LEFT MANDIBLE; i/lh, FIRST GNATHOPOD ; gn 2, SECOND

gnathopod; mxi, first maxilla; mxs, second maxilla; mxp, maxilliped; £, telson ;

/'/:. XHIBD DBOPOD.

Locality.—Described from a single female carrying ova; Station

4257, vicinity of Funter Bay, Lynn Canal, Alaska. 350 fathoms.

Type.—Qui. No. 38539, U.S.N. M.

Genus ARUGA,« new.

Side plates deep. Antennae short : secondary flagellum of first pair

well developed; peduncle of second pair with none of the joints

expanded. Upper lip produced forward into a rounded keel-like

a No etymology.
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projection which is separated IV the epistome by a narrow fissure.

Mandibles rather narrow : palp Blender and situated uear the middle
of the mandible; cutting edge rather narrow and edentate; molar

small and situated nearer the distal end than the palp. First maxilla?

with the inner plate devoid of terminal seta;; pulp two jointed, bent

around the outer plate, the second joint crenulate to minutelj dentate

around the distal end. Plates of second maxilla? narrow, setose dis-

tally. Maxillipeds with the inner plate narrow, devoid of spines,

and reaching the middle of the outer plate: outer plate devoid of

spin.-, crenulate to minutely dentate on the margin; palp slender;

dactyl spiniform. Firsl gnathopods simple; second subchelate, to

chelate. Perseopods rather slender, the basal joints <d' the lasl three

pairs widely expanded. Gills with plates on both sides. (Jropods

with styliform rami, the last pair -mailer than the others, with the

rami subequal. Telson short, entire.

Type of genus.—.1. oculata, new species.

This genus is allied to Lysiaru //<>. In it differs in the absence of seta?

on the inner ramus of the first maxilhe and in the simple first

gnathopods.

ARUGA OCULATA, new species.

Eyes large, oblong. Lateral angles of tie' head produced into an

acute triangular lobe. First antenna? with the second joint of the

peduncle nearly a- lone- as wide: third very short; first joint of

flagellum elongated; secondary fiagellum with about five joint-.

Second antenna' about a- long as the first, last two joint- of peduncle

of nearly equal Length. Outer plate of maxillipeds devoid of seta?

and reaching end of second joint of palp. First gnathopods rather

stout: side plate large and expanded below. Second gnathopods

with very narrow basal joint: hand -mall, with the lower posterior

angle produced so as to make it almost chelate. First and second

peneopod- with the merus widened and produced into an acute lobe

at the lower anterior angle. Third perreopods short, the basal joint

as wide a- deep; merus dilated and produced at the infero posterior

angle. Fourth and fifth perseopods more elongate, the broad basal

joint- serrated behind; merus slightly dilated in the fourth and not

unusually SO in the fifth; dactyl- rather narrow and smooth. Third

abdominal segment with a sinus above the not very prominent lateral

angle. Fourth segment with a dorsal depression near the base.

[Jropods reaching hack- to about the same point
;

peduncles armed

above with spines which are well developed in the first and second

pairs hut small in the third. Kami of fir-t pair subequal, styliform,

shorter than the peduncle, and armed with few -pine-: in the second

paii- the rami are subequal and much longer than the peduncle; the

outer ramus is styliform and evenly tapering hut the inner
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furnished with a notch at about its posterior third just proximal to

which is a small prominence bearing a large spine. Third uropods

Fig. 14.

—

Aeuga oculata. a s , third segment of the abdomen; gih, first gnathopod
!/)i>, second gnathopod ; /, telson ; urx , third uropod.

Fig. 1">.—Am ga oculata. mil, mandible; mx-i, first maxilla; mx^, second maxilla;

iii.iii, m w n.i.ii'iin ; pi, first PKii.F.oi'uD ; /(.-.. fifth peu.ki >pi »i> ; »/-,, first fropod; ur-j,

SECOND I ROPOD.

with the peduncle slightly longer than the rami and produced at the
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ppper posterior angle, rami narrow, equal and furnished with one
or more minute spinules near the tip. Telson ;i little longer than
wi.lc the posterior margin very slightly concave and furnished with
a pair of very short seta on either side of the middle.

Li iK/th.— l \ mm.
Locality.—A single female specimen from Station 1304, off Point

Loma, 25 fathoms.

Type.—Cat No. 38540, Q.S.N.M.

FAMILY AMPKLISCID.K.

AMPELISCA CRISTATA, new species.

Byes surrounded by red pigment. First antennae very short, the

first joint a little over half Length of second. Second antennae about

KJ

V\r,. 16. AMPELISCA OBISTATA, rF.MAI.i:. -/,. FIRST LNTBNNA; nh., THIRD
Till: LBDOMEN ; nh,. I'UKTII SEGMENT OF THE ABDOMEN J Pi, FIR81 PBRSOPOD
i/y,, FIRST i BOPOD ; nr , THIRD I ROPOD

tho length of body; Last basal joint about three fifths length <>t" pre-

ceding one. Eland of first gnathopod narrower than carpus mul

about two-thirds as Long, almost simple. Eland of second gnatho-

bods Less than half Length of propodus. Dactyl of first two peraeo

pod-- Larger than two preceding joints, merus of first produced to

about middle of carpus in front. Fourth peraeopods with anterior

(margin of basal joint produced and rounded where it is furnished

with plumose setae; remaining joints armed in front with -pine-.

Ischium of Last peraeopods much wider than long; basal lobe pro

dueed (o beyond middle of menis. with the I<>w.t margin transvei"se;

merus produced into a pointed Lobe behind carpus nearly to its
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middle; carpus longer than merus, produced behind a little more

than in front; dactyl attenuate, shorter than propodus. Postero-

inferior angle of third abdominal segment produced into an acute

tooth, above which the margin is strongly bisinuate. Fourth ab-

dominal segment with a rather prominent dorsal crest which is

rounded behind.

First uropods reaching but slightly beyond peduncle of third pair,

with equal rami about as long as the peduncle; outer ramus with-

out spines; inner with several, mainly on basal half. Second uro-

pods with equal rami about as long as peduncle, armed on one side

with several spines, along subterminal spine on outer ramus. Rami
of third pair broad, equal, furnished with long plumose setse, inner

Via. 17.— AMPELISCA ClilSTATA, FEMALE. ()lh. FIRST GNATHOPOD ; (jn?. SECOND GNA'lllu-

POD; 1>:u THIRD PERiEOPOD ; /':., FIFTH PER^iOPOD.

with a prominence on lower side of base. Telson elongated, tip

rounded and armed with several spinules.

Length.—14 mm.
Locality.—Station 4304, off Point Loma, 25 fathoms.

Type.—Cat. No. 38541, U.S.N.M.
Additional locality.—Station 1540, Monterey Bay, 50-57 fathoms.

This species is very closely allied to A. macrocephala, but differs

in having ;l single well-developed crest on the dorsal side of the

fourth abdominal segment instead of a depression followed by a

small carina: the telson differs in having several spinules at the tip

<it' each lobe instead of a single one; the rami of the terminal uropods

are somewhat broader.
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AMPELISCA PLUMOSA, new species.

Female.—Corneal Lenses absent, Head about as long as the firs!

three thoracic segments. First antennae about half the Length <>f the

second: second joint about twice Length of first; fiageilum three

mes Length of peduncle. Second antenna? as Long as the body; a

laminate process below base of peduncle divided into two Lobes the

posterior of which is acute; Last joint of slender peduncle two thirds

length of preceding one: side plates with Long plumose seta on

lower margin; Lnfero-posterior angle of first two pairs with a

small tooth. Eland of first gnathopods about as lone; and broad as

ho, IV -AMPELISCA l-l.i M..SA. l'i:MAI.l\ .;'.. THIRD SBQMEN1 OF TH« IBDOM1

FOURTH SEGMENT OF TIIK ABDOMEN; 'in,. FIRST QNATHOFOD | /'. THIRD PERJCOPOD ; />:..

FIFTH PB&BOFOD; '. I 11. si, n ; in,. FIRST DBOFOD J
nr- . THIRD i BOPOD.

carpus; second gnathopods much Longer than first, very slender, the

carpn- about twice the Length of the narrow hand. Dactyl of the

fir>t two perseopods fully as Long as the two preceding joint- com

lined. Third and fourth perseopods with h\\ setae and no spines

except on distal end of carpus. Basal joint of Last perseopods pro

puced downward only to end of following joint; merus scarcely

longer than ischium, and produce. I downward both in front and

behind: the two following joints of subequal Length and slightly

longer than the straight dactyl.
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Infero-lateral angle of third abdominal segment rounded. Fourth

abdominal segment with a dorsal carina which increases in height

toward the posterior end, where it is somewhat upturned. Rami of

first uropods slender, about as long as peduncle; the outer one

slightly narrower than the inner, but nearly as long and devoid of

spines; inner ramus with two short spines. Rami of second uropods

shorter than peduncle, much broader than those of first pair, nearly

equal in length and armed with several short spines. Terminal

uropods with flattened subequal rami furnished with long plumose

setae; extremities blunt. Telson twice as long as broad, cleft to base,

and tapering beyond middle.

Length.—13 mm.
Locality.—Station 4381, a single female specimen, off North Coro-

nado Island, 618-667 fathoms.

Type.—-Cat. No. 38542, U.S.N.M.

Fig. 19.

—

Amfelisca macrocephala, female. ab3 , third segment of the abdomen ;

p-2, SECOND PERiEOPOD ; ps , THIRD l'ER.EOPOD ; pr„ FIFTH PERJBOPOD 5 t, TELSON; «r3 ,

THIRD UROPOD.

AMPELISCA MACROCEPHALA Lilljeborg.

Localities.—Station 4522, Monterey Bay, 130-149 fathoms, one

specimen ; Station 4549, Monterey Bay, 56-57 fathoms, two specimens;

Station 4551, Monterey Bay, 46-56 fathoms, one specimen; Station

4555, Monterey Bay, 66-69 fathoms, one specimen.
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AMPELISCA PACIFICA, new species.

First antennae very slender, scarcely one-fourth the length of the

body, the tumid first joint about a third the length of the .second and

about equal to the third; flagellum longer than peduncle and com-

posed of about ten or twelve narrow joints. Peduncle of second anten-

nae about as long as first pair, the last joint of the peduncle four-fifths

the length of the preceding one. First gnathopods with hand shorter

than carpus; hand of second gnathopods about half the length of car-

pus. Dactyl of first and second perseopods longer than the two pre-

ceding joints combined; merus of first peraeopods produced in front

Fig. 20.

—

Ampelisca pacifica, female, a\, first antenna; a&i, fourth abdominal
segment ; gn, gnathopod ; p t , fourth per.bopod.

nearly to distal end of carpus ; much less strongly produced in second

pair. Fourth pera?opods with spines on anterior margin of carpus

and propodus. Tail of basal joint of last peraeopods produced to

middle of merus ; ischium broader than long ; merus produced down-

ward posteriorly to beyond middle of carpus and bearing about six

long plumose setae on outer side of expansion, and a spine at the tip;

carpus as long as merus on posterior side, armed with several spines

at lower extremity, both in front of and behind propodus, and a

single spine on anterior margin ; dactyl attenuate at tip, shorter than

propodus. Infero-posterior angle of third abdominal segment pro-
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durcd into a prominent acute tooth, above which the margin is

bisinuate. Dorsal side of fourth abdominal segment with a shallow

I'm. 21.

—

Ampblisca pacifica female. gn2, second gnathopod ; p", second per^eopod.

Ampelisca pacifica, female. ab3, third abdominal segment; md, mandi-
: mxp, III' n|- MAXILLIPED

; p5, FIFTH PBB2BO] ; I, TBLSON : »/'i, FIRST DROPOD ; II )\it

THIRD I KOI

concavity near the middle, behind which it is somewhat elevated ; the

other segments smooth above,
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Rami of lir^t uropods Longer than peduncle, subequal and reaching

to middle of rami of third pair, outer ramus devoid of spines, inner

with twenty to twenty-live on upper margin. Second uropods with

rami equal, a little Longer than peduncle, armed with several short

spines on one edge, outer ramus with a very Long spine near tip.

Third uropods with broad, flat rami broadly rounded at tip except for

a small cusp, and furnished distally with long plumose seta'. Telson

elongate and armed with about four shorl -pine- on cither Lobe.

Li ngth.—-12 mm.
Locality.—Station 1549, Monterey Bay, 56-57 fathom-, two female-;

Station 4.V>('>, Monterey Bay, 56-59 fathoms, one female, type.

Type.—Cat. No. 38543, CJ.S.N.M.

This species is readily distinguished from the others here described,

as well as most others of the genus, by the wide rami of the terminal

uropods with their broadly rounded extremities. The penultimate

joint of the palp of the maxillipeds is peculiar in being produced be-

yond tin- articulation of the dactyl, so that the latter appears to arise

from near the middle of the inner margin.

AMPELISCA CALIFORNICA. new species.

Female.—Head about as Long as first three segments of thorax:

lower pair of eyes on anterior margin of head. Fir-t antennae but

slightly exceeding peduncle of second, the second joint three times

length of first; flagellum over twice length of peduncle. Second an-

tenna' nearly as long as body: last joint of elongate peduncle a little

shorter than preceding one: flagellum nearly twice the peduncle.

First gnathopods with hand shorter than carpus: palm at angle of

about 45° with posterior margin of hand. Second «rnathopods con-

siderably Longer and more slender than the first: hand about half the

length of the narrow carpus. First two perseopods with the dactyl

over a half Longer than the two preceding joints combined. Third

and fourth perseopods with plumose -eta' around the prominent

rounded anterior projections of the basal joint-; anterior margin of

propodus of fourth perseopod armed with long spines which are ab-

sent on corresponding joint of third pair. Last pair of perseopods

with basal joint produced slightly beyond end of the ischium; which

is nearly as long as broad: meru- produced obliquely downward pos-

teriorly into a large oblong lobe fringed with plumose -eta': carpus

produced downward in front into an acute triangular lobe whose

lower margin is furnished with a few -eta' and three -tout -pine-, each

bearing a small cilium; anterior margin with a small prominence
near the lower end bearing a short spine; dactyl shorter than propo-

dus and attenuate and flexible at tip.

Infero-posterior angle of third abdominal segment produced into

a tooth. Fourth abdominal segment with a dorsal crest, which bears

Proc. X. M. vol. xxxv—OS 33
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an elevation near the middle and a sharper one at posterior end. First

uropods not nearly reaching the middle of the rami of second uropods,

with equal and narrow rami, the inner one armed with about six

spines: the outer one smooth. Second uropods with rami rather

stout, subequal, about as long as peduncle and armed with numerous

short spines in the margins, the outer ramus bearing also a very long

slender spine near the tip. Third uropods with narrow subequal

rami; outer one with plumose seta? on inner margin; both rami de-

void of spines, but a pair of spines on upper distal angle of peduncle.

Telson narrow, inner sides of the two lobes produced into an acute

point, between which and a smaller second point are about four small

setae.

1 "•• -' :;
- A.MPELISCA CALIFOBNICA, FEMALE. THE UPPER FIGURE OVER abt IS PROM A

HALE FROM STATION 4549. <lh... THIRD SEGMENT OF THE ABDOMEN; dbi, FOURTH SEG-
MKNT OF THE ABDOMEN; (//(,. FIRST GNATHOPOD 5 /( 2 . SECOND I'ER.EOPOD 5 Ps, THIRD
PER.SOPOD; //;,. FIFTH PER.2EOPOD ; /. TELSON J ltru FIEST I'ROPOD ; Ur3, THIRD UROPOD.

Male.—The first antenna? may not reach beyond the end of the

penultimate joint of the second pair, and the latter may be much
longer than the body.

L< ngth.- -15 mm.
Localities. Station 4342, off South Coronado Island, 53-66 fath-

oms; Station II:;:;. off Santa Rosa Island, 243-265 fathoms; Station
t436, off San Miguel Island, 264-271 fathoms; Station 4549, Monte-
ivy Bay, 56 .'.7 fathoms.

Type.—Cat. No. 38544, [J.S.N.M.
This species is allied to .1. brevicomis (Costa), but the fourth joint

<>l the first perseopods is not produced into a prominent distal lobe;

tooth at the infero-posterior angle of the third abdominal seg-
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ment is not so prominent nor the margin above il so strongly sinu-

ous: the dactyls of the first two perseopods are longer, and the tel-

son has a very different extremity. It is distinguished Prom most

species of the genus, except brevicornis, by the very lame Lobe on the

posterior side of the merits of the last perseopods. In a male speci-

men from Station 1549 the anterior elevation on the dorsal side of

the fourth abdominal segment was acute and the posterior one more

prominent than in the other specimens examined. The terminal

uropods are about the same in the two sexes, except that the rami

are somewhat broader in the male. The species also resembles A.

pugetica Stimpson, but the last three abdominal segments can scarcely

be said to be "separated from the preceding ones by a deep notch."

AMPELISCA CCECA, new species.

Eye- absent. First antennae but little longer than the peduncle of

the second: the peduncle not reaching the middle of the antepenul-

FlO. 24.—AMPELISCA CCECA. aft . IHIKI" SEOMKNI OF Tin: ABDOMEN |
nh,. FOOBTH BEG

MENT OF THE ABDOMEN; !/"\- FIRST QNATHOPOD ; i/llj. SECOND QNATHOPOD J /»,. FIBS'J

PEBSOPOD; l>t- PODBTH PBBSOPOD
J

/'-,. FIFTH PEB.SOPOD ; t, TELSON ; Ufa, THIRD UBOPOD.

timate joint of the peduncle of the second pair: lirst joint over half

as thick as long and about half the length of the second; llagellum

about eighteen-jointed. Second antenna' about as long as the body:

the last two joints of the slender elongated peduncle of subequal

length.
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I ii i gnathopods with the hand narrowly oval with the palm

;in<l po terioi margin forming an even regular curve. First and

econd perteopod with the dactyls slightly longer than the two pre

ceding joini i combined. Third peraeopods with the l>;i ;d joint

broadly and evenly rounded in front with :i few plumose etas near

the middle of the anterior margin; i»" terior margin produced into

:i very prominenl rounded lobe; carpus with two pairs of short

pine near the anterior margin and a cluster :>i the lower margin;

propodus with two ipines on posterior margin and with several setas

hut no pine in the anterior one. Fourth peraeopods with n tew

|)liini<> e etaj near the middle of the rounded and projecting anterior

margin ; carpus with five or i\ pines on anterior margin and u

• In in of everal at the distal end; propodus with two pine on

posterior margin and m row of eight or nine on the 'I i I
;i

I two third

of the anterior margin. Basal join! <»l the la I peraeopods with the

posterior expansion obliquely rounded off below; ilnrd
|

i about

;i long as the fourth, exclusive of the po terior lobe; fourth joint

with ;i posterior lobe extending behind the following joini a far u

ii distal third or fourth and furni hed with about nine long plum" <

etse on its po iterior and 'Ii ital margin ; fifth joint about as long :is

the ixth| dactyl markedly horter than the preceding joint.

tnfero po terior angle of the third abdominal segment ;ilni<> I :i

light angle and but very slightly produced. Fourth egment with ;i

do] al depression anteriorly, followed by crest whose posterior end

i con iderably above the following segment. Third uropods with

father broadly lanceolate rami, which are devoid of marginal spinei

but are furni lied with etae on the <li tal portion of their opposed

margins and along the outer side of the outer ramu i. Telson twice

sis long :i broad, armed with two pairs of doi 'sal ipinules, and fur

ni hed with :• pinule and ;« eta ;ii the lip of each lobe.

/.< in/1 h. I"' i

Locality. A. single specimen from Station L415, off Santa Barbard

I hind, 302 638 fathoms, along with specimen of [canthoplcuHtv.s

il n m < h lis.

Type. Cat. No. 38545, ISAM
Tin pecie fesemble L. odontoplax Sars, but ili<

i bead is not

carinate dorsally ; the first pairs of side plates are devoid of n tooth

at the micro posterior angle, the band of the lirsi gnathopods lias

the po tei ior margin more evenly curved, and the posterior expansion

of the last peraeopods is oblique instead of transversely truncated

below. From I. californica il is readily distinguished by its absence

of eyes, by the smaller posterior lobe of the merus of the posterior

peraeopods, by the broader terminal uropods, and by ili«' extremity

of • he ill on.
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AMf'ELISCA LOBATA, IWW .pedes.

Lower pair of eyes on the margin of tli<' head. Fir I antennae

nearly half ;< long a the body, the fir I egment of the peduncle

aboul ;i long a the econd one, the third very short; flagellum over

three time the length of the peduncle. Second antenna: near! a

long ;i the body, the la I joint of the peduncle nearly > long a the

preceding.

In i gnathopods with the hand narrowly oval, shorter and much

narrower than the carpu . the palm and po terior margin forming

an even curve. Hand of econd gnathopod two-third the lenj

of the carpu ; dactyl aboul three fourth the length of the hand.

',. A •.;,.!.; -.< .<. LOBATA. ab», TH1KD
',; THK ,, IOVOD ;•

?'.',;•',!, /,., f-rri if c; 19 1 BOTOU

Fir i and econd peraeopod with the dactyl about a long a the

preceding joint i combined. Third perasopods with a rery promi

nenl lobe on the posterior side of the basal joint much as in I.

"<"// carpu* armed a in "/•"/. Fourth peraeopo ith the an

terior margin furnished with several spines and projecting at the

middle, out devoid of plumo e eta?; carp i about five long and

man) more short pine on thr- anterior margin, and -it the

distal end; propodu* with about on the anterior margin.

I. I peraopod* with the posterior expan ion of the basal egment

rather narrow, rounded below, and produced out slightly beyond the

end of the ischium; merus with a posterior lobe which is pre
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downward but not so far as the middle of the following joint and

furnished with ten to twelve plumose seta?.

Infero-posterior angle of third abdominal segment nearly a right

angle and not produced. Fourth segment with a dorsal depression

followed by an elevation, which does not cud posteriorly in a tooth.

Third uropods with lanceolate flattened rami which are furnished

with a few seta 1

; a few short spines on outer margin of the outer

ramus. Telson twice as long as wide, with a notch at the tip of each

lobe in which is situated a short spine; the inner side of the notch

prolonged into an acute point.

Length.— mm.
Locality.—A single specimen from Station 4120, off San Nicolas

Island, 32-33 fathoms.

Type.—Cat. No. 38546, U.S.N.M.

This species is unusual in having the peduncle of the first antennae

very short, with the first and second joints of nearly equal length. It

resembles A. cceca, but differs from it, in addition to having well

developed eyes, in having a narrower posterior lobe on the basal

joint of the last perseopods which is not produced so far downward,

in having the elevation on the fourth abdominal segment less high,

in having the outer branch of the terminal uropods armed with

short spines on the outer margin, and in the distal extremity of the

telson.
HAPLOOPS TUBICOLA Lilljeborg.

A single specimen from Station 4454, Monterey Bay, 65-71 fathoms.

BYBLIS GAIMARDII KrjzSyer.

A single specimen each from Monterey Bay, Stations 454!), 56-57

fathoms, and 4551, 46-56 fathoms.

Family PHOXOCEPHALID^.

PARAPHOXUS ROBUSTUS, new species.

Head nearly as long as the first three segments of the thorax, the

hood evenly convex above and subacute at the tip. Eyes very large

in the male, nearly meeting above, small and oblong in the female.

First antenna' with the second joint nearly as long as the first; fla-

gellum shorter than the peduncle; secondary flagellum over half the

length of the primary. Second antenna' about the same in the two

-exes, about as long as the first, the penultimate joint expanded, fur-

nished laterally with a row of several spines, and with numerous

long plumose seta' on the lower margin; last basal joint with two

groups of lateral spines; flagellum seven-jointed and scarcely as long

as the last two joints of the peduncle. Mandibles much as in P.

oculatus. Maxillipeds with the outer plate reaching nearly to the
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middle of the second joint of the palp, the inner margin armed with

eight curved spines which increase rapidly in length toward the distal

end.

Fig. 2(5.

—

Haploops tubicola. aba, third segment of the abdomen ; gn.u first gnatho-

pod ; gn2, second gnathopod ; p lf first per^eopod ; pit fourth per.eopod ; p5, fifth

per.eopod ; t, telson ; ura, third uropod.

Gnathopods similar in shape, the second slightly the larger, the

hands rather narrower than in oculatus, and not widened distally.

The side plate of the first pair bears about eighteen plumose setse in
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the lower margin, that of the second pair about twelve. First and

second perseopods with a very large spine at the distal end of the car-

pus, which extends as far as the tip of the propodus: dactyls curved

and about two-thirds the length of the preceding joint. Fourth pe-

rseopods stouter than in oculatus, the entire anterior margin of the

basal joint furnished with plumose setae and the lower portion of the

anterior margin armed with short spines. Basal joint of last perseo-

pods broadly oval in general outline, the posterior margin with about

seven rather large serrations, the lower margin not serrate but fur-

nished with about six very short setae.

Fig. -7. Paraphoxus robtistus, female. ab3 , third segment op the abdomen; <i>h.

first unathopod; yn2, second gnathopod; md, mandible ; mxx , first maxilla;

mxz, second maxilla: mxp, maxillipeo : p, palp of mandible which is not shown
IN THE FIGURE; /;.,, FODRTH PERJEOP0D ; /<:,, FIFTH TER-EOrOD.

Third abdominal segment with several plumose seta^ on the lower

margin, infero-posterior angle produced into an acute lobe whose

upper margin is furnished with setae. Third uropods with the inner

ramus very short in the female; the rami nearly equal in the male

and not fringed with plumose seta>. Telson oblong, deeply cleft, the

lobes with long terminal setse.

Lt iKJ tli.—8 mm.
Locality.—A male and a female specimen from Station 4304, off

Point Loma, •_!.') fathoms.

Type.—Cat. No. 38547, U.S.N.M.
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This species may readily be distinguished from P. oculatus by its

stouter appendages, by its acute infero-posterior angle of the third

abdominal segment, by its narrower hands, and by the larger number

of setae on the lower margins of the anterior coxal plates. From P.

spinosus it is readily distinguished by the much broader joints of the

posterior pera?opods and the larger serrations in the posterior margin

of the basal joints of these appendages. The lack of fringes of plu-

mose seta? on the terminal uropods in the male distinguishes it from

the other species of the genus.

HARPINIA OCULATA, new species.

Eyes rather small, oblong, oblique; postantennal corners of the

head not prominent. Antenna? short, subequal, the stout first joint

Fig. 28.—Hakpina oculata, female, ub,, third segment of the abdomen; gn x ,
first

gnathopod; mrp, end of palp of maxilliped; p4 , fourth per^opod; pit fifth

PER.EOPOD; urs, third uropod.

of the first antenna? much longer than the next two, the distal part of

the lower margin furnished with about twelve distally plumose setae,

the second joint with about ten long seta? on the distal half of the

lower margin; flagellum with about nine joints; secondary flagellum

about two-thirds the length of the primary, and composed of about

seven joints. Second antenna? with a very long narrow acute lobe
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on the first basal joint; the expanded penultimate joint of the pe-

duncle armed with nine spines and about ten plumose setae around the

lower anterior angle; distal part of lower margin of last basal joint

with about eight long plumose setae and a pair of long spines; flagel-

lum with about nine joints. Mandibular palp very narrow, the last

joint a little longer than the preceding and furnished with setae on

its oblique tip and distal half. First maxilla? with the small inner

plate rounded and furnished with a large and a small seta; the joint

between the first and second segments of the palp not so clearly

marked as usual. Maxillipeds with the outer plate reaching about

to the middle of the second joint of the palp; last joint of palp very

small, furnished with a long curved spine at the tip and two smaller

ones on the inner and a short seta on the outer margin.

First and second gnathopods of nearly the same size and shape

;

lower margin of coxa of first pair with over twenty-five plumose

setae, those of the three following appendages with fifteen to seven-

teen setse. Penultimate pera*opods long, basal joint with plumose

setse along the whole of both margins, the hind margin with a convex-

ity near the base which is not so prominent as in II. affinis; terminal

joint styliform, nearly straight and about half as long as the pre-

ceding. Last perseopods very small, the basal joint with about twen-

ty-five serrations on the posterior, lower, and a part of the anterior

margin ; from each notch between the serrations arises a long plu-

mose seta ; ischium with three spines and four plumose seta1 on promi-

nent distal margin; merus with about seven spines on distal portion

of anterior margin, many of them accompanied by long sparingly

plumose setse; carpus with three pairs of setse on anterior margin;

dactyl very slender and about as long as the propodus.

Third abdominal segment produced at the infero-posterior angle

into an acute lobe, which is not strongly upturned ; lower margin

with about twenty-two plumose setae ; margin above posterior angle

ciliated and furnished with a few slender spines. Fourth abdominal

segment gently concave above wT ith no prominent elevation. Outer

ramus of third uropods about twice as long as the peduncle, armed

with about eight spines on outer margin; terminal segment very

small, scarcely longer than broad and bearing a pair of long spines;

inner ramus about three-fifths the length of the outer, narrowing

distally from an expanded base, and armed with four spines; the

distal margin of the peduncle is armed with about ten spines; apices

of telson divergent and broadly rounded.

Length.—8 mm.
Locality.—Single female specimen from Station 4342, off South

Coronado Island, 53-66 fathoms.

Type.—Cat. No. 38548 U.S.N.M.
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This species is distinguished from the other species of the genus

hitherto described in having fairly conspicuous eyes. In every other

respect it agrees perfectly with the generic characters of Ilarpinia

as given by Sars and Stebbing.

HARPINIA AFFINIS, new species.

Female.—Hood prominent, apex rounded; sides of head with a

small angular projection. Antennae short, the peduncles scarcely

^i^m« «

Pig. 29.

—

Haepinia affinis, female. «i, first antenna; <ib :i , third segment of the
ABDOMEN; </)!,. FIRST GNATHOPOD ; IU. FOURTH PER.EOPOD ; p5, FIFTH TER.EOPOD ; t,

TELSON ; Urs THIRD DROPOD.

reaching tip of hood; first joint of first pair nearly equal to the rest

of the appendage and furnished with about six plumose setae at lower

anterior angle; second joint with about eight plumose setae on lower

side; flagellum about nine-jointed; secondary flagellum over half the

length of primary and consisting of about six joints. Second antennae

about as long as primary ; about six long spines and nine or ten long
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plumose setae on expanded lower side of penultimate joint of peduncle;

flagellum shorter than peduncle.

First gnathopods with about nineteen plumose seta? on lower mar-

gin of side plate; hand with an oblique palm, which is shorter than

the posterior margin and defined above by a triangular tooth with

a strong spine at its base. Second gnathopods much like the first;

side plate with about fourteen plumose seta?. Fourth peraeopod over

half the length of the body, the basal joint with a prominent rounded

lobe on upper half and bearing plumose setae on posterior as well as

anterior margin. Fifth peraeopod with the posterior lobe of the

basal joint strongly produced downward and rounded, and furnished

with serrations with plumose seta? in the angles between them; the

serrations increase in size around the postero-lateral angle where

many of them become double pointed.

Third abdominal segment with plumose seta? on lower margin, the

posterior angle produced into a long, strongly upturned tooth. Third

uropod with the outer ramus fully twice the length of the peduncle,

the outer margin armed with six spines, the inner with two; terminal

joint minute, about as broad as long and bearing two long spines.

Inner ramus slightly over half the length of outer, with two terminal

spines and one on inner margin. Telson about as broad as long, the

lobes rounded.

Length.—9 mm.
Locality.—A single female specimen from Station 4554, Monterey

Bay, 60-80 fathoms.

Type.—Cat. No. 38549, U.S.N.M.
This species is closely allied to Harpinia plumosa (Kr0yer), but

it differs from it in having a much larger number of setae on the

lower margins of the side plates; in having rather more slender gnath-

opods ; in having the posterior margin of the basal joint of the penulti-

mate peraeopods furnished with plumose seta? and a prominent lobe;

in having several well marked and regularly arranged teeth or serra-

tions on the posterior margin of the basal joint of the last peraeopods,

in having the second joint of the outer branch of the terminal uropods
minute, and in having the outer margin armed with a greater number
of spines. From //. neglecta it differs in having much less prominent
lateral angles of the head and in having a more strongly upturned
tooth on the third abdominal segment.

Family METOPIDiE.

METOPA PACIFICA, new species.

Male.— First antennae almost as large as the second, which nearly

equals the length of the body; flagellum shorter than the peduncle,

hich extends slightly beyond the penultimate joint of the peduncle

ud antennae. Peduncle of second antenna? very elongate,
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the last two joints subequal; flagellum shorter than lasl join! of

peduncle Maxillipeds slender, with very small outer plate. First

Fig. 30.

—

Mbtopa pacifn \. male. The mandible is drawn to a larger scale than
THE OTHER FIGUBES. .'//',. FIRST GNATHOPOD; mil, MANDIBLE; iiii/i, MAXILLIPBD ', 1,

TELSON : l(ij, SECOND I ROPOD.

gnathopods with carpus considerably longer than the hand, which is

distinctly subchelate, widening distally; dactyl armed within with

minute spinules. Second gnathopods large; a large tooth at distal

end of palm, another near the middle, proximal to which is a rounded
dentate lobe; margin between the middle and distal teeth produced
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and armed with small rounded teeth. First two perseopods slender,

the first more so than the second, with the dactyl about half the length

of the propodus; dactyl of the second pair about two-thirds the

length of the propodus; stouter and more curved than in the first.

Last three pera?opods with the merus not widely expanded and only

moderately produced downward at the lower angle; dactyls half the

length of the propodi. Ramus of third uropods slightly longer than

the peduncle, the second joint slightly larger than the first. Telson

oval, obtuse.

Female.—The female has the palm of the hand of the second

gnathopods much more regular than in the male; there is a tooth

and a pair of spines at the distal end of the palm, a smaller tooth near

the middle, with some irregular teeth between it and the articulation

of the dactyl ; several small rounded teeth between the middle of the

palm and the distal end. The same features occur as in the hand of

the male, but they are much less pronounced.

Length.— mm.
Locality.—Station 4516, Monterey Bay, 718-756 fathoms.

Type.—Cat. No. 38550, U.S.N.M.

Family PARDALISCID^.
NICIPPE TUMIDA Bruzelius.

A single female specimen from Station 1549, Monterey Bay, 56-57

fathoms.

Family LILJEBORGIIDiE.

LILJEBORGIA BREVICORNIS (Bruzelius).

A single specimen from Station 4430, of Santa Cruz Island. 197-

281 fathoms.

Family CALLIOPIIDiE.

Genus GRACILIPES/' new.

Antennae slender, elongated, with elongated peduncles, the first

pair devoid of an accessory flagellum. Upper lip rounded, not

bilobed. Mandibles with well-developed molar, dentate cutting-

edge, and three-jointed palp. First maxillae normal with rather

slender two-jointed palp. Second maxillae with oblong subequal

lobes. Maxillipeds with enormously developed palp; outer plate

devoid of marginal spines, and reaching but little beyond the first

joint of the palp. Side plates very small; gnathopods similar, nearly

equal in size, with large elongated hands, the palms of which include

the larger part of the posterior margin. First two pairs of peraeo-

" From the Latin words gracilis, slender, and pes, foot.
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pods very slender, with straight dactyls. Last three pairs of peraeo-

pods greatly elongated; basal joints narrow, dactyls long and straight.

Pleopods large. First two pairs of nropods with narrow attenuated

rami ; third pair with the rami broader and more flattened. Telson

long, narrow, and emarginate.

Type.—G. natator, new species.

I have placed this genus in the family Calliopiidae, although it

forms a somewhat aberrant member of that group. The peduncles

of the antennae and the palps of the maxillipeds are much more elon-

gated than in the other genera. The genus Ilaliragoides approaches

it in having small side plates and long slender peraeopods with very

narrow dactyls, but in other respects it is quite different.

GRACILIPES NATATOR, new species.

Antennae very slender, about as long as the body, and of subequal

length. Peduncle of first antenna1 elongate, about half the length

Fig. 32.

—

Gracilipes natator.

of the body, the second joint nearly a half longer than the first and
over twice the length of the third; fiagellum about equal to the

peduncle, the elongate segments furnished with minute setae less than

half the diameter of the segments in length. Second antenme with

the peduncle exceeding that of the first, the last joint very slender

and somewhat longer than the fiagellum and markedly longer than

the preceding joint. Along the lower and outer side of the first

antennae, and to a greater extent along the upper side of the second

pair, are numerous cup-like organs resembling calceolae both on the

peduncles and the flagella.
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Mandibles with well-developed molar, which is margined with

slightly curved spines; spine row with four large setse on each man-

dible, with a small plumose seta at the base of each spine ; secondary

Fig. 33.

—

Graciupes natator. gn^ first gnathopod; ffn>, second gnathopod; md,

MANDIBLE ; mXu FIRST MAXILLA ; mX*, SECOND MAXILLA ; ill, UPPER LIP.

Fig. :<4.

—

Geacilipes natatob. mxp, maxilliped; pi, first per^eopod ; ur and *, cbo-

POD AND TELSON J urlt FIRST UROPOD.

plate well developed and dentate on left mandible, small and narrow

on the right; last joint of palp curved, about three-fourths the length

of preceding joint, and bearing a few large setse. Inner plate of
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maxilla', with a single seta near the tip and a second smaller seta

near the first; outer plate with nine spines; first joint of palp about

twice as long as wide; second twice the length of the first. Second

maxilla1 with large seta only around the tips of the plates. Maxilli-

peds with two spines and a few stout seta on end of inner plate;

outer plate reaching beyond the first joint of the very large palp;

claw of the palp long, narrow, and devoid of seta?.

Hide plates very small, broader than deep, the first two produced

at the antero-inferior angle. First gnathopods a little shorter than

the second; carpus with a prominent posterior lobe; hand narrowly

oval, palm extending over most of the posterior margin, defined above

by a prominent spine, above which is a second smaller spine near

which on the inner surface of the hand is a cluster of five or six

spines. Second gnathopods with the posterior lobe of the carpus

longer and more narrow than the first pair; hand much like that of

the first, with two spines above the end of the palm, but having only

two spines on the inner surface near the upper marginal spine.

First and second peraopods very slender, longer than the gnatho-

pods, armed with but few minute spines; dactyls very slender and

straight. Last three pairs of peraopods very long and slender, with

narrow basal joints; dactyls very long, slender, straight.

Second and third abdominal segments with a dorsal carina, which

ends posteriorly in a spine; fourth segment with a dorsal carina but

no spine.

Uropods extending backward to nearly the same point ; outer rami

a little shorter than the inner ; first and second uropods very sparsely

armed with minute spinules, the rami very slender and attenuate;

terminal uropods with lanceolate rami, which are broader and more

flattened than in the preceding pairs, and armed with several short

spines on the inner margin. Telson long and narrow, evenly tapering

to the notched tip which reaches the middle of the rami of the pos-

terior uropods.

Length.-—11 mm.; length of posterior peraopods 11 mm.
Locality.—Station 4397, off Santa Catalina Islands, 2196-2228

fathoms, one female; Station 4427, of Santa Cruz Island, 447-510

fathoms, one female, type.

Type.—Cat. No. 38551. U.S.N.M.

GRACILIPES DISTINCTA, new species.

Blind. Rostrum small. First antenna somewhat shorter than the

second; the first joint of the elongate peduncle twice as thick as the

second and nearly as long; third joint about two-thirds the length of

the second ; flagellum about two-thirds the length of the peduncle.

Second antenna with very long and slender peduncle, much exceeding

that of the first pair; flagellum shorter than the peduncle. Both

antenna devoid of calceola\

Proc. N. M. vol. xxxv—08 34
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Mandibles closely resembling those of the preceding species, but

having the last joint of the palp longer than the two preceding ones

combined. Inner lobes of lower lip small but distinct, and rounded

in front like the outer ones; posterior angles moderately produced

and rounded. First maxillae resembling very closely those of the

preceding species, the inner plate with a single large seta ; outer plate

with nine spines; palp with the first joint about twice as long as wide.

Second maxilla1 with the plates oblong, subequal, and setose only

around the distal margin. Maxillipeds with the inner plates armed
distally with three spines; outer plate relatively longer and more nar-

rowed distally than in natatory and reaching the posterior third of

the second joint of the very large palp.

Fig. 35.

—

Gracilifes distincta, female, tjn,, second gnathofod; l.l, lower lip; I

mil, MANDIBLE -

, p2 , SECOND PER.EOPOD ; t, TELSON ; UTs, THIRD UROPOD.

First gnathopods with the side plate rounded in front; basal joint

with a prominence bearing several long setae on the inner surface I

near the anteroinferior angle; carpus with a narrow setose posterior I

lobe; hand large, narrowly oval, palm extending over most of the I

posterior margin, furnished with stout seta1 and having three spines I

above the upper end, which diminish in size toward the base of the I

hands; inner surface near these spines armed with a small group of I

spines. Second gnathopods a little larger than the first; side plate)

not produced anteriorly ; basal joint with a setose prominence near the
j

lower end, as in the first pair; carpus with a prominent posterior lobel

which is longer and narrower than in the first gnathopods; handl
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narrowly oval, palm relatively a little shorter than in the first pair,

furnished with two marginal spines at the upper end, near which is

a pair of stout spines on the inner surface.

Second pair of perseopods (the first pair broken in specimen) very

long and slender, the basal joint armed behind with about ten spines;

dactyl very slender, tapering, slightly curved and much elongated, ex-

ceeding the length of the propodus, which is also long. Basal joints

of the posterior pairs of perseopods narrow ; merus narrow and elon-

gated. Marsupial lamellae very large.

First three abdominal segments with a dorsal carina which ends

posteriorly in a spine; infero-lateral angles of second and third seg-

ments broadly rounded. First uropods with flattened lanceolate rami,

which are broader than in the preceding species and furnished like the

somewhat longer peduncle with several spines ; terminal uropods with

flattened subequal lanceolate rami which are armed on the outer mar-

gin with several spines. Telson long, broader than in the preceding

species, the sides nearly parallel up to the posterior third, whence they

taper to the emarginate tip.

Length.—8 mm.
Locality.—A single female specimen from Station 4429, off Santa

Cruz Island, 506-680 fathoms.

Type.—Cat. No. 38552, U.S.N.M.

In the single specimen of this species in the collection the last three

pairs of peraeopods were broken off at the end of the merus. The

species closely resembles the preceding in many characters, but the

maxillipeds have a longer and more pointed outer plate, the gnatho-

pods have broader hands and the coxal plates not produced anteriorly,

the second perseopods have a longer and more curved dactyl ; the first

and second uropods have broader rami armed with stouter spines, and

the telson is broader and otherwise different in shape.

Family PLEUSTID^].

NEOPLEUSTES OCULATUS, new species.

Rostrum short; lateral lobe of head triangular, rounded at tip,

lower angle of head produced into an acute, triangular lobe. Eyes

fairly large. First antenna? over half the length of the body; first

joint as long as the next two; third about half the length of second.

Second antennae, about two-thirds the length of the first; last two

joints of peduncle subequal.

Upper lip with unequal rounded lobes. Mandibles with rudi-

mentary molar tubercle, cutting edge broad, with many teeth ; acces-

sory plate on one mandible broad and furnished with many teeth;

third joint of palp armed with three or four spinelike bristles at tip

and with about eight shorter ones on inner margin. First maxilla)
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Fig. 36.

—

Neopleustes oculatus., female. ab3, thikd segment of the abdomen ; fjnt,

FIRST GNATHOPOD ; gil-i, SECOND GNATHOPOD; niX[l, MAXILUPED.

with a minute seta on rudimentary inner lobe; palp with seven spines

on distal margin. Lobes of second maxillae

subequal, setose around rounded ends, a single

long plumose seta on inner margin of inner

plate. Outer plate of maxillipeds reaching

but little beyond first joint of palp, armed with

about eight slender spines on distal end and

furnished with short setae, but no spines on

inner margin.

Gnathopods subequal, not strongly devel-

oped ; hands more or less rectangular with

slightly oblique palm. Segments of pleon as

well as peraeon smooth and devoid of spines

or teeth. Uropods extending back to about the

same distance, rami subequal in first pair; in

the last two pairs the outer ramus is about

two-thirds the length of the inner one. Telson

oblong, rounded at tip, with a keel on ventral

side at base.

Length.—11 mm.
Locality.—Station 4457. Monterey Bay,

40—16 fathoms, three specimens.

Type.—Cat. No. 38553, U.S.N. M.

This species differs from most species of the

genus in having no dorsal spines. From .V.

hrevicornis (Sars) it differs in its longed

antenna', more rectangular hands, and more oblong telson; from

Pig. 37.— Neopleustes
oculatus, female. t. tel

SON ; in i. FIRST OBOPODA
WTs, THIRD UROPOD.
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N. assimilis (Sars) it differs in the more rectangular hands on the

gnathopods; from N. bairdi (Boeck) it differs in the shape of the

hands which are oval in that species as well as in the size of the

hands which are relatively much smaller.

Genus ACANTHOPLEUSTES," new.

Rostrum minute or absent. First antennas elongate, with small

accessory flagellum. Upper lip evenly rounded, entire. Mandibles

with elongated, narrow three-jointed palp situated nearly opposite

the well-developed molar tubercle; secondary plate on both mandibles.

Lower lip with inner lobes fairly well developed. First maxillae

short, the inner plate broad, distal ly rounded and armed with a few

plumose setae; outer plate but little longer than the inner and armed

with branched spines; palp two-jointed, the distal margin armed with

stout spines. Second maxillae with nearly equal oblong setose lobes.

Maxillipeds with inner plates small, armed distally with three spine

teeth ; outer plates small, not reaching beyond middle of antepenulti-

mate joint of palp, devoid of teeth, but furnished distally and along

inner margin with long ciliated spine-like setae; last joint of large palp

a strong claw.

Gnathopods similar, fairly well developed, subchelate, side plates

two to four pointed below. Last three peraeopods rather long, with

narrow basal joints. First three abdominal and some of the posterior

thoracic segments produced posteriorly into teeth or spines. Rami
of uropods lanceolate, those of the last pair broader than the others.

Telson small, entire or slightly emarginate, and furnished with a

prominent keel on the lower side.

Type.—A. annectens, new species.

This genus does not fall strictly within the limits of any of the

families of Gammaridea, as they are defined by Sars or Stebbing.

It is very close to the Paramphithoidae as limited by Sars, but the

antenna1 have a secondary flagellum, and the upper lip is entire.

Stebbing defines the Paramphithoidae differently from Sars, includ-

ing, besides the genus Paramphthoe, the genera Avhich Sars places in

the family Epimeridae, and making out of several other genera wdiich

Sars placed in the family Paramphithoidae, the new family Pleustidae.

It could be placed in the Calliopiidae without doing violence to the

definition of that family as given by Stebbing. Sars has commented
on the resemblance of the Calliopiidae and Paramphithoidae and the

present genus seems to occupy a position in some respects intermediate

between these two families. The rudimentary rostrum, the presence

of structures resembling calceolae on the antennae and the entire upper

lip, are features more in accord with the Calliopiidae, while the spiny

dorsum, the pointed coxal plates, the ventrally keeled telson, the nar-

«From the Greek words axavSa, spine, and Pleiistes, a related genus of amphipods.
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row basal joints of the perseopods, and the form of the maxilla? and
maxillipeds are more like those of the Paramphithoidse of Sars and
the Pleustidse of Stebbing.

Fig. 3S.

—

Acaxthopleustes annectens.

ACANTHOPLEUSTES ANNECTENS, new species.

Eyes absent. Lateral lobes of head truncated in front. First and

second antenna1 subequal and over half the length of the body;

mxp

\5

Fig. 30. ACANTHOPLEUSTES ANNECTENS. <//(], PIBST GNATHOPOD J
!IHj. SECOND G.VATIIO-

pod; i. i., lowee lip; mxp, maxilliped.

peduncles elongated and about equalling the flagelia, those of the

first pair almost as long as those of the second and having- the first
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and second joints of subequal length and about four times as long

as the third ; secondary flagellum consisting of one elongate segment

and furnished with a few spinules. Second antennae with the last

basal joint about two-thirds length of preceding one; flagella of both

pairs with structures resembling calceolse.

Last two thoracic segments produced posteriorly in the dorsal side

into a large acute tooth similar to those on the first three segments of

the abdomen. Last segment of the abdomen with a posterior acute

tooth in front of which is a prominence of variable size. Infero-

lateral angle of second and third abdominal segments acute. First

pair of side plates broadly rounded below, the following three pairs

with the infero-anterior angle produced and acute; the third pair

longer and more narrowly

produced than the others.

First and second gnatho-

pods with narrowly ovate

hands of similar form

;

dactyl long and closing

against most of the length

of the evenly curved pos-

terior margins which is

armed with a series of

strong spines. Perseopods

of nearly equal length

:

basal joints narrow, dactyls

rather long, half the length

of the narrow propodi,

smooth. Uropods reaching

back to about the same

point; peduncles of first

and second pairs reaching

back to the same point, those of the third extending a little farther;

rami slender, armed on both margins like the peduncles with numerous

short spines, the outer ramus slightly shorter than the inner. Telson

ovate, upper surface concave; a keel-like prominence on lower side of

base.

Length.—14 mm.
Localities.—Station 4407, Santa Catalina Islands, 334-600 fathoms,

type, 10 + specimens ; station 4415, Santa Barbara Island, 302-638

fathoms.

Type.—Cat. No. 38554, U.S.N.M.

Family STILIPEDID^E, new.

Antenna? devoid of accessory flagellum. Mandible with three-

jointed palp, molar tubercle small or absent. Lower lip with widely

diverging lobes. First maxilla? with narrow inner plate ; outer plate

Fig. 40.

—

Acanthopleustes annectens. a\,

FIRST ANTENNA ; md, MANDIBLE ; mX\, FIRST MAX-
ILLA ; mx2, second maxilla; t, telson; u.l, upper
lip; uru first uropoda ; «r3, third uropod.
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very broad and armed distally with numerous spines; palp two-

jointed, with widely expanded second joint. Maxillipeds with well-

developed inner and outer plates, the latter widely separated and

diverging distally; palp four-jointed and directed obliquely. First

and second gnathopods simple or subchelate. Last pair of peraeopods

with a straight, elongated dactyl. Uropods biramous, with flattened,

mostly lanceolate, rami. Telson short, entire or notched.

Genus STILIPES," new.

Antennae with short peduncle and well developed flagellum.

Mandibles with broad cutting edge. Second maxillae with broad

rounded setose lobes. Maxillipeds devoid of prominent spines,

joints of palp narrow, the terminal one unguiform. Anterior pairs

of side plates large; the first three diminishing in width but subequal

in length ; fourth pair shorter than the third and more or less pointed

below. Gnathopods moderately developed; carpus large; hands

rather small, simple or more or less subchelate. First two pairs of

peraeopods subequal, with short, curved dactyls. Fourth peraeopods

with an elongated propodus and short styliform dactyl. Last perae-

opods with the propodus relatively shorter and with the dact}d much
larger. Rami of terminal uropods broader than in the others. Tel-

son short and apically emarginate..

Type.—S. dixit nita. new species.

STILIPES DISTINCTA, new species.

Eyes absent, or at least not visible in alcoholic specimen. Rostrum

short. First antenna' with very short peduncle; flagellum rather

stout with the joints on the proximal portion furnished below with

numerous setae, which decrease in length and in number toward the

more distal joints. Second antennae with the peduncle short, but

much longer than in the first pair, and having its last joint a half

longer than the preceding; flagellum nearly reaching the middle

of the body and furnished only with very minute setae.

Mandibles stout, with broad cutting edge which is smooth on the

right mandible but furnished with numerous regular, sharp, up-

turned teeth on the left; molar not evident; third joint of pal]) about

half the length of the second. Lower lip with widely separated

acute lobes, and the posterior angles produced into a narrow acute

lobe. First maxillae with the inner plate narrow and furnished with

seta' only around the distal end; the broad distal end of the outer

plate is armed with about twenty-five uniform smooth spines which

are curved at the distal end; the broadly expanded terminal joint of

the palp is furnished on the distal margin with low, blunt teeth,

" From the Latin words stilus, style, and pes, foot.
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which decrease in size toward the median edge, where there occurs a

single small spine; the rounded outer angle is more or less serrate

and furnished with slender spines. The plates of the second maxillae

Pig, 41. Stilipes distincta. a, anterior taut of body; i>, end of abdomen; tnd.r,

RIGHT MANDIBLE; )ii,i u FIRST MAXILLA; MXa, SECOND MAXILLA.

are nearly round, subequal in size, and furnished with numerous

setae, among which are several strong, slightly curved spines. The

maxillipeds have the inner plates nearly rectangular with the trans-

verse distal margin setose; outer plates ovaKseto.se,

but devoid of spines; palp with the first and third

joints of subequal length, and a little shorter than

the second; fourth joint short and claw-like.

First gnathopods with the carpus longer and

much broader than the hand, which is oblong,

densely setose and simple, or very imperfectly sub-

chelate. Second gnathopods longer than the first :

carpus elongate, hand narrow, distally tapering,

much longer than in the first pair and simple.

First and second peraeopods, with the exception of

the coxa! plates, similar in size and shape; pos-

terior margins armed with numerous short stout

distincta, i.i:i-r man spines, dactyls short and curved. The lasl pairs
""'" :

of peraeopods are elongate, the basal joint i- pro

duced distally into a rounded lobe, the dactyls are straight: those of

the last pair much elongate and armed with several spinules.
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Fourth abdominal segment with a dorsal sinus behind which is a

triangular prominence; infero-lateral angle of the second and third

segments acute; pleopods long. Uropods extending back to nearly

the same point, the first pair slightly exceeding the others, rami flat-

tened, armed on both margins with numerous short spines, narrowly

lanceolate in the first two pairs, broader in the third; nearly equal in

the first and third pairs, but in the second the outer ramus is about

one-fifth the shorter. Telson short, concave above, with a broad

rounded emargination at the tip.

Length.—9 mm.
Localities.—Station 4423. off San Nicolas Island, 21G-339 fathoms.

Type.—Cat. No. 38555, U.S.N.M.

Fig. 43.

—

Stilipes distincta. mxp, maxilliped; pt , first peu/eopod; pt , fourth
per/EOPoi> ; t, telson; urx , first uropou; iir-,., third urofod.

I regret that but a single specimen of this species, and that a some-

what imperfect one, occurs in the collection. The ends of several of

the legs were broken off and the lower lip was somewhat mutilated

in removing it. The species is not closely allied to any of the recog-

nized families of amphipods. The posterior peraeopods resemble those

of the GEdicerotidas, but the mouth parts are markedly different.

The broad outer plate of the first maxilla' with its large number of

distal spines and the greatly expanded palp; the broad, rounded

plates of the second maxillae; and the diverging outer plates and
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palpi of the maxillipeds are characters seldom mel with and never in

combination in other groups. The mandibles also are unusual in

having a very broad cutting edge and in having a number of small

Pig. 44. Stilipbs distincta. «/»,. pibst qnathopod; gnb sbcond gnathopod;
/•:,. FIFTH PBRiBOPOD.

acute tooth only on ono side. Both of tho first antenna' were broken

off and the length of these appendages could not be determined.

Family GAMMAKID2E.

M-ffiRA DUBIA Caiman.

A single specimen from Station t523, Monterey Hay. 7f>-10S

fathoms.

M./ERA SPINICAUDA. new species.

Eyes oval or round. First antenna 1 nearly half the Length of the

body, the firs! joint about three-fourths the length of the second;

flagellum not as long as peduncle; secondary flagellum long, com-

posed of eight to ten joints. Second antennae about two-thirds as

long as the first : last joint of the peduncle about two-thirds the length

of the preceding one: flagellum about as long as the penultimate

joint of the peduncle.

First four side plates about as deep as wide, the first produced

forward into an acute angle. Second gnathopods large, unequal; the

larger one with the carpus broader than long, with a narrow, setose
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posterior lobe; hand longer than the preceding joints combined,

oblong, the palm very oblique and extending beyond the middle of

the posterior margin, denned above by a prominence bearing a pair

of stout spines, and bearing below the middle two broad lobes armed

with spines and separated by a narrow sinus ; the stout curved finger

bears a small rounded prominence near the base of the inner margin

;

the tip fits into a concavity at one side of the upper end of the palm:

a couple of large spines on the edges of this concavity and a row of

short spines extending distally from it along the inner surface of

the hand. The smaller gnathopod has the carpus triangular, about

as long as wide, with a broadly rounded posterior lobe; hand with

Fig. 45.

—

M;era spixicauda. ah. segment of the abdomen; gn^, first gnathopod;

<I>1 2 , SECOND GNATHOPODS OF THE RIGHT AND LEFT SIDES ; t, TELSON ; «r1; FIRST UROPOD
;

UVz, THIRD UROPOD.

the palm less oblique and much less uneven than in the larger gnath-

opods, the lobes on the lower half being represented only by a

slight prominence; the finger has a low prominence on the inner mar-

gin near the base, and the tip fits into a sinus near the spiniferous

prominence at the upper end of the palm; this sinus is not nearly

so large as in the larger hand but it is furnished with two large

spines on its upper side on the inner surface of the hand.

First two peneopods slender, the dactyl about a third the length

of the propodus. Basal joints of the last three pera?opods about twice

as long: merus expanded, especially in the last two pairs; dactyls

about a third the length of the propodi. First five abdominal seg-
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ments with a dorsal spine at the posterior end, those on the fourth

and fifth segments larger and more upturned than the others. In-

fero-lateral angles of first two abdominal segments with a small

tooth, those of the third segment produced and armed with several

teeth on the lower and posterior margins". Third uropods large,

with broad flattened nearly equal rami, with spinose margins. Tel-

son with a broadly triangular cleft, the lobes widely diverging, and

armed with a cluster of four or live spines at the tip, some of which

are very long.

Length.— 12 mm.
Locality.—Station 4417, Santa Barbara Island. 21) fathoms; Sta-

tion 44*20, off San Nicolas Island. 32—33 fathoms, female type; Sta-

tion 4431, off Santa Rosa Island, 38-45 fathoms.

Type.—Cat. No. 38556, U.S.N.M.

Family PIIOTID.K

EURYSTHEUS DENTATUS, new species.

Eyes rather small, round, on the projecting lateral lobes of the

head. First antennae over half the length of the body and rather

longer than the second; first joint of the peduncle nearly as long as

the second; third joint about three-fifths the length of the second;

flagellum a little shorter than the peduncle; secondary flagellum five-

jointed. Second antenme with the last two joints of the peduncle

subequal; flagellum larger than the last basal joint but shorter than

the last two.

Mandibles with the last joint of the palp nearly as long as the pre-

ceding and slightly wider and furnished distally with numerous very

long setae. Lower lip with acute narrow posterior lobes. First

maxillae with the inner plate broad, the narrow tip turned inward and

furnished with four plumose seta 1

: outer margin with about fourteen

plumose setae; outer plate with ten spines: palp with about nine spines

on distal margin of elongated second joint. Second maxilla' devoid

of seta- on inner margin of inner plate, but having an oblique row of

seta' extending across the surface from the base of the inner side.

Maxillipeds with the terminal joint .obtuse, about twice as long as

wide ami scarcely half the length of the preceding one.

First four pairs of side plates about as deep as broad, the firsi pro-

duced forward. First gnathopods rather -tout, smaller than the sec-

ond pair: hand about as long as carpus, about a half longer than

broad: the palm at an angle of about I.V to long axis, slightly longer

than the posterior margin, and having a stout spine at the end. In

the second gnathopods the hand is relatively longer, considerably

exceeding the carpus, the posterior margin longer than 1 the palm,

which has a largo spine near the end. First and second perseopods
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rather stout, second, fourth, and fifth joints rather broad, propodus

and dactyl rather stout.

Infero-posterior angle of the third abdominal segment almost a

right angle but produced into a small triangular tooth. Last three

segments with a prominent dorsal tooth posteriorly on either side

of the middle. First and second uropods extending back to about

the same point but exceeding the third. Peduncle of first uropods

somewhat shorter than the rami and having a large terminal spine,

extending beneath the rami to about their posterior third. Peduncle

Fig. 16.- Eokystheus dektatds. «i>:t. third segment <>f the abdomen; <i>h. first

GNATHOPOD ; (III-. SECOND GNATHOPOD ; /./.. LOWER LIP ; mX\, FIKST MAXILLA; p±, FIRST

PERiEOPOD; t, TELSON ; UT-y, FIRST DROPOD ; Ura, THIRD UROPOD.

of second uropods nearly as long as the rami and having no large

terminal spine. In the small terminal uropods the inner ramus is

about half the length of the outer which is nearly as long as the pe-

duncle. Telson broader than long and distally truncated.

Length.—About 1 1 mm.
Locality.—A single female specimen from Station 4268, Afognak

Bay, Afognak Fsland, Alaska, K'>.17] fathoms.

Type.—"Cat. No. 38557, U.S.N.M.
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PODOCEROPSIS NITIDA (Stimpson).

A single specimen from Station t278, Alitak Bay, Kadiak [sland,

Alaska. 22-25 fathoms.

PHOTIS REINHARDI Kr^yer.

Three specimens associated with Caprella califomica from Station

4519, Monterey Bay. 27 35 fathoms.

Family COKOPHIID^E.

ERICHTHONIUS HUNTERI (Bate).

A specimen from Station !•">()•_'. off Shakan, Simmer Strait. Alaska,

lf.!» 212 fathoms.

Legion CAPRELLIDEA.

Family (A PRELLID^.

CAPRELLA CALIFORNICA Stimpson.

Numerous specimens from Station 4519, Monterey Bay, J7-35

fathoms.





NOTES ON THE MAMMALS AND COLD-BLOODED VER-
TEBRATES OF THE INDIANA UNIVERSITY

FARM, MITCHELL, INDIANA.

liy Walter L. 1 1 .win.

Fellow in Zoology. Indiana University, Bloomington.

INTRODUCTION.

Indiana University has come recently into possession of a tract of

land in southern Indiana formerly known as the Donaldson Farm.

This tract comprises nearly L80 acres. It is, for the most pan. cov-

ered with a heavy growth of large oak and tulip trees, although a

part of it was once cleared and is now partially overgrown with small

hushes.

For many years this property was owned by a Scotchman named
George Donaldson. At his death it escheated to the State and by

special act of the legislature was placed in the custody of Indiana

University.

The place is one of great natural beauty, which the former owner

spared no pains to preserve. A subterranean stream traverses the

property, coming to the surface at two places before finally emerging

from i lie base of a cliff in one of the most picturesque cave entrances

in America.

A fellowship in zoology was established on this farm" with the

incumbent as resident care-taker, and as the writer was the first to

hold this fellowship it seemed desirable that a general survey of the

local fauna he made as a basis for future work, and a part of his

time was accordingly devoted to making a collection of the verte-

brates and observing their habits. Birds have been quite thoroughly

studied at various points in southern Indiana, and are therefore

entirely omitted from this paper, which forms No. !>•"> of the contri-

butions from the Zoological Laboratory of Indiana University.

The writer's incumbency began September 20, 1
(

.K)<>. and terminated

September 7. L907. All date- mentioned in this paper arc to he un-

Proceedinqs U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV No. 1655.
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derstood as falling within this period unless otherwise stated. While

collecting was not limited strictly to the university's property, practi-

cally all of the data here presented were obtained within a radius

of 1 mile of that place. A few mammals were trapped along White

River, 3 miles away.

The site of the University Farm is 3 miles east of Mitchell, Law-
rence County, Indiana, and about an equal distance south of the

east fork of White River. The elevation varies but little over a

hundred feet in the region considered, nevertheless the fauna is in-

fluenced in some degree by the physiographic features.

The soil is a thin, gravelly clay, underlaid by subcarboniferous

(Mitchell) limestone, through which water percolates readily, mak-

ing the drainage almost wholly subterranean.a For several miles to

the south and southwest there are no surface streams at all, and this

area consists of a series of larger or smaller sink holes. Many of the

sink holes are filled with water, either permanently or during periods

of heavy rainfall. While the absence of surface streams reduces the

available habitat of the brook-dwelling fishes and amphibians, the

numerous ponds, varying in size from a few square yards to an acre,

afford homes to many aquatic animals and the individuals of some
species are extremely abundant.

The rocky, brush-covered hillsides are inhabited by large numbers

of reptiles and small mammals. The caves are entered by a number

of species. Altogether, twenty-seven species of verterbrates were rep-

resented in these caves, either by living examples or identifiable re-

mains. The large number is of interest in any discussion of the origin

of a cave fauna because it shows that while many animals get into

caves by accident or intent, only those especially adapted for cave-

life survive.- The list follows:

1. Blind fish, Amblyopsis spelceus.

2. Sun fish, Apomotis cyanellus.

'',. ('at fish, Ameiurus melas.

4. Miller's thumb, Cottus richardsonn.

5. Minnow ( not identified).

6. Cave salamander, Spelerpes maculicaudus.

7. Ashy salamander, Plethodon cinereus.

8. Green frog, Rana clamitans.

U. Leopard frog, Rana pipiens.

a The principal caves arc pari of <>nc underground water-course. At two

places the roof lias fallen and exposed the caves and the stream. The stream

in the upper one of these breaks is known as Dalton's Spring, and the caves

as the upper and lower Spring Caves. Water does not flow through the second

break except after a heavy rain. Here the upper and lower openings are close

together and are known as the Twin Caves. The exit of the stream is through

a lofty opening into a short gorge. It is known as Donaldson's Cave or, more

Correctly, as Shawnee Cave.
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LO. Bull Erog, Rana caU sbiana.

11. Water suak.'. \nliir sipedon.

12. Snapping turtle, Chelydra serpentina.

IB. Box tortoise, '/'< rrapene Carolina.

11. Opossum, Didelphis virginiana.

15. Rabbit, Sylvilagua floridanus mearnsi.

16. Pine mouse, l/tcrofus pini im mi, auricularis.

17. Prairie role, Miirotus ochrogastet:

18. White-footed mouse, Peromyscus leucopus.

19. Short-tailed shrew, nhtrimi brevicauda.

20. Big-eared bat, Corynorhinus macrotis.

l*i. Little brown bat, \hn>iis lucifugm.

22. Say bat, Myotis subulatus.

23. Large-winged bat] MnoiLs velifer.

24. Large brown bat, Eptesicus fuscus.

•_'.->. Georgian bat, Pipistrellus subflavus.

26. Red bat, Losturua borealis.

l'T. Hoary bat, Lasiurus cinereus.

Of the above li-t the fishes enter by following their natural

instinct i<> ascend a stream, and once getting beyond daylight, are

unable i<> gel out. The salamanders an- partially adapted to sub

terranean life, and the cave salamander obtains it- food and breeds in

the cave. Frogs enter in autumn, seeking warmth. Some are car

ried in by floods also. It i- doubt I'nl whether all are able t<> reach the

surface again; none breed in the cave.

Of the reptiles, all get in by accident. The only snapping turtle

had been carried in by a Hood and died of starvation or injuries.

The box tortoise was alive and had probably fallen into a sink-hole

from which it had not been able to escape. The snake was found just

within the limit- of daylighl on n cold day in late spring. It had

doubtless gone in for warmth, being attracted by the warm outward

current of air.

Ajnong the mammals, bats alone are adapted to subterranean

existence, and even they nm-i leave tin' cave to secure f 1. Two
kind- of mice were found alive, l»ut they were few in numbers ami

had certainly never become established there.

It will lie -ecu. therefore, that the cave fauna can he divided into

three groups: 1 1 1 Those whose entire life cycle i- spenl ill the cave.

(2) Those that have home- in the cave hut must go outside for food.

(3) Those that are accidental visitors, unable either to obtain food in

the cave or to go and come at will.

The third group is the Largest in number of species. These animal-

can not adapt themselves to subterranean existence, ami for them to

enter the caves is death. The second group is represented bj the largesi

number of individuals. The species belonging to this group may he

incipiently subterranean, and any change of condition- which would

furnish them with an adequate supply of food within the cave might

lead them to take up a permanent residence there.
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The first group, comprising the true cave fauna, contains but two

species of vertebrates, the blind fish, Amhlyopsis spelcmis, and the

cave salamander, Spelerpes maculieaudus. The latter is not perfectly

adapted to cave life and lives outside of caves in some localities.

The fauna of any restricted area can be divided into the same

groups as those given above. Within the limits of distribution of a

species, its local occurrence will be governed, in part, by the food

supply. But a species is not found in every locality within its range

where a sufficient amount of food can be obtained. Here the physical

environment is the controlling factor, and the possibility of finding

or constructing suitable dens, nests, runways, or other hiding places

limits the local distribution of the species.

As far as the author is aware, the ecology of the land vertebrates

has never been worked out in detail for such an area. The notes

here given on the breeding habits, homes, and food of the various

species were gathered for such a contribution, which, however, it has

not been possible to complete.

A series from the specimens collected has been presented to the

U. S. National Museum.
For providing the opportunity and necessary equipment for carry-

ing on the work my thanks are due to Indiana University, and

especially to Dr. C. II. Eigenmann, professor, and Dr. Charles Zeleny,

associate professor, of zoology.

THE COLD-BLOODED VERTEBRATES.

FISHES.

The relation of the cave fauna to food-supply and to the local

terranean fauna is best illustrated by the fishes. The subterranean

streams contain a considerable number of small Crustacea, plankton,

and insect larva? which constitute the food of the eyeless fish, Atnhhj-

opsis spelceus. The surface streams contain a much larger quantity

of the same kind of food, yet these cave fishes never take up their

abode in the lighted portions of the stream. On the other hand, the

common brook fishes seldom enter the subterranean portions of the

streams and have never become established there.

The Larger environment of White River and Mill Creek were not

investigated, and, with the exception of one or two hauls of the seine

in t he Latter st ream, all of the lishes collected were taken from the small

creek which flows from the Shawnee Cave. This part of the stream

i- less than 300 yards in length and contains no large pools and none

more than 2\ feet deep. Thirteen species of fishes were taken in this

stream in the course of a few hours.

The explored portion of the subterranean stream is at least 2 miles

in length, and there are pools as large as any of those of the surface

run that were seined. But in the 2 miles of underground stream only
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the one species has it- home and bul four others have been observed

as rare accidental visitors.

Two causes combine to keep the other species from becoming estab-

lished in the eaves. First and most important is the dislike of most

fishes for entering the dark and their Inability to maintain themselves

away from daylight. The one species winch has become established

in the cave is sightless, but the eyes were certainly degenerate before

it adopted a subterranean habitat. This fad accounts for its pres

ence in the cave rather than the reverse proposition thai the eyes have

degenerated because it lived in the dark.

A second factor is the small amount of food to he obtained in the

cave. An amphipod and an isopod are permanent resident- there.

The larvae of aquatic insects, together with other animal and vegetable

matter, are washed into the cave with each heavy fain. Although lim-

ited, the supply of food would doubtless he sufficient for several addi-

tional specie- were they able to secure it.

LIST of SPECIES.

1. Ameiurus n< bvlosus ( Le Sueur ) . horned pout ; bullhead. Taken
in the small creek below the cave.

2. Ameiurus melas (Rafinesque), black catfish. One was taken

within the upper cave at a point where the Light is very dim. There
are specimens in the University Museum which were taken near the

same spot. I am unable to say whether the fishes ascended the stream

through the two lower caves or were washed down from some of the

pond- which have been -tucked with them, and which overflow

through sink holes into the caves.

:'). Oatostomus commersonii (Lacepede), white sucker: common
sucker.

I. Minytrema melanops (Rafinesque), winter sucker; spotted

sucker.

5. Placopharynx duquesnii (Le Sueur).

6. Hybognaphus nuchalis Agassiz.

7. Pimephales notaims (Rafinesque), blunt-nosed minnow.
8. Gliola vigilax (Baird and Girard).
'.1. Notropis whipplei (Girard), silver-fin.

10. Bhmichtkys <if/<</n/.s,,s
< Mitchell), black-nosed dace.

II. Amblyopsis spelceus I >e Kay, blind fish. Never -ecu outside

the caves. One was seen in the cave with a minnow almost as large

as itself half way down its throat.

1-2. Apomotis cyaneUus (Rafinesque) , blue sunfish. Has been taken

80 feet within the entrance of the upper caw. which it could haw
reached only by passing through one of the other caves. The speci-

mens taken in the cave were starved and in very poor condition, and
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it was only a matter of days before they would have passed out of

the cave or starved to death.

13. Etheostoma coeruleum Storer, rainbow darter. Not abundant.

14. Coitus richardsonii Agassiz, miller's thumb. Abundant. Has
been seen a short distance within the lower cave.

AMPHIBIANS.

Amphibians were' abundant as individuals, although several spe-

cies common in this region were not seen. The water dog {Necturus

maculosus), the mud eel (Siren lacertina), and the hellbender

(Cryptobranchus alleghaniensis) no doubt live along the river, but

no collecting was done there, and none are found on the
u farm."

The economic importance of the amphibians is a subject not often

mentioned in the literature of this group. Nearly all frogs and sala-

manders are insectivorous during part or all of their existence.

Where the individuals live in numbers as great as some species were

found here they must exert a beneficial influence, not much less in

importance than that of birds, in keeping down insect pests.

All that is necessary to set off the egg-laying impulse in some

species of amphibians is the presence of water at the time the ova

are ripe. In the spring of 1907 many eggs of both salamanders and
frogs were laid immediately after the heavy rains which fell during

the middle of March. At this time sink holes, roadside pools, and
other low places were filled with water. The heavy precipitation

ceased suddenly and the water evaporated and ran away. Many
amphibian eggs which had been laid in these places were left on the

ground to dry up without hatching, and many larva1 perished on

account of the pools drying before they had reached adult life. I

estimated that not less than one-half of the eggs laid at this time

( and the number of these within a radius of 1 mile must have reached

into the hundred thousands) were eliminated because they were

deposited where the water supply Avas not permanent.

AMBYSTOMA JEFFERSONIANUM (Green).

JEFFERSON SALAMANDER.

The adults of this species were not taken, although evidently

abundant. On February Lis " eggs were found in a small pond.

This little body of water is circular in shape and only about 25 feet

in diameter, with a depth of not more than 18 inches. On the

above-mentioned date it was free from ice and the water was very

clear. The eggs were in small masses, not perfectly regular in out-

line nor absolutely uniform in shape, but nearly all had approxi-

These eggs were in the late segmentation stages and had doubtless been laid

some days. The species lias been known to deposit eggs early in January.
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mately the form of a sphere with each pole truncated. Most of the

masses were pierced near the center by a weed, the petiole of a Leaf,

or a small stick. Often several masses were crowded upon the same

stick, which was usually so placed that it formed some support to

the eggs, although it did not always hold them fife from the bottom.

There were ahont 270 of these egg masses in the one small pond.

The average number of e.ir.irs in each lot was not less than 20, and

probably exceeded that number, the total number being, therefore,

five or six thousand.

Some of the eggs were put in aquaria in the house. They began

hatching March 1± Growth was slow, the young apparently feeding

to some extent on the gelatinous substance which had enveloped the

eggs. When first hatched the young were ahont L2 mm. in length.

On March :'><>. eighteen days after hatching, a length of 15.5 mm. had

been attained.

At this period the principal food of the larval salamanders seems

to be the larva> of aquatic diptera. These could not he obtained in

large quantity, and the slow growth of the young- salamanders

may he accounted for by lack of sufficient food, althongh mosquito

larvae were supplied iii small numbers and were greedily eaten when
not too large and active. Young salamanders that were" taken from

the pond at this time (March 30) were much larger, being 20 to 25

mm. in length, with heavier bodies and broader heads. Their gen-

eral color is greenish; blackish dots of pigment are scattered over

the entire surface of the animal. ( )n the body these are collected

into hands extending across the hack and down on the sides, the

"lin" being also edged with the darker color. The number and size

of the pigment specks do not increase with the growth of the animal,

which, therefore, becomes lighter in color with increase in size,

except the ('^\<j;o of the "fin." where the pigment accumulates and

becomes more dense.

Young taken from the pond on May 2 measured from 30 to -".7 nun.

At this stage the dark cross bands of pigment have disappeared and

the pigment was distributed in irregular blotches. There is an indis-

tinct longitudinal line of pale, olive yellow about the level of the

spinal column, ami below this a line of denser pigment. Larvae that

had attained a length of 12 to 51 nun. on May II have a lateral

row of pale, golden-yellow spots varying in number in different

individuals.

On June If an individual was taken that was of the same length

as those of a month previous, but which had a much greater bulk.

At this stage the gills and "fin" have been largely resorbed and the

animal voluntarily left the water when placed in a -hallow aquarium,

although it had been seined from the bottom of the pond. The
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color is much darker than at any previous stage. The lateral row of

yellow spots is indistinct and the pale stripe is also reduced. On the

top of the head the pigment is spread in an apparently uniform

sheet, the individual specks not being distinguishable; on the sides

they can still be made out with a little magnification and the tail is

still somewhat mottled, although the pale areas are reduced.

Owing to absence at this time, no completely transformed young
from this pond were obtained, and those which had been kept in the

house died. On July 10 none could be found either in the pond or

under the logs and stones of the neighboring woods. Some larvae

were found, however, in another pond on August 1 and one of them

was kept until a wTeek later, when it had transformed. It died before

adult coloration had been assumed. At this time the gill-slits are

still open, but the external gills have disappeared, as has also the

" fin " or keel of the tail. The color is about the same as in the last-

mentioned specimen, but the pale spots of the sides are more distinct

(probably an individual character) and the dark color extends

entirely around the tail.

AMBYSTOMA PUNCTATUM (Linnaeus).

SPOTTED SALAMANDER.

Quite common. It was taken only in the woods, either under logs

or stones. Several were kept in captivity at different times. They
ate earthworms greedily, but did not touch beetles or ants.

Measurements of an adult specimen : Length, 190 mm. ; snout to

axilla. 36; snout to groin. 83. Costal grooves, 11. Six spots on the

head bright, deep orange. A row of about nine lemon-yellow spots

on each side from head to base of tail, the spots on tail irregular and

some of them from the two rows confluent; limbs also spotted. In

all individuals of this species which were seen, the spots on the head

were deep orange, but the number so colored varied from four to

seven. An adult female taken on May '23 had the ovaries filled with

quite large eggs,

AMBYSTOMA TIGRINUM (Green).

TIGER SALAMANDER.

A single specimen was caught in a mouse trap set at the entrance

to a small sink hole early in December. Total length, 230 mm.;

snout to axilla, 38; snout to groin, 87. Color (in life), glossy blue-

black, with many small spots of lemon yellow on back; sides with the

yellow predominating; belly, pale yellowish brown, spotted with

lemon.
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PLETHODON GLUTINOSUS (Green).

SLIMY SALAMANDER.

Xot uncommon. Found under Logs in the wood- and once seen in a

path, along which it was evidently fleeing to escape some enemy thai

had succeeded in getting most of the salamander's tail. This species

i~ said to be nocturnal, hut one was found which had been feeding in

the early a ftcrnoon. for it had a hectic in the upper part of the throat.

On .March L9 two were found together under an old log. One was
\cry large and the body appeared to h«' distended by eggs. The two

were placed alive in a glass jar and supplied with hectic- and earth

worms, hut ate these sparingly if at all. No eggs were laid, although

the larger one was kept for about three months.

Length of one specimen, L38 nun.: snout to axilla. 21; snout to

groin, 51. Back irregularly marked with small spots of whitish,

those on the head being very minute. On the lower part of the sides

these spot> become confluent, forming a hand of irregular blotches.

Tail and underside of body with few -pot- of white. Underside of

head and throat with larger blotches; throat with a white hand.

crescent ic in shape. Costal grooves, fourteen.

PLETHODON CINEREUS (Green).

ASHY SALAMANDER.

The most abundant I Irodele, but not easily found at all times. Dur-

ing October it was to he found under almost every log in the woods

and al.-o under the rock- near the cave entrance-. With the approach

of winter it was -ecu less frequently. The extraordinarily warm
weather in early January brought it out again and I saw numbers

from the 6th to the 8th of that month. From that time till April

none were taken above ground. Sonic were found in a -mall cave on

.Manh •_'•'.. Early in April, when the temperature was much lower

than during part of March, these salamanders suddenly became very

abundant. They were t<> he seen in almost any part of the woods,

and were especially noticeable about the entrance to the Twin ('axe.

Here they seemed to he migrating from the vicinity of the cave into

the wood-. In a few moment- I found eleven <>f the animal- hiding

under stones on the hank, all within an area of a few square yards.

Ten day- latci- diligent searching in the same place failed to discover

a salamander. However, they remained fairly common under old

logs in the woods throughout early spring. During the summer none

were found nor were the eggs or young seen.

On several occasions I have heard salamanders of this species utter

a faint squeak, not unlike that of a young mouse. They are often

found with mutilated tails, doubtless escaping their enemies by
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sacrificing that member. They can not endure dust and will die

in three or four minutes if dropped on their backs on a dusty floor

so that, in turning over, the entire body becomes coated with dust.

Indeed, I have found this to be a quicker method of killing them
than to drop them in formalin or alcohol.

The color of different individuals of this species varies greatly.

None were noted, however, of the so-called erythronotus variety with

the red of the back bordered by parallel lines, but the dorsalis variety

with an irregular line of red along the back was almost as common
as the ashy-colored individuals.

On March 26, eight specimens, from 40 to 90 mm. in length, were

found in a small cave near the University's property. This cave goes

down to a depth of 40 feet or more in an irregular spiral, with pro-

jecting benches, but no rooms or lateral passages of large size. It

was inhabited by this species, by cave salamanders, and green frogs,

as well as bats, earthworms, and insects. Some ashy salamanders

Mere found about 25 feet below the surface, from which they were

separated by smooth vertical walls, which would have to be scaled

by the animals in escaping from the cave.

These animals show a wide variation in color which it may be

worth while to describe in detail, as it seems probable that there

they were actually blood relatives.

The largest specimen of the lot (90 mm. in length) is marked with

a dorsal stripe of dull, dark orange, bordered by a line of dull brown
which, in places, almost divides the stripe; the orange is diluted

with indistinct flecks of gray, the stripe becoming indistinct on tail.

Sides light brown, thickly dotted with minute spots of gray. Belly

with ground color paler than sides and gray spots larger and more

numerous. Head similar to sides, but slightly paler. Fore legs sim-

ilar to head, dorsally; hind legs slightly darker. A second specimen

is about equal to the first in length, but is more slender. The color

is similar, but the dorsal stripe is forked at the occiput, the divisions

becoming indistinct, passing through the eye and terminating on the

shout. Posteriorly the stripe terminates indistinctly on the base of

the tail, the distal portion of the latter being marked with gray.

A third individual is more reddish on the back than on the sides,

due. however, to a reduction of the gray dots rather than to an in-

crease in the amount of red pigment and therefore not forming a

clearly defined stripe. Dorsum of tail, except at tip, brighter than

thai of back. The smallest individual of this lot, and one of the

smallest I have seen of the species (40 mm. in length), also has a

dorsal stripe, poorly defined anteriorly, but quite distinct from the

middle of the body to near the tip of the tail.

Four of the specimens from this lot have no dorsal stripe. Three

of these have the sides and dorsum of the tail mottled with gray and
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brown, caused by the segregal ion of the gray specks into certain areas.

The fourth is almost uniformly colored on the back and sides. Sev-

eral small individuals were found which had distinct bronzy reflec-

tions as described for /'. tsneus^ hut which otherwise agree with

P. dm /( us.

SPELERPES LONGICAUDUS (Green).

LONG-TAILED TRITON.

A single individual of this species was taken by Mr. Ferd Payne

in the valley near the mouth of the Ilamer Cave half a mile west <d'

Shawnee Cave on May Sk In general appearance it differed little

from specimens of the extremely variable cave salamander, abun-

dant in the mouth of the cave not many yards away. However, there

are differences in the details of color which, with the vomerine teeth,

serve to identify the specimen, (iround color a rather pale orange.

Black spots numerous and more often confluent than in maculicaudus

and forming vertical bands on the tail. The Lateral row of spots not

very dist inct.

Total Length, L50 mm.: snout to axilla. 21; snout to groin, .">•">.

( !ostal grooves, L3.

SPELERPES MACULICAUDUS (Cope).

CAVE SALAMANDER.

Numbers of individual- of this species were seen: hut at times

specimens were difficult to find. During the summer they were very

abundant near the mouth of the Ilamer Cave, where they were seen

in -mall pocket- or on Ledges directly above deep and swift water.

During the winter they were -ecu in the Large room of the Shawnee

Cave about half a mile from the entrance and also in a Large chamber

at the right of the lower cut ranee. In both of these places larva' were

found Inter, but high water prevented entrance t<> these regions dur-

ing much of the time from the middle of December until April. The

eggs are probably laid during this season, but they have never been

described, and the writer was not fortunate enough to secure them.

An account of the life history of this species has been published by

Banta and MeAtee, but they failed to say anything about the nature

of the f<»od or the manner in which it i- obtained. In this region the

species is found chiefly in caves, but it is not fully adapted to cave

life. It i- usually -ecu near the entrance- and probably reaches the

inner chambers only by accident or for the purpose of breeding.

Whether these salamanders obtain food away from daylight has not

been certainly determined.

" Proc. V. S. Nat. Mils., xxx. 1UOC. pp. r>7-s:;.
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The single observation made on their feeding habits is of interest.

Human feces near the mouth of the cave formed a favorite feeding

place for these salamanders. Two were captured, and an examina-

tion of their stomachs showed that the animals had been feeding on

small adult flies and dipterous larva?, which were abundant in the

refuse. At this point I could not see the animals without a light,

even when they moved and after my eyes had been accustomed to the

twilight. It would have been impossible for the human eye to dis-

tinguish flies in such a place. Others of the species taken in better

light in the Hamer Cave had also been eating flies. The eyes do not

appear to be in any measure degenerate.

An individual kept in captivity for some time refused to eat earth-

worms, myriapods, or small beetles placed in a glass jar with it.

A specimen taken from the Hamer Cave on July 22 differs some-

what in appearance from most individuals of this species that I have

seen. The body is much distended with eggs. In life the ground

color is a very deep orange with the black spots large, sharply defined

and round; the tip of the tail is entirely black for about 10 mm.
Another specimen has the ground color similar to the above, but

the back is marked with large irregular black blotches, indistinctly

outlined and often confluent, so that the orange forms scarcely more
than a reticulation. On the tail the black spots are smaller and they

do not extend as far down the sides as in most individuals. Still

another individual is pale yellow, with medium-sized black spots on

the back, and the tail covered with many small black dots.

Total length. 153 mm.; snout to axilla, 21; snout to groin, 57.

Costal grooves, 13.

SPELERPES BISLINEATUS (Green).

TWO-LINED TRITON.

Seen only along the stream leading from the Shawnee Cave, where

it was abundant. Usually it was found hiding under submerged

rocks, but once or twice was seen out of the water. Adults were to

be -cen there throughout the year, but no eggs or very young larva1

were found. Larvae about 25 nun. in length were found in January

in a little spring-fed tributary to this stream.

One of these young killed on March 12 is 29 mm. long and the

gill- are short, although the tail is still strongly keeled. The pig-

ment spots have not yet segregated into unbroken bands, but form

a row of small blotches along each side of the back. The median dark

stripe is scarcely indicated. The <ides are uniformly sprinkled with

specks of brown pigment, as are the limbs and head. By March
25 one of the larvae had transformed. An adult female taken on
March !'.) had the ovaries distended with eggs which appeared to be

nearly ripe.
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Amphipods were found in the stomach of an adult of this species,

which was found on a rock at the edge of the stream where these

crustaceans were abundant. Small diptera were also found in their

stomachs. Amphipods and hectics placed in the aquaria were not

eaten by either lar\a> of adults which were kept in captivity.

Total length, 93 mm. ; snout to axilla. II: snout to groin, 38. Costal

grooves. 14. The median dark -pot- form a narrow, somewhat broken

line from the occiput to base of tail. Lateral dark stripes becoming
diffused over lower pari of sides.

DIEMICTYLUS VIRIDESCENS Rafinesque.

GREEN TRITON; NEWT.

Very ahundant in all of the ponds. The eggs and young larvae

were not found, hut young about :'>."> mm. long were taken on August

1. One of these transformed between the L8th and 21st of the same
month. Young of the red. or so-called miniatus form, were found

under old logs in the woods on two occasions, and one was also

found in the cave mentioned in the account of /'. cim n us.

BUFO LENTIGINOSIS AMERICANUS <• (Le Conte).

TOAD.

Very common. It was not seen until Hie last of April. At that

time the adult toads gathered in considerable numbers about the

ponds, and their high-pitched but musical note was beard every night

from April till July. At this time no young toad- were seen. AJbout

the 1st of duly the tadpoles began to transform and the little toads

became ahundant everywhere. Individuals of small size, which had
evidently transformed a year previous, were numerous during the

slimmer, though none of these were seen early in the spring.

ACRIS GRYLLUS (Le Conte).

CRICKET FROG.

Perhaps the most ahundant of the tailless amphibians. During
the autumn it was seen everywhere, in the woods, the fields, and along
the roads. While not uncommon near the ponds and creeks, it ap-

peared to he equally at home at a distance from them. All colors,

from bright green and rusty red to nearly black, were seen. 'Idle

smooth-skinned variety {A. grylhis gryllus) was not observed.

In the spring the note of the cricket frog was not heard till later

than that of the Pickering or chameleon tree-frog. The eggs were

not certainly identified, but very small eggs were ahundant in many
of the ponds during the first two weeks of June. The cricket frog

was ahundant in the vicinity of these ponds, and no other frog which
could possibly have laid the eggs Was to he found at that time. The

"Toads from this region bave recently been Identified by Miss Mary <
'. Dicker-

son as Hiifn fowleri Putnam.
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eggs did not exceed 1 mm. in diameter. The gelatinous matter snr-DC C3

rounding them was thin and transparent and appeared to be light

enough to keep the eggs at the surface of the water, although they

were never found entirely free from alga3 or other floating vegetation.

The entire egg-mass was difficult to see because of the small size of

the eggs, the transparency of their envelope, and their location.

The larva? are said by Dr. O. P. Hay to transform late in August.

I saw some leaving the water about the middle of July. These

could not have hatched from the eggs above mentioned. They are

more active than any other amphibian larv;e I have seen. They

can run about, spring from object to object, and cling with their feet,

while the tail is still as long as the body. In captivity I have seen

the adults leap across an aquarium and catch a fly resting on the

glass of the other side.

Width of head over tympanum, 9 mm. ; tip of snout to anterior

edge of tympanum, 8 ; length from tip of snout to vent, 27 ; vent to

heel, 26 ; vent to tip of longest toe, -16.

CHOROPHILUS NIGRITUS FERIARUM (Paird).

STRIPED TREE-FROG.

The striped tree-frog was not positively identified at Mitchell.

Late in the autumn a frog thought to be of this species was seined

from a pond, but it escaped before it could be examined. I also

thought I heard its note in the spring, but did not succeed in-finding

the animal. It is probable, however, that it occurs in certain local-

ities near here, as it is common in southern Indiana. On June 1

it was abundant at West Baden, 25 miles southwest of Mitchell.

Heavy rains had fallen, and the frogs were in small temporary ponds

voicing their shrill, rapidly repeated whistle during the early after-

noon. They were not easily disturbed, and several were caught as

they sat on floating leaves. During the last week of June the newly

transformed young were abundant in the cypress swamp on the

[ndiana side of the Wabash River opposite Mount Carniel, Illinois.

A specimen from West Baden has the median stripe entire except

on head and rump, where it is broken ; next two stripes slightly

broken; lower stripes entire nearly to groin.

Width of head over tympanum, 10 mm.; length from tip of snout

to anterior border of tympanum, 8; snout to vent, 29; vent to heel,

26; vent to tip of longest toe, 46.

Some newly transformed young, from the cypress swamp previ-

ously referred to, vary considerably in color and the distinctness of

the markings. One is light gray, with all the bands, as well as the

bars of the legs, obscure. Two others have the dorsal stripes faint

and narrow but continuous, while on two others they are broad and

well defined but broken.
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HYLA VERSICOLOR Le Conte.

CHAMELEON TREE-FROG.

Very common, but not often seen. On October 26 two young frogs

of this species were found near each other in the woods, where they

seemed to be looking for winter quarters. Young were frequently

seen during August.

This tree-frog became active about the same time as the load, the

last of April, and its note was frequently heard from then till

August 1. Throughout May it gathered in numbers around the

ponds every night, and at this season it could be found everywhere

in abundance during the evening. It is not easily located by the

note alone, as that is somewhat vrentriloquistic and ceases at the

slightest alarm and i-- not repeated Tor some time after the disturbance

ha- ceased. Prof. ^Y . P. Hay speaks of this note a- a "short, loud,

trilled rattle." but this scarcely describes the most common call of

this frog, to my mind, as it always seem- to me to he somewhat pro-

longed and mourn fid. not unlike that of the toad, but lower pitched

and less musical.

It has, however, another and very different note which I heard it

litter on a spring night as I watched it by the light of a lantern

sitting at the water's edge. This is short, irregular, and repeated

only three or four time- in succession. It may he likened to that of a

young chicken calling for its mother, and it also resembles the note

of t he -t riped t ree-frog.

This frog is well protected by its changeable color-, which har-

monize well with the hark of tree-, foliage, or -tones on which most

of its time i- -pent. But it does not always -elect a place where it

will he inconspicuous. On a cloudy morning I saw one sitting for

several hours on the Hat top of a gate post, where it> form made it

very conspicuous, even at a considerable distance.

HYLA PICKERINGII (Storer).

PICKERING TREE-FROG.

More abundant, hut also more retiring, than the preceding species,

except during the breeding season. Its characteristic shrill cry was

heard during September ami October, on warm, damp day- in

November and December, on .January 5, <'>. 7. and next on March 1.

After that it was almost constantly heard till about the end of June.

Doctor Hay. quoting from Cope, -ay- that it is heard after "the

rattling of Acris gryllus * * * is fairly under way." The note

of this frog has. however, been familiar to me in southern Indiana

all of my life, and here it invariably begins calling earlier than any

other frog. Some years I have noted it in February.
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Usually they are more abundant in temporary ponds and marshy

fields than about the larger bodies of water. At Mitchell I found

them most abundant during March and April about a temporary

pond not more than GO feet in diameter. At this place the noise of

their shrill cries was so deafening that it rang in the ears like the

clatter of an iron foundry. One night I captured 40 of the frogs at

this place in a short time, and after noting the position and abun-

dance of the remainder rather carefully, I estimated that there were

not less than 200 in the pond. Another pond frequented by them was

not more than 200 yards away, and there were many others at short

distances.

They sit about the edge of the water or on a stick or weed or a

bit of bark and devote their whole energy to the love song. The
gular sac is distended with all the power the frog can command until

it almost equals the body of the animal in size. Then, the effort of

the animal exhausted, it suddenly collapses, producing a shrill, ear-

piercing whistle, which is repeated three or four times in succession

as rapidly as the animal can gather the force of its muscles for the

act. During this effort the frog seems oblivious to all else. You
can throw the brilliant glare of an acetylene reflector upon him, and

he does not even turn his head to stare at it. Approach closer and

place your hand over him, yet he must give expression to that cry,

even though he feels your hand inclosing him in its grasp.

During the breeding season the Pickering frogs may be heard at

all hours of the day, although larger numbers join the chorus in the

early evening. At thisseason they may also be seen during the day-

time. Later in the summer I did not succeed in finding a single

specimen, so thoroughly do they hide when the mating instinct is

dormant.

They have many enemies, who are doubtless attracted, both by the

volume of the chorus when the frogs gather in such numbers, and by

its excellent carrying power. 1 found the tracks of opossums, rac-

coons, minks, and weasels about the pond above mentioned. Larger

frogs and also snakes cat them.

It is difficult to understand how their eggs develop in the tempo-

rary puddles which they seem to frequent most. Small masses of

eggs, presumably of this species, were found in the pond previously

mentioned about the last of March. Some of these hatched, hut two

weeks later there was no water, and not even soft mud, in the pond,

and the larva' must have been dried up.

Width of head over tympanum of largest individuals, 10 mm.:

tip of snoui to anterior border of tympanum, T; snout to vent, 28;

vent to heel. '21
; vent to tip of longest toe, 42.
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RANA PIPIENS (Schreber).

LEOPARD FROG.

Not uncommon, yet far less abundant than in the Kankakee
marshes or even the hilly southeastern part of Indiana. Ii is

occasionally seen in the woods, lait is most abundant in meadow- and

pastures. The young do not appeal- to stay near the water in the

late summer. Newly transformed young were seen leaving the

water during the last week in June and throughout duly. This is

of the species which seems to hibernate in the caves to some extent.

Leopard frogs were seen in Mime numbers not far within the month

of the cave during March ami they seemed to he moving toward th -

outside. This frog, also, was active in .January. At this time high

water overflowed the bottoms and drove many hibernating animals

from their winter retreats. Leopard frogs, cricket frogs, and green

fro<r- were among the species observed at this time.

Specimens from this locality should, perhaps, he referred to the

form sphenocephaly although they partake of some of the charac-

ters of pipit us also, a- the two varieties are defined by Cope. Spots

scarcely, or not at all. bordered by pale color. Longitudinal hand

of femur usually represented l>\ spots. Two phalanges of fourth

toe l'vci\ the next usually with a very narrow web. Part or all of

the tibial markings broken in the middle. External vocal vehicles

present in male.

Width of heath L8 mm.: length of head. I
s

: tip of snout to vent,

t;t; : vent to heel. 62; vent to tip of longest toe. 104.

RANA CLAMITANS Latreille.

GREEN FROG.

The relative numbers of this and the preceding -poeio- differ in

this vicinity from most localities with which I am familiar. /.'.

clamitans here being the more abundant. It i- found along the

creek- and about the pond-, as well as some distance from water.

The species, at time-, enter- the caves where I have found th'' frogs

at lea-t half a mile from daylight.

Green frogs become active earlier in the spring than do the leop-

ard frogs. Eggs were found on March L9, but the laying period

seems to he somewhat extended, as ripe ova were found in a female

more than .-, month later. The eggs wen- laid in large masses

attached loosely to reed- and grass. The young appear to transform

at any time between dune and September.

Frogs of this species are very voracious, apparently eating any-

thing of suitable size that moves within their range of vision. The

contents of three stomachs examined on April •">•> were as follow-:

Proc. X. M. vol. .xxxv—08 36
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Xo. 1, 7 ants, 2 beetles, 1 myriapod, 1 mosquito; No. 2, 6 beetles, 10

mosquitoes, 1 fly ; Xo. 3, 5 beetles, 4 mosquitoes, 1 snail. I have known

them to eat tree-frogs, both //. versicolor and //. pickeringi. Diges-

tion must be very slow, as the stomach of a frog which had been kept

in captivity without a chance to secure food for forty-eight hours con-

tained incompletely digested remains of a beetle and of a small frog.

The color and markings of specimens taken here vary greatly. A
large breeding male is quite dusky all over the dorsal surface, but

there are no distinct spots; dark bars of the legs indefinite. Another,

also a breeding male, has numerous, fairly distinct, black spots all

over the back; irregular bars run down on the sides, and the legs are

marked with definite bars and spots Another has dorsal spots

equally definite, but smaller and less numerous. I noticed that green

frogs taken from a pond in the woods in which the water was filled

with decaying leaves appeared much darker than those taken from

near-by fields, and immersion in alcohol for several weeks did not

entirely remove the difference.

Width of head, 27 mm. ; length of head, 30 ; snout to vent, 79 ; vent

to heel, 72 ; vent to tip of longest toe, 120.

RANA CATESBEIANA Shaw.

BULL FROG.

Common about the larger ponds and several times seen in the caves,

on one occasion at least half a mile from the entrance. High water

carried a large bullfrog out of the lower end of the Shawnee Cave

in midwinter.

In spite of the reputation of its voice, the cry of this frog is less

noticeable than that of any other species about here. Its note is low-

pitched and musical, carrying for a long distance, but not sounding

loud. It was not heard before the middle of May nor after the middle

of July. In the early summer these frogs were frequently seen float-

ing on the water with their large eyes just above the surface. At such

limes they are not easily disturbed, and a stone or a shot may strike

the water quite near them without causing them to sink. At night

they are more wary and are secured less easily than some of the other

species. Their cries always cease on the approach of a noise, and

they will jump into the water at the slightest disturbance.

REPTILES.

The numerous thickets are well suited for hiding places for snakes,

and they are abundant, both in number of species and individuals.

On one occasion, in a walk of about a mile, eight trails were seen in

the dust where snakes had crossed the road since the passing of the

last vehicle, certainly less than half an hour earlier.
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The list of turtles is for the vicinity of the University Farm only,

and would be greatly increased had this group been collected along
White River.

SCELOPORUS UNDULATUS (Latreille).

PINE-TREE LIZARD; RAIL-FENCE LIZARD.

Very abundant in the wood- and along the fences. They came out

of winter quarters early and a number were seen before the end of

March. While very active at times, they are not timid. Once I -aw

a young lizard about 3 inches long following some persons along a

path and keeping close t<> their feet. T have also touched and even

picked up the adults as they lay basking in the sun. apparently wide
awake. At other times they run away at the slightest disturbance,

usually going tip a tree if there is one near at hand.

EUMECES FASCIATUS (Linnaeus).

BLUE-TAILED SKINK.

A single immature specimen was -ecu. but not captured. It does

not seem to be common in this vicinity but is abundant farther

south, and a number were seen at New Harmony during the summer
of 1907.

CARPHOPHIS AMCENUS (Say).

GROUND SNAKE.

Only two of these snakes were seen. The first was found under an

old logon March 26. A female taken a little later contained six eggs.

The eggs are subcylindrical and 1 I i long. The stomach of the

same animal contained remain- of an earthworm and other unrecog

nizable material.

Scale rows. 12; color of ventral surface extending to middle of sec-

ond row of scales; ventrals, 126; subcaudals, •_'•"-. Prefrontals absent.

Length, 265 mm.
VIRGINIA ELEGANS Kennicott.

VIRGINIA SNAKE.

I am indebted to Mr. Ferd Payne for the first record of this com-
paratively rare snake from tin-' locality. I took a second specimen
in the edge of the woods near the house on A.ugust •"><>. The body
was swollen to such an extent that the tail was sharply demarked.
Dissection revealed six perfectly formed embryos, one of which was
examined and found to he !»:» mm. in length and similar in squama-
tion and color to the adult except that it is slightly darker and the

markings more obscure.

Color in life, brown above with a decided bluish tinge, the two or

three lowest rows of scales paler than those above them; a faint pale
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stripe, one entire scale and two half scales in width, down the middle

of the back. On each side of this median stripe a somewhat irregular

row of small black dots on the seventh row of scales, which is also

darker than the other rows; another line of more scattered dots about

the fifth" row. Head with a number of very small dark blotches,

larger and less clearly defined than those of the lateral rows. Below,

sulphur yellow with a decided greenish reflection. Where the color

of the sides and underparts meet there is a tinge of rosy. A bad
odor, not unlike that of Diadophis punctata*, is very noticeable.

Scale rows, IT; ventral plates, 125; subcaudals, 34. Length, 264

mm. ; tail, 38 mm.

DIADOPHIS PUNCTATUS (Linnaeus).

RING-NECK SNAKE.

This species appears to be abundant here. It is generally found

on the hillsides which are covered with loose rocks. It was first seen

on March 31 near the Twin Cave and later was noted on all of the

rocky hills in the vicinity. When captured it makes no attempt to

bite, but the odor which it emits is very disagreeable, though not

penetrating. It is sluggish and is said to be chiefly nocturnal in

habit, but I have seen it moving about in the daytime.

Scales in 15 rows ; ventrals, 14G to 148 ; subcaudals, 54 to 56. Color,

glossy blue-black above, reddish orange below ; ring of neck, lemon

color, two scales in width. Length, 265 mm.

HETERODON PLATIRHINOS Latreille.

HOG-NOSE SNAKE; SPREADING ADDER.

Not uncommon. Also first seen March 31. None that I saw were

of the very dark or very red colors sometimes seen in this species.

This snake is much feared by most people, but is entirely harmless. I

have thrust my finger against its nose and even into its mouth with-

out being bitten. Apparently the instinct to frighten has been

developed to such a degree that the habit of active defense has been

lost.

I have seen a female of this species buried in the soft earth of a

cornfield, apparently guarding her eggs, among which she was coiled.

PHYLLOPHILOPHIS .ffiSTIVUS (Linnaeus).

ROUGH GREEN SNAKE.

Not uncomon. One was rescued from a blue racer not much longer

than its captive. The latter made haste to get away and did not ap-

pear to be injured, although its head and about one-fourth of the

body had been swallowed.

Scale rows, 17 ; ventrals, 163 ; subcaudals, 127. Length, 875 mm.
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BASCANION CONSTRICTOR (Linnaeus).

BLUE RACER; BLACK SNAKE.

Very abundant everywhere in the vicinity. This species has often

been called bad tempered and vicious, but thai is not my own ex-

perience with it. Usually these snakes will glide away with great

swiftness at the sound of approaching steps. However, I have ap

proached them quietly and stroked the neck and back with my hand

without the reptile attempting either to escape or to bite. When
captured they become angry and will bite at anything within reach.

If kept in captivity they sometimes become docile and permit very

rough handling. Probably there are great individual differences in

this regard.

The blue racer has a habit of rapidly vibrating its tail when
alarmed, and if a dry Leaf happens to be in the way the effect is

very much like the aoise of a rattlesnake. It is probable that the

motion of the tail i:- a sort of nervous impulse, t\\\v to excitment, and

i-- not. strictly speaking, instinctive nor an adaptive mimicry of the

venomous species. I have -ecu this vibratory motion when the snake

was in a dusty road where no noise was produced.

CALLOPELTIS OBSOLETUS (Say).

ALLEGHENY BLACK SNAKE.

Nearly as abundant as the preceding species. It i- a great destroyer

of birds, climbing trees, if necessary, to reach the eggs and young.

It also frequents barns, -tables, and poultry yards. Only the typical

form was seen about Mitchell. A more distinctly marked form.

apparently C. obsoletus confinis, was noted in Knox County about

.'>() mile- southv est.

STORERIA OCCIPITO-MACULATA (Storer).

STORER SNAKE.

Probably quite common. Two individuals were taken during the

year. A female in the university collection, taken at the University

Farm in August, L906, contains ten embryos. They are about 85 mm.
in length and resemble the mother in color. From their condition it

is evident that the species is viviparous and not ovoviviparous, as

Dr. ( ). P. Hay supposed.'

The female mentioned above is darker than the other specimens
taken and has no distinct Longitudinal stripes, although the pale -pot

on the occipital region is present. Another of these snakes has stripes

so distinct a- to bear a slight resemblance to ;i garter snake. The

The Reptiles ami Batrachians of Indiana. L7th Rept Ind. State Geologist,

p. ins.
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bellv in life was near salmon color, but in alcohol has faded to green-

ish yellow. A dark line runs along the ventral plates at the edge of

the belly. This is followed by a pale stripe. The first row of scales

form the second dark line, while the second, and most of the third

rows are pale; fourth, fifth, and sixth rows are dark, while a light

stripe nearly three scales wide forms the mid-dorsal line. The other

specimen taken is intermediate in the distinctness of the markings.

Length of the last-mentioned specimen, 170 mm. Scale rows, 15;

yentrals, 127; subcaudals, 48 pairs.

NATRIX SIPEDON (Linnaeus).

WATER SNAKE.

Common about the ponds. One was found some distance within

a cave.

THAMNOPHIS SIRTALIS (Linnaeus).

GARTER SNAKE.

Only a few seen.

LAMPROPELTIS DOLIATUS TRIANGULUS (Boie).

MILK SNAKE; HOUSE SNAKE.

Not uncommon. Elsewhere I have generally seen this species in

the vicinity of buildings, but here it was numerous in the woods.

I have always found this to be an evil-tempered snake. When dis-

turbed it neither attempts to escape or to coil, but raises the anterior

half or more of the body clear of the ground, forming an irregular

S, and it may remain on guard in this attitude for some time.

Scale rows, 19; ventrals, 108; subcaudals, 4C>. Loral present.

Length, 785 mm. A dorsal series of 42 spots of bright, reddish-

brown, surrounded by a distinct ring of black, one scale wide. The
alternating spots sometimes confluent with dorsal series. Ventrals

irregularly 'blotched with rectangular spots of black.

AGKISTRODON CONTORTRIX (Linnaeus).

COPPERHEAD.

Not rare. Two were seen during the summer of 1007 and several

had been taken the previous year. Like the blue racer, it produces a

rattling noise when the rapidly vibrating tail comes in contact with

a dry leaf. It is probably less dangerous than most people suppose,

because it is often very sluggish and does not strike till thoroughly

aroused. No doubt there are great individual differences in this

regard.

Scale rows, 23; ventrals. L56; subcaudals. :>0; 20 " saddles " of dark

color extending entirely across the back, with a single exception; the

pale area- between, with a pair of dark spots. Length, 710 mm.
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TRIONYX SPINIFERUS Le Sueur.

SPINY SOFT-SHELLED TURTLE.

\<>i seen alive l>ut a small boy, familiar with the ponds of the

neighborhood, informed me that the soft-shelled turtles were some

times found in them. His statements were confirmed by finding the

mangled remains of one in the road not far from a pond.

CHELYDRA SERPENTINA (Linnaeus).

SNAPPING TURTLE.

Very common. In the spring they seem to wander a great deal,

traveling from pond to pond. The remains of one was found in the

cave some distance from the entrance. It had doubtless entered by

accident and had been unable to sustain life there. A large one killed

by a hoy in the neighborhood measured 11 inches in a direct line from

the nuchal to the caudal plate.

TERRAPENE CAROLINA (Linnaeus).

BOX TORTOISE.

Very common: found living in the cave. A pair were soon mating
on September 6. I )uring the later part, at least, of the sexual congress

the male assumes an erect position with the hinder edge of the cara-

pace and hind fret on the ground, the tail hooked under the female,

and the head and fore limbs in the air.

CHRYSEMYS MARGINATA Agassiz.

WESTERN PAINTED TORTOISE.

Wry abundant in the ponds. On one occasion twenty-seven wcye

counted on a single log. There were others in the same small pond,

and four other ponds within a radius of 200 yards were inhabited by

turtles at the same time.

.MAMMALS.

The physical characters of the region exert a noticeable influence

upon the mammalian fauna. Bats are attracted in large numbers to

the caves, in which they spend a considerable portion of their lives.

The rocky hillsides ami wood- :i (lord homes for the smaller carnivores

a- well as for the wood -dwelling rodent-. An ahiindaiit supply of

seeds of forest trees, shrubs, and vines furnish food for the latter class

of animals.

On the other hand, there are no swamps or large tract- of grassy

land in the immediate vicinity, and mammals living in such places
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are either restricted in range or altogether absent. Microtus penn-

sylvanicus and Peromyscus michiganensis, both abundant at Bloom-

ington, 35 miles north, were not found here at all. Two other grass-

inhabiting voles. 31. ochrogaster and Synaptomys cooperi stonei were

fairly common, but only in certain localities.

Local migration of some of the small mammals was noted. During

the autumn a large number of traps were placed at different times

in a small, grass-grown area where the woods had once been cleared.

Among other things, a single lemming vole (S. c. stonei) was cap-

tured, and it seemed to be the only representative of its kind in this

area. Xo prairie voles (M. ochrogaster) were taken. During January

and again in March, White River overflowed its banks and backwater

extended up the creek valleys. In a little valley one-sixth of a mile

from the clearing above mentioned these two voles had been abundant.

The flood drove them away, probably drowning some, but they sud-

denly became abundant in the clearing, evidently having migrated

there through the woods. Several species of mice and shrews were

collected in large numbers on a railway embankment which was left

as a narrow island during the flood. This island formed a retreat in

time of high water and from this point the species afterward radiated

outward to repossess the bottom lands from which they had been

temporarily driven.

DIDELPHIS VIRGINIANA Kerr.

OPOSSUM.

The opossum is very abundant, finding a congenial home in the

heavy forest and among the sink holes. Most often it seems to use a

woodchuck hole for its home. All the specimens taken were immature

and were caught in traps. The young of the previous summer were

still immature late in January. The old animals are probably more

wary and are not so easily trapped. All the stomachs examined con-

tained remains of apples, which were abundant and easily obtained.

Besides apples, two stomachs contained salamanders (A. punctatum},

one a frog, one a snail, one a bird, and one a mammal.
I never saw tracks or other signs of the opossum in the caves,

though a piece of a mandible with a single molar was found in the

Shawnee Cave.

SCIURUS NIGER RUFIVENTER E. Geoffroy.

FOX SQUIRREL.

The woods of the University Farm consist principally of a heavy

growl h of large timber. In this large (fact but one fox squirrel made
its home during the winter, although there were many gray squirrels.

On farms in the neighborhood, where there were more open groves,

fox squirrels were common. Apparently they prefer the smaller and

more open woods.
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SCIURUS CAROLINENSIS Gmelin.

GRAY SQUIRREL.

The gray squirrel is very abundant on the University Farm, seem-

ing to delight in using the large oaks and tulip-trees for homes. In

the autumn of L906 the crop of acorns was very large. I estimated

that each of the large white oaks produced from two to eight thousand

acorns during that season. Eighty acres arc heavily wooded with

white oak- and nearly a hundred acres more have a considerable

growth of these trees. Before November 1 the immense crop of acorns

had been so completely garnered by the squirrels thai none were in

sight on top of the leave- and only an occasional one could be found

by the most careful search.

SCIUROPTERUS VOLANS (Linnaeus).

FLYING SQUIRREL.

Those squirrels were probably abundant, though not often seen.

One was caught in a trap at the base of a hollow tree. During the

summer, others were seen and heard in the evening, running about or

sailing through the air among the tree- near the house.

TAMIAS STRIATUS (Linnaeus).

CHIPMUNK.

Not ver\ abundant in the wood-. During the autumn they were

often heard giving their chipping call in the fields and open wood-.

The loud shrill whistle i^ most often heard in the spring, hut 1 have

never heard them chipping at that season.

MARMOTA MONAX (Linnaeus).

WOODCHUCK; GROUND-HOG.

Very abundant both in the woods and fields. They were -ecu run-

ning about late in ( October, but probably were not active later than the

end of thai month.

They began to clean out and enlarge their hole- during the Last days

of February. On March .'> there was a heavy -now storm late in the

evening. Early next morning woodchuck track- were numerous in

the -now. showing where the animal- had been running aboul and

feed inc.'.

When they venture out in such weather as this, it is difficult to see

any adaptive necessity for their hibernation. At such times they eat

ferns, shrubs, and the tender -l ts of young tree-. Indeed, their

food is verv similar at all times to that of the rabbit. The latter
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animal fares well during the winter months and there is no reason

why the woodchuck should not get along equally well. In this

instance, and probably in many others, hibernation seems to be a sort

of physiological rhythm, similar to sleep, but more prolonged.

SYNAPTOMYS COOPERI STONEI " Rhoads.

STONE LEMMING MOUSE.

This animal is restricted to fields in which a dense growth of grass

is allowed to grow up and remain uncut. One was caught in a live

trap on October 5. It was put in a roomy cage and given food and

water, but died five days later.

The lemming mouse breeds as soon as the severe weather of winter

is over. A large, round nest of moss and dry grass or sticks is made
and the young, usually four or five in number, are brought forth in

it. The first of these nests was found March 21. It contained four

young, varying considerably in bulk and weight of body, but each

having a total length of from 02 to 64 mm. The mother escaped and

the young were taken to the house, kept in a room at even temperature

and fed milk with a pipette. They seemed to thrive at first, but three

days later all died within a few hours.

The female mates again very soon after giving birth to young.

The period of gestation is probably three or four weeks, and if the

proeess is kept up all summer, and it doubtless is, the number of

young produced by a single female must be not less than twenty or

thirty a year. The young of the earlier litters doubtless reproduce dur-

ing their first year, and the rate of increase is therefore quite rapid.

An adult female taken October 5 is grizzled brownish on the back

and sides, the hairs being plumbeous at the base and the short fur

tipped with bright cinnamon, while the long hairs overlying it are

black. Another female taken on March 12 differs from the first only

in having grayer cheeks and flanks, and this second specimen is well

matched by a male taken the following day. A male taken November
•_':') i- much paler, the reddish tips of the hairs being near drab. The

feel and >ides are also paler. On the back and rump there is a new

growth of short fur similar to the old. A female taken April 12 is

similar, but the tail, feet, and sides are even paler than the last speci-

men and there is no new growth of fur concealed by the older hairs.

\ male taken in December has shed the old coat except in the shoulder

region and at (lie sides of the belly. The new growth is darker on

account of a number of the hairs (in addition to the coarse overfur)

" Unisons arc given elsewhere (Proc. I". S. Nat. Mus., XXXII, pp. 4G0-461) for

adopting this name for the Indiana form of lemming vole. A comparison of the

skulls will readily show that it is not gossi, as several nianmialo^ists have sug-

gested to the writer.
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being dark throughout instead of having pale tips. The shoulder

patches of old fur are paler, contrasting sharply with the new growth.

The young arc dark colored and the pale tips of the hairs arc buffy

Instead of ferruginous or cinnamon.

Measurements: A.verage of ten individual-, total Length, 1 L3.2 nun.;

tail. L8.5; hind foot, 17.1: ear, 9. Cranial measurements, greatest

Length, 26; basilar Length, 22; palatilar Length, L2; greatesl width.

L2; depth over bullae, 9.6; palatal width (outside of molars), 6;

Length of molar series, 6.8.

MICROTUS OCHROGASTER (Wagner).

PRAIRIE MEADOW MOUSE.

This is the most abundant vole and is found in the fields wherever

there is a growth of grass dense enough to afford cover. Specimens

caughl November 22 and 23 were evidently nol breeding, as the sexual

organs were reduced. Of four pregnant females examined during the

spring, two contained three embryos each and two contained four

each. Some of the nursing females were pregnant, showing that they

breed again soon after giving birth to young.

A nest was found under a railroad tie along an embankment on

April 11. It contained three young apparently about a week old.

The mother was not in the nest when it was found (about 4 p. m.),

ami the covering was replaced. Early next morning -he was again

absent, hut about 1<> o'clock -he was in the not nursing her young.

When disturbed she started to run away with the young -till clinging

to her teat-, hut the whole family was captured. They were placed in

a box and given plenty of fresh grass, a- well a- other food, and water.

Nevertheless the old mouse ate her offspring during the first night

and -he. herself, survived only two day- Longer. She showed a sur-

prising ability to climb, going up the vertical sides of the box ami

clinging to them while attempting to gnaw out. or running alone- the

under surface of the screen w ire which formed the top.

Tin- species is diurnal in habits, though probably it is more or Less

active during the night, and it certainly is during early morning and

late evening. It Lives principally on grass, boring tunnel- through

the thickly matted growth and extending these or eating the tender

shoots from along their sides as the need- require. Even in winter

its food consists principally of grass, the dried blades being used to

supplement the green shoots when enough of these can not be found

beneath the -now and overgrowth. It doe- not refuse seeds, however,

and is readily attracted by a bait of either cheese or oatmeal. Dur-

ing the early summer, when wheat is ripening, it will cut the stalks

into little sections from •_' to ."> inches lone-, working to get the head

low enough to reach and remove the grain. This work has generally
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been attributed to M. pen?isylva?iicus, but I have positively traced it

to M. ochrogaster, though the other species may have a similar habit.

The nest is generally placed underground, but sometimes an old log

or board is the only covering. It is made of dry grass and bark.

Two or more tunnels usually lead to it, for this species, like M. pine-

torum, u<v> underground runways. Its fossorial habits lead it, doubt-

less accidentally, into caves. I found the skulls of two individuals

in the Shawnee Cave and later trapped another there. It had been

eating a pasteboard box, which was the only food at hand, and the

lack of food would be a sufficient reason for preventing the species

from becoming established in these caves.

The mice of this species collected at Mitchell are generally less gray

than in northern Indiana. An adult male taken March 25 is still in

winter pelage, the fur being long, dense, and soft. The color is dark,

the black hairs preponderating, while the gray-tipped hairs are few

in number. Others collected a little later have more gray hairs

mixed with the black. A male taken on April 3 has very much more
fulvous coloring than any other mice of this species that I have seen.

The black hairs of the back are less numerous than is usual in the

species, there are very few gray-tipped hairs, and all the hairs of the

Hanks, sides of the neck, and cheeks and lips are tipped with a broad

band of fulvous. All the other specimens, collected chiefly in the

early spring, are intermediate between those described.

Measurements, average of four males and four females: Total

length, 144.2 mm.; tail, 30.4; hind foot, 19.6. Cranial measurements,

average of six adults: Greatest length of skull, 26.6 mm.; basilar

length, 23; palatilar length, 13; greatest width of braincase, 11.7;

depth of brain case over bullae, 10.3 : maxillary tooth row, 0.

MICROTUS PINETORUM AURICULARIS Bailey.

PINE VOLE; MOLE MOUSE.

This is an abundant vole, and is found in a great variety of loca-

tions. It live-; on the rocky hills, about the caves, in the heavy woods

where the carpet of dead leaves is several inches deep, and in the fields.

Like the prairie vole, it is largely diurnal in habit and may often

be seen scurrying back into its hole when one quietly approaches its

feeding ground. It is a more omnivorous feeder than the other voles

of this region. The contents of the stomachs I have examined is com-

posed largely of seeds and roots, but I have found remains of insects

in two. Sometimes grass is eaten, as well as the stems and leaves of

other plants and the bark of shrubs and small trees. Where this

species takes to the fields it appears to feed principally on grass.

It is not possible to say positively whether the pine vole of this

locality is auricularis or scalapsoides, as the characters are interme-
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diate. AlS the colors are quite dark and the ear Large, it is thought

best to adopt i In- former name.

Measurements, average of four: Total length, 122 mm.: tail, L9;'

hind foot, L6; ear from crown. 6. Cranial measurement of the same:

Greatest length of skull, 25.8; basilar Length, 21.2; palatilar length,

L2.8; greatest width of braincase, L2.2; depth of braincase over

bullae, lo. 0: maxillary tooth row, 6.

PEROMYSCUS LEUCOPUS (Rafinesque).

WHITE-FOOTED MOUSE.

Here, as in many other places, this is the most abundant mammal,
living in all kind-, of place- and eating all kinds of food. Several

took" up their residence under the house and in the w I pile just

hack of it. They were numerous under the corn shocks on the

adjoining farm, and four were captured within the cave.

Some misapprehension ha- existed with regard to these cave mice,

and it seems necessary to consider their statu- somewhat carefully.

Prof. W. S. Blatchley says" of specimens taken in Marengo Cave:

"They differed much in appearance from above-ground specimens,

having Larger external ear- (13 mm. Long by 11 mm. broad), Longer

whisker- i 38 nun.), and more protruding eyes. * * The mice

have been noted ever since the cave was discovered, but seem

to keep close to the entrance, through which, however, no Light

pa— ('-.*" Dr. A. M. Banta, who has studied the fauna of tie May-
field Cave, in Monroe County, says 6 that the eve- of one which he

captured in the cave became -ore when left in the Light. He does

not -tale under what condition- it w;i- kept, and a- the specie- i-

chielly nocturnal the same thing might occur if one of the mice

which Lived above ground were kept in intense Lighl without any
dark retreat. 'The measurements given by both Messrs. Banta and

Blatchley are exceeded by many terjjanean specimen- I have taken,

and as the eye- are always strongly protuberant I doubt that any
of the character- indicate even a Limited amount of racial modifica-

tion on account of cave life. Indeed, it i- not certain that the species

ha- ever become isolated in a cave.

A number of white-footed mice were kept in captivity at different

time-, but they could not he kept together. On one occasion six were

caught under corn shocks and were divided equally between two

cages. Next morning each cage contained two partially eaten car-

casses, while of the survivors in each canv. one died within a few-

hour- and the other a day later.

Jisi Aim. Rept "i" the State Geologist of Indiana. L896, p. L79.

6 The Fauna of Mayfleld's Cave. Pub. 67 of the Carnegie institution, p. 19.
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A male taken when half grown became so tame that it would eat

from my hand. It remained under cover of its box during the day.

but toward sunset would leave its retreat and begin to run about the

cage looking for food and clambering about, often hanging down-

ward from the roof of the cage. It would not allow me to pick it up,

but would voluntarily come to my hand and nibble it or take food

from it. Various kinds of food were given it ; cheese and dry oatmeal

were favorites. Among wild fruits none were eaten so greedily as

the berries of the buck-bush (/Symphoricarpos symphoricarpos).

These berries are here the most important single item of diet for

these mice in winter and also are eaten extensively by other mammals
as well as birds. Acorns were also readily eaten. Seeds of the red

bud (Cercis), the wahoo (Eitonymus), and the bitter-sweet (Celas-

trus) were eaten only when the articles of food above mentioned were

lacking. Seeds of the scarlet sumac (Rhus glabra) were rejected

entirely.

A female with three young ate her offspring soon after being put

in the cage, but the old one lived for several months. At one time,

during my absence, she was without food, but ate the pasteboard box

which served her for a home; she must have subsisted on this for at

least a week.

Two were taken about an old pond shortly after a period of excep-

tionally heavy rainfall. At this time salamander eggs had been

deposited in abundance around the edges of ponds and the receding

water left many of them stranded on the bank. The stomachs of

both of the white-footed mice taken at this place contained some

gelatinous matter which I could not positively identify, but which

resembled the coating of salamander eggs more closely than any other

substance apt to be found in such a place.

Measurements, average of 10 adults: Total length, 160 mm.; tail,

70; hind foot, 19.5; ear from crown, 14. Cranial measurements of

the same : Greatest length of skull. 25.5 ; basilar length, 19 ;
palat-

ilar length, 10.3; greatest width of braincase, 12; depth of brain-

case over bulla?, 9.3 ; maxillary tooth row, 4.

SYLVILAGUS FLORIDANUS MEARNSI " (Allen).

PRAIRIE COTTONTAIL: RABBIT.

Very abundant; the sink holes and rocks afford homes and hiding

places. Now and then rabbits wander into the eaves and usually

perish if they get away from the sink holes through which they enter

the larger chambers. The remains of three were found in the caves,

one of them comparatively fresh, the others quite old.

" Mr. E. W. Nelson has identified the rabbits collected at Mitchell as S. f.

mearnsi.
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During the summer I have often seen rabbits lie down on the

ground where the soil was bare, smooth, and devoid of vegetation

and gnaw the dirt. At one time, in a path near the house, a space of

about a square yard had been gnawed away to a depth of from one-

fourth to one-half an inch. This was not all done in one night, but

it had been done between rains or within ten days.

During the winter I was at the University Farm (he State forester

complained vigorously of the damage done by rabbits to the young
trees on the foresl reservation about 50 miles farther south. Accord

inglv T paid close attention to their winter food in my locality. Com
paratively little damage was done to the young hardwood trees.

The vegetation most often eaten was as follows: Wahoo, hydrangea.

Christmas fern, sassafras, hepatica, red locust, and ironwood. The
shellbark hickory, walnut, and sugar-maple shoots were eaten infre-

quently. I did not observe an oak. ash. or tulip-tree which had been

injured by the rabbits, the abundance of more tender vegetation

serving as an effective protection to the more valuable species.

UROCYON CINEREOARGENTEUS (Schreber).

GRAY FOX.

The gray fox is still common in this locality, although almost

exterminated throughout the State. The first one I saw came up the

path to within :'><) yards of the house one morning. The hounds were

bellowing in the distance and it stopped now and then to listen.

Coming to a rail fence the animal sprang upon it and walked along

the top rail for a few yard-, but did not make a long leap to the side

for the purpose of throwing the dogs oil' the trail, as the red fox is

reputed to do.

Later I found a den in a secluded -pot not more than L50 yards

from a man's residence. AYhen snow was on the ground the track

of one of these foxes entered the Twin Cave nearly every night, for

what purpose I can not say. as the cave contained no food, unless

the fox was able to catch bats. A large male was caught in a steel

trap set along the creek, but the skin was neglected and spoiled.

VULPES FULVUS (Desmarest).

RED FOX.

This fox was not seen or captured, but it is said to be quite as

numerous as the other species. A small cave on top of the hill was
inhabited by foxes, and I judged by the size of the track that it was
the red rather than the gray species which lived in it.
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CANIS OCCIDENTALS (Richardson).

TIMBER WOLF.

It seems worth while to put on record what appears to be an

authentic specimen of a wolf in this (Lawrence) county. The
Indianapolis Star contained a somewhat sensational account of the

capture of a wolf by a young girl at Springville, near Bedford. I

wrote to the man on whose farm the animal was taken, and he replied

that the story was substantially correct. The animal was first seen

creeping under a deserted house, and some men were called who
drove it out and shot it. The skin was disposed of and the carcass

fell a prey to various carrion eaters, so that I was unable to see and

verify the identification. Mr. Cobb, the farmer who furnished me
with a crude description of the animal, says:

I noticed bis tushes [canines] were fully li inches long, and I think they had

been broken at the tips [length doubtless overestimated]. The hide measured

6 feet from tip of nose to tip of tail, but when stretched on a 12-inch board

the body part was not over 3* or 4 feet long. The tail was long and bushy,

something like a fox. The sides were gray, but the back was mixed gray and

black, something like a rabbit. The tail was sort of yellowish gray. I suppose

he would have been 2 feet in height.

Allowing for errors and exaggerations, this description does not

seem to be applicable to a dog or fox. The only other possibility is

the coyote. The timber wolf seems, however, to have survived the

coyote in the hills of southern Indiana and has been reliably recorded

from Brown, the adjoining county on the north, in recent years.

MEPHITIS PUTIDA (Boitard).

SKUNK.

Skunks seemed to be common in the region, but I did not succeed

in locating a den on the university property, nor were their tracks

often seen. Some skins in the possession of a fur buyer were exam-

ined, and they appeared to belong to this species.

LUTREOLA VISON (Shreber).

MINK.

Tracks were seen frequently: on one occasion they passed across

the doorstep.

PUTORIUS NOVEBORACENSIS Emmons.

WEASEL.

Tracks of these animals were very numerous. A single one was
trapped in a hole at the base of a tree, .
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BLARINA BREVICAUDA CAROLINENSIS (Bachman).

CAROLINA SHREW.

The form of the short-tailed shrew at this locality appears t<> be

nearer carolinensis than brevicauda, although not typical. Speci-

mens vary in total length from 95 to 1<>"> nun.: hind foot. H to 11:

tail, li> to "J4. All the specimens taken have a more or less distinct

tinge of brownish.

This shrew is common, yet not nearly so abundant as at some other

places I have collected. One day while collecting along the railway

embankment I heard a loud squealing, and going to the spot I dis-

covered a short-tailed shrew carrying away bodily a nearly grown
Microtus pinetorum. The shrew became frightened at my approach

and left it- victim, which wa> about dead. The vole wms the heavier

of the two animals.

Measurements, average oi' live: Total length, L03 mm.: tail. 21.7;

hind foot. L2.8. Cranial measurements, average of three: Greatest

length of skull, 23; basilar length, 1
(.>..*'>: palatilar length, LO; greatest

breadth of braincase, L1.6; depth of braincase over bullae, 7.-"): upper

tooth row. 10.

BLARINA PARVA (Say).

SMALL SHREW.

This shrew is almost as abundant as the larger species, hut i- not

so generally distributed. The species seems to he partly or wholly

diurnal in its movements. Its runway- beneath the grass arc so -mall

as to he scarcely distinguishable. Most of the specimen- obtained

were taken in the vicinity of some small sink" holes, which they evi-

dently entered anil in which their ne-t- were probably made.

Measurements, average of six individuals: Total length, 74.8 mm.:
tail, L6.6; hind foot. 1<>. Cranial measurements of the same: Great-

est length of skull. L6.2; basilar length, II: palatilar length, 7:

greatest breadth of braincase. 8; depth. .V I
;
upper tooth row. 7.

CORYNORHINUS MACROTIS (Le Conte).

BIG-EARED BAT.

This species, previously known from hut one other locality in the

State, proved to be common. Seven individuals were ~^rw. but only

two were secured. They were all found during the winter not far

within the caves where both lighl and cold reached.

"A detailed account of the habits of the bats of this locality, together wills

some experimental studies of their sensory adaptations, bas been published by

the author in the Biological Bulletin, XV. lues. pp. 135-193.

Proc. X. M. vol. xxxv—os 37
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Color of adult female taken in December: Back, very near the hair

brown of Ridgway, the hairs banded with four distinct rings of

color; the basal one-third clove brown followed by a band of bro-

coli brown; next a band of dark sepia, which is tipped by a narrow

band of pale brown. The mingling of the outer bands gives the

animal its characteristic color. Belly, pure white, with bases of

hairs nearly black; breast and sides of throat with a tinge of the

color of the back. An adult male, taken on May 5, has a somewhat

darker color, due to the wearing away of the pale tips of the dorsal

hairs.

Measurement of an adult female: Total length, 92 mm.; tail, 43;

hind foot, 10; ear, 27; forearm, 43; longest finger,, 78; expanse, 225.

Cranial measurements: Greatest length of skull, 18 mm.; basilar

length, 12; palatilar length, 6.5; breadth over audital bulla1
, 10;

depth from bulla?, !); maxillary tooth row, 0.5; mandibular length,

10.5.

MYOTIS SUBULATUS (Say).

SAY BAT.

Common but less abundant than M. lucifugus. During the winter

a few were found associated with the last-named species, the per-

centage, as nearly as it could be estimated, being 1 in 20. During the

late summer they entered the cave in greater numbers and for several

weeks, dining July and August, the Say bat exceeded any other

species in numbers.

This species exhibits a considerable variation both in color and pro-

portions. In nine specimens collected between December 17 and

April 1) the hairs of the ventral surface are tipped with pure white

which glistens in life and makes the animals very conspicuous when
seen by lantern light in the cave. The hair of the dorsal surface of

the same individuals is paler than the average, being near the drab

of Ridgway on the outer third, with clove brown at the base. The

ears and membranes of these specimens are also pale, and the inter-

femoral membrane of some individuals is edged with a narrow pale

stripe. Hair soft, close, and short.

An adult female taken on February IT is more yellow, approach-

ing the tawny olive of Ridgway, although not exactly matching it;

underparts dirty yellowish white; membranes blackish. A male taken

three weeks later is still darker, and it is almost exactly matched by

a male taken August 1 I. Other August skins are in fresh pelage. A
male killed on August !) has very short, dense fur, mouse gray in

color, but the hairs minutely tipped with cinnamon and but slightly

darkened at the base. Another taken the same date is very much
darker throughout. Fur on dorsal surfaces of both these bats tipped

with cinnamon. A male taken August 2. also in fresh pelage, is simi-
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Lar, but the cinnamon tips are longer and brighter and the bases of

the hairs darker.

The seasonal variation in color, in so tar as it can be determined

from this series of eighteen skins, may be summarized as follow-:

The old coal of hair is shed in July or August, while the new growth

is Mill quite short. The new hairs are at first nearly unicolor, the

tint being something near mouse gray. As the hairs lengthen, the

basal pari grows darker, finally becoming almost black in some

individuals, while the tip assumes a reddish tinge which may vary

from bright cinnamon to tawny olive or raw umber. Alter a time the

reddish tinge fade- in some individuals, leaving the animals drab or

grayish in color, while others retain the reddish color throughout the

year. The hairs of the underside are at firsl dark at the base and

yellowish at the tips, but the yellow fades also, leaving the animals

white beneath. The dark bases do not show on either the dorsal or

ventral sides.

The ear varies more than any other structural character, the ex-

treme- being 11 and L6 nun. The forearm varies from :'>l to Id mm.
and the tibia from L6 to 1!> mm. Cranial variation is comparatively

slight.

Average measurements (from the flesh) of eight males and two

females: Total length, 87..9 mm.; tail vertebra'. 37.6; hind foot, 9.9;

ear. from crown. L2.7; forearm. 37.8; tibia, 17.1. Cranial measure-

ments: Greatest length of skull, L5.3 mm'.; basilar length, L1.8; pala-

li lar length, 7.:'>: greatest width of braincase, 8.1; depth of brain-

case from aduital bullae, 7.4; maxillary tooth row, 7.3.

MYOTIS LUCIKUGUS (Le Conte).

LITTLE BROWN BAT.

This is by far the most abundant species of bat in this vicinity.

Not less than four hundred passed the winter in the caves of the

University property, and the number may have been much larger, as

these animal- sometimes creep away into the -mall crevices where

they can not be seen. During the greater part of the year they are

gregarious, cave-dwelling bat-, but during the summer very few are

found in the cave.

Color variations consist chiefly in a difference in intensity and

apparently have no relation to season or sex. Some individuals are

very near the typical color of Eptesiciis fuscus (dark cinnamon),

while other- are very nearly tawny olive at the tip- of the hair-.

Still others are much darker, near Prout's brown. Molting seems

to take place at any time during the summer. The darker basal

part of the hair- is not so well concealed by the reddish tip-, and the

color is apt to be darker jnst after the molt. However, there are
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exceptions to this rule, some of the bats with short summer fur being

the lightest in color of any of this species that I have seen. The
color of the underparts also varies considerably, but it always has a

yellowish or reddish tinge and is never tipped with pure white, as in

some specimens of M . subulatus.

Average measurement of six females and four males: Total length,

89.4 mm: tail. 38.7; hind foot, 9.9; ear, 11.1; forearm, 37.4; tibia,

16.G. Cranial measurements of the same specimens: Greatest length

of skull. 15; basilar length, 11.5; palatilar length, 6.8; greatest width

of braincase, 7.8; depth of braincase from bullae, 0.9; maxillary

tooth row7
, 6.9.

MYOTIS VELIFER (J. A. Allen).

LARGE-WINGED BAT.

This species, with a habitat chiefly along the Mexican boundary

region, had previously been reported from nowhere nearer than

southwestern Missouri and Xick-a-Jack Cave. Tennessee. A single

specimen was taken in the Twin Cave not far from the entrance on

August 9. It is a female, which apparently had nursed during the

present season, as there was a new7 growth of short, whitish hairs

about the mamma'. There are also white hairs along the middle line

of the abdomen. Back light sepia, except some indistinct blotches

on the shoulders, which are
t
blackish.

Measurements: Total length, 97 mm.; tail, 40; hind foot, 10; ear,

12; forearm, 44: tibia. 20. Cranial measurements: Greatest length,

10 nun.: basilar length, 13, palatilar length. 8; depth of braincase

over bullae, 7.5; width of braincase, 8.5; maxillary tooth row, 7.

PIPISTRELLUS SUBFLAVUS (F. Cuvier).

GEORGIAN BAT.

Next to Myotis lucifugus, this is the most abundant bat. It hiber-

nated in (he cave in considerable numbers and was seen Hying about

in the evenings throughout the summer. It is easily distinguished

from the other bats of the vicinity by its uncertain, wavering flight,

which resembles that of a butterfly. In the cave it was most often

found on the sides of the high walls at some distance from the

entrance.

Average measurements of five adult males and five females are as

follows: Total length. 78.4 mm.; tail. 35.3; hind foot. 8.8; car. '.>.:>;

forearm. 33.8; Longest linger. 58.6. Cranial measurements, average

of five individuals: Greatest length of skull, 13.1 mm.; basilar

length, 10; palatilar length. 5.5; greatest width, 7.2; greatest depth,

0.4; maxillary tooth row, 5.0.
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EPTESICUS FUSCUS (Beauvois).

LARGE BROWN BAT.

Comparatively rare. B.ul three specimens were taken, all of

which were found in the cave near the entrance. Color of an adull

male taken A.ugust 2, bright bister above,- broccoli brown below. A
male taken in December is very near the raw umber of Ridgway in

the color of the dorsal surface.

Measurements of an adult male: Total Length, loo mm.; tail, lo;

hind foot, 11: ear. 11: forearm. L5; longest finger, 80; expanse, 295.

Cranial measurements of the same individual: Greatest Length,

20 mm.; basilar length, L5; palatilar length, '.': greatest width of

braincase, LO; depth over bulla?, s
: maxillary tooth row. '.»: man-

dibular Length, L5.1.

LASIURUS BOREALIS (Muller).

RED BAT.

No living specimens of this bat were seen in the eaves, nor do I

know that it has ever been taken alive in any of the caves of the

Mississippi valley. A few individuals were seen flying about in the

woods on summer evenings.

About two hundred skulls of this species were found in a Large

chamber of Shawnee Cave and a few in a chamber of Upper Spring

Cave." The skulls were scattered on the floor of the cavern in a way
that indicated that the animals had died while hanging from the

roof. Only about twenty skulls of all of the other species now abun-

dant here, were found in the same place. Apparently the red hat

ha- changed it- habit from cave-dwelling to tree-dwelling within

recent time-.

LASIURUS CINEREUS (Beauvois).

HOARY BAT.

This species was not seen alive, but two skulls were found associ-

ated with those of the last species. The hoary hat is found in thi-

region at the present time, hut it is rare.

"A brief accounl of these skulls has been published in the Proceedings "t" the

Indiana Academy of Science for L906.





GENERIC NAMES APPLIED TO BIRDS DURING THE 5TEARS
1901 TO L905, [NCLUSIVE, WITH FURTHER ADDITIONS TO
WATERHOUSE'S "INDEX GENERUM AVIUM."

By Charles W. Richmond,

Assistant Curator, Division of Birds, U. S. National Museum.

The list presented herewith may be regarded as a continuation of

the one published several years ago. a
It consists of some 200 names

introduced as new during the years L90I to L905, inclusive, with about

850 others <>f earlier date, the majority of which are not recorded by

Waterhouse. Among the latter are a number of nomina nuda, and

Dames of more or less uncertain status. Included in this category are

the names given by F. (). Morris, in "a new system of nomenclature,

illustrated by a list of British birds," published in Neville Wood's Nat-

uralist (II, L837, pp. 123-127). Every one of the thirty or more gen-

eric names proposed by him are identifiable with certainty, usually

by means of the distinctive specific names of earlier authors, or by the

the citation of current and well-known vernacular appellations. There

is no doubt, for example, what bird is intended by " Probatt us rost ws,"

or "Rose-colored Pastor," when given in a list of British birds, yet

Morris did not explain in s» many words that his genus Probatt us was

based on Tardus roseus Linnaeus. In these and similar cases I have

indicated the absence of definite authority for the type species by gn -

ing the name in quotation marks and by the addition of the vernacu-

lar name. Thus, under Ampelis Morris, the type is given as "Anvpt

lis '/'///"/'/." or " Roller," not as "( 'oracias garrvlus Linnaeus," which

it undoubtedly is. This treatment of oameswill enable ornithologists

todecide each case <>n its individual merits.

The ensuing list was compiled fully two years ago, but various causes

have contributed to delay its publication until the presenl time. In'

its preparation I have been aided by several friends and correspond-

ents, to whom my best acknowledgments are due: Mr. ('. Davies

" List of generic terms proposed for birds during the years 1890 t<> L900, inclusive,

to \\ bich are added names omitted by Waterhouse in his " Index < Senerum Avium."
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXIV, No. 1267, 1902, pp. 663-729.

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV—No. 1 656.
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Sherborn sent references to the names given Iry Billberg; Miss M. J.

Rathbun verified numerous references in the Echo du Monde Savant

while in Paris; Mr. Witmer Stone supplied several names proposed b}r

Dumont and permitted me to examine the late Professor Newton's

cop}' of Billberg's "Synopsis" at the time it was in his hands; Dr. L.

Stejneger and Messrs. Outram Bangs, S. A. Buturlin, and J. H. Riley

have also aided me in various ways.

The derivations of generic names given in the following pages are

of two classes, authentic and probable; those in the first category were

furnished by the original authors, and are so indicated; the remainder

were largely contributed by Mr. H. C. Oberholser, and the whole list

was finally submitted to Dr. Theodore Gill for revision.

Fossil genera, as in the former list, are distinguished b}T a f ; nomina
inn/a, and names of undecided status are preceded by an asterisk.

Aaptus" Richmond, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XV, April 25, 1902, p. 85.

New name for Aphobus Cabanis, 1851, not Aphobus Gistel,

1s48. (Type, Agelaius chopi Vieillot.) [Icteridse.]

"Atxnros, unapproachable.

Abalius Cabanis, Journ. fur Orn., IX, July, 1861, p. 212.

Type, Thamnophiluspunctatus Cabanis [Foi'micariidse.]

"Von a privativum und fiaXios, scheckig, bunt."" (Cabanis.)

*Abernius C. T. Wood, Orn. Guide, Jan., 1837, p. 185 (see also p. 12,

note).

Type, "Abernius albus, Wood," or "White Abern," or "Pere-

nopterebrun" [of his list of "Birds of Britain "]--[ Vulluridx.]

Ablas Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A.

New name for Capito Vieillot [ Capitomdse.]

A, very; /JXixZoo, I am foolish, silly.

*Abuceros Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A.

For part of the genus "fiuceros Cuv." b [Bucerotidse.]

A, not; fiovKEpoog, horned like an ox.

Acanthis Borkiiausen, Deutsche Fauna, I, 1797, p. 218.

Types, Fringilla carduelis Linnjeus, F. spinus Linnaeus, F.

etui mill!mi LiNN.Kis. F. linaria Linnaeus, F citrinella Linnaeus,

F. ilavirostris Linnets, and F flammea Linnaeus .[Fringi/Hdx.]

AKccvdig, the goldfinch or the linnet.

«This name is preoccupied by Aaptos J. E. Gray, 1867. It may be renamed

Gnorimopsar {yvoopiuos, well-known; ipdp, starling).

& Cuvier divides the Hornbilla into two groups, and Ahuceros doubtless applies to

the section "sans proelninences." The species of this group, as given by Cuvier,

are: Buceros javanicus ( -B. undulatus Shaw), /»'. nasutus LiNN-asus, B. nasica Cuvieb

(=/>'. nasutus Linn^us), />'. coronatus i B. melanoleucus Lichtenstein), and B. ben-

galensis Cuvier (=B. gingalensis Shaw).
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*Acanthropterus " Brookes, Catal. Mus. Joshua Brookes, Pt. [I, July,

L828, p. LOO.

Type, " Acanthropterus hilobus.
n or "Two-lobed Spurwing."

[
( 'haradriida .

\

' \k(vi-H<\\ i horn, spine; 7rrf-/j<>i\ wing.

Acanthura GuiLDlNG, Zool. Journal, III. L827, p. 4o7.

Type, "Mr. Stephens * * * has separated, under the

generic title of Chaetura, a group of birds which 1 had named

Acanthura in my cabinet. * * 11. acutaoi Stephens may
stand as the type" | Micropodida .

\

iKavffa, thorn, spine; ovpa, tail.

Acanthurus Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, 1901, p. 7*2.

Type, Acanthurus microrhynchus Bertoni {=2)endrocolapte8

, rithacus Lichtenstein) [Dendrocolaptida .
\

"AKOtvOa, thorn, prickle; ovpd, tail. (Bertoni.)

Accentor''' BechSTEIN, Getreue Abbild. Naturhist. Geoenstande. II,

I left 3, 1797 (Sept., or later), p. 47, pi. 30.

Type. Accentor aguaticus Bechstein [= Stum/us dnchts Lin-

naeus) [ Cihclida .

\

Accentor, one who sines with another.

Acritillas Oberholser, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Quarterly Issue,

XLYI1I, No. 2, duly 1, 1905, p. 162.

Type, ( 'rhi'ujt r ictericus Strickland [Pycnonotida .
\

l/cpiros, confused; iXXas, a thrush. (Oberholser.)

Acrochordopus Berlepsch and Hellmayr, Journ. fur Orn.. LI 1 1,

dan., L905, p. 26.

Type, Phyllomyia8 subviridU Pelzeln [ Tyrannida .

\

[Kpoxopdwv, a wart; ttovs, foot. (Berlepsch <& Hellmayr.)

iEgithalus BlLLBERG, Synopsis Fauna' Scand.. I, Pars 2, L828, tab. A.

Type. " Les Moustaches Cuv." (=Parv& biarmicu8ljBsn$M\ s.)

\Parida .
\

[iyiffaXos, a titmouse.

^Igithocichla Siiaui-k, Hand-List Birds, IV. 1903, p. 134.

New name for Cichlopasser Bonaparte, on grounds of purism.

[Turdida .
\

AiyiBo?, the hedge-sparrow; xix^*?, :l thrush.

& "Acanthopteryx, Leach" is cited by Gray, Catal. Gen. I>ir<!>. L865, p. Ill, as a

synonym of Hoplopterus BoNAPAETE.

''This name was later transferred to the 1 [edge-sparrows by the same author, who
then adopted Borkhausen's term Cinclua i'"?- the Dipper. As Oinelus lias priority,

it follows thai Accentor can not be used for either group. The earliest available name
for the genus now called Accentor appears to be Laiscopus Gloger, while that for

the family is Prunellida

.
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Aegithospiza Hellmayr, Journ. fi'ir Orn., XLIX, April, 1901, p. 171.

Type, PantsJringillarius Fischer & Reichenow [Parida&J]

ii'yidog, hedge-sparrow; aniZa^ finch.

iEgyps Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I, Pars. 2, 1S2S, tab. A.

T}Tpe, " Temia Vaillant" (= Corvus variant Latham).

(See also Temia Oken.) [Corvidte.]

AiyvTtws, a vulture.

Aeronympha Oberholser, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVIII, June 29,

1905, p. 161.

Type, Aeronympha prosantis Oberholser [Trochilidse,.]

Arjp, air; J'y/^v, a Nymph. (Oberholser.)

Aerornis Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, 1901, p. 66.

Type, Aerornis niveifrons Bertoni (= Chsetura major Bertoni,

1900= Cypselus senex Temminck) [llieropodidae.]

Ajjp, air; opviz, bird. (Bertoni.)

* Aesalon Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837,

p. 123.

Type, "Aesalon fringillarius" or "Sparrow Hawk "[of his

list of British birds] - [Buteoii idse. ]

AiffaXaov^ a small hawk.

Aethia "Merr." Dumont, Diet. Sci. Nat, (revised ed.), I, 1816,

suppl., p. 71.

Type, Aethia cristatella {— Alca cristatella Pallas) .-[Alcidas.]

Ai'dviot, a sea-bird of some kind.

Aethocorys Sharpe, Bull. Brit. Orn. Club, XII, No. LXXXVIII,
April 28, 1902, p. 62.

Type, Spisocorys personata Sharpe [Alaudidas.]

'//^//?, unusual, strange; Kopvg^ a lark.

Aethostoma Sharpe, Bull. Brit. Orn. Club, XII, No. LXXXVII,
March 28, 1902, p. 51.

New name for Trichostoma Blyth, 1842, not Trichostonm Pic-

tet, 1831 . . [ Timaliida}.]

AtjOtjg, unusual, strange; ffro/xa, mouth.

*Aetus Morris, in N. Wood\s Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837, p. 123.

Types, "Aetus pygarTfus" or "Erne," and " Aetus aquila" or

"Golden Eagle" [of his list of British birds] [Buteonidae.]

It-To^, an eagle.

Agami [Blyth '."] in Partington's Brit. Cyclop. Nat. Hist., 1, 1836, p. 46.

New name for PstpJiia Linnaeus (type, P. crepitans).

[Pxophiidse.]

" Most of the ornithological items in this work arc said to have been written by

Mudie; a few, however, were from Blyth's pen (compare N. Wood's Orn.. Text Book,

L836, p. 73).
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Agreutes BlLLBERG, Synopsis Kann;r Scand., I, Pais '2. IM'S, tak A.

New name for Dacelo Leach. ... [Alcedinidas.]

i ypevTTjS) a hunter, fisherman.

•• Albellus (
'. T. Wood, Orn. Guide, Jan., L837, p. 209.

Type, "Albellus maculosus, Wood" or ** Pied Smew
."

j Anatida .

\

Albt litis quasi-diminutive of albus, white.

Alcyon II. Bon:. Neues Staatsbiirgerliches Magazin [Schleswig],' [,

Heft 2, L832, p. t91.

Type, "Mein Genua Alcyon scheint mit Swainsons Halcyon

zusammen zu fallen, wenigstens zieht er collaris dahin."

[ . Vlcedinida .

\

Wkvoov, the kingfisher.

*Alcyon Hodgson, in Gray's Zool. Misc., No. 3, L844, p. 82.

Types, "Alcyon capensis? v. princeps, H. 221. A. smyrnensis,

590. A. calipyga, 769. A. guttata, 364. A. rudis, 365. A.

bengalensis, 606" [Alcedinidae.
|

Alector Schrank, Fauna Boica, I. L798, p. 135.

Type. Phasiami8 gallus Li\\ i i s [Phasianida .
\

1\4ktgop, a cock.

Alector Oken. [sis, I. L81T, p. 1184.

Based on "Les Alectors (Merrem)," Cuvier, Regne Animal
[I. 1^17. p. 439 (type, Crox alector Linnjsus)] . . [Oracidas.]

Alectryopelia van deb Hoeven, Handbuch der Zoologie, 2d. ed., II,

L852 L856, p. ll'.t.

New Dame for TerruJhi Fleming (type, ('olninl><t carunculata

Tem m i v k )
I

///,•, rta 8< dis.
\

(Sec Columbigallina Oken.)

l\€KTpvG)v
:
acock: 7ti\sia, the wood pigeon.

Allocotopterus Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVIII. Sept. 2,

L905, p. 209.

Type, Pipra deliciosa Sclateb •. . [Plprida .
|

IWokotos, unusual; nrepov, wing. (Ridgway.)

" The Beveral names quoted from this volume are extracted from a paper entitled:

" Briefe von Heinrich Boie geschrieben ausOstindien undauf der Reise dahin," occu-

pying pages L26 218; 140-500; in all. 16 letters, with a prefatory note by I-'. Boie.

The paper exists also as a repaged brochure, and citations from ii in ornithological

literature invariably bear the title "Briefe geschr. aus Ostindien," which, with the

altered pagination, effectually disguises it.

It may be interesting to observe here thai Picus porphyromelas, the one species

always quoted from this paper, is a purr nomen nudum, and will have to be sel

aside for Picua melanogaster ll.w, 1845. (See also note under Z)< ndrocht lidan.
I
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Alopochelidon Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVI, Sept. 30, 1903,

p. 106.

Type, Hirundo fucata Temminck [Hirundinida .
j

AXajftog, fox-colored; jfAzdoj?', swallow. (Ridgway.)

Amandava" Blyth, in White, Nat. Hist. Selborne, 1836, p. 44 (note).

Type, Amanda/va punctata Blyth ( = Fringilla amandava

Linnaeus) . - - - [Ploct *<!;>.
|

Name of the type-species, from the town of Ahmadabad, India.

Amblyrhynchus Nuttall, Manual of Orn., Water Birds, 1834, p. 247.

Type, Tringa glacial!s Gmelin (= Tringa fulicaria Linnaeus).

|
Phalaropodidae.

|

'A/xfiXvs, blunt; pvyx°$, bill, beak.

fAminornis Ameghino, Sinopsis geol.-paleon., Suplemento, 1899, p. 9.

Type, Aminornis excovatus Ameghino [Oruidse.]

AfxeivGov^ better, superior; opvis, bird. (Ameghino MS.)

Ammomanoides Bianchi, Bull. Acad. Imp. Sci. St.-Petersb., 5th ser.,

XXI, No. 4, Nov., 1904, pp. 232, 241; Otto, Jonrn. fur Orn.,

1905, p. 612.

Type, Mirafra phamieuroides Blyth [Alaudidse.
\

(Proposed as a subgenus of Ammomanes.)
Ammomanes (<v'//yuos-, sand; piaivo)uai, lam mad, rage [with love])+

sidog, resemblance.

Ammomanopsis Bianchi, Bull. Acad. Imp. Sci. St.-Petersb., 5th ser.,

XXI, No. 4, Nov., 1904, pp. 232, 241; Otto, Journ. fur Orn.,

1905, p. 611.

Type, Alauda grayi Wahlberg . [Alaudidae.
\

(Proposed as a subgenus of Ammomanes.)
Ammomanes (cyjujuos, sand; fxaivojxai^ I am mad, rage [with love]) +

oipis, appearance.

Ammopasser 6 Zarudny, Bull. Soc. Imp. Nat. Moscou, new ser., IV,

No. L, L890, pp. 9, 20.

Type, Passer ammodendri Severtzov
|
Fr!a</!Il!<l;v.

\

\n)n>>. sand; + passer, a sparrow.

Ammospiza Oberholser, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Quarterly Issue,

XLVIII, No. L, May 13, 1905, p. 68.

Type, Oriolus caudacutusi Imelin \FringilUda .
]

(Sec Passt rht rbulus.)

"AfXfJLOs, sand: ffniCa^ (inch. (Oberholser.)

*Ampelis Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837, p. 124.

Type, uAmpelis garrula" or "Roller" [of his list of British

Itirds] [Coraciida .
|

AjxrtsXk, a kind of singing bird.

" Amandava should replace Sporsegintb/us Cabanis, 1850.

'' Xiii designated as new here, and probably used by some earlier writer.
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Anabathmis Reichenow, VOgel Afrikas, III. ii. Oct., L905, p. 467.

Types. Necta/rinia thomensis Bocage, A. reichenbacki Hart-

laub, N. ha/rtlaubi Hartlaub, and Cmnyris newtoni Bos&ge.

| Nectaniniidae.
\

I ra/Jaf'iih. ;i step.

Ancistroa Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I. Pars 2, Isl's. tab. A.

Type, ( blumba curvirostra Gmelin .[Tn /<>// ida .

\

lyKiffrpov, a fish-hook.

Anecorhamphus Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand.. 1. Tars 2, L828,
tal,. A.

New aame for A'< /<>'/>•< [lliger [Fv/rnariidae.]

Iii/k(,i. I reach up to; papuftos, beak.

•Anerpous TEMMINCK, Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond., XIII, Pt. I, 1821,

p. L08.

Type, not designated; a u<>im n nudum here". .[Incerta sedis.]

Anisoramphe IHmont. Diet. Sci. Nat., IV, 1805, p. 173.

Possibly only a vernacular Dame for Mynchopsj see not.' under

Psalidora/mphos . [Mynchopidae.]

Ivicros, unequal; pottos, beak.

Anomalospiza Shelley, Bull. Brit. Orn. Club, XII, No. LXXXIII,
Nov. 30, L901, p. 30.

Type. & rinus / nddlli Tristram [JPloceida .

\

1 1 [>i//'f,ln,-, unusual; GrtiQa, lineh.

Anseria Rafinesque, Principes Fond. Somiologie, 1814, p. 27.

New name for . ln*<r Bkisson ... ..{Anatida .
\

. in8( /. t lie goose.

Anteliocichla Oberholser, Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum, XXVIII, No.

1111, duly 8, L905, p. 901.

Type. Acrocephahi8 histrigiceps >\\ cnhoe [Sylviidae.]

U tifkios, eastern; A-/,p\//, thrush. (Oberholser.)

Anthoscenus Richmond, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XV, April 25, L902,

p. 85.

Vu name for Floricola Elliot, L878, not Floricola Gistel,

L848. (Type, TrochUus longirostris Vieillot.).
[ TrochUida .

|

iv0os, a flower; ffKrjvo^ a hut, tent.

tAnthropornis Wiman, Bull. Geol. In>t. Univ. LTpsala, VI, Pt. 2, L905,

p. 249.

Type, . \nthroporni8 mini, nskjoldii \A ima\
| Sphi nisdda .

|

I vOpoonoS) man: opvig, bird.

°"Nouveau genre compost de trois especes tn< dit
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Antisianus" Fitzinger, Sitz. k. Akad. Wiss. (Math. -Nat. Classe)

[Wien], XXI, Heft 2, July, 1856, p. 294.

Type, Trogon antisianus d'Orbigny. [Trogonidse.]

Latinized from Antis, name of a Peruvian Indian tribe.

Apatema Reichenow, Vogel Afrikas, III, ii, Oct., 1905, p. 523.

Type, Parisoma olivascens Cassin [Muscicapidse.]

Anart]pa, deceit, cunning.

Aphanotriccus Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVIII, Sept. 2, 1905,

p. 207.

Type, Myiobius capitalis Salvin [Tyrannidse.]

Afiavtjz, unseen, obscure; rpiKKog, a small bird. (Ridgway.)

Aprunella Bianchi, Annuaire Mus. Zool. Acad. Imp. Sci. St.-Petersb.,

IX, No. 1-2, 1904, pp. 118, 151.

Type, Accentor immacidatus Hodgson [Prunellldse.]

A, intensivum; -\- Prunella.

Aptenodytes Miller, Various Subjects of Natural History, No. 4,1778,

pi. 23. b

Type, Aptenodytes patagonica Miller [Spheniscidse.]

Anrrfv^ wingless; Svrgz, diver.

fApterodytes Ameghino, Anales Soc. Cien. Argentina, LI, 1901, p. 81.

Type, Apterodytes ictus Ameghino [Spheniscidse.]

(See Pal<i< oaptt rodytes.)

""ATtTepog, without wings; dvTijs, a diver.

Aquilaster C. L. Brehm, Allg. Deutsche Naturhist. Zeitung, Neue
Folge, II, Heft 2, 1856, p. 53.

Type, Falco bonneUi Temminck [Pideonidae.]

Aquila, the eagle; + astur, a hawk.

Arachnothera Temminck, Planches Col., IV (Livr. 65), May, 1826, text

to pi. 388, tig. 1.

Types, Neclarvnia ch/rysogen/ys, X. longirostra, and ]V. inernata

Temminck c [JVectarin iidce.]

Apdxvtf, a spider; Btjpaoo, I hunt, pursue.

fArchseocycnus Pe Vis, Annuls Queensl. Museum, No. 6, Sept. 30,

1905, p. 1 1

.

Type, , 1 rclxseocycn us lacustris De Vis [Anatidse.]

lpX<xios, ancient; kvkvoz, a swan.

" Antisianus is quoted by Agassiz as dating from " D'Orb. Mag. de Zool. 1836," but

the name really occurs in the volume fur the following year (VII, 1837, Class ii,

pi. 85), where it is used in a specific sense only, in the title of d'Orbigny's paper,

thus:

"CorRorcnr. Trogon. TAnnee.

Antisien. Antisianus. D'Orb."
< >n the plate accompanying the paper the name appears as " Trogon antisianus."

& The same plate occurs in Shaw and Miller's Cimelia Physica, I7!)(i. (Compare

Riley, Auk, L908, p. 269.)

i !'."i" Isis, L826, p. 971, gives .V. longirostra as the type.
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Argaleocichla Oberholser, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Quarterly [ssue,

XLVIII, No. 2, July L, L905, p. L60.

Type, Trichophorus icterinus Bonaparte . [Pi/cnonotidae.]

IpyaXios, difficult; k£x^v, thrush. (Oberholser.)

Argus" Tkmmimk. Catal. Systemat., L807, ]>. L49.

Type, Argus giganti ^Temminck ( = Phasiarmsargus Liw.ki.s).

\
Pfiasianida .

\

Argus, the hundred-eyed guardian of Io.

+Argyrodyptes Ameghino, Auulos Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, 3d ser., VI,

Nov. 30, L905, p. L21.

Type. . I rgyrodypfo 8 microtarsus Ameghino [Spht nwcida .

\

tpyvpos, silver, i. < . La Plata: dvirrr/s, a diver.
I
Ameghino, MS.

I

Arizelocichla Oberholser, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Quarterly Issue,

XLVIII. No. 2, -Inly 1. L905, p. 163.

Type, Xenodchla nigriceps Shelled .. [Pt/cnonotidse.]

ApiQrjXos, distinct; Kixkrf, thrush. (Oberholser.)

Arizelomyia Oberholser, Proc. I. S. Nat. Museum, XX

V

III, No.

141 1. July 8, L905, p. 910.

I \
|
le, Muscicapa latirostris Raffles .- r \Muscicapida .

\

tp{£rj\os, distinct; vvia, a fly. (Oberholser.)

Arizelopsar Oberholser, Proc. V. S. Nat. Museum, XXVIII, No.

1111. .Inly 8, L905, p. 887.

Type Pholidangesft moralis Richmond ..[Stiwnida .
|

J/j/'-'z/Ao,-. distinct; >h*ih starling. (Oberholser.)

t Arthrodytes AMEGHINO, Anales Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires. :;.| ser., VI,

Nov. 30, L905, p. L43.

Type. Paraptt nodytes grandis Ameghino. .[Spht niscida .

\

"
Af>i>i»>\\ a joint, limb; dvrrjg a diver. (Ameghino, MS.)

* Ascalaphus' Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist. II. No. '.•. June, L837,

p. 1 •_':;.

T\ pes, "Ascalaphus auritus" or " Long-eared Owl." and ltAsca-

laphus svbauritus" or k

' Short-eared Owl" [of his list of British

birds] [Strigida .
|

AGK<xka<f>os, a bird, supposed t<> !><• a kind of owl.

a Argus \b preoccupied by Argus Bohadsi ii. 1761, and Argus Scopoli, 1777. Argus-
emits Rafinesqce, 1815, dow employed for tin- Argus Pheasant, is a pure nomen
nudum at thai date, and as a valid generic name will have to be cited from Gray,
Cat. Genera am! Subgenera of Birds, L855, p. in:;. (Seealso, Bremus. i

bAscalaphia of my earlier li-t requires correction as follows: Geoffroy mentions
no type, bul gives a diagnosis, \i/.: " Ce genre a £t£ £tabli par le professeur pour un
oiseau a aigrettes 'lout lea ailes sonl courtes, mais construites Bur le type aigu, et qui

se trouve en Egypte et quelques autre- parties 'le I'Afrique."
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*Asterias Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837, p.

L23.

T}Tpe,
uAsterias palurnharius^ or "Goshawk" [of his list of

British birds] [Buteonidse.]

AGrepiag, a kind of mottled falcon.

Asturaetos C. L. Brehm, Naumannia, 1855, Heft I, p. 26.

Types, " Aquila Bonelli, limnaetos etc." [Buteonidse.']

Astur, a hawk; + asros, an eagle.

f Asturaetus" De Vis, Annals Queensl. Museum, No. 6, Sept. 30, 1905,

p. 6.

Type, Asturaetus furcillatus De Vis [Button idte'S]

Atalotriccus Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVIII, Sept. 2, 1905,

p. 208.

Type, ( 'olopterus pilaris Cabanis [Tyrannidd?,.\

Arockog, delicate; rp//c/co?r, a small bird. (Ridgway.)

Atimastillas Oberholser, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Quarterly Issue,

XLVIII, No. 2, July 1, 1905, p. 155.

Type, Haematornis flavicollis Swainson [Fucnonotidse.]

Ari/uaarog, neglected; ifckag, thrush. (Oberholser.)

Attagen Oken. Isis, I, 1817, p. 1184.

Based on " Ganga ou d'Attagen. (Pterocles. Tern.)" Cutter,

Regne Animal [I, 1817, 450 (type, Tetrao alchata Linnaeus)].

[Pteroclidae.]

Attogen, a bird living in marshes.

f Aucornis Ameghino, Sinopsis geol.-paleon., Suplemento, 1899, p. 9.

Types, Aucornis < uryrhynchus and ^1. solidus Ameghino.

[Stereomithes. ]

Av$y, great, large; oprig, bird. (Ameghino, MS.)

Auga Billberg, Synopsis Fauna' Scand., I, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A.

New name for Galbula Brisson [ Galbulidse.]

tnyeao, I shine, glitter.

* Amelia C. T. Wood, Orn. Guide, Jan., 1837, p. 215.

Type, "Aurella ciris," or "Painted NonpareP'-.^Z^Ww^i^wfee.]

Ann /hi. diminutive of aura, a bright light, a glitter.

Autruchon Temminck, Manuel d'Ornith., 2d ed., IV, 1840, p. 347.

Type, " Gralle bi-dactyle " of Levaillant [Struthiones.]

Latinized from the French, autruche, an ostrich.

x Bacha Jameson, Calcutta Journ. Nat. Hist., I, 1840, p. 320.

Type, not designated; a nomen nudum here [Buteonidss.]

Name of a hawk {Spl/onii* l>acha), b from Levaillant.

aAxtiiriiilns ]ii: Vis is preoccupied by Antnrai'ios I'-kkhm. In a recent letter Mr. De
Vis suggests as a substitute Plioaetus, which I now formally adopt.

''.I. I;. Forster named this species Falcobassus (Naturgesch. African. Vogel, 1798»

p. 55 . The bird should therefore be called SpUornis bassus.
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x Balanephagus Morris, in N. Wood'- Naturalist, II. No. '••. June, L837,

p. L24.

Type, Sl BaZanephagua garruhts," or "'.lay" [of hi- list of

British birds] -
|
< 'orvida .

|

BorA-Ofvoff, an acorn; <f>otyeiv, to eat.

Barbilanius Di mom. Diet. Sci. Nat., IV. L805, p. L85.

Type, "Bec-de-fer" of Levatllant [Lanius superbus Shaw;
ami Ll'dills Sjhirtictcx Il.LIGER, L811) \lm;ft;< Sedl8.]

/}<///></, a beard; laniics, a butcher.

Barnesia Bertoni, A.ves Nuevas "Id Paraguay, L901, p. 77.

T\ pe, Synallaxis cururuvi Bertoni ( S. ruflca/pilla Vteillot).

(Proposed as a subgenus of Synallaxis) ... .....[JFurnariidaB.]

For Carlos St. Barnes. (Bertoni.)

Basanistes Lichtenstein, Verz. Samml. Kaffernlande, L842, p. L2.

Type, Basanistes cissoides Lichtensteih [Zaniida .

|

/iin/iiT/iin/:. an examiner, torturer.

Bathmedonia Reichenow, Journ. fur Orn., LII, Jan., L904, p. L34.

New oame for Baihmocercus Reichenow, L895, nol Bathmicer-

cus Fit/in(;er, 1863 ......[ Timaliida .

\

Iu\Hni)6ni\ by steps.

Bergia Bertoni, A.ves Nuevas del Paraguay, L901, p. $<o.

Type, B( rgiasolanorum Bertoni ( Tanagra l> ucocephala Vieil-

lot) .-_.._..>__ .- -[ Tangarida .
\

For Dr. Carlos Berg. (Bertoni.)

Berlepschia Bertoni, A.ves Nuevas del Paraguay, L901, p. 11 1.

Type, Berlepschia chrysoblephara Bertoni {—Tityra viridis

YiKiu.oT) ' \( btingida .
|

For Elans, Graf von Berlepsch. (Bertoni.)

Bernicla Oken, [sis, I. L817, p. L183.

Based on "Les Bernaches" Cuvier, Regne Animal |I. L817,

p. 531 (type, Anas bernicla Linvki rs)]. .. . .[Anatidae.]

Biarmicus C. L. Brehm, in Homeyer, Ornith. Briefe, L881, p. 52.

Type, Biarmicus russicus (=JSfystacinu8 russicus Brehm).

[Paridae.]
"Biarmicus- of Perm, in Eastern Russia." (B. O. V. lisl of

British Birds, p. 25).

Botha Shelley, Birds of Africa. III. L902, p. L04.

Type, Bot/ta difficilis Shellei [Alaudida .
|

(See D< a-, t',,1.

)

For Genera] Louis Botha.

a Compare Arribalzaga, Analea Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, VII, 1902, p. 389.

Proc. N. M. vol. \x.\v—08 38
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* Brachydactyla Brookes, Catal. Mus. Joshua Brookes, Pt. II, -Inly,

1828, p. 84.

Type. u Brachydactyla famminckii" or "Temminck's Short-

toe." (Belongs in the group "Sylviana" of Vigors.)

[Incertae sedis.]

Bpaxvs, short; SaKTvXos, a linger.

Brachyrhamphus Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, 1901, p. 46.

Type, Brachyrhamphus elegans Bertoni {=Gissopis major

Cabanis) . -.{Tamgaridse.]

BfKxxvs, short; pajufiog, bill. (Bertoni.)

Bremus" Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A.

New name for Argus Tbmminck [Phasianidw. ]

Brevipes, "P." [=S. Palmer], Analyst, IV, No. XV, April 1, 1836,

p. 101.

Alternative name for Brachypus Meyer [Micropodidas.]

Brevis, short; pes, foot.

* Brevitarsus Jameson, Calcutta Journ. Nat. Hist., I, 1840, p. 320.

Type, not designated, a nomen nudum here [Buteonidae.]

Brevis, short; tarsus, the tarsus.

Budytanthus David, Nouv. Arch, du Mus., Ill, Fasc. 4 (Bull.), 1867,

p. 33.

Type, Budytanthus torguatus David *( = MotaciUa indica

( imelin) [Motacillidae.

}

Budytes {fiovdvTijg, supposed to be the wagtail), + Anthus (dvdog

a small bird).

Buettikoferia Madarasz, Bull. Brit. On. Club, XII, No. LXXXVI,
Feb. 28, 1902, p. 49.

N»\v name for Mulleria Buttikofer, 1895, preoccupied.

[l/'/j/a/udce.]

For Dr. John Buttikofer.

*Buteopernis Jameson. Calcutta Journ. Nat. Hist., I, 1840, p. 320.

Type, not designated, a nomen nudum here [Buteonidas.]

Buteo, a kind of hawk; + Pernis {nkpvrfg, a bird of prey).

*Byas Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837, p. 123.

Type, "Byos ndbiUs" or "Eagle Owl" [of his list of British

birds
|

[Strigidse. J

Bvotg, the owl.

" Bremus is preoccupied by Bremus Jurine, 1807, and Bremus Panzer, ?. It

would otherwise replace Argusianus Rafinesque, 1815, since that is a pure nomen
mi,/,mi, being simply a substitute name for "Argus R.," also a nomen imihim. As

there is no other available name, we shall have to adopt Argusianus from Gray, 1855,

who appears to have been the first to use it in an orthodox manner. (See A rgus. )
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*Byssura Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, L837, p. L24.

T\ pe, "Byssura bohemica" or "Silktail" [of bis list of British

birds]. ..--.- .. [BombycUUdae.]

Bvffffos, tine flax, silk; ovpd, tail

Calamornis (Jori.D. Birds of Asia. III. l't. XXVI, 1
s 7 l. pp. 74, viii.

Type, Parodoxornis fa »</, i David 1
Parida .

|

(Proposed as a subgenus of Parodoxornis.)

KakafioS) a reed; opvig, bird.

Calandra Oeen, Lsis, I. lsiT. p. Ils4.

Based on "Les Calandres," Cutter, Etegne Animal [I, L817,

p. 378 (type, Alauda calandra Li\\i.is)| [Alaudidae.]

(See also: Corydu8 Billberg.)

KacXa vdpa, a kind of lark.

Calandrina Bltth, Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, XXIV, is.')."), p. 2*>o

(note).

Tvpc Melanocbrypha torquata Bltth [Alaudidae.]

Diminutive of Calandra (KakavSpa, a kind of lark).

Calobates Tkmmim k. Planches Col., III(Livr. 91), Dec, L832, p. 538.

Type, Calobates radiceus Temmtnck [ CucuUdx.]
/wiA<;,-. beautiful; /flares', one that treads or covers.

Calyptocichla 0:u:riiolski;, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Quarterly Issue,

XLVIII, NO. 2, July 1. L905, p. L65.

N.w name for Trichites Heine, 1 s<>0, not Trichites Ltcett,
lsr><>. (Type, ( rmigt r s< rinus Verreatjx) [ Pycnonotida .

\

Kotkvnros, covered, and thus hidden: a'/'vA//. a thrush. (Obcr-

holser.)

* Campylops " Liqhtenstein, Verz. Samml. Kaffernlande, L842, p. L'.'i.

• Type, Campylops hamulus Lichtenstein, a nomen nudum
here |

( 'arebida .
|

Ka iirrrXo;, Went, curved; ^'»/'\ face, countenance.

Campylorhamphus'' Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, L901, p. 70.

Type, Campylorhamphus longi/rostris Bertoni < Dendroco-

lapU 8 procurvus Temmtnck) ..
\
I>> ndrocolaptida .

\

Kafjuzvkos, bent, curved; pan$og, bill. (Bertoni.)

Cannabia Billberg, Synopsis Faunas Scand., I. Purs 2, L828, tah. A,
and p. 31.

Types, Cannabia propria Billberg (=JFringilla cannabina

Linn ii s), and FringiUa flavirostris Linnj i
- \Fri/ngiUida&.\

"Nomen gener. < Kavvaf3ios
z
qui </< Cannabi vivit, derivan nobis

necessi fuit, quum hoc genus diversu/m videtur et denominatio

Cuvieri, carduelis, (verbum adjectivum) ut nomen genericum inep-

1 >i in est." ( Billberg.

)

"This name is mentioned by Gray (List Gen. Birds, 2d ed., p. 102) in 1841, and
doubtless was used by Lichtenstein in some obscure catalogue of earlier date. < (ray,

in 1855, cites it as "Licht. 1837."

''This name antedates and should :i >orsi'dr Xi/ilim-ni* ohebholsee. (See

Xiphornis.

)
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"Capparis Isert," mentioned by Waterhouse (and also by Sher-

born), is a plant. Sherborn records a species, " erythrocarpus"

under this genus in his "Index Animalium."

*Capricalea "Nils." S. D. W., Analyst, 111, No. XIV, Jan., 1836,

p. 206.

Type, " Capricalea arbor'ea" (=" Tetrao arborea" of the same
author) . . \Tetraonida&i\

Latinized from capercaillie.

*Capya Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I, Pars 2. 1828, tab. A.

For one of Clavier's groups of Alcedo (possibly intended to

replace Ceysc, as he does not use that name) .[Alcedinldse.]

Kanvoo, I breathe, gasp.

*Caricicola C. L. Brehm, Isis, XXVIII, Heft 3, 1835, p. 245.

For "dieRiedgrassanger" (Type, Sylviaj?alicdicolaViEiLLOT a
).

[Sylviidse.]

Carex, reed-grass, sedge; colo, I inhabit.

Carites Billberg, Synopsis Fauna? Scand., I, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A,

and p. 113.

New name for Totanusf with the following species: Scolopax

fusca Linnaeus, 1766, not 1758 (= S. erythropus Pallas, 1761),

S. calldris Linnaeus, Totanus stagnatilis Bechstein, Tringa

ochropus LiNNiEus, T. glareola Linnaeus, and T. hypoleucos

LiNNiEUS [Scolopacidse.]

"Kapitrjg, eques; gallicum Chevalier/ 1

(Billberg.)

Carpophaga' Billberg, Sj'nopsis Faunas Scand., 1, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A.

New name for Phmvicopliaus Vieillot „ [ Cuculidm. ]

Kocp7tos
?
fruit; <f>aye7v, to eat.

'x Casmarhynchus' / Ketchenbach, Avium Syst. Nat., June 1, 1850, pi.

i.xxvin (figure showing generic characters).

Type, not named . [FritigMidas.]

Cataractes S. I). Y\ ., Analyst, IV, No. XVI, July, 1836, p. 296.

Type, Falco candicans Gmelin [J^alconidae.]

KatappaKtrfs^ a bird of prey.

*Cedola Brookes, Museum Brookesianum, Feb., 1830, p. !»7.

Type, " Ced'ila senegalensis" Brookes, or "Senegal Cedola."

|
Incertas sedis.]

Cedola, anagram of id,-, do.

a Compare Oberholser, Proc. !'. S. Nat. Mik. XXVIII. L905, pp. 898,899.

''IK- writes: " Totanus auctorum recentiorum nomen est nee latinum nee grsecum,

unde rejicienduin."

c Carpophaga Selby, 1835, is preoccupied bj the above, aswellaa by Carpophagw
M m leay, L827. Muscadivores (Jhay (Catal. Gen. Birds, L855, p. 98) seems to be ,1 "'

earliesl available name to replace it.

(/ Not Casmarhinchos Temminck, f820, a member of the (otingidse.
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Cela( )ki.\. Lehrbuch der Naturgesch., LII,Zool., 2 Abth., L816,p. 646.

Type, Struthio casuarius Liw.kis ' .... [Casuariidae.]

A/A//c. a courser, race-horse.

Cepphus Wagler, Systema Avium. I. L827, |p. L45].

Type Cepphus scopus Waglek ( Scopus umbretta Gmelin).

|
Scopida .

|

/\//T(>'c a light sea-bird; u I by.

Ceraphanes Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, L901, p. L15.

Type, Ceraphanes anomalus Bertoni i Myiagrus lineatus

Wied) . . .
(

( 'onopophagida .

\

Kipas
, horn; if>aivci>, I show, make known. (Bertoni.)

*Cerchne MORRIS, in N. Wood's Naturalist. II. No. 9, June, L837, p.

L23.

Typo. •• Cerchru pennipes" or " Rough-legged Buzzard," and
•• Cerchru buteo" ox "Buzzard" [of his list of British birds].

|
Buteonida .

\

Kipx 1 "< •"' kind of hawk.

Chaja Okkn. Lehrbuch der Naturgesch., Ill, Zool., 2 Abth., L816,

p. 639.

Type, Chaja torquata Okkn'' [Palamedeidas.]

(Proposed as a subgenus of Palamedea.)

Chajd, the Dative name quoted by Azara.

Chamsebates Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, L901, p. L50.

Type, C1hamaehates rufiveni/ris Bertoni (=Grallaria imperator

L \kici>\ai e) | Formicariida .]

\(>im/. on the ground; /Sdtrfs^ one that treads or covers. (Ber-

toni. )

Charadriola MadarAsz, Ann. Hist. -Nat. Mus. Nat. Hung., II. Pars 2,

Nov. 30, L904, p. 400.

Type, Charadriola singularis Madarasz ( Macronyx tenelhis

Cabanis). ( Tmetathylacus Cabanis.) .[MotaciUidae.]

Diminutive of Chorodrius, a plover.

Charitillas Oberholser, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Quarterly [ssue,

XIA III. No. 2, July 1. L905, p. L68.

T\ pe, Andropadu8 gracilis Cabanis |
Pycnonotidse^]

\<\Di;, grace; i\Xas, thrush. (Oberholser.)

rhe emu is also included with a query. (See also, Oxyporus and Thrasys.)

rhe species generally known as Chaunn cristata (Swainson), requires another

uame, since Palamedea cristata of Swainson is preoccupied bj Palamedea cristata

\.\w 1 1 s. The species should stain I as ( 'hamm torquata (Oken , as this name is long

anterior to that proposed by Swainson.
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Charitospiza Oberholser, Smithsonian Misc. Coll.. Quarterly Issue,

XLVIII, No. 1, May 13, 1905, p. 67.

New name for Tiaris of authors, not. of Swainson. (Type,

Charitospiza eucosma Oberholser—Fringilla omata Wied, not

Vieillot.) - . [FringillLdse.]

Xapig, grace; GnKoc, a finch. (Oberholser.)

* Chelarga Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A.

Type, Casuarius novae, hollandim Latham %
a [Dromiceiidse.]

Xrfkapyog, with fleet hoofs.

Chelido Billberg, Synopsis Fauna? Seand., I, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A, and
p. 193.

New name for Sterna Linnaeus, with the following species:

Sterna caspia Pallas, S. eantiaca Linnaeus, S. dougalli Montagu,
S. Mrundo Linnaeus, S. minuta Linnjeus, 1766 (=S. albifrmis

Pallas, 1764) and S. nigra Linnaeus . . [Laridse.~\

Qicum nom. gener. omni derivations caret, nisi e nomine Suecano

formatum, graecum XeXidco, Hirundo marina, conservavimiLS.^

(Billberg.)

Chelidorhamphus Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, 1901, p. 102.

Type, Chelidorhamphus orhycterus Bertoni (= Tersina cserulea

Vieillot) . _ l [Procniatidae,.]

XsXidaav^ a swallow; pa/nfiog, bill, beak. (Bertoni.)

*Chiasoramphe Dumont, Diet. Sci. Nat., IV, 1805, p. 177.

Possibly only a vernacular name for Crucirostra. b

[JFringilMdae. ]

XiocZoo, I place crosswise; p
r

ajj.<f>og, beak. (Dumont.)

Chlorestrilda Shelley, Birds of Africa, IV, Pt. I, 1905, p. 176.

Type, Pyielia ansorgei Hartert [P/oceidae.]

Xkaopoz, pale green; + Estrilda.

* Chloreus Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837,

p. 121.

Type, "CMoreus oriolm" or "Golden Oriole" [of his list of

British birds] [ Oriolida .
|

XXoopevz, a greenish or yellowish bird.

a Billberg writes simply: "3. Thrasys l'>. et 4. Chelarga B. {Casuarius Briss.)."

As he refers in many cases to Cuvier, it is very probable that lie here intended to

name the two species in the " R eyrie Animal,'' restricting Thrasys to Casuarius, and

Chelarga to Casuarius novse hollandise Latham.

''"Si la denomination de bec-croise" nY-lnit pas consacree par 1111 ancien usage, et

devenne en quelque sorte populaire, on auroii pn lui substituer celle de chiasoramphe,

derivee de xi<<i><> {chiaso), je croise, et de pdu<pos | ramphos), bee; mais iJ auroit ete

difficile d'habituer les oreilles a ee rhangeinent, et Ton n'a applique des norns ainsi

formes (pi'a des oiseaux moins connus."
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Chlorion Tkmminck, Planches Col., I (Livr. 'i. L836?, (tabl. me'th.),

p. 4<>.

Type-. Emberizoides melanotis Temmtnck, and /•.'. marginalis

Tkmminck ( - Sylvia herbicola Vieillot) . . .[Fringittidse.]

\ \Gopioov, " nom grec de notre Bruant." (Temminck.)

Chrysaetus Sweeting, in N. Wood's Naturalist, IT, No. 12, Sept..

L837, p. 303.

Type, Chrysaetus aquilinus Sweeting (based on the "Golden
Eagle, or Aquila aureaoi Willughby") | Buteonida

\

\i>n><K. gold; (xbtos, an eagle.

Chrysocantor Maynard, Warblers of New England, Pt. Ill, L901,

p. 58.

Type, Mbtacilla sestiva Gmelin [JifniotUtidae.]

Chrysos (xpvffos), gold; cantor, a singer.

Chrysoptilopicus Malherbe, Revue Zool., VIII, L845, p. 403.

Type, Picas ( i 'hrysoptilopicus) smithii Malherbe ...| Pieida .
\

(Proposed as a subgenus of Picus.)

Xpvffoz, gold; Ttrikov, feather; + Picus.

Cichlomyia Oberholser, Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum. XXVIII, No.

1U1. July s. L905, p. 908.

Type, Butolis ca rulesd /'•-• I [artlaub [Muscicapida .
\

l\i\\n. thrush; fxvia, a fly. (Oberholser.)

t Ciconiopsis Ajieghino, Sinopsis geol.-paleon., Suplemento, L899, p. 8.

Type, Ciconiopsis antarctica Ameghino
|
Ciconiidae.

\

Ciconia, a stork: {-<>'/-i>. appearance.

Cinclus Borkhausen, Deutsche Fauna, I. IT'.'T. p. ''<<">.

Type, Cinclus hydrophiVas Borkhausen (=Sturnus cinclus

Linn.ki s) . ...
[
Cinclida .

\

(See also Aca ntor Bechstein.)

Kiykkos, a water-bird, a kind of wagtail.

* Cinclus RafINESQUE, Analyse de la Nature. L815, p. «'>7.

Type, not designated; a nomen nudum here \Incerta sedis.]

* Cinclus RAFINESQUE, Analyse de la Nature. L815, p. 68.

Type, not designated; a.?iomen ihkIhhi here' .[Incerta sedisJ]

Cinclus " M d.i in. ( lT.vj)'* ( rRAY, List ( ienera Birds, 2d ed., 1841, p. .v..

Type. Trinya morinella Linn i i s [AphrisidaB.]

Cinerosa Maynard, Warblers of New England, Pt. :>u L904, i». L10.

Type, Sylvia Philadelphia Wilson \Mniotiltidx.
\

Cinerosus, full of ashes, i. <•.. ash-colored.

aOne of hi- "Coraces," placed between "( hryocactes" ami "I

bOneofthe "Stumiena" of Rafinesque, following "Xanthornus B."
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Cinnamopteryx Reichenow, Zool. Jahrb., I, Heft 1, April 1, 1886,

p. 126.

Types, Ploceus castaneqfuscusLiESSON, P. rvbiginosus Ri'ppell,

Hyphantornis tricolor IIaktlaub, //. badius Cassin, and JI. dimi-

diatus Salvadoki and Antinori [Ploceidte.~]

(Proposed as a subgenus of Ploceus.)

Kivvajjiov, cinnamon; itripv^^ wing.

Cladoscopus Cabanis and Heine, Mus. Heineanum, IV, Heft 2, 1863,

p. 80.

New name for Sphyrapicus Baird, on grounds of purism (type,

Pious varius Linnaeus) .___... [Picidse.
\

"KXaSoi; (Zweig); ffK07teoo (spahen)." (Cabanis and Heine.)

Clangula Oken, Isis, I, 1817, p. 1183.

Based on "Les Garrots" Cuvier, Regne Animal [I, 1817, p.

533 ( type, A nas clangula Lixn^eus)] [Anatidse.
\

Clangula, quasi-diminutive of clangor, noise,

f Climacarthrus Ameghino, Sinopsis geol.-paleon., Suplemento, 1899,

P- 8.

Type, (
1limacarthru8 inconvpletus Ameghino [Falconidse.]

KklfiaB, a ladder; apdpov, a limb, joint. (Ameghino, MS.)

Climacocercus Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, 1901, p. 112.

Type, " Thamnophilus cyotocephalus Vieillot" (not of Vieil-

lot) = Platyrhynchus polychropterus Vieillot [Cotingidae.]

Kki jt<Y£, a ladder; /cf'p/cog-, tail. (Bertoni.)

Cnemarchus Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soe. Wash., XVIII, Sept. 2, 1905,

p. 208.

Type, Taanioptera erythrqpygia Sclater \Tyrannida&^\

Im'dio^, slope of a mountain; apxog, a leader, chief. (Ridgway.)

* Coccyx Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837, p. 126.

Types, "Coccyx americanus" or '"American Cuckoo,
11

and
"( 'occyx canorus," or "Cuckoo" [of his list of British birds].

[Cuculidse.]

KoKKvi;, a cuckoo.

Coleoramphus Dumont, Diet. Sci. Nat,, X, 1818, p. 36.

Ty | )c ( 'olt oramphus nivalis Dumont (= Vaginalis alba Gmelin).

[
Chionididae.]

JtoA^o?, a sheath; pa/u<f>os
:
beak.

t Colonosaurus Marsh, Amer. Journ. Sci. and Arts, 3d ser, IV, No.

23, Nov.. L872, |>. 406.

Type, Colon os« urns mmlgei Marsh (= Ichthyomis dzspar

Marsh) [Icht/njorn!f/i/</;i.
|

( I described as a reptile.)

KoXgovos, a hill; ffavpog, a lizard.
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Colubris lli"i;\i:i:. Samml. Vtfgel und Schmetterlinge, IT'. 1 :'., pp. 7. '.'.

pis, L5, L6, 39.

Types, Colubris ourissa (p. 7. pi. L5), C. meUivorus (p. 7. pi.

16). and C. minimus (p. '.'. pi. •">'••) ..[Trochilidse.]

Colubris^ Latinized from colibri^ a barbarous word.

Colubris ('. T. Wood, Orn. Guide, Jan., L837, p. L37.

Types, " Besides the old species of ( lolibree—the Rubytbroated

Colibree ( Colubris rubens,) A.tjdubon has discovered another the

Mango Colibree ( t blubi'is mango) "
''

- | Trochilida .
\

Columbigallina Oken, [sis, I, 1817, p. L184.

Based on " Les Columbi-Gallines, Vaill." Cuvier, R^gne Ani-

mal
1 1, 1S17, ]>. 455 (typo, CoT/umba caruncrdata Temminck)].

|
Iin; //;> 8( dis.

\

Columbigallus Des Murs, in Ghent r, Encyc. d'Hist. Nat. Ois.. VI.

L854, p. 31.

Type, Columbigattu8jrancia "(Lath., Chenu el O. DesMurs)."

j

'/)> ronidse.
\

Columhit. piyeon; <jhJIiis
s a cock.

Comeris "Kuhl" Cornalia, Vert. Syn. Mus. Mediolanense, L849, p. 6.

A typographical error for Conurus Kim/ . .[I^sittacidae.]

Cometes Billberg, Synopsis Fauna' Scand., I. Pars 2, L828, tab. A.

New name for ( 'rinig< r Temminck [Pycnonotida .

|

Ko/jitjttjS) long-haired.

Conopoderas '' Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I, Pius 2, L828,

tab. A.

T\ pe, Turdus longirostris ( rmelin [Sylviida .
\

Koovanp, a gnat; dipoo I flay, cudgel.

Conopotheras Oberholser, Smithsonian Misc. Coll.
,
Quarterly Issue,

XIA'III, NO. 1, May L3, L905, p. tic.

New name for ChenorJiamphus OustaTjET, L878, not Chenor-

hamphus Gray, L848. (Type. Chenorhamphus cyanopectus Ous
TALET Todopsi8 <jr<nj'i WALLACE) . .. - _ - . .

|
MuScicapioZa .

|

KGjvconoH/fija;, a flycatcher. (Oberholser.)

*Copsicus Morris, in X. Wood's Naturalist, II. No. 9, dune. L837,

p. 125.

Types, " Copsicus imriil'i" oi - " Blackbird," and "Copsicus tor-

(nmtti." or " Ringneck" [of his lisl of British birds]
|
Turdidae.]

I\("hx">. a blackbird.

" No authorities are given for these Dames, and it ia doubtful ii' the plates represenl

the Linnaean Bpecies usually associated with them.
& Mentioned in a review ol Audubon's Ornithological Biography, vols. I III.

•It is, however, adopted by Fitzinger, Sitz. k. Akad. Wiss. (Math.-Nat. Cla

[Wien], XXI, lint II. July, L856, p. 281, for " Pwttaow oarolinemis, GmeL," but

the name is preoccupied by Comeris Hodgson, 1841.

''This name bas priority over Tatare Lesson, 1831.
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Corax Ledru, Voy. Teneriffe, II, 1810, p. 204.

Type, Corax crucirostra Ledku (= Corvus leucognaphalus

Daudin) [ Corvidse.']

KopaB,^ a raven or crow.

*Cormias Reichenbach, Avium Syst. Nat., March 1, 1850. pi. liv

(figure showing- generic characters).

Type, not named [Incertx sedis.]

Koppog, trunk of a tree; H-suffix ins.

* Corone Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837, p.

123.

Types, " Corone maxima.''' or "'Raven,'
1

"Corone comix" or

"Crow," " Corone frugilega" or "Rook," " Corone cinerea" or

"Hooded Crow," and " Corone monedula," or "Jackdaw " [of his

list of British birds] [ Corvidse.

]

Kopcovtf, a sea-crow, crow, raven.

Corvina Haiin, Vogel aus Asien. Afrika, etc., I, Lief. XI, 1822,

pi. 3, and text.

Emendation of Coracina Vieillot [ Cotingidse.]

Corvina, relating to a crow or raven.

Corydalis "Tem." F. Boie, Isis, XIX, Heft X, 1826, p. DTI.

Types, "Alauda africana Gm. Vaill. Afr. pi. 162 [=192]. A.
hifiischita Tem. u. v. a." [. ilaudidse.]

(See also Pseudocorys.)

KopvdaXkig, the crested lark.

* Corydalis Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837, p.

125.

Types, "Corydalis arvensis" or "Lavrock," and "Corydalis

nemorum" or. " Woodlark" [of his list of British birds].

[Alaudidw.]

Corydon Wagler, Abhandl. Akad. Wiss. [Mi'mchen], I, 1832, p. 504.

Type, Psittacus galeatus Latham [Cacatuida .
]

KopvScov^ a shepherd's name

* Corydus Bijjjberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I, Bars 2, 1828, tab. A.

Type, Alauda calandra Ltnn^us ?
fJ

. [Alaudida .
\

Kopvdos, the crested lark.

Corydus Dressei:. Manual Palsearctie Birds, Pt. I, 1902, p. 390.

New name for " Galerita" preoccupied [AlaudidtB.]

(=PtUocorys Madarasz.)

"Corydus (Kopvdog of Aristotle)." (Dresser.)

oBillberg has the following lark genera: "1. Corydus B. et 2. Pseudocorys B.

{Alauda Guv.). :!. Alauda." As he names several of the groups designated by

Guvier in the vernacular only; it was doubtless his intention here to name the three

groups given in the Etegne Animal (I, ]>. xxxiv), restricting Alauda to the "Alou-

ettes propremenl elites, " Corydus to the "Oalandres," and Pseudocorys to the

"Sirlis."
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Coua Okkn. [sis, I. 1817, p. 1 L84.

Based on "LesCouas, Vaill." Cuvier, Regne Animal [I, 1817,

p. 425 (type, OucuVus madagascariensts Gmelin Cuculus gigas

B( tDDAERT)] (
< UCulida .

|

Cractes Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I, Pars •_'. L828, tab. A

and p. J4.

New name for Garrulus Brisson [Corvidae.]

KpatKrrjS^ a screamer, chatterer. (Billberg.)

Craspedoprion Hartert, Novitates Zoologicae, IX, >»<>. 3, Dec. 16,

L902, p. tin!'.

Type, Cyclorhynchus asguinoctialis Sglateb . . . .| Tyrannidas.]

KpaGneSov^ edge, border; npioov^ a saw.

*Craugus Billberg, Synopsis Fauna' Scand.. I, Pars 2, J828, tab. A.

Type, ('iirillu.s iin/'<lt'is LlNN.Kl> ! . .
|
/ VV •///.•/

. I

l\/jat')'o;. a woodpecker.

*Crecca Brookes, Catal. Mus. Joshua Brookes, Pt. II, July. 1828,

p. 101.

Type, " Crecca communis" or " Common Teal" [Anatida .
\

Crecca, probably an onomatopoietic word.

Crecca " A.NTIQ." S. I>. W*., Analyst, III, No. XIV, Jan., 1836, p. 209

(also Palmer, Analyst. IX, 1839, p. 306, note).

Types, "Crecca palustris" or "Common Teal," Crecca ses-

twa"or "( rargany Teal,"and "Creccinjlnrltiins," ov " Bimaculated

Teal "... .[A natida .

\

*Creurgus Morris, in X. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, L837,

p. 124.

Types, *• C/\ Hiyu.s r.vciibltor" or "Shrike," "Creurgus lanius,"

or " Flusher," and " (
'rt urgus rufus" or " Woodchal "" [of his lisl

of British birds]... . ..[Zaniida .

j

Kpeovpyo^ a butcher, carver.

Crocethia BlLLBERG, Synopsis Fauna- Scand., I, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A
and p. L32.

New name for Cdlid/ris [lliger, with the following species:

Tringa arenaria \a\\ i i 8, L766 ( Tringa lencophsea Pallas,

1 7»'»4) — [Scolopadda .

)

" Quum Nom. geneo Arenaria Bechst. genus phythologicum est et

Calidris 111. est nomen specificum alius generis aUudt graecis vocis

KpoKfjUtus it $€io> currO) deri/uatum adoptawmus." (Billberg.)

aRillberg's woodpecker genera arc "Craugus r>.
I Picua Cuv.)," .lynx, and Picas.

He includes Picas tridactylus under Picas (coin pa re p. 126), thus eliminating Picoides.

It is probable thai he intended to bestow Craugus on the group of which Cuvier

| Elegne Animal, I, p. 423 ) wrote : "On peut egalemenl faire un bi lua-genre des espe-

ces <i
Ul ' lenr bee, Legerement arque\ commence a rapprocher des coucous." As

examples of this group Cu\ ier cited ( 'uculus auratus Linn.i-t>, and P'umscaft H imelin.
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\ Cruschedula Ameghino, Sinopsisgeol.-paleon., Suplemento, 1899, p. 9.

Type, Cruschedula revola Ameghino [Cladornithidab. ]

( 'rus, leg; schedula, card. (Ameghino, MS.)

Cryptoglaux Richmond, Auk, XVIII, No. 2, April, 1901, p. 193.

New name for Nyctala Bkehm, 1828, not Nyctalus Bowdich,
1825. (Type, Strix tengrnalmi Gmelin = S. funerea Linkeus.)

[Strigidae*
j

(See also Glaux Morris.)

/v/jWTrrojT, bidden; y\avB,, an owl. (Richmond.)

*Culeus Billberg, Synopsis Faunse Scand.^ 1, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A
Type, not designated 6

. [Incertae sedis.
\

Kovheos, sheath or scabbard of a sword.

Cursor J. R. Forster, Faunula Indica, 1795, p. 11.

Type, Charadrius coromandelious Gmelin [Cursori idae.
\

( ktrsor, a runner.

Cyano-sylvia C. L. Brehm, Isis, XXI, Heft 8-9, 1828, p. 920.

Type, Sylvia suecica(j=Motacilla suecica IjIN'NjE'US) .[2ur<//'d;t'.
|

Cyaneus, blue; + Sylvia (sylva, forest).

*Cycnus c "(Br.)" Brookes, Catal. Mus. Joshua Brookes, Pt. II, July.

1828, p. 102.

Type, "Cycnusferus" or "Northern Hooper" [Anatidse.]

Kvkvos, a swan.

fCyphornis Cope, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., 2d ser., IX, 18! tl,

p. 151.

Type, *CypTwmis magnus Cope [Pelecan idas. J

Kv^og, a hump; opvig, bird.

*Dagela Brookes, Museum Brookesianum, Feb.. 1830, p. 93.

Type, " Dagela hortensis" or "Garden Warbler". .[SylvudsR.]

fDelphinornis Wiman, Bull. Geol. Inst. Univ. Upsala, VI, Pt, 2, 1905,

p. 250.

Type, Delphinornis larseniiWiMAS [Spheniscida .

}

JeXfiis (deXfilvog;), a dolphin; opvis, bird.

*Dendrobates Mokrin, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837,

p. 124.

Type;, " Dendrobates famU'mrix" or "Creeper" [of his list of

British birds] \Certh iidse.]

Aivdpov, a tree; /iarrz/s', one that treads or covers, a climber.

"The serais Oruschedula is here made the type of a new family, Cruschedulidae, hut

in ;i later paper the author' transfers it to the family Cladornithidse.

& ('/lieu* is a member of the division "alLs armatis" of Billberg's " Eallides," hut

there is no individual diagnosis for it here. The genera of this " division " aregiven

in the following order: " 1. I'alamedes, 2. Parra, 8. Chauna Til. 1. Culeus B."

•'Nut intended as an emendation, as Cygnusia used for another genus.
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Dendrochelidon" II. Boie, Neues St&atsburgerliches Magazig [Schlea

wig], I. Heft 2, L832, p. 492.

Types, "longijh finis" and Oypsehis contains Temmin< k.

[
//, mvprocnida .

\

Akvdpov, tree: ^eA-idcov, a swallow.

Dendrocecia Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, L901, p. L38.

Type, Dendrocecia erythroptera Bertoni (=Myiothera ?-ufi-

marginata Temminck) [JFormicariida .
\

A&vdpov, tree; oIkos, a house. (Bertoni.)

Dendrotreron Hodgson, Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, XII, Pt. 2, L843,

p. 937 (note).

Type, ' '"In n<l» i hodgsoni Vigors [Oohembida .
|

divdpov, a tree: + Treron (rpnpGov, a dove).

Dentophorus "Vieillot" F. Boie, Isis, XXI, Heft 3-4, 1828, p. 326

(note).

Emendation of Odontophorus Vieillot [Tetroonida .
]

Dens, a tooth; • <f>opia), I hear, carry.

Dewetia Buti RUN, Auk. XXI, No. 1. Jan., L904, p. 80.

New oame for Botha Shelley, 1902, not Bothus Rajtnesque,

L810 [Alaudida .
\

For General Christian De Wet. (Buturlin.)

•Diceratornis Brookes, (atal. Mus. Joshua Brookes. Pt. II, July.

L828, p. 94.

Type, "Diceratornis satyrus" or "Satyr Diceratornis."

[Phasianida .
\

(See also Satyra Billberg.
I

diKspas, a double horn; opvis^ bird.

Dicranura ^ w der Hoeven, Handbuch der Zoologic, 2d ed., II, 1852

L856, p. 498 (note).

A substitute name for PMbaJ/ara Vieillot, suggested, but not

used here \( 'otingida .
\

(See also Psaliv/rus.)

JiKpavoS) two-pointed: ovpa, tail.

*Dilara Brookes, Museum Brookcsianiun. Voh.. 18M<». p.
,.'.">.

Type, "Dilara locustella" or "Grasshopper Warbler."

|
Sylviida .J

Dilophalieus Coi E8, Key N. A. Birds, 5th ed., II, Dec., L903, p. 963.

Type. Phalocrocorax dUophus Swainsoh ( = Carlo auritus Les-

son) - [
Phalacrocoracida .

|

J/Ao-'/oc. with two crests; txXisvs, one who has to do with the sea, a

fisher.

"(iray i Appendix to Lisl Genera Birds, 1842, p. 5) says: "M. [F.] Boie informs

lnc that lif had given to this genus the Dame of Dendrochelidon, in the year
1

3

the latter Dame therefore should be employed." II. Boie's letter, containing this

name, is dated "Buitenzorg den it. mi Juni," 1827. Hedied a1 Batavia just three

months later.
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Dinopium Rafinesque, Precis decouv. somiologiques, 1814, and Prin-

cipes Fond, de Somiologie, 1814; name on original papers covers

only.

Type, Dinopium (Picoides) erythronotus a Rafinesque (based

on description in Bull. Sci. Soc. Philomath. Paris, III, 1803, No.

67, p. 146) - [Piczdzsf]

Diplochelidon Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVI, Sept. 30, 1903,

p. 106.

Type, Ilirundo melanoleuca Wied. [Hirundinidse.]

JinXoog, double; x £^ l8QJV
, swallow. (Ridgwa}7

.)

Diplochilus Bektoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, 1901, p. 88.

T}rpe, Diplochilus xanthochlorus Bertoni {=- Piranga asarse d'

Orbigny and Lafresnaye) [ Tangaridae.]

AinXoog, double; jf?A.oj, beak. (Bertoni.)

Diplootocus Hartert, Novitates Zoologicae, IX, No. 2, July 25, 1902,

p. 325.

Type, Erltliacus moussieri Olph-Galliard [Turdidae.]

AinXovg, double; tooroKog, laying eggs. (Hartert.)

Dissemuropsis Dubois, Synopsis Avium, I, Fasc. VIII, 1901, p. 532.

Substitute name for Dissemuroidts Hume, on grounds of

purism [Dicruridse.]

Dissemurus (Sis, double; 0rjpa^ a mark, a character; ovpa, tail);+

ofis, aspect.

Dissoura Cabanis, Preuss. Staats-Anzeiger, Beilage, Sept. 1, 1850, p.

1484 (Compare Cabanis, in von der Decken's Reise, III, 1869,

p. 48).

Type, Ardea episcopus Boddaert [ Ciamudae,.]

Ai66og, double, divided; ovpa, tail.

fDolicoptems Aymard, Congres Sci. de France, I, 1856, pp. 234, 267.

Type, Dolicopterus viator Aymard [ Oharadriiform.es.]

Z/oazjoV, long; rtTepov, wing.

Dromius [Borkiiausen], Allg. Lit.-Zeitung, Jahre 1797, IV, No. 316,

Oct. 4, 1797, p. 27.

Type, "Le Coure-vite" Buffon (=Charadrivs gallicus Lin-

n /Eus) .- [ Curxorudae.]

Jpo/xevg (o
v

po//z'rt's), a runner.
x Dryocolaptes Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 3 837,

p. 124.

Types, "" Dryocolaptes imir/tits" or "I^ewllole,
,, " Dryocola/pbes

viridts," or "*Ecle," " Dryocolaptes minor" or "Hickwall," and

"Dryocolaptes major" or " Whitwall n
[of his list of British birds].

[Pieidas.]

Apvs, the oak, a timber tree; KoXanrrjg^ a chisel.

o-Dmopium of his "Analyse", 1815, j>. 66, stands as a substitute name for "Picoitfes

Lac." The specific name erythronotus occurs only in a list of Rafinesque's writings,

printed on the original paper covers of the above works, and of the "Analyse."
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Dumetella S. D. W.. Analyst, V", No. KVIII, Jan., L837, p. 206.

Type, Dumetella felivox [= Turdus feli/oox Yikii.i.ot]. "Cat
Thrush" of Latham" .... [Mimidse.]

Related to dumetum, a thorn-hedge, thicket.

fDyspatornis ObebhOLSEB, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., (Quarterly Is^nc.

XLVIII, No; i. May 1M. L905, |». 61.

New name for Uydrornis Milne-Edwards, L867, nol lh/<tr<>r-

nis Bltth, L843 .. [Incertae sedis.]

AvG7i£Ti)$, difficult; opvis, bird. (Oberholser.)

Eafa KoTiisciiii.i) and Bartert, Novitates Zoologicra, X. No. :'.. Dec.

20, L903, ]). 448.

Type, Eafa moculala Rothschild and Hartekt. _.[])!<;> !</;>.
h

\

For the Eafa district, British New Guinea.

Edolius' Lesson, Traite" d'Orn., 1830, p. 147.

Type.-. Cuculus glandarvus Linnaeus, Coccyeus levaillantii

Swainson, Cuculus coromandus LiNN.i'.rs, and Cuculus edolius

(Yyiki: ( Cuculus s, rrntus Sparrman) [Cuculidae.]

Egatheus Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I. Pars i'. L828, tab. A
and ]). L58.

New name for Ibis Lacepede. (Used for Tantalus falcinelkts

on p. L58.)d - - - - .[Ibidida .
|

Hyex$eos, hallowed, most holy. (Billberg.)

Egretta T. Forster, Synop. Catal. Brit. Birds, L817, p. 59.

Type. Ardcd </<!/:, I /</ Linveus . . [Ardt ida .
\

Elainopsis Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVIII, Sept. 2, L905, ]>.

210.

Type, " Elavnea elegans Pelzeln (= Muscicapa gaimardi
D'Orbigny?)" . | Cotingidss.]

Elaenia (ekaivsos, olive-colored); + oi/ng, aspect. (Kide-way.)

Empidornis Reichenow, Journ. furOrn., XLIX, April, L901, p. 285.

Type, Muscicapa st mipa/rtita Ki" ppell .

| Muscicapida .
|

Efjutis {ifinid-)^ a gnat; opvig, bird.

Enodes Ti:mmi\« k. Planches Col., I (Livr. L02?), 183'.^. (tabl.

meth.i.
i>. L08.

Type, Lomprotomis < rythrophrys Tkmaiixck [Stumida .
|

J'.'unil'Is. smooth.

"Latham called it the ••c :i i Flycatcher."

& Compare Saxvadori, [bis, L904, p. 17:;. Originally placed in the family Meli-

phagidse.

'Not Edolius Cuvier, for a group of Drongos, which Lesson uses on p. :">7m of the

same work.
<'" I>i>s< iificntiliiis auctoribus, qusenam eaaet Egyptiorum [bis; hoc nomen avis in histo-

rin insignis justius ut specificum conservari credidimus, adeoquu Egatheum a grseco

rfyaSeos, sacer, prsetulimus."
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* Entomophila Brookes, Museum Brookesianum, Feb., 1830, p. 90.

Type, " Entomophila cmstralis" or "Southern Insect Harrier."

[ A Icedinidw "
'.

\

"Evropa, insects; ^/Aos", loving.

Eopodoces Zarudny and Loudon, Ornith. Monatsb., X, No. 12, Dec,
L902, p. 185.

Types, Podoces biddulphi Hume, and P. hendersoni Hume.

[ Corvidse. ]

(Proposed as a subgenus of Podoces.)

''Hods, the east; -{-Podoces {7todooKi]^ swift-footed).

fEosphgeniscus Wiman, Bull. Geol. Inst. Univ. Upsala, VI, Pt. 2, 1905,

p. 250.

Type, Eosphaen iscus gunnari Wiman [Spheniscidse.]

'i/oj?, dawn; + Spheniscus (ff^tjriGKog^ dim. of (?$?}v^ a wedge).

*Epops Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837, p. 121.

Type, uEpops ujmpa" or i4 Hoopoo" [of his list of British

birds] [ Upupidee.]

"K7roi/^ the hoopoo.

fEremopezus Andrews, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1904, I, Pt. 1, June,

1904, p. 168.

Type, En mopezus eocaenus Andrews. — [StruthionesJ]

Eprj/xos, desert; 7reZ<>>, walking.

Erionetta Coues, Key N. A. Birds, 2d ed., 1881, p. 709.

Type, Anas spectabilis Linnaeus [Atiatidm.]

(Proposed as a subgenus of S<»nateria.)

"Epiov, wool, down; vijrra^ a duck.
"x
"Eriornis Brookes, Museum Brookesianum, Feb., 1830, p. 96.

Type, "Eriornis antarcticus" or "Southern Eriornis." 6

|
I'net rtse sedis.]

"Epiov, wool; opvis, bird.

*Erythropus Bltth, Analyst, V, No. XVII, Oct., 1836, p. 89.

Type, iiErythropus gallicus" "Redfoot, or Red Partridge."

[Tetraonidde.]

(Sec Rujlpes.)

Epvdpog, red; novg, foot.

"Eubates Ridgway," Zool. Record, XXX, for 1893, Aves, p. 49,

index, p. 6; and Index Zool., 1902, p. 131. A misprint for

Eribati s.

f Eucallornis Ameghino, Anales Soc. Cien. Argentina, LI, 1901, p. 78.

New name for Callornis Ameohino, preoccupied.

[Stereornithes. ]

Ev, very; + Callornis (kcxXXoc;, beauty; opvis, bird).

a Compare also IIorsfieM, Zool. Researches in Java, No. 4, 1822, text to Alcedo hint,

i' Possibly the " Mutton " bird, one of the Tubinares.
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Eudrepanis Sharpe, in Shelley, Monogr. Nectariniidse, Pt. III. Feb.,

lsTT. p. 83, pi. 28.

Type, /Ethopyga pvlckerrimt/ Si i \i:i>k . . ,[A> >f<ir!i> !!</;>.
|

I r. very much; \ Th,epanis{dpE7tavrf^ a sickle).

Eugerygone Finsch, Notes Leyden Museum, XXII. No. .".. March,

L901, p. 200.

Type, Pst udogi rygon< rubra Sharpe
[ Muscicapida .

\

I >\ very much; + Gerygom {yrfpvyovos, producing sound).

Euplectes Swatnson, Zool. Illustrations, 2d ser., 1. No. 8, L829, text

to pi. 37.

Type, Loxia orix Linn-SUS [Ploceidae.]

I r. well; xXeKTos, plaited, woven.

Eupoda Brandt, in Lehmann's Eteise nach Buchara and Samarkand,
L852, p. 323.

Type, Charadrius asiaticus L'allas .- .[Charadriidse.]

(Proposed as a subgenus of Charadrius.)

JEu, well, much; ttovs, foot.

Euptilotis (ion. i). Monogr. Trogonidas, 2d ed., Pt. 1, 1858, pi. <>, and

text

Type. Trogon neoxenus Gould [Trogonidae.]

/'?'. well: nrikov . a feather; ovg (gjtos), car.

• Eurhynchus "Geoffr." Bdllberg, Synopsis Faunas Scand.., I. Pars

•J. L828, tab. A.

Type
|
Psittacus n>< rrimus Gmelen X)

c
[

( 'acatuida .
\

I )\ well, much; pvyxos, beak.

Falcator Temminck, Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond., XIII. Pt. I. May, L821,

p. L08.

rypes, " (
' rtli'm i>,i,iji<;i, obscura^ coccinea, «'t falcata de Linn.

< i riM-1."
[ Drepanididae.

\

Fhlcatus, sickle-shaped, curved.

* Fanissa Brookes, Museum Brookesianum, Feb., L830, p. 96.

Type. •• wood Fanissa (Wren, Fanissa sylvicola)" \ Sylviida d f]

Finschia Hi tton, [bis, 8th ser., III. X... XI, .Inly. L903, p. 319.

Typo. Parus nova sedandia Gmelin... [Paridae.]

For Dr. Otto Finsch. (Hutton.)

"Orl'.d. XVII of Baer and Helmersen'a Beitrage ssur Kenntniss dee Etussiechen

Reiches.

t> Page 29 of the reprinl of Brandt's "Anhang."
No Bpeciee is mentioned, but a diagnosis, "lingua extensibili"

i
as opposed '" the

" Psittacides ") is gn en.

d Troglodytes i- used for the "Common Wren."

Proc. N. M. vol. x\.w—0s :;it
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Francolinus Oken, Isis, I, 1817, p. 1184.

Based on "Les Francolins. Tern." Cuvier, Regne Anima [1,1

1817, p. 450 (t}-pe, Tetraofrancolinus Linnjeus)]- -[P/tasianidee.]

Francolinus, Latinized from French francolin.

Frugilegus "Less." Gray, Catal. Genera Birds, 1855, p. 64.

Type, Corvus frugilegus Linnaeus. . [Corvidx.]

(See Sitocorax Bielz.)

Frugilegus, collecting fruit.

Galbula Scopolx, Introd. Hist. Nat., 1777, p. 480.

Type, Oriolus galbula Linnaeus [ Oriolidas.]

Galbula, a small bird.

Gallophasis Hodgson (1827?), Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, VII, Pt. 2,

Oct., 1838, p. 865.

Type, "between Phasianus and Euplocom us, vel Nycthemerus—
a type which, by the bye, I characterized 11 years ago in the

Oriental Quarterly under the style of Gallophasis, assigning the

K;ilich of Kirkpatrick's Nepal as the icon" [Phasianida .
|

tintIns, a cock; Phosis, the Phasian bird, pheasant.

*Gambo S. D. W., Analyst, III, No. XIV, Jan., 1836, p. 214.

Type, " Gambogalaria" or "SpurwingedGambo".-[^w#faV?as.]

Gambosus, with a swelling near the hoof.

Gauria Billberg, Synopsis Fauna1 Scand., I, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A.

New name for Rhea Brisson [Rheida .
J

ranpiaofxai, I leap, spring.

Gavia Oken, Lehrbuch der Naturgesch., Ill, Zool., 2 Abth., 1816,

p. 537.

Types, Larus min utus Pallas, L. canus Linnaeus, L. ridibundus

Linnaeus, and L. rissa Brunnich. (Used as a subgenus of

Larus.) [Laridce,.]

Gavia, a gull.

*Geo-Kichla Macklot, Bijdr. Natuurk. Wetensch. [Amsterdam], V,

St. I. L830, p. 175.

Type, Geo Kielda singularis Macklot, a nomen nudumhere.

|
Turdidsef]

/'//. the earth, ground; /c/yA//, thrush.

Geokichla " Boie" S. Mi'lleu, Tijds. Natuurl. Gesch. Phys., II, St.

Ill, 1835, p. 348.

Type. Turdus citrin us Latham [Turdidw.]

" Geochelidon, Brehm," cited by Waterhouse, occurs only as Gelo-

<]>, It <l<m.

* Geocichloides Seebohm, Monograph Turdidse, Pt. 2, 1898, p. 49.

Types," species of Geocichla with white-tipped greater wing-

coverts [ Turdid;r.
\

Geocichla (y>). earth; WrA//, thrush), + sidos, resemblance.

aHe Bays Geocichla interpret is a connecting link between "niy subgenera: groups

(,'eocicJilu mid Oiorirh/uiiles."
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Geooecia Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, 1901, p. 79.

Type, Geocecia orryctera Bertoni (= Myiothera umbretta Lich-

tenstein) - - [Furnariida .
|

ZI7, ground, earth; oikos, a house. (Bertoni.)

Geopega Btllberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand. , I. Pars 2, L828, tab. A.

Type '*( rorfou, ( uv."
|

" Les ( rorfous (Catarrhactes Briss.)"

Cuvieu, Regne Animal, I. L817, p. 513] [Spheniscidas.]

I '/}. earth; nrfya _'<.>. I spring forth.

Geophilus Bertoki, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, L901, p. 43.

Type. Geophilus jastgatert Bertoni ( M<i<r<>j>iix jtlmsitniJIns

Sri \ ) . [ CucuUda .
I

/
'//. ground, earth; '/'/An,-, loving. (Bertoni.)

* Gingala Raftnesque, Analyse de la Nature. L815, p. 67.

Type, oot designated, a nornen nudum here {JSucerotida /'|

*Glaux Morris, in X. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837, p. 123.

Types, " Glaux t< ngmalmi" or " Tengmalm's Owl," and " Glaux

nudipes," «>r " Little Owl" [of his lisl of British birds].

[Strigida .
\

I Aart>£, an owl.

Goodfellowia Hartert, Bull. Brit. Orn. Club, XIV, No. C, Oct. 30,

1903, p. 11.

Type, Goodfellowia mircmda Hartert [Sturnidas.]

For Walter Goodfellow. (Hartert.)

"Gralla.l. P. Ebeling" quoted by Sherborn, has no standing. Ebe-

lin<4
- used " Gralla Parra" and " Gratia Fulica" as an equivalent

of order Grallse, genus Parra, and order Gralke, genus Fulica.

The names parra andfulica are indexed by Sherborn as species of

the supposed genus "Gralla."

Gryphus'' Ok kn. Lehrbuch der Naturgesch., Atlas, 1816, pi. xxxn
fig.

Type. Vultur gryphus Li\\ 11- ... .. [ Cathartidee.]

Gryphus, a fabulous bird, a griffin.

Gryphus IsiD. Geoffroy. St. Mm aire, Essais de Zool. (ienerale

(Nou\. Suites A Buffon, Livr. 53?), L841, p. 367 (note).

Type. Vultur gryphus Linnjsus ... [Cathartidae.]

Gupista [N. Wood], Analyst, VI, No. XIX. April. L837, p. 71.

Type. "Gupista barbata" or "Bearded Lammer" (based on

Gould, Birdsof Europe, l't. V, pi. 1) .[Buteonidaef]
/>'"/. a vulture: j- ista.

" Placed in the subfamily " Aeerampha," between " Lea Buceriens " and " M&motua

Lac," and probably based <>n " Le Calao < ringala " of Levaillant ( = Bua ros ginga-

li n*;.< Si 1 w\ 1.

&Nameon plate only. In the text (III, Zool., 2 Abth., p. is.nit is called" I'.

[ultur] Gryphus, Greif, Kuntur."
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*Grymnopus "(Br.)" Brookes, Catal. Mus. Joshua Brookes, Pt. II,

July, 1828, p. 80.

Type, " Grymnopus leschenaulti" or " Leschenault's Gymno-
pus" ' [Strigidee.]

rvjxvos, naked; ftovg, foot.

Gypogeranus [Borkhausen], Allg. Lit.-Zeitung, Jahre 1797, IV, No.

316, Oct. 4, 1797, p. 25.

Types, Palamedea cristata Linnaeus, and Vultur serpentarius

Latham (= Falco serpentarius Miller)" [Gypogeranidse.]

rv>/', a vulture; yepavog, a crane.

Haemeria Zander, Naturgesch. VCgel Meeklenburgs, Heft 2, 1838,

pp. 123, 128.

Type, Strix nivea Thunberg {—Strix nyctea Linnjeus).

[St?'igidae.]

AijArjpos, bloody, murderous.

* Halcyon Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837,

p. 121.

Type, "Halcyon alcedo" or "Kingfisher" [of his list of British

birds] - . [Alcedinidae.]

AXkvgov, a kingfisher.

Halohippus Billberg, Synopsis Fauna1 Scand., I, Pars 2, 1828, tab.

A and p. 192.

Type, Procellaria glacially Linnaeus {Puffin idse.
j

"Nomen hujus generis qpinione nostra vere distincti e verbis grsecis

a\<z, mare, et innos, equus; nomen ejus triviale Nbrvegiae." (Bill-

berg.)

Haplocichla Kidgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVIII, Oct. 17, 1905,

p. 212.

Type, Tardus aurantius Gmelin [Turdidde.]

' AnXovg, simple; Ki^kr}^ thrush. (Kidgway.)

fHargeria Lucas, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XXVI, No. 1320, Feb. 4,

1903, p. 552.

Type, Ilesperomi.s gracilis Marsh - . [Hesperornithidse.]

For Oscar Hargcr. (Lucas.)

* Harpaleus Cabanis and Heine, Mus. Heineanum, IV, i, 1863, p. 185

(note).

Type, not designated, but genus said to contain red-bellied spe-

cies corresponding to the yellow-bellied ones of the genius Aganus
of the same authors . . ... [Trogonidse.]

Heliolais Sharpe, Hand-List Birds, IV, 1903, p. 193.

New name for Dybowskia Oustalet, 1893, not Dybowskia Dall,

1876 [Sy/riid;> .\

"HXios, the sun; Xdi'os, a bird of the thrush kind.

" Palamedea cristata is the first species mentioned, but be knew it only from

description; Vultur serpentarius is bis prominent species.
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Helionympha Obekholser, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., XXVIII, No. 1411.

July 8, L905, p. !>--; '.'.

Type, Cinnyris nectarinioides Richmond [JVectariniidae.]

"'//A/oc. tin- sun: rvm'>u. a Nymph. (Oberholser.)

Heliophilus Descourtilz, Ornithologie Bre"silienne, Pt. 2,1854—56,

p. 22, pi. 24, fig. 1.

Type, Heliophilus taunaysii Descourtilz {=Pardalotuspipra

Lesson) . . . - .- - ..[Cotingidae.]

'//.\/mc. the sun: o/Aoc, loving.

Helminthophaga Bechstein, Ornith. Taschenbuch, Th. -J. L803, p. 548.

Types, Motacilla rvbeoula Linnjeus, M. suecica Linnsus, .1/.

titys Liwkis, .)[. phcenicurus Linnaeus, .1/. modvlaris Linn.ki s.

M.salicaria, Linn, i is. Sylviaphragmitis Bechstein, S.palustris

Bechstein, X fitis Bechstein, Motacilla rufa Linn.ki s. .1/.

regulw&nd M. troglodytes \a\\ i i 8 ... [Turdida '\

(Proposed as :i subgenus of Sylvia.

"/1/i;kc:(A///j'W-|, ii worm; $ayeiv, to eat.

Hemiprocne Nitzsch, Observ. Avium A.rteria Carot. Communi, L829,

p. 15.

Types, '* Hemiprocnes genus, cui Cypselos, qui ill. Temminckio
longipennis, comatus, fuciphagus, torquatus vocantur * * * * *."

[
IL miprocnida .

\

/////-. half: i Proem {Ilpokvrj^ daughter of Pandion, transformed

into a swallow I.

Heteroxenicus Sharpe, Bull. Brit. Orn. Club, XII. No. LXXXVII,
March 28, L902, p. 55.

New name for Drymochares Gould, L868, not Drymochares
Mi lsant, L847 .... :.......[ Timaliidse.

\

"Ereposi different; \-Xenicu8 (ZeviKog, foreign, strange).

Hexanemus Reichenbach, Avium Syst. Nat.. June 1, L850, pi.

LXWY (figure showing generic characters).

Type, no! named a .. .. [Incertas sedis.]

'/•. six: i'i)im, thread.

x Hierax Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II. No. % June, L837, p.

1
•_':;.

Types. "Hierax islondicus" or *'.J<t." "Hierax peregrimts"

or "Peregrine," "Hierax subbuteo" or "Hobby," "Hierax

rufipi s," or •( Grange- legged I lobby," "Hu rax ca sius" or " Mer-

lin," and "Hierax tinnunculics" or "Kestril" [of his list of

British birds] .... - . .\Falconida&^\

IkpaZ^ a hawk.

"Avis composite? Compare (in.\i, Hand-List, II. L870, p. ji note).
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Hoerataria Oken, Isis, 1, 1817, p. 1184.

Based on "Les Hoerotaires Viefllot," Cutier, Kegne Animal

[I, 1817, p. 411 (type, Certlila vestiaria Shaw)] -. .{Drepanididae.]

Horizillas Oberholser, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Quarterly Issue,

XLVIII, No. 1, May 13, 1905, p. 65.

New name for Malacopteron Eyton, 1839, not Malacopterus

Serville, 1833 . [Timaliidse.

}

' OpiCco, I limit; iXXas, a thrush. (Oberholser.)

Hortulanus Vieillot, Hist. Nat. Oiseaux cTAmer. Sept., I, 1807,

p. iii.

Types, liHortulanus eryt/ir<>/>I<fhahnus'
> '' (probabty Frvngilla

erythrophthalma Linnaeus), Fringilla albicollis Gmelin, and

Hortulanus nigricollis Vieillot (=Emberiza america/m Gmelin).

[Fringillidse.]

Hortulanus, a gardener.

*Hortulanus Leach, Syst. Catal. , etc., 1816, p. 15.

Types, "Ilortulanus glacialis" Leach, or "Tawny Bunting,"

and "Hortulanus montanus" Leach, or "Mountain Brambling."'

(Both specific names are nomina nuda here) a \JPringillidseJ]

*Huhus Rafinesque, Analyse de la Nature, 1815, p. 65.

Type, not designated, a nomen nudum here 6
. .[CuGulid8d%\

Latinized from the French (Buffon's) hou/tou, a species of cuckoo.

Hydrichla Billberg, Synopsis Fauna3 Scand., 1, Pars 2, 1828, tab.

A, and p. 75.

New name for "Cinclus Bechst." (type, Sturnus cinclus Lin-

naeus) ... [ Cinclidae.]

" Nomen Cincli specieijamjpridem, ad genus Trimgae, pertim nti im/po-

situm,, ut (jcnericum inepturn censuimus, unde novum necessumfu It,

quod e rods grueeis vdoop, aqua et i'x^V-, Turdus, composuimus."

(Billberg.)

Hydrolegus Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, 1901, p. 74.

Type. Hydrolegus silvestrianus Bertoni (=3fyiotht ra nematura

Lichtenstein) . [Furnariida .

\

I dGop (v8p-), water; Xiyoo^ I choose. (Bertoni.)

Hydropeleia II. Boie, Neues Staatsburgerliches Magazin [Schleswig],

I, Heft 1. 1832, p. 209.

Type, not named here ( \Laridd&%\

"Tdoop (vdp-), water; niXeia^ the wood pigeon.

aCompare also Fokster, Synop. Catal. Brit. Birds, L817, pp. 11,52.

''Placed near Guculus, and probably based on "leHouhou" of Buffon(VT, p. 367=
Ouculus segyptvus Gmelin).

An unnamed species, seen, but not obtained by Boie in the South African Seas.

His description points to Larus hartlaubi or some related species, although he sup-

posed his bird to be allied to ProceUaria capensis, which he also includes in the new
genus.
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Hylocentrites Beetoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, L901, p. 126.

Type, Hylocentrites ambulator Beetoni I Myiothera calcarata

Wied) -
I

( 'onopophagida .
|

' !\n. a wood, forest; + Cent/rites (Ksvrpov, a spin-). (Bertoni.)

Hylocles "Gould, (1841 )"Geay, Lis! Genera Birds, 2d ed., L841, p. 30.

Type, same as Drymodes ( rOULD a
-

j
Timaliida .

\

I \(k'k)i/;, \voo(I\ . bushy.

Hylonax Rtdgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVIII, Sept. 2, L905,

p. 210.

Type, Myiarchus validus Cabanis . \Cotingida .
\

'

l.\/>. a wood; otvot&i^ king. (Ridgway.)

Hypermegethes Kkiciiiaow, Journ. fur Orn., LI, Jan.. L903, ]>. 1 I'
1

Type, Hyphantomis grandis (t. R. Gkay \Floceidx^\

(Proposed as a subgenus of Ploceus.)

I Trep/ieysdrfSi exceedingly difficult.

Hypocryptadius Haeteet, Bull. Brit. Orn. Club, XIV, No. C, Oct. 30,

L903, p. 13.

Type, Hypocryptadius dnnamonu us Haeteet. [Zosteropida .

j

rVo, under; Kpv7tta8ios, secret, hidden.

Ichla Bellbeeg, Synopsis Fauna' Scand.. I, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A. and

)>. 7"). New name for "Pastor Temm.' :

i Type. Tardus Toseus Linn^jus.) .[Stumidx.]

"Nom. gener. D:i celeb. Temminck Pastor nobis minus idoneum

videtwr, und< hoc genuinum gra&cum < voce "x^-Vi h/ujus Notionis

adoptavimus." ( Billberg.)

*Ichthyaetus Sweeting, in X. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 12, Sept..

1837, p. 303.

Type, llIchthyaetu8pi8civoru8" or "Common Osprey."

|
Pandionida .

|

f£0t>ff, a fish; aeros, an eagle.

tlchtyopteryx Wtman, Bull. Geol. hast. Univ. Dpsala, VI. Pt. 2, L905,

p. 251.

Type. TchtyopU ryx gracilis Wiman [Sph* niscida .
|

/ 1 0vs, a fish; Ttripvij, wing.

*Ictinus Moeeis, in N. Wood'- Naturalist, II. No. 9, June. L837,

p. L23.

Type, "/,/!,ms mifous" or "Kite" (of his list of British

l»irds
|

. _. [Buteonida .
\

//cr/i'oc, a kite.

Idiocichla Obebholsee, Smithsonian Misc. Coll.. Quarterly Lssue,

XLVI1I, No. 2, duly I. L905, p. L53.

Type, Trichophorus notatus ( Iassi n -
[
Pycnonotida .

\

'Idios, distinct; /c/fA». a thrush. (Oberholser.)

a Canceled on p. 101, Gould having meanwhile published the name as Drymodes.
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Idiococcyx II. Bote, Neues Staatsburgerlicb.es Magazin [Schleswig], I,

Heft 2, 1832, p. 489.

Type, "Sahest Da schon Raffles Cuculus chlorocephalus von

Cuvier (?) im Pariser Museum unci von Tern, zu Phoenieophaus

gebracht?—Er ist typus meines Genus Idiococcyx, wogegen gar

nichts einzuwenden seyn wird'
1

. _. [Cuculidse.]

"iSiog, distinct; kokkvS,, a cuckoo.

Idiotriccus Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVIII, Sept. 2, 1905,

p. 210.

Type, Pogonotriccus zeledoni Lawrence [Cotingidx.]

"I8i os", distinct; rpiKKog, a small bird. (Ridgway.)

Iridophanes Ridgway, Proc. Wash. Acad. Sci., Ill, April 15, 1901, p.

150.

Type, Dacn is pulcherrima Sclater [Tangaridx.]

'Ipig(ipifios), the rainbow; fyaivoo, I show, display.

•flsotremornis Ameghino, Anales Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, 3d ser., VI,

Nov. 30, 1905, p. 131.

Type, Isotremornis nord&nskjoldi Ameghino [Spheniscidx.]

"Iaog, like, equal; Tprj/xa, a hole; opviz, bird. (Ameghino, MS.)

Ixobrychus Billberg, Synopsis Fauna? Scand., I, Pars 2, 1828, tab.

A. and p. 166.

Types, Ardea minuta Linnaeus, and A. sbdlwris Linnaeus.

[Ardeidx.]

"N. gen. e grxcis vocis I£os arundo, et fipvxao fremo desumtum."

(Billberg.)

Jacamerops Oken, Isis, I, 1817, p. 1184.

Based on '*Les Jacamerops" Cuvier, Regne Animal [I, 1817,

p. 120 (type, Alcedo grandis Gmelin = Alcedo aurea Muller)].

[Gallulid.t.]

Jacamar, a native name; -4- (oi/-, face (or Jaca\ma/r\ + rnerops).

* Kasnakowia Bianchi, Annuaire Mus. Zool. Acad. Imp. Sci. St.-

IVtersb., VIII, No. 2, 1903, Compte rendu, p. 11.

Type, Kasnahouoia hoslowi Bianchi, a nomen nudum here.

\TtmaWdx.
\

For A. N. Kasnakov.

Kaznakowia Bianchi, Bui:. Aead. Imp. Sci. St.-Petersb., 5th ser.,

XXIII, No. 1-2, 1905, p. 45.

Type, Babax waddelll Dresser [Timaliida .
|

Kelea Merrem, in Ersch and (J ruber's Allg. Encyclop. Wissensch.

und Kimste, Sect. 1, I, 1818, p. 338.

New name for Mmcipeta Koch_._ [Sylviidx.]

KrjkeGo, I charm, bewitch.
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*Kenopia " Bl. L855" Gray, Hand-List Birds, I. L869, p. 317.

Type, " leucostigma, Mull, striata, Bl.; maculatus, Eyton."

\
Tvmaliida .

|

(Used as a subgenus <>t' Malacopteron.)

Koslowia Dressee, Ibis, 8th ser., V. No. X \'
1 1 1 . April. L905, p. L54.

Type, Li ucosticte roborowskii
|
Prjevalsky

|
|
Fringillida .

|

For P. K. Kozlov.

Krimnochelidon Tickell, in Walden, [bis, 3d ser., VI, No. XXIII.

July, L876, p. 356.

Types, Hirundo concolor Syk.es, and //. rwpestris Scopoli.

|
Hirundinida .

|

l\i)iiimi\ ;l kind of coarse meal; \i~\/()(oi\ -wallow.

Lamprochelidon Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash.. XVI, Sept 30,

L903, p. L06.

Type, Hirundo euchrysea ( rOSSE . [Hirundinida .
\

Aafinpos, shining, bright; i>A/a' (v m. swallow. (Ridgway.)

^Lampronotus Brookes, Museum Brookesianum, Feb., L830, p. 93.

Type "Lampronotus auratus" or "Gilded Lampronotus."

|
In, , rt; i s, dis.

I

Aa/jjrpoS) shining, bright; vgotos, the back.

*Lamprophonus Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II. No. 9, dime,

L837, p. L25.

Types. "Zamprophonu8 musicus" or "Throstle," uLam/pro-

phonus variegatus" or "White's Thrush." "
'Lamprophonus

viscivorus" or "Shrite," "Lamprophonus pilaris" or "Field-

fare," and ^Lmnproph/mus turdus" or "Redwing" [of his list of

British birds]
'

[Turdidss.]

Aajxnpos, clear, sonorous: <poov4a>
z

I sing.

Laniellus "Blyth" Rennie, Field Naturalist, I, No. 2, Feb., L833,p.70.

Cype, Parus biarmicus LiNN-ffiUS [Paridse.]

Diminutive of lanius, a butcher.

Leonardia Mearns, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVIII, dan. 20, L905, p. 1.

Type, Leonardia woodi Mearns .... [TimaUidx.]
For Major-General Leonard Wood. U. S. A. (Mearns.)

Leonardina Mearns, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash.. XVIII, Feb. 21, L905,

p. 88.

New name for Lmntrcbia Mearns, L905, not Leonardia Tappa-
rone-Canefri, L890 _. [TmalUda.]

* Leucophrya Reichenbagh, Avium Syst. Nat., dime 1. 1850, pi.

I,XXV (figure showing generic characters).

Type, not named [FringillidseJ]

Asvkos,, white: o$pvs, eye-brow.

" Not Leucophrys Swainbon, is:;:, a member of the familj Ploceidae.
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*Limnophylax H. Boie, Neues Staatsbiirgerliches Magazin [Schleswig]

I, Heft 2, 1832, p. 189. A nomen nudum here.

Type, Limnoj>/i i/I(i,r uiarnwrata H. Boie, a nomen nudum here,

but doubtless equivalent to Nycticorax limnophylax Temminck
(= Ardt a iik lanolopha Raffles) [Ardeidse.

]

sllpv?/, a pool, marsh; <f>v\al;, a watcher, guard, sentinel.

*Linophaga Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837, p.

125.

Types, "Linqphaga linaria," or "Linnet," "Linophaga rubra"

or "Redpoll," " Linophaga montium" or "Twite," and "Lino-

phaga canescens" or "Hoarypoll" [of his list of British birds].

\FrvngiUids&.~\

Aivov, flax; (frayeiv, to eat.

fLithosteornis Gervais, Remarques Oiseaux Fossiles, 1814, p. 7

(note).

Alternative name for Osteomis Gervais [Incertse sedis.]

Aidos, stone; + Osteomis (offreov, bone; opvig, bird).

Loborhamphus Rothschild, Bull. Brit. Orn. Club, XII, No. LXXXIV,
Dec. 30, 1901, p. 34.

Type, Loborhamphus ndbilis Rothschild [Paradis;eid;e.~]

Aofiog, a lobe; pajufiog, beak.

f Loncornis Ameghino, Sinopsis geol.-paleon., Suplemento, 1899, p. 9.

Type, Loncorn is erect us Ameghlno [Lnct rtse st dis.
]

Latinized from lonco, Araucanian name of a hill, + opvig, bird.

(Ameghino, MS.)

Longirostris S. D. W., Analyst, IV, No. XV, April 1, 1836, p. 119.

Substitute name for Macrorhamphus Leach [Scolopacidae.]

Longus, long; rostrum, beak.

* Loxorynchus Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837,

p. 124.

Types, iiLoxorynchus curvirostra," or "Crossbill," "Loxoryn-

chus cruvirostra," or "Parrot Crossbill," and "Loxorynchus

albipennis" or "White-winged Crossbill" [of his list of British

l>i rds] - . . - \Fringillid8&^\

Aogog, crosswise; pvyx°s, beak.

Lucar "Bartram" Coues, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., for 1875, Oct.

19, 1875, p. 349 (note).

Type, Muscicapa carolinensis Linnaeus [3fimidde.
|

(See also Dunu tella.

)

Etymology unknown. The identity with lucar, a forest tax, prob-

ably coincidential. (Gill.)
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Luscinia T. Forster, Synop. Catal. Brit. Birds, L817, p. 14.

Type, Luscinia aedon Forster ( -Sylvia luscinia Forsteb
(not of Linn.kus) = Luscinia rnegarhynchos Beehm)

|
TurdidxJ]

Luscinia, the nightingale.

x Macao. S. D. W., Analyst, III. No. XIV.. Ian., L836, p. 212.

Type, "Macao splendidus" S. D. W., or "Blue Macaw."

|
Psittacida .

|

Macrocephalon" S. Muller, Archiv fur Naturgesch., L846, I. p. lit;.

Type. Macrocephalon nialeo S. Mi i.i.ki: .-_. .[Megapodidae.]

Mcxkix'i;. long, large; K£$a\ij, head.

Macronectes Richmond, Proc. Biol. Soe. Wash.. XVIII. Feb., 21. I'.mi;,.

p. 7*>.

New name for Ossifraga Hombron and Jacqtjinot, L844, not

Ossifraga X. Wooi>, L835 . [Pujfinidse.]

VLaucpos, large; vrfKrys, a swimmer. (Richmond.)

Macropus Spix, Avium Species Novae, I. L824, p. .'»•"..

Types; Macropus phasianellus Spix, and .1/. minimi Spes.

[Ouculidx.]
MaKpo*, lony-; /Toy>, foot.

x Malacoedus Reichenbach, Avium Syst. Nat., March 1, lSr>0, pi. i.vn

(figure showing generic characters).

Typo, not named ._ |
///r, //,( sedis.

\

MaXatKoz, mild, gentle; //'?">. enjoyment, pleasure.

*Malacorhamphus Kittlitz, Dcnkw. Reise russischen Amerika, I. L858,

p. 124.

Type, Malacorhamphus araucanus Bjttlitz, a nomen nudum
here

| In& rta a dis.
|

UaXotKoz, soft; /"i/z^o^ beak.

Malacurus Gloger, Hand-und Ililt'shiich. 1842, p. 282.

Emendation of Malurus Viedllot [Sylviidas.]

VlaXaKOs, soft; ou/oor, tail.

IMancalla Li OAS, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns., XXIV, No. 1245, Sept. 27.

L901, p. 133.

Type, MancalZa californiensis, Lucas .... [Alcidss.]

Mancus, imperfect; -\-.\//> (alle, Swedish name of a kind of auk).

Maria GrULlANETTT, in Giglioli, Boll. Soc. (ico^r. Ital.. ::d scr., X.

Fasc. I. L897, p. 26.

Type, Maria Mac Oregoria Giulianettt ..[Paradisasidae.]

For Lady Mc Gregor.

i This appears to be the earliesl (albeil preoccupied) name for the genus, as well

as the first reference to the specific name. It is true thai Hartlaub mentioned the

name AfegacephcUon maleo in 1844 (Verz. Ges. Mus. Bremen, p. 101), butonlyasa
flOrm n nudum.
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•Maridus C. T. Wood, On. Guide, Jan., 1837, p. 201.

Types. '"Maridus luteus, Wood" •or "Common Nocturn," and

""Maridus bahamensis, Wood," or " Yellow-headed Nocturn."

[Ardeidae. ]

Marila Oken, Isis, I, 1817, p. 1183.

Based on "Les Millouins" Cuvier, Regne Animal [I, 1817, p.

531 (type, Anas ma/rila Linn^us)] [Anatidad.
\

MapiX)/, embers of charcoal.

Martula C. T. Wood, Orn. Guide, Jan., 1837, p. 183.

Types a
. . \_Hirundinidce.~\

Megacephalus Bektoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, 1901, p. 39.

Type, Megacephalus Mtorquatus Bertoni (-= Bucco swainsoni

Gray) . _ . \Bucconida&.
\

M&yag, large; KS<f)at\i], head.

*Megalorhamphus Brookes. Catal. Mus. Joshua Brookes, Pt. II, July,

1828, p. 97.

Type, "Megalorhampfms asiaticus" or "Asiatic Argala."

[( 'iconiidse.]

Miyag (/AeyaX-), large; pa/x<f>og, bill.

Megaxenops Reiser, Anzeiger Akad. Wissensch. [Wien], XLII, No.

XVIII, July, 1905, p. 322.

Type, Megaxenops parnaguae Reiser [JFumariidae.]

Meyag, large; -+- Xenops {Hevog, strange; goi]\ face, appearance.)

Melanhyphantes Sharpe, in Jameson, Story of the Rear Column, 1890,

p. 404.

Type, Malimbus n igricollis Vieillot \Ploci idse.
\

MiXag (jAeXav-), black; -\- Hypha/ntes (vfiavrrfs, a weaver).

*Melanoleuca Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837,

p. 121.

Type, "Melanoleucapica" or "Magpie" [of his list of British

birds] [( brvidas. ]

MeXag (/xzXav-), black; XsvKog, white.

Melanonyx Buturlin, Dukie iycu rossilski Imperil (" Wild Geese of

the Russian Empire"), 1901, p. 22.

Type, Anas segetum. Gmelin (= A. fabalis Latham).

[Anatidse. ]

(Proposed as a subgenus of Anser.)
'

MeXag (/neXav-), black; ovvg, nail, claw.

" " It was my intention to have separated the Eave Swallow, and the Bank Swal-

low of the following list from the genua Swallow (Hirundo,) under the names Eave
Martlet (Martula fenestra,) and Bank Martlet, (Martula riparia,) baton farther con-

sideration it appeared to me, that the characters of the new genus were not yet suffi-

ciently denned to warrant the innovation." In the " following list" he cites these

species under the names "Eave Swallow," or "Hirundo fenestra, Wood," and

"Bank Swallow," or " Hirundo riparia, Aldr."
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Melanopteryx Reichenow, Zool. Jahrb., I, Heft I, April 1, 1886, p.

1 25.

Type. Ploceus nigerrim/us Vieillot .\JPloceidae.
j

(Proposed a^ a subgenus of Ploceus.)

MsXag (jiieXav-), black; Ttripvi;, wing.

Merion Schinz, in Cuvier, Thierreich, IV, 1825, p. 540.

Type, Maluru8 galaciotes Temminck [Syfoiidw.]

Merula Km h. ' Syst. Baierischen Zool., 1S16, p. 242.

Type, Turdus rosi us Linnaeus [Siurnida .

|

Merula, the blackbird.

fMetancylornis Ameghino, Anales Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, 3d ser., VI,

Nov. 3<>, 1905, p. 129.

Type, Paraptt nodytes curt/as Ameghino [Sphenisc'i/;' .
|

Miti\\ in the midst of, between; ay/cuXos, crooked, curved; opvig,

bird. (Ameghino, MS.)

Micraetus'' Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, L901, p. 156.

Typo, Micraetus Kolmbergianus Bertoni (= /*}(/<_•<> emji-niumxi*

( rMEUN) . .[Buteonidas.
|

WiKpos, small; der6g
y
eagle. (Bertoni.)

Microchelidon Sclater, Catal. Coll. Amer. Birds, 1862, p. 3!*.

Type, Petroch lidon tibialis Cassin [Hirundinida .
|

Mi/cpos, small;
/
r£Azd

k

&?i', swallow.

Microgoura Rothschild, Bull. Brit. Orn. Club, XIV, No. CV1I, May
30, L904, p. 77.

Type, Microgoura meeki Rothschild [Microgourida Y\

MiKpos, small; -\-Ooura {goura, a native? name for the crowned
pig-eon of New Guinea).

Microlyssa Riley, Auk, XXI, No. 4, Oct., L904, p. 485.

New name for Bellona Mulsant and Verreaux, 1866, not III-

lona Reichenuach, 1S5^_ _ [Irochitidas.
|

MiKpog, small; Xvffffa, rage, fury, frenzy.

oKoch's WOrk"was published before July (eonipare Licmtenstein, Abb. k. Akad.
Wiss. Berlin, L816-1817 (1819), p. 144), thus antedating the use of Merula by Leach
(the prefatory note of whose work is dated "August 30, 1816") Eora thrush. The
choice of a name for the group long called Merula seems to lie between Hodoiporua

Reichenbach, 1850 > based on figures of generic outlines- no specific name mentioned)
and Planesticua Bonaparte, L854. (Copsicua Mobbis, 1837, is preoccupied by Oopsy-

chua Wagler, 1827, and Copsichus Kaup, L829

6 Odontriorchia Kaup (Class. Saug. und Vogel, 1844, p. 124) appears to be the ear-

liest available name for this genus, since Leptodon Sitndevall, L836, is preoccupied

by Leptodon Rafinesqi b, 1820. Those who regard Falco uncinatu8 Tkmmim e as a

member of the same genus will have to use ( 'hondrohierax Lesson, 1843 (type. Daeda-

lian erythrofrona Lesson = Falco uncinatua Temminck).
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Microparra Cabanis, Ornith. Centralblatt, II, No. 12, June 15, 1877,

p. 95.

Type, Parra capensis A. Smith [Jacatiidas.]

Mz/cpos, small; + Parra, a synonym of Jacana.

Micropsites "Is. Geoff." Bourjot St.-IIilaire, Hist. Nat. Perro-

quets, 1837-1838 [pi. 100, and text].

Type, Mieropx'rfcx pygmseus "Is. Geoff." (=Psittacus pygmseus

Quoy and Gaimard) [Psittacidae.
]

Microtriccus Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVIII, Sept. 2, 1905,

p. 210.

Type, Tyrannulus s« mljiavns Sclater and Salvin.

[Cotingidai.]
MiKpog, small; rpiKKOs, a small bird. (Ridgway.)

Microtrogon Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, 1901, p. 11.

Types, Microtrogon fulvescens Bertoni, (= Bucco rubecula

Spix), and 31. galbuloides Bertoni (= i) [Bucconidse.]

MiKpog, small; -\-Trogon {rpooyGo, I gnaw, I eat). (Bertoni.)

*Misamichus Brookes, Catal. Mas. Joshua Brookes, Pt. II, July, 1828,

p. 101.

Type, " Misamickus pallasii" a a nomen nudum here.

[Larida. .
\

fMiserythrus A. Newton, Encycl. Brit., 9th ed., Ill, 1875, p. 733.

Type, Miserythrus leguati = Erythromachus leguati Milne-
Edwards [Pallidas.]

Mujecd, I hate; epvdpt) [6d\aGGa\ the Erythraean Sea, Indian

Ocean.

Monadon 6 "Vieillot" Stephens, General Zoolog}T
, IX, Pt. I, 1815

(1816?), P- 42 -

Type, Bucco cinereus Gmelin ... ... [Bucconidas.]

Movog, single; odcov, a tooth. (Dr. Stejneger suggests juovadov^

solitary wise.)

Monias Oustalet and Grandidier, Bull. Mus. d'Hist. Nat. [Paris],

IX, No. 1, Feb. 17, 1903, p. 11.

Type, Monias benschi Oustalet and Grandidier _. .\Pallidae,X\

Moviag, solitary.

* Morphnaetos Severtzov, Stray Feathers, III, No. 5, Nov., 1875, p.

422.

Types, Aquila imperialism A. adalberti, A. orientalis, A. bifas-

ciata, A. gUtschi, A. rapax, A. fulvescens, A. clanga, and A.

namia [no authorities are cited for these names] [Buteonidse.]

Mopfivos, dusky, dark; aeros, eagle.

^Stephens (Gen. Zool., XIII, Pt. I, 1826, p. 185) cites this name as a doubtful

synonym of Larus ichthyieetus Pallas.

& This is Monasa of Vieillot's "Analyse." Possibly Vieillot substituted Monasa
for Monadon after his manuscript was returned by the Lininean Society of London,
where Stephens probably saw it.
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^Moscha" Brookes, Catal. Mus. Joshua Brookes, Pt. Q, July L828,

1». L02.

Type, ilMo8cha caruneuZata" or " Carunculated Musk-bird."

\Anatida .
\

Moffx°s, musk.

'•"Muscaccipiter II. I ). Mi not. Land-Birds and Game-Birds <>!' New
England, L877, p. 291.

Type, described, bul not named*. [Tyrannidx.]

Musca, fly; accipiter, hawk.

Muscadivores " Less." Grat, Catal. Gen. Birds, t s .">;>. p. 98.

Type, Cohimba asnea Linn.kus .— [Tr&ron/dae.']

French muscade, a nutmeg; devorer, to devour.

* Muscicula ( '. T. Wood, Orn. Guide, Jan., L837, p. L89.

Type, "Muscicula Luctuosa, Wood" or "Pied Snapper."

Muscicula. Diminutive of ?nusca, a fly.

Musovora Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I, Pars 2, L828, tab. A.

Emendation of Musophaga Iskrt. [
Mtisoj>I,<i<//</;t .]

Mush, the plantain; voro, I devour.

Myiophthorus Bertoni. Avcs Xuovas del Paraguay, L901, p. 128.

Type, Myiophthorus morenoanus Bertoni (= i)

[
Tyrannida f]

Muzar, a fly; 00o/>ar, destruction. (Bertoni.)

Myiornis Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, L901, p. L29.

Type, Euscarthmus mi/nutus Bertoni (= Todus poliocephalus

Wied) ...... .. . .... [Tyrannidae.]

(Proposed as a subgenus of Euscarthrwus.)

Mvla. a fly; opvis, bird.

*Myiotheras Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist. II, No. 9, June, L837,

p. L25.

Typ<'>. "Myiotheras luctitosus," or "Pied Flycatcher," and

"Myiotheras griseus" <>r "Spotted Flycatcher" [of his list of

British birds
| ..... [Muscicapidae.]

(See also Muscicula and Stoparola.)

Mrua, a fly; Oi)i)(\\ the chase.

Myiotriccus Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVIII, Sept. 2, L905,

p. 207.

Type, Tyrannula pho. nicura Sclateb . [ Tyranrdda .
\

Wr/rt. a fly; rpiKKos, a small bird. (Ridgway.)

""Moscha. Leach MSS." is cited by Stephens, Gen! Zool., XII. Pt II. 1824, p. 78,

as a synonym of Oairina.

^Supposed to be a species of Empidonc
r

( >n page L84, be say- "The Pied Flycatcher has been separated from the Gray

Flycatcher, at Mr. Blyth's suggestion." (Compare Stoparola.)
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Myopornis Reichexow, Journ. fur Orn., XLIX, April, 1901, p. 285.

Type, Bradyorn is libitm i Reichenow [Muscicapidse,.\

Mvanp, the horsefly; opvis, bird.

Nannorchilus Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVII, April 9, 1904,

p. 102.

New name for Hemmra Ridgway, 1887, not Hemiurus Ru-
dolphi, 1809, etc. [Troglodytidm.]

Navros, a dwarf; o/?^/aos, wren. (Ridgway.)

Nannus" Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A,

and p. 57.

New name for "Troglodytes Cuv.," which contains only "le

Troglodyte d'Europe " {Motacilla troglodytes Linnaeus).

[Troglodytidm. ]

Nacvvos, a dwarf.

*Napothera II. Boie. Neues Staatsbiirgerliches Magazin [Schleswig],

I, Heft 2, 1832, p. 488. A nomen nudum here. 6

Type, uMyothera lepidocephala Kuhl," a nomen nudum here.

[TimaMidae.]

\n''7rocr, a woody dell; drjpac*), I hunt, seek.

Napothera ''Boie (1835)" Gray, Appendix to List Gen. Birds, 1842,

p. 8.

Type, "JV. epilepldota (Terara.), Boie. PI. col. 448. f. 2." c

[Timaliiddd.]

Nea Billberg, Synopsis Faunas Scand., I, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A and

p. 155.

New name for " GlottisWiiss." with the following species: Scolo-

pax semipalmata Gmelin, and S. glottis ~Ln>csMU8-[8colopac/d;e.\

"Hoc genus ut proprmm et distinctum nobis arrisit; nomen vero Nil-

ssonii, Glottis, quia apud grsecos alia avis inter coturnices Ha

denominatur, in aliuda Neoo^vado, derivaf nm, nobis potius mutan-

dum." (Billberg-.)

fNeculus Ameghino, Anales Mas. Nac. Buenos Aires, 3d ser. VI, Nov.

30, 1905, p. L27.

Type, Neculus rothi Ameghino [8phemscidae.]

Latinized from the Araucanian neculu, a runner. (Ameghino, MS.)

" This name should replace OlMorchilus < >berholseb.

&< >ther references are: Nopotht ra Macklot, Bijdr. Natuurk. Wetensch., V, 1S30, p.

L75 I type, N. bruniscus Macklot, a nomen nudum here); NopotheraS. Muller, Tijdsch.

Natuurl. Gesch. en Phys., II, 1835, p. 331 (type, N. pyrrhoptera "Boie," a nomen

inula,a here). The name Napothera does not occur in "Ms, 1835," as often quoted.

c It is possible that Napothera may be available for the group we now know as

Turdinulus, since Myiofhera epilepidota (from "les ties de Java et de Sumatra")

appears to belong to this group. I have a memorandum to the effect that this species

is discussed in the Bulletin of the Liverpool Museum, 1, p. 83, but can not verify the

reference al present.
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Nemoricola Hodgson, Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, VT, Pt. 1, No. 66,

June, L837, p. 491.

Type "
I have Bel it down in my note book, as the type of a

new genus or subgenus, under the style of Nemoricola Nipalensis,

hut I forbear, for the present, from so naming it". [Scolopacid&.]

Nemus
z
a wood with open glades; ><>!,,. I inhabit.

Nemoricola "Hodg. (1837)" Gray, Appendix to Lisl Genera Birds,

L842, p. U.

Type, Nemoricola nipalensis Hodgson ( Scolopax nemoricola

Hodgson) [Scolopaeldse.]

Nemoricola BlTTH, Annuls and Mag. Nat. Hist.. XIV, No. 89, Aug.,

L844, p. 111.

'Type Motacilla indica Gmelin .[Motacillidas.]

Neodendroica Maynard, Warblers of New England, Pt. I. 1901,

p. 69.

Type. Motacilla dominica Linn.kis [Mniotiltida .
\

Veoff, new: + / >. n<h>>n<i {divdpov^ a tree; oz/ceo?, I inhabit).

Neomenius Bellberg, Synopsis Fauna' Scand.,I, Pars 2, L828, tab. A.

and )). L59.

Emendation of Numenius Brisson . .[Scolopacidx.]

"Nomen hoc genericum a grseco Vsoptijvia, nova /mm. ab formam
rostri derivatum videtur; cunc autem Neomenius scribentur."

(Billberg.)

Neositta Hellmayr, Journ. fur Orn., XLIX, April, P.tol, p. LST.

NCw name for Sittella Swainson, 1837, not Sittella Rafin-

esque, L815— [Sittidse.
\

AA'.c. new: -|- Sitta (ffirrr/, a nuthatch).

Neospiza Salvadori, Mem. K. Accad. Sci. [Torino], 2d ser., LIII.

1903, p. ij «;.

Type, . Vmblyospiza concolor Bocage [ FringiUida .

\

VfOff, new: "".t/'-To. a finch.

Neothraupis'' Berlepsch, Ornith. Centralblatt, IV. No. 7. April 1.

L879, p. 55.

Type. Piranga cyanictt ra Vieillot [ Tangarida .
\

Vios, new; + Thraupis {dpotV7zis,B small bird).

Nesobates Sharpe, Pull. Brit. Orn. Club, XII. No. LXXXV1I, March
28, 1902, p. 54.

New name for Oxylahes Sharpe, L870, not Oxylabis Forster,
1 856 . [ Timaliida .

|

Y^ffos, island: /iarn;. one that treads or covers, a climber.

""Nesospiza" Rbichenow, V*5gel Afrikas, III. i. L904, p. 278, doI Nesospvsa

Cakams !

'Name changed t<> CaUiihraupis on \>. 63.

Proc. X. M. vol. xxxv—08 40
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Nesocharis Alexander, Bull. Brit. Orn. Club, XIII, No. XCV, Feb.

28, 1903, p. 48.

Tjrpe, JVesoeharis shelleyi Alexander [Ploceidae.]

Nrjffog, island; xaPl s-> grace.

Notiocichla Oberholser, Proc. U. 8. Nat. Museum, XXVIII, No.

1411, July 8, 1905, p. 900.

Type, Sylvia bseticata Vieillot [Sylviidce.]

Notion, southern; ^/^A//, thrush. (Oberholser.)

Notiospiza Oberholser, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Quarterly Issue,

XLVIII, No. 1, May 13, 1905, p. 61.

New name for Sharpia Bocage, 1878, not Sharpia Tourmer,
1873 - . - [Ploeeidae.

J

Nonog, southern; GniCa, a finch. (Oberholser.)

Numida Linn.eus, Museum Adolphi Friderici, II, 1764, p. 27.

Type, Phasianus meleagris Linnaeus [Phasla/t ida&. ]

Numida, a Numidian.

Numidica Oken, Isis, I, 1817, p. 1184.

Based on "Les Numidiques" Cuvier, Regne Animal [I, 1817,

p. 472 (type, "La Demoiselle de Numidie. (Ardea virgo. L.)"] a

[Gruidse.]

Nwnidicus, Numidian.

Nyctagreus'' Nelson, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XIV, Sept. 25, 1901,

p. 171.

Type. Caprimidgus yucatanensis Hartert [Capritnulgidse.]

NvB, (vvktos), night; aypevg, a hunter. (Nelson.)

*Nyctimene Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837,

p. 123.

Types, "Nyctimene flammitla" or "Gillihowlet," and "Nycti-

mene stridida" or "Brown Owl" [of his list of British birds].

[Aluconi</;f\]

NvB, (vvKtog), night; jaevcD, I remain, abide.

Nyctornis Nitzsch, Observ. Avium Arteria Carot. Communi, 1829,

p. 15.

Type, CaprimiiJgiix grandis Gmelin [Caprimulgidae.]

\vg (vvktos), night; opvis, bird.

"Nystactes Kait." cited by Waterhoiise, is a mammal

!

t Ocyplanus De Vis, Annals Queensl. Museum, No. 6, Sept. 30, 1905,

P-8.
Type, Ocyplanus proeses De Vis. [Limie<>l;<\\

Dkvs, swift, fleet; -rtkocvog, a wandering about, roaming.

i Named Grus numidicn by Bechstein, in 1792.

& Emended to " Nycbiagrius" by Sclater, [bis, L902, p. :!4.
r
>.
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Odontospiza Oberholser, Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum, XXY1II. No.

1411, July 8, L905, p. 883.

Type, Fh/tt lia caniceps Reichenow [!'/<><, Ida .
\

OSovs (pdovros), tooth: ff?rzC», a finch. (Oberholser.)

Olbiorchilus Oberholser. Auk, XIX. No. 2, April, 1902, p. 177.

Type Motacilla troglodytes Linn.i.is [Troglodytidas.]

(Sec Nannus Billberg.)

"OXfiios, happy; opx&os, wren. (Oberholser.)

*0rchilus Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837,

p. L24.

Types, "Orchil/us oristatiut," or "Goldcrest," and li Orchilu8

ignicapilkts" or "Firecrest" [of his list of British birds].

|
Reguliida .

]

Opx&os, a wren.

Oreias Tkmmimk. Planches Col.. I (Livr. 102?), 18393 (tal.l. moth.,

p. LOS).

Type. I'u rilus asur( us Temmince [Turdill;* .
\

Opeuxs, of or belonging to mountains.

Oreomyias REICHENOW, Journ. fur Orn., L, April, 1902, p. 254.

Type, Muscicapa Hisi Hartlatjb. [Musoicapidx.^

'Opos (opsos), mountain; (JLVia, a fly.

Oreomystis Stejneger, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVI, Fob. 21, 1903,

p. II.

New name for Oreomysa Stejneger, July. 1887, nut Oreomysa

PoKORin . Feb., L887 [Drepanididaz.]

(Soo Paron omysa.

)

"Opos (opsos), mountain; pvffTis, one initiated.

Oreoscopus North, A.gric. Gazette N. S. Wales, XVI, Pt. 3, March 2,

L905, p. 247.

Type, Sericomis guttwralis De Vis [Sylviidae.]

Opos (opeoz). mountain; GKonos, one that watches, a spy. scout.

Orites "M<EHR. (1752)" Gray, List Genera Birds, 2dod., 1841, p. 32.

Type, Parvs caudatus Linn.kis _. [Paridae.]

Opsitr/s, a mountaineer.

Orochelidon Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc Wash.. XVI, Sept. 30, L903,

p. Km;.

Type. "Petrochelidon murina Cassin (=Hirv/ndo cinerea Gme
lin?) "... [JETirundimda .

|

Opos, mountain: ,pA/rt\o/\ swallow. (Ridgway.)

Orodynastes Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash.. XVIII, Sept. 2, 1905,

p. 208.

Type. /,'< niopti ra striaticollis Sclatek | Tyrannida .
|

Opos, mountain: Svvafftijs, a lord, master, ruler. (Ridgway.)
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0rtyx"OKEN. Lehrbuch der Naturgesch., Ill, Zool., 2 Abth., 1816,

p. 611, viii.

Type, Tetrao gibraltaricus Gmelin [Turnicidse.]
''

' OptvB,, a quail.

Ossifraga N. Wood, Analyst, II, No. XI, June, 1835, p. 305 (III,

1836, p, 199; VI, 1837, p. 241; VII, 1837, p. 37).

Type, " White-tailed Ossifrage (O. alb icilia)" h [Buteonidde.]

Ossifraga, the sea-eagle, osprey.

Oticulus Hodgson, Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, XVI, Pt. II, 1847, p.

889.

Type, "This bird'[Otf*s bengalenslx] is congeneric with the Likh

(Auritus) which Mr. Gray separates from Otis and places in

Lesson's Genus Sypheotides, hodie Eupodotis. I had named the

form, Oticulus "
. [ Olidldsa.]

Diminutive of Otis, a bustard.

Otus Pennant, Indian Zoology, 1769, p. 3.

Type, Otus bakkamoena Pennant [Strlgldss.]

"£lros, the horned owl.

f Owenia Gray, Catal. Genera and Subgenera Birds, 1855, p. 152.

Type, Dinarn is st/ruth ioides Owen [Dinarnithldce.]

For Richard Owen.

Oxyporus Brookes, Catal. Mus. Joshua Brookes, Pt. II, July, 1828,

p. 95.

New name for " Casuarius Lin." (type, " Casuarius galeatus"

or " Carunculated Cassowary ") [ Casuariidse.~\

(See also Cela and Thrasys.

)

()£,vz, sharp; 7rcapog, a node on the bones, a callus.

f Pachypteryx Wiman, Bull. Geol. Inst. Univ. Upsala, VI, Pt. 2, 1905,

p. 250.

Type, Pachypteryx grandis Wiman [Sji/tenlseldw.]

Tlaxvg, thick; nrepvB,, wing.

Pachyrhynchus' Wagler, in Ilahn, Vogel aus Asien, Afrika, etc., II,

Lief. XIII, 1822, pi. 6 and text.

Type, Pachyrhynchus melanocephal/us Wagler ( — Lanius

cayan us Linnaeus) .....[ Cotingidse,. ]

TIaxvg, thick; pvyxos, beak.

" [ntended as a substitute name for Turnix. On p. 611 he gives the generic head-

ing thus: "Ortyx, Turnix, Tridactylus," and on p. viii it stands as "Ortyx (Tur-

nix)."

MVith references to Gould, Birds of Europe, Pt. VII, pi. 19, and Pt. IX, pi. 5

(adult, and young <>f the first year).

c Wagler, not Spix, is the authority for this name.
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t Palaeoapterodytes Ameghino, Anales Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, 3d ser.

,

VI, Nov. 30, L905, p. 120.

New name for Apterodytes Ameohino, L901, not Apterodita

Scopoli,1786 ... [Spheniscidas.]

TlotXocios, ancient; f- Apterodytes {anrepos, without vrings; dvrrjs,

a diver).

t Palaeonornis E. Emmons, Amer. Geology, Pt. IV. L857, p. L48,fig. 111.

Type, Palseonorni8 struthionoides Emmons [Incerta sedis.]

IlaXaios, ancient: opvis, bird.

t Paraspheniscus Ameghino, Anales Mus. Nac. Buenos Aire-. 3d ser..

VI, Nov. 30, L905, p. L15.

Type Palasospheniscus hergi Moreno and Mercerat.

|
Spht li ''sen/;, .

\

TI(\i>i\. beside; + Sphenisous (<x<f>rfviGKog, dim. of (>('>/} i\ a wed^v).

* Parcorseus '' Brookes, Catal. Mus. Joshua Brookes, Pt. II, July, L828,

p. s4.

Type, "Parcora&us narhonensis" or "Languedoc Penduline".

[Paridx.]

Partes, a titmouse; + aicopico, I liold in a pendulous position.

(Suggested by Dr. Stejneger.)

Parophasma Reichenow, VOgel Afrikas, III, ii, 1905, p. 743.

Type, Parisoma galinu ri ( rUERiN . .. ... .
| Muscicapida .

\

Parus, a titmouse; phasma, an apparition, phantom.

Paroreomyza Perkins, [bis, 8th ser., I, No. IV. Oct., L901, p. 583.

Type, Bimationi mdcuhitii Cahaxis [Drepanididse.]

(Proposed as a subgenus of Oreomysa = Oreomystis.)

Tlapa, beside; -j- Oreomyza {opos,opEog, mountain; nv^ao, I suck).

Passerherbulus A Maynard, Birds East. North Amer., 2d ed., I't. tO,

1M>:». p. To?.

Type, Wmbi riea l< conU ii Audubon [ Fringillida .
|

Passer, a sparrow; herbula, a little herb.

Paulomagus Howe, Suppl. Birds of Rhode Island. L903, p. 22 (note).

Type, the "group including aedon" ( Troglodytes aedon

Vieillot)
I

Troglodytida .
\

PauVus, little, small; magus, a magician.

Pecula ('. T. Wood. Analyst. IV. No. XVI, duly. L836, pp. 299, 300;

V, L837, p. 205.

Type. Budytes neglectus Gould - \Motacillida .
\

Pelargos Brookes, Catal. Mus. Joshua Brookes, Pt. II. duly. L828,

p. 97.

Type. ^Pelargos niger" or "Black Pelargos" [Oiconiidae.]

UeXapyog, a stork.

« Parseoreua of Brookes, Mus Brookesianum, 1830, p. 95.

'' This name has priority over Ammoepiza Oberholseb, and should replace it.
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"Pelasgia" of my former list and iiPelasgie" of Waterhouse's

"Index" was used only in a vernacular sense by Geoffrov (Echo

du Monde Savant, IV, No. 74, June 3, 1837, p. 84 [not "74"]),

viz.: "Pelasgie.'* Waterhouse took his reference from Gray,

while I followed Lesson, who cited the wrong- page. There is a

possibility that the name may occur in a systematic sense in the

"Cours d'Ornithologie" published in 1836-37 (see note under

Salangana), but I have been unable, thus far, to find this work.

* Pelecyrhynchus ''(Leach)" Brookes, Catal. Mus. Joshua Brookes,

Pt. II, July, 1828, p. 89.

T}'pe, " Pelecyrhynchus leucogaster" or"' White-bellied Hatchet-

bill " [Pucerotidse.]

LJiXsKvg, an axe; pvyx°s, beak.

Pendulums "Cuv."C. L. Brehm, Isis, XXI, 1828, p. 1284; Handb.

Vogel Deutschl., 1831, p. 475.

Types, Pendulinus jjolonicus Brehm, P. medius Brehm, and

P. macrourus Brehm - -_, [Paridse.]

Pendulus, hanging.

*Penguina C. T. Wood, On. Guide, Jan., 1837, p. 211.

Type, "Penguina arctica, Wood,'''' or "Arctic Penguin" [of his

list of " Birds of Britain "J [Alcidse.]

Penguina. Latinized from Penguin.

*Penthestes Reichenbach, Avium Syst. Nat., March 1, 1850, PI.

LXII (figure showing generic characters).

Type, not named a
. [Paridse. ]

Tlsvdos, grief, misfortune; e'Ssanjs, an eater?

Penthornis IIeixmayr, Journ. fur Orn., XLIX, April, 1901, p. 170.

Type, Milan iparus semilarvatus Salvadori [Paridse,. ]

nivtfog, misfortune; opvis, bird.

* Percnopterus Fleming, Philosophy of Zoology, II, 1822, p. 233.

Type, not specified; a generic diagnosis only is given.

[ Vultnridie.~\

TlepKvos, dark-colored, dusky ynrepov, wing.

"Perenopterus Rafinesqub" cited by Waterhouse, is a misprint

for Percnopterus. It occurs only as ^'"Percnopterus" in the

"Analyse".

f Perispheniscus Amkuhino, Anales Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, 3d ser.,

VI, Nov. 30, 1905, p. 117.

Type, J\ rispheniscus wi/mani Ameghino [Spheniscidse.]

Ilepi, around; + Spheniscus (GfitjriffKos, dim. of (T&rfv, a wedge).

"Commonly identified an Paras lugubria Temminck.
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Perissotriccus Oberholsee, Proc. LJ. S. Nat. Museum, XXV, No.

L276, Aug. 30, L902, p. 64.

Type Todi/rostrum ecaudatum D'Orbigny and Lafresnaye.

|
Tyrannida .

\

Ilspiffffos, wonderful; rpiKKos, a small bird. (Oberholser.)

Persa Bechstein, Gemein. Naturgesch. Deutschl., I'd ed., II. 1805,

p. 238.

Type, Persa turaco Bechstein (= Cucuhtspersa Liw.ii rs).

[
Musop/tagidas.

]

Persa, the daughter of Oceanus.

* Petacula S. I). \\\. Analyst, III. No. XIV, Jan., L836, p. 212.

Type "Petacula canicvZaria^ or " Bluecapt Paroket."

(
Psittacida .

\

Diminutive of petox, catching at, greedy for.

Phaeca Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I. Purs. 2, L828, tab. A
and p. 64.

New name for "Ficed/tda Bechst.," with the following species:

Mbtacilla rubecula Linn.ei rs, M. suecica Linnki s. M. phamicurus
Linn.ki's. and Phaeca nilssoni Billberg (=Motacilla titys Li\

n.v.i is) -- ..[Turdidae.]

"Nomen genericum Bechsteini, Ficedula, utspecificum alius generis,

inepturnest) and hoct grasca (Pocikos (agilis) elegimus." (Billberg.)

Phaenorhina Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., Pt. XXVII, Aug., 1859,

p. L65.

Type. Carpophaga {Phaenorhina) goliath Gray | Treronidas.]

(Proposed as a subgenus of ( '<trpophaga.)

i&aivGO, I display, exhibit; pk (pivos), nose.

Phaeomyias Berleps< ii. Novitates Zoologicae, IX, No. 1, April L0,

L902, p. 11.

Types, Elainea incompta Cabanis and Heine, /:'. waga Tacza-

nowski, and A', tumbezana Taczanowski
|
Tyrannidas.]

" $aios fuscus, fivias = nomen propr." (Berlepsch.)

Phaeopharus" Madarasz, Magyarorszag Madarai, L900, ]). L39.

Type, Parus palusi/ris LiNiraus . -. . [Paridae.]

'/m/o;, dusky; $apos, a wide cloak or mantle. (Madar&sz.)

Phaeotriccus Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash.. XVIII, Sept. 2, L905,

p. 209.

Type, Knipolegus hudsoni Solater .
[
Tyrannida .

\

#arz6V, dusky; rpiKKOg, a small bird. (Ridgway.)

Phalaenivora Blyth, Analyst, V, No. XVII, Oct., L836, p. 7'.': in

White. Nat. Hist. Selborne, L836, pp. t9, 72 (note).

New name for Capri/niulgus Liw.i i 8 [Caprimulgidae.]

Pin i hi n< i ((JHxkaiva^ a devouring monster), a genus of moths; \-voro,

I devour.

a"Plueoi -
l vtek, Ibis, 1903, p. 821.
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* Phasianalector Brookes, Museum Brookesianum, Feb , 1830, p. 93.

Type, "Phasianalector macartneyi" or "Fire-backed Pheas-

ant" . \Phasiun ida&.
\

Qotoiavoz, a pheasant; aXeKTcop^ a cock.

Philacantha Swinhoe, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., for 1871, Pt. II, Oct.,

1871, p. 355.

Type, Motacllla nisoria Bechstein [/Sylviida .
|

$ik£GD, I love; (XKavda, a thorn, prickly plant.

*Philydra Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A.

Based on '

• Sylvia Lath." a
. [Sylviidsef]

Qikew, I love; vSaip, water.

Phormoplectes Reichenow, Journ. fur Orn., LI, Jan., 1903, p. 1-19.

Ty pe, Sycdbrotus insign is Sharpe . [Ploceidse.
j

(Proposed as a subgenus of Ploceus.)

<frop}j.6s, a wicker-basket; 7tX€ktos, plaited, woven.

* Phragmites Blvth, in Rennie's Field Naturalist, I, No. X, Oct., 1833,

p. 425.

Types, "'Phragmites arundinacea" or "Reed Warbler,"
•• Phragmites salicaria" or "Sedge Warbler," and " Phragmites

loeustella" or "Grasshopper Warbler" b [Sylwiidae.]

4>paypiiTr/s, growing1 in hedges.

*Phrygilus Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837,

p. 124.

Types, uPhrygil/us vulgaris" or "Bullfinch," and "Phrygilus

enucleator," or "Pine Bullfinch" [of his list of British birds].

[Pringilli&de.
\

0p?';//Aocr, a finch.

Phyllobates Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, 1901, p. 142.

Type, Phyllobates erythronotus Bertoni {=Myiothera maculata

Wied) \Formicariidae.
\

<&vXkov, a leaf; /iari/g, one that treads or covers, a climber. (Ber-

toni.)

Phyllocecia Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, 1901, p. 120.

Type, r/njllo<i <i<i c/iloroh >icit Bertoni ( = Leptotricovs syl/violus

Cabanis and 1 1 bine) . . . \Tyrannidse,.
]

$>vXXoi\ a leaf; oikoz, a bouse. (Bertoni.)

Pinarocorys Shelley, Birds of Africa, 111, 1902, p. 71.

Types, Ahiiiild nigricans Sundevall, and A. erythropygia

Strickland - [Aiemdida .
\

Tlivapng, dirty, squalid; Kopvg, a lark.

" That is, for pari of the genus Sylvia of Latham, an he also recognizes the genus

Sylvia. Evidently intended far a species or group not found in Scandinavia, as the

name does not occur in the body of the work.

&On p. 439 he mentions the following as an extra-British species: " Phragmites

cetti, Sylvia cetti, Marmora."
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Pintados. D. W., Analyst, III, N<». Kill, Oct., L835, p. 33.

Type, " Pintado numida, Leach," or "Pearled Pintado."

|
Phasianida .

|

Spanish pintado, painted, mottled.

Pipra Linn ei 8, Museum Adolphi Friderici, II, 1764, p. 32.

Types, /'urns aureola Linn^ds, Pipra leucocephala Linnii-.

Pipra leucoeilla Linnaeus, and MotaciUa minuta Linn.ki s.

[Pipridse.]

Tlinpa, a bird, probably a woodpecker.

Pisobia Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I, Pars 2, L828, tab. A.

and p. 136.

Types, Tringa minuta Leisleb, and T. temminchii Leisler.

|
Scolopacida .

|

"Noni. gen. e verbis grssds Hwos, locus humidus, fiioao vivo derives

turn est." (Billberg.)

Placostomus Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash-, XVIII, Sept. 2, 1905,

p. 208.

Type. Platyrhynchus superciliaris Lawrence. ..| Tyranhidas.]

n\n£ (nXa/cos), anything Hat and broad; ffrojua, the mouth.

(Ridgway.

)

Plancus" Reichenbach, Naturl. System, L852, p. vi.

Type. Plancus maior Reichenbach ( Pelecanus bassanus

Linn.kis) . [Sulidse.]

Plancus, Hat-footed.

:< Planorhamphus BlLLBERG, Synopsis Fauna' Scand., I. Tars 2, l.sjs.

tab. A.

New name for " Burrhinus III
'"

[ (Edicm mida .

|

IlXavog, a wandering about, exploring; pajufros, beak.

Platyrhamphus Billberg, Synopsis Fauna- Scand., I. Pars 2, L828,

tab. A and p. 1 72.

Type, Numenius pusiUus Bechstein 6 (Nat. Deutschl., I\'. L809,

p. L52 . . - [Scolopacida .
\

nkacTvs, broad, flat; papufros, beak. (Billberg.)

Platytriccus Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVIII, Oct 17. L905,

p. 211.

Type. Platyrhynchus cancroma Sclateb
|
Tyrannidae.]

IIKarvs, broad; TpiKKos, a small bird. (Ridgway.)

" Plancus of Rafinesque, a norm n nudum, is one of "Lee Rapaces" of thai author,

and placed in the "Sous-famille Ptiloderia. Lee Nudicollea," near Vultur. Grani
(Catal. Birds Brit. Mus., XXVI, p. 123) synonymizee it with Sula!

b IAmicola plati/rhi/tivha of Catal. Birds Brit. Mus.. WIY, p. 612.
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Plectrophanes " Leach, " Gray or Griffith, in Cuvier, Animal King-

dom, VIII, 1829, p. 600."

Type, Anas gambensis Linnaeus \Anatidae,.
\

IlkrJKT-pov, a spur; (j)aivoo, I show, exhibit.

*Plotoides Brookes, Museum Brookesianum, Feb., 1830, p. 109.

Type, " JPlotoides surinamensis" or "Surinam Plotoides."^

[ Ihliorn itJt idse?
\

Plotus (nXooTog, sailing, floating); + eidog, resemblance.

Poeciloides Bianchi, Annuaire Mus. Zool. Acad. Imp. Sci. St.-Petersb.,

VII, No. 3, 1902, p. 241.

Type, Poedli supt rciliosa Przewalski [Paridse.
\

Poecile (noiKikog, spotted, variegated); + sidog, resemblance.

Pogoniulus Lafresnate, Diet. Univers. d'Hist. Nat., II, 1843, p. 463.

Type, "Le Barhion de Levaillant {Buccoparvus Gruel.).

"

c

[Caption idee.
\

Quasi-Latin diminutive of Pogonia (jtGoycoviag, bearded).

Pogonornis"' Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A.

New name for Pogonias Illiger [ Caption idse.

\

IlGoycov^ a beard ;
opvig, bird.

Poliocichla Sharpe, Hand-List Birds, IV, 1903, p. 175.

New name for Emarginata Shelley (because Emarginata is an

adjective) [Turdidse. \

Ilokiog, gray; Kix^ rU a thrush.

Poliolais Alexander, Bull. Brit. Orn. Club, XIII, No. XCIV, Jan.

30, 1903, p. 36.

Type, Poliolais lielenorse Alexander [Sylviida .
|

IloXwg, gray ;
Xai'og, a bird of the thrush kind.

Polyplectron Temminck, Catal. Systemat., 1807, p. 149.

Type, Polyplectron argus Temminck (= Pav<> bicalcaratus

Linnaeus) . - - [Phasian idse.
\

17o\vg, many ; nXrfKrpov^ a cock's spur.

« "Some have the bend of the wing armed. They form the genus Plectrophanes,

Leach, (not Meyer)." See also Brandt, Descr. et [cones Aniin. Ross. Novorum,

Axes, Fasc. I, 1836, p. 6.

"This is probably the "Surinam Darter" of Latham or ltPlotus surinamensis" of

Gmelin ( = Colymbus fulica Boddaert).

c On p. 4(io he gives as type "le Barbion de Levaillant,. Bucco parvus des auteurs."

Pogoniulus should replace Xylobucco of Mr. Oberholser's recent revision (Proc. U. S.

Nat. Mus., XXVIII, 1905, p. 867.

""Phis name forbids the further use of Pogonornis (Gray, 1846) for the stitch-bird

(Meliphaga cincta Dubus). The latter may be renamed Notiomystis.
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*Pomarinus (i. Fischer, Nationalmus. Naturgesch. zu Paris, II. L803,

1>. 185.

Type, Pomarinv*fu8<m8 a. Fischer \8tercor(uriAdaef\

ZZYJ/m. a lid, cover; pis (/dzvos), nose.

Poneropsar Oberholser, Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum, KXVJJUL, No.

1411, .Inly 8, L905, |». 888.

Type, Spreo albicapilkts Bltth \Stv/rnidse^\

TToi')}f)oz^ difficult; >h*fj. starling. (Oberholser.)

Potamolegus Bertoni, Ave- Nuevas del Paraguay, L901, p. L58.

Types, "Potamolegus superciliaris (Vieill.)" Bertoni (=Astu-
rina nattereri Sen \iki; and Salvin), /'. 8. magniplumis Bertoni
{—Astur'imi nattereri), and /'. 8. furvicollis Bertoni (= Astmrina

pucheraniJ. and E. Verreat \) [Buteomdx.]
TIoTa/xos, a river, stream: A/r^, I choose. (Bertoni.)

Pratincola .1 . R. Forster, Faunula [ndica, L795, p. 11.

Types. Gla/reola mald/ivarum Forster, G. coromunda Forster,
and G. madraspatana Forster 6 [Cursoriidse.]

Pratum, a meadow; incola, an inhabitant.

*t Preoneornis Ameghino, Anales Soc. ( !ien. Argentina, LI, L901, p. T8.

Type, Preoneomis roridus Ameghino, a nomen nudum here.

I

Ans, res.
I

TIpo, before ;+Eoneornis (i?<&s, dawn, vios, new; opvis, bird).

(Ameghino, MS.)

Prionochilus Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, L901, p. 8.

Type. PrionocMhts hrasiliensis Bertoni ( Mergus octosetaceus

Vieillot) \Anatidse.
\

ZT/o/cov, a saw; ,i'f/A<>>. bill. beak.

« Fischer's description follows:

"Die Oeffnungen der Nasenldcher unter einem Deckel gestellt; vier Zehen an
jedem Fusse.

"Zwei Beispiele.

"Derbraune, Pomarin brun, /'. Puscus. Ein neues Geschlecht, welches Lac£pede
ersl aeuerlich aufgestelll hat. Els <.r lt'iclit dem Sturmvogel sehr, ist aber von ihm
durch die < regenwart einer Zehe oach hinten und durch die besondere < >effnung <lcr

Nasenlocher verschieden, welche nicht, wie bei jenen, am Ende von langlichen

Can: 1 leu stehen, sondem durch einen langlichen dtlnnen und platten Deckel geschlos-

scii siml. Der Schnabel isl hakig."

Pomarinus follows "ProceUaria" in Fischer's account of the birds in the Paris

Museum.
& These names ar [uivalenl to and ante late Olareola orientalis Lbai h. For other

references to Pratincola see Pali vs, Eteise Russ. Eleichs, I. 1771. p. lM7; and Pratin-

cola T. Fobstbb, Bynop. Catal. Brit. Birds, L817, p. 17 (type, Glareola anstriaca

Gmelix = Hirundo pratincola Lnrcraus, 1766, p. 345 Trunin fusca l.iw.i-rs, L766,

p. 252).
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* Probateus Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837,

p. 124.

Type, "Probateus roseus" or " Rose-coloured Pastor " [of his

list of British birds] ..[ Stumidae. ]

npofiarevs, a shepherd.

Prodotes Nitzsch, Observ. Avium Arteria Carotide Communi, 1829,

p. 15.

New name for "Indicator auctorum" [Indicatoridde.]

TIpoSoTjjg, a betraj^er, traitor.

Promepicus Lafresnaye, Diet. Univers. d'Hist. Nat., II, 1843, p. 463.

Type, "le Promepic," Levaillant (— Picas cafer Vieillot=
Trachyjphonus vaillantii Ranzani) [ Cap!ton /<!;*.]

Prome [rops] + Picks.

Proparoides Bianchi, Bull. Brit. On. Club, XII, No. LXXXVII,
March 28, 1902, p. 55.

New name for Sittiparus Oates, 1889, not Sittiparus Selys-

Longchamps, 1884. {—Semiparus Hellmayr, 1^01,—Pseudo-

minla Oates, 1894.) . . . [Timaliidds.]

Projxirn.s {pr<>, before, in front of; Parus, a titmouse); + sidos,

resemblance.

Prosphorocichla Oberholser, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Quarterly

Issue, XLVIII, No. 2, July 1, 1905, p. 156.

New name for Pyrrhurus Cassin, 1859, not Pyrrhura Bona-

parte, 1856. (Type, Phyllastrephus scandens Swainson.)

[Pycnonotidse.li

Tlpofffiopog, like, similar; /c/j/V?/, thrush. (Oberholser.)

Psalidoramphos " Dumont, Diet. Sci. Nat., IV, 1805, p. 173.

Substitute name for Rynchops Linnaeus ._.._. [Hynchopidds.lt

tFaXis (ipockidos), a pair' of shears, a kind of razor; pa/.i<f>os, beak.

Psaliurus Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, 1901, p. 105.

Type, PsaUurus acevalianus Bertoni (= P/dbalara flavirostris

Vieillot) . [ Cotingidse. ]

(See also Dicranura.)

WaXis, a pair of shears; ovpd, tail. (Bertoni.)

*Psar Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II, No. 9, June, 1837, p. 124.

Type, liPsar variegatus" or "Starling" [of his list of British

birds] [Sturnidse.]

Wap, starling.

" "Le rhynehos des Grecs est d'ailleurs un terme impropre pour designer le bee des

oiseaux, auquel le mot ranu>li<>.-< est sp£cialement consacr6; et psalidoramphos, psali-

doramphe, exprimeroil plus exactemeni bee en rasoir. Si l'inegalit^tres-remarquable

des manflibules paroissoit devoir 6tre pr£f6r6e a leur jeu, pour fournir le type du
iiniii de l'oiseau, on pourroit aussi L'appeler anisoramphe, et ce terme seroit moins

dur a l'oreille."
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Pseudagelaeus Ridgwat, Proc. Wash. Acad. Sci., Ill, April 15, 1901,

p. 155.

Type, Agdaiw imthurni Sclater. [Icteridx.]

Wzvdrf?;, false; + A<j<ln'nis (mytXa'ii^, gregarious).

Pseudammomanes BlANCHl, Bull. Acad. 1

1

i
1

1 > . Sci. 8t.-Pe*tersb., 5th ser.,

XXI. No. 4, Nov., L904, pp. 231, 241; Otto, Journ. fur Orn.,

LI II. Oct., L905, p. 611.

Type Alaudafi rruginea Smith [Alaudida .
|

(Proposed as a subgenus of Ammomanea.)
Wevdqs, false; \- Am nunnn n,s [afifxo^ sand; }ia'iv<^iai^ I am mad,

rage [with love]).

x Pseudocorys BlLLBERG, Synopsis Fauna' Scand., 1, Pars 2, 1828, tab.

A.

Type, probably Alauda africcma Gmelin .[Alaudidse.
\

Wet'd//;. false: tcopvs, a lark.

Pseudonigrita Reichenow, Journ. fur Orn., LI, dan.. L903, p. L49.

Type, Hfigrita arnaudi Bonaparte .. .[Ploceidae.]

WevSqs^ false; -\-Nigrita (diminutive of ?iiger, black).

Pseudopodoces Zarudny and Loudon, Ornith. Monatsb., X, No. 12

Dec, L902, p. L85.

Type. Podoce8 humilis Hume -.[Cvrvidw.]

(Proposed as a subgenus of Podoces.)

Wevdrfs, false; -\-Podoces (jtoSwKijg^ swift-footed).

Pseudospermestes DUBOIS, Annales Mus. Congo, ZooL, 4th ser., I,

Fasc. I. Nov., L905, p. Hi.

Type. / n, ud08pt rim st, 8 ff0088t U81 DUBOIS [PloCt '"!'
\

Wsvdjjg, false; 4- Spermestes (ff7rippia, s^w\: e'dsffrys, an eater).

t Pseudospheniscus Amkoiiim >. AnalesMus. Nac. Buenos Aires, 3d ser.,

VI, Nov. 30, L905, p. L23.

T\ pe, I'f udospJu niscus ink rplcmus Ameghin< i
|
SpJu niscida .

\

Wsvdqs, false; -\- Spheniscus (ffjnjviffKos, dim. <>f <>~<,'>>)i\ a wedge).

Pseudotaon Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I, Par- 2, L828, tabs.

A, B, (
'. and p. 4.

New name for "Meleagris Linne" [Phasianidae.]

WsvdrfS) false; roro5?, roroSv, peacock.

Pseudoxenicus Finsch, Notes Leyden Mus.. XXII, No. 3, .March. L901,

p. 213.

Type, Microura supt rdMaris Bonaparte ..[ TimaZiida .
\

Wevdt/s, false; -(- Xenicw (Zen/cos, strange, foreign).

Pseudozosterops FnrecH, in Das Tierreich, Lief. L5, March, 1901, p. 46.

New name for Heleia Hartlaub, L865, not Helta Hubner,
1Mb' . .- — .. . [Zofif, ropida?.

\

Wevdijs, false; f Zosterqps (QaxTTifp, a girdle; aty, eye). (Finsch.)

See ( Boie, and note under ( orydw Bn i berg.
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Psittiparus Hellmatr, in Das Tierreich,Lief. 18, March, 1903, p. 163.

New name for Scseorhynchus Oates, 1889, not Scaeorhynchus

E. B. Wilson, 1881 ... [Paridse.]

Psittacus, a parrot; parus, a titmouse.

Puffinus "Will/' S. D. W., Analyst, III, no. XIV, Jan., 1836, p. 211

(also Palmer, Analyst, IV, 1836, p. 97).

Type, " Puffinus flavirostris" or "Common Puffin " .\Alcidm.}

Latinized from puffin.

*Pyrgitina Reichenbach, Avium Syst. Nat., June 1, 1850, pi. LXXV
(figure showing- generic characters).

Type, not named \FrlngiUidse. ]

Diminutive of Pyrgita (nvpyir^g, a sparrow).

Pyrorhamphus Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, 1901, p. 85.

Type, Pyrorhamphus berlepschianus Bertoni (= Loxia fuligi-

nosa Daudin) [Pringillidse.]

TLvp, lire; pa/tfiog, beak. (Bertoni.)

* Pyrrhocorax Tunstall, Oruith. Britannica, 1771, p. 2.

Type, " Pyrrhocorax graculus" or "Cornish Chough or Daw."

[ CorvidseJ]

IIvppos, reddish; KopaS,^ a raven.

Querquedula Oken, Isis, I, 1817, p. 1183.

Based on "Les Sarcelles" Cuvier, Regne Animal [I, 1817, p.

537 (type, Anas querquedula Linnaeus)] [Anatidae.
]

* Ramphosteon Rafinesque, Amer. Monthly Magazine, IV, No. 2,

Dec, 1818, p. 106.

. Type, not designated; a nomen nudum here 6 [Mniotiltidse.]
f

Paj*(f>os, beak; oareov, a bone.

Reichenowia Poche, Ornith. Monatsb., XII, No. 2, Feb., 1904, p. 26.

New name for Chlorura Reichenbach, 1863, not Chlorura

Sclater, 1862. (Type, Chlorura hyperytlira Reichenbach.)

[Ploceidas.]

For Dr. Anton Reiehenow. (Poche.)

Remiz Dzieduszycki, Muzeum imicnia Dzieduszyckich we Lwowie,

1880, p. M.''

Type, Paries pendulmus Linnaeus. _ - ..[Paridse.]

Remiz, Polish name of the species.

Renggerornis Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, 1901, p. 130.

Type, Renggerornis leucophthalmus Bertoni (=Jfuscicapa obso-

leta Temminck) [Tyrannidse.]

For Johann Rudolf Rengger; 4-opvis, a bird. (Bertoni.)

a" Puffinusflavirostris" is Alcaarctica I.iwms, according to Palmer.

b Doubtless equivalenl to Helmitheros of his later paper.

oAlso in German: Grfl. Dzieduszycki'sches Museum in Lemberg, I, Abth. Zool.,

II, Vogel, 1880, p. 85.
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Rhadina Bellberg. Synopsis Faunae Scand., I, Pars 2, L828, tab. A.

and |>. 54.

Types, MotaciUa sibUatrix Bechstein, M. acredula Linnjetjs,

and Syl/oiarufa Latham ( Motacilla rufa Gmelin) [Sytviidas.]

'Padivos, slender, slim, delicate. (Billberg.)

Rhamphosynthlipsis CJoues, Key N. A. Birds, :)tli ed., II. Dec. L903,

p. 1075.

Type TJria wumisusunu Temmince [AlcidaB.]

(Proposed as a subgenus of Synthliborhamph/us.)

Papufros, beak; evv, with: H\/'h>. pressure.

Rhipornis BiLLBEEG, Synopsis Faunae Scand., I. Pais 2, L828, tah. A.

NCu aame for l*uffinu8 Brisson .. [JPuffinidx.]

I'/ti'/. flight, sweep, swing; opvis, bird.

Rhondella Rennie, in White, Nat. Hist. Selborne, L833, p. 62.

Type. Motacilla phcenicurus Linn.kis.. [ Twrdidx. I

Rhopornis Richmond, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XV, March 5, 1902,

p. 35.

New name for Rhopocichla Allen, 1891, not Rhopocichla

Oates, 1889. . [JFbrmicariiddB.]

'Pgoi/} (/oowros), bush; opvis, bird.

t Rhynchaeites Wittich, Abhandl. Geol. Landesanstalt zu Darmstadt,

III, Hefl 3, L898, p. L03, pi. 2.

Type Rhynchat Ues mestsdt nsis Wittich \_Scol<>j>ttri<l;< .
]

Rhynchaea (pvyxos, beak): L ties.

Rhynchodon Nn/scii. Observ. Avium Arteria Carotide Communi,

L829, p. 20.

Types, "(Falco auctt.)" peregrinus, Subbuteo, Aesalon, Tin-

Dunculus" [
Falconidse.

\

'Pvyxos, beak; otfcov, tooth,

t Riacama Ameghino, Sinopsis geol.-paleon., Suplemento, L899, p. '.'.

Type, Riacama caliginea Ameghino . . [Incerta sedis. b
]

Riacama, anagram of Cariama. (Ameghino MS.)

Ripsecola Rennie, in White, Nat. Hist. Selborne, L833, pp. 62,441,

145.

Type "Grasshopper lark" [of White], <>r
ilAlauda trivialis

( Ripa cola Locust, //,/)"•'
. . .

|
Sylviida .

\

Ripa, the bank (of a river); colo, I inhabit.

" Not a new Dame for Falco, as he employe that term for " Falco Albicilla, fulvus,

lagopus, Buteo, palambarios, Nisus,—aeruginosus, Pygargus, cineraceus."

b Riacama is placed in the order Alectorides, and is compared with Dicholophus.

•'An additional species, " The Sedge-bird [Ripsecola salicaria, Rennij "
is men-

tioned on. p. 441. See also Rennie, Field Naturalist. I. 1833, p. 484, where "Ripse-

cola arujidmacea Rennie" is cited as a member of this genus. (Compare (Schema

Herbert.)
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Ripidicala" II. Boie, Neues Staatsbiirgerliches Magazin [Schleswig], I,

Heft 2, 1832, p. 489.

Types, '
b Mein Genus Ripidicala {pinia Facher) begreift die

Mu.scicapa flabellifera, javanica, phoenicura Kuhl, euryura Kuhl,

perlata m. Sumatra, leucogaster Cuvier Mus. Pari, pondiceriana

(Mus. Longier) coehinchin. Latham und nocb.meb.rere andere."

[Jfuscicapidae. ]
r

Pi7ris (pi7Ti8os) a fan; Koikrj, beautiful.

Rubicilla Bonaparte and Schlegel, Monogr. Loxiens, 1850, p. xiv.

Types Loxia rubicilla Guldenstadt, Pyrrhula rhodochlamys

Brandt, Carpodacus sophia Bonaparte and Schlegel, and Frin-

gilla rosea Pallas _ . [Fringillidse.]

Rubor, redness; cillo, I move, i. e., the tail.

Rubricapilla S. D. W., Analyst, III, No. XIII, Oct., 1835, p. 32.

Type, "Rubricapilla ohm*, W.," or "Catkin Redpoll." (Iden-

tified with Linaria pusilla Blyth, on p. 204.) [Fringillidae.]

Hither, red; capillus, hair.

Rufipes "Blyth 11

S. D. W., Analyst, III, No. XIII, Oct., 1835, p. 33.

Type, "Rufipes vulgaris" or "Common Red-leg. 1 ' 6

[ TePraonidse. ]

(See Erythropus Blyth.)

Rufus, red; pes, foot.

*Rupicula Macklot, Bijdr. Natuurk. Wetensch. [Amsterdam], V, St.

I, 1830, p. 175.

Types, Rupicula albogularis, Ii. rufiventris, and R. threnothorax,

all nomina nuda here \Incerta& sedis.]

Rupicula, diminutive of rupex, a rustic.

Ruwenzorornis Neumann, Bull. Brit. Orn. Club, XIV, No. C, Oct. 30,

1903, p. 14.

Type, Gallirex johnstoni Sharpe .[Musophagidae.]

For Mount Ruwenzori; + opvig, bird.

" Saccharivora M. J. Brisson," cited by Sherborn, is not used in a

generic sense.

"Salangana," cited by Waterhouse and adopted by me (Proc. U. S.

Nat. Mus.. XXV, 1902, p. 301) in place of Collocalia, proves to

have been used in a vernacular sense only by Geotfroy St.-Hilaire. c

"Quoted us " Rhipidicala'* by Gray, Appendix List Genera Birds, 1842, p. 9, and

as "Rhipidcidura, Boie, Oken's [sis" by Giebel, Thesaurus, III, 1877, p. 427.

'-Sec also S. Palmer, Analyst, III, Jan., 1836, p. 272, where used for Tetrao petrosus

Gmelin, and Perdix saxatilis Meyer; Palmer, Analyst, IX, Jan., 1839, p. 307, for

Rvfipes picta Palmer {=Perdix rubra of Gould, Birds of Europe, Part 17, pi. ix).

c] was misled by Lesson's statements (Revue Zool., Ill, 1840, p. 145, and. Echo du

Monde Savant, .Inly 20, L843, p. L34) that Salcmgana was established by Geoffroy

St.-IIilaire in 1837 (Echo du Monde Savant. IV, 1837, p. 84). Lesson adopts this

name on both occasions, claiming priority for it over Collocalia, and accrediting the
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Sapayoa Hartert, Novitates Zoologicae, K, No. I. April 20, I'-'

p. 117.

Type, Sapayoa aenigma Eartert. -. .[Pipridx.]

For the Rio Sapayo, Ecuador.

Satyra Billberg, Sj'nopsis Faunae Scand., I. Pars 2, L828, tal>. A.

For pari of thf genus Meleagris I.iwi.i s (i- «'.. Meleagris

satyra) - - - - - - \Pkasian ida .
|

2arvpos, a Satyr.

•'Schoenia W. Herbert/ in White, Nat. Hist. Selborne, L833, p. L29

(note).

Type, "Sedge-birds," or "Aquatic Warblers" ..[Sylviidai.]

2:'i"//'/(r. a bunch of rushes.

Scops "Mcehr. (1752)" Grat, List Genera Birds, 2d ed., L841, p. 86.

Type, Arden virgo Linn.kis . . [Gruidae.]

2iK(\'>i\ a kind of owl. |In this case, probably a contract ion of

c/co/TOs. a watchman, etc.
|

"Seiren Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II. No. 9, June. L837, p.

L25.

Types, "Seiren rupestris," or "Rock Pipit," "Seiren pratt n-

s/'s." of ••Tit." u
St '/'// arborea" or "Tree Pipit," and "Seiren

ricardi" or "Richard's Pipit" [of his list of British birds].

|
MotacUlida .

|

— ti/jt/i\ a Siren.

*Seisura Morris, in N. Wood's Naturalist, II. No. '•». .lime. L837, p.

L25.

Types, "Seisura flava" or "Yellow Wagtail," "Seisura neg-

lecta? or Gould's Wagtail," "Seisura cinerea" or "Grey Wag-
tail," and "Seisura maculata" or "Pied Wagtail" [of liis list of

British birds] . . ... | Motacillida .
\

— ;/<>>. I shake, move to and fr<>; ovpa, tail.

name to "M. Isidore;" but Geofiroy, as it dow appears, only used the vernacular

form "Salanganes."

Bonaparte also claims this genus for Geoffroy St.-Hilaire in tin- following note:

"Le genre a <'t>- fonde sous ce nom en 1836 par 1 professeur ( reoffroy-Saint-Hilaire,

el public par M. Vrictor Meunier (qui a gard£ I'anonyme) dans le resume
1

du cours

d'ornithologie denotre illustre professeur, insure dans une suite denum^ros de VEcho
iiu Monde Savant, en 1836 et 1837, et dont il exiate aussi un tirageD part in-8°. Voyt

:

pages 75 et 76 de ce tirage a part." (See Comptes Rendus, X 1.1. L855, p. ill-.'

It is not improbable that Salangana and several other names (Halob •". Microp-

sites, Paribis, Pelasgia, etc.) attributed to the same author may occur in the tract

mentioned by Bonaparte, but I am not able t" consult the work at present.

a Billberg disposes of the Linnsean genus Meleagris as follows: "1. Pseudotaon I'..

{Meleagris Linnc), 2. Penelophe B Merrem .."..Satyra B. Meleagris L.)."

&See also Bi-yth, in Bennie's Field Naturalist, I. No. 7. .Inly, 1833, j>. 307.

Riptecola Bennib.)

l'mc N. M. vol. \\\Y -OS 41
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Semiparus Hellmayr, Journ. fi'ir Orn., XLIX, April, 1901, p. 171.

New name for Sittiparus 0, Oates, preoccupied [Timaliidae.
\

Semi-, half; parus, a titmouse.

"Serinus M. J. Brisson " (Sherborn). Not used in a generic sense by

Brisson.

Sieberocitta Coues, Key N. A. Birds, 5th ed., I, Dec, 1903, p. 499.

Type, Cyanocitta ultrarnarina arispnse Ridgway [Corvidse.]

(Proposed as a subgenus of Aphelocoma.)

For [Franz Wilhelm?] Sieber; + Kirra, the jay.

Silvestrius Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, 1901, p. 136.

Type, Tha?nnophilus (Silvestrlus) jlavescens Bertoni (—J/t/i-

oihera mentalis Temminck) . [Formicarudw.]

(Proposed as a subgenus.)

For Dr. Felipe Silvestri. (Bertoni.)

*Siolia Brookes, Catal. Mus. Joshua Brookes, Pt, 11, July, 1828,

p. 84.

Type, " Slolla spinicmida" a norm n nudum here. (Referred to

the group " Sylviana " of Vigors) [Incertse sedis.]

Sitocorax F. A. Bielz, Verhandl. und Mittheil. siebenbiirgis<'hen

Verein [Hermannstadt], IV, No. 4, April, 1853, p. 55.

Type, Corvnsfrugilegus Linnaeus [ Corvldie. j

2?>ocr, wheat, corn, grain; KopaS, a raven.

Sittella Swaixson, Classif. Birds, II, July, 1837, p. 317.

Type, Sltta chrysoptera Latham. [Sittidae.
j

Diminutive of Sitta, a nuthatch.

fSmiliornis Ameghino, Sinopsis geol.-paleon., Suplemento, 1899, p. '.».

Type, Smiliomis penetrans Ameghino [Phororhacidae.]

2pi\v, a sharp cutting instrument, a chisel ; opvis, bird. (Ameg-
hino, MS.)

Spermologa* Billbeik;, Synopsis Fauna? Scand., I. Pars 2, 1828, tab.

A and p. 28.

Types, Fringilla hdensis Linnjeus {
=F. montifringilla

Linnaeus,) F. spin us Linx.ei rs, j<\ carduelis Linnaeus, and F.

linarla Linnjeus . [FringilUdse.]

^TteppoXoyog. picking up seeds. (Billberg.)

Spizites Illiger, Abhaudl. K. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, for 1812-13, 1816,

p. 230.

Type, Pipra punctata Latham . . \I)icxidx\

(=;Pardalotus Vieillot, April, 1816.)

27tiCiTt]g, a titmouse.

"Sec Pseudominla Oates, L894, and Proparoides Bianchi, 1902.

6
" Spermolega " on table A, bul Spermologa on p. 28, where the derivation is given

as above.
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"Steganura Keichenbach, Avium Syst. Nat., Juno 1. ls:>o, pi. i.\\\i

(figure Bhowing generic characters)."

Type, not designated here. [JPloceidas.]

TEreyavos, close, covered; ov/oor, tail.

Stelgidocichla Oberholser, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Quarterly [ssue,

XLVIII, No. 2, July 1. L905, p. L68.

Type, Andropadits latirostris Strickland [Pycnonotidae.']

^re\yi> (crrsXyidos), a scraper; Kixh-y, thrush. (Oberholser.)

Stellerocitta Coues, Key N. A. Birds, 5th ed., I. Pec. L903, p. 195.

Type, <
1

orvus sU II • ri ( \ mi.i.in . . [< 'orvida .
|

(Proposed as a subgenus of Cyanocitta.)

For Georg Wilhelm Steller; + kIttcc, the jay.

Stictornis Ridgwat, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVIII, Sept. 2, L905,

p. 209.

Type, Ampelis cinctus Tschudi (not Ampelis ductus Ki m..

1820)= Ootinga tschudii Gray .
|

< btingidae.~\

2tikt6;. spotted; opvig, bird. (Ridgway.)

Stipituropsis Bertoni, A.ves Nuevas del Paraguay, L901, p. 141.

Type, Formicivora arechavaleta Bertoni ( JFormicivora genei

De Ftlippi)6
. . ( Form icariida .

\

(Proposed as a suhovnus of Formicivora.)

Stipiturus {stipes (stipitis), a branch of a tree; ovpa, tail); + oipis,

appearance.

Stoparola Blyth, in Whtte, Nat. Hist. Selborne, 1836, p. 119 (note).

Type. "Stoparola luctuosa" or "the Pied Flycatcher, auct."

(= Musoicapa atricapitta Linn i as. L766 = Motacilla ficedula

Linn.Ei rs, 1758) .[Jfuscwapidas.
\

Struthus Billberg, Synopsis Faunae Scand., 1. Lars 2, L828, tab. A.

Type, iiLes Rerniz Cuv." (= Paruspendulirms Linn i i g).

[Paridse.]
(Sec also Ji> mis.

|

^Tpovdps, any small bird.

"Strychnos Brehm" of Waterhouse, is a plant!

Sylosella Lesson, Trait.' d'Orn., L830, p. 314.

Type "Nous I'avions nomme* sylosella, lorsque le uom de M.

Swainson nous est revenu a la m^moire"' - [Dendrocolaptidde.]

Sylvicola Eyton, Catal. Brit. Birds, L836, p. L3.

Types, Motacilla trochilm Linn.istjs, M. sibilatrix Bechstein,

and H. rufa Gmelus ...... .[Sylviidse.]

Sylva,B wood, forest; colo, 1 inhabit.

Sfe ii'iii'int Reichenbach, Singvogel, 1862, p. 63 (types, Emberiza paradtssea Lin-

n s, and Steganura sphsenura Bonapabti
''<'/. Arribalzaga, AnalesMus. Nac. Buenos Aires, VII, 1902, pp. 369, 385.

• A substitute name for Sittasomuw Swainson, mentioned, l>ut not used here.
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Tachynautes Oberholser, Proc. LT. S. Nat. Museum, XXVIII, No.

1411, July 8, 1905, p. 860.

New name for Cypsiurus Lesson, 1813, not Cypsilurus Swain-

son, 1838. (Type, Cypselusparvus Lichtenstein.)

[Micropodidse. ]

Taxvs, swift; vavnj^, a sailor. (Oberholser.)

Tadorna Oken, Isis, I, 1817, p. 1183.

Based on *'Les Tadornes" Ctjvier, Regne Animal [1,1817,

p. 530 (type, Anas tadorna Linnaeus)] _ [Anatidae.~\

Taeniotriccus Berlepsch and Hartert, Novitates Zoologicae, IX,

No. 1, April 10, 1902, p. 38.

Type. Taeniotriceus andrei Berlepsch and Hartert.

[Tyrannidae.]

Taivia, a band, ribbon; rpiKKos, a small bird.

Tanagra rt Linnaeus, Museum Adolphi Friderici, II, 1761, p. 30.

Types, Emberiza niilitaris Linnaeus, Tanagra albirostris

Linnaeus {=Parus cela Linnaeus, 6 1758), and Frlngilla viola?ea

Linnjeus-- - - - [Tangaridse.]

Latinized from the native Brazilian word tangara.

Tangara Brisson, Ornithologia, III, 1760, p. 3.

Type, thirty species are enumerated in this genus, of which the

first (and type by tautonymy) is "Tangara" {—Tanagra tatao

Linnaeus, 1766) . [Tangaridse.]

Tangara, a Brazilian word.

Tapera Thunberg, Gotheborgiska k. Vet. och Vitterhets Samhallets

Nva llandl., 1819, p. — ,
plate. (See Lonnberg, Ibis, 1903, p. 239.)

Type, Tapera brasiliensis Thunberg (= Cuculus naevius Linn-

jeus) . . [ CucuI'hIiv. |

Tajxr", a native Brazilian word for a species of martin.

a What is to become of the generic name Tanagra and family name Tanagridse?

The genus was established by Linnaeus in 1704, and at that date contained three

species. The first of these is a Leistes, the second a Cassicus, and the third a Eupho-

nia. The last named is therefore the sole original tanager in the ijenus. By taking

the first species as type (probably also the type by elimination), Tanagra would

become a member of the Lcteridje, equivalent to Leistes Vigors. So far as I know
the type of Tanagra at 1704 is yet to be fixed, and as "first reviser," under the rules

of the new International Code, 1 will select Fringilla violacea Linnjcus, 175S, as the

type. This course will produce as little confusion as any other method, and will per-

mit us to use Tangaridse for the family, Tangara Brisson, for the Callistes, Euphonia

Desmarest {Tanagra Linnaeus, 1764, preoccupied by Tangara Bkisson) for the

Euphonias, and Thraupis Boie, for the "true" tanagers. Those who reject Brisson's

names may use Tanagridac, Calospiza, Tanagra, and Thraupis for the same groups.

'- <Y. Hellmayr, Novitates Zoologicae, XIII, 1906, p. 20.
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t Teleornis Ameghino, Sinopsis geoL-paleon. , Suplemento, 1899, p. 9.

Type, Teleornu impressus Ameghino [Anatidae.]

TeXeos, complete, perfect, full grown; opvis, bird. (Ameghino,

MS.)

Temia Oken, [sis, I. L817, |>. L184.

Based on " Les Temia. Vail." Cuvier, Regne Animal |l. 1817,

].. 100 (type, "Les Temia" Levaillant, Ois. d'Air., pi. 56)].

[Corvtda .
]

(See also ^Egyps Biixberg.)

Terenotriccus Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., Will. Sept. 2, L905,

p. 207.

Type, Myiobiusfulvigularvi S \i.v in and ( i< >i>man
|
Tyrannida .

\

Tepsvos, soft, delicate; tp£kkos, :i small bird. (Ridgway.)

*Tetema Iv i in. and Y\\ Hasselt, [sis, XI. Hefl VIII, 1822, p. :

Type, nol indicated; a nomen nudum here" . [Incertx sedis. ]

*Tetrix Morris, in X. Wood's Naturalist, II. No. 9, June, 1837, p. L26.

Types. "Tetrix niger" or "Black Game," and "Tetrix sylvi-

cola" or "Capercail" [of his list of British birds]
(
Tetraonidas.]

Ttr/jiS:. a bird, supposed to be a grouse.

Thapsinillas Obeeholser, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Quarterly Lssue,

XLVIII. No. 2, July 1. L905, p. L61.

Type. ( 'rihiger affinis HoMBRONand Jacquinot.| Pycnonotidae.
|

Qaiffivos, yellow: iXXas, thrush. (Oberholser.)

Thaumasius Sclater, Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud., for 1879, Pt. I. June,

1879, p. 146.

Intended as an emendation of Thaumantias Bonaparte. (Coin

pare Wharton, Ibis, 1879. p. 451).. [TrochUidae.]

•"Hoe nomen ex docvjjia&io^ admirationt digitus, derivatum,
" ThaumasiusJ nee ' Thaumatias* melius scribatur." (Sclater.)

Thescelocichla Oberholser, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Quarterly Issue,

XLVIII, No. 2, July I, 1905, p. 154.

Type, Phyllastrephus It ucoplt urus ( Iassin [Pycnonotida .
\

QiffKeXos, marvelous^ /<ix\n. thrush. (Oberholser.)

Thrasyaccipiter Bertoni, Aves Nuevas del Paraguay, 1901, p. L64.

Type, TJtrasyaccipiter seminocturnis Bertoni ( - Sparvius rufi-

collis Vietllot) . .. -| Falconida .
\

Qpaffvs, bold, spirited, resolute; \-Aceipiter (accipiter, a hawk).

(Bertoni.

)

Tt 'tenia " is Buffon'a name i i Formicarius cayt nnensis Boddabbt (compare Bi i
-

ton, Hist. Nat. Ois., EV, 475).
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*Thrasys Billberg, Synopsis Fauna?. Scand., I, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A.

New name for Casnariiis Brisson ? [ Casuariidasf]

(See also Cela Okeist, Oxyporvs Brookes, and note under

Ghelarga.)

®pa6v<z, bold, spirited.

Thryorchihis Oberholser, Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum, XXVII, No.

1354, Jan. 23, 1901, p. 198.

Type, Troglodytes hrown i Bangs [Troglodytidse.]

Qpvov, a rush; opx&og, wren. (Oberholser.)

fTiliornis Ameghino, Sinopsis geol.-paleon., Suplemento, 1899, p. 9.

T}ype, Tiliorn is senex Ameghiko . . [Phamicopteridse.]

Tiksis, future of tiWgl), I pull, pluck out; opvig, bird. (Ameghino,

MS.)

*Tinamulus Macklot, Bijdr. Natuurk. Wetensch. [Amsterdam], V,

St. I, 1830, p. 175.

Types, Tinamuhis vireseens, T. paludum, and T. decolorafais,

all nomina nuda here \Incerta& sedis.]

Titiza Billberg. Synopsis Faunae Scand., I, Pars 2, 1828, tab. A and

p. 58.

For " Calamodytse Mey.," with the following species: Mota-

cilla schosnobsena Linnaeus, and Titiza lightfooti Billberg { — Mo-

tacilla arundinact a Lightfoot) [Sylviidse.]

"N. gener. e vocegrseca TiriCsiv titissare." (Billberg.)

Todirhamphus KAur, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1851, Pt. XIX, Oct. 28,

1852, p. 52.

Types, Todirhamphus pectoralis Kaur, and T. ruficeps Kaup.

\Tyrannidse»\

(Possibly a slip for Todiroslrum.)

Todus, a tody; + /5^/<^o?, beak.

TolmarchusPiDGWAY, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XVIII, Sept. 2, 1905,

p. 209.

Type, Pitangus taylori Sclater - . -[Tyrannidze.']

Tokfxa, daring, boldness; acpxos, a leader, chief. (Ridgway.)

Torgos" Kaup, Isis, XXI, Heft XI, 1828, p. 1 144.

Type, Vultur auricularis Daudix, 1800 {—Vultur trachcliotus

J. li Forster, 1791)
I

I 'ulturidse.]

Topyos, a vulture.

Tragopan "Mcehr" Gray, List Genera Birds, 2d ed., 1811, p. 65.

Type, />'"'•' ros ahyssin icus Gmelin [Bucerotidse.]

I iHvyog, a goat; TTarv, Pan, the god of woods and shepherds.

a Torgos is equivalent to and should replace Otogyps Gkay, 1841.
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t Trelendytes Ameghino, Anales Mus. Nac. Buenos Aires, 3d ser., VI,

Nov. 30, L905, p. L56.

Type, Trelendytes crassa Ameghino [Spheniscida?.]

Trelew, a town in Patagonia; \- 8vrr}s\ a diver. (Ameghino, MS.)

*Trygonoides Brookes, Catal. Mus. Joshua Brookes, Pi. II. July, L828,

p. 93.

Type, uTrygonoid£8 cwpensis" or "Cape (long-tailed) Turin'

relle" ..[ColumMda '.\

Tpvycbv, the turtledove; ei&os^ resemblance.

Tyrannopsis Ridgway, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash.. XVIII. Sept. 2, L905,

p. 209.

Type, Musdcapa sulphured Spix [ Tyrannida .
\

Tyrannus (rvpavvos, a lord, master, tyrant): -J- otpis, aspect,

appearance. (Ridgway.)

Tyto Billberg, Synopsis Fauna' Scand., I. Pars 2, L828, tab. A.

,\cw name for "Strix Savigny." (Type, Strix flammea
Linn.kis. L766 (not Pontoppidan, l763)=Strix alba Scopoli,

1 769)! [Aluconidse.]

Tvtgo, the oighl ow I.

Uroiais Alexander, Bull. Brit. Orn. Club, XIII. No. XCIV, .Ian. 30,

1903, p. 35.

Type, f rolais maria Alexander [Sylvuda .
|

Ovpa, tail; \,, -
:| bird of the thrush kind.

Vanellochettusia " Brandt, in Lehmann's ivci-o aach Buchara und

Samarkand,6 t852, p. :ii,4/

Type, Charadrius /> ucurus Lichtenstein [Charadriidse.
|

(Proposed as a subgenus of Charadrius.)

Viguacarbo Coi es, Key N. A. Birds, -Ml) ed., II. Dec, L903, p. 965.

Type, Carbo mexicanus Brandt [Phalacrocoracida&.]

(Proposed as a subgenus of Phdlacrocorax.)

Vigua, native Paraguayan name for a cormorant; -f- carbo, a coal.

Viridibucco Oberholser, Proc U. S. Nat. Museum, KXVI1I, No.

1 II 1. .Inly 8, L905, p. 865.

Type, Barbatida A ucomystax Sharpe |
< 'apitonida .

|

Viridis, green; -\-Bucco (bucco, a babbler, fool). (Oberholser.)

Xanthopsar Ridgwat, Proc. Wash. Acad. Sci., III. April L5, 1901, p.

155.

Type, Oriolus flamts Gmelin [ IcU rlda .
\

Savdos, yellow; '/'</-'. a starling.

''This Dame should replace Zaptcrus Oberholser (in place of Eurypterus :m<l

Euhyos Sharpe, preoccupiei I .

&OrBd. XVII of Baer and Helmersen's Beitriige zur Kenntniss des Russischen

Reiches.

-P. 30 of the reprint of Brandt's "Anhang."
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fXenorhynchopsis De Vis, Annals Queensl. Museum, No. 6, Sept. 30.

1905, p. 9.

Types, Xenorhynchopsis tibialis De Vis, and X. minor De Vis.

[Ciconiidse.
|

Xenorhynchus (givos, strange; pvyxos, beak); -\-o>/-is, aspect, ap-

pearance.

Xenotreron Tweeddale, Proc. Zool, Soc. Lond., for 1877, Pt. IV,

April, ISTS, p. 832.

Type, Ptilojpusf 'ni<-<><jn ita Tweeddale [Treronidse. \

HiVos-

, strange; -\-Treron (Tpr/pojv, a dove).

Xiphomis Oberholser, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., Quarterly Issue,

XLVIII, No. 1, May 13, 1905, p. 64.

New name for Xiphorhynchus of authors, not Swainson (type,

Dendrocolaptes procurvus Temminck [Dendroeolaptidae.
\

(See also Campylorham-phus.)

Eifios, a sword; opvig, bird. (Oberholser.)

Xylocota wt P>oxAP. (1839)" Gray, List Genera Birds, 2d ed., lslL, p.

90.

Types, Scolopax undulata Boddaert, and S. x<il>'mi Vigors.

|
Scolopacidse.]

z/'Aor, wood: K<>Thu>. to be angry at, to bear a grudge.

Zalochelidon Billberg, Synopsis Faunse Scand., I. Pars 2, 1828, tab.

A and p. L93.

Type Procellaria pelagica Lixn.eus -\Procellarii<!;>.\

7ay\ii, a storm, hurricane; 7£/\z#gj?', a swallow.
v
(Billberg.)

*Zelica Brook is, Catal. Mus. .Joshua Brookes. Pt. II. July, 1828, p. 84.

Type "Zelica trochilus" or "Yellow Zelica".- . . [Sylviidte.]

*Zorca "Antiq." S. I). W., Analyst, III, No. XIV, Jan., 1830, p. 200.

TjTpe,
iiZorca <irl><>r<<t'* (Scops zorca of his earlier list).

\Stri</id*.
|

Zot-m, the name applied to a species of owl in Sardinia.

CATALOGUE OF GENERA MENTIONED IN THE FOREGOING LIST,
ARRANGED BY FAMILIES.

[Fossil genera are indicated by italii iiuda, and names about the status of which there may
be differenci s of opinion, are preceded by an asterisk.]

IN('!:i:T.i; SKIMS. INC]:!;!'.]'. SEDIS—Continued.
Alectryopelia. *Culcus.

*Anerpous. D spetornis.

Barbilanius. *Eriornis.

*Brachydactyla. *Hexanemus.
lola. *Lamprom >tns.

*Cinclus. lAthostcornis.

(i:, Lonconnx.

( ' >lumbigallina. *Malacoedus.

*Cormias. *Malacorhamphus.
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I\'< I i;i\E SEDIS—Continued.
Palseonornia.

Riacama.

*Rupicula.

ilia.

Tetema.
*Tinamulus.

ACCENTORID.dE.
8 e Prunellidse. )

Ai.vrDiD.i:.

Aethocorys.

Aminomanoides.

Ammomanopsis.
Botha.

Calandra.

Calandrina.

Corydalis Boie.

j daiia Morris.

I

.111- BlLLBERG.

Corydus Dresser.

Dewetia.

Pinarocorys.

Pseudammomanes.
Pseudi "• irj a.

ah riUNiK.i:.

^greutes.

AlcyOU Boie.

*Alcyon Hodgson.

pya.

" Entomophila.

*Ihilc\on.

ai.cike.

Aethia.

Mancalla.

*Penguina.

Puffinus.

Rhampbosynthlipsis.

aha -(!.m i ).k."

\\ ctimene.

Tyto.

A.Mrii.iD.i..

(See Boinbycillidffi.

)

an \ nil.;:.

*Albellus.

Anseria.

Archseocycnus.

Bernicla.

Claugula.

*Crecca Brookes.

Crecca S. D. W.
( A i-niis.

Erionetta.

*Gainbo.

Marila.

ANA TID.E- Continued.

Melanonyx.

*Moscha.

Plectrophanes.

*Preoru o\

I 'i ii modulus.

Querquedula.

Tadorna.

Teh ornis.

aimikiziiu:.

< Jinclus.

aimmmu:.
Egretta.

[xobrychus.

Limnophjrtax.

*Maridus.

BOMBYCILLIDvE.
B ssura.

l;lT.n\lii|,

(See Strigidse.)

buccomim:.
Megacephalus.

Microtrogon.

Monadon.

BU( i:!;oTII).E.

Lbuceros.
>:

< lingala.

Pelecyrhynchus.

Tragopan.

lll'TKiMhi:.

alon.

yjtus.

Aquilastur.

*Asterias.

Asturaetos Brehm.

Asturaetus De \ cs.

' Bacha.

i >revitarsus.

*Buteopernis.

*Cerchne.

Cbrysaetus.

Gu] ista.

[ctinua.

Micnu tus.

*Morphnaetos.

( Issifraga.

Plioo 592).

Pi itamolegus.

CACVTIID.r.
Corydon.

I lurhynchus.

CAPIToXID.i:.

A 1 ilas.

Pogoniulus.
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CAPITONID^E-Continued.
Pogonornis.

Prornepicus.

Viridibucco.

CAPRIMULGID^.
N}'ctagreus.

Nyctornis.

Phalaenivora.

CASUARIID.E.
Cela.

Oxyporus.

*Thrasys.

CATHARTID.E.
Gryphus Oken.

Gryphus Geoffroy. "

CERTHIID.E.
*Dendrobates.

CHARADR1ID.E.
*Acanthropterus.

Eupoda.

Vanellochettusia.

CHARADRIIFORMES,
Dolicopterus.

CHIONIDID/E.
Coleoramphus.

CICOXIID.E.
Ciconiopsis.

Dissoura.

*Megalorhamphus.

*Pelargos.

Xenorhynchopsis.

CINGLIDJS.
Accentor.

Cinclus.

Hydrichla.

CLADORNITHID^E.
( hruschedula.

C(EREBIDj;.
I ampylops.

COL1 MBIDM.
I >endrotreron.

*Trygonoides.

CONOPOPHAGID^E.
Ceraphanes.

Hylocentrites.

c:ouaciii).e.

*Ampelis.

cokyiiu;.
figyps.

Balanephagus.

Cractes.

Corax.

*Corone.

CORVIDjE—Continued.
Eopodoces.

Frugilegus.

*Melanoieuca.

Pseudopodoces.

*Pyrrhocorax.

Sieberocitta.

Sitocorax.

Stellerocitta.

Temia.

COTINGID.E.
Berlepschia.

Climacocercus.

Corvina.

Elainopsis.

Heliophilus.

Hylonax.

Idiotriccus.

Microtriccus.

Psaliurua.

Stictornis.

CRACID,E.
Alector.

CUCULIDjE.
Calobates.

Carpophaga.

*Coccyx.

Coua.

Edolius.

Geophilus.

*Huhus.

Idiococcyx.

Macropus.

Tapera.

CURSORIID.E.
Cursor.

Droinius.

Pratincola.

DENDROCOLA PTIDiE.

Acanthurus.
( 'arapylorhamphus.

Sylosella.

Xiphornis.

DIC.EID7E.

luifa.

Spizites.

DICRURID^E.
Dissemuropsis.

DINORNlTHIIXaC.
Owenia.

i)i;i;i'.\Mi)ii)/E.

Falcator.

Hoerataria.
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DEEPANIDIDjE—Continued.
Oreomystis.

Paroreomyza.

DROMTCKIIIUv
•( Ihelarga.

FALCONID.dE.
See Buteonidse, Pandionidse.)

< lataractes.

> tacarlhrus.

*Hierax.

Rhynchodon.

Thrasyaccipiter.

FORMICA RIIDjE.

AbaliiiH.

Chamsebates.

Dendrooecia.

Phyllobates.

Rhopornis.

Silvestrius.

Stipituropsis.

FRINGILLID.E.
Acanthis.

Ammospiza.

*Aurella.

Cannabia.

*Casmarhynchus.

Charitospiza.

*Chiasoramphe.

Chlorion.

Hortulanus Vikillot.

*Hortulanua I.k \<h.

KosIom i;l.

I • uc iphrya.

*Linophaga.

*Loxorhynchus.

spiza.

Passerherbulus.

*Phrygilus.

I'\ rgitina.

Pyroi hamphus.

Rubicilla.

Rubricapilla.

Spermi iloga.

FURN WM 1 1 ».!•:.

Anecorhamphus.

Barnesia.

< i< cia.

I

I

> Irolegus.

Megaxenops.
(, AI.I'.I'I.ID.K.

Auga.

Jacamerops.

GOURID^E.
i See Microgouridae.)

GRUID^E.
Aminomis.

Numidica.

Scops.

(iYl'oi.KKAMD.K.
< typogeranus.

HKI-H )i:\! Till |. .}];

:

I'll itoides.

BEMIPROCNIDjE.
I tendroctelidon.

I lemiprocne.

HESPERORNITHID^J.
//"/•' i id.

HIRUNDINIDjE.
Alopochelidon.

Diploehelidon.

Krimnoclu'litlon.

Lamprocbelidon.

Manilla.

Microchelidon.

( >rocbelidon.

IBIDII' 1

Egatheus.

ICHTIIYoKMTIIIDiE.
< 'olonosaurus.

ICTERID.E.
Aaptus.

< inorimopsar I
i

Pseudagelseus.

Xanthopsar.

INDIC \ I < > 1 M I >. v:

Prodotes.

JACAMIM
Microparra.

LANIID .V..

Basanistee

< Jreurgus.

LAIMI'.K.

Chelido.

< ia\ ia.

Hydropeleia.

Misamichus.

LIMICOLiE.
Oct planus.

MA< ROPT1 RYGID.dE. "

I [emiprocnidse.

)

MEG \ podh ).i:.

Man-, icepbali >n.

MELIPHAGIDjE.
Notiomystis ( |>. 634).

MICR< i kiiu-:?

Microgoura.
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MICROPODID^E.
Acanthura.

Aerornis.

Brevipes.

Tachynautes.

MIMIDJE.
Dumetella.

Lucar.

MNIOTILTIDjE.
Chrysocantor.

Cinerosa.

Neodendroica.

*Ram pi iosteon.

MOTACILLID.E.
Budytanthus.

Charadriola.

N( moricola.

Pecula.

*Seiren.

*Seisura.

MUPCICAPID^E.
Apatema.

Arizelomyia.

Cichlomyia.

Conopotheras.

Empidornis.

Eugerygone.

*Muscicula.

*Myiotheras.

Myopornis.

Oreomyias.

Parophasma.

Ripidicala.

Stoparola.

MUSOPHAGID^E.
Musovora.

Persa.

Etuwenzorornis.

NECTARINIIDiE.
Anabathmis.

Arachnothera.

Eudrepanis.

Helionympha.
• KMCVKMID/E.

Planorharaphus.

ORIOLIDjE.
*Chloreus.

Galbula.

OTIDID^E.
Oticulus.

PALAMEDEID^E.
Chaja.

PAND10NID.E.
* Ichthyaetus.

PARAMS.EID^E.
Loborhamphus.

Maria.

PARID^E.
iEgithalus.

Aegitbospiza.

Biarmicus.

Calamornis.

Finsc-hia.

Laniellus.

Orites.

* Parcorseus.

Pendnlinus.

*Penthestes.

Penthornis.

Phaeopharus.

Poeciloides.

Psittiparus.

Remiz.

Struthus.

PELECANID^E.
Cyphornis.

PHALACROCORACID^E.
Dilophalieus.

Viguacarbo.

PHALAROPODID.E.
Ainblyrliynchus.

PHAS1ANID.E.
A lector.

Argus.

Brenms.

*Diceratornis.

Francolhr s.

Gallophasis.

Numida.
*Phasianalector.

*Pintado.

Polyplectron.

Pseudotaon.

Sat via.

PHCENICOPTERID.E.
Tiliornis.

P1CID.E.

Cbrysoptilopicus.

Cladoscopns.

*Craugus.

Dinopium.

I (ryocolaptes.

PIPRID^E.
All cotopterus.

Pipra.

Sanayoa.
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PL0CEID.E.
Amandava.

Anomalospiza.

Chlorestrilda.

Cinnamopteryx.

Euplectes.

Bypermegethes.

Melanhyphantes.

Mel inopteryx.

Nesocharis.

Notiospiza.

Odontospiza.

Phormoplec es.

Pseudonigfita.

Pseudospermestes.

Reiuhenowia.

Steganura.

PIMM JELL AKIII'.R

Zalochelidon.

PROCN] \TI1>.K.

Chelidorhamphus.

PRUNELLID^J.
Aprunella.

rsrn'At ii».i:.

Comeris.

Macao.

Micropsites.

Petacula.

PTEROCI.IM.K.

Attagen.

ITKI'IMDi;
Halohippus.

Macronectes.

Rhipornis.

PYCNONOTID^E.
Acritillas.

Argaleocichla.

Arizelocichla.

Atimastillas.

Calyptocichla.

( !haritillas.

Comet a.

Idiocichla.

Prosphorocichla.

Stelgidocichla.

Thapsinillaa.

Thescelocichla.

i;a i.i.i i >.]•:.

MiSi r jilhr iik.

Monias.

REGI I.I1D.K.

I Irchilus.

kiii:ii).i;.

Gauria

i;v\(iiori]».i;.

Anisoramphe.

Psalidoramphos.

SCOLOPA< IBM
Carites.

Crocethia.

Longirostris.

Nea.

Neomenius.

l'i>ulii:|.

Platyrhamphus.

Rhynchcu lies.

Xylocota.

scori'i'.i:.

Cepphus.

SITTIDiE.

Xeositta.

Sittella.

SPHENISCID^.
Anthropornis.

Aptenodytes.

Apterodytes.

ArgyrodypU s.

Arlhrodytes.

I >, Iphinornis.

Eospha niscus.

< reopega.

IchtyopU ryx.

Isotremornis.

Metanq/Iornis.

N< cuius.

PachypU ryx.

Palaeoapterodytes.

Parasphenisi us.

l\ rispht niscus.

Pst udospheniscus.

ZV« leudytes.

-ITi:< mKARIID/E?
Pomarinus.

BTEREORNITHES.
Aucomis.

Eucallornis.

Smiliornis,

-ri.'KIID.K.

For Strigidse of authors, Bee Alu

Clilll.

A-. alaplms.

-I'.yas.

( 'r\ ptoglaux.

I ilaux.

<
. . mnopus.

Haemeria.

Otus.

/ irca.
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STRiTHIOXES.
Autrr.chon.

Eremopczus.

STURNID^E.
Arizelopsar.

Enodes.

Goodfellowia.

Ichla.

Merula.

Poneropsar.

*Probateus

*Psar.

SULIDjE.
Plancus.

SYLVIID.E.
Anteliocichla.

*Caricicola.

Conopoderas.

*Dagela.

*Dilara.

*Fanissa.

Heliolais.

Ke!ea.

Malacurus.

Merion.

Notiocichla.

Oreoscopns.

Philacantha.

*Philydra.

*Phragmites.

Poliolais.

Rhadina.

Ripaecola.

*Schoenia,

Sylvicola.

Titiza.

Urolais.

*Zelica.

TANGARIDiE.
Bergia.

Brachyrhamphus.

Diplochilus.

Iridophanes.

Neothraupis.

Tanagra.

Tangara.

TETIIAONllJyE.

*Capricalea.

I>< ntophorus.

*Erythropus.

Rufipes.

*Tetrix.

TIMALIID/E.
Aethostoma.

Bathrnedonia.

Buettikoferia.

Heteroxenicus.

Horizillas.

Hylodes.

*Kasnakowia.

Kaznakowia.

*Kenopia.

Leonardia.

Leonardina.

*Xapothera Boie.

Napothera Gray.

Nesobates.

ProparoidetJ.

Pseudoxenicus.

Semiparus.

TREROXID.E.
Ancistroa.

Columbigallus.

Muscadivores.

Phaenorhina.

Xenotreron.

TROCHILID.E.
Aeronympha.
Anthoscenus.

Colubris Hubner.

Colubris Wood.
Microlyssa.

Thaumasiua.

TROGLODYTID.E.
Nannorchilus.

Nannus.

Olbiorchilus.

Paulomagus.

Thryorchilus.

TROGOXID^.
Antisianus.

Euptilotis.

* Harpaleus.

TURDID.E.
.SJgithocichla.

*Copsicus.

Cyano-sylvia.

Diplootocus.
:;

( leokichla Macklot.

( reokichla Muller.
;

'( reocichloides.

Haplocichla.

Ht'lmiiitliophaga.

*Lamprophonus.

Luseinia
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TI'KIUI'.i: Continued.

< ireias.

Phaeca.

Poliocichla.

Rhondella.

Ti i;.\!cii».i'

• irtyx.

TYRANNIDiE.
Acrochordopus.

Aphanotriccua.

Atalotriccua

Cnemarcbus.

( Iraspedopriou.

Muscaccipiter.

Myiophthi

Myiornis.

Myiotriccus.

Orodynastes.

Perissotric< us.

Phaeomyias.

TVKANMIi.K Continue*

I'Ii.ii itriccus.

Phyllooecia.

Placostomus.

Platytriccus.

Renggen 'i uis.

Taenioti iccus.

Terenol i iccus.

Todirham] ihus.

Tolmarchua

Tyrannop
i I'lrim

Epops.

VULTURID^E.
Abernius.

Percnopterus.

Torgos.

ZOSTEROPID.E.
1 Lypocryptadius.

Pseudozi isten ips.





A REVISION OF THE KINGFISHER GENUS RAMPHAL
('VOX (PELARGOPSIS).

By IIaim:; (
'. ( )n: iiiiiu si.i;.

Assist 'i at Ornithologist, Department of Vgriculture.

The many specimens of Ramphalcyon {=Pelargopsis) collected

by Dr. W. L. Abbott during his various exploration- in the East

Indies include nearly all of these birds now in the United States

National Museum. Mr. Robert Ridgway, the curator of birds, some

time ago referred them to the writer for identification, which has

led, almost unconsciously, into an investigation of all the forms of

the genus. As the results may not he without interest for other

workers in the same field, it seems well to publish them at the pres-

ent time.

The genus Ramphalcyon is a well-defined group in the subfamily

Alcedininae, ami is naturally divisible, according to coloration, into

three sections, which appear to represent three species, two of them

separable into geographical races.

One of these sections comprises the brown-backed, brown-winged,

red-billed Ramphalcyon amauroptera, which ranges from eastern

India to the Malay Peninsula, without, however, any apparent modi-

fication into subspecies.

The second section is composed of Ramphalcyon melanorhynchus

and its two conspecific forms, ami i> confined t<> Celebes and a few

adjacent islands. This species has the hill partly or wholly black,

anil the hack and wings brownish or dusky, with a greenish or bluish

sheen.

The third section contains the remaining form-, all characterized

by a red hill, and more or less greenish back and wings. This is a

difficult group, particularly when studied with insufficient material,

and is not at present in a satisfactory condition. The examination of

altogether some 80 examples, mostly of recent collection, largely from

new localities, and representing all hut one of the forms," indicates

Ramphalcyon capensh floresiana.

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol. XXXV, N j. 1 657.
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almost conclusively that all, with the possible exception of Ramphal-
cyon gigantea, are best treated as subspecies of Ramphalcyon capensis

(=fraseri).a It is true, of course, that birds like Ramphalcyon
javana {=leucocephala) and R. gouldi are veiy different from R.

gurial and R. malaccensis, but R. intermedia and 7?. capensis so com-

pletely bridge this gap that there is nothing to do but to call them all

subspecies. As with some other kingfishers, altogether too little ac-

count has been taken of individual, of seasonal, age, and sexual varia-

tion, for some of the supposedly distinct species, even though sep-

arated by water, will be found on comparison of a sufficient series to

differ by only average characters.

Individual variation, however, is not unusually great, except in a

few of the races, such as. Ramphalcyon capensis capensis, in which

it produces birds both with or without a brown cap. The individual

color variation affects principally the depth of shade on the pileum

and lower surface, and the tint of back, scapulars, and wings. The
effect of wear is most seen on the pileum. which often is thus made
much paler; other parts are sometimes appreciably, but rarely much,

altered by the same influence, the lower surface paling, the back and

wings becoming more bluish.

The notable difference that exists between the sexes is one of the

most interesting points brought out by the present investigation, for

almost all writers unite in considering the male and female practi-

cally alike. As a matter of fact, however, the female is nearly always

decidedly larger, and has back and wings, sometimes tail as well,

duller and more brownish or greenish. These differences are very

great and constant in some subspecies, much less and not trenchant

in others, but the females are nearly always distinguishable by color,

or at least by size.

Immature birds are duller, more brownish or greenish on the back

and wings than adults, the males, in this condition resembling adult

females. Other indications of immaturity are broad buff or ochra-

ceous edgings on the wing-coverts, and numerous conspicuous black-

ish margins on the feathers of the breast and jugulum. Neither of

these, however, is an infallible criterion—although the latter com-

monly passes as such- -for both appear sometimes on freshly molted

birds that bear every other indication of maturity. It seems, how-

ever, that these edgings on both breast and wing-coverts are much
les< numerous and conspicuous on mature individuals, possibly are

altogether absent on very old birds, and at any rate probably soon

disappear under abrasion.

This species, Ramphalcyon capensis, has a wide range, for it extends

from Ceylon. India, and Burma to Cochin China, the Philippine

°Cf. Hartert, Nov. Zool., IX, 1902, pp. 202-203.
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Islands, Borneo, Flores, Java, and Sumatra with its western outlying

islands. It is common and welJ distributed over this area, bui sep

arates into many local forms, of which at present fifteen seem to be

recognizable. As is the case with many oriental and Easl Indian

birds, the geographical distribution of these races presents several

interesting anomolies. For instance, Ramphalcyon c. intermedia, of

the Nicobar Eslands, is mos< closely allied to the Bornean form, and

separated from it by the totally dissimilar Malayan Ramphalcyon
c. malaccensis. Again, Ramphalcyon c. floresiana, from Flores, is

very much like Ramphalcyon c. malaccensis^ and very differenl from

the intervening Javan Ramphalcyon <. capensis and Bornean /*'. c.

javana. Furthermore, both Ramphalcyon c. gurial and h'. c. bur-

manica much more nearly resemble Ramphalcyon c. simalurensis,

from Simalur Island, and Ramphalcyon c. isopteraf from the Pagi

Islands, than they do either the Malayan h\ c. malaccensis or Ram-
phalcyon c. cyanopU //..,. from northwestern Sumatra. Also the here-

inafter described Ramphalcyon cu hydrophilaf from Singapore and

Lingga Island-, is more like Ramphalcyon c. sodalis, from the Banjak
Islands, off the northwestern coast of Sumatra, than like the main-

land Sumatran Ramphalcyon c. cyanopteryx.* Other more local in-

stances are given In-low under Ramphalcyon c. nesoeca.a

The kingfishers of this group have for long passed under the

generic name /'< la rgopsis Gloger; but an examination of the original

diagnosis shows this name to be clearly a nomen milium there. It

is proposed in the following fashion:

Mehrere andere wiirde man afltenfalls Storchschniibler (Pelargopsis) nennen
k' linen. Denn sowohl ihre, aocli grcisseren und bedeutend starkeren Schnabel,

die librigens noch nirgends aufgetrieben erscheinen, wie ihre dickeren Kopfe,

gleichen oiebr jenen der St»"rche.

Xo specie- i^ mentioned, and even the common name "Storch-

schnabler" i- here used apparently for the first time, as by careful

search in the literature no previous mention of these birds a- " stork-

bills," or •• stork-billed kingfishers," has been broughl to light. Fur-

thermore, the diagnosis given by Gloger' is not certainly identifiable,

for it is so brief and indefinite that it would ju-l a- well apply to

Vr, or even Dad I", a- to the bird- here under discussion : and we

must therefore abandon Pelargopsis Gloger. The next available

genericname \'*>r the stork-billed kingfishers is Ramphalcyon Reichen

bach.'

The literature of this genus is not extensive, and consists chiefly

of scattered reference- in faunal and systematic book- and paper-.

"Seepage 671. b See page 676. "See page 677. * See page 674.

"Gem. Hand- and Hilfsb. Nat., I. 1842, p. 338.

t IIan.lt). Spec. One. 1851, p. L6.
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The most important reviews of the group, three in number, are by

Dr. R. B. Sharped

The material on which the present investigations rest consists of

the collection of the United States National Museum, with the addi-

tion of a small number of specimens from the Academy of Natural

Sciences of Philadelphia. For the privilege of making use of the

latter the writer is indebted to the courtesy of Mr. Witmer Stone.

Genus RAMPHALCYON Reichenbach.

Pelargopsis Glogeb, Gem. Hand -und Hilfsb. Nat., I, 1X42, p. 338 (nomen

nudum ).

Ramphalcyon Reichenbach, Handb. Spec. Orn., 1851, p. 1C> (type, 6 Alcedo

capensis Linnaeus).

Hylcaon Reichenbach, Handb. Spec. Orn., 1S51, p. 18 (type, Alcedo melano-

rhyncha Temminck )

.

Pelargopsis Oabanis and Heine. Mus. Hein., II, I860, p. 156 (type, Alcedo

jura mi Boddaert).

Generic characters.—Similar to Ceryle, but bill relatively larger

and heavier, especially broader; culmen decidedly flattened at base,

instead of rounded; wing more rounded, the third and fourth''

primaries, in place of the second and third,6' longest, the outermost

(first) at least 25 mm., instead of not over 17 mm., shorter than the

longest; tail relatively longer; inner toe and claw falling far short

of base of middle claw, instead of about reaching it, as in Ceryle.

Type.—Alcedo capensis Linnaeus.

Geographical distribution.—Ceylon, India, and Burma, east to

Siam, Cambodia, and the Philippine Islands; south to Celebes,

Borneo, Flores, Java, and Sumatra with its outlying islands.

KEY TO THE SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES OF RAMPHALCYON.

a. Back, wings, scapulars, and tail brown, without greenish or bluish tinge.

Ramphalcyon amauroptera,

a'. Back, wings, scapulars, and tail with more or less greenish or bluish tinge.

i>. Kill wholly or largely black.

c. Bill entirely black Ramphalcyon melanorhyncha melanorhyncha.
<'. Bill with red spots at base.

'/. Red spots at hasp of hill small.

Ramphalcyon melanorhyncha eutreptorhyncha.

<r. Red spots at base of hill large.

Ramphalcyon melanorhyncha dichrorhyncha.

V . li ill red, except the dusky tip.

c. l'ik'um not distinctly capped with brown.

il. Head and under parts very pale huh or cream color.

Ramphalcyon capensis gigantea.

oproc. Zool. Sue. Lond., 1X70, pp. 61-69; Monograph Alcedinida?, 1S70, pp. 95-

111, pis. xxix-xxxvt : Cat. Birds Brit. Mus., XVII, 1892, pp. 96-107.
'' fixed by Gray, in List Genera and Subgenera Birds, 1855, p. 16.

"Counting from the outermost.
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d'. Head and under parts deep ochraceous or tawny.
r. Mantle much more greenish Ramphalcyon capensis gouldi

e'. Mantle i :h more bluish.

f. Pileum more mixed with brownish; mantle somewhat more
greenish Ramphalcyon capensis <<ii" nsis.

f. Pileum less mixed with brownish, often nol al all; mantle some

whal more bluish.

/. Larger; darker below, throat uol whitish.

Ramphalcyon capensis intermedia.

!/' . Smaller; lighter below, throal usually whitish.

Ramphalcyon capensis javana.

c'. Pileum distinctly capped with brown.

<l. Wing of female usually nol less than l.">7 mm.
e. Back, wings, and tail paler, duller, and more greenish.

/. Pileum darker: lower parts much paler, the throal whitish.

Ramphalcyon capensis gurial.

/'. Pileum lighter; lower parts much darker, the throat usually not

whitish Ramphalcyon capensis bwmanica.

c'. Back, wings, and tail darker, brighter, and more bluish.

]'. Pileum darker, and usually more mixed With ochraceous.

Ramphalcyon capensis cyanopteryx.

f. Pileum paler, ami usually less mixed with ochraceous.

//. Lower surface darker and more uniform; hack ami wings some

what mere greenish Ramphalcyon capensis sodalis.

!/'. Lower surface lighter ami less uniform; hack and wings rather

more bluish Ramphalcyon capensis nesoeca,

d'. Wing of female usually less than 157 mm.
e. Lack dull brownish green.

/'. Smaller: pileum more mixed witli ochraceous: lower parts much
darker Ramphalcyon capensis simalurensis.

/'. Larger; pileum less mixed with ochraceous: lower parts much
paler Ramphalcyon capensis isoptera.

C . Lack hriirht bluish green.

/. Pileum paler, much varied with ochraceous.

»/. Smaller; pileum lighter, ami with more ochraceous.

Ramphalcyon capensis capensis.

a'. Larger; pileum more deeply colored, and with less ochraceous.

Ramphalcyon capensis hydrophila.

/'. Pileum darker, varied with hut little, if any. ochraceous.

'/ Top and sides of head hut slightly, if at all. washed with

greenish; lower surface darker.

Ramphalcyon capensis malaccensis.
!/'

.
Top ami shies of head strongly washed with greenish; lower

surface lighter Ramphalcyon <-ni" nsis fioresiana.

RAMPHALCYON AMAUROPTERA (Pearson).

Halcyon amauropterus Pi ibson, Journ., Asiat. Boc. Bengal, X. 1841, p. 635
(Calcutta, India t.

Specific charm ti r*. Upper back, scapulars, wings, and tail seal

brown, without any greenish tinge; head, neck, and under parts

tawny ochraceous ; rump and lower back Light turquoise blue: bill red

with dusky tip.
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Measurements.—Males: Wing, 134-146.5 (average, 141.3) ; tail,

84-99 (average, 90.2) ; exposed culmen, 70-82.5 (average, 74.1)
;

tarsus, 17-20.5 (average, 18.1). Females: Wing, 142-145 (average,

143.5) ; tail, 86-87.5 (average, 86.8) ; exposed culmen, 74; tarsus,

17.5-19 (average, 18.3) mm.
Type-locality.—Calcutta, India.

Geographical distribution.—Eastern Bengal, India, to Arakan,

Tenasserim, and Lower Siam.

This very distinct species seems to ho subject to little, if any,

geographical variation in either size or color, for specimens from

Lower Siam and the Mergui Archipelago are just like those from

India. There appears to be little distinction of size and none of

color between the sexes. Immature birds are distinguishable by

dusky tips on the ochraceous feathers of neck and lower parts.

The following specimens of this species have been examined:

Museum and No.
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in November, 1895. The measurements above given are taken largely

from Meyer and Wiglesworth" and from Sharpe. 6

RAMPHALCYON MELANORHYNCHA EUTREPTORHYNCHA (Hartert).

Pelargopsis melanorhyncha eutreptorhyncha Hartert, Nov. Zool., V, 1898,

p. li's (Sula Mangoli Island, Sula Islands).

s ' characters.—Similar to Ramphalcyon melanorhyn

dichrorhyncha, bill the red on base of bill much reduced in extent.

Measurements.- -Practically identical with those of Ramphalcyon
in, lanorhyncha dichrorhyncha.

Type-locality.- Sula Mangoli [sland, Sula [slands.

Geographical distribution. Sula Islands, east of Celebes.

The l>ill ai base has, almost always, at least small spots <>:

though these are never so extensive a^ is usual in Ramphalcyon me-

lanorhyncha dichrorhyncha. Curiously enough, Ramphalcyon m.

eutreptorhyncha is intermediate in characters between Ramphalcyon

melanorhyncha melanorhyncha and R. m. dichrorhyncha, though not

so in geographical range.

RAMPHALCYON MELANORHYNCHA DICHRORHYNCHA (Meyer and Wiglesworth).

Pelargopsis dichrorhyncha Meyer and Wiglesworth, Abh. k. Zool. and

Anthrop. Mus. Dresden, 1896, No. 2, p. 12 (Peling and Banggai islands).

Subspecific characters.—Similar to Ramphalcyon melanorhyncha

melanorhyncha, I >
* 1 1 basal half of bill extensively red.

Measurements.—Wing, L51 161; tail, 100; tarsus. IT mm.
Type-locality.— Peling and Banggai islands, near the eastern coast

of Celebes.

< ,, ographical distribution.— Peling Islands and Banggai [sland.

The red on the base of the bill varies much individually, being, on

the maxilla, sometimes reduced t<> a spot, sometimes expanded to

cover more than half ii- length; on the mandible extending over

usually not Less than one-half, in some cases Cully three-fourths.

RAMPHALCYON CAPENSIS CAPENSIS (Linnaeus).

Ucedo capensis i.i\.\.i:rs. Syst. Nat., 12th ed., I. 1766, p. 180 ("Cape of

<; I Hope:'" locality erroneous; should be Java).

Pelargopsis fraseri Sharps, Proc. Zool. Sue. Lond., 1870, p. 65 (Java).

Subspecific characters.—Crown and occiput light brownish, but

much mixed and overlaid with ochraceous; nap" and lower surface

deep ochraceous, excepting the throat, which is much paler buff or

cream color; mantle bluish green; size small.

"Birds Celebes, I. IS9S, p. 270.

''(';u. Birds Brit. Mus., XVII, 1892, p. 97.
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Measurements.—Four males: Wing, 137.5-141 (average, 139) ; tail,

86.5-92 (average, 88.9); exposed culmeri, 70.5-76.5 (average, 73.5);

tarsus, 16-17 (average. 16.6). Three females: Wing, 147.5-150.5

(average, 148.7) ; tail, 92-98.5 (average, 94.2) ; exposed culmen, 70-

7.V> (average, 73) ; tarsus, 17.5-18.5 (average. 17.8) mm.
Type-locality.—Java.

Geographical distribution.—J ava, Billiton Island, and southeastern

Sumatra to the Indrigiri River.

This raee has commonly no distinct cap of brown, but individuals

occasionally occur which have a brown pileum, though in such cases

the considerable admixture of ochraceous serves, as always, to dis-

tinguish this bird from the races to which it is otherwise most closely

allied. Various intermediates in this respect occur also. Birds from

Billiton Island and southeastern Sumatra are apparently not dis-

tinguishable from those taken in Java; at least, with the present

limited series, no separation is possible. Northwestward along the

eastern side of Sumatra, somewhere about the middle. Ramphalcyon

capensis capensis passes into Ramphalcyon <<//>( usi.s <;/</nopteryx,a a

new form from the northwestern end of this island, examples from

the Indrigiri River being intermediate.

In Ramphalcyon capensis capensis, as in the other forms, there is

a noticeable difference between the sexes, so that specimens of the

same sex are necessary in making comparisons. This difference con-

sists in the decidedly larger size of the female, as well as her duller,

more brownish or greenish mantle.

Concerning the name to be used for the J a van bird, there has been

considerable difference of opinion. Linnaeus founded his Alcedo

<</]><> )ts'/s h solely on " Le Martin-pescheur du Cap de Bonne Esperance "

( Ispida capitis bonce spei) of Brisson,'' and it therefore stands or falls

by the identification of the latter, without regard to the determina-

tion of the " Martin Pecheur du Cap de Bonne Esperance " of Dau-

benton, f/ which later formed the primary basis of Boddaert's Alcedo

capensis.e There can be no doubt, after a careful examination of

Hrisson's detailed description,' that the Alcedo capensis of Linnaeus

refers to one of the blue-backed forms of Ramphalcyon, and, such

being the case, the name must stand for some one of them.

Brisson's plate is absolutely unidentifiable subspeciiically. but his

description' is a good one. and much better lits the bird from Java

than any of the other forms. This was also the opinion of Dr. R. B.

" See page 676.

'S.vsi. Nat., 12th ed.. I. 1766, p. 180.

'•Oni.. IV. 1760, p. 188, pi. xxxvi. fig. 3.

-'Tahi. Planch, lorn., its:;, p. 36.

' Planch. Enl.. pi. 590.

f Ovu., IV. lino. pp. tss 489.
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Sharpe, when, in L870, he revised the species of the genus, and his

reasons for rejecting the name are merely trivial. He says:

After carefully comparing a skin of the adull Javan hint with Brisson's

elaborate description, I believe thai bis "Ispida capitis bonce spei" was really

taken from a Javan specimen. Consequently the species stands primarily as

Alcedo capensis, Linn. Bui in the face of the manifesl incongruity of such an

appellation, I believe myself justified in proposing :i new name for tin- bird,

and I therefore take ( 1 u* opportunity <>f connecting with it the name of my
friend Mr. W. T. Fraser, * * *.

The next year, in another place.'' he make-- the following remarks

on the same subject :

* * * I proposed the name of Mr. W. T. Fraser for the presenl species

Instead of retaining the one which seems by righl to belong t<> the bird, viz..

Alcedo capensis of Linnaeus, inasmuch as this name is founded <>n the "Ispida

capitis bona spei" of Brisson, and it' perpetuated could only lend additional

confusion as to the correel locality of the species.

What Doctor Sharpe subsequently says about the difficulty of

identifying Daubenton's plate has n<> bearing on the question, for

this plate does not enter into the equation at all, since Linnaeus did

not mention it, although Doctor Sharpe. and some other writers as

well, seem to be under the impression that he did. It appears, there

fore, that Alcedo capt nsis Linnaeus has fully as dear a title as many
of the names now in common use, and should -land for the Javan

Ramphalcyon, since erroneous locality by no means debars a name.

The Javan bird should consequently be called Ramphalcyon capt nsis

capt nsis ( Linnaeus).

The measurements above given were taken from the following

specimens:

Museum and No.

Q.S VM. 17

. \i. 178994
A N. 8. Phila. 39093.

A. N. S. Phil I

A. N. S. Phil

\. N. S. Phil i

M. L80516

I

'1

Locality.

Iiiilrigiri River, Sum.it ra -

do
Qoenong Soegi, !

Sumal ra.

Sept. 19,1901

Sept. 23,1901
Oct. Nov.,1901

....do
....do
....do
Tanjong Poctak, Billiton

do
•

..1

Collector.

I)r. W. L. Abhott.
Do.

Harrison and Hiller.

Do.
Do.
Do

I>r. \V. L. A.1

RAMPHALCYON CAPENSIS JAVANA fBoddaert).

Ucedo iavana Boddakbt, Tabl. Planch. Enl., its::, p. 17 ("Java;" locality

wrong; Borneo is doubtless its country of origin).

Ucedo leucocephala Gmelin, Syst. Nat., I. i, 1788, p. 156 ("Java").

Alcedo favanica Shaw, Gen. Zool., VIII, 1812, p. 67 ("Java").

Subspecific characters. -Similar to Ramphalcyon cap< nsis cap< nsis,

but pileum clear ochraceous wit hoi it admixture of brown; mantle Less

greenish blue.

" Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1870, p. 66.

\iun. Alcedinidae, 1871, pp. 103-104.

cat. Birds Brit Mas.. XVII, 1892, p. 108
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Measurements.—One male: Wing, 141; tail, 92; exposed culmen,

77; tarsus, 16.5. Two females: Wing, 150-152.5 (average, 151.3);

tail, 93-98 (average, 95.5) ; exposed culmen, 73.5-75 (average, 74.3)
;

tarsus, 17.5-18 (average, 17.8) mm.
Type-locality.—Borneo.

GeograpJi ical distvib ution

.

—Borneo.

There seems to be no doubt, as Doctor Hartert has already pointed

out.a that the earliest name for this form is Alcedo javana Boddaert,6

notwithstanding the supposition of Javan origin. Indeed, Doctor

Sharpe himself is of the same opinion, and rejects the name only on

account of its erroneous implication. As there is, however, appar-

ently no other reason for its rejection, it ought henceforth to be

employed.

The measurements above summarized were taken from the sub-

joined specimens

:

U.S.N.M. No.
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i.-h mantle, and less whitish chin and throat separate it readily from

Ramphalcyon c. capt nsis.

A- in Ramphalcyon capensis gigantea, /.'. c. gouldi, and It. c.

javana, the pileum of R. c. intermedia reveals little or qo brown when
the plumage is unworn, for the broad ochraceous lips of the feathers

obscure the brown bases; bul when the plumage becomes abraded

these brown bases are more or less visible on the forehead and crown,

though they never produce the solidly brown effect seen in mosl of

the other forms. Specimens of Ramphalcyon c. intermedia from Lit-

tle Nicobar [sland are apparently identical with those from Great

Nicobar [sland.

The following specimens furnished the above-given measurements:

U.S.N.
'
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Ramphalcyon c. gigantea the southeastern portion through the Sulu

Islands, Mindanao, and Leyte. That the two meet on Luzon is prob-

able, and that they intergrade is indicated by the aberrant specimen

of R. c. gigantea from Sorsogon mentioned under that form.

The above measurements came from the specimens listed below:

Museum and No. Sex. Locality. Date. Collector

I'.S.VM. 101211...

A.N.S. Phila. 49602

U.S.N.M. 161210...

A.N.S. Phila. 49601

Mindoro Island, Philippine
Islands.

Pola, Mindoro, Philippine
Islands.

Mindoro Island, Philippine
Islands.

Pola, Mindoro, Philippine
Islands.

June 2,1888
|

Dr. F. S. Bourns.

Nov. 20,1903
j

Dr. E. II. Porter.

June 13,1888 Dr. F. S. Bourns.

Oct. 21,1903 ]

RAMPHALCYON CAPENSIS GIGANTEA (Walden).

Pelargopsis gigantea Walden, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 4th ser., XIII,

1S74, p. 123 (Salok Solo, Sulu Islands, Philippine Archipelago).

/Subspecific characters.—Similar to Ramphalcyon capensis javana,

but pileum, cervix, and entire lower surface very much paler, varying

from deep buff to almost white, and the mantle much more greenish

blue.

Measurements.—Five males: Wing, 148.5-152.5 (average, 150.8)
;

tail, 89-94.5 (average, 91.3) ; exposed culmen, 74.5-78.5 (average.

76.7) ; tarsus, 16-17.5 (average, 16.8). Tico females: Wing, 147-155

(average, 151) ; tail, 84-89.5 (average, 86.8) ; exposed culmen, 78-82.5

(average, 80.3) ; tarsus, 17.5-18.5 (average, 18) mm.
Type-locality.—Salok Solo, Sulu Islands, Philippine Islands.

Geographical distribution.—Southern and central parts of the

Philippine Archipelago, on the islands of Sulu, Lapac, Tawi Tawi.

Bongao, and Sibutu, in the Sulu group: Mindanao, Malanipa, Basi-

lan, Leyte, Dinagat, Masbate, Negros, Panay. Guimaras, Samar,

Cebu, Tablas, Sibuyan, Ticao, and the 'far southeastern end of Luzon.

In its extreme manifestation this race is a very different bird from

either Ramphalcyon cupensis capensis or Ramphalcyon capensis j,i-

ranu. for its very pale head and under parts distinguish it at sight.

It differs from (lie former in the same way as from the latter, and

additionally in its decidedly larger size. Although R. c. gigantea

thus appears to very distinct, the extreme individual variations of all

these three birds approximate very closely the characters of each.

The present race has previously never been recorded from Luzon,

but its occurrence on this island, at least near the southeastern end,

is attested by a specimen in the collection of the Philadelphia Acad

emy of Sciences, obtained by Dr. E. il. Porter at Sorsogon. This

example, while clearly referable to Ramphalcyon c. gigantea, shows

a decided approach to Ramvhalcvon c. gouldi. in the more deeply
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ochraceous tint of the under surface and of the sides of head and

neck. An immature bird from Mindanao is about as deeply colored

below. Sexual differences are no! so conspicuous in this race as in

many of the others.

Measurements above recorded were furnished by the specimens

below

:

Museum and No.
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that the birds from the southern part of the Indian peninsula will

ultimately prove different from those of the north, in which case the

Halcyon bruniceps of Jerdon a should be their name
The measurements above given are from the following specimens:

Museum and No.
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RAMPHALCVON CAPENSIS SIMALURENSIS (Richmond).

Pclargopsis simalurensis Richmond, Proc. I
. S. Nat. Mus., XXVI, L903,

p. 498 (Simalur [sland, western coasl of Sumatra).

Subspecific characters.—Similar to Ramphalcyon capensis burma-

nica, but smaller; back, wings, and tail darker, somew hat more bluish ;

pileum with more of an ochraceous tinge, and lower surface rather

more deeply colored.

Measurements.— Three males: Wing, L39- 111 (average, 1.40); tail,

89.5 93 (average, 91.5); exposed culmen, T8.5 79 (average, 78.7);

tarsus, L6.5 17 (average, L6.8)! Three females: Wing, L45 L5]

(average, L47.8) ; tail,
(

.»l LOO (average, 96.8); exposed culmen, 7-2-

82.5 (average, 77.8) ; tarsus, L7.5-18.5 (average, L8) mm.
Typt locality.— Simalur [sland, western coasl of Sumatra.

Geographical distribution.—SimalxiT Island, western coasl of

Sumatra.

This excellent form differs Prom Ramphalcyon c. gurial about as

from R. c. burmanica, and additionally in lacking the whitish chin

and tin-oat, these parts being ochraceous buff, and not so much paler

than the remaining lower surface. It is of the. same size as Ram-
phalcyon capensis capensis, but is readily separable by its distinctly

brown-capped pileum, with but very little ochraceous tinge, duller,

much more greenish hack, wings, and tail, and more deeply colored.

more uniform lower surface. So far as known, Ramphalcyon capensis

simalurensis is confined to the island of Simalur. for the neighboring

islands and the mainland of Sumatra are inhabited by different forms,

as hereinafter described. It seems to be, however, certainly only a

subspecies, connected by individual variations with the mainland race

through the birds from Nias and the Batu Islands. The females of

Ramphalcyon capensis simalurensis differ considerably from the

males in larger size, duller \\ ings and tail, and decidedly duller, more

brownish back.

The following specimens have been examined :

U No
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Description.—Type, adult male. No. 179750, U.S.N.M.; Sikakap

Strait, Pagi Islands. December 30, 190-2; Dr. W. L. Abbott. Pileum

and sides of head hair brown; upper back, superior tail-coverts and

wing-coverts terre verte green; wing-quills and rectrices fuscous,

their exposed surfaces when closed mostly bluish myrtle green ; lower

back and rump nile blue; chin cream buff; throat, jugulum, and a

cervical collar deep buff, shading into ochraceous on breast, abdomen,

and lower tail-coverts; lining of wing ochraceous.

Measurements of the type series are as follows:

[J.S.N.M. No.
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able from Ramphalcyon capensis simalurensis. So far as known
Ramphalcyon c. isoptera is confined to the Pagi Islands, though it

may, perhaps, be found on the islands lying just to the northwest.

The United States National Museum series of eight specimens is very

uniform, showing no differences between birds from North Pagi

Island and those from South Pagi Island, nor any very appreciable

individual variations, except in some cases a lightening of the pileum

or lower surface, due to wear of the plumage.

Except in size, there seems to be less contrast between the sexes

than in some of the other subspecies, but the female is usually duller

and more brownish on the upper back and wings than the male

RAMPHALCYON CAPENSIS SODALIS (Richmond).

Pelargopsis sodalis Richmond, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns., XXVI, 1903, p. 499

(Pnlo Tuangku, Banjak Islands, western coast of Sumatra).

Subspecific characters.—Similar to Ramphalcyon capensis simalu-

rensis, but much larger ; female with wings and tail more bluish, the

back less brownish, and the pileum somewhat paler.

Measurements.—Two females: Wing, 158.5-161 (average, 159.8)
;

tail, 102-104 (average, 103) ; exposed culmen, 84.5-85.5 (average, 85)
;

tarsus, 19-21 (average, 20) mm.
Type-locality.—Pulo Tuangku, Banjak Islands, western coast of

Sumatra.

Geographical distribution.—Pulo Tuangku and probably the re-

maining Banjak Islands, off the northwestern coast of Sumatra.

This race is, as would be expected from its geographical position,

intermediate between Ramphalcyon c. simalurensis and Ramphal-

cyon c. nesoeca, the form found on Nias. The females of R. c.

simalurensis and R. c. sodalis differ as above mentioned, but the

female of the latter is, except for its rather lighter pileum, practically

identical in color with the male of R. c. simalurensis. The male of

R. c. sodalis is unknown. This form is very similar to Ramphalcyon,

c. burmanica, being of the same size and same color below, but it is

distinguishable by its paler pileum, darker back, and more bluish

wings and tail. It is less like Ramphalcyon c. gurial, differing from

this as from R. c. burmanica, and additionally in its darker, more

uniformly ochraceous lower surface. It is much larger than Ram-
phalcyon capensis capensis, with a much less ochraceous pileum, more

greenish or brownish back, and less distinctly paler throat. From
all the above-described forms without a brown cap it is, of course,

readily separated.

A second specimen has the pileum much paler than the type, show-

ing in this respect considerable individual variation, though part of

this may be due in this instance to wear.

Proc. N. M. vol. xxxv—08 43
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The two examples from which this race was described are the only

ones that have been examined :

U.S.N.M. No.
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as no one has yet obtained males of that form, final comparison Is,

of course, impossible; but so far as the females indicate, the principal

differences lie in the Lighter, Less uniform lower surface, and rather

more bluish back and wings of Ramphalcy'on c. nesoeca.

The most obvious distinctions between the present bird and Ram-
phalcyon capensis capensis are the former's much Larger size, and its

paler, brown-capped pileum, with Little or uo admixture of ochra-

ceous; but, in addition, the chin and upper throat are usually Less

contrasted with the remainder of the lower surface. The more

uniform under parts, the paler pileum. together with the much
brighter, deeper, and more bluish back, wing3, and tail, easily distin-

guish Ramphalcyon c. nesoeca from Ramphalcyon c. gurial; while

the darker, brighter, more bluish back, wings, and tail and somewhat

paler ventral aspect separate it from Ramphalcyon c. buvmanica.

Two specimens, male and female, from Pulo Pinie. Batu Islands,

appeal' t<> belong to this form, although they are both rather Less

bluish above than Nias examples. This is possibly to be expected, as

indicating a tendency toward intergradation with Ramphalcyon c.

isoptera from the Pagi Islands; and the chain of evidence would

probably be complete were specimens at hand from the intervening

island-.

As is evident from the measurements above given, there i- great

difference of size between the sexes in the present race. The contrast

in color i- quite a- marked, the female being very much duller and

Less bluish on upper back, wings, and tail. The divergence is con-

fined t<> these parts, however, for, as in all the other form-, the color

of the pileum and entire lower surface is apparently identical in

male and female. The series examined is very uniform, but in some

of the birds abrasion ha- somewhat Lightened the tone of the Lower

parts, and made considerable similar change on the pileum, while

the same influence ha- made the upper back. wine-, and tail rather

more bluish.

The four forms of Ramphalcyon capensis that inhabit the islands

off the northwestern coast of Sumatra fall naturally into two divi-

sions, according to the general tone of the posterior upper surface,

but, strange to say. they do not in this respect correspond very well

to geographical considerations, for Ramphalcyon c. simalurensis and

h'. c. isoptera from the Pagi Island.-, which are the two most widely

separated, have dull greenish back, wine-, and tail: while the two

other race-. R. > . nesoeca, from Xi-as Island, and h\ c. sodalis (judg-

ing from it- female) have a much brighter, more bluish -hade on the

same part-. In most other character- the differences, considered geo-

graphically, are nearly a- peculiar.
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RAMPHALCYON CAPENSIS CYANOPTERYX, new subspecies.

Subspeciftc characters.—Similar to Ramphalcyon capensis capensis,

from Java, but larger; pileum darker, less ochraceous, and distinctly

brown-capped ; upper back, wings, and tail more bluish.

Description.—Type, adult male, No. 179210, U.S.N.M.; Tapanuli

Bay, northwestern Sumatra, March 22, 1902; Dr. W. L. Abbott.

Pileum and sides of head bister brown, much mixed with ochraceous,

but forming a distinct cap ; upper back, wing-coverts, and upper tail-

coverts bluish myrtle green; wing-quills and rectrices sepia brown,

their exposed surfaces when closed mostly greenish indigo blue;

lower back and rump turquoise blue ; chin cream buff ; upper throat

buff; remainder of lower surface, together with a broad cervical col-

lar, rather light tawny ochraceous; lining of wing ochraceous buff.

Measurements are as follows:

r.S.VM.No.
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more in its larger size, very much more bluish posterior upper parts,

darker, more ochraceous pileum, and paler, less uniform lower parts.

It is smaller than either Ramphalcyon c. gurial or Rampkalcyon c.

burmanica, and, furthermore, departs so greatly from both in its more
ochraceous pileum and much darker, brighter, more bluish back,

wings, and tail that it is distinguishable at a glance. With the forms

that have no browu cap it. of course, ueeds no special comparison.

The female of this race is very much larger than the male, and

usually more greenish on upper back, scapulars, and wing-coverts,

Inn there is not much other difference.

The single adult male from Tarussan Bay, western Sumatra, is

like the type, though more worn. A bird from Pulo Man-alar, oil'

the entrance to Tapanuli Bay, apparently belongs to this form: it

is. according to the label, a female, and in color practically agrees

with a female from Tapanuli Bay; hut it is very small, about the

size of male- from the mainland: so that if it doe- not prove to

belong to another subspecies, it i- probably an immature male, not-

withstanding its genera] appearance of maturity. In a few exam-
ple- of the ['. S. National Museum -cries the pileum has a noticeable

wash of greenish, hut this is not con-taut enough to he diagnostic.

RAMPHALCYON CAPENSIS HYDROPHILA, new subspecies.

Subspt <'//' characU rs.- Similar to Ramphalcyon capt nsis ca />< nsis,

from Java, hut larger; pileum with much less ochraceous, darker.

and more distinctly capped with brown; lower surface averaging

slightly darker and more uniform.

Description.—Type, adult male. No. 1T0447. U.S.N.M.; Singa-

pore I-land. May 27, L899; Dr. W. L. Ahbott. Pileum and -ides

of head hair brown, the feather- more or less margined with hull' or

cream color; upper hack and superior tail-coverts bluish French

green; wings and tail largely fuscous, hut when closed their exposed

surfaces bluish myrtle green; lower hack and rump idle blue; cervi-

cal collar ochraceous buff; chin buff, shading into the ochraceous of

the remaining lower surface; lining of wing tawny ochraceous.
" Feel red. .law- horn brown; eyelids red; iris dark brown; hill red.

blackish at tip."*

Measurements are a - below :

Q.S.N.M
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Geographical distribution.—Islands of Singapore, Lingga., and

Bintang, off the southern end of the Malay Peninsula.

Of the several forms of Ramphalcyon capensis, this new one seems

to be most closely allied to Ramphalcyon c. sodalis, but differs by

reason of its inferior size, and darker, more ochraceous pileum. It

is larger, with a more ochraceous pileum, and much brighter, more

bluish back, wings, and tail than Ramphalcyon c. simalurensis ; while

it differs so greatly from both Ramphalcyon c. burmanica and /?. c.

gurial in its smaller size, more ochraceous pileum, and much brighter,

darker, more bluish back, wings, ami tail, that it is separable at a

glance. It is somewhat similar to Ramphalcyon capensis cyanop-

teryas, but has the back, wings, and tail much less bluish, and the

pileum usually lighter; it differs from Ramphaleyon capensis nesoccn

in its smaller size, darker, more ochraceous pileum, more deeply and

uniformly colored lower surface, and rather less bluish wings; and

it is very unlike Ramphalcyon capensis isoptera, on account of its

much brighter, more bluish back, wings, and tail, more ochraceous

pileum, and darker, more uniform under parts.

It may seem unwise to describe another form of Ramphalcyon

capensis from so near the type-locality of Ramphalcyon c. malaccen-

sis, but the birds from Singapore, Lingga, and Bintang islands are

clearly not R. c. ?nalaccensis, of which the Museum has a good series

from the Malay Peninsula, nor are they R. c. capensis; and although

in fact somewhat intermediate between these two, are yet different

enough to be worthy a name. So far as it is possible to tell from

the limited series now at hand, the birds from all three of the above-

mentioned islands are identical.

RAMPHALCYON CAPENSIS MALACCENSIS (Sharpe;.

Pelargopsis malaccensis SiiARri:, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1S70, p. 67 (Ma-

lacca, Malay Peninsula).

Subspecific characters.—Similar to Ramphalcyon capensis hydro-

phila, but pileum much darker and much less mixed with ochraceous.

Measurements.—Six males'. Wing, 137.5-146 (average, 141.5);

tail, 80-94 (average, 89.9) ; exposed culmen, G8.5-75 (average, 71.2) :

tarsus, 16-18 (average, 16.8). Three females: "Wing, 147-15(> (aver-

age. L52.8); tail, 98-100 (average, 99.3) ; exposed culmen, 73-7s.:>

(average, 76.3) ; tarsus, 18.5-19 ( average, '18.8) mm.
Type-locality.—Malacca, Malay Peninsula.

Geographical distribution.—Malay Peninsula south of Tenasse-

rim.

This well-marked race may easily be distinguished from Ramphal-

cyon capensis capensis by its much darker, less ochraceous pileum,

and more deeply colored, more uniform lower surface; from Ram-
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pkalcyon c. huntianicn by smaller size, deeper brown pileum, and

darker, brighter, more bluish back, wings, and tail; and still more
readily from R. c. gurial by far more deeply, more uniformly colored

under parts, in addition to the same characters by which it is sepa

rated from R. c. burmaniea. It differs much from both Ramphaleyon

c. simalurensis and Ramphaleyon c. isoptera in its darker pileum.

decidedly brighter, more bluish back and wings, and additionally

from the latter in its darker, more uniform lower surface. It i- more

Dearly like Ramphaleyon c. sodalis and R. c. nesoeca, but is smaller,

has a much more deeply colored pileum and usually darker ventral

surface. With the several form- that have a plain ochraceous or

bully pileum no special comparison of R. c. malaccensis is needed,

while the differences that separate it from Ramphaleyon c. cyanop-

t< nj.r have already been fully discussed.

There is rather more than usual purely individual variation in this

race, affecting the depth of color on the pileum as well as the lower

parts, but not so much the posterior upper surface. There is some-

times a slight gloss of greenish on the pileum. These variations may
account for the supposed occurrence of Ramphaleyon capensis <<i/» n-

sis (olim fi-iiscri) within the territory of h\ c. malaccensis; for since

these two form- intergrade. and as they do not migrate, they, of

course, nowhere live in the same locality. Sexual distinctions—the

larger size, and duller, less bluish posterior upper parts of the fe-

male—are about as usual, but are rather less pronounced than in the

forms from some of the islands off the western coast of Sumatra.

Measurements given above are from the subjoined specimens:

[J.s \ \l No. Sea Locality. Date. Collector.

153787.
l.".:(7s_'.

L53784.

175055.

178961..

100235. -

163783...
153785

Trong. Lower Siam
do
do

Packa, Tringanu, Malay Peninsula.
Jambu Luang, Johore, Malay Pen-

insula.

[Malacca?]
Trong, Lower Slam

do
do

July 6,1896
May 10,1896
June :'. 1896
Sept. 2C». I'.mki

Aug. 2,1901

Dr. W. L. Abbott.
Do.
Do.
Do

July 4,1896
Ma\ 22,1896
June 27, 1896

Dr. W. I.

Do
Do.

Abbott

RAMPHALCYON CAPENSIS FLORESIANA (Sharpe).

Pelargopsis florisiana Shabpe, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., L870, p. 68 (Florls).

Pelargopsia saaak Vordebman, Nat. Tijdschr. Ned. Ind., LIV, 1895. p, "•".
i

(Laboean hadjl, Lombok Island).

Subspecific characters.—Similar to Ramphaleyon capensis ma-
laca wis, but top and sides of head strongly washed with green : lower

parts paler ochraceous.

° See page 676.
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Measurements.—Wing, 145; tail, 91; culmen, 81; tarsus, 11.5 mm.
Type-locality.-—Island of Flores.

Geographical distribution.—The islands of Flores and Lombok.

No specimens have been examined, and this race is here recognized

on the strength of Doctor Sharpe's descriptions, by which its validity

is indicated. The Lombok bird, too, described as Pelargopsis sasak by

Vorderman,6 is above synonymized on the authority of Doctor

Sharped

" Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1870, p. 68 ; Cat. Birds Brit. Mus., XVII, 1892, p. 103.

6 Nat. Tijdschr. Ned. Ind., LIV, 1895, p. 334.

c Hand-List Gen. and Spec. Birds, II, 1900, p. 49.



ALCYONARIA OF THE CALIFORNIAN COAST.

By Charles C. Nutting,

Professor of Zoology, State University of Iowa, Iowa City.

The collections upon which this report is based were obtained for

the most part by the LT. S. Fisheries steamer Albatross while on her

cruise off the Californian coast during the year l'.)04. The collec-

tions of the University of California also furnished much interesting

material. A few species were found in the collection of the Marine

Biological Association of San Diego, and others were kindly placed at

m\ disposal by Stanford University. The writer is under great obli-

gation to the management of the Marine Biological Laboratory at La

Jolla and the Hopkins Laboratory at Pacific drove for laboratory

facilities and other valued courtesies during the time he was at work

on these collections.

Almost no work had been done on the Alcyonaria of the Californian

coast previous to the simmier of 1905, when the writer was commis-

sioned by the Bureau of Fisheries to investigate the alcyonarian fauna

of that region.

In 1863 Prof. \Y. M. Gabb published descriptions of a few species

in the Proceedings of the California Academy of Natural Sciences.

From 1X()4 to IStiN Prof. A. F. Yerrill published a number of papers

containing descriptions of Alcyonaria of the Pacific coast, the most

important being ;i Review of the duals and Polyps of the West

Coasl of America. This i^ an exceedingly important paper, but

deals almost exclusively with forms occurring south of the region at

present under consideration, and includes descriptions of less than

half a dozen species from north of Mexico.

In 1902 Dr. Th. Moiolf published his Studien fiber Octocorallien,

in which he describes three new species of pennatulids b from the

Californian coast.

Aside from a few scattering references, the above are all of the

papers that 1 have been able to find dealing with the Alcyonaria of

« Trans. Connecticut Acad. An- ami Sci., I. Pt. 2.

b Zoologische Jahrbucher, Abtheilung fur Systematik, Geographie, und Biologie

der Thiere, XVII. L902, p. 363.

Proceedings U. S. National Museum, Vol XXXV—No. 1658.
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the region under consideration. This scarcity of literature is prob-

ably due to the fact that the region is singularly barren of alcyonarian

life so far as the shallow-water fauna is concerned. Quite the con-

trary is true of the deeper water off the Californian coast, and it

remained for the Fisheries steamer Albatross to demonstrate this

fact during the operations of that vessel in 1904, which yielded the

greater part of the material upon which the present paper is based.

SYSTEMATIC LIST OF CALIFORNIAN ALCYONARIA IN THIS REPORT.

Order ALCYONACEA.

Family Corntjlarid2e.

Telesto rigida.

Telesto ambigua.

Sympodium, armatum

.

Anthomastus ritteri.

Family Alcyonhxe.

Order PENNATULACEA.

Family Pennatulid^e.

Pennatula aculeata.

Ptilosarcus quadrangularis.

Halisceptm m cystiferum.

Stylatula elongata.

Acanthoptilum gracile.

Acanthoptilum pourtalesii.

Acanthoptilum album.

Acanthoptilum scalpelliforme.

Acanthoptilum annulatum.

Baltidna pacifica.

Baltidna finmarchica.

Funiculina armata.

Halipteris con torta.

Stachyptilum superbum.

Stachyptilum quadridentatum.

Anthoptilum grandijlorum.

Umbellula magniflora.

Umbellula huxleyi.

Umbellula loma.

1 > is t ichoptilum verril/i i

.

Renilla amethystina.

Family Stylatulid.e.

Family Virgxjlarid^e.

Family Fi \ktm\iiie.

Family STACHYPTILID e.

Family Anthoptilice.

Family Umbellulid.e.

Family Protoptiliixs:.

Family Renillule.
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Order GORGONACEA.

Suborder EOLAXONIA.

Family I'kimnoid.b.

Family Muriceiixe.

Famih I'm \ u rid e.

Family (ioi{<;o\n>.K.

1 'aligorgia g< /7osa.

Plumarella longispina.

Elasmogorgia filiformis.

Muria lla complanata.

Eumuria <> pusilla.

Psammogorgia arbuscula

Psammogorgia simph 1

Psammogorgia torreyi.

Psammogorgia spauldingi

. Leptogorgia flora .

Leptogorgia purpurea.

1. 1 ptogorgia caryi.

si, nogorgia kofoidi.

A glance at the foregoing list shows that the most striking feature

of the collection is the number and variety of pennatulids, there

being 20 of these beautiful forms out of a total of 38 alcyonarians.

Remembering the Large number of Muricid.c and Plexauridae

described by Verrill from 1 110 west coast south of the United States,

it is somewhat surprising that more numerous representatives of

these groups arc not included in the present list. This is probably

due to the fact, before referred to, that Yen-ill's material was largely

from shallow water, while the present collection was mostly from

deep water.

The only alcyonarians that the writer saw in shallow water while

working on that coast were Stylatvla gracilis and Rt nil/a amethys-

tiini, both pennatulids. So far as could be ascertained, no other

alcyonarians bad been collected from shallow water, either at La

Jolla, where the laboratory of the Marine Biological Association of

San Diego is located, or at Pacific drove. The coast at both these

places is rocky and furnishes man\ almost Ideal habitats for alcyo-

narian life, and the reason for its almost entire absence is not evi-

dent, ("specially in view of its abundance along the Central American
coast.
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Bathymetrical and geographical distribution of Californian Alcyonaria.
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SYSTEMATIC DISCUSSION AND DESCRIPTION OF SPECIES.

Order ALCYONACEA.
Fixed colonial forms without an axis cylinder.

Family CORNULARID^.

Polyps with solenia; or branched and bearing lateral buds.

Genus TELESTO.

Axial polyps, from the walls of which lateral polyps bud forth.

A\ alls containing spicules.

TELESTO RIGIDA Wright and Studer.

Telesto rigida Wright \\i> Studer, Challenger Reports, the Alcyoiuiria. issi),

p. 201.

Base of attachment not present; colony, in typical specimen,

:!:; nun. high; longest branch, :•>() mm.; average diameter of main

stem, "J..") mm., widening (list ally.

The main stem is the elongated laxly of the parent body wall, from

which daughter polyps branch; these also give off buds, making three

generations, as it were. The stem and calyces of the daughter polyps

are rather faintly corrugated, the corrugations becoming almost obso-

lete on distal parts of calyces. Margins with S lobes and almost

translucent.

The spicules are warty, short spindles, with a few crosses and slen-

der spindles.

Color.—Almost white in specimens preserved in formalin.

Locality.—Station 442 -

_\ east point of San .Nicholas Island bearing

S. 6° W., 2.5 miles distant. Depth, .",1 fathoms.

There were also two specimens in the collection of the University

of California, labeled "Sta. XXI. haul 2, June 20, 1901," oil' Santa

Catalina Island, 43 fathoms, and "Sta. LYII-II. I., 50 fathoms,

July 17, L903," from oil" San Diego.

These specimens agree in essential characters with the original

description.

In some places the corrugations in the calyces are well marked,

while in others they are almost obsolete, showing that their presence

or absence can hardly be a good specific character.

The Challenger secured this species at Station 71, west of the

Azores, at a depth of 1,675 fathoms.
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TELESTO AMBIGUA Nutting, new species.

Plate LXXXIV, figs. 1 and 2; Plate XC, fig. 1.

Colony growing from an expanded, more or less membranous base,

and forming a tangled mass in which it is difficult to distinguish indi-

vidual stems; longest stem attaining a height of 19 mm. The stem,

or body of the mother polyp, gives off daughter calyces without any

regularity whatever. In one case an individual attains a height of

about 14 mm. Calycular wall with 8 longitudinal corrugations armed
with spicules placed lengthwise, and ending at the margins in 8

rounded points. The corrugations are lighter in color than the inter-

vening spaces, and somewhat broader, giving a decidedly striated

appearance to the calycular walls.

The calyces enlarge slightly and gradually toward the margins;

and are often curved, when long;. In some cases there are calyces

of the third generation.

The polyps are all so retracted that details of their structure can

not be ascertained without sectioning.

The spicules are very slender spindles, almost needle like, with

their outer surfaces rather closely beset with thorn-like processes.

They are most numerous in the longitudinal rugosities on the calycular

walls.

Color.—Pale yellowish brown, growing lighter distally; the inter-

vals between the rugosities are greenish.

Type-specimen.— Cat. No. 25421, U.S.N.M.

Locality.—Station 4514, Monterey Bay, Point Pinos light-house

bearing S. 39° E., 10.7 miles distant; 524 fathoms.

Genus SYMPODIUM.

Polyps arising from a thin, leathery membrane, retractile. Spic-

ules small and disk-shaped.

SYMPODIUM ARMATUM Wright and Studer.

Sympodium armatum Wright and Studer, Challenger Report, Alcyonaria,

1889. p. 272.

Specimens which agree well with the original description were

found at the following stations:

Station 4311, Point Loma light-house bearing N. 32° E., 8.5 miles

distant; 110 fathoms.

Station 4515, Monterey Bay, Point Pinos light-house bearing S.

18° E., 8.1 miles distant ; 4<)5 fathoms.

Challenger Station 56, latitude 30° 08' 45" N., longitude 64° 59' 35"

W.; L,975 fathoms.
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Family ALCYOXID.K.

Genus ANTHOMASTUS.

Colony a fleshy rounded head supported by a short thick stem

devoid of polyps; polyps large, scattered, and completely retractile:

zooids present, scattered between the large polyps.

ANTHOMASTUS RITTERI Nutting, new species.

Plate I. XXXIV, fig. 3; Plate XC, fig. 2.

Colony growing from a rounded, expanded, disk-shaped base;

stem short and stout, devoid of polyps; head flattened, mushroom-

shaped, kidney-shaped in longitudinal section. The stem is very

rugose in specimens in formalin, livid whitish in color, ~>2 mm. long,

22 mm. in longest median diameter. The head is 72 mm. long, 57

mm. broad, and 26 mm. deep.

The large polyps are irregularly scattered over the entire head,

without any well-marked bare area-, although they are rather sparsely

distributed as a rule. The polyps have the body transversely and

longitudinally wrinkled; (
.) mm. to base of tentacles; tentacles 8 mm.

long in specimens preserved in formalin. The polyps are com-
pletely retractile, but the verruca' do not close over the retracted

polyps, leaving sunken pits about 6 mm. in diameter. The younger
polyp- are interspersed among the older, but there seems to be no

regular intergradat ion in size between old and young. In smaller

specimens, however, this is not the case. The body cavities run

down through the stem as in ReniUa.

The zooids are distributed densely over the entire surface of the

capitulum, covering it with their minute verruca', giving a distinctly

granulated appearance 1 to those portions not occupied by the polyp-.

The spicules are of three type-: 1. Needle-like forms imbedded
in the surface of the capitulum. These are the most abundant. 2.

Bar-like forms which are thickly crowded in the polyp walls. 3.

Stars and double star- crowded on the surface of the capitulum

between tin 1 siphonozooids. The zooids are surrounded by tufts of

needle-like spicules.

The color of the polyps i- deep crimson red, the lower part of the

bodies lighter. The general surface of the capitulum is purplish

pink. The stem is livid. One i^ the naturalists on the ATbatross

succinctly described the appearance of this species when he said

that it resembled "an early rose potato stuck full of red cloves."

Type-specimen. Cat. No. 25422, U.S.N.M., ATbatross station 1415.

Distribution. Station 111"), NE. point Santa Barbara Island N.
89° W. 1.7 mile-. 138 fathoms; Station 4418, SW. rock, Santa

Barbara Island, X. 8° E. (i.'.t miles, 238 fathoms; Station 442.;,

E. Point San Nicholas Maud S. 6° W. 2.5 miles, 216-389 fathoms;
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Station 4429, Gull Island N. 21° W. 2.9 miles, 506-680 fathoms; Sta-

tion 4461, Point Pinos light-house S. 3° E. 9.3 miles, 285-323 fathoms.

This striking species is named in honor of Prof. William E. Ritter,

of the University of California.

Order PENNATULACEA.
Colony free, consisting of a central stem, bearing polyps on its

distal portion. Polyps either sessile, or borne on lateral leaves. A
horny axis usually present. In addition to the polyps, zooids are

usually found in this group.

Family PENNATULID^E.

Colony in the form of a true feather, leaves or pinnules large and
evident.

Genus PENNATULA.

Zooids on the ventral side of the rachis only. Spicules scattered

over the entire surface, not confined to the borders of the leaves.

PENNATULA ACULEATA Danielssen.

Pennatula aculeata Danielssen, Forh. Vid.-Sel., Christiania, 1858, p. 25.

Numerous specimens collected by the Fisheries steamer Albatross

seem to be of this exceedingly variable species. The following is a

description of a typical colony:

Total length of colony 119 mm.; length of stem 45 mm. Stem
distinctly swollen just below the rachis, the fleshy part abruptly

pinching out about 7 mm. from the end, leaving bare the horny axis

which expands into a terminal, transparent, greatly flattened knob
or club. This is probably due to mutilation.

Leaves 23 pairs, the longest 17 mm. long by 3.5 broad, closely

approximated.

There are about 10 calyces to each full grown leaf, their margins

being surmounted by 8 slender acute points formed mainly by con-

verging spicules.

Zooids densely crowded on the ventro-lateral surface, leaving a

broad median band bare. Each zooid is guarded by a stockade of

5 to 10 spicules on its proximal side.

Spicules of the usual pennatulid type, the longest forming the

calycular teeth and along the lower edges of the leaves, where they

furnish a stiff support. They also form longitudinal bands between'

adjacent polyps, marking the surface of the leaf.

Color.—Zooids deep carmine red, pinnae yellow, streaked closely

with crimson. Stem and bare portion of rachis dull brownish

yellow. The general effect is a dull crimson for the colony as a.

whole.
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Distribution.—Station 4378, Point Loin a light-house bearing N.

57° E. 11 miles, 458-594 fathoms; Station 1417, S\V. rock, Santa

Barbara Island, bearing X. S° W. 6.3 miles. 2\) fathoms; Station

4425, E. point San Marcos Island bearing S. 7 E: 218 miles. 1,100

fathoms; Station 4432, Brockway's Point. Santa Rosa [sland, bear-

ing S. s miles, 275-270 fathoms; Station 4433, Brockway's Point,

Santa Rosa Island, bearing S. 10° E. 7.5 miles, 265 243 fathoms;

Station 1436, Harris Point, San Miguel Island. S. 7 K. 9.8 miles,

L'7I -Nil fathoms.

This species is abundant and widely distributed on our North

Atlantic coast, according to Yerrill. It is also a common species on

the eastern shores of the Atlantic and in the North Sea.

Genus PTILOSARCUS.

Calyx with two teeth. Polyps without spicules.

PTILOSARCUS QUADRANGULARIS Moroff.

Plate 1..XXXIV. figs. I Id; Plate l.XXXV, figs. 1-11; Plate XCI, figs. 1-2.

Ptilosccrcus quadrangularis Moroff, Zool. Jahrb., Abth. Syst. Geog. und Biol.

Thi.-iv. XVII. IDOL', p. :W5.

A rather small specimen, in alcohol, measures 200mm. in length.

Stem much swollen and longitudinally wrinkled, 93 mm. long and

37 mm. in diameter at widest part, which is about 12 mm. below the

rachis. Axis 150 mm. long.

Pinnse 52 <>n each side, the largest being 32 mm. dorso-vent rally,

and 27) mm. in greatest width from stem to margin. Polyps in

transverse rows on edges of pinine. there being about three rows of .".u

each on a medium-sized leaf. Calyces immersed to their margins,

each with a distinctly bimucronate margin.

Zooids: The ventral surface of the rachis is covered with a dense

mass of zooids divided by a clearly defined median band. The

ZOoids extend around laterally to tin 1 bases of the very short peduncles

on which t he pinnae are borne.

The spicules are of the regular pennatulid type, being long spindles

or Qeedles without verrucse. They occupy a, band on th Iges of

the pinna' about 2 to :; nun. in width.

Color of the above-described specimen, a dull, brownish yellow.

The color varies greatly, however, there being some specimens of ;i

bright orange red, and others distinctly violet or even purple in color.

DiMribution. Station 1 120, E. point San Nicholas Island S. 77° W.
5.7 mile-. :;:: 32 fathoms; Station 1 122, E. point San Nicholas [sland

S. 6° W. 2.5 miles, 31-32 fathoms: Station l pit). M..nterey Bay,

Point Pino, light S. 12° E. 10.8 miles. 52 67 fathoms.

Numerous specimens are also in the collection of the Hopkins

Laboratory at Pacific ( rrove.

Troc. X. M. vol. xxxv 44
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The abundance and excellent state of preservation of the material

of this species in the collection of the Hopkins Laboratory at Pacific

Grove, and the fact that this material was kindly placed at the dis-

position of the writer for study, and, so far as necessary, for dissection;

together with the typical nature of this pennatulid and the apparent

absence of any even fairly complete account of the anatomy of any

member of the order published in English, have induced the writer to

seize the opportunity to make a fairly exhaustive study of this

species and a representation of its anatomy by the use of photography.

One of the first facts brought to light in the study of this material is

the remarkable variation in size, color, and number of leaves, as is

shown in the following table

:

Number.
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No. 11 lias a number of more <>r loss aborted Leaves springing irreg-

ularly from the mass of zooids on the ventral side, as shown in

Plate LXXXI\ , fig. 8. The calyces on these aborted leaves appear

to be quite normal. In one case there is a single calyx springing from

the line of juncture of the leaf base and rachis on the ventral side.

All of these abnormalities are on one side of the hare ventral space.

ANATOMICAL STUDY OF SPECIMEN No. 1.

Stem flabby and much corrugated longitudinally, enlarging imme-
diately below junction with rachis to a diameter of 1.9 inches ami

narrowing gradually to the proximal end. There is a distinct opening

at 1 he lower (Mid.

Axis (dissected out from dorsal side), proximal end (i.7 inches from
the proximal end of stem. Axis extends from this point to one 3.2

inches from distal end of feather. The axis is overlaid by a longi-

tudinal membrane extending across the stem cavity and adherent

below to the inner surface of a similar membranous sectum on the

ventral side. It is therefore situated in a separate chamber ninning

lengthwise of the feather and adherent to the dorsal and ventral walls

of this chamber, which it divides into two lateral halves. This, w hich

I will call the "axial chamber," is quite small and inconspicuous, and

mighl readily be overlooked in certain sections. There is a similar,

but larger, longitudinal chamber between the axial chamber and the

dorsal wall of the stem, and another which is ventral to the axis.

There are thus four chambers in all : The right axial, left axial, dorsal,

and ventral.

The dorsal chandler is much the largest, the ventral next in size,

and the two axials much smaller. This is the condition in a section

near the distal end of the axis. Farther down, where the leaves are

best developed, the Four chambers change their relative size. Here
the dorsal is largest, the two axials next, and the ventral smallest, as

shown in the lower section illustrated in fig. 2, Plate LXXXY.
The total length of the axis is 7. (

.l inches and its greatest diameter

0.14 inch. It is square in section, tapering gradually at each end.

A cross section of the stem just below t he rachis, but not below t he

proximal end of the axis, is shown in the upper left-hand figure in

tig. 2. Plate LXX.W. Here the four chamber- are almost equal, the

axis being approximately in the center.

A similar section taken through the stem below the axis cylinder

and about 3.2 inches from the proximal end of the stem is nearly

round and L.3 inches in diameter. The wall is about 0.24 inch thick

and is bounded l>\ an outer and an inner membrane, as shown in the

upper right-hand section in fig. 2, Plate LXXXY. Between these

membranes is a vesiculated structure, well shown in the photograph.
Here the stem cavity is divided by a longitudinal membranous par-
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tition into two nearly equal chambers which are roughly half-moon

shaped in section. This septum is not perforated, but the walls of the

chambers which constitute the inner wall of the stem are marked by
rather regularly distributed linear to ovate openings, the longest

diameter of which is transverse to the long axis of the stem. These

openings, on account of their function, may be called stomata.

(Plate LXXXV, fig. 3.)

In other sections still nearer the proximal end of the stem it is seen

that the membrane dividing the stem cavity into two chambers is

really double, the two layers being divaricated at the ends of the par-

tition, the spaces thus bounded by the split ends of the partition and

the portion of the inner wall of the stem between them being the much-
reduced right and left axial chambers.

A section taken across the rachis above the termination of the axis

shows that the chambers are all much reduced in size, the partitions

between them being thickened into fleshy masses of considerable

consistence.

The canals entirely disappear near the end of the rachis, which ter-

minates in a little rounded knob covered at its extremity with a mass

of needle-like spicules.

THE LEAVES.

There are about nine pairs of rudimentary leaves below the first pair

with developed polyps. The lowest of these is extremehT minute and

placed on a level with the lowest of the zooids on the dorso-lateral

aspect of the rachis. They are edged with a single row of rounded

papilla?, which are, in fact, rudimentary calyces.

The smallest papilla? are on the inner and the largest on the outer

ends of the leaves. At the outer end there is a tendency toward a

zigzag arrangement of these papillae, indicating the incipiency of the

formation of two rows.

In the second pair this tendency is still more marked, there being

two rather well-defined rows of papilla? extending nearly to the inner

ends of the leaves, and at about the sixth pair the rows extend the

entire length of the leaf border.

The third leaf has three rows of papilla? on its outer side, and these

grow more and more complete in successive leaves until on the eighth

leaf they extend along the entire border.

The bimucronation of the calyces appears on the outer part of the

seventh leaf, while the tentacles of the polyps appear first on the outer

polyps of the ninth pair of leaves. Here the polyps are rosette-

shaped, when viewed from above, while on the tenth pair fully devel-

oped polyps with normal tentacles are seen.

This pair can thus be considered the first pair of functional leaves.

There are about 30 polyps to the row, and the leaf is narrow and

scalpelliforni.
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The twelfth leaf begins to show signs of the frilled border which is

characteristic of the species. Beyond this, going upward, the Leaves

increase regularly in size and complexity of frilling, the Largest being

at aboul the middle of the rachis. (See Plate LXXXIV, figs. 7 and 8.)

A typical, full-sized leaf measures 1.2 inches around the sinuations

of the polypiferous holder, but is only l.l inches in greatest length,

measured in a straight line, and has 75 polyps in the outer row. or

about 27-") to the entile leaf. The writer estimates that there are

about 25,000 polyps to the entire colony.

Bach leaf nearly meets its fellow on the dorsal side of the rachis, hut

not on the ventral, as shown in figs. 7 and 8, Plate LXXXIV. The
leaves are very closely set and retain nearly their maximum size to

near the distal end of the colony, where they diminish rapidly, forming

a rosette-shaped mass at the apex of the colony, as illustrated in

fig. 1. Plate LXXXY
1 11 1 1 OiYCES.

The individual calyx is terete in form, about 3 mm. long, each

coalescing with its ueighbors on either side so that only the margins

are exserted. The margin is ornamented with two rounded rather

prominent teeth, which are opposite and situated in the upper and
lower sides of the margin in the natural position of the leaf. This is

well shown in fig. 5, Plate LXXXY. w Inch is a photograph of the edge
of ;i leaf in a vertical instead of a horizontal position, the camera
being focussed on a single row of calyces, shown to the left of the

figure.

Owing to the crowding of the calyces it is sometimes difficult to

make out the number and position of the teeth, particularly when the

polyps are expanded.

When the polyps are ret ract ed, t he teeth are more or less approxi-

mated, those from the opposite sides of the margin closing over the

calycular opening. When the polyps are expanded, the teeth are

widely divaricated.

A. cross section of a leaf just below the calyces shows that the Latter

are continued downward by partitions that extend across the leaf,

connecting its lower and upper surfaces. It thus comes about that

these longitudinal chambers, which are continuous with the bod\

cavities of the polyps, are uniserial, while the polyps on the border are

in three and sometimes four series. This appears to be due to the

crowding of the polyps which originally are in one row and are thrown
into three rows by the fact that the edge of the leaf can not accom-
modate them in one row. A section taken across this polypiferous

border at about the level of the oesophageal tubes of the polvps shows
this very well as will be seen on consulting the upper section of fig. 8,

Plate LXXXY. The middle and lower section- of the same figure

-how that the chambers which are continuations of the body cavities
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are in one series, but much narrower than the body cavities shown in

the upper section.

The leaf, then, below the polypiferous border, is divided into a great

number of quadrangular but narrow chambers, which are parallel to

each other and are separated from each other by septa which connect

the upper with the lower surfaces of the leaf. The chambers extend

from the body cavities of the polyps on the border of the leaf to a

semicircular canal yet to be described at the base of the leaf. There

is thus a chamber to each polyp, and a careful examination of the

sections of the leaf which cut across these chambers will show that

each of the four sides of the chamber bears the continuations of two

mesenteries, each septum between chambers bearing four, or two on

each side. As they approach the base of the leaf these chambers

become narrower until they are almost linear, and the regularity of

the arrangement of the mesenteries becomes deranged. But it is

still usually possible to detect eight mesenteries to each chamber.

A section across a leaf of a sexually mature colony will reveal

numerous ova or spermaries, all of which seem to be attached to the

mesenteries which run down the sides of the partitions between the

chambers, as is shown in fig. 9, Plate LXXXV.
The ova do not extend far below the bottoms of the oesophageal

tubes, however, and a section near the basal part of a leaf will be

devoid of them.

At the extreme base of each leaf these chambers open into a com-

paratively large canal that is inside of the leaf where it joins the rachis,

and follows the curve of the line of junction of leaf and rachis for most

of its length, but finally plunges into the mass of spongy tissue under

the ventro-lateral aspect of the rachis and just beneath the mass of

zooids. This canal terminates blindly at its other end in the basal

portion of the leaf on the dorsal side of the rachis.

Fig. 6, Plate LXXXV, shows a magnified view of the side of a leaf,

and the longitudinal markings made by the partitions between the

chambers are plainly seen.

THE POLYPS.

These are of the regular alcyonarian type, with S fringed tentacles.

They are white in color, and are expanded, in formalin specimens,

about 4 mm. above the calycular walls. The polyp mouth is usually

transverse to the polypiferous band of the leaf. Tentacles with

about 20 papillae on each side.

The mesenteries show plainly through the translucent walls of the

polyps. Four of these bear ova and are disposed as described under

the head of "Calyces."

There are no spicules, either in the tentacles or body walls of the

polyps.
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THE ZOOIDS.

The two zooid bands extend the whole length of the rachis, being

over 7 inches long and 0.6 broad at the widest part, narrowing

gradually distally, and ending each in a somewhat curved lobe

proximallv. The mass is swollen and turgid to within aboul '.

inch of the proximal end, where it is suddenly conl racted, the remain-

der being on a lower level, as seen from the ventral aspect. This

proximal area on each hand seems to he occupied by undeveloped
zooids, as they are much smaller and less prominent than elsewhere.

The hare streak between the lateral hands of ZOOlds is about half

an inch broad at its widest pari basallv, and becomes almost oblit-

erated distally. Its width and also the extent to which it is depressed

between the lateral bands depends largely on the extent to which

the rachis is inflated and the method of preparation of ihc specimen.

Both edges of the lateral bands are perfectly even, straight, and

clearly defined. The bands do not reach the leaf bases laterally by

aboul I). 16 of an inch.

The zooids are densely crowded together over the whole surface of

the bands, and are greatly distorted by mutual pressure, SO that their

real shape is hard to ascertain, their outline being as varied as so

many cobblestones in a pavement. (Fig. 10, Plate LXXXY
In general they present the appearance of conical or dome-shaped

papillae, inclined somewhat toward the distal end of the colony and

surrounded or partly surrounded by spicules. A terminal mouth is

present, bul closed so tightly that nothing but a slighl depression can

be seen. There are no true tentacles, although a scalloped appear-

ance around the periphery of the zooid might suggest them.

Many minute zooids are crowded between the larger ones, as if

there were a succession of these structures in various stages of growth ;

moreover, there are many deep infoldings and convolutions of the

surface which bears the zooids, so that many of the latter are carried

some distance below the surface, as is shown by transverse sections

of the zooid bands. Such a section, taken across the rachis, -hows

that the zooids are simple, sac-like bodies with an elongated oval

body cavity, the upper portion of the walls being beset with numer-
ous spicules. The lower end of the body cavity is continued broadly

into a canal which passes downward and opens into one of the numer-
ous canals that are Longitudinal to the rachis and form a series the

openings of which, in such a section, are regularly disposed a short

distance beneath the zooids. Below this zone of longitudinal canals

are seen transverse sections of numerous complicated muscle bands
which, like the canals, are disposed in a regular zone or layer running

lengthwise of the rachis.

These muscle bands are the most striking feature of the section,

and indicate the most powerful and highly specialized muscles of the
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entire colony, their disposition indicating that they serve to power-

fully contract and shorten the rachis. The bands are immersed in

connective tissue which is more or less vesicular, containing numer-

ous irregular lacunae which may be a part of the water-vascular sys-

tem. (Plate XCI, fig. 1.)

Intervening between the muscle bands and the lining of the rachis

cavity is a mass of spongy tissue and a rather ill-defined layer of

circular muscle bands.

To recapitulate. Passing from the surface of the rachis inward we
encounter the following structures in regular order:

1. A superficial layer of zooids in longitudinal section, with the

whole layer thrown into deep convolutions in places, and numerous

spicules embedded in the upper parts of their walls.

2. A narrow7 zone of canals leading downward from the body cavi-

ties of the zooids.

3. A zone occupied by the cross sections of regularly arranged longi-

tudinal canals, separated by partitions of connective tissue.

4. A very conspicuous zone of sections of powerful longitudinal

muscles embedded in connective tissue and with numerous lacunae.

5. A zone of loose, spongy tissue, doubtless part of the erectile

tissue of the rachis.

6. An inconspicuous layer of circular muscles.

7. The lining of the cavity of the rachis.

A section taken parallel to the surface of the mass of zooids, but

deep enough to include the upper part of the oesophageal tubes,

shows very plainly the wall of the body cavity, the eight mesenteries

in section, the endodermal lining of the oesophageal tubes and a trans-

verse section of the conspicuous siphonoglyphs with a very unusual

display of strong, lash-like cilia. For details of this interesting sec-

ion see fig. 2, P*ate XCI.
Below the oesophageal tubes the mesenteries are mucft reduced,

and sometimes entirely wranting. Often one or two can be made out,

but this arrangement does not seem to be constant.

THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM.

The different parts of the wTater system have been mentioned in

the above account, but not in such a manner as to show their ana-

tomical relations as a whole.

It is possible for water to enter or leave the colony either through

the opening at the distal end of the stem, the mouths of the polyps,

<>i- the mouths of the zooids. It seems likely that the extreme disten-

sion of the erectile tissue of the stem is effected by water entering the

stem cavity by means of the opening at the end of the stem, and

passing into the spongy erectile tissue of the stem walls by means of

1 he "stomata" shown in fig. 3, Plate LXXXV. Probably this is the
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main function of the water system in the stem. Water entering the

mouths of the polyps would pass downward into the leaf chambers,

which are continuous with the body cavities of the polyps, and thence

into the semicircular canals at the bases of the leaves. These canals

convey the water to the spongy tissue immediately under the zooid

hands of the radii-. Water entering the mouths of the zooids would

he conducted immediately to this spongy tissue of the rachis, which

freely communicates with the spongy tissue of the stem. From here

it could go into the stem chambers and out through the opening at

the end of the stem.

It is quite likely that these currents may be reversed periodically,

as is known to be the case in some other ccelenterates. The writer

was told by one w bo had observed this species soon after it was taken

and placed in a tank that the stem alternately expanded and con-

tracted by inhaling and exhaling water through the opening at the

end of the stem, and that the amount of expansion and contraction

was very remarkable. That water i> taken in through the mouths
of the polyps seems very probable, from what is known of the manner
of feeding of other polyps.

In most case-, however, where living polyps have been studied,

water is both inhaled and exhaled through the polyp month.

There is doubtless some special and important function pertaining

to the zooids in relation to the water system. The greal size and

number of the cilia in the siphonoglyphs, tin 1 regular series of longi-

tudinal canals immediately beneath the zooid bands, together with

the highly specialized longitudinal muscle bands in that region of

the rachis, are hijrhVv significant of important serviee in the life of

the c "or j .

The present writer has beVn unable co limi a, satisractory explana-

tion of these interesting structures, but hopes to renew his investiga-

tions with living material at no distant time.

It might be suggested that the contraction of the great longitudinal

muscle bands would strongly compress the series of longitudinal

water tubes by tending to shorten them, and that the water contained

in the canals would find a direct outlet through the mouths of the

zooids which would thus serve as excitrrent or it ices to t he colony.

Jungerson, in his work on the structure and development of Penna-

tula phosphorea, gives a view of the circulatory system which ascribes

an excurrent function to the zooids, but believes that the water from

the polyp- passes exclusively to the dorsal canal in the stem cavity.

This latter statement will certainly not apply t<» Ptilosarcus <i>i<ulr<m-

qularis.

"The present writer has net seen Jungerson'e work, but finds it discussed in Trade

de Zoologie concrete, Delage and Eerouard, II. j>. 345.
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Genus HALISCEPTRUM.

Pennatulida? in which the leaves are devoid of spicules.

HALISCEPTRUM CYSTIFERUM, new species.

Plate LXXXVI, fig. 1.

Colony attaining a height of 120 mm. Length of stem to rudi-

mentary leaves 65 mm. The terminal bulb takes the form of a

remarkable bladderlike expansion, oval to round in shape, an average

one measuring 9 mm. by 6 mm. The bladder is translucent, with

fine annular markings produced by muscle bands in its walls. Above
this bladderlike structure is another swelling of the stem, such as

usually found in this group, about 30 mm. long.

The axis cylinder terminates at about the middle of this swelling,

and protrudes considerably above the distal pinnae in all of the 13

specimens secured.

The ventral side of the stem has a distinct groove, and the bladder

has an internal, longitudinal membranous septum which divides the

stem cavity into two chambers, at least in its lower portion.

The pinnae are very short, and so closely set that the polyps appear

at first sight to be attached to the stem direct. There are about 32

pairs, counting the rudimentary ones. The fully developed pinnae

are nearly crescent-shaped, the concavity embracing the stem.

The polyps are 4 or 5 to each well-developed pinna, large in pro-

portion to size of pinnse, apparently not completely retractile, ovate

in vertical section.

The margins are somewhat inflected and ornamented with 8 lobes.

Some of the calyces are much longer than others.

Zooids do not seem to be present in this species.

Spicules are also apparently absent, or they are so small and scat-

tered as to escape observation.

Color.—In alcohol, light buffy brown.

Type-specimen.—Cat. No. 25423, U.S.N.M., Albatross station 4541.

Distribution.—Station 4514, Point Pinos light-house S. 39° E.

10.7 miles, 394-524 fathoms; Station 4541, Point Pinos light-house

S. 41° E. 9.3 miles, 609 fathoms.

The distinction between pinna? and sessile polyps here seems diffi-

cult. The pinna? might be regarded as groups of adherent, sessile

polyps. In this case the species would have to go into another family,

probably the Yirgularida^, which illustrates the distance which has

yet to be traveled before we have a really natural classification of the

pennatulids.

Family STYLATULID^.

Colony long and slender, with small pinnules which are supported

beneath b}- a calcareous plate composed of fused radiating spicules.
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Genus STYLATULA Verrill.

The plate of radiating spicules very large and conspicuous, the

ends of the spicules often projecting beyond the borders of the leaves

or pinnules.

STYLATULA ELONGATA (Gabb).

Plate I.XXXVI. fig. 2.

Virgularia elongata Gabb, Proc. California Acad. Nat. Sci., 11. L863, p. I <>7 .

Complete colony measuring about 30 cm. in length, terminating

basallv in a round or oval translucent bulb.

All but a small median ventral strip of the rachis is concealed by

the modified leaves with their calyces. The whole colony is almost

exactly round in cross section. The axis is central, hard and stony,

about I'..") mm. in diameter.

The modified leaves closely embrace the rachis to which they are

extensively adherent by their inner edges, fitting around it like a col-

lar, and overlapping somewhat on the dorsal side. There are 12-16

still' calcareous raylike stays projecting directly outward from each

leaf, and extending inward nearly to the axis. They lie on the lower

surface of the leaves which the}T support, arc transparent and thorn-

like, and about 3 mm. in length.

There are about 10 pairs of leaves to the inch, and owing to their

unusual position the polyps appear to be arranged in whorls around

the rachis.

The polyps are naked, vertical in position, standing on the upper

edges of the leaves. They are very closely crowded, so much so that

they sometimes appear to be in two ranks. They are really in a

single row. however, and there are from 20-24 in each row\ The
individual polyps are small, tapering considerably at distal end,

greatly flattened below by mutual pressure, and about 2 mm. long.

The zooids are very numerous and papilliform, closely packed over

the whole surface of the rachis between the unattached portions of

the leaves and the rachis, but not visible without dissection, as thej

are covered by the closely crowded leaves.

The median ventral strip of the rachis is naked and distinctly

grooved.

There are no spicules, unless the thorny stays of the leaves may be

called highly modified spicules, which is doubtless the case.

Color.—In life, light grayish brown, the soft swelling above the

end bulb salmon color, the polyps white. In alcohol the entire

colony is a very light brown, almost white.

Distribution.—Station 4448, Point Pinos light-house S. LMi° W. :;

miles, 46 fathoms; Station 4451, Point Pinos light-house S. 2.3° \Y.

3.2 miles, 52 54 fathoms: Station 4491, Santa Cruz light-house X. .">i
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W. 5.8 miles, 20 fathoms; Station 4520, Point Pinos light-house

S. 28° W. 11.2 miles, 44 fathoms; Station 4562, Santa Cruz light-

house N. 72° W. 8.1 miles, 10 fathoms. All of these stations are in

Monterey Bay.

Numerous specimens were found by collectors from the San Diego

Marine Biological Association laboratory in Whalers Bight, San

Diego Bay. They were growing deeply immersed in the mud. Ver-

rill's specimens were from Panama and Cape St. Lucas.

Other specimens are from Sausalito, California.

Verrill regards this species of Gabb's as identical with his own
Stylatula elongata; the priority, however, belongs to the species

named by Gabb.

For the somewhat confusing synonymy of this species, see Verrill."

Genus ACANTHOPTILUM Kolliker.

Colony very slender, with small, closely crowded leaves. Stem

with an end bulb, and usually another swelling above this. A com-

paratively small plate of spicules under the base of each leaf. Spic-

ules in calycular walls, with points projecting above the margin of

calyces. Stem without radial canals.

PACANTHOPTILUM GRACILE iGabb).

Plate LXXXVI, figs. 3 and 4.

Virgularia gracilis Gabb, Proc. California Acad. Nat. Sci., II, 1863, p. 167.

Colony excessively slender, total length 67 cm. Stem to begin-

ning of rudimentary pinnae 10 cm. Bulb not much swollen, passing

almost insensibly into the swelling above, which is about 10 cm. long.

A ventral median groove is often found passing along the whole

rachis ^ut this f«a+ure is not constant.

Pinna? excessively numeious and closely approximated, short the

full-grown ones being 8 mm. long by 2^ mm. broad.

Calyces short, 8 or 9 to each fully-developed pinna, each surrounded

by a border of 8 rather blunt points, oval in section, greater diameter

transverse to the pinna owing to the crowding of the polyps.

The polyps are retractile, although most of them are partially

expanded in alcoholic specimens.

Zooids in groups of 6 to 12 on lateral sides of rachis between adja-

cent pinnae. They are more prominent than usual, showing plainly

the central depression surrounded by an elevated ring.

Spicules of the ordinary pennatulid type. They are mostly needle-

like, practically colorless in alcoholic specimens, having but a slight

yellowish tinge. There is a patch of comparatively large spicules

supporting the base of each pinna on the under side. The spicules

are very sparsely distributed or absent on the stem and rachis.

There are 8 longitudinal bands of spicules in calycular walls.

a Trans. Connecticut Acad. Arts and Sci., I, Pt. 2, pp. 382-384.
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Color.—In alcohol, a lighl tan brown. The swelling above the end

bull) is dull purplish brown.

Distribution.—All in Bay of Monterey. Station 4464, Point Pinos

light-house S. 29° W. 7.(5 miles, 31-32 fathoms; Station 1492, Santa

Cruz light-house N. 54° W. 7 miles, 26 fathoms; Station 1550, Poinl

Pinos light-house S. 6° E. 4.6 miles, 50-57 fathoms; Station 1556,

Point Pinos light-house S. 7° E. 3.7 miles, 56-5!) fathoms; Station

1557, Point Pinos light-house S. 25° W. 3.1 miles, ">:; 5 I fathoms;

Station 4558, Point Pinos light-house S. 79° W. 2 mil.-. 28 10

fat hoins.

The original specimens were from the Bay of .Monterey, 20 fathoms.

In his discussion of this species, which he ascribes to the genus

Stylutuht, Yen-ill expresses a doubt as to its belonging to this genus

at all. The specimens collected by the Fisheries steamer Albatross

agree quite well with the original description of Virgularia gracilis

Gabb, and this, together with the fact that the locality is the same

and the species evidently abundant at moderate depths in the Bay
of Monterey, makes it quite likely that the species is correctly identi-

fied as Virgularia gracilis Gabb, which now goes into t lie genus

AcarUhopHlum.

? ACANTHOPTILUM POURTALESII Kblliker.

Acanthoptilum pourtalesii Kolliker, Anat. Syst. Bes. Alcyonarien, Pt. 1, Die

Pennatuliden, 1872, p. 231.

A specimen, without label, agrees closely with Kolliker's descrip-

tion, except that the spicules of the stem are not "biscuit-shaped"

but of the usual rod-like type.

A very young specimen, apparently of this species, from the collec-

tion of the University of California from San Diego Bay, shallow

water, has the leaves much more widely separated than the other.

The original specimens described by Kolliker were secured off the

Florida reefs at depths of from 12 to 44 fathom--.

ACANTHOPTILUM ALBUM, new species.

Plate l.XXXVI. figs. 5 8.

Colony very slender, attaining a height of aboul 225 mm. Stem to

rudimentary leaves about 87 mm. Terminal bulb not well marked,
and about an inch above it is a slighl swelling.

Pinna 1

, including the rudimentary ones, about 75 pairs, 4 mm.
long, regularly curving, without any twist.

Polyps apparently nonretractile, the lobular fringed tentacles

being quite well expanded in alcoholic specimens, l <>r~> toeach pinna.

The calyces are much reduced in size and quite soft, with an 8-lobed

<*Trans. Connecticut A.cad. Arts and s. i .. 1. Pt. 2, p. 383,
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margin that is not usually well denned. The distal calyx on each leaf

is produced into a point extending beyond the expanded polyp.

Zooids apparently wanting on both dorsal and ventral surfaces of

the rachis, and reduced to short rows of three each between adjacent

pinnae. They are quite inconspicuous, and might readily be over-

looked, being indicated in superficial view by nothing save the small

groups of colorless spicules by which they are surrounded.

The spicules are colorless, of the ordinary pennatulid type, very

sparsely distributed in calycular walls. There is a group of larger,

spindle-shaped spicules beneath the origin of each pinna. Smaller,

rod-like forms are distributed over the surface of the rachis and stem.

Color.—White, in preserved specimens, with the exception of a

purple spot about 10 mm. long on the swelling above the terminal

bulb.

Type-specimen.—Cat. No. 25424, U.S.N.M., Albatross Station 4473

(See below).

Distribution.—Station 4439, Point Pinos light-house S. 38° E. 6

miles, 42-40 fathoms; Station 4445, Point Pinos light-house S. 13'

E. 6 miles, 66-60 fathoms; Station 4446, Point Pinos light-house S.

2° W. 5 miles, 59-52 fathoms; Station 4453, Point Pinos light-house

S. 17° W. 2.3 miles, 49-51 fathoms; Station 4454, Point Pinos light-

house S. 13° E. 8.3 miles, 71-65 fathoms; Station'4457, Point Pinos

light-house S. 21° W. 6.1 miles, 46-40 fathoms; Station 4460, Point

Pinos light-house S. 12° E. 10.8 miles, 55-67 fathoms; Station 4473,

Point Pinos light-house S. 15° E. 2.8 miles, 59-65 fathoms; Station

4482, Santa Cruz light-house N. 39° W. 8.7 miles, 43-44 fathoms.

ACANTHOPTILUM SCALPELLIFORME Moroff.

Plate LXXXVI, figs. 9 and 10.

Acanthoptilum scalpelliformis Moroff, Zool. Jahrb., Abth. Syst. Geog. und Biol.

Thiere, XVII, 1902, p. 394.

An exceedingly attenuate form with true pinnae. Length 97.5 cm.,

length of stem to first rudimentary pinnae 262 mm. Pinnae very

numerous, short, well separated, 3.5 mm. long by 1.5 mm. broad at

the base.

Polyps 7 or 8 to each fully developed pinna, uniserial, the last orj

distal one on each pinna being widely separated from the next.

In the stem the bulb passes insensibly into the swelling, the two

together being 135 mm. long.

The zooids are in lateral rows joining the bases of the pinnae, about

s in a tow. Sometimes the rows are partially double. The zooids

are indicated by round white dots more or less completely surrounded

by spicules,
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The spicules are purplish pink in color, of two types: 1. Needle-

shaped forms situated on the upper parts of the ealveular walls on the

side toward which the pinna' are directed. 2. Long, bar-shaped

spicules on the lower ealveular walls, sides of pinnae and on the rachis.

They are often aggregated in lines on the pinna', making radiating

streaks. They also form patches on the under surfaces of the pinnae

bases.

Color.—In fresh specimens the pinna' are purplish; stem, upper

pari of bulb whitish; swelling pinkish shading to deep purple in the

middle part. Ventral part of rachis nearly white.

Locality.— University of California Station 956, 30-140 fathoms,

off La Jolla, California.

ACANTHOPTILUM ANNULATUM, new species.

Plate LXXXVI, figs. II L3.

Colony very slender. Length about 156 mm.; stem 68 mm.
There are about 170 pairs of pinna-, counting the rudimentary ones.

Full grown pinna- 5 nun. long by 1.5 mm .

Polyps usually with 6 calyces to each well-developed pinna. Fach
ealveular margin is armed with 8 moderately acute points, composed
of ccenenchyma reenforced by a few spicules. The longest (distal)

polyps are about 2 mm. long to margin of calyx. •

The zooids are in groups of 3 to 8, laterally placed; between adja-

cent pinna'. They are sometimes in a single row and sometimes in a

double row.

The spicules are carmine pink in color, short rods with rounded

ends, quite small. They are arranged in 8 longitudinal lines in the

ealveular walls, the lines ending in the points around the margin.

These lines also extend downward between the extensions of the

body cavities of the polyps, or on the lines which indicate the parti-

tions between the latter, so as to constitute superficial markings on
the surfaces of the leaves, these markings radiating from the base to

the border of each leaf. The under pari of each leaf is marked at its

base by a distinct patch of densely aggregated spicules, bright car-

mine in color. These series of brightly colored spots, one on each
side of the rachis. give an annulated appearance to the colony in side

view and suggested the specific name " annulatum."
The spicules are generally distributed over the stem and rachis,

but are less conspicuous on the former on account of the thickness of

the ectodermal covering.

Color. The general color of the colon} is pink, owing to the com-
bination of carmine spinules and white coenosarc. The middle part

of the stem is purplish, the basal part being light pink, and the bulb

whitish.

Type-specimen.—Cat. No. '_'."> l_'.V l.s.N.M.
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Distribution,—Station 4420, E. point San Nicholas Island S. 77° W.
5.7 miles, 33-32 fathoms (type-locality); Station 4421, E. point San
Nicholas Island N. 26° W. 3.8 miles, 291-229 fathoms; Station

4422, E. point San Nicholas Island S. 6° W. 2.5 miles, 31-32 fathoms.

Family VIRGULARID^.

Colony long and slender; leaves short, sometimes reduced to a

mere band of polyps, and without a plate of modified or aggregated

spicules supporting their bases.

Genus BALTICINA.

Stem short and thick, rachis proportionately very long, pinnae

reduced to band-like rows of calyces. There are spicules in the ten-

tacles of the polyps.

BALTICINA PACIFICA, new species.

Plate LXXXVII, figs. 1 and 2.

A typical specimen measures 97.5 cm. in total length; the stem to

the first rudimentary polyps 93 mm.; bulb 25 mm. long; swelling

above bulb 75 mm. long.

The axis cylinder is very strong and hard, reaching to the end

bulb. There are 114 rows of polyps, with 2 to 5 in each row, the

polyps being closely appressed to each other. The rows are 5 to 8

mm. apart, measured on the dorso-lateral side.

The calyces decrease in size regularly from the first (ventral) to

the last in each row. Each calyx has two broad conspicuous thorny

spines on its lower margin, the outer spine being the larger. The

first and largest calyx is 4 mm. high to tip of spine, and 2.5 mm. wide

near the base.

The polyps appear to be nonretractile, and are of the usual alcyo-

narian type. The tentacles are long, and their outer surface is cov-

ered with spicules. There are also a few spicules on the body walls.

The zooids are in groups of 15 to 20 between the rows of polyps.

These groups show a tendency in places to an arrangement in two or

three rows. The zooids are unprotected by spicules, and appear as

simple rounded granules. There are a few scattered zooids on the

dorsal surface, usually continuous with the rows spoken of above.

The spicules are bar-shaped, and apparently confined to the calyces

and polyps. They are most conspicuous in the calyces, where they

converge to form the marginal spines. There are a few transverse

rows on the polyp walls. They are diagonally arranged on tentacu-

lar liases and longitudinally disposed on the rest of the outer surfaces

of the tentacles. The spicules are much more abundant on the sides

of the polyps that are nearest the calycular spines.
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The color of the polyps and calyces is chocolate brown, the swell-

ing yellowish brown, and the end hull) dark reddish brown.

Type-specimen.—C&t. No. 25426, U.S.N.M.

Distribution.—Station 1326, Soledad Hill, Point La Jolla,S.59°E.

5.6 miles, 280-243 fathoms; Station 1333, Poinl Loma light-house

\. 27 E. L2.2 miles, 301 fathoms; Station 1433, Brockway Point,

Santa Rosa [sland, S. 10 E. 7.5 miles, 265 243 fathoms; Station

1513, Point Pinos light-house S. 31° E. 9.3 miles, 156 389 fathoms;

Station 4516, Point Pinos light-house S. 49 E. L2.5 miles, 756

fathoms; Station 1537, Point Pinos light-house S. 7 1 E. 7.1 miles,

1,062 fathoms; Station 1538, Poinl Pinos light-house S. 85 E. 6.5

miles, 871 795 fathoms; Station 1~>I7. Point Pino-, light-house S.

82 E. 10.5 miles, 1,083 fathoms (type-locality).

Having examined a large number of specimens of this species from

the Californian coast, and having found them constant in having not

more than 5 polyps to each leaf (instead of from 8 to 15 as described

by Kollikeri.' I have concluded that the species is clearly distinct

and given it the name Baltidna pacifica.

Pavonaria califbmica Moroff 6
is described as having polyps without

spicules, while P. iloih t n't Moroff has 11 11 polyps to 1 he leaf, wit h no

spicules in the tentacles.

BALTICINA FINMARCHICA Sars).

VirgtUaria finrnarchica Sars, Fauna Lit. Norvegise, II. L856, p. 68.

In the collection at Stanford University there are a -cries of six

specimens which were originally taken near Pacific drove, California,

by Chinese fishermen, who secured them on their trawls in deep

water. These specimens apparently belong to this species. They
are much macerated and their characters are difficult to make out

with certainty. The} differ from the preceding specie-., I>,ilti<in(i

pacifica, in having 12-15 calyces to a row and in less prominenl

calycular teeth.

The upper part of the rachis has anemones attached, each with a

ring-like stolon clasping the rachis, exactly as described by VerrihV

Two other specimens in the same collection which are labeled
" VerriUia blakei, Barracuda Inlet, British Columbia," do not seem
to he fairly separable from this species. The} are very large, one
of them being 50 inches long; the stem to rudimentary leaves 12

inches long; terminal bulb 5 inches long. The calyces are in rows

of 7 to in. The} are long, terete; margins with two low and incon-

" Anatomisch-Systematische Beechreibung der Alcyonarien. Pi. I. Pi.' Penna-

toliden, L872, p. 239.

bZool.Jahrb., Al.th. Syst.Gi og. und Biol. Thiere,XVII, L902, j>. 393.

Hull. Mu>. Comp. Zool., XI, No. I. p

Proc. X. M. \"i. x\xv 15
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spicuous teeth. The zooids are in rows, usually of 3, on each side

of the bare middle space on the dorsal side of the rachis. On the

ventral side there are two lateral rows of zooids which are somewhat
broken and irregular, there being a tendency toward the formation

of double rows extending down the whole length of the rachis and

stem to the end bulb.

These specimens are preserved in glycerin, and the spicules seem

to have largely been dissolved.

The name Verrillia was proposed by Stearns as a subgeneric

designation based on the species named originally Pavonaria blakei

by the same author. Later Verrill republished Stearns's original

description, a very complete one, by the way, and adds, in a footnote:

"A recent examination of a specimen convinces me that this species

is most nearly allied to the Halipteris chrishi, and probably ought to

be referred to this genus." 6

The present writer having compared the careful description of

Stearns with his own description of the specimens at Stanford Uni-

versity finds that the two agree quite closely. These specimens,

however, can not be placed in Kolliker's genus Halipteris because

the polyps are placed on rudimentary band-like pinnae, instead of

being seated directly on the rachis as in the original description of

the genus. They can be placed, however, in Kolliker's genus

Pavonaria, which Verrill has shown to be a synonym of the genus

Balticina Gray. c If the species under consideration is a valid one it

should be called Balticina blakei (Stearns).

As indicated above, however, I am of the opinion that the Stanford

specimens belong to the well-known species Balticina jinmarchica

(Sars).

Family FUNICULINID/E.

Polyps sessile, free, arranged in rows on sides of rachis and pro-

vided with calyces.

Genus FUNICULINA.

Calyces with 8 teeth and spicules in 8 vertical bands. Zooids

dorsal.

FUNICULINA ARMATA Verrill.

Funiculina armata Verrill, Amer. Journ. Sci. and Arts, XVII, 1879, p. 240.

Largest colony about 45 cm. long. The axis is distinctly quad-

rangular in section, and the end bulb is scarcely distinguished from

the rest of the stem, the termination being curved and pointed.

a Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., V, 1873, p. 147.

b Amer. Journ. Sei. and Arts, VII, 1874, p. 68.

c Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., XI, no. 1, p. 4.
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The calyces are as described by Yen-ill, irregularly distributed on

the rachis, the rows or ranks being scarcely differentiated. The

calyces are usually more expanded at the top than is indicated by

Verrill's figure, but some of them have the same outline. The amount

of expansion seems to depend on the stage of retraction of the polyp.

The zooids are relatively the most prominent that T have seen.

They extend down on the dorsal side of the stem some distance

below the rachis and within about 75 mm. of the end.

The spicules are long slender needles, forming 8 longitudinal ribs

on the calycular walls and projecting decidedly from the marginal

teeth. They are also thickly distributed lengthwise on the rachis,

although they are sparse or wanting on the stem, where the spicules,

when present, are more rod-like.

Color.—The polyps are dark brown, the stem and rachis being

lighter.

Distribution.—Station 4400, 30° 50' 20" N., 118° 03' 30" W., 500

fathoms; Station 1107. SE. |><>int Santa Catalina Island X. 19° 30'

E., 3.2 miles, 334-478 fathom.-: Station 4415, NE. point Santa Cata-

lina Island X. 89° W. 8.G miles, 638 fathoms.

Also U. S. Fish Commission Stations 880 and 881, 262-3_>5

fathoms; off Sable Island, Nova Scotia, 300-400 fathoms; Blah
stations, off Santa Cruz, 135-500 fathoms; oil' Guadeloupe, 163 and

769 fathoms.

Genus HALIPTERIS.

Calyces with 2 to 4 teeth; zooids lateral.

HALIPTERIS CONTORTA, new species.

Plate LXXXVI, figs. 3 and 4.

Colony much distorted, about 75 mm. long; stem 12.5 mm., round.

Bulb not distinct.

Polyps arranged in rows of 5 or 6, passing obliquely from ventral

to dorsal surface on both sides, forming creseentic rows. The calyces

decrease in size from lateral to dorsal, the mid-dorsal being the

smallest and measuring but 1.5 mm. in height. The rows are closely

crowded together, leaving no lateral or dorsal surface of rachis free,

except where the calyces are disturbed.

Calyces with margins armed with 1 rather blunt teeth, 2 of which

are much larger and more pointed than the others. The smaller

teeth are often so inconspicuous that they might well be over-

looked and the calyces be described as having but 2 teeth. On
the lower part of the rachis there is a short row of rudimentary
polyps or calyces on the dorsal side of the stem.
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The polyps are entirely retractile, and their tentacles are without

spicules.

Zooids are soon in a few lateral groups of 4 to 6 between the calyces.

There are also a few scattered zooids on the dorsal surface.

The spicules are needle-like, small, colorless, and arranged longi-

tudinally in calycular walls. Elsewhere they are variously distributed,

sparsely scattered on the stem, and apparently absent from the dorsal

band of the rachis.

Type-specimen.—Cat. No. 25427, U.S.N.M.

Distribution.—Station 4409, SE. Point Santa Catalina Island

SW. 2.1 miles, 88-52 fathoms.

Family STACHYPTILID^.

Calyces present, free, zooids ventral.

Genus STACHYPTILUM.

Polyps in rows of four on each side of the median dorsal line;

calyces with broad vertical bands of spicules; zooids dorsal, ventral,

and lateral.

STACHYPTILUM SUPERBUM Studer.

Plate XXXVII, figs. 5 and 6.

Stachyptilum superbum Studer, Bull. Mus. t'omp. Zool., XXV, No. 5, 1894,

1». 56.

Length of colony 175 mm.; stem 81 mm. Terminal bulb soft,

slender, wrinkled. There is a slight swelling above the bulb. The

ventral surface of the rachis has a deep, even, undulating groove.

Polyps almost surrounding the rachis. Calyces in 4 rows forming

oblique series. They are terete in form, rather slender, 3.5 to 5 mm.
long by 1.25 mm. broad.

The outer side of calycular wall is much the longer, the inner

being almost obliterated, owing to its adherence to the rachis. Mar-

gin armed witli a varying number of jagged slender teeth, including

spicules. Sometimes there are but two very conspicuous teeth, at

others four, or even eight; but four is the most common number,

t wo larger and two smaller.

The zooids appear as well-defined brownish dots, a row on either

side of the ventral groove being particularly conspicuous on distal

parts of the colony. In many places this row is reenforced by a

patch of several rows of lateral zooids. The zooids are also rather

numerous between the calyces on the dorsal side of the rachis.

The spicules are large and needle-like, placed longitudinally on

the walls of the calyces, although they .ire often more or less oblique.

The ventral furrow is devoid of spicules, in marked contrast to the

rest of the rachis. Spicules are also apparent lv lacking in the stem.

Color.—In alcohol, dull brown, the stem and lower part of the

rachis being light yellowish brown.
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Distribution. Station 1427, Point San Pedro, Santa Cruz Esland,

X. 35° E. 7 miles, 447 fathoms; Station 1432, Brockwaj Point,

Santa Rosa [sland, S. 8 miles, 372 fathoms; Si at ion 1 1 12, Point Pinos

light-house S. 67 W. L6 miles, 26 31 fathoms; Station 1435, Harris

Point. San Miguel Island, S. L3° W. 7.7 miles, 287 274 fathoms;

Station 1514, Point Pinos light-house S. 39° E. 10.7 miles, 524

fathom-.

Type-locality. Station 3389, latitude 7 Hi' 15" X.. longitude

79 56' 30" \\\. 210 fathoms.

STACHYPTILUM QUADRIDENTATUM, new species.

Plate LXXXVII, figs. 7 and 8.

Total length of colony. 200 mm.; stem, 68 mm. Hull) and swelling

almost continuous, and not much expanded. The swelling is quad-

rangular in section.

The polyps are irregularly placed on the dorsal surface of the

rachis, with a tendency to an arrangement in transverse rows of

three or four. The larger ones are usually laterally placed, and

include the smaller ones between their bases, the smaller ones usually

being inserted at a higher level than the larger. On the lower portion

of the rachis there is a tendency to an arrangement in subopposite

pairs; higher up the smaller one or two polyps appear between the

larger, while uearer the distal end there are frequently three larger

ones in t he oblique series. I [ere, however, t he polyps are so crow f\iu\

that it is difficult to discern any regularity.

The calyces are rather long, narrowing above, with the margin

bearing lour very strong sharp teeth or spines, two larger and two
shorter, on its outer side.

Length of calyces to end of longest spines, 3 nun.

The polyps are retractile, and when fully retracted the spines con-

verge, forming a pointed calyx.

There are a lew lateral ZOOids scattered along the sides of the

rachis between the polyps, and others between polyps on the dorsal

surface. The zooids vary considerably in size, the dorsal ones often

being the larger.

The spicules are needle-like, arranged longitudinally in calycular

walls, stem, and rachis.

Color. Almost white, in alcoholic specimens.

Type-specimen. Cat. No. 25428, U.S.N.M.

Distribution. -Station 1360, Point Loma light-house X. 86 30' E.

9.4 miles, 108-92 fathoms (type-locality 1

: Station 4:171 . Point Loma
light-house X. 84° E. 9.5 miles. L45 89 fathoms.

In the collection of the University of California are several speci-

mens apparently of this species labeled ".Juneau, Alaska, dredged

20 fathoms."
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Family ANTHOPTILID,E.

Polyps free, sessile and without calyces.

Genus ANTHOPTILUM.

Polyps in numerous short rows, large. No streak of undeveloped

polyps at lower end of rachis. Zooids dorsal, ventral and lateral.

Spicules absent, except at end of stalk.

ANTHOPTILUM GRANDIFLORUM (Verrill).

Anthoptilum grandifiorum Verrill, Amer. Journ. Sri. and Arts, XXIII, 1882,

].. 312.

Length of longest specimen 80 cm. The sickle-shaped stem is

bare of polyps, longitudinally corrugated, and with the end bulb and

swelling about equal.

The polyps are in oblique rows, about 8 to a row, naked, trans-

versely corrugated and about 10 mm. long.

The zooids are very numerous, covering all of the rachis but a

narrow ventral groove.

Color.—In alcohol the color of the polyps is chocolate brown, while

the short stem and bare part of the rachis is very light brown, almost

white.

Distribution,—Albatross station 4400, 32°51 , 20" N._, 118° 03' 30" W.,
500 fathoms; Challenger station 320, off Buenos Ayres, 600 fathoms;

Blal'e, off the coast of North Carolina, 603-647 fathoms; off Guade-

loupe, 730 fathoms.

This magnificent pennatulid was first described by Verrill, under

the name Virgularia grandiflora /' Afterwards it was described by

Kolliker in his report on the Pennatulids of the Challenger expedition,

under the name of Anthoptilum thompsoni.

Later Verrill put it in the genus Anthoptilum of Kolliker, when it

became Anthoptilum grandifiorum (Verrill).

Family UMBELLUL1D.E.

Polyps very largo, naked, borne in a cluster at the end of a long

slender stem.

Genus UMBELLULA.

Being the only genus, its characters are the same as those of the

family.
UMBELLULA MAGNIFLORA Kolliker.

Umbellula magnifiora Kolliker, Report Pennatulida, Challenger Exp., 1880,

p. 24.

A number of specimens apparently belonging to this widely dis-

tributed and variable species were dredged by the Fisheries steamer

"Amer. Journ. Sci. and Arts, March, 1879, p. 230.
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Albatross off the coast of California. The variation in size of colonies

and length and number of polyps is very great. The Longest colony

is nearly 2 feet in length, while one of the shorter ones is only 11

inches. This latter is in very good state of preservation and seems

quite typical, except, perhaps, in length.

The bull) is 13 mm. Long; while the swelling above it is 25 nun.

long. The stem is quadrangular in section.

The polyps are 11 in number. The body to base of tentacles is

23 nun. Long, cylindrical and tapering very gradually above. Great-

est diameter 1 mm., least diameter 2.5 mm. Tentacles, in alcohol,

18 nun. long. The bod} walls are transversely rugose and longitu-

dinally marked by the mesenteric-.

The swelling of the rachis below the polyps tapers gradually until

it merges with the stem 23 mm. below the polyps.

The zooids cover the entire surface of the rachis below the polyps,

except on small V-shaped hare spaces below the polyp bases. Their

is also a definite patch of zooids in the center of the disk, encircled

by the polyps. The zooids are provided with single, finger-like

tentacles.

The spicules are apparently wanting.

Color.—The polyps are umber brown, the tentacles being more
reddish. The stem is light brown, often darkening at the hulh and

swelling.

Distribution.—Station 4399, 32° 11' 50" X., 117° 4s' 45" \Y., 245

fathoms; Station 4407, SE. Point Santa Catalina Island X. 19° 30' E.

3.2 miles, 334 fathoms; Station 4415, XK. Point Santa Barbara

Island \. 89 W. 1.7 miles, 138 fathoms; Station 4423, E. Point San

Nicholas [sland S. 7.6 miles, 339 216 fathoms.

Studer considers that this species is identical with UmbeUula
encrinus (Linnaeus), and if he is correct in following Grieg in this

matter 6 the distribution of the species should be extended to the

North Atlantic, and should include Station 3410, latitude 0° 10' V.
Longitude 90° 34' W., 33] fathoms.

The type was secured 1>\ the Challenger from south of Tokyo,
Japan, from a depth of 565 fathoms.

UMBELLULA HUXLEYI Kolliker.

UmbeUula huxleyi Kolliker, Report Pennatulida, Challenger Exp., L880, p. 21.

A specimen from Station 4400 agrees very well with Colliker's

description, except that the polyps are not distinctly corrugated,

and that the tentacles of the zooids are well developed.

Distribution.—Station 4400, ::i
)C

50' 20" X.. 118° 03' 30" \\\. 500
fat boms.

a Oversigt over Norgea pennatulider, Bergens Museum Aarsberetcing, 1891, No. I,

p. 18.

&Bull. Mue. Comp. Zool., XXV, No. >, 1894, \>. "»7.
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The type was secured by the Challenger, Station 147, South Sea,

cast of Kerguelen Island, 1,000 fathoms.

UMBELLULA LOMA, new species.

Plate LXXXVII, fig. 9.

Total length of colony 20 cm. Terminal bulb and swelling con-

fluent. Stem quadrangular in section, in places greatly flattened;

greatest diameter, 2.5 mm. to 4 mm.; least diameter below rachis, 1

mm. The axis ends in the base of the central polyp. The stem

passes insensibly into the rachis, and the latter gradually broadens

from proximal to distal ends, where it is somewhat flattened.

Polyps, in full-grown specimens, 10 in number, the arrangement

being such that 9 surround a central one. Polyp body 10 mm. long,

tentacles 13 mm. The basal part of polyps is swollen, and its walls

are both longitudinally and transversely corrugated.

The zooids cover the exposed portion of the rachis and are scat-

tered over the stem as far as the proximal portion of the swelling,

but with a tendency toward leaving a few bare longitudinal lined.

The V-shaped bare spaces between the polyp bases, so characteristic

of Umbellula magniflora, are not found in this species. The zooids are

usually without tentacles, but a fewT at the bases of the polyps have a

single tentacle, while a few others have two. A small patch of 5

zooids on the dorsal surface between the polyps are entirely without

tentacles, as are those on the stem. The zooids also invade the ven-

tral walls of the polyps.

There arc a few very minute, irregular spicules on the end bulb,

but they appear to be lacking elsewhere.

Color.—Fresh specimens; polyps deep umber brown, tentacles

somewhat lighter; stem much lighter brown, but with dark spots on
end bulb and swelling.

A cross section of the lower part of the rachis shows the central

quadrangular axis and the four longitudinal canals, one being as large

as all of the others put together. The canals are divided by longi-

tudinal partitions, and the whole system is surrounded by a mem-
branous envelope. Outside of this are a number of radiating parti-

tions, passing to the outer covering of the stem, and also the tubelike

bodies of the zooids, which are continuous with the external portion

of the zooids. The mesenteries and mesenterial filaments can be

plainly seen.

Locality.—Near San Clemente Island. Taken at a depth of 330

fathoms, by the Loin a , a little vessel owned by the Marine Biological

Association, of San Diego. The name is given in honor of this exceed-

ingly ellicient little craft, which has since been wrecked on the point

which bears the same name.
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This speciea is nearest U. ma^niflora, from which it differs greatly

in size and in the character and disposition of the zooids.

Typespecirrn n. In Museum ofc University of California.

Family PROTOPTILID^.

Polyps with calyces, arranged on both sides of the rachis in ;i single

scries or in indistinct row -.

Genus D1STICHOPTILUM.

Slender forms with the axis extended throughout. Polyps uniserial,

those on opposite sides alternating. Calyces bilobed, appressed.

Zooids normally three to each polyp. Spicules numerous.

DISTICHOPTILUM VERRILLII Studer.

Plate I.WWII. li. 10

Distichoptilum verrilliiST\ der, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., XXV, No. 5, L894 p. 59.

Colony very slender, having a total length of 225 nun. The axis

extends throughout the stem and rachis, ending below in a thin,

curved, transparent bulb that resembles a maple seed in outline.

Distal end of axis hare. Length of stem 50 mm. There i> ; nlarge-

meiit ahoilt halfway up the stem.

The polyps arc in opposite series, hut are implanted toward the

dorsal rather than the ventral side. Calyces adherent on their inner

side, the outer side being straight and aboul _'."> mm. long and passing

insensibly into the rachis. The margin i> without regular teeth.

although the points of the spicules sometimes project, giving a jagged

appearance. In places the polyps are nearly subopposite, and arc

well toward the dorsal aspeel of the rachis. The pairs of calyces are

adnate to each other by their inner surface-, and the alternate pairs

are rotated to the right and left SO that the right-hand polyp of a

lower pair is under the line separating the calyces of the pair imme-
diately above.

The zooids are arranged in sets of three along the outer sides of the

calyces, and one or two just above each calyx. The\ appear a- mere

openings, surrounded by a fence of spicules, and are cut irely immersed.

The spicule- are slender needles, covering the entire surface, except-

ing the central dorsal line of the rachis and small area- on the inner

side- of calycular margins.

Color. —In alcohol very lighl pink, owing to the spicules. Rachis

white, or nearly so. The bulb and swelling are pale yellow.

Distribution. Station 1387, 32° 29' 30" V. lis n.v \\\, 1,000

fathom-.

The types were taken from Station 3431, latitude 23° 59' X., longi-

tude 108° 40' W., 995 fathom-, and Station 3398, latitude 1 07' X..

longitude 80c 02' \Y.. 1,573 fathom-.
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Family RENILLID/E.

Rachis expanded into a flattened, heart-shaped form borne on a
short smooth peduncle without axis, and with but two canals.

Zooids numerous.
Genus RENILLA.

The genus, being the only one, has t ho character of the family.

RENILLA AMETHYSTINA Verrill.

Plate LXXXYII, fig. 11.

Renillii ameihystina Verrill, Bull. Mus. <'omp. Zool., 1864, p. 2!).

Numerous specimens of this beautiful species were found in shallow

water in the bay of San Diego, and were kept alive in the laboratory

at La Jolla.

The frond of the living colony has the power of considerable

muscular contraction, giving an undulatory motion to the edges.

Some of the fully expanded polyps were at least half an inch long.

After they are once expanded they are quite sluggish, and will with-

stand handling without retracting.

Specimens left over night in small dishes of sea water were alive,

and expanded readily upon the application of fresh sea water in the

morning.

Distribution.—Bay of San Diego, shallow water; Panama, Pearl

Islands, and the coast of Peru (Verrill).

- Order GORGONACEA.
Colonies fixed, with a more or less distinct axis cylinder around

which the cortex is disposed. In branched forms the axis extends

throughout the ramifications.

Suborder HOLAXONIA.

Axis cylinder well developed, and never consisting of fused spicules.

It is composed of a horny substance more or less calcified, or of

alternating horny and homogeneous calcareous matter.

Family PRIMNOID.R

Polyps with well-developed calyces, retractile tentacles, and an

8-parted operculum composed of modified spicules attached to the

calyx. Root calcareous.

Genus CALIGORGIA.

Calyces club-shaped, calyx scales ctenate with radiating ribs.

Calyces regularly in whorls of more than three.
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CALIGORG1A SERTOSA Wright and Studer.

Caligorgia aertosa Wright and Studer, Challenger Report, Alcyonaria, i

vv 'i.

p. 77.

An incomplete colony is 260 nun. high, Aabellate in Form, con-

sisting of a centra] geniculate stem giving off regularly alternate

branches at the angles or geniculations. Some of the branches give

off branchlets in the same manner.

The axis shows a distincl golden iridescence. The ccenenchyma

is thin.

The calyces are arranged in whorls of three to six, by far the most

common number being lour. In places there are simply two opposite

or subopposite calyces.

Thr\ are about 2 mm. in length, and the space between whorls is

about 1 mm. In form the calyces are curved spindles, curving from the

base outward, upward; and inward so that their apertures are directed

toward the stem or branch. The margins are composed of ctenate

scales inside of which are the bases of the 8 opercular scales which

form a pyramidal operculum. The individual opercular scales are

long triangles, somewhat twisted and bent, and overlapping at the

tips when the polyp is fully retracted. The upper whorl of calycular

scales are ctenate, with radiating striae, the others show these markings

feebly if at all. There are six to nine whorls of scales in the calyces,

the most common numbers being seven or eight.

The spicules are scale-like, flattened, sometimes oblong or fusiform

on the stem and branches. The\ are imbricating and fan-shaped on

the calycular walls.

( 'oZor. In alcohol, light tan.

Distribution- Station 4356, Point Loma light-house X. 82° 30'

E. 5.9 miles, 120 131 fathoms; Station 4357, Point Loma light-

house X. 81° E. T.o miles. I.'li fathoms; Station 4358, Point I a

light-house X. 82 30' E. 8.2 miles, 191 fathoms; Station 1386,

30 30' 30" X.. lis of;' 10" W., 1,011' fathoms; Station 1391,

33 02' 15" X.. 120 36' 30" W.. 1,350 fathoms.

The type was secured by the Challenger at Station 192, oil' Kei

[sland, South Pacific, 140 fathoms.

Genus PLUMARELLA.

Colony llabellate: calyces small, cylindrical, alternate and opposite;
Usually somewhat distant. Calyx spicules scale-like. thin, cycloid.
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PLUMARELLA LONGISPINA Kinoshita.

Plate LXXXVIII, figs. 1 and 2; Plate XC, fig. 3.

I'ln man lla longispina Kinoshita, Journ. Coll. Sci., Imp. Univ. Tokyo, 1908, p. 14.

Colony, incomplete, flabellate in form, 106 mm. high, and 106 mm.
broad. The main stem is somewhat flattened, giving forth alternate

main branches at irregular distances, and between the main branches

the stem gives forth regularly alternate branches that do not sub-

divide. The main branches subdivide as does the main stem.

Calyces strictly alternate to strictly opposite in different parts of

the colony, in two opposite series on stem and branches, the top

of one ordinarily reaching to the base of the one next above. Aperture

pointed upward and a little outward. Calycular walls armed with

conspicuous flattened scale-like spicules which vary greatly in size

and in form in different calyces; the typical arrangement being about

four whorls, the two proximal whorls being composed of broad curved

scales with their distal convex edges ctenate, and the distal whorl

bearing conspicuous thorn-like processes which extend beyond the

end of the operculum. These spines are usually two to six in number,

of which two are often distinctly longer than the others. Sometimes
one or two spines are borne on the whorl of scales which lies just

below the distal one.

The operculum is composed of eight irregularly shaped scale-like

spicules, the points of which are often produced into spine-like

processes. The side of the calycular wall next the branch is reduced

to a narrow band, the antero-lateral processes from the proximal

whorls of spicules being the only ones that meet to complete the

whorl on the cauline side. Calyces about 1.5 mm. high to the

summit of the operculum.

The spicules are of such varied forms as to defy description. They
are all more or less flattened scales, however, the most characteristic

being in the form of a flattened basal portion bearing on its distal

edge the long thorn-like process that projects above the calycular

margins. Many of the scales are ornamented with a convex ctenate

margin. Surfaces of scales ornamented with evenly and closely

distributed granules.

The color of the colony as a whole is light grayish brown, the sur-

faces of the stem and branches being more distinctly gray.

Locality. Station 4359, Point Loma light-house X. 85° E. 9

miles, l'.tl fathoms. The type was secured from Okinoce Bank,

Sagami Sea, 330 fathoms.
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Family NiURICEIDiE.

Spicules usually projecting from the surfaces of the ccenenchyma.

A coUeret of spindle-shaped spicules below the tentacular bases.

An 8-rayed operculum formed by spicules on the tentacle bases.

Genus ELASMOGORGIA.

Colonies with thin ccenenchyma, not profusely branched. Calyces

verruciform, their margins infolded over the retracted tentacles,

giving an appearance of invagination to the latter. Spicules spindle-

shaped with verruciform projections.

ELASMOGORGIA FILIFORMIS Wright and Studer.

Elasmogorgia filiformis Wright and Studer, Challenger Report, Ucyonaria,

L889, p. L33.

The single colony secured has a single whip-like stem with a

branch arising near its base. Length 275 mm.
The calyces are very low broad domes or cones, rising but slightly

above the general surface on all sides of the stem and branch, sepa-

rated by about 3.5 nun., ovate in cross section, the longer diameter

being parallel with the stem.

The spicules are heavy warty spindles, often one-sided and covered

with very jagged verruca'. There are also many smaller spicules,

some of which are slender spindles, clubs, etc. The largest spicules

seem to be on the stem between the calyces, although they often

invade the walls of the latter, where they are usually of a distinctly

more -•lender type and arranged transversely, forming annulations or

oval markings around the margins when viewed from above.

The color of the colony is clear, light gray; axis dark brown.

Distribution. Station 4349, Point Loma light-house \'K. 6.5

miles, 75 13 I fathom-.

The type was taken by the Challenger at Station 188, Arafura Sea.

south of Papua, 28 fathom-. Another specimen in University of

California collection, taken off San Pedro, California.

The specimen agrees very well with the original description.

< renus MURICELLA.

Colony branched; ccenenchyma thin. Calyces, short truncated

cones projecting at right angles from the branches. Spicules large.

MURICELLA COMPLANATA Wright and Studer.

Muricella complanata Wright and Sti der, Challenger Report, Alryonaria, l^ v 'i.

].. L25.

Colony imperfectly flabellate in form, \~> cm. high by 23.7 cm.

broad. The main stem gives off lateral branches and undivided

branchlets, the former dividing once, twice, or three times in a

pinnate maimer.
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The polyps are distributed on all sides of the stem and branches,

but with a strong tendency to a bilateral arrangement, especially on

the ultimate branchlets where they are arranged as in typical species

of Leptogorgia. Polyps with a distinct colleret.

The calyces are short truncated cones usually less than 1 mm.
high and 2 mm. broad at base, about 1.5 mm. apart and directed at

a right angle from the stem.

The spicules are slender, often curved, pointed spindles covered

with scattered spinules and nodules. There are a few short stout

forms. The spicules of the colleret are conspicuous curved spindles.

At the base of each tentacle a few spicules are arranged in chevrons,

and beyond these the tentacular spicules are longitudinally disposed

in two or more rows. In the calycular walls the general arrangement

of spicules is longitudinal, although many are transverse or oblique,

as they are on stem and branches.

The color of the colony is reddish brown, the spicules having a

slight reddish tinge.

Distribution.—Station 4461, Point Loma light-house S. 3° E. 9.3

miles, 285 fathoms.

The type was secured by the Challenger at Station 232, off Japan,

345 fathoms.

The specimens taken by the Fisheries steamer Albatross differ

slightly from the type, particularly in having a well-marked colleret

and in the arrangement of the calycular spicules.

Genus EUMURICEA.

Colony branched; calyces verruciform or tubular, showing an

8-rayed figure in retraction. Spicules in the form of sharp pointed

needles.
EUMURICEA PUSILLA, new species.

Plate LXXXVIII, figs. 3 and 4.

Colony branching in an irregular manner, a little over 37 mm. in

height. The main stem gives forth roughly alternate branches at

irregular intervals, the two longest being 13 mm. apart, the whole

colony being roughly flabellate.

The calyces are on opposite sides of the stem and branches, alter-

nate, 2.5 mm. from summit to summit, forming low rounded domes

or cones, 8-rayed on the summits, about 1 mm. high by 2 mm. broad.

The calycular walls are covered with very hispid spicules, which

have their edges somewhat overlapping and are, in general, disposed

transversely rather than otherwise.

The polyps are completely retracted in the specimen secured. Dis-

section shows that they have the colleret characteristic of this family.

The tentacles are heavily armed with large jagged spindle-shaped
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spicules, longitudinally arranged, except under the tentacular bases.

where they are in chevrons.

The spicules are exceedingly various in form, hut of the usual

muriceid type. There are man) unsymmetrical spindles with irreg-

ular jagged edges and processes. Clubs of various patterns are fairly

common, as are small scales with jagged edges, stars, and double stars.

The general arrangement of spicules is longitudinal on the stem and

branches.

The color of the colony is very light gray or brownish gray; axis

horn-color lightening distally.

Type-specimen.—Cat. No. 25430, U.S.N.M.

Locality. -Station 4361, Point Loma light-house S. 3° E. 9.9 miles,

97 fathoms.

Family PLEXAURIDjE.

Axis horny, or horny and calcareous, not jointed; coenenchyma
thick; calyces often included, placed on all sides of stem and

branches; primary radial canals well defined.

Genus PSAMMOGORGIA Verrill.

Verrill's original description is as follows:

Corallum dichotomous or subpinnate, with round branches. Axis hornlike. Cce-

nenchyma moderately thick, the surface finely granulated with rough spicula. Cells

scattered, Bomewhal flat, more frequently raised in the form of rounded verrucse.

Polyps with rather large, elongated, slender, warty Bpindles at the liases of the

tentacles. Spicula of the coenenchyma mostly short, thick, and very rough, warty

Bpindles, and rough, warty clubs of moderate size."

PPSAMMOGORGIA ARBUSCULA Verrill.

Psammogorgia arbuscula Verrill, A.mer. Journ, Sci., XIV, May, L869, p.414.

The largest colony measures 261 mm. long and is roughly fiabellate

in outline, dividing into two main branches about 37 mm. above the

expanded base. These main branches again subdivide two or three

times. The branches are of uniform diameter throughout.

The calyces are uniformly and thickly scattered throughout the

coenenchyma, bul are seldom actually contiguous, and are in the form

of low verruca, about 1.5 mm. in diameter.

The polyps are fairly well expanded in specimens preserved in

formalin, extending about 1.5 mm. above the calycular margin.

There are numerous warty spicules on the lower part of the body wall,

and a few are placed transversely helow and over 1 he tentacular bases.

They are found sparsely on the tentacles.

"Trans. Connecticut Acad. Arts an. 1 Sci., I. Pt. 2, L867 1871, p. lit Professor

Verrill's description of the genus is here given entire The genus is undoubtedly an

aberrant one, anil dees run correspond to the family characters as given above, l>ut the

present writer is not prepared to attempt a reconstruction of the classification.
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The spicules of the coenenchyma are small warty spindles of various

shapes, extremely verrucose. Many of them are double spindles

characteristic of this genus.

The spicules on the tentacles and body walls of the polyps are more

slender and less warty than the rest.

The color of the colony is bright coral red, probably owing to the

color of the spicules. The polyps are white in alcohol or formalin,

but may be yellow in life.

Distribution.—Station 4421, E. Point San Nicholas Island N. 20°

W. 3.8 miles, 291 fathoms; Station 4423, E. Point San Nicholas Island

S. 7.6 miles, 339 fathoms; Station 4441, Point Pinos light-house X.

87° W. 1.7 miles, 35 fathoms; Station 4451, Point Pinos light-house

S. 23° W. 3.2 miles, 52 fathoms; Station 4543, Point Pinos light-

house S. 25° E. 5.4 miles, 93 fathoms; Station 4550, Point Pinos

light-house S. 6° E. 4.6 miles, 50 fathoms; Station 4555, Point Pinos

light-house S. 63° E. 3.4 miles, 66 fathoms.

Professor Yerrill reports this species- from Panama and Pearl

Islands, pools at extreme low-water mark, and from the Gulf of

Nicoj^a, where it was taken by divers.

PSAMMOGORGIA SIMPLEX, new species.

Plate LXXXVIII, figs. 5 and 6; Flair XC, fig. 4.

Colony straggling, branched slightly or unbranched. Largest speci-

mens 13 cm. long. Stem round, slender, of uniform thickness

throughout.

Calyces uniformly distributed, not crowded, often as much as 2

mm. apart, tubular, small, about 1 mm. high, usually higher than

broad.

The polyps have red spindle-shaped spicules in their walls and near

and on the tentacular bases, where they are arranged more or less in

chevrons. Otherwise they are longitudinally arranged. The ccenen-

chyma is thin for this genus.

The spicules are mainly of two sorts: 1. Small double spindles,

rosette-, stars, and small clubs. These are found mostly in the

superficial layer of the coenenchyma, and are much less numerous

than the second kind. 2. Larger spindles, slender, pointed, often

somewhat curved, covered with regularly distributed verrucse. The

clubs are much less numerous than the other forms.

Color.- Coral red throughout.

Type-specimen.—Cat. No. 25131, U.S.N.M.

Localities. Station 4416, SW. Rock, Santa Barbara Island, X. 49°

W. 1.7 miles, 448 fathoms: Station 1 127, Point San Pedro, Santa

Cruz Island, X. 35° E. 7 miles, 1 17 fathoms (type-locality).

This species differs from its allies chiefly in the character of the

spicules, the larger ones resembling those found in the genus Muricea.
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PSAMMOGORGIA TORREYI, new species.

Plate LXXXIX, figs. I and 2; Plate XC, fig. 5.

Colony strictly flabelliform, the branches frequently anastomosing,

150 mm. high by 168 mm. broad. Main stem giving forth branches

on opposite sides separated by about 7 nun. on the average. The
whole forms a loose ret ienlat ion. almost exactly such as is found in

the genus Leptogorgia.

The calyces are in the form of truncated cones about l.omm. high,

and the same in breadth at the base. They are distributed on all

sides of the branches about 2.5 mm. apart. In front view they

appear to have the arrangemenl found in the Gorgonidae thai is,

two opposite rows of calyces bu1 a closer examination shows the

arrangemenl described above.

The spicules are warty spindles, those on the stem and branches

being smaller than those on the calyces and polyps. The Largest

appear to be the ones in the polyp walls and basal parts of the ten-

tacles, where they are large, warty, and fusiform, sometimes curved,

arranged longitudinally and extend downward in meridianal hands

to near the base of the polyps. Occasional club-shaped spicules are

seen, but nearly all are of the warty fusiform type.

Color. Dark, purplish red throughout. Many of them are almost

black, in alcohol.

Type-specimen. Cat. No. 25433, U.S.N.M.

Distribuiion. Station i:>l I, Point Pinos light-house S. 39 E. 10.7

miles, 524 fathom-: Station 1530, Point Pinos light-house S. 78 E.

6.8 miles, 26 28 fathoms (type-locality); Station 4537, Point Pinos

light-house S. 7 1 E. 7.1 miles, 1062 fathoms; Station 4546, Point

Pinos light-house S. 46° E. 8.4 miles, 849 fathoms. All of these sta-

tions are in Monterey Bay.

Named for Dr. Harry B. Torrey, University of California.

PSAMMOGORGIA SPAULDINGI, new species.

Plate LXXXVIII, figs. 3 and l; Plate XC, fig. 7.

Colony llabellate in form; branches round in section. The manner
of ramification is shown well in the photograph. (Plate LXXXVIII,
fig. 3.)

Calyces scattered closely and evenly o\'er the surface, in the form

of very low verrucas which are scarcely raised above the general sur-

face of the colony.

Polyps completely retractile, with but few spicules and these

tending to a longitudinal arrangemenl in the body walls in eight rows.

These TOWS sometimes extend part way up the outer sides of the

tentacles.

Proc. N. M. vol. xxxv 46
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The spicules are small, short warty spindles and double spindles.

They are of small size and exceedingly warty. The spicules in the

body walls of the polyps are somewhat longer, more slender spindles,

with more delicate points and verrucas.

The color of the colony is bright coral red. The polyps, in pre-

served specimens, are pure white.

Beautifully expanded colonies of this fine species are in the col-

lection at the Hopkins Laboratory, Pacific Grove, California. They

were secured in Monterey Bay, but the depth is not indicated.

Type-specimen.—Hopkins Laboratory, Pacific Grove, California.

Named for Mr. M. II. Spaulding, formerly of Stanford University.

Family GORGONID^E.

Colony branched, usually fiabellate. Axis horny, or horny and

calcareous. Polyps completely retractile and bilaterally disposed.

Impressions of the canals evident on the surface of the stem and

branches, and bilaterally disposed. Ccenenchyma smooth. Spicules

small spindles, arranged in one layer.

Genus LEPTOGORGIA Milne Edwards, emended by Verrill.

Colony fiabellate, with often more or less anastomosis of the

branches. Calyces verruciform or included, not distributed evenly

over the surface, but leaving a broad band on front of stem and

branches bare.

? LEPTOGORGIA FLOR-ffi Verrill.

Leptogorgia florae Verrill, Trans. Connecticut Acad. Arts and Sci., I, Pt. 2, 1867

to 1871, p. 387.

A large dried specimen in the collection of the University of Cali-

fornia is referred with some doubt to this species. It is very much
larger than the ty\^ described by Verrill, which was about 6 inches

high. The specimen before me is over 2 feet high. In detail, how-

ever, it agrees fairly well with the original description.

The locality is not stated on the label, which, however, gives the

depth at 80 fathoms.

The type was secured !>y F\ II. Bradley. The species is reported

by Verrill as found at Panama and Pearl Islands.

LEPTOGORGIA PURPUREA (Pallas).

Gorgonia purpurea Pallas, Elenchus Zoophytorum, 17G7, p. 187.

Colony fiabellate, 12.5 cm. high by 16.2 cm. broad. Stem irregu-

larly sinuate, scarcely flattened, 3 nun. broad, giving off opposite

branches at intervals of 3 to L3 nun. Some of the branches again

divide once or twice. The terminal branehlets are somewhat flat-
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tened, li to 25 mm. Long, 1.5 aim. wide: somewhat widening at the

terminations.

The calyces are arranged in two scries on each side of the stem and

larger branches and in one scries on each Bide of the terminal

branchlets. There are occasional calyces on the front and back of

stem and branches. The calyces are in the form <>f Low rounded ver-

ruc8B, closely crowded, about L.5 mm. from summit to summit. Mar-

gins usually showing a tendency to a bilobed condition when the

polyps are almost completely contracted. 'Flic calyces are about 2

mm. broad at base and 1 nun. or less high.

The polyps are small, with few spicules.

The spicules are of very uniform type, quite small stout double

spindles with crowded verruca'. They are often so stout as to be

oval or even round in profile.

Color.- Uniformly purplish red.

Distribution. Station 4431, Brockway Point, Santa Rosa Island.

S. 43 W. 5.2 miles, 41 fathoms.

The locality given 1>\ Pallas is "Mare Americanus."

The Challenger took this species at Bahia, 10 to 20 fathoms, and at

Station 310, Sarmiento Channel, depth 400 fathoms.

The specimens secured by the Fisheries steamer Albatross agree

very well with the description and figures given by Wright and Stnder."

? LEPTOGORGIA CARYI Verrill.

Leptogorgia caryi Verrill, Trans. Connecticut Acad. Arts and Sri., I, Pt. 2, ls<>7

• I. p. KM.

A fragmentary specimen in the collection of the University of Cali-

fornia is hardly sufficient for identification, and is referred to this

species with much doubt. It is a single unbranched stem about 8

inches Long, with two distant stubs indicating that it was sparsely

branched. The verrucas are almost entirely included and hardly

evident.

The spicules are typical of this genus, those in the polyps walls

being very small and sparse.

The specimen hears the Label "L-II .'!.'"
It was probably secured

off San Diego, ( 'alil'ornia.

The type was collected near San Francisco by T. G. Car\.

Genus STENOGORGIA Verrill.

Colony branched; coenenchyma thin. Polyps scattered, disposed

in two rows, retractile and bent inward w hen at rest. Calyces exserted.

Spicules small warty spindles and granules. There are spicules in

the tentacles.

"Challenger Report, Alcynnaria. |>. 1">0, pi. \\i\. fig. I.
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STENOGORGIA KOFOIDI, new species.

Plate LXXXIX, figs. 5 and 6; Plate XC, fig. 6.

Colony flabellate, 78 mm. by 78 mm.; 15 mm. from the base the

main stem divides into three main branches, a center one ascending

and almost unbranched, the two lateral ones at first widely divari-

cating, then ascending and giving forth pinnate branches which tend

to be opposite, but are quite irregular. Branchlets about 6 mm.
apart, where regular, and somewhat flattened.

The calyces are quite prominent, conical, with broad base, forming

an irregular row on each side of front and back of branch, but more
numerous in front than behind, their summits 3.5 mm. apart. The
calyces are 1.5 mm. high and 1.5 broad at base. Margins with 8

scallops.

Polyps with the outer sides of the tentacles crowded with spicules.

The color of the colony, including the polyps, is deep coral red.

The axis is dark greenish brown, lightening distally.

The spicules are almost exclusively small thorny slender spindles,

the larger ones often curved. There are a few small double spindles,

and part of the larger ones have the verrucas common in the genus

Eunicea.

Type-specimen.—Cat. No. 25432, U.S.N.M.

Distribution.—Station 4546; Station 4553, Point Pinos light-house,

S. 67° E. 3.7 miles; 74 fathoms (type-locality); Station 4554, Point

Pinos light-house S. 76° E. 3 miles, 60 fathoms.

This species seems to be a Leptogorgia in general form and arrange-

ment of calyces; but the spicules are more like those characteristic

of some of the Muricidse.

Named in honor of Prof. C. A. Kofoid, of the Universit}" of California.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES

The photographs were taken by the author. The drawings of the spicules and

histological details were made under the camera Lucida by Mr, Otto I'. Eampmeier,
of the Departmenl of Zoology, State Universitj of Iowa.

Plate I XXXIV.

Fig. I. Telesto ambigua, new species. Somewhat reduced.

2. Telesto ambigua Portions of colonies, < 6.

3. Anthomastus ritteri, new species. Colony, somewhal reduced,

i. Ptilosarcus quadrangularis. A young specimen, dorsal aspects

."> Ptilosarcus quadrangularis. Ventral aspect of same specimen.

G. Ptilosarcus quadrangularis. Part of ventral aspect of rachis of large specimen.

7. Ptilosarcus quadrangularis. Dorsal view of same.

8. Ptilosarcus quadrangularis. Ventral view of rachis, showing abnormal growth

of rudimentary pinna- on zooid hand to the Left

.

9. Ptilosarcus quadrangularis. Two small specimens with expanded polyps.

10. Ptilosarcus quadrangularis. The smallest colony examined. Somewhat
reduced.

Plate LXXXV.

Fig. 1 . Ptilosarcus quadrangularis. View of distal end of colony, showing the appear-

ance of whorl- of polyps caused l.y crowding of pinnae.

2. Ptilosarcus quadrangularis. Upper Left figure, cross section of stem and

showing septa, stem chambers, and spongy tissue. Upper righl hand, sec-

i ion of Mem taken below proximal end of a\i-. Lower figure, sect ion .<

rachis \\ ith a pair of pinnae attached.

3. Ptilosarcus quadrangularis. To the left, surface of stem. To the right, inner

surface of stem cavity showing stomata; also the spongy tissue of wall of

stem.

•1. Ptilosarcus quadrangularis. Two small pinnae, or leaves, showing polyp band.

5. Ptilosarcus quadrangularis. Edge of polyp band with polyps retracted, show-

in- bimucronate calyces.

ii. Ptilosarcus quadrangularis. Portion of pinna, enlarged, showing expanded
polj ps a; id the longitudinal chambers of the Leaf.

7. Ptilosarcus quadrangularis. A few of the poly).-, magnified.

8. Ptilosarcus quadrangularis. < !ross seel ions of leaf. Above, section just below

polyp hand, showing gullets and mesenteries of polyps, and the arrange-

ment of body cavities due tocrowding. The middle and lower figures show-

sections taken below the inillets.
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Fig. 9. Ptilosarcus quadrangalaris. Section of leaf to show ova and septa between
leaf chambers.

10. Ptilosarcus quadrangular is. Surface view of portion of zooid band, enlarged.

11. Ptilosarcus quadrangularis. Cross section of rachis, showing zooids and muscle

bands.

Plate LXXXVI.

Fig. 1. Ilalisceptrum cystiferum, new species, somewhat reduced.

2. Stylatula elongata. Dorsal and ventral views of distal part of colony. Pho-

tographed from living specimens, slightly reduced.

3. Acanthoptilum gracile. Dorsal view of part of rachis, enlarged.

4. Acanthoptilum gracile. Ventral view of part of rachis, enlarged.

5. Acanthoptilum album, new species. Parts of colony, reduced.

6. Acanthoptilum album. Dorsal and ventral views of part of rachis, enlarged.

7. Acanthoptilum album. Lateral view of leaves.

8. Acanthoptilum album. Fragments, showing polyps.

9. Acanthoptilum sealpell iforme. Dorsal view, enlarged.

10. Acanthoptilum sealpell iforme. Ventral view, enlarged.

11. Acanthoptilum annulatum, new species. Part of colony, reduced.

12. Acanthoptilum annulatum. Ventral view of part of rachis, enlarged.

13. Acanthoptilum annulatum. Leaves, showing polyps, enlarged.

Plate LXXXVII.

Fig. 1. Balticina pacifica, new species. Parts of colony, somewhat reduced.

2. Balticina pacifica. Part of rachis, showing polyps, enlarged.

3. Ilalipteris contorta, new species. Parts of colonies, slightly reduced.

4. Ilalipteris contorta. Part of colony, enlarged, showing calyces.

5. Stachyptilum superbum. Parts of rachis showing ventral and dorsal views,

and of stem, about natural size.

6. Stachyptilum superbum. Ventral and dorsal views of part of rachis, enlarged.

7. Stachyptilum quadridentatum., new species. Part of rachis, somewhat reduced.

8. Stachyptilum quadridentatum. Part of rachis, ventral aspect, enlarged.

9. Umbellula loma, new species. Two views of rachis, and one of proximal part

of stem, about natural size.

10. Distichoptilum verrillii. Portions of colony, somewhat reduced.

11. Renilla amethyst ina. Colony with expended polyps, slightly reduced.

Plate LXXXVI II.

Fig. 1. Plumarella longispina. Part of colony, somewhat reduced.

2. Plumarella longispina. Branches, enlarged.

3. Eumuricea pusilla, new species. Fragments, somewhat reduced.

4. Eumuricea pusilla. Parts of branches, enlarged.

5. Psammogorgia simplex, new species. Parts of colony, somewhat reduced.

6. Psammogorgia simplex. Parts of branches, enlarged.

Plate LXXXIX.

Fig. 1. Psammogorgia torreyi, new species. Pari of colony, somewhat reduced.

2. Psammogorgia torreyi. Ends of branchlets, enlarged.

3. Psammogorgia spauldingi, new species. Colony with expanded polyps, some-

what reduced.

4. Psammogorgia spauldingi, end of branch with expanded polyps, enlarged.

5. Stenogorgia hofoidi. new species. Colony, somewhat reduced.

6. Stenogorgia kofoidi. Portion of branch, enlarged.
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Fig. l. Spicules of Telesto ambigua, new species.

:!. Spicules of Anthomastus ritieri, new species.

3. Spicules of Plumarella longispina.

1. Spicules Hi" Psammogorgia simpl <. new species.

5. Spicules ni Psammogorgia torreyi, new species.

G. Spicules of Stenogorgia hofoidi, new Bpecies.

7. Spicules of Psammogorgia spavMingi, new species.

Plate XCI.

Strud ur;il a i nl histological details of Ptilosarcus quadrangularis.

Fig. 1. Cross section of wall nl radii-, llinmu'li tin- hand ui /.ooids.

c, canal lrmn gullel of zooid to large Longitudinal canal of rachie

c in, circular muscles Lining ca > it y of rachis.

ect, ectodermal lining of oesophageal tube or gullel of zooid (siphonoglyph

showing Long cilia.

end, endodermal Layer of gullel wall.

(/nl, gullet of zimiil in horizontal section taken across the siphonoglyph.

iin , Involution of surface of zooid ha ml.

I c, cavity of great Longitudinal canals of rachis.

/ in b, Longitudinal muscle hands, in section.

m, mouth of zooid.

sp, spicules, in cross seel ion.

sp I, Bpongy tissue below muscle hands.

2. Cross seci inn of zooid, taken across gullet.

ect, ectodermal lining of Biphonoglyph.

end, endodermal lining of intermesenterial chamber.

i c, intermesenterial chamber.

//(, mesenterj

.

spgh, ca\ ity of siphonoglyph lined with long cilia.
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Antrodemus
valens

Aparchltes 278

Apatema 590

Aphanotriccus

Aphrlzidse 599

Apomotis cyanellus 546,549

A prunella

Aptenodytes

Apterodytes

Aquila adalbertl 622

aurea

622

clanga

[ulvescens 622

glitschi 622

Imperialis 622

na\ in

i ills 622

rapax

Aquilaster 590

Arachnothera

Area trilineata 3

vancouverens s... ::!•>

trehseocyenus

lacustr - 590

Archceopus 346

antennatus 341,34

Kxde i 006

607

melanolopha 618

minuta 616

stellaris 616

virgo...

.

Ardeida 607,616,618,620

69]

Argulidse...

Argulus niger 433

4.V2

Argus 591

glganteus 591

Argyrodyptes

Vl
I

Aristotelia oatalella pat

Arizelocichla

Arlzelomyia 591

Arizelopsar 591

Arm Joints and Ann Divisions in the

Crinolds of the Families of the Comatullda

and the Pentaorinitld e. The Homo!
ofthe, by \. H. Clark 113

Artacolax 433

Page.

Artacolax (Bo rd< oloe I I

Vrthrodytes 591

\ni.' i .7.14

oculata

Iscalaphus 591

auritus 591

tjselloidea from the Atlanl North

America. Some New [sopodaof the Super-

family, by Harrlel Richardson 71

Ashy salamander

aa L84

ranifer

Asterias

palumbarius.. .

.

Asterope i-'-'

oblonpi 423

ip-qs merriaml

perrini 12

Asturaetos 592

Asturaetus

furcillatus 592

Asturina natterei

pucherani

\i dotriccus 592

Athyris lamellosa 139

Atimastillas 592

Atlantic Coast of Nortb Imerii i. Some New
[sopoda of the Superfamily Aselloidea from

the, by Earriel Richardson 71

Atlantic Coast of North America. Some New
[sopods of the Family Gnathlidae from the.

byHarriel Richardson 483

!

Aublysodon 358

mirandus. 359

Aucornis

euryrhynchus 592

solldus 592

592

lurella 592

ciris

Autruchon

Avium. Generic Names applied to Birds

luring the Year;
I i, Inclusive,

with further Additions to Waterho
Index Generum, byC. \v. Richmond..

\\ial Canals of the recenl Pentacrinitid

\ M Clark s7

Babax waddelU 616

Balaneph

garrulus.

.

Balanus concavus

Balticina 704

blakel .. .
7<m.

anmarchica

paclfica 682,684,704

Barbatula leucomystax. .

Barbilanlus

i

Ion constrictor 565

Basketwork: A Study in the vv. L. Abbotl

Collc-iions. Vocabulary "f Malaysian, by

Otis T. Mason 1
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Page
Bassler, Ray S., and Edward O. Ulrich, New
American Paleozoic Ostracoda. Prelimi-

nary Revision of the Beyrichiid.: . with De-

scriptions of New Genera 277

Bassler, Ray S. The Formation of Geodes

with Remarks on the Silicificat ion of Fossils . 133

Bathmedonia 593

Bathmocercus 593

Bathygnathia 483

cnrvirostris 483

Battus tuberculatus 283, 28G

Beds of Montana. Description of New Fossil

Liverwort from the Fort Union, by F. II.

Knowlton 157

Bergia 593

Berlepschia 593

chrysoblephara 593

Bernicla 593

Betula pumila 419

Beyrichia 277, 278, 284, 306, 308, 317, 324

acuta 295, 296

admixta 285

aequilatera 285

afflnis 306

antiqua 295, 296

aurita 286

barretti 301

baueri 285, 290

tripartita 285

beyrichioides 295

bohemica 306

bolliana 285, 287

umbonata 286

bronni 281, 285. 289

buchiana 285, 287, 288, 292, 293

angustata 285

incisa 285

nutans 285

buchiano-tuberculata 289

bussacensis 306

carinata 306

chambersi 278, 308

ciliata 278, 309, 310

clavata 281 , 285, 291 , 294, 299, 300

clavigera 281

complicata 278, 300

var. decorata 306

concinna 301

damesi 285, 299

drckerensis 301

devonica 286

diffusa 285

digitata var. separata 306

dissecta 306

dubia 285

duryi 310

emaciata 316

erratica 295, 296, 306

fastigata 324

grandis ., 215

granulifera 294, '2W. :;i

granulosa 285, 293

guilleri 310

ball] :uo

hammelli 310

harpa 306

Page.

Beyrichia hastata 308

initialis 301

intermedia 301

interrupta 285,294

jonesi 291, 299

jonesii 285,293

kloedeni 277,

283, 285, 287, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293

acadica 285

antiquata 285

bicuspis 285

granulata 285

infecta 285

intermedia 285

subvar. sub-

spissa 285

nuda 285

protuberans 285

var. scotica 302

subtorosa 285

torosa 285

verruculosa 285

kochii 281. 285,287

kohnodini 294

kurnmeli 301

laculata 306

lata 285,292

lauensis 285, 289

lindstromi 285. 287

var. expansa 286

linnarssoni 293, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299

longispina 316

lyoni 314

maccoyiana 281 , 285, 286, 287, 298

sulcata 285

mamillosa 306

marchica ' 306

var. angustata 306

lata 306

montaguensis 301

moodeyi 285, 286, 287

muldensis 285

multiloba 321

nearpassi 301

nodulosa 285

expansa 286

noetlingi 286, 289, 290

conjuncta 286

oculina 301

palmata 306

parallela 319

parasit ica 301

persulcata 288

plagosa 286

plicata 286,293

protuberans 291

pust ulosa 286, 289

quadriflda 308

quadrilirata 307

radians 307

radiata 316, 320

reticulata 28fi

reuleri 286,293

ribeiriana 307

richardsoni 278, 312

salteriana 281, 286, 289, 293, 298, 299
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Beyrichia scanensis 286

signata 296,296

.simplex 296

spinulosa 286

steuslofB 280

sussexensis 302

trilobata 286,293

trisulcata :i I s

tuberculata 281,

290 291 2 •

bigibbosa

spicaia

tuberculato-kochiana 286, 287

tuberculospinosa -*-l

ttimkla 192 294 311

umbonata 283,293 294

ungula 288

varicosa 321

ventricornis '*--

v-srnpta - -'

waldionensis 286

wallpackensis 302

wilckensiana 277,302

plicate 302

BcynrhiHIa 278,320,

oristata 322

reticosa 322

Bej richlidae, with Descriptio is of New

Genera. New American Pa eozoic • i

coda. Preliminary Re\ ision of i te, by

E. O. TJlrich and RayS. Bassler 277

Beyrichiopsis 320, 323

cornuta 323

Bmbriata 323

fori is 323

granulate 323,324

simplex 323, :(.' I

subdentata

Biarmlcus 593

russicus 593

Big-eared bal 577

Birds during t h<- Years 1901 to 1905, inclusive,

with furiHcr Ad litions to Waterhouse's

"Index Generum Avium." Generic names
applied to, by C. W. Richmond 583

Black snake 566

Blarina brevioauda 517

ilinensis .".77

parva 577

Blastobasis 188

Blennidte lo>

Blue racer 565

Blue-tailed skink

Boisduval. A Revision of some Species of

Noctuidse heretofore referred to the Genus
llomoptera, by J. B. Smith » 209

Bollia 277, 309, 315, 317

auricularis

halli 319

Interrupts

kolmodini 295

major 310

minor 297, 310

ilia 288

regularis 288, 319

Pngn.

Bollia symmetrica 819

Bombycillidse 595

Bomolochus 483

cornutus 438

birsutus

scombere i

Borkhausenia 19

ascriptella 204

coma 204

episcia 204

ita

minutella 204

orites

pseudospretella

Botha 593, 605

difflcilis 593

Box tortoise 567

Brachiella anserina 467, 177

gracilis 4».4

malleus 164

Brachiopoda 342

Brachydactyla 594

temminckii 594

Brachypus 59

1

Brachyrbamphus 594

elegans 594

Brachyscelus crusculum 490

Bradycinetus 127

brenda 128

Brad] ornis bohmi 624

Branchiolambrus

altu

Bremus 594

Brevipes

irsus

Buccocinereus 622

parvus 634

rubecula 622

swainsoni 620

Bucconidse

Buceros -

1

abyssinicus 646

Bucerotidffi 584,611

Budytanthus

torquatus 594

Budytes 594

neglect US

Bueti ikoferia '

Bufo lentiginosus americanus 567

Bullfrog

Bureau of Fisheries Steamei Ubatross" off

the West ("oast of North America, I

and 1904, with Descriptions of a New Fam-

ily and several New Genera and Sp

Imphipoda collected by the I

by Samuel J. Holmes 189

Busck, August, A Generic Rei ilonol Ameri-

can Moth ofthe Family QScophoridse, with

Descriptions of New species is;

Bntalls oaernlesoens 599

Buteonidse .586,

Buteopernis 594

Byas 594
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Byas nobilis - 594

Byblis gaimardii 518

Byssura 595

bohemica 595

Cacatuidse 602,009

Caerebida? 595

Calamornis 595

Calandra 595

Calandrina 595

Calarina 370

Calidris 603

California. Descriptions of Fossil Crabs from,

by M. J. Rathbun 341

California Fishes, Rimicola eigenmanni and

Plagiogrammus hopkinsi. Notes on Two
Rare, by John Otterbein Snyder 183

Californian Coast. Alcyonaria of the, by

Charles C. Nutting 681

Caligidte 439

Caligorgia 714

sertosa r,s::. 684, 715

Caligus gurnardi 439, 476, 477

Calliopiidae 526

Callopeltis obsoletus 565

conflnis 565

Callornis 608

Callyodon elere 99

lunula 99

Calobates 595

radiceus 595

Calyptocichla 595

Campylops 595

hamulus 595

Campylorhamphus 595

Longirostris 595

Canals of the recent Pentacrinitidse. The

Axial, by A. II. Clark 87

Cancer 341

flssus 343

magister 343, 344

Cancridse 343

Candona 400, 401

euplectella 402, 108

parallela 400,401

recticauda 405

Candonina; 400. 401

Canis occidentals 576

( 'annul >ia 595

propria 595

Capitonidae 584,634,636,647

Capparis. , 596

Caprella californica 543

Caprellidse 543

Caprellidea 543

Capricalea 596

arborea 596

Caprimulgidae 626,631

Caprimulgus 63]

grandis 626

yucatensis 626

Capya 596

Carbo auritus 605

nicxicanus 647

Carex 418

Caricicola 596

Carites 596

Page.

Carnivorous Dinosaurs, with special Refer-

ence to Ceratosaurus nasicornis Marsh. On
certain Genera and Species of, by Oliver I'.

Hay = 351

Carolina shrew 577

Carphophis amoenus 563

Carpodacus sophia 040

Carpophaga 596

(Phasnorhina) goliath 631

Casmarhynchus 590

Castalia 418

Casuariida; 597, 628, 646

Casuarius 628

galeatus 628

novas hollandise 598

Cataractes 596

Cathartidse 611

Catostomus commersonii 549

Cave salamander 555

Cecropinse 453

Cecrops latreilii 453, 477

Cedola 596

senegalensis 596

( tela 597

Cepphus 597

scorpus 597

Ceraphanes 597

anomalus 597

( teratella 308

( teratopsis 308

chambersi 308

hastata 308

intermedia 308

oculifera 308

robusta 308

Ceratosaurus nasicornis 359

Ceratosaurus nasicornis Marsh. On certain

Genera and Species of Carnivorous Dino-

saurs, with special Reference to, by Oliver

P. Hay 351

Cerchne 597

buteo 597

pi-uiiipes 597

Certhia coccinea 009

falcata 009

obscura 009

pacifica 009

vesliaria 014

Certhiidse 604

Ceryle 659

Chsetura major 586

Chaja 597

torquata 597

Chama pellucida 342

Chamajbates 597

ruJiven Iris 597

Chamsedaphne calyculata 419

Chambersia 1S8

Chameleon tree-frog 559

( Jhara 418

( b :n adricus leucurus 647

Charadriidse 585,609,647

Charadriiformes 606

Charadriola 597

singularis 597

Charadrius 597
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Charadrius asiaticus 609

gallicus ''IH '

Charitillas

Charitospiza

na..

Chelarga -"".is

o 598

Chelidorhamphus 598

orhycterus 598

Chelydra serpentina 547,567

Chenorhamphus
cyanopectus 601

iramphe

chilo comptulatalis

ins

forbesellus

multipunctellus

placidellus

plejadellus 392

puritcllus

squamulellus :uw

Cbtmabache baustellata

Chione temblorensis

Chionidid e

C"liipim:iik 569

Chironesimus 198

Chlamydotheca WO
aztcka WO
mexicana WO

Chlore trilda

Chloreus 598

oriolns 598

Chlorion 599

Chlorura hyperythra

Choerochilus trimaculella i

<

odon L56

Choerodon in place of Choerops for a Labroid

Genus of Fishes, bj rheodore Gill

Choerodon macrodon l.v;

Choerops 155,156

Choerops for a Labroid Genus of Fishes.

Choerodon in plan' of, by Theodore Gill.. 155

Chcprops ion Ian i 98

macrodon 155

meleagridea i:,t;

Chondracanthidae i::i

Chondi 176

epacthes

t Ihorophilus nigritus reriarurn

Chrysaetus

aquilinus 599

mys marginata

Chrysocantor

Cichlomyia

Ciconia 599

dse

Ciconiopsis 599

antarctica

Cinclidse -",. 599,61

1

Cinclus 599

hydrophilus

Cinerosa 599

Cinnamopteryz

Cinnyris nectarinioides til'!

new torn

Cinulia obliqua

344

Cissopis major. 594

chthys I7»'.

604

600

Clangula 600

.i,iin Hobart, i be \ rial < anals of

the recent Pentacri-

oltidse 87

l i:. I [omologie ofthe

Arm Joints and

Arm Divisions in

the recent Crinoids

of the Families of

the Comatulida and

i rinitidse 113

Clidiophora punctata 344

Climacarthrus 600

incompletus 600

Climacocercus 600

Cliola rigilax 549

Cnemarchus
North America, in L903 and 1904,

with Descriptions or a New Family and

several New Genera and Species. 1 1
1<

•

Amphipoda colli '•'•••I bj the U. S. Bureau

of Fisheries Steamer " Ubatross" ofl the

We '. bj Samuel J. Holmes 189

600

600

canorus 600

us le\ aillantii 607

Coelocentrum 177

ostephanus) palmeri 177

palmcri 177

Cold-blooded vertebrates

Cold-blooded Vertebrates of the Indiana

Mitchell, Indian;!.

inthi \l !'!'!' J and, by Walter I..

Halm 545

i loleoramphus 600

nivalis 600

Collections. Vocabulary of Malaysian Bas-

ketwork: \ Studj in the W L, Vbbott,

bj Otis T. Mason 1

Collocalia 640

Colonosaurus 600

mudgei 600

Colopterus pilaris 592

Colubris 601

mango. ...... 601

mellivorus 601

minium 601

ourissa. ... 601

rubens... . 601

Coin mi';! senea. 623

Cohm i in a carunculat i
7>s7. 601

curvirostra 589

hodgsoni 605

Columbidse •

Columbigallina. 587

Columblgallus 601
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Columbigallus francise 601

Comaster 113, 123, 124

borneensis 120, 123, 124

coppingeri 120, 123, 124

discoidea 120, 123, 124

fimbriata 120, 123, 124

iowensis 120, 123, 124

lineata 120, 123, 124

marise 120, 123, 124

multiradiata 120, 123, 124

sentosa 120, 123, 124

Comatula 123, 124

distincta 124

multibrachiata 124

notata 124

paucicirra 124

pectinata 124

Solaris 124

Comatulida and the Pentacrinitidse. The
Homologies of the Arm Joints and Arm Di-

visions in the recent Crinoids of the Fami-

lies of the, by A. IT. Clark 113

Comeris 601

Cometes (301

Conopoderas 601

Conopophagiche • 597, til5

Conopotheras 601

Conurus 601

Conus 346

Copepods: A List of those found upon the

Fishes of the Pacific Coast, with Descrip-

tions of New Genera and Species. North

American Parasitic, by Charles Branch
Wilson 431

Copperhead 566

Copsicus 601

merula 601

torquata 601

Coracias garrulus 583

Coraciidse 588

Coracina 602

Corax 602

Coregonus. . , 476

nelson ii 476

Connias 602

Comularidae 685

Corone 602

cinerea 602

comix 602

frugilega 602

maxima 602

monedula 602

Corophiidie 543

Corvidsc 586,

593, 602,-603,610, 620, 637, 638, 642, 643, 645

Corvina 602

Corvus frugilegtis 642

leucognapbalus 602

stelleri 643

varians 586

Corydalis 602

arvensis 602

nemorum 602

Corydon 602

Corydus 595,602

Corynorhinus macrotis 547, 577

Page.

Cossyphodes 155

Cossyphus macrodon 1.55

Cotinga tschudii. 643

Cotingidse 593,

600, 602, 605, 607, 613, 615,616, 622,628, 636, 643

Cottus riohardsoni 546, 550

('una 603

Crabs from California. Descriptions of Fossil,

by M. J. Rathbun 341

Cracidse 587

Cractes 603

Crambid Moths. Descriptions of New Spe-

cies of North American, by W. I). Kearfott. 367

Crambus bidens 381

cockeellus 378

dorsipunctellus 383

dumetellus
._ 379

intermedins 382, 383

nevadellus 384

polingi 382

simplicielius 384

trichusalis 379

youngellus 380

Craspedoprion 603

Craugus 603

Crax alector 587

Crecca 603

communis 603

glocitans 603

palustris I K)3

Crenilabrus chabrolii 95

macrurus 95

Creosaurus 353, 355

atrox 354

Creurgus 603

excubitor 603

lanius 603

rums 603

Cricket frog 557

Criniger affinis 645

ictericus 585

serinus 595

Crinoids <>f the Families of the Comatulida

and the Pentacrinitid:1 '. The Homologies

of the Arm Joints and Arm Divisions in the

recent, by A. 11. Clark 113

Crocethia 603

Crossostephanus 177

Crucirostra 598

Cruschedula 604

revola 604

Cryptobranchus alleghaniensis 550

Cryptoglaux 604

Cryptolechia 189

canariella 195

ciliella 196

concolorella 195

cretacea 194

huachucella 195

obscuromaculella 195

sparsiciliella 201

straminella 194

tentoriferella 195

( Stenobolbina 277, 278, 284. 309. 311, 315

alata ,.. 310

antespinosa 295
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Ctenobolblnaauricularia 297

aurleularis 297,311

blspino i

cavlmarginata

v:ir. curata 310

a

i 310

duryi 310

emaclata 310

fulcrata 296

granosa 310

guillerJ 310

hammelll 310

Lmpressa

Lnformls 295

insolens

Iocnlata 311

major 310

mini-ma 311

or :i 1

obliqua 310

oblonga

paplllosa 310

punctal i 310

spiculosa

splnosa 295

subcrassa.

tumlda - 290,291,294,311

umbonata 2

Cue lidse .

.

607,611,614,619,644

Cuci llaea bowersiana

Cuculus coromandus 607

edolius 607

glgas 603

glandarius 607

madagascariensis

Matins 644

persa

ratus 607

Culex alkenii 61

chrysonottun 57

ternator 59

daumastocampa 5S

eumimetes 61

fm 5S

regulator (il

spissipes 5.S

stenolepls CiO

stlgmatosoma (12

• 604

Cursorildffi 604,1

Cyanocitta 643

ultramarlna arizon i I 12

o-sylvla 604

Cyclocs pridinse

Cyclocj prls 100,408

fori esi (09

laevls 100, 105, ins

Cyclorhynchus aequinoctialis

Cyenus C04

ferus mm
Cyleus C04

Cylindroleberis 400, 122

lobianci :

maris 123

Proc. N. M. vol xxxv—08 47

Pajce.

Cylindroleberlsoblonga.. 401, (23

Ion Dobilts 141,464, 176

magnus 604

Cyprla 100, 108, 110

dentllei i 400, 105, 107, CO, H9
Ipta - 100

105

Cyprididae.... 400, KM

Cyprldina 122,426 127

brenda 128

marise ASi

oblonga 123

Cypridinse 400,403

Cypridinidffl 401,422

Cyprldopsis 4oo

vidua 400, 105,419

Cypris 400, 103, (08

aurantia 105

blpllcata 410

flava -lis

fusca mi

hiscata 100, 103, km. 107,419

glbba 410

hlrsuta 103

gruens 400, 105

iffivis Ids

marginata n.">

monacha iit

pellucida 400, 105

pubera 400

reticulata 100

sinuata U0
virens 400

Cyprodopsinse 400

Cj prols 400,414,416

flavata 415

marginata 100, W5, 115

monacha 107

Cyprus fuscate io:i

Cypselus comatus

parvus 644

oma spinosum

Cystisomldee 190

400,4 ii

americana 400, 120, (22

paplllosa. 400, (21

Cythereis... 120

Cytheridaj.. 400,419

Cytheridea 120

587,659

Dacnls pulcherrima 616

hortcnsls 604

Dall, William Healej .
i •escriptioi

ur«> nf some Land and Fresh-water -

from Mexico, believed '<> be New 177

trocrinus 117

rugosus 126

Decantha

borkhausenii.

Heine .

Delphinorni 604

nii 604

Dendrium buxifolium
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I >endrobates 604

familiaris 604

Dendrochelidon 605

Dendrocolaptes erithacus 585

procurvus 595,648

Dendrocolaptidae 585, 595, 643, 648

Dendrooecia 605

erythroptera 605

Dendrotreron 605

Dentophorus 605

Depressaria 190,200

alienella 200

apiella 2C0

barbarella 200

betulella 200

cinercocostella 200

groteella 200

heracliana 200

juliella 2C0

maculatella 200

togata 200

Description of New Fossil Liverwort from the

Fort Union Beds of Montana, by F. H.

Knowlton 157

Descriptions and Figures of some Land and

Fresh-water Shells from Mexico, believed to

be New, by W. H. Dall 177

Descriptions of a New Family and several

NewGeneraand Species. TheAmphipoda,

collected by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries

Steamer Albatross off the West Coast of

North America, in 1903 and 1904, with, by

Samuel J. Holmes 489

Descriptions of Eighteen New Species and

Two New Genera of Fishes from Japan and

the Riu Kiu Islands, by John Otterbein

Snyder 93

Descriptions of Five Species of North Amer-

ican Fossil Turtles, Four of which are New,

by Oliver P. Hay 161

Descriptions of Fossil Crabs from California,

by M. J. Rathbun 341

Descriptions of New Genera and Species.

North American Parasitic Copepods: aList

of those found upon the Pacific Coast, with,

by Charles Branch Wilson 431

Descriptions of New Genera. New American

Paleozoic Ostracoda. Preliminary Revi-

sion of the Beyiichiid.se, with, by E. O.

Ulrica and Ray S. Bassler 277

Descriptions of New Species. A Generic Re-

vision of American Moths of the Family

O2cophori<he, with, by August Busck 187

Descriptions of New Species of North Ameri-

can Crambid Mollis, by YV. 1). Kearfott 367

Descriptions of some New Mosquitoes from

Tropical America, by H. G. Dyarand Fred-

erick Knab 53

Desmosomid.se 81

Dcwetia 593,605

Diadophis punctatus 504

Diatrsea alien] 391

diflerentialis 391

Idalis 391

parallels 391

saccharalis 392

Page.

Dicseidae 607, 642

Diceratornis 605

satyrus 605

Dichelestiidae 453

Dicranella 279

Dicranura 605, 636

Dicruridoe : 606

Didelphis Virginia 568

virginiana 547

I >ie i.ictylus viridescens 557

Dilara 605

locustella 605

Dilobella 279, 311

Dilophalieus 605

Dinopium 606

(Picoides) erythronotus 606

Dinornis strut hioides 628

Dinornithidae 628

Dinosaurs, with special Reference to Cerato-

saurus nasicornis Marsh. On certain Genera

and Species of Carnivorous, by Oliver P.

I lay 351

Diplochelidon 606

Diplochilus 606

xanthochlorus 606

Diplodocus 362

Diplodon websteri '. 181

Diplodonta harfordi 344

Diplootocus 606

Dissemuroides 606

Dissemuropsis 606

Dissoura 606

Distichoptilum 713

verrillii 682, 684, 713

Dolicopterus 606

viator 606

Dorosera rotundifolia 419

Dorota albastrigilella 191

Doryptena 102

okinawae 102, 103

I anegasimse 104

Drasteria horrida 270

Drepanella 289, 311

ampla 312

I ligeneris 290, 312, 317

bilateralis 313, 314

crassinoda 290,294,312

nitida 312

elongat a 312

macra 290. 294, 312

nitida 290

richardsoni 290. 29] . 294

canadensis 312

Drepanididse 609, 614, 627, 629

Dromiceiidaa 598

Dromius 608

Drymochares 613

Dryocolaptes 600

major 606

martins 006

minor 600

viridis 606

Dryptosaurus Incrassatus 3.">6, 365

Dumetella 607, Lis

felivox 607

Durranlia 197
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Durrantia oblterella •. 207

piperatella hit

Dyar, Barrison G. and Frederick Knab. De-

scriptions of some New Mosquitoes from

Tropical America 53

I (ybowsJria i'\2

Dyspetornls 607

Eafa

maculate 607

Bchiiiarachnius gibbsiJ

Ecblnoidea 342,344 146

Bchmatemys rlvalls 164

Echthrogaleus coleopratus 452

torpeilinis 4."il

Bdollus 607

ERathcus 007

i 607

Ehretla elllptlca 205

Eido 188,192

albapalpella 192, 193

albopalpella 193

Bigenmanni and Plagiogramraus hopkinsi.

Notes oo Two Bare California Fishes, Rimi-

cola. by John Otterbeln Snyder 183

Eighteen New Species and Two New Genera

of Fishes from Japan and the Riu Kin

islands. Descriptions of, by John Otter-

beln Snyder 93

Elainea elegans 007

tncompta 631

tumbezana 631

wags 631

Elainopsis 607

Elasmogorgia 717

filiformis 683,684,717

Emarginate 634

Emberiza lecontell 629

militaris 644

Emberizoldes marglnalis 599

melanol Is 599

Empidomis 1X17

Emys latlvertebralls 166

Enchelyurus ater ill

flavipes ill

hepbuml no
Encrinus caput-medusse 131

parrs 131

Endoxocrinus 130, 131

allcniicirnis 91. 131

paHSB 87,88,89,91,131
1 --' 131

u \ \ tlle-thomsoni 91, 13]

Endrosis 190,205

lacteella 203

Enodes. 607

Entomis... 309

bnpressa 297, 310

obllqua 311

oblonRa 310

plicate 2£

sigma 311

umbonata 290,310

Entomophlla 008

australis. 608

Eopodoces... 608

Eosphseniscus 608

Patro.

Eosphseniscus gunnari 008

Epeleustia scabella 199

Epicallima 190,201

argentlclncteDa 201

coloradeUa 202

dlmidlella 202

edithella 201

quadrlmaculella 202

1 pops 608

upupa
Eptesicus fusius 547,579,581

Erebus edusa 225

lunate 225

Eremopezus 608

eocsenus COS

Ergasilldse 433

Erichthonius hunter! 543

Erionetta COS

Eriornls 008

antarcticus 008

Erithacus moussleri 0O6

Erpetocypris 413

Erythromachus leguati 622

Erythropus 008

gallicus 608

Etheostoma coeruleum 550

Ethmia.... 190,205

albistrigella 206

aliiitogata 200

apicipunctella •_'< m i

arctostephylella 200

aurifluella 206

callginosella jimi

chambersella 207

confusella 200

coquilletlella 20fi

coranella 208

discotripplla 206

fuscipedella 206

hagenella jih;

josephinella 200

lassenella 200

longimaculella 206

macelhosiella 206

mannorea 200

rnirusella 206

monticola

semllugens 208

somiombra 206

semitenebrella 208

Bubcoarulea jih;

trifurcella 208

obscnrplla L'iMi

lunbramarginella 200

Eelleriella 206

Eubates

Eucallornis C08

Euclemensia 190,202

bassettella 202

schwarziella ->c

Eudactyllna uncinate 1

Eudiocrinus granulatus 117

Indivisus 113,114,117

Japonicus 113

\ arians 113

Eudrepanis
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Eufernaldia 385

argenteonervella 385, 386

Eugerygone C09

Euglandina li vida ISO

rosea ISO

Eugrotea 370

yavapai 377

Eumeces fasciatus 563

Eumeyrickia ISO, 191

trimaculella 191

Eumuricea 718

pusilla 683, 684, 718

Euplectes .• 609

Eupoda 609

Euptilotis C09

Eurhynchus 609

Eurychilina 278, 298, 314

Euryeope 84

magnispinis 84

truncata 84, 86

Eurypylus 427

Eurystheus dentatus 541

Examples of American Indian Skulls with

Low Forehead. New, by Ales Hrdlicka. .

.

171

Eypathistoma : 420

Fabiola 190, 202

shalleriella 202

Falcator 609

Falco bonnelli 590

eandicans 596

cayennensis 621

serpentarius 612

Faleonida* 596, 600, 613, 639, 645

Families of the Comatulida and the Penta-

crinitida?. The Homologies of the Arm
Joints and Arm Divisions in the recent

Crinoids of the, by A. II. Clark 113

Family and several New Genera and Species.

The Amphipoda collected by the U. S.

Bureau of Fisheries Steamer Albatross

off the West Coast of North America, in

1903 and 1904, with Descriptions of a New,

by Samuel J. Holmes 489

Family (inathiida? from the Atlantic Coast

of North America. Some New Isopods of

the, by Harriet Richardson 483

Family (Ecophoridie, with Descriptions of

New Species. A Generic Revision of

Ametican Moths of the, by August Busck.

.

187

Fanissa 609

sylvicola 609

Figures of some Land and Fresh-water Shells

from Mexico, believed to be New. Descrip-

tions and, by W. n. Dall 177

Flnschia 609

Fishes. Chcerodon in place of Choerops for a

Labroid Genus of. by Theodore Gill 155

Fishes from Japan and the Bin Km Islands.

Descriptions of Eighteen New Species and

Two New Genera of, by John Otterbein

Snyder 93

Fishes of the Pacific Coast, with Descriptions

of Mew Genera and Species. North Ameri-

can Parasitic Copepods: a List of those

found upon the, by Charles Branch Wilson. 431

Page.

Fishes, Rimicola eigenmanni and ITagio-

granunus hopkinsi. Notes on Two Rare
California, by John Otterbein Snyder 183

Five Species of North American Fossil Tur-

tles, Four of which are New. Descriptions

of, by Oliver P. Hay 161

Floricola 589

Flying squirrel 569

Forehead. New Examples of American
Indian Skulls with Low, by Ales Hrdlicka. . 171

Formation of Geodes with Remarks on the

Silicification of Fossils, by Ray S. Bassler. . 133

Formicariidae 584, 597, 605, 632, 639, 642

Formicivora arechavaletae 643

genei 643

Fort Union Beds of Montana. Description of

New Fossil Liverwort from the, by F. H.

Knowlton 157

Fossil Crabs from California. Descriptions of,

by M. J. Rathbun 341

Fossil Liverwort from the Fort Union Beds

of Montana. Description of New, by F. II.

Knowlton 157

Fossil Turtles, Four of which are New. De-

scriptions of Five Species of North Ameri-

can, by Oliver I'. Hay 161

Fossils. The Formation of Geodes with

Remarks on the Silicification of, by Ray
S. Bassler 133

Fox squirrel 568

Francolinus 610

Fresh-water Shells from Mexico, believed to

be New. Descriptions and Figures of some

Land and, by W. H. Dall 177

Fringilla albicollis 614

amandava 588

cannabina 595

carduelis 584. 642

citrinella 584

erythrophthalma 614

flammea 584

flavirostris 584

linaria 584, 642

lulensis 642

montifringilla 642

ornata 598

rosea 640

spinus 5S4.642

violacea 644

Fringillidse 584, 588, 592, 595, 596,

985, 599, 614, til 7, 618, 625, 629, 632, 638, 642

Frugilegus 610

Funiculina "06

armata 682,6S4,706

Funinculinidse - 6S2.706

Furnariidse 589,593,611,614,620

Further Report on the Ostracoda of the

United Stales National Museum, by K. W.

Sharpe 399

( ladiis macrocephalus 440, 475, 476

Galbula 592,610

Galbulidffl 592,616

Galeorhinus zyopterus 453, 459, 476

Galerita 002

Gallirex johnstoni 640
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Page

Qallophasls 610

Gambo 610

Gammarldse 539

iridea *'>-

Carter snake

Gasteropoda 342,3 14,

Qavla 610

Gelochelldon 610

Genera and Species. North American Para-

sitic Copepods: a Msl of those found upon

the Pishes ol the Pacific Coast, with De-

scriptions of New, by Charles Branch

Wilson.. 431

ol Carnivorous Dinosaurs,

with special Reference to Ceratosaurus uni-

cornis Marsh. On certain, by Oliver P.

Bay
Genera and Species. The Amphipoda col-

lected bj the i
. B. Bureau o

Steamer " Ubatross" ofl the w esl Coasl of

North Vmeric i, In 1003 and 1904, with De-

scriptions of a New Family and several

New, by Samuel J. Holmes 189

Genera Deinodon Leidy, DryptosaurusMarsh,

and Ubertosaurus Osborn 356

New American Paleozoic Ostra-

Preliminary Revision of the Bey-

rit-li i i»l r

t

-. wiili Descriptions of Now. By

E i Irich and Ray S. Bassler '-'77

of Pishes from Japan and the Kin Kill

Islands. Descriptions of Eighteen New

Species and I wo Ne . by John Otterbein

Snyder 93

Generic Names applied to Birds during the

Years 1901 to 1905, inclusive, with further

Additions to Waterhouse's 'Index Gen-

enim Avium." by C. w. Richmond
Generic Revision of American Moths of the

Family QEcophoridse, with Descriptions of

New Species, by Augusl Buses: 1^7

Generum Avium. Generic Names applied

to Birds during the Vears 1901 to 1905, in-

clusive, with further Additions to Water-

house's Index, by C. W. Richmond 583

Genus Bomoptera Boisduval. A Revision of

some Species of Noctuidae licretofore re-

ferred in the, bj J.H.Smith '.'tin

Labrosaurus Marsh and its species. .. 351

Genus of Fishes. Chcerodon in place of Choe-

rops for a Labroid, by Theodore Gill 155

Genus Ramphalcyon i Pel : Re\ l-

sion of the Kingfisher, by H.< i 657

Geochelidon 610

Geocichla 610,611

i leocichloides 610

' !.s on the Siliciflcation of

Fossils. The Formation of, by Hay s.

Ba ler 133

Geo-Kichla 610

singularis 610

Geon-eia orrvctera ill

Geopepa ill

Geophilus 611

jasijaterc 611

Page.

I .at 5S0

Gerd ma IS

193

dill, Theodore, Choerodon in place of Choe-

rops fur a Labroid 155

Gingala 611

Glareola coromanda

madraspatana

maldlvarum
"daux oil

nildipes 611

tengmalmi 611

Glycymeris 844

I
ii 349

Glyptops plicatulus I'd

Gnathla f

ita i^.

multispinis 185

serrata 187

Gnathiidaa 83

Gnathlida3 from the Atlantic Coasl of North

America. Some New isopodsof the Fam-

ily, by Harriet Richardson 183

Gnatholepis sindonis mi

. nmanni 183

muscarum 183, 184

Gobiidse 100

Goodfellowia 611

miranda 611

Gorponacea 683,71

1

Qorgonia purpurea 722

id;e '

Gracilipes 489, 526

dlstincta

ii itator .".-'7

GraUa 611

Grallaria imperator 597

( i ray fox 575

squirrel 509

Green frog 561

1 ii ton 557

Ground-hog
snake

Group of Beyricbia buchiana

clavata

Interrupta

kloedeni 287

linnarssoni i".'.")

salleriana

tuberculata 289

Ctenobolbina ciliata 310

subcrassa 310

Gruidse 588 626,641

Gryphus 611

i on

barbata oil

Gymnopus 612

oaulti !

-

Gymnothorax chlamydatus 94

odiosus 94

eranidse 612

IS 612

llanialornis tlavicollis. 592

Haemeria 612

baphes cyclopterina 458
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Page.

Hahn, Walter L. Notes on the Mammals and

Cold-blooded Vertebrates of the Indiana

University Farm, Mitchell, Indiana 545

Halcyon 012

alcedo 612

amauropterus 661

bruniceps 609, 670

Halipteris 707

christii 706

contorta 682, 684, 707

Haliragoides 527

Halisceptrum 698

cystiferum 682, 684, 698

Halliela 2?9

Halohippus 612

Haplocichla 612

Haploniscus 75

bicuspis 77

excisus 75

retrospinis 77

Haploops tubicola 518

Hargeria 612

Harpaleus 612

Harpinia affinis.. 522, 523

oculata 521

plumosa 524

Hatschekia hippoglossi 457

pinguis 455, 477

Hay, Oliver P. Descriptions of Five Species

of North American Fossil

Turtles, Four of which are

New 101

On certain Genera and

Species of Carnivorous Di-

nosaurs, with special

Reference to Ceratosaurus

nasicornis Marsh 351

Heliolais 612

Heliometra maxima 126

tanneri 125

ITelionympha 613

Hemophilus 613

taunaysii 613

Heliornithidie 634

Helminthophaga 613

Hemiprocne 613

Hemiprocnidse 605, 613

Ilemiura 624

Herpetocypridina? 400, 413

Herpetocypris 400, 413

Ilesperornis gracilis 612

Hesperornithid:r 612

Hetereleotris arenarius 100

clara 101

Heterodon platirhinos 564

Heteromesus granulatus 82

greeni 84

spinescens 83

Heteroxenicus 613

Hexanemus 613

Hierax 613

caesius 613

islandicus 613

peregrinus 613

rufipes 613

Page.

Hierax subbuteo 613

tinnuneulus 613

Himatione maculata 629

Hirundinidae 588, 606, 617, 620, 621, 627

Hirundo cinerea 627

ducata 588

melanoleuca 606

Hoary bat 581

Hoerataria 614

Hog-nose snake 564

Holaxonia 683, 714

Hollina 309, 315

antespinosa 315

armata 315

cavimarginata 315

emaciata 316

granifera 315,317

informis 315

insolens 315

kolmodini 312, 315

longispina 316, 321

radiata 315, 310, 317

spiculosa 315

tricollina 315

Holmes, Samuel J. The Amphipoda col-

lected by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries

Steamer Albatross off the West Coast of

North America in 1903 and 1904, with De-

scriptions of a New Family and several New
Genera and Species 489

Homologies of the Arm Joints and Arm Divi-

sions in the recent Crinoids of the Families

of the Comatulida and the Pentacrinitidse,

by A. H. Clark 113

Homoptera albofasciata 238

atrit incta 229

Homoptera Boisduval. A Revision of some
Species of Noctuidae heretofore referred to

the Genus, by J. B. Smith 209

Homoptera calycanthata 236, 269, 270

cinerea 271

cingulifera 261

duplicate 258

edusa 225

edusina 229

exhausta 221

flctilis 222

galbanata 243

guadulpensis 222

horrida 270

intents 261

involuta 225

lineosa 243

lunate 225

minerea 238

nigricans 231,232

obliqua 238

penna 241

plenlpennis 233

putrescens 225,272

rosse 228

rubi 266

salicis 228

saundersii 225

sexplagiata ". 272
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ETomoptera nmbripennls 231

nnifonnia 289

uniilneata. . 245

vlrldans 224

woodil 26]

Ilopkinsi. Notes on Two Rare California

Fishes, Rimicola eigenmannl and Plagio-

grammus, by John Otterbein Snyder. . .. 183

llopliiici 194

Hoplochelys cselata 163,164

i 164

Horizlllas 614

llorlulanus

erythrophthalmus 614

montanus ' I

nlgricollis 614

Souse snake 566

Brdllcka, AleS. New Examples of American

[ndlan Skulls with Low Forehead 171

llnlms 614

Efybognathus nuchalis 549

Bydrichla 61

1

Hydrolagus colliel 134, 139, 176

Eydrolegus 614

silvestrianus 614

Hydropeleia 614

II v'lrornis 607

Hyla pickeringii

versicolor 559,562

Hylacon 660

1 1\ locentrites 615

ambulator 615

Bylodes 615

Bylonax 615

Hypalocrinus 129, 130

naresianus 131

Hyperia medularum 190

Byperildae 190

1 1 > permegethes 615

Hyphantomis badlus 600

dlmldlatus

grandis 615

tricolor GOO

Sypocryptadius 615

cinnamomi ih 615

Hypsigenys 155

Hypsypops robicundus 434,476

lanthopsis bovallii 73

[bidida 607

Ichla (Ho

tchthyaetus 615

piscivorus 615

Ichthyornis dispar 600

Ichthyornithidae 600

Ichtyopteryx 615

:lis 615

Ieten.l.e 584,637,647

Ictinus 615

m II \ us 615

Idiocichla 615

Idiococcyx 616

Idiotriccus 616

Dyocypris 400, 410

bradyi 400, 110, ill

[lyocypris gibba 400,410,411,412

Qyodromus WO, 113

pectinatus 400,413

"Index Qenerum Avium." Oeneric N

applied iii Birds ! urinu' the Years 1901 to

1905, inclusive, with further Additions to

Waterhouse's, by C. W. Richmond 583

I n< I iin Skulls wiih I. n a Forehi \d. NVu Ex-

amplesof American, by Ales' Hrdlidka 171

[ndiana University Farm, Mitchell, tndi-

ana. Notes on the Mammal and i

blooded Vertebrates of the, bj Walter I.

1 1 aim 545

[ndicatoridffi 636

[nga 190,200

sparsiciliella 200,201

tnoceramus subundatus 349

Inusia

antillarum

folanthe acanthonotus 73

decorutu 73

Eolella...' 71.73

ra 71

spinosa 72

[ridophanes

[schnomesus M
[schnosoma 81

bacilloides 81

bacillus 81

bispinosum 81

L'reelli 81

quadrispinosum si

spinostim 81

thomsoni 81

[socrinus 115, 129

alternicirrus 126, 128, i-"'

ria 127,128, 129

blakei il'7 128

(Cenocrinu 131

decorus 87,88,91, l.':. 128, 129, 130

I ocrinus i blakei 131

131

naresianus 126

I'arr.e 126, l-'s. 129

pendulus 131

tgaa 126, 128, 129

wyville-thomsoni 126, 128, i-"i

[sopoda of iho Superfamily Aselloidea front

the Atlantic ('oast of North America.

New, bj Harriet Richardson 71

[sopods of the Family Gnathiidsc from the

Atlantic Coast of North America. Some

New, by Harriel Richardson 483

[sotremornis '

616

aordenskjoldi 616

I sol irychus 616

Jacamerops 616

Jacanide

Janirella 77

lobata 7>

nanseni 77
''

Janiri.he 71.77

Janthinosoma albipes .".7

lutzii 57
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Page.

Japan and the Riu Kiu Islands. Descrip-

tions of Eighteen New Species and Two
New Genera of Fishes from, by John Otter-

bein Snyder 93

Jefferson salamander 550

Joints and Arm Divisions in the recent Cri-

noids of the Families of the Comatulida and

the Pentacrinitidae. The Homologies of

the Ann, by A. H. Clark 113

Jonesella 278

Jonesina 320, 324

areuata 324

bolliaformis 325

bradyana 324

craterigera 324, 325

fastigiata 324

fodicata 324

Kasnakowia 616

koslowi 016

Kaznakowia 016

Kearfott, William Dunham. Descriptions

of New Species of North American Crambid

Moths 367

Kelea 616

Kenopia 617

Kermes 188

Kingfisher Genus Ramphalcyon (Pelargop-

sis). A Revision of the, by II. 0. Ober-

holser 657

Kirkbya annectens 322

Kirkbyina 320, 322

Kloedenella 317

clarkei 319,320

halli 319

pennsylvanica 318, 319

Kloedenellinae 317

Klcedenia 277, 312, 317

apiculata 301

centricornis 301

concinna 301

fimbriata 301

granulata 301

initialis 301

intermedia 301

marginata 301

jerseyensis 301

manliensis deckerensis 301

marginalis 301

montaguensis 301

nearpassi 301

oculina 301

parasitica 301

prsenuntia 301

punctillosa 301

red (era 302

scot ica 302

simplex 302

smocki 302

tuberculal a 302

turgida 318

wallpackonsis 302

wilckensiana 302

plicata 302

Knab. Frederick and Elarrison <;. Dyar.

Descriptions of some New Mosquitoes from

Tropical America 53

Knipolegus hudsoni 631

Knowlton, Frank Hall. Description of New
Fossil Liverwort from the Fort Union Beds

of Montana 157

Koroga 502

megalops 502, 503

Koslowia 617

Krimnochelidon 017

Kyammodes 320

Labroid Genus of Fishes. Chcerodon in place

of Chnerops for a, by Theodore Gill 155

Labrosaurus 351

ferox 352, 353

fragilis 352

lucaris 351, 352

sulcatus 352, 353

Labrus macrodontus 155, 150

Lnelaps incrassatus 356

Dakota 108

carinata 498

Lamprochelidon 617

Lampronotus 617

auratus 617

Lampropeltis doliatus triangulus 566

Lamprophonus 617

musicus 6 1

7

turdus 617

variegatus 617

viscicorus 617

Lamprotornis 607

Lampsilis explicata 181

( Proptera) salinasensis 181

Land and Fresh-water Shells from Mexico, be-

lieved to be. New. Descriptions and Figures

of some, by \V. II. Dall 177

Laniellus 617

Laniidse 593,603

Lanius cayanus 628

superbus 593

Large-winged bat 580

Laridaj 598, 614. 622

Larus eanus 6.1

minutus 610

ridibundus - 610

rissa (ill)

Lasiurus borealis 5 ,7. :>M

cinereus 547, 581

Leonardia 017

woodi 617

Leonardina 617

Leopard frog 561

Lepeoptheirus bifurcatus 440

brachyurus 441,477

const rictus 443, 477

insignis 444

longipes 440, 477

nordmannii 430, 177

pacificus 440, 177

parviventris 476,477

salmonis 440, 177

thompsoni 4 11

Leperditia 280

Lepidaplois loxozonus 95

macrurus 95

mirabilis 96

Lepidopsetta bilineata 476
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Leptocoph;ili(l r

Leptocephalus Qavirostris '.»:!

Lepl i igorgia 721, 722, 72

1

carj i 083,684,723

florae 68

purpurea 683,684,722

Leptot ! olus

Len "' cu me lu is 158

LarnaBopoda bea i 470,477

bicauliculata. 47.', 177

' -I7.">. 177

extumescens 475, 176

falculata 17 I, 177

gibber 169, 171, i77

opodid i 464

Larneidse 158

Lesticocampa schedocyclia 64

phrya (.17

'. skii 617

Liljeborgia brevicornis 526

Liljeborgiidse 526

Limicolse 626

Limnophylax 618

marmorata t.is

Linaria pusilla 640

Linophaga 618

cauescens 618

montium CIS

rubra 618

Lithosteornis 618

Little i >row n bat 579. 581

Liverworl from the Fori Union Bed o! Mon
Description of New Fossil by I 1

1

Knowlton 157

Loborhampbus r.is

nobilis 618

Loncomis 618

erectus 618

Long-tailed in inn 565

Longirostris 618

I

• v i. New Examples <>i ^mei

Indian skulls with, by Ales Mrdlicka 171

Loxia fuliginosa

oris 609

rubicilla 640

Loxorhynchus 341

grandis 341 14

Loxoryucluis 618

albipennis

curvirostra 618

grandis :<42

tils

Lunatia 349

aia 619

on 619

arhyncho 619

Lutreola \ ison

476

Lysianassa 50:1

Lysianassids

Lysianella 505

619

splendidus

Afachimia 194

Macomanasuta 342

Page
Macrocephalon 619

maleo

Macronectes

Macropus
. 619

caixana. .. 619

611,619
M icrorbamphus 618

itantoni. ...

Mseradubia

spinicauda.. .

ins 019

Malacopteron 614

Malacorhamphus

ucanus G19

Malacurus

Malaysian Basketwork: A Study in the W. L.

Abbott Collections. Vocabulary of, by

Mason 1

Mali in I 'lis nigricollis 620

Maluru

Mammals 567

Mammals and Cold-blooded \ •

the lii>lian;» University Farm, Mitchell,

In. liana. Notes <m tlic. by Walter L.

II aim

Mancalla 619

californiensis 619

Manguinbosia

Marchantia pealei 157

polymorpha 157, 158, 159

sezannensis 158, 159

Marchantites ere ins i:,s

tella

Mar.

a

619

M ;. Qregoria

619

Mania 619

Marmota monax 569

Marsh, i in certain 1 lenera and Spa
Carnivorous Dinosaurs, with special Refer-

ence in Ceratosaurus nasicornis, by Oliver

P. Hay
Manilla 619

Martyringa 189, 190

latipennis kkj

Mason. Otis T., Vocabulary of Malaysian

work: A Study m the W. L. Abbott
Collections 1

Megacephalus 620

bitorquatus

rhamphus
asiatir 11s

lidoc 619

Melanhyphantes...

Melaniparus semilax'\ atus

Melanocorypl 595

Melanoleuca

M'lanonvv 620

Melanopteryx ... 621

ris

satyra 641

Menyanthes trifoliaia.. 41s
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Mephitis putida 576

Mergus octosetaceus 635

Merion 021

Merula 021

Mesolia 370

baboqui variella 374

huachucaella 374

oraculella 370. 373

Prionapteryx 375

Metacrinus 87. 114, 115. 128. 129, 130

acutus 1 30

angulatus 130

cingulatus 130

costatus 130

mosleyi 130

murrayi ISO

var. nobilis 130

timorensis 130

nodosus 130

rotundus 88,89,91, 130

var. interruptus 130

serratus 130

stewarti 130

suluensis 130

superbus 130

var. tuberculatus 130

tuberosus 130

varians 130

wyvillii 130

Metancylornis 621

Metis 346

Metopa pacifica 524

Metopida? 524

Mexico, believed to be New. Descriptions

and Figures of some Land and Fresh-water

Shells from, by W. II. Dall 177

Micraetus 621

holmbergianus 621

Micripodidee 585, 586, 594, 644

Microchelidon 621

Microgoura 621

meeki 621

Microgouridae 621

Microlyssa 621

Microparra 622

Micropsites 622

pygmanns 622

Microtriccus 622

Microirogon 622

fulvescens 622

galbuloides 622

Mierotus ochrogaster 547,568,571,572

pennsylvanicus 568, 572

pinetorum 572, 577

auricularis 572

Microura superciliaris 637

Milk snake 566

Mimidae 607,618

Mink 576

Minytrema melanops 549

Mirafra phoenicuroides 588

Misamichus 622

pallasii 622

Miserythrus 622

leguati 622

Missouri skull 173

Page.

Mitchell, Indiana. Notes on the Mammals
and Cold-blooded Vertebrates of the Indiana

University Farm, by Walter L. Ilahn 545

Mniot iltidao 599, 625, 638

Mola mola 439, 444, 477

Mole mouse 572

Monadon 622

Monias 622

benschi 622

Monoculus 416

fuscatus 403

Montana. Description of New Fossil Liver-

wort from the Fort Union Beds of, by F. II.

Knowlton 157

Morphnaetos 622

Moscha 623

carunculata 623

Mosquitoes from Tropical America. De-

scriptions of some New, by H. G. Dyar and
Frederick Knab 53

Motacilla acredula 639

aestiva 599

dominica 625

flcedula 643

indica 594, 625

minuta 633

modularis 613

nisoria 632

phoenicurus .' 613, 631, 639

regulus 613

rubecula 613, 631

rufa 613, 643

salicaria 613

schoenobaena 646

sibilatrix 639, 643

suecica 604, 613, 631

titys 613, 631

trochilus 643

troglodytes 613, 624, 627

Motacillidae 594, 597, 625, 629, 641

Moths. Descriptions of New Species of North

American Crambid, by W. D. Kearfott 367

Moths of the Family CEcophoridae, with De-

scriptions of New Species. A Generic Re-

vision of American, by August Busek 187

Mulinia densata 344

Mulleria 594

Munna 79

fabrieii 80, 81

kroyeri 81

truncata 79

Munnidae 79

Munnopsidffi 84

Mursenidae 94

Muriceidae 683, 717

Muricella 717

coniplanata 683, 684, 717

Muscaccipiter 623

Muscadivores 623

Musclcapa atricapilla 643

carolinensis 618

gaimardi 607

latirostri.; 591

obsoleta 638

riisl 627

semipartita 607
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Page.

Muscicapa sulphurea 847

IffuscicapidsB 590,

591,590, 601, 607, 609, 623,624,627,629, 640, 6 13

Muscicula

afuscipeta 616

Musophagidse 623,6

Ifusovora

UylagTUS lineal us

Myiarchus valldus 615

Myiobius capitalis 590

fuivigularis ' 15

Myiophihorus 623

morenoanus 623

Myiornis 623

tfylothera calcarata 615

maculata

nematura 614

rufimarglnata 605

umliretta 611

M j
-

i( ii heras 623

griseus 623

luctuosus 623

Myiotriccus

Myoponiis 624

Ifyothera lepldocephala 624

M jrol is luclfugus 547. 578, 579, 580

subulatus 578, 579

\. 'lifer 547 580

Myst acinus nisslcus 593

My/.nmyia lutzii 53

M j zorhynchella lutzii 53

Nannobrachium leucopsarum 158

NannorcKllus - 624

Nanniis

Napothera E24

Nasicornis Marsh. On certain Genera and

Spe les of Carnivorous Dinosaurs, with

special Reference to Ceratosaurus, by

Oliver P. Hay 351

Nassa callforniana 342, 344

N'atrix sipedon 547,566

Nea 624

Ne i trlnia chrysogenys 590

hartlaubl 589

thomensls 5S9

Xeotariniid.c

Necturus macolosus 550

Xeculus 024

rothl

Xemoricola 625

ipalensls 625

Neodendroica

Xeoiii. riius G25

Neopleustes assimilis 533

bairdl 533

Dim ieornis 532

oculatus 531

Neosltta 625

Neospiza

Neothraupis 625

Xeotropical Orthoplera of the Family Acrl-

dldae. TwoNew Species of, by James I. G.

Rehn 395

Neslppus horealis 453

curticaudis 453

Xesobates 625

Page

Nesocharls 626

shelleyi

Xeverita recluziana

New American Paleozoic Ostraooda. Pre-

liminary Revision of the Beyrichtlda?, with

[ptlons of New Genera, bj E. O,

rjlrtch and H ler 277

\v»
. I iex Tip lie .us and Figures ofsome Land

and Fresh-water shells from Mexico

lieved to be, by W. II. Dall 177

Mew. Descriptions of Five Species of North

American Fossil Turtles, Four of which are,

by Oliver P. May 161

New Examples of American Indian skulls

with Low Forehead, by AleS HrdI16ka 171

New Family and severe] New Genera and

Species. The Amphipoda collected by the

U. S. Bureau of Fisheries Steamer " Uba-

tross," off the West Coast of North America,

In 1903 and 1904, with Descriptions of a, by
Samuel .1. Holmes 489

New Fossil Liverwort, from the Fori Union

Beds of Montana. Description of, by

I. II. Knowlton 157

New Genera and Species. North American

Parasitic Copepods: a List of those found

upon the Fishes of the Pacific Coast, with

Descriptions of, by Charles Branch w Uson. 431

Mew Genera of Fishes from Japan and the

Kin Kiu Islands. Descriptions of Eight-

een New Species and Two, by John Otter-

bein Snyder 93

New Genera. New American Paleozoic

Ostracoda. Preliminary Revision of the

Beyrichiidas, with Descriptions of, by E. O.

rjlrich and Ray S. Bassler -'77

.New Isopoda of the Superfamily Aselloldea

from the Atlantic Coasl of North America.

Some, by Harriet Richardson 71

Xeu isopods of the Family GnathiidSB from

the Atlantic Coasl of North America, by

Harriet Richardson 183

Xew Mosquitoes from Tropical America.

Descriptions of some, by II. G. Dyar and

Frederick Enab 53

New Species. A Generic Revision of Amer-

ican Moths of the Family GScophoridse,

with Descriptions of, by August Busok— 187

New species and Two Xew Genera of Fishes

from Japan and the Kiu Kiu Islands. De-

scriptions of Eighteen, by John Otterbein

Snyder 93

\eu Species of Xeotropical ( irthoplera of the

Family Acrididse. Two, by James A. G.

Rehn
\eu Species of North American Crambld

Moths, i descriptions of, by W. I >.
I

folt

Newnhamla
i

H7

Xeu t 557

Nicippe lumida

Nigrita arnaudi 637

Xoctua edusa

Innata

annularis 253

undularis 231
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Noctuidse heretofore referred to the Genus

Homoptera Boisduval. A Revision of

some Species of, by J. B. Smith 209

North America, in 1903 and 1904, with De-

scriptions of a New Family and several

New Genera and Species. The Amphipoda
collected by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries

Steamer "Albatross'' off the West Coast of,

by Samuel J. Holmes 489

North America. Some New Isopoda of the

Superfamily Aselloidea from the Atlantic

Coast of, by Harriet Richardson 71

North America. Some New Isopods of the

Family Gnathiida1 from the Atlantic Coast

of, by Harriet Richardson 4S3

North American Crambid Moths. Descrip-

tions of New Species of, by W. D. Kearfott 307

North American Fossil Turtles, Four of which

are New. Descriptions of Five Species of,

by Oliver P. Hay 161

North American Parasitic Copepods: a List

of those found upon the Fishes of the Pacific

Coast, with Descriptions of New Genera

and Species. By Charles Branch Wilson. . 431

Note on Antrodemus Leidy 353

Notes on the Mammals and Cold-blooded

Vertebrates of the Indiana University

Farm, Mitchell, Indiana, by Walter L.

Hahn 545

Notes on Two Rare California Fishes, Rimi-

cola eigenmanni and Plagiogrammus hop-

kinsi, by John Otterbein Snyder 183

Notiocichla 626

Notiospiza 626

Notodromadinae 400, 414

Notodromas 400, 414, 416

entzi 417

fuscatus 417

madaraszi 417

monacha 400,405,417

oculatus 417

Notropis whipplei 549

Nucula truncata 349

Numenius pusillus 633

Numida 626

Numidica 626

Nutting, Charles C. Alcyonaria of the Cali-

fornian Coast 681

Nyctagreus 626

Nyctala 604

Nycl icorax limnophylax 618

Nyctimene 626

Qammula 626

st rid ula 626

Nyctornis 626

Nymphaea 418

Nystactes 626

Oberholser, Barry C. A Revision of the

Kingfisher Genus Ramphalcyon i Pelar-

gopsis) 657

Observations on the skull of Ceratosaurus

aasicornis Marsh 359

Ocyplanus 626

proeses 626

Ocypodidse 346

Odontophorus 605

Page.
Odontospiza 627

OScophora 190

sulphurella 203

CEcophorida?, with Descriptions of New Spe-

cies. A Generic Revision of American

Moths of theFamily,by August Busck 187

OZdicnemidse 633

Olbiorchilus 627

On certain Genera and Species of Carnivorous

Dinosaurs, with special Reference to Cera-

tosaurus nasicornis Marsh, by Oliver P.

Hay 351

Oncorhynchus gorbuseha 441 , 477

kisutch , 432

nerka 440, 473, 477

tschawytscha 439, 441 , 470, 477

Onisimus 502

Opimia 459

exilis 459

gracilis 476

Opossum 568

Orchilus 627

cristatus 627

Orchomenella affinis 492

grcenlandica 494

minuta 494

nanus 493

pinguis 494

Oregon skull 171

Oreias 627

Oreomyias 627

Oreomystis 627

Oreomyza 627

Oreoscopus 627

Orientation of the valves 280

Oriolidse 598, 610

Oriolus caudacutus 588

flavus 647

galbula 610

Or tes 627

Ornithomimus velox 357

Orochelidon 627

Orodynastes 627

Orthoceras 134

Orthoptera of the Family Acridida?. Two
New Species of Neotropical, by James A.

G. Rehn 395

Ortyx 628

Ossifraga 619, 628

albicilla 628

Osteornis 618

Ostracoda of the United States National Mu-

seum. A further Report on the, by R. W.
Shai pe 399

Ostracoda. Preliminary Revision of the

Beyrichiidae, with Descriptions of New
Genera. New American Paleozoic. By
E. O. Ulrich and Hay S. Bassler 277

Ostrea brewerii 349

Oticulus 628

Otididse 628

( ) t is l lengalensis 628

Otus 628

bakkamoena 628

Owenia 628

Oxylabes 625
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Oxyporus
Pachypteryx

grandis 628

Pachyrhynchus

melanocepbalus

Pacific Coast, with Descriptions "i New
Genera and Specie North \ mi

Parasitic I !opepods: a Lis) of those

upon the Fishes of the, by Charles Branch

Wilson 431

Palseoapterodytes j

Palteonomis 629

Palaeospheniscus bergi 629

Palamedea cristata 612

Palamedeidse 597

Paleozoic Ostracoda. Preliminary Revision

of the Beyrichiidse, with Descriptio

New Genera. New American, by E. <>

Ulrichand Kay 8. Bassler 277

Pillions 348

PandarinsB 450

Pandarus cranchii 453, 476

Pandionidae 615

Panopea concentrica 349

generosa 344

I 'anlcandona 400, 402

(Candona i euplectella 402

euplectella 400,402

Paradisseidse 618,619

Paradozornis heudei 595

Paralabrax maculato-fasciatus 443,477

Paramphthoe

Paraphoxus oculatus 521

robustus

spinosus

Paraptenodytes curtus

grandis 591

Parasitic Copepods: \ Lisl of those found upon

the Pishes of the P iciflc Coast, h Ith De-

scriptions of New Genera and Spi

North American. By Charles Branch Wil-

son

Paraspheniscus 629

Parcoraus

oarbonensis

Pardaliscidse 526

Pardalotus pipra 613

Paridse.... 585,586,593,595,609,627,62 I

Parisoma galinieri 629

olivascens

Parophasma 629

!

Parra capensis

Parthenopidse 344

Parus aureola

biarmicus

candatus 627

cela 644

fringillarius

nova? seelandise 609

palustris

penculinus

Passer anunodendri 5 9

Passerherbulus

Paulomagus

Pavo bicalcaratus

Page

Pavonaria californica 705

I 'ecten andersoni

346

nutteri

wattsi 342

Pecula

Pelargopsis: A Revision ol thi Kingfisher

Genus Ramphalcyon, b 657

burmanica 670

Hi 079

fraseri 603

gigantea 668

gouldi 667

intermedia

malaccensis • -

aorhyncha eutreptorhyncha t'.r»:i

simalurensis G71

niger 629

I 'elasgia 630

Pelecanidse 004

Pelecanus bassanus

poda 342,344

Pelecyrhynchus

leucogaster 630

Pendulinus 630

polonicus 630

Penguina

Pennatula 688

aculeata 682^i
Pennal ulacea 1

Pennatulidse K
Pentacrinitidse: The \\ial Canals of the

recent, by A. II. (Mark s7

The Homologies of the Ann
b and \rm Divisions

in the recent Crinoids of

the Families of the Coma-
(uli<la and the, by \. II

Clark 113

Pentacrinus maclearanus 131

mulled 87,126,131

inus 130

Pentametrocrinidse 117

Penthestes

Penthomis

ipterus

Perenopterus , 630

Periophthalmus km
Perisphi

wimani o:w

Perissites wardii 158

'TIS

C<M

Peromyscus leucopus 547,573

michiganensis

631

1 unco 631

Petacula 631

canicularia 631

Petrochelidon murina
tibialis 621
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Page.

Phacoides acutilineatus 345

Phaeca 631

nilssoni 631

Phaenorhina 631

Phaeocyma aeruginosa 233,272

albofasciata 272

atritincta 272

benesignata 273

bethunei 260,273

calycanthata 269,273

cinerea 273

cingulifera 261,273

Colorado 263,273

curema 250,273

duplicata 258,273

edusa 272

edusina 229,272

exhausta 221,272

flctilis 222,272

galbanata 273

helata 252,273

horrida 270,273

insuda 234,272

intenta 273

involuta 272

largera 257,273

lineosa 243,273

lunata 225,272

lunifera 241,243,261,272,273

metata 248,273

minerea 238,272

nigricans 272

norda 236,272

obliqua 247,272,273

penna 241,272

plenipennis 272

putrescens 272

rosae 272

mbi 266,273

rubiata 265 , 273

salicis 228, 272

saundersii 272

squammularis 253. 273

undularis 231 . 272

var. umbripennis 272

unifonnis 273

unilineata 245, 273

viridans 224, 272

woodii 273

yavapai 267, 273

Phaeomyias 631

Phaeopharus 631

Phaeotriccus 631

Phalacrocoracidae 605,647

Phalacrocorax dilophus 605

Phalaena calycanthata 269

Phalaenivora 631

Phalaropodidse 588

Phanogenia 123

alata 124,126

altornans 124

belli 124

bennetti " 124

briareus 124

carpenteri 124

divaricata 124

Page.

Phanogenia duplex 124

echinoptera 124

elongata 124

gracilis 124

grandicalyx 124

japonica 124

littoralis 124

macrobrachius 124

maculata 124

magnifica 124

meridionalis 124

nobilis 124

novae-guineae 124

orientalis 124

parvicirra 124

peronii 124

quadrata 124

regalis 124

robustipinna 124

rotalaria 124

rubiginosa 124

schlegelii 124

serrata 124

stelligera 124

trichoptera 124

t ypica 124

valida 124

variabilis 124

Phasianalector 632

macartneyi 632

Phasianidae 587,

591,594,605,610,632,633,634,637,641

Phasianus argus 591

gallus 587

meleagris 626

Phibalura flavirostris 636

Philomedes 401 , 427

brenda 401 . 426

Philydra 632

Phcenicophaus 596

Phcenicopteridae 646

Pholadomya subelongata 349

Pholidauges femoralis 591

Phoniomyia 69

simmsi ".
.

.

65

Phormoplectes 632

Phororhacidae 642

Photidae 541

Photis reinhardi 543

Phoxocephalidae 518

Phragmites 632

arundinacea 632

locustella 632

salicaria 632

Phrixocephalus 461

cincinnatus 461 , 476

Phronima sedentaria 490

Phronimidae 490

Phrygilus 632

enucloator 632

vulgaris 632

Phyllastrephus leucopleurus 645

scandens 636

Phyllobates 632

erythronotus 632

Phyllomyias subviridis 585
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Page.

Phyllooecia

chloroleuca 632

Picidae 599, 603,606

Pickering tree-frog 559

Picus cafer 636

(Chrysoptilopicus) smithil 599

\ alius 000

Pimelometopon pulcher 441,477

Pimephales aotatus 549

Pinarocoxys 632

Pine-tree lizard 563

Pine vole ~u2

Pinna calamitoides 3-59

Pintado

numida 633

Piplstrellus subflavus 547,580

Pipra 633

deliciosa 587

leucocephala 633

leucocilla 633

punctata 642

Pipridse 587, 633, 64 1

,

Piranga azane t>0(">

cyanictera 625

Plsania atT. fort is 344

l 'isobla 033

Pitangus taylori 646

Placentula .'77

Placopharynx duquesnii 549

Placostomus 033

Plagiogrammus hopkinsi 183, 185

Plagiogrammns hopkinsi. Notes on Two
Rare California Fishes, Rimicola eigen-

nuiiiui and, by John Otterbeta Snyder.. 183

Plagiolophus vancouverensis 341,3 16

Plancus 033

maior 633

Planorhamphus 033

Platyrhamphus 633

Platyrhynchus cancroma

polychropterus GO

superciliaris

Platystrophia lynx 134

Platytriccus 633

Plectrophanes 634

Plethodon eeneus 555

cinereus 553, 555

glutinosus 553

Pleurogrammus monopterygius 430,440,447

Pleurota 189, L90

bicostella 191

Pleusl IdsB 531

Plexauridse 683,719
Ploceida- 588, 589, 598,600,

609,615,621,625,626,627,632,637,638,643

Ploceus castaneofusi us 600

nigerrimus 621

rubiginosus 000

Plotoides 634

surlnamensis 634

Plumarella 715

longispina 683,684,716

Podoceropsis nitida

Podoccs biddulphi 008

hendcrsonl mis

,
hnmilis 1137

Page.

Poodle superciliosa

Poeciloides
I

Pogoniulus 634

Pogonornls i;i4

Pogonotriccus zeledoni 616

Poliocichla

Poliolais
I

belenorse 634

Polyplectron 634

argus 634

Pomarinus 635

fuscus 635

Poneropsar 635

Potamocypris -itx)

smaragdina 400

1 'ui amolegus 635

superciliaris...., 635

furvicollls 635

magnlplumis

Potentilla palustre 4 is

I 'rairie cottontail :>74

meadow mouse 57

Prat incola 035

Preliminary Revision of the Beyrichiidss,

with Descriptions of New Genera. New
American Paleozoic Ostracoda. Bj E. O.

llrich and Ray S. Basslor 277

Preoneornis

roridus 035

1 'limit ia 277,278,313

Primitiella l'7'.i

Primnoidse 683, 71

1

Pringa minuta 633

Prionapteryx 370

baboquivariella 374

aebulifera 370,376

serpentella 370

Stephens 369

Prionocbilus 635

brasiliensis iv.^

Probateus

roseus ;,-

Prpcellaria glacialis 612

pelagica i;is

Procellariidse 648

Procniatidae 598

Proctolabus

bullatus -.'ii.

pulchripennis

Prodotes

Promepicus 636

Proparoides 636

Prosphorocichla 536

Prosopolepisjocosa 64

Protoptilidse us.', 713

Prunellidse 590

Psalidoramphos 589,636

Psaliurus 51

acevalianus 636

Psammogorgia 719

arbuscula 083, r>84, 719

simplex 083,084,720

spauldingl os:j, 084,721

torreyi 683,684,721

Psar 636

variegatus 636
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Psettichthys melanostictus 440, 477

Pseudagelaeus 037

Pseudalibrotus 502

Pseudammomanes 637

Pseudanthracia squammularis 253

Pseudemys rubriventris 164

Pseudochondracanthus 436

diceraus 436, 477

Pseudocorys 602, 637

Pseudogerygone rubra 609

Pseudonigrita 637

Pseudopodoces 637

Pseudospermestes 637

goossensi 637

Pseudospheniscus 637

interplanus 637

Pseudotaon 637

Pseudoxenicus 637

Pseudozosterops 637

Psilocorsis 189, 196

cryptolechiella 197

dubitatella 197

faginella 197

obsoletella 197

quercicella 196, 197

reflexella 197

Psittacidse 601, 619, 622, 631

Psittacus aterrimus 609

galeatus 602

pygmaeus 622

Psittparrus 638

Psophia crepitans 586

Pteroclidte 592

Ptilocorys 602

Ptilopus? incognita 648

Ptilosarcus 689

quadrangularis 682, 684, 689

Puffinidse 612, 619,639

Puffinus 638

flavirostris 638

Putorius noveboracensis 576

Pycnonotidse 585,

591, 592, 595, 597, 601 , 615, 636,643, 645

Pyrgitina 638

americana 401 , 426

Pyrocypris 40
1 , 426

Pyrorliamphus 638

berlepschianus 638

1 'yrrhocorax 638

Pyrrhula rhodochlamys 640

Pytelia ansorgei 598

caniceps 627

Querquedula 638

Rail-fence lizard 563

Rallidse 622

Ramphalcyon 657,660

amauroptera 657,660,661

capensis burmanlca 659,

661, 669, 6,7(1, 671.672.

673, 675. 677. 678, 679

capensis.. 658,661,663,664,

665, 667, 66S. 6711, 671, 6,72.

673, 675, 676, 677, 678, 679

cyanopteryx 659,

661,664,672,676,679

florcsi 657

floresiana 659, 601 , 679

Page.

Ramphalcyon capensis gigantea 660,

666, 667, 668, 670

goukli 661,

666,667,668,669,670

gurial 659,661,669,

671,672,673,675,677,679

hydrophila. 659,661,677,678

intermedia 659,

661, 666, 667, 669, 670

isoptera 659,661,671,

672,674,675,676,679

javana. 661,666,067,668,670

javanica 659, 665

malaccensis 659,

661,676,678,679

nesoeca 659,

661,673,674,675,676,679

simalurensis.. 659, 661, 671,

672, 673, 674, 076, 678, 679

sodalis 659,661,

672, 073, 674, 676, 678, 679

gigantea 658

gouldi 658

gurial 658

intermedia 658

javana 658

malaccensis 658

melanorhyncha dichr o r h y n -

cha 600,663

eutreptorhyn-

cha 660, 663

me 1 a n o -

rhyncha 660,

661,663

melanorhynchus 057

Ramphalcyon (Pelargopsis). A Revision of

the Kingfisher Genus, by H. C. Oberholser. 057

Ramphosteon 038

Rana catesbeiana 562

catesbiana 547

clamitans 546, 51 i 1

pipiens 546,561

Rare California Fishes, Rimicola eigenmanni

ami Plagiogrammus hopkinsi. Notes on

Two, by John Otterbein Snyder 1S3

Rathbun, Mary .1. Descriptions of Fossil

( "rubs from California 311

Recent Pentacrinitidae. The Axial Canals of

the, by A. II. Clark 87

Red bat 581

fox 575

Reguliidse 027

Kehu, .lames A. (i. Two New Species of

Neotropical Orthoptera of the Family
Acridiihc 395

Reichenowia 638

Remarks on the Silicification of Fossils. The
Formation of Geodes, with, by Ray S.

Bassler 133

Remiz 638

Renggerornis 638

leucophthalmus 638

Renilla 5*7.714

amethystina 682,684,714

Renillida?.... 682,714

Repoi i "ii Hie < tstracoda of Hie United States

National Museum. \ further, by R. W.
Sharpe 399
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Page.

Reptiles 562

Retropluma. Ml
i .if American Muihs of the Family

mi. la-, n Ith I >e criptions of New
Species. A Generic, bj August Busck 187

of Noctuidffl here-

ire referred to the < lenus I [omoptei i

duval, by J. B. Smith 209

Revision of the Beyrlchlidse, with Di

tions of Not Genera. New A rlcan

Paleozoic Ostracoda. Preliminary, by E.

i Irich and Raj S. Basslei 277

Revision of the Kingfisher Genus

phalc; by n. C. Ober-

bolser 657

Rhacura. .: 72

pulchera 74

Rhadina

Rhamphosj athlipsis

'.in

Rhlnlchthys atronasus

Rhipornl

Rhondelia 639

Rhopocichla

irnis

labra 574

vernix Il'i

!i iili-s

messelensis

Rhynchodon («;i

aotrema capax 134

caliginea

Richardson, Harriet. Some New tsopoda of

the Superfamilj

Iselloidea from the

Atlantic Coasl of

North 71

N'.'u [sopods of

the Family Gnath-

i from the VI-

lanl nf

North Vmerica .. 183

Richmond, Charles W. Generic Nam.
in Birds

during the Years

1901 to 1905, in-

clusive, with fur-

ther Additions

in \\ aterha

" Index

rum Avium". . . 583

ol i eigenmanni 183, 184, 185

mmus

hopkinsl Notes on Two Rare California

Pishes, by John < H terbein Snj der 183

Rimicola muscarum 184

Ring-neclt snake

R ola.

I...U 1. 11

1

Ripidlcala.

Kin Kin island Description of 1 ighteen

\. v
I Two

New Genera of I

from Japan and the,

b

der

Proc. N. M. vol x\\\

Rubicilla .

RubricapiUa .

alnus. i. in

Ruflpes. ... i. io

i, in

Rupicula

albogularis. . ,

ruflventrls 640

threnothorax

Ruwenzorornis

Rynchopidse

Rynchops
.

i I

Saccharivora. ...

ma 640

biseriatus 108, 107

109

100

undecimalis no
Salix.. us

Salmo Iridens 470

Salvelinus malma 441,469,470,472,477

641

aenigma 641

nia purpurea 419

1,11

Saxidomus gracilis -

578

Scseorhynchus 638

Scaridse 99

Sceloporus undulatus
Soil "ilia oil

Scina 190

Scinidae mo
Scirpus us

pterus volans

Sciurus carolinensis.

' ruflventer

Scofleldia 314

bilaterali 314

1. 1.
1'

596,603,618,62

Scolopax erythropus...

fusca

glottis. 624

nemoricol 1

ini 648

semi]

undulata. 648

Scopelocheiru 500

Scopidsc

umbretta

Scutell 1 breweriana

Sebastodes glaucus

rubrivinctus

Seiren. 641

arborea . 641

641

ricardi 641

ris ...

flava 641

a iculai 1 'ii
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Page.

Seisura neglecta » «-4

1

ropis I

allenella 201

aurorella 201

inornatella 201

raegamicrella 201

merriccella 201

packardella 201

steinkellneriana 201

Semiparus 042

Sericornis gutturalis 627

Serlnus 642

rendalli 589

Sharpe, Richard W. A further Report on

the Ostracoda of the United States National

Museum 399

Shells from Mexico, believed to be New. De-

scriptions and Figures of some Land and

Fresh-water, by W. H. Dall 177

Sieberocitta 642

Silicificat on of Fossils. The Formation of

Geodes, with Remarks on the, by Ray S.

Bassler 133

Silvestrius 642

Siolia 642

spinicauda 642

Siphonalia 346

Siren lacertina 550

Sitella 625, 642

Sitocorax 610, 642

Sitta chrysoptera 642

Sittidae 625,642

Sittiparus 636,642

Skulls with Low Forehead. New Examples

of American Indian, by Ales Hrdlieka

—

171

Skunk 576

Slimy salamander 553

Small shrew 577

Smiliornis 642

penetrans 642

Smith, John B. A Revision .of some Species

ofNoctuidae heretofore referred to the Genus

Homoptera Boisduval 209

Snapping turtle 567

Snyder, John Otterbein. Descriptions of

E i g h t. e e n

New Species

and '1'wo New
(I e II e ra of

Fishes from
Japan andthe

Rio Kin Is-

lands 93

Notes on Two
Hare C a 1 i

-

fornia fishes,

Rimi c I a

elgenman ni

and Plagio-

g r a m m u s

hopkinsi 183

Bolenolambrus 346

Some New isopoda of the Superfamily Asel-

loidea from the Atlantic Coast of North

America, by Harriet Richardson 71

Sparvius ruficollis 645

Vatre

Spatula clypeata 100,414

. A Generic Revision 01 American
Moths of the Family (Ecophoridae, wi1 h De-

scriptions of New, by Augusl Busck 187

Specii 5 and Two New Genera of Fishes from

Japan and tin 1 Riu Kin Islands. !> cri]

tions of Eighteen New, by John otterbein

Snyder 93

Species. North American Parasitic 1

pods: A List of those foundupon the Fishes

of the Pacific Coast, with Descriptions of

New Genera and, by Charles Branch Wilson 431

Species of Carnivorous Dinosaurs, with spe-

cial Reference to Ceratosaurus nasicornis

Marsh. On certain Genera and, by Oliver

I'. Hay 351

Species of Neotropical Orthoptera of the Fam-
ily Acrididae. Two New, by James A. <;.

Helm 395

Species of Noctuidse heretofore referred to the

Genus Homoptera Boisduval. A Revision

of some, by J. B. Smith
if North American Crambid Mollis.

Descriptions of New, by YV. D. Kearfott.. 367

Species of North American Fossil Turile^.

Four of which are New. Descriptions of

Five, by Oliver P. Hay 161

Species. The Amphipoda collected by the

fj. S. Bureau of Fisheries Steamer Alba-

tross off the West Coast of North America,

in 1903 and 1904, with Descriptions of a New
Family and several New Genera and. by

Samuel J. Holmes 489

Spelerpes bislineatus 556

longicaudus 555

maculicaudus 546,55

Spermologa 642

Spheniscidae 589, 590, 591

.

608,611,615,616,621,624,628,629,630,637,647

Spilomis bacha 592

Spiny soft-shelled turtle 567

Spirocypris 400, 106

passaica inn, 107

tuberculata 400, (05, (06

Spizites 642

Spizocorys personata 586

Spotted salamander 552

Spreading adder - 504

Spreo all 635

Stachyptilidse 682,708

Stachyptilum 708

quadridentatum 682,684,709

superbum 682,684 708

Steamer Albatross off the West Coast oi

North America, in 1903 and 1904, with De-

ionsofa New Family and several New

Genera and Species. The Amphipoda col-

lected by the U. S. Bureau of fisheries, by

Samuel J. Holmes (89

Steganura 6 1

3

Stelgidocichla 643

Stelli rocitl 1
643

Stenogorgia 72:;

683,684,724

Stercorariidae 635

1 1 440,477
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albifrons
-

Hi..

hirundo.

mlnuta

Steusloffla.

Stictornls. . .

.

Stilipedidse .

Stilipes

distini I
.

Stipiturop 6 13

Stipiturus -

Stone lemmin .... ">7o

Storer snake.

pito-maculata

Streptosl i ... ITS

bartschli 178,180

jilitlana 170

17'.", ISO

Strepula

lineal i

lunatifera.

culata 297

simplex. 286

591,594,611,612,628,648

Striped tree-frog.

Strix alba. .

.

....647
• i-17

612

612

604

irola luctuosa.

Struthlo casuarius.

S(nillii.>.n

Strutbus

Strychnos

Stud) in the W. I.. Ibbott I oUections. \ o-

.r. o( M .la', i in B tsketwork: by

l

Sturnldse 591,607,611,621,1

Sturnus cinclus

la 6

elongata..

Stylatulidse 6

ih Vselloidea rroi i the Atlantic

ol North \ ie New Iso-

• 4 the, bj Harriet Richardson 71

Surattha

Indentella 372

santella .... 371

Sycobrotus Insignl

Sylosi Ua.

Sylvia bstlcata. ..

litis. 613

herbicola

lusclnia 619

paludicola.

palustrts. 613

Philadelphia

phragmitis 613

Syh-ia rufa . .....

Sylvii.l:.

Sylvilagus floridanu

Symph
Bympodium.

arrnatum.

Synallaxis curunn i

rufic , ID

Synaphe

Tachyn it

Tadorna 644

Taeniotriccus

Tsenio]

Tamarrha. .

.

bittenella.

delliella.

niveo ell i

Tamia
Tamphalcyoo capem
Tanagra 644

albirostris. .

tatao.

Tangaridse

Tantalus falcinellus

Tapera

brasiliensis

Teleoci

ais 645

impressus

ambigua

Temia
Terebratalia occidentalis. ... .

triccus 646

midse 631

- ae Carolina. .... II

longinsulae H

ita 167,168

Testudo ortho] i 166

Tetema.

la

affinis

bohemica.

bussacensis

complicate

digital .

barpa

(Kii

mamillosa

radian:

lacunata

lunatifera

marchica. .

.

.....
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Leila marchica lata 306

palmata 306

quadrilirata 307

var. simplex 307

ribeiriana 307

simplex 307

subquadrans 307

Tetrao alchata 592

arborea 596

francolinus 610

gibraltaricus 628

Tetraonidse 596, 605,608,640, 645

Tel rix 645

niger. 645

sylvicola 645

I hamuophilus cyanocephalus 600

pimctatus 584

(Silvestrius) flavescens 642

Thamnophis sirtalis 566

'! hapsinillas 645

Thaumantias 645

Thaumasius 645

Tbaumatocrinus 113, 128

Thaumatopsis atomosella

coloradella 386

crenulatella 386,389

edonis 386

fernaldella 386

gibsonella 387

magnlflca 18( i

nortella 386

miter 386

pexella 386,391

repanda

striatella 386

Theropoda 362

Thescelocichla 645

Thrasyaccipiter 645

seminocturnis 645

Thrasys - 646

Thryorchilus 646

Ti iris 598

Tiger salamander 552

Tiliornis 646

senex 646

Timaliidae 586,

593,594,613,614,615,616,624,625,636,637,642

Timber wolf 576

mIiis 646

decoloratur 646

pallidum .. 646

\ irescens ii-lo

Titiza 646

lightfooti (i4(i

Tityra viridis 593

[*oad 557

Todirhamphus 646

pectoralis 646

ruficeps 646
'1 odirostrum ecaudatum 631

irchus 646

646

Totanus 596

iitiilis 596

1 tachodon .v>7

Page.

Trachyphonus vaillantii 636

Mil 646

rrebinae -. 447

Trebinus tenuifurcatus 447

Treleudj tes 647

- 647

Treposella 292,314

lyoni 292,314,315

Treronidse 589,601 ,623, 648

Triakis semifasciatum 4.30

Trichites 595

Trichophorus icterinus 591

notatus 615

Trichostoma 586

Triclonella 187, 1

determinatella 203

pergandeella 203

Trigonia evansiana 349

leana 349

Tringa arenaria 603

fulicaria 588

glacialis 588

glareola 596

hypoleucos

leucophaea 603

morinella 599

ochropus

temininckii 633

Trionyx spiniferus

Trochilidae 586, 589, 601 ,621, 645

Trochilus longirostris 5S9

Troglodytes

aedon 629

browni 646

Troglodytidse 624, (127. 6/29,646

Trogon antisianus 590

neoxenus 609

Trogonidse 580, 609, 612

Tropical A tneriea. l descriptions ofsome New
Mosquitoes from, by li. (I. Dyar and Fred-

erick Knab 53

Tropiometra 120

Trygonoides 647

capensis 647

Tryphanidae 430

Tryphosa 498

coaca '. 496

Turdidse. .. 585,601,606,610,612,617,627,1

Turdus aurantius 612

azureus 627

citrinus 610

.
longirostris 601

roseus 583,615,621

Turnicidse 628

Turritella ocoyana 346

pescaderoensis

Purtle . Four ofwhich areNew. Descriptions

of Five Species of North American Fossil,

by Oliver P. Hay 161

Two-lined triton 556

Two New Genera of Fishes from Japan and

the Riu Kin Islands. Descriptions of

Eighteen New Species and, by John Otter-

bein Snyder 93
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ofthe Family Icridldse, by J, \. Q. Rehi

re CallfornJ i

inanni and Plagiogrammus hopkinsl.

Notes on, ;

Tyrannop i

Tyrannula pho

LTintacrlnus .

I'lricli, Edward 0., and Kay - B

liniin '.'

277

DTrichia

conflui

[Jmbellula

hu\|. yi 52 684,711

loma 82 684,712

i

lulidtB.

\ further

R \Y

Sharpe.

i pupid e

I'ria wumizusume..

. . 647

mariaa. .

(Jrolophus halleri.

.

H7

(Jtrlcularia 418

ium corymbosuE tin

Valettiopsis

I IS

Venllia.

103

irum

Farm,

II, Indiana. Not '

I omals

i old-blood< d, by Waltei L. II J

490

''17

Virginia elegans

i

Vlrgularla elongata.

Qnmarchic i 706

Ills. "00,701

grandiflora . 710

Virgnlaridaa

Viridibucco 647

Vocabulary o( Malaysian Basketwork: A

Study in the W. I.. Abbot

Otis T. Mason I

ruivu

Vultur auricularis

611

atarius 612

Vulturid

Generum \'

og thi

1901 i" 1905, Inclu irther

Vddil ions to, by C w Ri< runond

1904, with i

Ajnph
|

ted bj the i

pfl the,

imuel i- Holme

White-footed mouse.
Wilson, Charles Branch, North Ann

found

iptions of New ionera an

Woodchuck -

.

abebela

abia

ablabes

ablechra

andropus

, mra
baria 69

clasoleuca..

dymodora.
66

70

doi : 69

ip .

Xanthops u

mus

Xenops

minor

tibialis

Xiphorn

undularis

phus trimaculellus

Zale borrid

:•

trochilus..

arborea. ..

ipidse

o
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